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Domingo Jjaxanm. His Visit to the Hill where the 

King Spoke to him 

They say that Domingo Joycom»«as very young and that 

he was appointed mayordomo of San Antonio. It is the custom 

here that in all the fiestas the mayordomos go out very early 
n&eilti ¿pi*©) 

to bring pine woo*- . So once Domingo was appointed to bring 

pine wood» And he went out very early. When he got to the place 

called "Chuasajojk" they say that they were waiting for him. 
byuV.? brni'o 

There was a (magician)(i•JM0<"} who looks like the magioían of the 
brujo 

dances. When Domingo came up to where the magiei-a>n was they grabbed 

him and asked him where he was going. He answered that he was 

going to fetch pine wood. "Before you go we will send you on an 

errand." Domingo answered that he would not do it beoause it 

was already dawning. The magician said that this errand would 

take only a short while. Domingo didn't want to go. And the 

magician said: "Please come with me because it is already several 

days that I have been waiting for you and you never came, and 

now that you have come at an early hour you are going to oome 

with me." Then Domingo said it was alright. So they went. And 

they walked for a while. And Domingo did not notice exactly 

when they got up to the hili. The first thing he knew, he was - 

already inside a big house which was under the ground. Then 

Domingo saw a gentlemen who was well dressed, and he got soared, 

beoause it was the king. When Domingo oame up to the king, the 

king spoke to him and said why did he not want to come. Domingo 

answered that it was beoause he had not known what it was all 

-*^a^^>-^Íém^'a^^iM,m'i f-rm-' nnriTmiir u»»*^^^*****,*»**. 



about. The king said: "Well, look here you silly boy, I need 

you; and I know very well all the people who have food luck and 

this is why I made you come. And now you are going to take what 

1 amm going to say. It is something that has to do with the sha- 

mans. Because in you*village there is no good shaman. There are 

several whojf are apprentices and who do not know how to cure. And 

if you are willing you will be the very first of the shamans." 

Domingo answered that he did not know anything about the formulae 

which the shamans used, because these words were very difficult 

and he could not remember. The king argued with Domingo because 

the latter did not want to accept the job the king was giving him. 

Domingo said again that he did not know the formulae. And the 

king said that he would tell him how they were. Domingo replied: 

"Sir, it is because I will not remember them and as I will not re- 

member them, just let me go." Then the king started to pronounce 

the words of the shamans and Domingo was listening. Now Domingo 

remembered all the words that were said. When he was asked to re- 

peat everything the king had said, he started to tell everything 

and he repeated everything which the king had said. Then they 

taught him how to use all kinds of medicinal plants. And they 

told him which sickness each kind of these plants could cure. 

Then he parted from the king. And when he came out they were 

waiting for him with the pine wood because the king had sent some- 

one to bring the pine wood. So that Domingo brought the pine wood 

although it had not been cut by him. When he came to the house 

«rj^^^^y^feai^'^fri^jtiiiMi^^ >A^*jx¡im'M£.-¿ 



he came over to tell my father all that had happened. But as he 

was ashamed of going out to work like a shaman, he therefore died. 

Whenever somebody is made to be a shaman,he has to follow this 

because otherwise you die. 

^mií&í¡aÉ^^*-&ai^u¡^ai*^^^íí^^ 
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Chema 41-10-18 ' 

loS. k'orxin cases 

When Manuel Cortez was young he was very strong because he was a 

"sabio", that is a "k'or xin". Once this man was travelling through a 

place where there were many murderers» but he was not afraid. When he 

came where they were, those people asked him what he had to eat. Manuel 

answered that he didn't brigg anything.  The other people then got vejry 

angry and challenged him to come down from his "bestia" and test his 

down off his "bestia" 

A 

strength. Manuel answered that if he came 
_and started fighting them 
"he could withstand them all, even if there were four or five of them 

Manuel Cortez was "k'or xin" and he could neBist many people at a time. 

He xarauubckxx got his power from a book which he had "pepenado". 

It is said that once he went to the coast and that on  the way he saw a 

book. He did not pick it up but as he proceeded the bopk also moved for- 

ward, so that finally Manuel took it ("pepeno") and brough it home. 
CO When he got there he did not show it to his wife but kept it in a place 

where his wife was not supposed to find it. Once he got drunk and took 

a friend of his, called Cosme Moxnay, home. He told Cosme that he had 

"pepenado" a book, when he was asked where ha had done it he told the 

whole 8tory . . • 

Cosme said that may be this was a lucky thing ("tu suerte"). 

Manuel answered that he didn't know as it was; only a few days since he 

had taken it. Cosme advised him to take good care of it because maybe 

something would oome out of this. . 

Manuel Corte», with the help ("por medió") of his book went nights 

to Bleep with women* :''- 

But once he got sick ("lo hicieron un mal") and he went to the 

hospital where he was operated on and where they took everything out that 

he had in his stomach. This,my mother told me because she was with hinA ) 

:    íÁi/3¿É&^éá&iiii¿ 
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when they operated on him. they say that in his stomach he had a piece 

of bone which was what hurt him. They say also that this bone had been 

sent into him by the sorcerersjand that during the operation a cat 

jumped out of his stomach. This cat was what gave Manuel his strength. 

When he came back he had no more strength and had no more magic knowledge » 

("no tenia nada de fuerza y ya no sabia nada.") 3bx . . , 
Everytime 
Son Manuel got drunk he remembered everything they did to him in 

the hospital. When he came back "le hicieron otro mal" and he could not 

be saved because "al que lo salvaba se lo quitaron". He had no resistance • 

and died. However when he was still alive that if he did not die all his 

children would and he had only two' of them left when he died because the 

other sons had died before. 

Rafael Gonzalez Mejicanos (jy ' 

It is said that when this man was born he had a leather caul on 

his head. His parents thought that he was a "sanjorin", "pero 41 no es". 

When he was very small he was very sick and his parents thought that he 

was going to die. But he was a man who knew about many things and had a 

lot of tricks. His parents were Jose Antonio Gonzalez and Maria Mejicanos. 

They say that Rafael began his tricks when he was 18. A short time 

after this he went to the coast. On his way "pepeno" a nice whip and 

he brought it home with him. From then on he became fearless and he got 

out during the night to chase the "characoteles". They also say that 

t'ae whip talked to him. When Rafael was asleep and something would.happen 

on the road or on the street the whip would wake him up and take him to 

the street. One day the whip did this anoto ok him to where several women 

were sitting. But Rafael was so brave that he didn't fear to come close 

to these women and talk to them. The women got angry and wanted to kill 

him. Rafael, however, dared to ask them what they were doing in that place.» 



The women then attacked him and wanted to kill him, hut could not over- 

come him. Rafael took hie whip out of hie purse and struck them until 

they finally fell to the ground. When they got, up again they asked 

Rafael's fOB^giveness, promissing him that they would not go out to the 

streets again. But Rafael had heard people telling thing about 

"characóteles" and he asked them in which house they lived. As they 

were frightened they wouldn't answer. However, Rafael inisbüüaHKOC said 

"Tell me, if you do I will release you, but if you don't I will kill 

you." Then the frightened wonen had to tell him where they were staving. 

Whereupon Rafael released them and sent them home. When these women^got 

home they were sick for many days, from which you can see thajf ±ks 
i m 

Rafaels whip is hatful to the "characoteles". 

They also say that Rafael went out again to the street looking for 

"characoteles". When he came in front .of the church he'saw an animal 

there which looked like a "coche". Upon seeing it Rafael took his whip 

out of the purse and came close. The animal did not see Rafael, and when 

. he did he had already been struck with the whip which made him powerless* 

So he just started asking Rafael's forgiveness, which Rafael did not want 

to give unless he first told him where he came from. Then the "characotel" 

said: 

"I am a fPableno." 
"What do you come here for?" asked Rafael. 

"I mama, have come to carry out a plan, (comisión)" 

"What plan?" 

"I have an enemy here and I want him to die." 

"Who is it?" asked Rafael. 

"Just an enemy," said the "characotel". 

"How did you manage to come here?" 

The Characotel answered, "I came by the lake'in a canoe." 

Rafael answered, "Lets go and see your canoe." But then the 

CO. 
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Characotel said that he had not actually come in a canoe,, but in a 

"tecomate". 

Rafael asked, "Is it possible that a "tecomate• can support you?" 

"Of course," said the Characotel. 

then Rafael answered, "Iwill not kill you, but I'm goi,ng to take 

you to the beach because I want to tee how you go in the 'tecomate'." 

"All right," said the Characotel. 

When they got to the shore the Pablerío got into the "tecomate" and 

went away without even saying good bye to Rafael. The Characotel died 

two weeks after this. 

Every Characotel that Rafael 'came across died because he was very 

powerful <"sabio"), this being called in Indian "k'or xin". 

Once Rafael also met another Characotel who was a ."Juanero" . - 

It is said that at about that time there was a bad disease here and that 

Jthis Juanero knew about it. As all Juaneros are eneninies of the Pedranos 

he thought that he would come to this village to bring even more d/feseaseV^' 

When Rafael saw that the disease did not abate he thought that there 

must be somebody who was bringing it, therefore he would go around the 

streets looking for the Characotel. When he' crossed the road leading to 

San Juan he saw an animal that lookied like a burro. Rafael stopped and 

the animal first continued advancing without fear. But when he came close 

to Rafael, the animal stopped, not wanting to go further, and even turned 

around. 

Tile Rafael went to the juzgado to see the mayor, asking him the 

favor of borrowing his cane during the night.  "Yesterday Mr saw a 

Characotel that looked like a very big burro so that if you agree we are 

going out to kill him. you will come with me and we will wait for him 

on the San Juan road." The mayor agreed, and at about 7 o'clook they went 

f~iñf^-jMB^íftiftm^ 



to wait for the animal. When they got to the place they'sat under an 

amate tree. Then Rafael said: "We must bury the cane." They did this and 

afterwards they hid up in the anate tree. At about 9 p.m. the Characotel 

came along. When he felt that something was in the way he stopped, not 

wanting to proceed and stayed like this for a long time. Finally he 
over 

thought it over and Jumped jsx.  the place where the cane was buried. Rafael 

then was glad because he had already trapped him as the buried cane was 

only supposed to be a threat. Once the Characotel had passed Rafael said 

that everything was won and they started pursuing him. When they got in 

front of the church they saw that the Characotel had knealt down and 
r 

afterwards gone inside and started asking fogiveness of the statue of 

San Pedro. As Rafael was following him he heard everything the Characotel 

said. He was asking the saint to grant his wish that all the ricfc people 

of San Pedro would die.v'Then the statue, of San Pedro mads a movement a* 

if he wanted to come down. The Characotel said; "Why do you do this? 

You never did it before, and it is such a strange thing, lijr Lord, that 

you have frightened me."  (and he thought) "My God, is this a good or a 

bad omen?" 

But Rafael was already prepared with á noose in order to strangle this 

animal. When he was going away from the image he said, "Oh my God and 

image of my lord San Pedro: may nothing happen to me in this village and 

may I go back the same way I have come." When he finished saying this 

Rafael put the noose around his neck and wanted to strangle him. The 

Characotel pleaded with Rafael not to strangle him, and he even *ept. 

Rafael gave him only one night. Vhen he got home he told his wife that 

he felt a great pain and he was going to die. He actually, died the following 

day and everybody was happy. (_ ll) 

jÉÉÉÉffrttiiÉi^^ 
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Domingo Yo.1 com 

This nan was very powerful ("fuerte") and he also was a thief. 

Whenever Domingo wanted something he would just go to the houses and 

talle it, "because he was a thief. , But he also was a very wise man, 

i.e. a "k'orxin". At that time there were many murderers about on 

the roads and Domingo once went out to hunt for them.  WhSñ jhfe came 

to -the place ¿hej?é were several people sitting fcbese and he asked 

them what they were doing. They answered that they were just waiting 

for him. 

"What for?" asked Domingo. - 

"Just for something." 

"V/hat is it?" 

"What have you brought us to eat?" 
111 

"Nothing," answered Domingo. 

"Then we are going toytry your strength." Those people said. 

Domingo was alone, but as he was not afraid he agreed to do it 

and they started to fight. When the leader's turn came he took up a 

machete to kill Domingo with. But Domingo kww very well how to defend 

himself. 

They say that when Domingo was born he had a pino fruit in his 

hands, which his parents kept. As he grew up he had a lot of dreams. 

Once he dreamt that he had killed five men and he told his parents 

about it. He also told themthat in dreams he had been told that when , 

he was born he carried a "fortuna" with him, "they told me that you are 

keeping it, and I want you to give it to me." So the parents gave it [U, 

to Domingo who was very happy about it and started performing his tricks. 

Once Domingo xni and some companions went to hunt for some 

murderers. When they found them Domingo talked to them and asked them 

(Li) 

F*A 
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•what they were doing. These people answered that it was,none of his 

business. Domingo got very angry at this reply and told his companions 

to wait ^ while he killed them. His friends were trembling because they 

were afraid Domingo would not be able to resist all these people. -*But he^ 

just started to fight and killed them all. All the money that these 

people had he distributed among his followers, and they all came back 

home very happy. 

But when Domingo got drunk he would beat up people, *o that he was 

always in jail. 

One day Domingo went again in pursuit of some murderers. He came 

across some "arrieros" and as he was a little drunk he molested them 

and they killed him. So that Domingo did not die in his village but 

was killed on the road and when people found out about Domingo's death 

they said that he deserved it because he always attacked people when 

he was drunk. 

This is the reward that God gave him for having killed so many 

people. Q\H) 

Domfrago Navichoc 

He was a very wise man, which in Indian is called "k'orxin". He 

is said to have "rixin".  (His qualities BX9i\t/yi/k/}^   First, that he 

works a lot with "azadón" and machete* Second, that he steals a lot of 

things and nobody notices what he does. Thirdly, that he drinks for 

five or six days and never gets drunk. Fourth, that he is not afraid 

of wild beasts, but climbs on them and they are never able to throw him 

off. 

These are the reasons why people say that Domingo is "k'orxin". 

imffMimiÉ^ 



He doesn't care how much work he has to do because he can do it all. 

He can always outsmart people in his dealings with them. Domingo Navichoc 

is the son of Jose Navichoc and Inez Gonzalez. . He is very fond of women; 

also if somebody dares to fight with him, the opponent is always killed. 

Peopfce are afraid of Domingo when he is drunk.  When he is sober he 

doesn't do anything. He is called in Indian "cu Chuj"  (Spelling?) 

^^^""^"^lilíMiTiffiííillllMriMlIi tiiWtiiÉSif 
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(Espíritus and Property 
,    rwr. Nti.c 

0 Chip 
9.7.41 
8 tOO P.lf.: 

,-TM 

j.    ¿ííxuíChip comes in to collect pay in order to pay his vialidad.    I bring up the  subjedt 
AlBr * Manuela Morales,  his father's other woman, who died this afternoon.^'T 

4^3 

Yes,  it had all been  settled.     She will get the panteón reserved for her by the 
old Manuel Gz before he died, despite the earlier objections of Ventura and his sister's 
who were piqued at the way }¿nuela had .joder'ed their mother when the  latter was 
alive.    I ask whether the ospiritu of the dead Manuela might  come back to haunt 
people.    No.    Do espiritu3 ever cone back.    Yes,   it is cierto.     Cases?    At a loss. 
I then offer a hypothetical onei    Suppose  Ventura had prevailed, whjfet would the irate 

ill* "ií1!"3 Manuela have done?    Answer: 

5^j|i [Angered at not getting the panteón, her espiritj» would inform the espirity of her 
^former querido Manuel who is muy delicado.    A week later these two or Manuel would 

juJT^y.&'visit one  of the sons in a dream expressing his displeasure.    He most likely would 
N\jr ¡¿r   not visit Ventura for it is not customary that dead relatives choose to speak to those 

ATj)' w**n whom they ara  contrarios.    He might pick on Desideri^o say who shared no blame. Ci>\ 
^r     He might even visit a distant relative or a neighbor.    The dreaming person would inform 

j/\   f^B'   the brothers involved of the messagej   They would now know that vengeance might strike 
t^\S''\ a^ any **mB and in any directi°n.    *t will come in the way of a death.    Death may not 

\r   jf¿J>' ' sei«e the guilty party.    It may fall on an innocent member for the guilt is communal 
*^?lJrM' aB among the offspring.    Or if the children themselves are  strong death may come to 
-  ^/M¿*^one  of ^eÍT offspring,  of to a spouse of the latter.    Not only so, but the person 
\^^ ryV^v/ho dies thus will call another member after him. And so it may go on until a whole 

family is wiped apt.   "Till their house has to be closed up.,,vV 

5*% 

But wpuldn't the brothers do something to fend off the evil fate on hearing of the 
dream message?    They could.    They would probably arrange with a zaj^íor costumbres 
on a day of imox, de los meurtos.    The day previous they v/ould send food to the zaj's 
house.    He comes in turn and delivers oraciones in the house, arranging and washing 
the-candles over a table and waving a burning incenser.    Incense and candles had been 
prepared by the assembled children of the angry deceased.    Next day,  say at 3 A.M. 
they would follow the  zaj into the  church to pray before the saints and to burn the 
candles.    Thus having offered perdón, the espirituyí se pone contento and doesn't bother 
any more.    But if this is not done, then the afro/mentioned dire ill will befall. 

Espíritus don't return to molest as a rule,  only when they have left pending matters. 
For instance?    Chema the ch'ip vol's»    suppose a father on his death bed, not having 
formally disposed of his land, arranges with his^ns who shall get what.    Later some 
sons take more than their share.    He will get mad and will probably visit one of them 
in a warning dream*    Then will follow death and maybe more death.    But even if they 
make castwmbres this will avail nought if the property is not properly adjusted to       .'¡¿¡ 
boot, ana's*Chip«\ 

.*LI 
B is 

There are 2 kinds of espíritus, he reminds himselft $l) those who would only bring 
"ii1 death to the man who was'guilty, or his family;  (2) those who would wreak vengeance 
"b€^      with any member of the family however innocent,    l&muela, being mean, would prob'ábíy 
3«1      belong to the latter class.    But take his father Manuel.    He was muy delicado while 
H£"SJ   living.    But before dying he told his children that he would change as an espíritu 
<$>    and would be good.    He would not molest anyone.    Not even if they failed to give the       ¿ 
5$"t   panteón to Manuela?    In that case yes.    The idea is that he would not interfewe exceptó! 
hoh   justly. ,JS 

*  tglnship note»    Chip says the disposition of the panteón now that the father is dead; 
. 'treated with Nicolas since .hé is oldest  fna.1 bey) and not with the brothers aasBrabl«| 
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/Chip can't help tell stories and he tells them with relish and details. 

Chips 11/4 

The 
following accounts emerged incidental to a genealogy session earlier this after- 
noon t 

Chip's father, Manuel, was drinking one night with the. husband of his sister Ana. 
This brother-in-law» Francisco Raxie, was puro seco,- Very strong.   As the two e- 
merged from a cantina, an animal that appeared to be a burro butted Ifcnuel so hard 
he was knocked over,   fearlessly Francisco laid into the animal which thereupon dis- 
appeared.    In those days only some 3 people had bestias (?)•    One of them, Chema 
Contales lbj., was known to hare a 11 yegua that wore a chain because she would 
chew up a bride halter made of rope.    Since the butting burro wore a cadena round 
his neck, the two felt sure it was the escaped bestia belonging to Chema.   They woke 
him up but when he found that his mare was.securely tied, he told the two drunks to 
be on their way and slammed shut the door.    On the way baok to the cantina they saw 
the burro resting on the ground.    It had a chain.    It was therefore certainly a 
charaeotel.   Bither they beat up the burro or v.v. (I didn't get it straight).   Any- 
way they fortified themselves with more drink.   When they went to Francisco's house 
the animal was malting to joder him for he was contrario with Francisco, it was clear. 
But the latter was listo.   Near his house were chichicaste pe/los.    He seised one 
and beat the beast who died.    For some reason or other chichicaste is known to be 
very effective against eharacotelea.   The chain tied to the neck of the slain animal 
turned to dry bijuco, light as a feather.   There by a pile of rooks and adobes they 
left the carcass and went to sleep.   Next die morning a man died.    Let's go and see, 
said Ifcnuel to Francisco.    In the dead man's house the wailing widow informed thorn 
that her husband was in full health the day before but that he suddenly died, bleeding 
and what-not.   They said nothing to the woman but Manuel assured Chip that the man was 
the charaeotel they killed.   No, they would not say anything tolthe woman for maybe 
she would dar parte or something. 

Tes, aharacoteles that assume animal forms ofter wear things round their necks. 
Characteristically they wear a corn-cob which is really a bell. .And. why?   Well,, 

pJW0wftr\*at¡ haven't you seen sheep wear bells?   Oh, the leader of the char bell.   <&o, 
cualquiera)   To what purpose?   Well, maybe to scare people.   Apparently some wear chatas 

^Now Chip's father had another brother-in-law, the husband of Varia, who was endowed 
with the portuna or suerte or k'orxin to scare away eharaooteles.   As were many people 
in the old days he had was without fear in walking about alone at night.    The token of 
his suerte (his virtud I take it) was an an aslal or asialos (whatever thy are) which 
he found pepinadol    (Elena says an acial is a chicote).By self-election (god-sent 
that is) he would lay in wait before the church at the dead of night.   When a chara- 
eotel would corns it would leave outside the end of a cord taking with it the other end 
as it entered the edifice to petition illnesses before San Pedro.   At this point, 
Domingo Criado, the euAado with the k^orjjJa, would seise the loose end of the oor4*and 
bind it about his own waist.   When he tugged on it, the panicky werewolf ru|hie'di0^t'i';-- 
and flew into the air carrying Domingo with him.   With hijMwhip the latter'l%sh^»hü^ 
as he flew.   The tormented char flew over sean' and land. 'Finally he agreéji^?

;^urñf-; 
his tormentor to the steps of the San Pedro church.   Ones this was-aboo^lluejá^Ws,   - 
werewolf disappeared never to return again*     And why, I asked, dia^'t ,táe'cfi|r^.|e^  „,  . 
go his rope and Domingo dangling from it when he was being whipped., Poro, ,c'omo;twnen? 
sus manas, verdad, talves no puede.   Just as you might have vital .documents in ¡your   ! 
jacket and would therefore not be able to part with it, he suggested, so the cord might 
might be iniispensible tq the charaeotel. >\ 

«-   L.Susana, etc.»   When a char goes out she waves her skirt over her husband to maket|su^| 
r^\>\    he is-bien dormito.   To make assurance doubly sure she steps over-h^lr;The;eOv.thingsf,| 

are each doe-n four times, just as they do 4 vueltas to assume thei» anisal guia^p! 

.\l 
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GhJLp 4*4140 
3899  1034  *m teg 

gapamatnral am Pateo 
K3. Bebbaqr ft divination 
1 paga (eard) 

During thoabaanaa of Pateo Pataa/» hia brother, Paulo, robbai hia houao. 
Pateo aakad an aj fea* to adivinar.   Hia Inttar would not, bofe wont with hia to San Joan 
on tha daj "fcj uaq hi*" to bam eandloa.   In 30 daya Paolo dlad fron a raining oowol* 
Thua Podro laatnad alaa and too Into that too eulprit waa hi* ovnbrothar. 
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Supernatural San Pedro 

HS.    Charaoóteles 
í\ pages (2/3) 
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Uesiderlo 41-8-27 
1023 1024 Span lag 

Supernatural San Pedro 
MS. Marcos becomes shaman 
11 pages (1/2) 

Mareos Xojoau Perez has stubborn Illness, sees the old shaman Aniceto Hocche who 
diagnoses Illness as due to failure to heed a dream, now forgotten (aid),  revealing 
that narcos was destined by his day of birth or suerte to be a shaman.    Aniceto'a therapy 
courses  (1) reassurance (you will live, will gradually recover);  (2) made daily visits 
with remedias (unspecified);  (3) performed a series of rites involving prayers (xaramon 
tsij)—candles, incense,b-assures S. Pedro in church that Marcos is a worthy and humble 
man who will perhaps become a shaman (we old shamans will die and ot'ncra must carry on); 
(4) visit waaimm in «titIan cofradía of Santa OruE (..arcoo1 wife going along with ¡iarcos) 
—urinks, impórations.    Then shaman tells I -arcos he will have dreams that he will learn 
xaramuntsij. 

•   Note that shaman refere to self as "compadre" of iarcos (like in Chichicastenango— 
Schultze-Jena), perhaps meaning "sponsor" and that his speech virtually types the diag- 
nosis as a form of succession of master-apprentice type (parallel in case of maestro 
cantor personally designating his successor). 

Note that no mention is made of birth omens ( atale;. 

To: 
translated: 
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"Desiderio -if-f'-i 
1023 102U Span. Eng. 

Supernatural 

''••> 

San Pedro 
MS. Characotel steals saint 
7§ pages (i) 

Domingo Cholotio, a characotel, stole a saint from the church in 

San Pedro, took it to the San Juan church. He later became blind and died. 

His entire family died. 
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Desiderio Ul-9-30 
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Supernatural San Pedro 
MS.    Juanero shaman 
9 pages (2/3) 

Shaman takes money but fails to cure young son of Nicolas Gonzales P. 
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Desiderio *tt -/»-/* 
1023 1021» Span. Eng. 

Supernatural 

(mcWH-iw* 
San Pedro . 
HS.    2 K'orxin cases. 
5 pages (2/3) 

Domingo Yojcom and Esteban Cox, both born with suerte K'orxin have 

special powers which enable? them to outwit thieves and get rich. 
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WC3?9?^39í>3 
Pedro   4^-U-24 
1023   102J»   open ¿Jlg 

oupematural Jim Podro 
K3. A "pcruon" 
5 pagos (Z/3) 

&t 5:>U PM on Nov. 21, shaman Kanuel Hi arrived.    Pedro had seady oandles, incense, 
etc. (gives detalla;.   Shaman prayed in Valeriano*s (Pedro's father) cofradía,   .it 9 ra 
they left for the hills, Domingo Cholotio (Pedro1a brother-in-law) Including, taking rum, 
bread, blanket, candles, hunting doga, etc.    Arrived at 11, made fire and coffee, Pedro 
chats with Shaman.   At midnight (or 1 AM?) latter began his "oraciones", followed by a 
"pardon" on behalf of Pedro's parents.    Shaman represents himself as "compadre and comadre" 
to Valeriano and wife (ep.Sehultse-Jena)} asks relief from Illnesses, enemies.    Returns 
home at 4 AH, remain chatting.    At 7 AH they left again to petition a saint in San Juan, 
the master of drinking vsince relief was sought for Valeriano's alcoholism.    In church they 
net shaman Nicolas Chavajay praying for the salvation of a sick client,    they waited their 
turn. 

Document itemises the kinds and costs of things needed for a "perdón". 
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Supernatural San Pedro 
MS. Valeriano & werewolves 
7 pages U/3) 

An Item submitted as diary: Pedro, father and friends and relations {listed; went 
to dance at a nan»hand on Ueo. 10. Then at 2 A.H. they treated each other to drinks. 
At one point Pedro and frienda heard a shriek. It turned out to be Pedro's father 
Valeriano «ho had been scared by a couple of eharoeoteles, Lencho Gañíales, son of Manuel 
Uonsales (Pusul?), and Manuel las. The mayor vas informed and Lencho was Jailed. He had 
apparently spread-eagled .laiiuol Xac, a sure sip) of something or other. 
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San Pedro 
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Genuine and apuriou8 shamans.   Legitinftte shamans, midwives, and 

other eurers are born «1th a virtud. 
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SUPERNATURAL SPECIALISTS 

Salvador Havichoc-  Both.Francisco Chavajay and Aniseto Rocche are genuine 
-5.2.41  zaftorines having been born with their god-given virtud 

or token of special but supernatural ability to cure. However these two are 
now too old to be relied upon. Domingo Chavajay and Marcos Tojcom claim to be 
zaj orines but they are fakes, aagBesee engañosos, never having been selected 
by the occult powers. Marcos merely did a little understudying with a zajorin 
ef-Panajaehel who lives in the cumbre while Domingo learnt his art from a 
za.1 or in in Panajachel. A genuine zajorin and still in his 40*6 is Diego 
Televario. It is to him that Salvador went for aid when his former wife was ill/ 

Last October 1st, Salvador's former wife was buried. Her name was Rosalia 
Gonzalez, sister of his brother's present wife, Encarnation Gonzalez (like bro- 
sie exchange). She died of paludismo and of a bad pulmón. Salvador vainly 
spent between $36 and $35 trying to cure her. She refused to let him call in 
a zajorin, holding out for a doctor or hospitalización in Guatemala (leave it 
to the Gonzalez'es). He acceded by summoning a doctor from Solóla. Four in- 
jections he gave her cost $i each. Three caj etas of medici¿s cost $1.50 each. 
And so it went. Went the case got desperate Salvador went to the za.1 orin 
Diego Televario who diagnosed that there must have been some bad thing on the 
par^ 0f Salvador or the sick wife or one of the children. Not satisfied with 
what the za.1 orin did (or didn't do), Salvador called in a hum-dinger of a 
za.1 orin from Santa Clara. He really is tops. He was called in too late for 
the woman was about t0 die and the zajorin said so. Diego T,. got angry that 
Salvador should prefer to switch to another zajorin. although he had advised 
Salvador t0 call in a doctor. His deceased wife "tiene efe culpa" for she re- 
fused his advise to call a zajorin when it was not yet too late. (Has he guilt 
feelings?) 

Real (legitimo) zajorines a%e born with señales in their hand. Diego 
(others too?) was born with a handful of worms (Zt jut). (Why so?) Such a 
señal is a mandamus from god to practice heal* -. And it is not good t0 re- 
fuse the call. 1'ake the case of midwives, Juamand Maria who are the only 
ones who practice midwifery now have their genuine virtud. But they are not 
the only ones. There are perhaps 5 to 8 women who have the call but they do 
no practice for vergüenza. For this refusal they are being punished. They 
are losing their good health. 

Ventura Q. is a bone fide toone-setter. His virtud is (or is attested by?) 
a small bone said t0 be in the shape of a crab which he never, never lets one 
see. He keeps it well wrapt in a pañuelo which he holds in his fist when he passes 
it^over the bones to be drawn into place. He cured a broken bone flor Salvador. 

Only Salvador himself really knows(i.e. was inspired) how to cure snake-bite» 
Others try but with indifferent success since they were not summoned but tried 
to learn the art. This goes for the several zajorines who claim to be able t0 
cure bites, it' *a3t*e  a long time for MB ir cure to work. But that of Salvador 
works in a few days—say 3 instead of 8 or 10. Around the age of 15 Salvador 
received his call at night when he was visited by the dueno del volcan who is 
also the dueño del ouliebre. This spiritual power is a man named José Maria. 
He communicated his message to Salvador who now knows how to extract the upper 
fangs (lower are too small) of snakes whale without killing them. He can charm 
them into coiling up peacefully with a few well-chosen words. Holding them down 
with a forked stick he pulls out the fangs. He finds some rats to feed the snake 
who is then set free and continues t0 live. The fangs which are use for piercing^ 
exe powerless if the snake is killed in the extraction. With his mouth Salva^oit 
sucks ou« the poisoned blood. . He was given his virtud but I'm not olear "et^wnatv 
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Sen Pate» 
MS. ««agio" book} naorophilia 
3é MM (3/4) 

the book of hlaok (or «hito) magia belenga te the voléanos (to Joss Maria Yolean). 
It talks to Ida «bo "finds" (pepenar) 1ft, a» that Uta pasaeessr need not knew bow to rasa. 
Ihla book la a power that leads ana to rob under sever of daransss| It loads hla to whore 
asney Is hieden, bat only on Cbam foloen'a says «oaring tho eonth osU># SOB" («MO day»), 
tbosa baing big days for ahaaans as «all as for book owners»   Qs a robbery «1 satos tbo book 
turns lato a hunsa, so tost a pair go together, first to tbo asset ory ts gat a haesn boas. 
So fortified tbsj ara iepervious to pnllaasan and ana Indues others to hand orar hays to 
their sonsy ahssts.   (lev says this Is «hito eagle, whereas bleak eagle Is «soft te pasosas 
daalrable «osan snaekeswnst to then).   Data fro» Don Celso Rala R. (pages 1-2) 

Qees GO. to relate a dan fable lnoident of 1937 «herela a loeal 
and aontenood for eoaalttlag usarophllls (pages 3-4). 
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Saparoatural San Padre 
MS. Saatoa antara earn 
2-1/2 pagaa (full) 

Qonarationa ago Santoa Chavajay wbo «ma intba habit of aaablng%nfarior plnawood 
and othar aouatain areduata vaa aoaaanad late tba praaaaea of tba bill aonaroh. Monta» 

, by bia abapbagé, a ladino bajé   Ibera ba «aa abona bla evldenee of bia deetiuetion 
as* than bo «ltneeeed bow tba Kill Kaator earned deer to alada bastan and alao to re- 
vel* the*.   Ha retened, lived only bit allotted «aak (é honre by carro tin) bat div- 
ulged bia etrenge experieneee «blab ao» eenre town all aan ggalaat venting vhate-er 
la of tba anvntain. 

Vidal  49- 
Trana.  49-2-15 - 3 pagaa 
Soltad 49-3-8 B.D.P. 

(badly tranalated) 
Sean and raturnad by Vidal 49-3-04 
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tf-'i-ttir,-   ¿<--lLs¿c-tT-tc<-r   'tfuc'ñs   ff-nt-r , '7.',      . ' ÁxJ- 

Í'i^7-tí.  "t^-J-er?   £e&    M< /C&*  ¿Z*z^-J puít-cjx*i<t**r JGCL4*- J2~V-/Z JTZ- 

r.,í. r Psm-n*   ¿¿ & t'treCt*. ¿zjfatt*. ¿o a„cs/3r~?#s*- .-0r¿>-ff *• i'o frtul 

cree-•   H •fa^>>iJ'-<-Oit~.J-¿ x^vwc*^¿a.    frast*. J^CJ^íU^   L !¿^<r-a-   g¿z-¿<*-, (Fa^ 

¡íU-r-e   ~j£Cl^ .-.>- 
U j t? • LrrGLuU   ~pL¿U^   A¿J-f~ Jíc /7-±.^Cr/4-u* 

¿g   £¿-¿- . i^frttsy- •é-íta^t'T*- •-CM 

fjf-a-q^ ¿U JL4L4. f)n*~>-i r^- 

,<3U 
• 

/Wv-?_ C - ,Ai^ g^-^r «^ /¿a- ¿¡te¿ZA— J!^ 

-•'n't.;'"' V .fa    ~.'íILI¿   ,CZ-ícgcí /     &~<fr<o   ¿<.f~n-,  &4t.e2Í4^La_   Al¿-J 

£e-?*ve ¿git/i cc¿, - 7-á^ ,¿Z¿L(~¡7 ^ZAxJ-t-a^^,    -fu. C /ir.   ,-J-e-to     ¿í-¿Z->T..¿ ;/^V   ¿Z-CccJ. f** 
/KMi^Ht»        A-i t-ti./'-i. Jc-t-'T^cc^le jCULí    ,<L4/T*-T*O ,&¿L. 3_¿ 

¡Z^- ,ct J-cui'e,       fá¿Y/3:  Yiihv  t4mki:r¿¡s  &by><.¡  i's &¿¿e.) 
r 
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£>•, trAM,  ZV?'I~ 39/8:3 
SapuDatural San Pedro 

MS. tartos ontoro earn 
2-1/2 pagos (fall) 

Oonoratloa» ago tartos Gkarajajr A» was lath» Mbit of wishing iaf«tior plnoaood 
•ad otter aoantsln produsts vas MMMí lato ttao BTOMMO of too kill aonarah, Moato- 

, kj hlo aksptera» * ladino bar.   Itero at «as atoan alo ovldonso of Ida dost rat ion 
«s* ttero ho tdtaosoo* tew tte BUI aastor oanooddoor to alado kantors ana ala» to ro- 
und taon.  Ho rstamsa, liroi oalj ala allattol «oak (ft team ay oorra tlao) bat atr- 
aigan ala atranfo orpsrlsnass whlak BOW aarro toan all BOB ggalast «astiag «katoror 
la of tao amiiiiliii 

Vidal      49- 
Troas.    49-2-15 - 3 pago» 
Edito!    49-3-* B.D.P. 

(bad!/ tranalatol) 
Soon «ad rsturaod kj Vidal 49-3-14 

Markodt 



I   -.A 

&A  =.    ¿*Lo( ¿Oft*) 
¿<?/f,/ 

""I 

Notice on Santos Chavajay 

A gentleman, whose name was Santos Chavajay, went •» I/K+O 

a hill of Chuijchuir.il..an* they eallod thle "gentlegian Qhavajay.,. 

ftte^ins a day laborer,  and BeaíéLoe,  to earn his quarters f 

("Cuartillos"  could also mean in Spanish "quarts  of wine") 
he i*w >k» Hx. mtcmtaifi» fin. "ocoles* ¿¿1*4/1 v^ uio*¿y <**t> -£*v 
they nay thnt ho go eg to bfrimji'aeo^a»'! fjBBi tho-mountaina 

a*gfc2±neda»¿)ftg"be jucos "and firewood to sell, and thay Bay that 

tho way Thi.ii  QwnfrBlTnnn hao 4B  to begin .cutting what  is not 
"TfijM. ta. vtfftutUIHfW ** U^í^^tt^kujü^ít •MJb^tr* <*~¿*-r ujL^t 

and'finally l«u ijtuttu'the very best nwejjflTn leny—^•gaawfc A good, mid' ffii'ially 

what ie  Beaehow bad, uud "LUiTii Uu aleo begin» tni mt, the best/ 
af- 

ana »B a fK.naKn<»&&e the following thing happens*/. Tney say 
<U(f<¿£ c/oi/H 4 

when he came to a place «í Chiuchimay he started cutting ar 
-Kit. 4<««.      *° 

f+iov nf pine^and they «aid.This oficie was not good so he leftii 

it apart another time,and ha started to cut another one. aad 
Of U309V 

thoy said that When he finished cutting his load he started 
up A 

to tie it with his rope, em*l Vfhen he finished he put on his "bump»fi»€. 

-^mecapal/ana, he was ready to go back home and' tne« a boy ease 

feeFhfm. and it is savd tnet the boy was ladino and of short 

stature, -andThe boy said to Sr. Chavajay: what %M  it that 
+ÍU. %eñ*r.%* *•»• c!•»v«ja,i/ a^kirf,     n >«-•?£>" ? \, 
tho gentleman noodpfr—And m anoworodi   Mxat ie ..it gentlemen, 

naiti Mr -  Chavnjny—a«é-The boy answeredt&gmimt -tho nir 

ino»9h Monteimno    (After n whilu uf  thtuUug it Bean», 

thai^better translation is:  "  .   .^ndr-tRe'toy said 1jo 

•. chav*jaytbl^ie~JiraBT^ and he answers;, 

it raster? said^ferTcSví^^ again 

ie mastej^-ifiónarch Montesuno")    This only saT^r^bhe-Jjoyto 

rToteraJay and Mr.  rhmrnjay didn't armwftTfl anything; el§- 

f 

•iff» 



39/^ 

a»4-the firBt thing^ fir. Chavajay was alfoady in the 

corridor  of the house of Ato- monoi-oft and-"they say thatJS'- NamnA. 
thgj&r. IFnnnrnBi told himi—Mr. chova,lay showod tho outtinga y, 
&pckt  *> h/hx  an*£ a/?*¿o«4/ A,¿, *-¿e  On fifi Jyj  c/Q^tje.    /»< /fc*-,)? c/cne, 
*f what ho had brought  and thoy oay that tho Ifir. MoHoroh 

¿w£ordered that hachad to stay there three hours, 

say that iit-  Chavajay found himoolf in a house with its. 
A«. cms   ¿e//*<? 

windows, 4nd he saw through the windows -éhat thoy-aro 
sought' é>y ¿¿s *t¡-kJ~íüs   /te  ce*/*/see.   ¿u( /i*. 
looking for hi a/ oYi the-noighboro,  Taut he saw that he 

heme-* < • 
could not go out and «ai go hack 

/re Stt*<r 
is in this this plaoov    They say that^the hunters 

s^efK^He thought »^?*   ^ft part flr»y h°  saw the hunters^and 

those who were looking for him,wad at tna ,•>»<! iiwiw tihñy A 

oay who» the hunters cana to this place-t-liBji   inrili , rmt^a "roe s</*#njevM 
of tke. kMuS** /ef put. TCM. el rtdl\\   4»* ei M»»*r f 

deer^ tho otrftngeat #w thu linnljypwi^the monarch ordered 

the  shepherd to tell him thatr the deer had only to go 
va4-u/wv corral -(reottI)- 

round and round and finally to go "book to the otabloi 

So  the monarch told the shepherd and the shepherd •«*« in+u/i>'i 

with the deer.    Thiiw Vr.  Chavajay heard^and he oertainly 

saw that iVwao liko that what happederi,. »"<* *h»v B»y- 

tfcat When the deer game te the corrali» tuhtit the poor hunters 

wSfc lMkfnff with their dogs but uilrr-irly tinny could nop  I^V"    xf 

.find the tracks of this animal, e*4 l&ey say that the hunters •{ 

wes* prayiw* to the MUe and also pray** to God ^cause 

they nT1fff-t^ —>-y ""-* at this time^taá finally thoy «ay. 

tteet he ordered the shepherd agfrhn to take out another^deer} 

11  miLiri Tmrminn fin l"r-J  everything of. what the hunters said, CUvf 

WUaflia^-iaiL,^.i,w^^,jMfeÁtwAitfLtfct 



•^ok. fend? (p'ii-t| 
that's why h<? had compaBBion on them. MMI ¿& aleo  ordered that 

ié- 
when the animal got out ¿*e should fall into the-hands of the 

gontlomon hunters. 4áñ¿c1üs^. Chava jay saw. aloo it wao lllto this 
¿érectte/y ui-Aevi -éoeé. ¿D/ac*.. 
what tho IEr. Monarch said to the ah&plieJd. And lis. Chava jay 

felt that he had delayed himoolf in the hill of Chuichumil one 
¿ees? ¿aere on er7¿t/~e cve«6*> 

day,  but_he -*~*  *-*~~y—«-^^.^-f—^-| ^Tlill M  ilnjiirf mini  iilnn a c ne naa J«^Bi«»ff«^i«aiB»iiii  HIIJW f  nun  miff»*       _, 
•y 7& ¿te/na*e Q**  'f*y'ury -(aaio y per/u/&*)>  ocx?co\St*& <sfr 

liny Mii^sttateáaaa-^^g^^ÉBsgítica  of BnlwnhMfflnyj~"*    " " sUadas»a=±Ja£L_ 
C/>ii/ c/tz/rtay.   7& hee/se. e¿ *-Ae. *r)tis*toc& AJ >/? /#<; Cerro at 
T r Mil Ti    TBaaBBagmBg=±gslte^.Chuichumil.    Aad 

^ Jjt iB B8id that when tTnrrTTiw^iltii tilm iilTninljr  hn TiTi i   riininijn. 

the Monarch .himoolf told him that nuiji wi^iif imnrw he could 

stay with his family 1nri    ?•*   TaA^JJA^w»B>    (p»«>>«Wly   »  •4^f. 

i,« iipri »yM)i  n 'i j1   I'r'll   th-fr  TftBitit7~T'fhr nljjlili limirn")- and hn 

tfaiuu"T.lürt When he got home- they told him that he had been lost 

for eight days but he felt that .he had only atayad for one day • 
QeriM «rue douj. A4.    ¿tt»t»e/< ir)6fir*ie*t -{ccn/e^o^- 

in the hills pnd when ha got out- ho, himocilf»  confesood to- 
0/ 

various people what he had seen and what had happened,4sd—4» 
/n "rfe. áijbse °r *»*«  ooeei   "focho afras)- 
apfa»*afe^fegg¿gfat dujA  fr^ Chavajay died... And all thio he 

had t""H to TBT1"IHI  1   -j1'   LJ'"1 •1,*M this,, happened tov, Chava jay 

was about forty years  old. mid  ImJuj   ill   Mm uuifeUbui u  uf  Mi<« 
*?r /!/»/ /7*a>  nobody here. 

glaoo not one^ leaves anything thrown away, aaad Xf they go tc "fin. 

Yrr-£nn'*nT tn nit nnntrn  they bring it with vaau and aloo if.. 

they go to bring bejucos' for^fcfc* house tta«« theyAal»o bring 

everything ¡ffifc thnm, Whether it is good or bad, W they 

must bring it ^UT^^^hey have ^^^¡^   ; / 

+ft      Chavajay. TSey are afraid to tluy» .way >niwtn1 iyr_ ^ to thi» 11*    Chavajay.  *    o^y    ^ ¿mfctfj/ ^ tf/e **w#fJ*WWit 
of, the mountains because *t—=4ággB=ftfea»tecfc lfchii.'i.111111 rt l,h]g_ 

years, and thio notico 0OKasA through generations and I naa notioe 

about 10 years azn *-J*~—'¿i« "«T e*'**'1 *"""* *& grandfather. 

{fí>\>?\ V»c+><n.+^iUWs. *^uS  ^f^  ts 4<MA$L)-# 

i»a»,.^<¡aH¡a¿ayi MWtlitatfi 
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Vistor fiad» * !**!• tajr la flalásj 
ilIrtiillMi >til flüíai'la law BMééL- _ -   
tete» (2 aor« ém) vitasajada aa* lftite*4a-law te asks 
i* Qod «Hits te kill ata !•*ala| te doaaa'f MLlsva la «te 

•mass off It, says sajarla,  fitter 
Ida te saka •nttsisiii far a iwsmt ate». 

a.   «UaM^ag 

falsajassas 
Znteflteis 
Gaatkait 

Market 
It 

•i'^ .'WJ8E-I 

--.'  -P* .usa 



(S-t-&(-r- _ccit¿*   C    • "--   '••<-!. , L*~yt- 

LLAVE,•" 

• •- 

*n*- (£+• r fl»j^C   /7*l¿  ftesíOr*-    •' ' <X*?&*¡f yiu, ,:C-ÍA.   /Aw/^J    ,g -^ - 

^SL.   ~)ií<*y /e&-¿ía- -^"3-^ ,JL¿<-=a' )l^*U-**f>->   TJ-aJ^L-ií-t    L¡ y>vL    ¿t-t i~r- -t-    .' i <-C- 
- 

:   }>u~ ¿*<- íc;í   g<t '   <7. 11 i     r¿-t-*»itl ^c^/    />,•? ! y ,--     k-^t^L. 

., "y/ . ¿v/cZ jÉcc^a         . • ¿' / •>' OJÍAJ-LJL'' SL*. 

.í • :      : rt-    •- r.-       i/rrg^-      •-,•>'• ••   >-<-:?ir-J   t'f.i  : r-¿> •>* ) 

r r - 
•7 '   "   ¿?4¿ y    e t-U-i.J-ct^r    /-¡ j -L/Síi 
~ - 

-n¿ Jvi r^ fuA ííüho ¿•A~jí> - { t.<¡  i /-<•' ' 

\i-aL-3  .(,   cr. jbra- juJUh¿¡*i^-y £&#-•' .CccSltít^ /g¿<- £f-*¿frS:   .•¿/i-AA^, , T. 

f-£Ct¿ 
- ^ — 

i*. *•-/." f g¿¿.   M.LJ-TC  ../•.„ ¿SI,- S/I.    r.fa JL¿U¿>*- M ^ncé-oL. ¿?¿c ¿r, ¿c-u^u--h ,f. 
~ - ^7 

. >,v   f < r~¿   : ¿¿ ')¿ i^ict ,&.g,¿z¿ ¿rí-í.cfii*-^'-'   (Zc^Tirí. .Za-  1C¿/L 

L¿>~rx,j~ » »   ?••£ &* era^-g-U-t^tlr-SSX¿L^<J+~/íu, C/< .• ¡ ">.-,   ^, ,'í~>'l<^t/-á.  -fr^ yj 

OsíLA^Í*- (CfsU. fi i .<•*- • • J ¿ • '-- fu^a^^rh- 
r 

D   7<-<.  ,a ,&4-¿L. ..!<•:. irf-, }?iu £^_ 

... ~*... /, ..'^/A....   _     ZT^TTZZ -*J¿.-¿?. U        ,.  .  / ><• (^¿ /2<-c ¿ .g^i -g^-a^ yg^a-<-'At-<^~,^.<./>£   (A.'rxJ-r"*-    i -4^¡-i~X -if--'/'    '•'""•• 1 

í-^g-    ¡ufjra.. -ir-t-í *¿ t Vf..u--n-*-/ji.Le*L~ ¿LM¿ i'Jj l¿* : fi .'   f ^ -'- < 
^ 

cf/-/L,d¿rt fo-su (&<•&•>-,   "frñ '¿a. i¿u<-P~r.   /J-/IW  (jA.t-c~e- 'kLáj-u-i-yü far* "  •.- 7^, V 
-7 

tul    >y 

rft^t- C.íL¿ín-£r~ SíA-í-C-í^ i-Fri  <€t. fg-¿<^ .cCa.<s-e 

í   J-c4-rí-  CÍc. .e*   ,C¿C^t.>L  .CZ-l.yí^i-, u    fndufo      l,u--f¿*-c-',^   ¿yn- 

T 1** 
•^triscji,'¡Zíf)i,L  diH-c^- .j-cujhff'x,   $•£ y ^ ?1^ 7^ 

>^t.t /- ; t. 

íIíI^ Jf',n  cU-nf'-í ,9 / h,-   a-.fg.A.   á'/irepu   .<.. ¡>   ,?^,-,hi^fi''fj,/e(-   ';    ^-/>A- r 
^ -^-<'-' <u..¿¿ a , •• ' * 5- ¿z£\,snií   AsJ£á.   O ¿--a-c r-tid-t-   a, ,xL<.   fe '-jt 

. ,? 

£<r 

7Z- ' ff /?>¿-z.,^t-; c?r. r -r£r^e.c- 

nVí. J3c 

77 
: 

í y)  "Muí, z^/t-zi-1-. ¿l.y ^ejfr L-i-i- I¿> ,¿tt-f.í   P-/VT*- &** 
yd^-i^í ,C¿L,1-<-IL.   hi-(^"-<Ur- 

' 
/2s¿¿-a-JUL¿¡ ¿¿-í    LAY   •íC.   /- ..UL¿í ¿¿-í    L M c ^rCÜM. 



£^-¿u £/,r^r tr. >-.    f^ 

tvn¿- 
t (<-    i- íir¿, 

J.in. e-iva-. J)M-í   ce (í<L>g. JUJC? 

f.o   % ¿LLXL. 

£^+ tA^a- 

JU  '•/ttm.Ji &   i ,*¿£¿<n, a. ¿.¿¿L.    .¿¿y?/"-¿'   kt-/-f M.r    !.,*>   .C.Lctr   ¡~/l icjkl. ^Li , g¡^¿- 

^J,C<rJ p?Lc /C¿¿t.t 

'),;<    ¿tsritr-,.j.i n S-rr-,   /ü-Lb 

tH. /IU    fi~ry&- 

._;J.:-:    ....  -J.    <°"~ .._.. 

(l<¿\    f^nt. ,í ¿    ~?IL      v':'.",    q   ¿7Í ¿ (-<*. ,u. 

_<¿1 • i.  LA- ccit*t ¿<^r .¿Lee¿Litc^r- '-A* l*-.• ,<L/L4.isf 

• tUJ-a,<.i-ítr „LC<¡¿- ,CV /&<-&. /¿AJ-<-I,í t^.-  sCei t L> sz,i,¿. km ¿L<¿Jj-^ 

I   '   ¡     -,C-,:  ,f¡¿ '<>/<( 

!•> ¡>U> • i u- sí££¿t' . 
— < }~ 

f..¿   c/a./'-n.    j^íe  La. e&*.?-a-?o-   /di- >¿¿ J4n^   M /t^^L. /zJL¿<r   'fyiM.M   fí,   L J4. 

- -^ f- ; 
JLt^ui. fcC^ret^f   ¡,. 11 /,-!.L-j~, fCic/i.,,   '/   'í/tCf.íi^r ,<TL ,€"-¿ A. ,/H<-iffJí-SL.J  M..<¡ />?¿ ,>^ 

\     / .ft-<-«-    >Mgt-¿Ví       ¿.t.     )>ÍC /c^iL./r--    ¡*-'.<.C'l~'~     (AC¿i.<.ld-*     /££ 

lí >f.- ^. rt ¿<. Vi¿ ^ff fAÁ-t-  <7-ut c ¡reU,   A/,,    --S--1 ¿ii¡-«A"/¿ />^m 
- 

y.i/.    ¿t   f-<¿<t-   Ct!U2-C¿L-rV-- S¿C   ?£>H^- 



^ V; I ct. tt!t--si,¿¿*. jl'/íl-*--^ -      - u. :        •• / 
- * ' .   '* ^ T 

í,¿civ ¡"té C C^LÍ   £SK. [>Uh&4-fc:ot /<U- Jia. X*~*&* 

tuce A A- ,!7/¿.¿"'-<g-,   '¿-¿^¿3—.    iri/riu    ¿t<• ->  t.AiCtj. 

>., (&ÁX.   i- (c a,, ,-;r  ,¿¿C<*J } ', 
- 

d¿¿4¿ 

'.I   i: -JLuu 
:<^<l*Cl>  A  ¿L-    ~)j!.(•>-#-,'it-(l--r-a—.     ifi/rlu j ¡< -i e..ccc^t-¿&~? 

</£- £¿í¿LMJI f&tsl'H.t'* J'.A .4Xt.-i*-tsit S,.i^~i-<X- (Wi¿*¿-¿t /s¿¿ 

fg<-<v  &<.+•<- <•'-    cü-ll*! A • w5 L IL.   Jj-t-i~-c   f_^í ,a.ci     ef-^r. _*£ .'•/..• , 

P     fi-. 
JitA 

• . C¿< • s> 
' 7 

V"¿-t^o  e¿LÍe   si pite  .¡UAJÍfert 
L- 

^ :~J-CX* -i L^±t¿ ̂  

<t¿-?-   V*.,IL<3-frj   p.eratZt+fiJ/rt    ji>4  t¿i^t C¿"  ¡cJ^LÁm-, A ¿ecC J¡t¿^m~* c^z¿; 

•JU-j¿<trc\ , ,¿2¿ 
:* 

-g^e  X?/j ¿*-/-¿l     ¿/yg^,/ /&*/Gk¿   cHtsrr¿- /¿Z_. :  r •y - 
Lm-Ltfe AJ~¿ {^¿¿J*,    f¿'dan. (i~^;.t% 

7. 
¿m<+j 

- 7 
/Xe- :<n£ ''-•••' di.e.Jkr, its- dt<- ¿Us-cJ~r-*~,, 9 'j-t-"-¿  /C^i 'Cc^u /&i. i^^r fti 

/<- l. en Lit,    £ ¿.—¿, fíXrl, />f A,LC/,¿^    ¿91 — 



 ,- rj , ,_ .  

^£¿-<t eAjLoJíyv-,¿¿£ .ut ¡tzi-vfa-, ,<UX¡AA.c¿ht   <F<isCvtu^'Le~ 

.' .1/,     . ~. A     /    . /'       .   . ..'f/'      . y        ,'   ' ., . ': . * .„ 
¿a^. 

f^t-,   r& ,•-' <t C¿L-¿-<^. 

.-' 
,n~.U¿>¿--.   s¿¿^- .Cjfu-tn h-LfU^l   ¡¿¿IT,-*- síí &<U^ 

^ 7 
^ g-*-/.. ;-«./    .gZ Jt^lw 

^7^<-,-/-\. ^CJUAJ± ̂ tCcva-t,* 

,-ÍZ.    <-/* ^     ,. ( :.'/ .:    . - á JLA. /-¿('I  ^7-VLVt- i r' s f        K//¿.Q      y-Z  t<Vv        -ft ,//<•    &¿<-<> 

J^t4~ trf^l-a ¡íÁjJ-a-**~U u  <?¿i^tA,f-!í*rz¿>-~j jUr*-i'i~c J~}> it-J-t-#~ -¿cer&-t  t?¿*- JJ.*¡S. 

• L-./CRf -f^¥^ e]-tL~r*^. /^e. f^r-t ^ ,*¿-¿t- A,g.-t¿i e-c ,CL/&J-fi. (tí-tt-r,-   /£> g <Vt-C    C^y¡-x^./CLr-¿^ 

^iM^-f^- h /->rt.td-t*<-  P^CCtXMJ-.-,ía,]ío¿~o   ¿M- jJ^U<.c¿Z^- Jst-*c ^a-t^A,¿U^y M X^^> 

-ti.r<r0-j duL<ts±(tiitr~~> ,.£.. Ll   l<-  :*CL  C (<~¿sll~'     /¿^g*-y*?- ^a-^a^t. t^Jy^^Hieu 

k¿Lra.   jy^tAx^K^i^   fj.<¿u- -<h i;.^ f,-ífiL   ¡d-U-i-J-iv*?-   d^. JEAIA Jklh*; M J+* -^._ 

.CJUL *£ ¿<,.<!J,<¿..LA>      JRj/tX. 

v tt^Cyh "jftZ-iL.  Vxa^ .cJc.Una.  «.-<-Cy>aa\*  sfíA*^^¿¿-r.    IJ /g*o ¿-¿>-v¿t_   a. JctÁ¿-i~   £e l>i^e.r£. '? C^J^)' 
.*>-£.  g-tX<-<  



&*-^u-tt-nzá-, [l*-e*u-<%a' ¿Z-/íe~eJ-¿~<^<~ A*~ 

}?/.-m- .   :.  '••:••  •"" 
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Information on Domingo Yojcom» How he went to the Hill 

They say that he was appointed to do a service as "maayor" 

of this village. They say about this service there are many 

customs. And one person has to take this office each year* And 

this person is always worried because he has to get the necessary 

things for this service. Mr. Yojcom had to prepare it for the 

•feria" J Santo Tomas Chichicastenango with another relative 
of the same name«and Mr. Yojcom told his wife that he was going 

to the "feria" of Santo Tomas Chichicastenango to buy the things 

he needed for his service and he was going with his relative. And 

he also said about the day he would be back. He said that he would 

be back home after four days, Then Mr. Yojcom on the first day 

went out very early in the morning with his relative of the same 

name. They were proceeding calmly and ha4 "bestias" with them. 

They stayed to sleep on the way about five kilometers from Santo 

*£omas Chichicastenango. On the next day they continued at about 

five o'clock in the morning and walking slowly they reached Santo 

tomas Chichicastenango at about seven o'clock in the morning. They 

breakfasted first at the inn and the»fed their "bestias". From 

there they went to the "feria" to oy the things they need for their 

service, as has been-told about. This day they were very happy 

and contented because they found all the things they needed. 

And they went back to the inn on the afternoon of the same day. 

On the third day they got up calmly, he breakfasted with his 

relative and went again to the "feria". During all the morning 
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they «ere very happy and at about fifteen kauucx o'clock of the 

third day they went out of the inn in Santo Tomas Chichicastenango 

to start their way back. It is said that they intended to sleep 

on the way in the same place where they had llept on the first 

day, so that they would be here in this village very early* But 

they did not know what was going to happeft on the way. They slept 

happifcly and healthily. On the fourth day they got up at dawn 
av\ harness 

feeling alright. Mr. Yojcom and his relative started to wxidi» 

the "bestias" and arranged their suitcases. They breakfasted 

and started in the early morning. They were happy because they 

were coming back to this village and because they had found all 

the things necessary for their service. They say (that at about 

•^twelve o'clock they reached the"Chuitunabaj"mountains and a very 

dark hill. And they say that Mr. Yojcom felt very tired and he 

said to his relative: "How tired I am; I am going to rest here 

for a while and later I will catch up with you."  And the relative 

answered: "You will have to hurry and catch up with me so that 

we can reach the village together.  This was what the relative 

said. 

And it is said that he stayed and he took the "matate" 

which he had brought and he put it on the edge of the trail. 

This much the relative saw, and then he entered into the woods 

continuing his way. After having walked for one kilometer the 

relative started to call him in a loud voice. But he did not 

. come. And then he walked for another kilometer and he started to 

• -im~JmÍ>~~toÍUáM*MSuá a-t^JAdU*!^ i^A&,ik~&&*>naxJ^}tí&*^^>^&t*íJ^¡ó<jáairH*¿iü 



shout again in a loud voice. But he never came* Finally he 

walked for more than one league and he shouted again very loudly. 

And he did not come. And he walked for anpther league more and 

shouted again in a loud voice. Nothing, he does not answer, the 

relative said to himself with pain, because his companion was not 

coming at all} so he waited for more than two hours, and he never 

came* So the relative thought it over, whether he would go back. 

But there wasn't anybody who could take care of the bestias and 

therefore he could not decide to go back. They also say that no- 

body could give him any news because there was not anybody going 

by. Finally the relative continued on his wp.y again,bitterly cry- 

ing for the man who had stayed in the mountains. When he was 

already ux close to $fo  this village they say tiiat the relative 

sat down at the border of the village. There he waited for another 

half an hour ', then he entered the village, very worried, at about 

six o'clock P.M. He wept very bitterly and they'say that the 

relative*8 wife had prepared something to eat for her husband 

but he did not want to eat nor to take anything. The wife asked 

him why he was weeping. Something must have happened on the way 

and whether the two of them had come together. "Or else you »»»r 

have been drinking some liquor"• And they say that the man 

answered painfully that Domingo Yojcom had stayed on the mountains 

of Ghuitunabaj. "He told me that he was going to rest for a while, 

but he ner caught up with met* And nobody has told me what happened. 

And then the wife started to weep also because something bad had 

happened to him on the way. And at about the same time the wife 

' of the one of the men who had stayed in the mountain, came to the 

„.w  «.<g6tm%.*A ¿¿jfcS^ jr.^ittLUjft.-.t .ftj-. i aikWl&A^.*^^^-*JE^^¿d*^M*«fe-t 



house, asking the relative: "What has happened to Domingo? He has 

not come home»" And the relative said to the woman that her husbpnd 

had stayed in the mountain of Chuitunabaj. "He told me that he was 

going to rest for a while, but he never caught up with me* I Wnas 

waiting and waiting, but he never came." The wife of Yojoom started 

to cry bitterly, because she had prepared something to eat and some- 

thing for her husband to take. And she had been waiting (because 

the husband has to be respected. Then the relative gave an account 

of everything they had dane during the"feria", and how he had 

stayed on the way. Thejlative declared everything. And all the rel- 

atives and the brothers of Yojcom kept crying bitterly; because 

WoJcom had gone away so happily and had told them that he would be 

back on that day* 

They say that on the following day all the brothers and rel- 

atives of Yojcom prepared a trip to look for him and search the 

place where he had stayed to rest. The relative also went along 

to point to them the place where Mr. Yojcom had stayed in the hill. 

They went out very early, about one o'clock in the morning» They 

did not tell about it to the "Municipalidad". They were asking 

for information from everybody they met on the way. Whether or 

not they had seen a man who was wearing such and such a suit. So 

they went along. But nobody gave any information • Finally they 

got to the place where Mr. Yojcom had stayed. Eyerybody góTthere, 

his brothers and his wife and relatives. And they say that they 

were only able to see the mark of the place where he had urinated. 

Th^ey say that everybody called him by his name:  "DomingoI 

Domingo1" in a loud voice, but nobody answered. Then they started 

-<.*»»;%Ír&- i£n,<ftfejJM tft  ^i fc Jbtk-4Wfl&. tu.  l,fc„j IM j-.iT JtAmU   ásáuf*.*. TfcLw. ¿rvlj&an.'Xs^i.U t*Jii**»<#t#ie< X 



to weep bitterly again becayse they searched in detail all the 

place where Chad started into the hills. And they say that all 

went back, the relative and the wife of Mr. Yojcom, the brothers 

and the other relatives. They came back on the same day and 

right then they went to inform the "municipalidad" because Mr. 

j/ojcom was about to take possession af his service as "mayor" 

of this village. So the "Municipalidad" appointed another 

"mayor". 

They say that one month afterwards his wife dreamed 

about an old man who was carrying a stick in his hand and who told 

the wife not to be sad, because her husband, Domingo, is working 

with me. "You can go to greet him at the place wheite he entered 

the hills, the same place where you went to call him, the other 

day, where he had stayed to rest. I encourage you to go, because 

he will be there to greet you."They say that at dawn the wife went 

to tell the wort to the brother of Mr. Yojcom and the relative, 

telling them about this powerful dream.1!Now we can go 'again," the 

wife said, "with the relative of Domingo and the other brothers." 

They say that the relative went directly to talk to the priest 

and give him an account of the wife's dream. They say that the 

priest offered to go and calibrate a Mass at the spot where 

Mr* Yojcom had enaered into the the hills in the place called 

Chuifonabaj and to prepare the incense, and incense-burners and 

oandles to £elabrate the Mass. And that all the brothers and 

relative}should go. That this is what the priest said. And all 

•RuT^-tV ¿-~ &-*tefefe¿ 



the brothers became glad thinking that they were going to bring 

back Mr. Yojcom. They prepared all the paraphernalia for the 

Mass and set a date to go again to the mountains then they vent 

to fetch the priest. And they started out in the early morning, 

all the brothers, and relatives of Mr. Yojcom. When they reached 

the mountains the priest said:  " Mow we are going to take Mr. 

yojcom back, or else, if Ike is not here we will get money for 

it. But is is necessary to kneel down and weep bitterly so that 

we might be able to take with us Mr. Domongo, or else money." 

This is what the priest said.and this day the priest started to 

sing (F.S.V. - a "High Mass" in Spanish is not readmit is "sung") 

in Ghuitunabaj which is the name of the place. But nothing 

happened, and no signs came. They made the trip for nothing. 

They went back as they had come, everybody crying because nothing 

had happened. 

Now, this genteman who had entered the mountains was very 

strong, ever since his infancy. He had killed many people. They 

say that he killed them by only boxing their ears. They did not 

get up again and theyik stayed dead forever* He knew some prayers 

by memory. His companions say that when he fought, his hand became 

pure iron. Also that he loved to walk at night and that he did 

better than everybody else. He had a lot of money. Be WPS very 

rich. He cultivated milpa, frijol and all sorts of crops. And 

when he goes to work to weed his crops kuuuaxxwaxkaiunxxxxjuc 

he takes two hours to dake a rope of thirty-two varas and then 

goes baok to work. Then he goes back home to rest for some minutes. 

Jto^.^i»UsAMafe»i^.»aL».».rf«,,j »-*•. - . J-*-' %3Í^^^^Wímai¡m^étíM3AAi,sj^^u^!^^^^¡Si^!í¿^Á 
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During the night he starts to think out in his head where he should 

go. And they say that he has a special poner* If his blood or 

his veini pulsate rapidly it is a sign that there must he thieves 

on the trails. Then he k* is at home watching whoever goes by during 

the night and then Mr. Yojcom goes directly to the place where the 

robbers are and starts to quarrel with them and as always he defeats 

them. Then Mr. Yojcom asks the robbers where they come from, which 

is their country. The robbers have the intention of killing Mr. 

yojcom and gixs all the robbers give stiff replies, but then it 

is the middle of the night. Then they start to fight. And Mr. 

Yojcom is very strong and he also knows something about prayers. 

He is a very strong man and if on the trail there are five robbers, 

with five blows of fcis hand the robbers get killed. Because we have 

said already that with Mr. Yojcom the hand becomes pure iron* And 

they also day that at dawn he is back home, even if the robbers 

were at a distance of fifteen or twenty leagues. This, for Mr. 
walks 

yojcom, is like nothing.  They say that Mr. Yojcom xxx in five 

minutes all of the fifteen or twenty leagues. They also say that 

he hides'inside the stones. Everything is easy for him. 

They also say that during the fiestas of the patron saints , 

when there are sarabandas (F.S.V. - this would be in Spain a 

ceremonial dance.), whenever he gets to the marimba to have a 

dance, then he starts to bet with the other fellows about how 

many pitchers of chioha they are going to swallow at one draught* 

And nobody is able to withstand him in drinking. Because he is 

able to down twenty to twenty-five pitchers of ohicha ("pitchers" 

* Of ¿«ii.A-ft«.i.rfe ^Aftj^ja* ^w,, «*|A.£_ u*teí^^u^^t&-i¿&*Jkz%r*^^,lu^' /^^\wfc°^^^4i?*< J^XU. 
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like "jarros")• Here in the brotherhoods they have marimbas, 

and in older times also they sold ohioha and firewater. And they 

say that Mr. Yojcom downs up to twenty bottles of firewater and 

nothing ever makes him tight. All the neighbors love him very 

much because nearly everybody knows that he is a brave and ener- 

getic man. And it is now very many years ago that he entered into 

the hill of the chuitunabaj mountains a» we have said in previous 

pages. And up till today he has not appeared again. And also 

up till today the neighbors and the old people tell about these things• 

Because they know perfectly well what happened to Mr. Domingo Yojcom 

who was a person who knew all the things we have said. 

^¿¿^.^tou-iiM^a,... „3¡Ui ?-j¿ i^^igt^A,^vi£iafc"3U?>ftf *K. ±\*tf&k^,j*cJ¡^táUJfaMA¿jte>J¡k~ ,*^aJfc-U¿<^WJyi&-:& 



Victor   41-9-22 
{XQ23   3024   «n  ft| 

Supernatural San Pedro 
MS. I«ntura Qonsales *. Xlaon 
2g paga* (3/4) 

Whan Maxiaon "visited" hone of Diego Blxoul, ha warned of tha balaful fata In atora 
for any on* who fails to honor his ooapaet with Msrtann (annual payanóte and perquisites). 
As a case In point ha foratold tha doom of Yantara Qonsalas and his two sons for failura 
to abida by thair aaorad agresnant. (8aa Vistor 41-9-20). MS. Diago Blxoul & Xlaon.) 

How this doom unfoldad la detallad la tha present docunent. Ventura Qonsalas fall 
hair to dire diseases not long after Maxiaon's aaladietion. Ha bacana swollen and pals á* 
and finally black. He died and than death daas to Mariano (a son?). Next to fall vas 
Antonio (other son?) while ho was host to a cofradía (his wife eoapletsd hie tens). While 
Antonio was in his sickbed, his sister Clara Qonsalas died in childbed. Before she ex- 
pired aha told the nidwif e that she had seen Maadaon watching orar tha wasting body of 
her brother Antonio. 

Many psspls nentionod aany causea for thia aeries of sickness, and death (these are 
listed), but tha writer knows beyond cavil that the real ront of all evil was Ventura's 
failure to honor hie devil'e ooapaet. For aLailar fatal consequences for like dereliction 
aee Victor 41-9-21, MS. Rosario Cotuc 4 Xlaon. 
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Victor «.-10-17 
1023 1024 span . jig 

supernatural 
Mic.^9 37-  "39* X 

San Pedro 
MS. CharaootelM 
15¿ Page» (3/4) 

¿logins as i'oliovo: "A cliaraootsl (Nerewolf) is born with a aignj it is bom like 
a. ball ivolaj. This is true, for 1 ultnossed the delivery of my sister-in-law, the first 
wife of Nicolas. I was present when a baby girl «as born. Until the nidwife out opsa 
the bag (bolsa), the attendants were all seared. The midwife commented that a characotel 
was bom. When they grow up they go out at night to do witchcraft (echiserlas), changing 
into another form, an ass, cat, dog, pig, •cordero", or retaining human form as that 
of women, or in the font of "tónicas" (Bur: tona, ueaning nagual?)... 
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DIARY:    Benjamin D. Paul & Lois Paul 
San Pedro la Laguna 

Introduction to the Community (January, l^Ul) 

(L) 

[Following summary for initial days written by Lois Paul on 
January 19, 19l*l.] 

We arrived in San Pedro by Launch Saturday, 1-lj-lil, at noon 

accompanied by Sol Tax, Isobel Sklow and Juan Resales.   We bad brought 

along several mozo a to carry ourbqggage from the shore of the lake up 

to the house, an uphill walk of about three or four blocks.   We had been 

advised that the Pedranos, who are relatively well off, do not work as 

day laborers and regard it as degrading to do so.    Therefore we had anti- 

cipated some difficulty in getting Pedranos to carry our baggage for us. 

Juan Rosales who had lived in San Pedro for over a year, getting ethno- 

logical data for Tax and Redfield, came with us because he had received 

word from the  owner of our house, Julian Cotuc, and from Agustin Pop, a 

good friend of his and his chief informant,  that they expected to be out of 

San Pedro the day of our arrival.    Rosales was anxious to see that all went 

well with us in getting settled here.    However,  contrary to our expectations, 

we were met by a delegation of about 8-10 Pedranos at the pier including Juan 

Cotuc and Agustin Pop*    On the walk up to our house I, Lois, was approached 

by several girls and women offering belts and cloths for sale.    They 

approached within several feet of me and held out their wares, most of them 

saying nothing. 

What I had heard about the good looks of the San Pedro women was no 

exaggeration.   At our pension in Guatemala, Don Julio,, an old man and onetime 

finca owner, had been one of those who told us that the people of San Pedro were 

known for being exceedingly handsome.    In general they appear to have a greater 

admixture of Caucasoid bJtood and, compared with the inhabitants of Panajachel 
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and Atitlan, appear to have less Mongoloid facial characteristics.    I had the 

feeling on our arrival here that this was really Guatemala; I felt an affection 

for the place and the people immediately aid knew that I wanted to be their friend. 

We had come prepared to remain in social isolation'for some weeks, for 

we had been warned that at first the natives would shy away from us, being 

suspicious of extranjeros»    Our first visitors were children of the neighborhood 

who came often and in droves.    During the first few days we were also hosts to 

the women who cane to marvel at our gasoline  stove, enamel dishes and so on. 

They never failed to inquire the price of every item that interested them. 

[Following summary written by Lois Paul on January 23, l°ljl.] 

During the first few days of our stay we brought out of our store of 

toys two toy airplanes, two brightly colored rtbber balls and one .snail auto- 

mobile.    These were exposed successively ájout one or two days apart.    Each day 

numbers of children  came asking to borrow these toys.   When the first ball was 

givai, four boys around the ages of 9-12 took it out in our backyard and 

immediately divided up into two teams, playing a form of soccer, in which they 

set up goals on opposite sides of the yard and either kicked the ball with their 

feet or tried to hit it with their heads.    Since that time we have observed the 

men playing this game with a soccer ball (?) near the intendencia (1-23-hl). 

The traffic in our house during this first week was heavy and frequent 

and I got the impression that besides being interested in the toys themselves, 

the children came to borrow and return them partly as an excuse for coming and 

looking at our.house and at us, because frequently the same child or group of 

children tono who borrowed a toy, returned it a little while later and then in a 

few. minutes would come to borrow it again.   After the first week, Alberto Cotuc 
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came here one evening reporting in an excited manner that two of the boys who 

had borrowed one of our balls had lost it.    The ball was-never returned and 

in two or three days the second ball was lost too.    (We don't know whether 

they were lost or are safe in somebody's keeping).    At the same time the small 

toy automobile also turned up missing and has not been recovered. 

At the present time we have two toy airplanes still in circulation 

and have not unpacked any of the other toys.    I have been asked twice by Elena 

whether I had a doll*    I put her off saying I do not have any here now but may 

get one later on.    I am not yet ready to -take out the dolls.    Several tines 

since the balls and car have been "lost" boys have come asking to borrow them 

and as I have walked in the street,  boys have called out asking to borrow 

them, although word has surely gotten around that they are lost; since every 

day we have repeated this over and over to those asking at our doors for them. 

On three or four occasions boys have held whispered conversations when told 

that these toys are lost and three different times it was stated that Lorenzo 

Gonzales has the car in his house.    This has not been verified.    - 

•^Má 
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San Pedro la Laguna 
Tuesday,  Jan. 11», 19l»l (L) 

I [Lois]  sat on our back porch for about 25 minutes between 

9 and 10 o'dlock this morning.    Magdalena, two aid a half years old, 

who lives next door, did not seem to be as much afraid of me as on 

previous occasions.    She would always run into her house on seeing me. 

But this morning she smiled a little and hid coyly behind her mother who 

was sitting and weaving on the porch of their house, which adjoins ours and 

is separated from it by a cane fence.    Magdalena has had a cough the past 

few daysj we naife heard her coughing at night.   With 13-year old Elena 

Gonzalez interpreting, I asked the mother whether she wanted some medicine 

for Magdalena»s cough.   Mother answered that the cough was now better (sic) 

and that she doesn't need any medicine.    I brought out a small,$py bell 

and stood by the fence, ringing it to attract Magdalena's attention» 

Magdalena smiled.    Agustina Cox (2 years old?), living in a neighboring 

house, was there.    Until now she too had been frightened by my presence} 

on seeing me in the yard she would cry until her mother or some older girl 

came to pick her up or lead her away by the hand.    [Above paragraph typed 

on January 23 from notes recorded at 10:30 AJf., Jan. ll».] 

[Later, Tuesday, Jan. ll», as recorded on the spot by Lois.] 

Agustina ("Gustina") and Magdalena playing together near stairs of 

Magdalena',s house.    There are some reddish flowers on the ground.   As 

Qustina bends down to pick some of them up, Magdalena slaps her* Gustina        . ^ . 

is" about to break into tears»   M's mother ("Tampit") and older sister, 

Graciela, say something (I don't know what or to whom addressed).   M then 

bends down flexing,one knee slightly.   Holds apron with one hand and with 

other hand gathers flowers and places them into apron, looking exactly 

like a little woman, particularly because of her clothes which are miniatures 

of those worn by adult women and because of. her movements* 
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A few minutes later in the  street out in front of our house, Ben 

was talking to a neighbor across the street who was suffering from a 

"hangover".    Gustina came out of the patio to the street, about a. half 

a block up from where Ben was standing.    She remained where she was in the 

middle of the street.   Standing alone, she set up a vigorous screaming 

(fright and/or tempr) which continued until an older child came along and 

led her past our door by the hand. 

At noon we left our house, going out through the patio and passed 

Magdalena in front of her grandmother's-house.   Magdalena, alone, arose from 

aitting position as we approached and started to pull at wooden halfdoor to 

grandmother's house.    No one offered to assist her though there were persons 

present inside.    She managed to open it and disappeared inside. 
!' t 

We went for a walk down the camino real to the playa, en the way 

greeting persons we met, in "lengua" (awa ta or awa nan).   Most women answered 

but were reserved.   Men were more outgoing, laughed and greeted us in return. 

As we approached two small girls walking towards us, they stopped, looked 

behind, hesitated for a while, then veered o-ver to. the extreme opposite side 

of the road while passing us.   When we greeted them they did not answer, 

hurried on, but after we had passed they turned around to look at us? and 

smiled. 

On the playa women were washing clothes on the rocks»   Young boys 

(about 10) were standing on rocks fishing and some young girls were washing 

their hair, soma with only skirts on.    1 marveled at the perfect balance of 

the women carrying their tinajas of water on their heads, stepping over stony 

and uneven paths, turning their heads from one side to another without.lifting 

a hand to the tinaja, as -though it were glued to the head. 

• ,jj. 
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In the afternoon Ben went to the intendencia to see Julian Ccbac 

(our landlord) and ask him to come over here when he leaves work.   While 

he was gone Anita, Julian* s daughter and our helper, came into the yard 

and when I asked her to bring water she said "hace mucho frió" but after 

a pause decided to go.   When Julian came over, after showing him some 

improvements on the house, Ben said that we were now settled and there was 

no further work for Anita and expressed our appreciation for bar assistance. 

Ben offered to pay 7¡S cents for the 10 days she had worked. While her father 

was still here, Anita came back.    As I was sweeping the porch she took the 

broom from me and asked if her father was here, looking somewhat disturbed. 

I replied that he was and then explained the situation to her.    She showed 

virtually no reaction.   We went in and Ben gave her the money and;a small 

gift I had prepared.   After a few minutes more of polite conversation, 

Julian said he would be coming to visit us and we urged that he should. 

Anita standing at the door said something quietly to father in lengua0 

He seemed undecided, then asked what we would do about getting our water. 

Ben replied that we had water for a day and we would see.    [Anita had not 

proved satisfactory.] 

While I was washing supper dishes Erasmus and Lencho (Susana's 

brothers) came in and asked where Anita was.    I said there was no work 

now for a girl.   They whispered between themselves and finally told me 

what they were saying:   When Anita worked here she washed her hands all the 

time,in the bowl on the table.   Alberto came in shortly and I asked the 

three boys if they knew who had the missing toys.   All denied knowing 

anything about.   Alberto asked if I would sell him a ball, assuring me 

he'would pay for it, though I told him several times I had none beyond those 

which were missing.    He laughed and said,  "The boys say you have many of them." 

He still insisted, wheedling, that I sell him a ball if one turned up. 
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San Pedro la Laguna 
Friday, Jan. 17, 1941 

Food and ethnography walked into our yard this forenoon* Food came 

in the form of a fish* A girl appeared at the door, speaking lengua 

but mentioning the workd pescado* Lois went with her to her house 

where a lady, presumably her mother, asked 6/ for a fish Wlghing about 

a pound and measuring about 10 inches from stem to stern, which the 

lady had caught this morning* Lois bought it for 5/ after pointing out that -fc^ij 

the equivalent amount of meat was worth only five cents ( an irrelevant     '«% 

consideration, if you ask me). Lois matte a pencil sketch of the fish      ' ,<, 
'' *:'* 

)f/fore' possible future identification. It had already been cut open at 

the belly, the insides removed and most of the scales sofaped off by 

the time Lois got to it* Two separate persons identified the catch 

as mojarra, a term which it is claimed is both Spanish and lengua* 

Appleton's dictionary translates mojarra as "a sea fish." It has the 

appearance of a carp. At any rate it made a darn good lunch, fried in 

onions and tomatoes* 

After lunch Lois suggested giving the fish bones'to a neighbor's 

cat* I brought then jfi to the door of the CoAtfe household situated 

50 feet west across the pitio from us, wher 13-yar-old Alberto (¡vVúc 
/¿rcr//*i*. 

suggested iastead that the bones be fed to their dog, Qhueho. Why not 

to the eat? It wasn't costumbre. My Spanish wasn't good enough to ¿ 

find out whether the duplication jijíjíjijl «as that oats eat other foods 

duch as meat (I thought I heard the work jí carne mentioned in the 

unsuccessful explanation), or whether cats must be left to forage for 

themselves* Be that as it may, the cat joined in th help the djog 

devour the bones and nothing was aaid by the people standing by* 

Alberto assured me that the fish bones would cause J^já/jí/ the.dog no 

harm) he was accustomed to eating them. Our former maid, Anita Gotuc, 

age 16, was visiting at the Cotucji household. She asked how much we 

had paid for our fish. I told her and asked if she thought the price 
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were reasonable. She said it was not a high price. I don't know whether 

the inquiry was motivated by curiosity or by the practical need of knowing 

what we could be charged should she in turn have a mojarra to sell in the 

future. Yes, said Anita, there were other kinds of fish in the lake besides 

mojarras, small ones worth a half cent each, twelve sufficing for a meal for 

two people. Anita added that these latter were more savory than the kind 

we lunched on today. They must be ffi very good. 

This morning I finished sweeping into piles the dust that had accumu- 

lated on the stones of our porch and in the yard, misnamed a patio. There 

was several hundred pounds of it, enoughtofill a number of cartons. It 

occurred to me to ask the boys who had just volunteered to empty the garbage 

(basura) to cart this dust away as well. They complied immediately, filling 

the various cartons with their hands. They spoke only letígua among themselves 

so I could not understand them. Eventually one of the boys directed a Zutuhil 

question at me containing the word caramel and which therefore probably meant; 

Would I give them a candy for their services. We had given out candy on former 

occasions. I replied in the affirmative, // nodding my head and talking 

Spanish, and the boys continued to fill the boxes. When the boxes were full 

they asked for rope (pita)* I pointed to a'place where a tangle of rope, left 

over from our unpacking, was lying. The boys scrambled for it, eaching placing 

several strands of it under the carton in order to hoist it onto the back and 

carry it by means of holding fast to the rope slung over the shoulder (I forgot 

to observe whether right a* left shoulder), in the manner characteristic of 

San Pedro men. Even the boy who had been given a 5-gallon can with a convenient 

handle running across the middle of its mouth insisted on slinging a rope around 
under 

it for carrying on the back. This boy had ////estimated the weight of the sand 

and I had to pour some of it out for him into another tin which another boy took 

out. Even so the can was too heavy to be lifted directly onto the shoulder so 

the boy sat down with his back against it, pulled tight the rope over his -aheuldc 
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shoulder, and slowly rose together with the burden by sheer leg 'power. 

Other boys resorted to the same expedient on occasion. However after 

returning in a gang at a gallop from the first trip, they stopped filling 

their containers long before they were full, apparently having learnt that 

more was too heavy to carry conveniently. 

On the second filling, they upped the ante, a demand arising for "un 

oentavo" to which I again acquiesced. In al], five or six trips were made. 

By the fifth trip, one // or two of the lads -ad disappeared, possibly to 

lunch for it was nearing 12J30, and the others demonstrated weariness by 
a 

sitting down on the stone steps for/period/ after partly filling their con- 

tainers. One of the boys, the one who gave his name as Palas Zktrl, placed 

one carton on top of another,both containing sand, and with the others 

watching from the s teps proceeded to pass two separate strands of rope 

around the two cases. Bracing Bis bare foot against the top carton, the 

rope passing between his big toe and second toe, he tugged hará until the 

loop began to constrict the cartons. This he did with both loops. Then to 

tighten the grip of the rope further he pulled on the free end of the rope 

with his teethe while using his hands to force the slip knot further along 

the rope. After a little more maneuvering with the rope, all with an air 

of assurance, he spoke a few words in lengua to the other boys seated on the // 

steps, one of whom thereupon rose and helped him carry the combined package 

about three feet over onto the step. This enabled little Palas to back up 

against his burden with knees flexed and successfully engineer it onto his* 

back. He made his way out of the yard almost staggering under the weight he 

elected to carry. 

The smallest shaver, a chubby and good-humored chap of 6 named Juan 

Chavajay put his quota of dust or sand inAshallow cracjer tin having no 

cover. The shape of the container was hardly designed for back-portage. 

Nevertheless Juan picked up a strip of rag lying close at hand and attempted 
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to encircle the tin but no«r piece of make-shift string was altogether 

too short for the purpose and had to be abandoned. The bigger boys had 

grabbed off all the ¿ffpfáf/ rope. As Juan stood about as if wandering . 

what to do next, but not appearing at all dejected—he never has yet— 

I came to his rescue by lengthening his "rope" with odd ends of gopa— »»fa 

Promptly he slung the now adefifaate length around the girth of the biscuit 

tin/ and made an effort to lift it onto his tiny back. It wouln't budge. 

I placed it on hie back for him and he strode off grunting approvingly. 

Immediately ttao of the other boys set up a verbal clatter and I soon 

gathered from their gestures that they too wanted my assistance rather 

than struggle erect from the sitting position. 

The fftpp that remained to the end came clamoring for "pisto" after 

returning the cartons from the fiaal trip. Pisto means money when the 
jr paid 

amount is not large, locally at least. I pff them each a penny and checked 

off their names against a list I had made at the outset by asking each in 

lengua nakabi (What is your name?). The remaining two boys came back in the 

afternoon to collect their pisto. Though I paid out six cents I only have 

a record of five names and I don't know whether I overlooked one worker in 

the recording or whether one foxy lad collected twice. The former is more 

likely. My assistants and their ages were: 

Juan Chavajay   6        Juan Erasmus   10 
Stvcu/ 

Palas Bitktrl    8        Sancho Yojcum   10 

BKanuel Pop     8 

>• Early in the morning a woman^appeared at the door and requested aceite, 

evidently referring to the medicinal oil for intestinal worms which we had 

gotten gratis from Dr. Esteves of the Sanidad Publica of Guatemala for the 

purpose of giving out to San Pedranos. The word ¡afp" must have gotten to her 

that Lois had administered a dos0 of anti-worm two days ago to another child, 

i« i3 ^/"tiberio Sota*tg, 
10-year-old AUMJFU upon the request of his parents transmitted via their 

¿,¿^iwMáli»fa**i¡i&J¿8Í^^ 
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daughter, Helena, age 13, who since the /#/# day of our coming has made 
Fi/écr/o » 

an effort to be Lois' special friend* Alberto's family in turn had heard 

of the medicine through a relative who lives next door to us and whom we 

had previously offered anti-worm oil for relieving the pain that afflicts 

their 2-year-old daughter, Madelejtaa Cotuc (abater of Alberto Cotuc), 

making her cry at night and causing us to wake. Madeleina's mother avoided 

the issue by claiming that her daughter was getting better, but apparently 

was curious enough about the worth of the medicine to recommenA it to the 

parents of Alberto     .  At all events,- reverting to the lady who appear/ed 

this morning and asked for Aceite. Lois accompanied her to her house, together 

with the 1 l/2-year-old daughter in her arms for whom/ the medicine was in- 

tended. At the house and later en route the mother inquired what the cost 

would be and each time was told that there was to be no charge. (The parents 

Ft/ferio Scmstt/ex 
of Alborto     similarly kept asking how much to pay after being assured that 

there was no cost). Arrived at the lady's house, Lois took her bearings in 

order to // know where to return in the morning, instructed tie mother not to 

give the baby food before Lois' arrival neat day and to bé prepared to keep the 

child in bed during the day to // allow it to eat only liquids. Before Lois 

left,/// the woman again asked what the fee would be. 
/sot»/ Gtotxa&x. came in " Cox 

In the afternoon MM. Ceeh/with her three-yaar-old daughter Anita^who 

is suffering from open sores on her left ear and on her scalp. Urg. Cosh 

had solicited Lois' aid #i a day before yesterday and has been coming daily 

to have her daughter's ear and scalp disinfected and freshly bandaged according 

to Lois* instructions. Today she brought 2 eggs as a regalo after having been 

repeatedly told that there was to be no charge. In cutting away cldBps of hair 

to get at little Anita's scalp sores, Lois finished by giving her a buster-brown 

hair-cut. Duting the hour or so that Lois was treating the child, the door re- 

mained closed in order to keep out the crowds of children tk t are ever pressing 

into our room to look at the stove, dishes, etc. In the meantime I remained ///// 

outside the door on the porch entertaining the children and trying to learn a few 

^éfc&wfa*Sgá^fcftSfa^^^¡tt^i^^ 
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things about the phonemic structure of Zutuhil. The children always find 

it a great game to see me struggle with what must seem simple to them and 

they are quite willing to make endless repetitions in contrast to adults. 

At about four in the afternoon I began to type these notes, sitting 

near ta open window to get the best light. Immediately a host of young 

girls collected fifi outside (most of the boys are presumably busy helping 

their fathers) ffljftfyjLfal,  calling awátz ta (hello, sir), ijj«Jcx±x±kx 

tzwak tzik (hasta mañana) and other phrases they know I recognize, in order 

to engage my attention. Two of the girls went so far as to clamber half- 

way through the window, nearly on to my typewriter. As darkness feil, the 

girls at the window were displaced by itffl- slightly older boys who had 

come in from the field. At the same time other boys started to crowd through 

the open door behind me, watching me type and Lois cook. Before eating I 

shut the wooden window, saying "con permiso" to avoid offense, and closed the 

door with the same word of parting. 

¿    The steak supper was delicious (JT/Í per pound though the butcher, Juan 

Ghavajay, had tried to take advantage of an- extranjera by asking 8/ a pound 

for carne sin huesos) After supper a young man we had not seen before appeared 

at the door with three ripe avocados he wished 'to sell. We would ordinarily 

have turned down the offer for we have enough of this fruit at present but 

we did not want to lose the opportunity of ingraciating ourselves with a new. 

person and so compromised by offering to buy one for the regular price of 1/2/ 

but since neither of us had a half-penny coin we decided to buy 2 for 1/ where- 

upon he donated us the third avocado and departed after an exchange of greetings.- 

A few minutes later       Gosh, came in to enquire whether we wanted anothr 

5-gallon can of water. We suggested that tomorrow would be time enough since it 

was dark at presnet but he insisted that it was better ahorita so off he went to 

earn his 3/. In the meantime Augustin Pop came over to hand us a letter from 

R. Redfield containing a paragraph of Cafcchiqeí which I asked Pop to translate 

i Jff-»T^^:^rt.^^rih^^^^ ^.^ri-^M.^;, ^1^U,.-«.W¿U ^a-A.'ifa \ A ,»fi«ih,lft^ JfcrtC..-trU=iSlAjrt* .A» i. * 
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for me. Apparently Redfield was saying that he intended to visit 

UB in about 15 days. Translation of the text led to a prolongued 

discussion of Zutuhil phonetics» We have no difficulty in recognizing 

kj, or oj, but we are not always sure when we are hearing k or g.    From 

tonight's discussion it appears that Zutuhil does contain the phoneme 

£ contrary to my earlier suspicions and that it comprises a class of 

sounds which I had sometimes taken for a coarse k and sometimes fora7 

a uvular x though it now appears that the latter phoneae oes- not occur. 

Lois showed Pop the drawing of the fish she had made and this led 

to a discusftinn of local fishing practice and terminology. He confirmed 

the fact that our fish had ]íffjijíj( been a mojarra which he said was a Spanish 

name adapted to Zutuhil as mojares. They are not very common. More savory 

and more common are tiny fish called pepescas (same in lengua as in Spanish) 

and those known in lengua as ts'uqúié and perStz. the latter two being tinnier 

than the pepescas. These little fish are caught in nx4 held by several men 

while still others chase them in from the sides. When I .asked Pop toN^et me 

know ahen the next net fishing event took place he answered that th« practice 

had been prohibited by Guatemalan edict a yaar ago and that ha did not know 

the reason for the proscription. When I suggested that some people might 

nevertheless do net fishing under the cover of darkness, he answered that there 

would be no lack of informers who would snitch. It was after 9:30, a late hour, 

and Pop" went home after arranging to call for us at eight in the morning when we 
Atitlán 

all expect to go to Santiago de 0fií0fí by the daily native canoe, to shop and 

tó se the town and to return at about three in the afternoon. We told Pop 

we would take sandwiches for him as well as for us. 

Finished typing the above between 10 and lit45 P.M. 

(Lois spent the la^te afternoon and the late evening typing a long letter 

with five additional carbon copies to be sent to various relatives whose letters 

to us remained unanswered.) 

hJfr«^..wi'iiA..»¿arf * 
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The end is not yet. In the conversation with Pop the subject of the 

European war and attitudes towards Germans came up. In Guatemala city we 

had encountered only attitudes of hostility towards everything German in- 

cluding the German-speaking residents of Guatemala and we were given to be- 

lieve that this attitude prevailed in all other parts of Guatemala. But 

Pop said that the local population did not distinguish Germans from other 

foreigners. As foreigners they bought local wares and as such they were 

liked. People fall into three classes, according to Pop; San Pedranos, 

ladinos and strangers. These latter he termed gringos and extranjeros 

interchangeably. The classification of Indians of other pueblos of the 

neighborhood was not discussed—oversight. 

kji classification of residents within San Pedro f$ in economic terms 

was offered by another informant on another occasion when»the topic of the 

projected public pila was under discussion. On that day I asked Manuel Cortez, 

a relatively //jí sophistocated natural who wears ladino clothes and employs 

mozos in his vegetable fields how the town would ever raise the several thou- 

sand dollars which he said was necessary to install a central water supply. 

He said>by public subscription. On what basis would the assessment be made? 

According to the means of each family, and for this pur/pose natives fell into 

three classes of wealthiness, rich, regular and poor, there being about twenty 

families who were considered rich. I did not get their names. On what basis 

was a family rich or poor or in between? The basis is property possessed, 

much, little or none. Those who have none work as mozos for others and are 

considered poor, (labor is currently worth 15/ per day in San Pedro). 

On this same occasion Manuel Oortez offered a classification of most of 

the pueblos on lake Atitlan,in economic terms. The oategory of poor villages 

included Banta Catarina, San Pablo, San Juan. San Antonio Popólo was regular 

or ixif, between. The four villages that fell into the rich category were, in 

^¡¿^^¿tjj^frg^^ggfritOt^»-^. 
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the order of decreasing richness, Panejachel, San Lucas Tollman. Atitláa de 

Santiago and San Pedro. Panajache1 owed its richness to its strategic location 

with reference to routes of trade and travel; it has many ladinos and many 

tourists; it connects the lake towns with other towns. San Lucas likewise 

owed its richness to its favorable location for trade and to the ¡presence 

of ladinos. Atitlán, third in the order of rich/nese, had good trade con- 

nections with the coast hesides having extensive and good land for cultivation. 

San Pedro likewise had much productive land. 

-t !..»»•   Ua-jytvac- _ jri-SartllrtMlm 11 ifaa^t * dfcfei^fav">S'a-»fe&«m»¿. 
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During the morning Grac. and Ifad.  Cotue played in our yard.    Orae.  is called 

away   for a moment by her mother.    Ifad. is left sitting by the wall in the yard. 

I put a toy bell out on the step of the porch.    Ifad. on seeing the bell seemed to 

be getting up to go for it when Orae. came in again.    Grac.  seemed to be telling 

Ifad. not to take it when Ben indicated that it vas all right.    Then Grac. began 

urging Ifad. who got up , approached almost to the stairs when she saw ms in the 

doorway; scooted around and went back to Grac.    The latter bent down and urged 

again that she go for the bell.    I tried to hide behind the door but Ifad. saw me, 

walked back again from the stairs hiding her face in Grac.'s skirt.    Then Grac* 

stood up Ifad. up and fixed her skirt which always seems in danger of falling down. 

Ifad. walked over again with a determined stride» grabbed the bell and returned to 

sit down next to her sister in the yard» ringing the bell now satisfied. 

later in the day 1 noticed Graciela in her yard, making a* doll out of a corn 

eobt using paper and scrap of cloth. 

•^.fa<uMM>iAa«HitoiaÍM>«riBMM¡llua^^ í 'iftr. t • 
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Saturday 1.18.41 

As we were preparing breakfast and sandwiches for our trip to Atitlán, 

the father of yífí^jÁfí Alborto Gonzalez came in to report on the condition of 
fir, /¿tren 

hie son. He stated that Alberto still felt jains in the stomach despite the 

fact that he had been given worm medicine on the morning of the previous 

TTednesday, but he/ significantly added that yesterday Alborto had eliminated 

6. inert worms each about 8inches in length in addition to a number of smaller 

ones* We  assured him that this was a good symptom and that the pain would 

probably subside soon, that in any event a second dose of píji^fíjifí medicine 

could not be administered until 15 days after the first (Dr. Esteves' directions) 

because it is rather strong* "Si* es delicado," the father answered*  Lois 

left to administer a dose of worm medicine mixed with the strained juice of 

orange marmalade to the 1 1/2 year old daughter of te*. Mcxvio. Hi. 

who is the woman mentioned in the last paragraph of page 4 of yesterday's notes* 

Lois recounts that Mre* //// /i****'*  was seated in front of her house when Lois 

arrived at 7:30 A.M. Greetings in Spanish were exchanged* The lady did not 

rise ¿0/ nor in any way acknowledge the purpose of Lois' visit* She looked 

blank in response to Lois' inquiry after the whereabouts of the suffering baby* 

She did not appear to speak Spanish very well and Lois tried to communicate to 

her by the liberal use of gesture that this very woman had appeared yesterday 
a 

at our house with j£jfy( baby in her arms. Since Lois was not positive that this 

was the same lady she framed her communication more ae a question than a state- 

ment. The woman rose, went to another entrance across the yard and brought out 

the baby which Lois immediately recognized and so stated. Lois asked whether the 

baby had yet eaten (she had given instructions yesterday that no food be given 

before taking the medicine, tortillas being o&essly and repeatedly enjoined) 

and was told by the woman that the baby had /eaten y$.f a tortilla. Exasperated. 

Lois asked why she had done this but did not succeed in making herself understood. 

At that moment our baker lady came into the yard and both Lois and the lady turned 

n.Wl'iiW.'w.H Y«r> •B.irt'.AMiMáiaid 
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to her for assistance in communicating. At Lois's behest the baker lady 
told 
¡Ljijifif the woman in lengua that the medicine could not be given today since 

the baby had eaten jL tortilla. After some conversation in lengua the baker 

lady turned to Lois and said that she had only eaten half a tortilla and would 

Lois please administer the medicine now. Lois resignedly decided to give the 
she 

medicine and fif. ^id so with a teaspoon that ^f// had brought along in the cup 

while the woman squatted with the baby in her arms. Both woman appeared sur- 

prized that the baby accepted the medicine so readily. Fearing that it might be 

thought, on account of its ready acceptance, that this «as not really medicine, 

Lois explained that it was mixed with orange juice and sugan since the medicine 

itself was very disagreeable in taste. On leaving, Lois was asked how much the 

medicine would cost and responded for the third time that it was free. 
7)cc\4ehic> ' 

During Lois' short absense,l&s Gonzalejc, the father of Filbert o, remained 

with me in our house even though he apparently had nothing more to say—an all 

too common custom here. His sonsFilberto and Nicolas as well as his daughter 

Helena eventually joined him and all remained silently gaping as I went about 

putting locks on the doors preparatory to leaving for Atitlán. After a bit 

Mr. Gonzale*. got'around to complaining that "me duele en el pulmón," and asked 

whether we had any remedy for this pain. I told him that we probably had none 

but that if he cafed to come back another day when we were less rushed we might •-• 

look further into the matter. Then he said, "jfiiena is going with you to Altitun 

today, isn't she?" When I said yes, gBÍlena left for her house to get ready. 

(Two days earlier while walking with Lois, tfklena, learning that we were gtfing to 

Atitlán Saturday, said, "Oh, I'm going to Atitlán too on Saturday." WWhat are 

you going to do there?,"asked Lois. "Sell some corn." "With your father?" 

"With nobody, alone." Lois received the impression that Helena had independently 

planned to go to Atitlán before learning of Lois' similar intentions.) Now as 

l&lena left for her house, her father said, "She told me that you were going to 

Atitlán and that she would like to go with ¿í// la señora, so she will take a litt» 
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corn while she is going." "How much?," I asked* "Oh, only about 15 lbs." 

(This is worth 12 1/2 / at present prices and Selena's passage in the canoe 

costs 5/Jf. Mr. Gonzalez then volunteered the information that his daughter 

wanted to be around Lois, likes her and hopes to learn English. This may hatee 

been an effort at placing félena in our house as a helper since it is evident 

that we have no girl at present. It was tftlena who volunteered to serve us 

the first hourthat we arrived (January 4). I did not accept the gambit. 

At 8tl5 Ajigustin Pop appeared to call for us. By that time ¡Jfclena and 

Lois had both returned from their respective errands. Mr. Gonzalez and his 

two sons were still present. I took out two life-savers which all recognized 

as salvavidas. I offered a third one to Pop who accepted and one to filena 

who turned down the offer.. As we went, Mr. Gonzalez left us, but Bflena's 

two younger brothers, Filberto and Nikolas came along to the playa to see us 

off. (when the boat returned in the afternoon, they were waiting at the beach 

to see their sister come back.) 

As we arrived at the beach, the new dugout canoe which was launched only 

about a week ago was already filled with some twenty men, women and girls and. 

with a considerable store of produce destined for the Atitlán market. Accordingly 

afger some discussion in lengua a second large canoe was shoved into the water 

to accommodate ourselves and a number of other late arrivals. We started on our 

way, the "pf. new canoe with 6 standing oarsmen, ours with 5. Our canoe rocked 

considerably and it was decided to transfer some weight onto the other canoe 

which already was much more loaded than ours. The two canoes headed for .the 

beach, some thousand yards from the starting point, and one man together with 

his carrying frame containing perhaps over one hundred pounds of fruit, left our 

boat for the other one. I talked to Pop and he said that this was an old canoe 

and couldn't carry very much. The canoes resumed their journey and after an 
trip 

uneventful //rfj^ay of 1 1/2 hours duration we disembarked at Attlán at 10» 15. 

•»** »• ** >*$& %&6 
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One of the men who rowed our canoe was from Panajachel, as was evident 
color 

from the/design of his trousers. He was not present on the return trip. Ex- 

cept for crossing the mile or so of water which separates Atitlán from the 

easterly foot of San Pedro volcano, our canoe kept quite close to the shore 

all the way, more so than the other canoe which often proceeded several ;!!////// 

hundred feet from shore. No reason was given for this. At times our canoe 

went so close to the shore that we could see great schools of tiny fish hovering 

over the boulders that rested only a few feet below the surface of the lake. 

"Pepescas" and "ts'uquic" the natives in the canoe would repeatedly say to each 

other looking//// longingly, as I imagined, at the fish they were no longer 

permitted to catch in //// nets. 

A little less than half way we observed several small unoccupied thatch 

stuctures standing on a hillack near the shore. I asked Pop and he explained 

that they belonged to a man from Guatemala city who had bought up a vast stretch 

of good land along the edge of the lake from a San Pedrano citizen who was once 

land-rich but who got in debt and found it convenient or perhaps necessary to 

sell his fertile holdings. The property of this Guatemalan seemed to stretch for 

more than one mile and for the most part was cleared of trees. Pop said that it 

covered two oAdkwwa^in area and that the owner was planning to make a coffee finca 

of it; (fla the way back we observed three persons in a canoe along the shore and 

were told by Pop that they were mozos in the service of this rich owner.) Pop 

showed us the dividing line between property that belongs to San Pedro and to 

Atitlán. There seemed to be no artificial markers/.  The peak of the volqano 

San Pedro is shared by both villages, he said. I pointed to the various maguey 

plants along the way and asked if they grew wild. He said that there were none 

that were libre, all had dueños who used the fibre for making rope. At one place 
fibre 

along the shore we observed a San Pedrano laying out maguey/to dry. 

There were a great number of natives on the shore and in canoes in the 

harbor as we approached Atitlán. They wen: raking up loose sea-weed and prettying 

the harbor in paeparation for the projected visit of President Ubico. Poles 
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were being erected and festooned with greenery from the monte. By the time 

we left small triangular flags half blue half white were flying. Soldiers 

were drilling in work-a-day clothes and the whole town seemed to hum with 

publicly-conscripted labor to dress up the village. 

Lois carried our basket of lunch and I carried our life-savers as we/ 

ascended the well-paved road that led to the central //r7/// plaza. These we 

deposited against a tree around which were seated the San Pedranos who had 

just arrived to sell their wares. The dozen or so San Pedranos who sat down 

in a row at the near end of the plaza were selling corn for the most part. 

They sat stolidly behind their sacks of maize occasionally measuring out pounds 

of the grain in the little balances they all had taken with them and which they 

had made of wood and two metal pans and a weight purchased in Quetaltenango or 

some other large town. Black, yellow and white corn were'offered for sale. No 

sack contained a mixture of these different colors. All sold for the same price 

which was 5/ for each 6 lbs. The vendors were men or women or girls from about 

10 years of age upward; these were no boys. The purchasers were chiefly Atitecas 

who were going to resell the maize locally, according to Pop. Sometimes purchases 

were made without any discussion about price; occasionally a woman sought a lower 

price but the Pedranos passively refused to sell for less than the price men- 

tioned. I asked Pop whether the price would be lowered if the selling was slow 

and he replied in the affirmative. However this did not happen today. All the - 

produce was sold by noon though our company was prepared to remain longer if need- 
that ' * * 

be. I got the impression that the primary interest was in selling goods and/there 

was little or no spirit of play in bargaining. One Pedrana was asking 25/ for a 

a reboca or shawl which a ladina wanted to buy for 20// The latter gave all 

manner of reasons why 20/ was sufficient» it was small, / it had a few loose $$# 

threads, a similar one was bought elsewhere for less than 20/. But the Pedrana 

was passively adamant; the ladina refused to give 25/ and after 15 minutes of 

one-sided haggling no sale was made. 
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Other items that our Pedranos offered at the market included white 
hilo or yarn, laso or rope, black frijoles or beans, garbanzas or chick peas, 

a small yellow fruit known as nanza (tapéA in lengua) and the pepitas or 

dried seeds of a squall-like melon called f[ gfticoy (ik6i¿). One of the vendors 

offered the information that on the coast pepita was known as pepit6ria. It is 
Melchor Juartfx. 

of use in the kitchen. This vendor-info nnantAquickly got chummy especially 

when I said a // word or two in lengua. He wanted to know from what city in 

the U.S. I came and whether they have naturales. Thinking of the pueblos, I 

answered that there were some, less than in Guatemala and there were those who 

y¡>   had milpasy ate tortillas and in many other ways lived like they do here. He 

> -,¡¿1  showed interest. This particular questioner dresses like a typical San pedrano 

Cpr   if*  ^¿7  but his physical type makeB him out to be what I believe is a good Alpine type, 

]^-^' - " ¡jyif^ stocky build, Caucasoid face, moustache and abundant beard growth tho shaved. 

As a matter of fact many San Pedranos appear to have strong admixtures of 

white blodd and it apparently is this factor that makes them appear handsome 

according to the culture-bound judgment of Spanish-speaking Guatemalans and 

other Gaucasoids. In contrast, the population of Atitlán appeared more Mongo- 

loid, hence having less white blood, if any. 

Taking Pop around with us to help us bargain, since he knows the ropes 

as well as lengua, we purchased the following, in many cases for slightly less than 

the asking pricet 

fy**" 

carrots, 12 in bunch .03/bunch petates finos (large) .35/ftwo 
turnips, 6 in bunch .02/2 bunches pot called p'oxSie «03/one 
««+.«.+.«« .07/3 lbs.   cigarets      *    .05/pack'. 

.03/2      matches .015/box 

.01/2 

.015/2 

.01/5 

potatoes 
guicoy 
guisquil 
cauliflower (tiny) 
grenadillos 
bananas 
oranges 
pineapple (large) 

.02/10 

.02/12 

.04/one 

Bought in Atitlán but other than 
in plaza» 

soap/ .20/4 balls 
sardines .12/1 can 
funnel (made to order) «20/one 

In addition to above.we paid 25/ on returning to San Pedro to cover the passage 
of Lois, myself and Pop. This was the figure fixed in the $&$#,  aaid Pop. 

Intendencia 

*,^<im.úá«í¡AiSi^±wUft-,iMM,<¡ ̂ ^^.•¿,rt±-á!i!»m¡í%i:^X-M-*¿mjíia>ét*. 
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In Atitlán we observed three or four women on separate occasions who 

were carrying young children who had hoods covering their entire heads. 

Why is this, I asked Fop. It's costumbre here, he responded and in answer to 

further questioning said that it was the way Atitecas had of avoiding malojo 

or evil-eye tqwhich children (or maybe he said only girls) under one year of 

age were subject. Yes, the practice was unique to Atitlán. But wasn't there 

malojo in San Pedro? Yes, there was. Then why didn't they mind exposing the 

visages of their infants? It wasn't costumbre in San Pedro. Was there less 

evil-eye in San Pedro? No. Can only certain people give evil-eye? Yes, 

mujeres embarazadas. And men can never give it? Yes, malojo can be imparted 

by the husbands of pregnant women, as well. By no others? By no others. 

But in San Pedro? They have another device} they tie a piece of garlic around 

the neck of children under one year of. age and this protects then against 

malojo. Did Pop wear garlic when he was less than one year old? His memory 

doesn't extend back that far. Did his younger brothers; Yes. And it really 

works? Yes.  And what are the symptons of evil-eye?  A child will cry and 

not sleep at nights. What is the remedy? When it is seen that a child is 

falling asleep,' a woman who knows about these things is called in and she passes 

an egg over the body of the sleeping child. Over the olothes? No, directly over 

the body? Is the ggg broken? No. Must it be a clean egg? Yes.  Must it be a 

/Ve7/ white egg? Yes, it must be a fresh egg from a hen. And this really cures 

malojo? It cures malojo/ (This garlic story needs empiric verification) 

By noon the whole plaza was filled with silent seated women with various 
flaming 

wares, most of them wearing the fffifcfff, red skirts and the halo-ed hair char- 

acteristic of Atitecas. It was a very colorful sight. It wasthe hour for 

lunch and we invited Pop as well as íTlena Qonzale*. who by that time had sold 

her fifteen pounds of maize to lunoh with us. Both accepted and we went off 

from the crowd. They both ate the meat sandwiches we gave them but not without 

some show of ineptness (you'd never think there was aptitude in eating a sand- 
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wich) as well as embarrassment, especially on plena's part. Hard boiled egge 

were no novelty but the salt-shaker occasioned some discussion in lengua between- .< 

the two. They both accepted our offer of fruit, each selecting oranges in prefer- 

ence to bananas.  (We did the same; orangeB are better thirst quenchers/) 

We started back at 2t00 and arrived home at 3tl5, in better time than the 
was 

morning trip. There was less cargo but there jijfjt rougher going. The wind from 

the south that often comes up in the afternoon and which is known as the zokomli 

was kicking up white caps and forcibly rocking the canoe. After about ten minutes 

ifiSlena, who was seated near Lois, mumbled something in lengua and drew her shawl 

over her head. I asked Pop and he said of her, "Tiene miedo." Lois put her Jrfa)ijf 

arm around the girl j£$ who immediately snuggled into Lois' side, remaining thus. 
Lois 

for half the trip. Towards the end of the journey/used one of our enamel 

picnic cups for drinking lake water and the other passengers followed suit with 

the same cup when they were offered it.' As we got out of the canoe, Pop gallantly 

offered to carry Lois' large basket heavily loaded with purchases, but realizing • 

from previous experience how embarrassing it is for men to be seen with baskets, we 

declined the offer, Lois and I jointly lugging the basket, up the grade to San   'v 

Pedro while Pop accompanied us home with the life-savers. Helena went home together 

with her two brothers who were waiting Sir her at the playa. 

At the house we smoked a cigaret and asked Pop about possible drwwiings. 

He said that a year ago two men were lost when the canoe returning from the daily 

marketing visit to AtitIan overturned in a rough squall* Before he went home 

I laboriously composed a short paragraph in Spanish for him to translate into 

Zutuhil so that I could answer Redfield's letter in kind. My Spanish and Ms 

lengua as taken down by me follww. (z has value of sh as in she): 

Estamos felizes oir que ustedes van a   nq'o kikoti qak'azp'ex tzi (n)giz 

venir aquí. Digamos cual dia ustedes   p'eti wabé iziz. tep'ixtok'a tzaqe 

van a venir y nosotros vamos a estar   naq qix (n)giz p'eti i utsk'á (n)giz 

listos para reoibirles. qa ja p'ex. (Apostrophes mean glfffctalizatio 
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After supper, jSjanuel Corfce2 dropt^as is his want. Shortly after 

Luis Méndez came in the house with the five-gallon can of water for which I 

paid him the customary 3ji.    Both remained and I offered them cigarets. I took 

advantage of their presence by questioning them regarding the circumstances of 

the drowning that Pop had said accurred a year ago. Akanuel did most of the 

talking, being much more forward and knowing Spanish better, but he occasionally 

consulted in lengua with Luis to clear up a point. The following is their 

combined story as elicited by met 

One year ago two men drowned as their canoe tipped over near 
a point of land called tsáutsiapa which lies half-way between 
San Pedro and Atitlán. There were five or six persons in the 
canoe that was returning from Atitlan in the afternoon. The 
lake was rough before the return journey was essayed but the 
pilot (timonero^ ///¿^jíjí// in charge felt confident that he 
could weather the waves. His name was Raphael Hi, aged 45-50, 
and he perished when the canoe capsized perhaps a'mile from shore. 
The other casualty was José Tacan of T/^//aV^Í Totanicopán^ punto»*» ku.^J. 
Two men were able to save thenselves by griping the overturned 
vessel which continued to float. A girl was also saved partly 
through her own efforts and partly through the aid of the t^ro 
men who clutched her ancLhelped her to the boat. The three 
clung to the canoe for ffi houas until, by good fortune, it drifted 
ashore. From there the three made the one hour walk to San Pedro 
arriving at 6;00 with their story. People gathered in the streets 
and talked. It took three days search to looate the floating 
bodies.which were interred near the spot where they drowned 
because the time had expired according to law.for them to be 
brought back and buried in the cemetery. Rapaael Hi is survived 
by Petrona Morales, tbo baiter ladfl and a daughter liaría Hi, about' 
25 years old, who is married to Fernando Yojcum. The survivors were 
Pedro ttAakain, about 45, Vicente Navi|g¿k, about 36, and jfelena 
Razlk, 14 or 15. °c 

In the hour or so that it took to get this story owing to mji fragile 

command of Spanish a few other facts were gleaned. To wit: Payment for 

canoe passage is made to the regidor or alderman in charge of cargo and he 

may be referred to as the regidor encargado. He is one of the four regidores 

municipales. Those who now hold the post of regidor arei 

Primerot Sebastian Coche 
Segundos Bartoleo Yojcum 
Terceros Doming» Coche (no relative of Sebastian) 
Quatro t Marcos Jerez 

The round-trip fee to Atitlan with or without cargo is 5 cents. This is reduced 
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to 3 cents if the passenger rows. Only men row. These fares are only for 

vecinos; others such as Panajacheleños pay 10 cents. All males in San Pedro 

know hew to row. ji Paddlers generally include both passengers who ride at 

reduced fares and municipal employees known as regidores auxiliares who serve 

at no pay. Of these latter there are twelve, each working every over week. 

Their term of office expires March 15th along with the other civil servants. 

There are generally one or two of these employees who serve as remadores or 

paddlers when there are few passengers in a canoe. A more loaded canoe requires 

two or three employees. As between employees and passengers the latter have 

first choice as to rowing. One or two canoes leave daily for Atitlan according 

to the traffic. There is no sailing when a very rough day is foredas* (how?). 
(timon) 

The employee who occupies the rear end of the boat/is responsible for steering 

the boat and is called the timonero. Only about half of the civic paddlers 

have the skill to be timonero. It is a position of responsibility. 

About 9:30 $^anuel and Luis left and we prepared to go to bed. •"• should 
ACIMUK fop 

have mentioned that as Ce4ttc left the house before supper I paid him 20 cents 

for devoting the day to us. Payment was on my own initiative; he said"gracias/" 

I should also have mentioned that around supper time a town crier was heard 

shouting. According to a neighborgleaning out of the window across thestreet 

the crier was instructing //// the town to alpaint all the houses white with 

lime in peeparation for the forthcoming visit of the president* 

(Notes for this day were typed inbetween jotting down pencil memoranda 

on Tuesday and were finished Wednesday between 7j30 and 9t00 in the evening. 

This means they were typed 3 days after the evlrts, but they were taken from 

extensive pencil notations taken during the day of occurrence.) 

ffjSDI ^..lUWL i 
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* * 

Slept late and did lettle tasks in the house-until lunch-time. After 

lunch Lois and I vent for an extended walk around the lake shore at the foot 

of the village.returning at 3j00. The lake was very rough but we later 

learned that the canoe to Atitlan had returned nevertheless. (When I later asked 

Pop on a visit to the Intendencia why they had not remained over in Atitlan 

rather than risk the return voyage he said that they had no food and couln't 

remain. But better go hungry than drown? Yes, he answered and that anded the 

topic.) Despite the heavy waves,-we observed a small canoe leisurely skirting •— 

the shore, stopping off at the beach to ship out water and resuming its apparently 

aimless voyaging withing the bayou and near the shores. There were two men in it, 
one 

the jfjSjli with San Pedro pants canoeing and the other with ladino clothes remaining 

seated in the vessel. Could they have been fishing? *t did not appear so and  • ;• 

besides rough weather may not be a propitious time. Could they have been buffeting 

the waves just for the sport of it? 

As always women were washing clothes on the rocks. Some were filling 

tinajas and hoisting them onto their annular cloth headrests for toting up the 

hill. Others were washing their long hair. Some were doing all three in turn. 

Vegetable patches occupy all the usable land along the lake front near town. 

Most numerous are tomato/ plants each of which is hilled up with soil and many   i 

of which give evidence of recent individual watering* Here and there a man or 

a boy with a tin container or a man's type of tinajm is carrying water from the 

lake and pouring it around one tomato plant at a time. Here and there a woman 

is doing the same using a tinaitV which she carries on her head. As she leans 

over each plant she may leave her moist head cloth remain clinging to her head. . \ ........... 

\.  The tomatoes are green and about half grown although occasionally there are vinee-y.. & ..... - -*r; 
^£ with large tomatoes that are turning saffron ¿/ or even pinkish. Next in importan^ 

are green onions which characteristically grow in tiny beds about ten feet long 

and surrounded by a minuscule rock fence, either as a property boundary or to 
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aid in retaining the water that is apparently poured in daily since the level 

of the soil within^ the rock boundary is often built up above the natural ground 

level. Occasionally a metal sprinkling can is seen half hidden away in a corner 

of a field. Here and there a silky bean plant can be seen growing among the to- • 

matoes but this is apparently not the area in which they grow—probably displaced 

by vegetables that are more resticted to this type of soil. Or are the tomatoes 

and onions close the lake because of the nearness of the water supply? There is 

no rain here between November and May, more or less. There are also patches of 

cabbages' or cauliflower, it is bard to tell which (for me) at this pre-head stage. - 
t 

Many of these plants grow on tough, thick stalks averaging nearly a foot in length. 

Returning from the walk we observe Manual Gonzalez Puzul in his yard twisting 

rope with the aid of his sons, ^e watch a while, exchange greetings and leave. 

Late in the afternoonjii following our request the baker lady appears at our 

door with some bread. She reamins nearly an hour conversing with us and answering 

our questions. Before we can ask her she says that she is a widow since her hits- 

band drowned when the canoe turned over two years ago shortly after La noche buena. 

"Two years ago? Jtre you sure it wasn't one year?" No, it was two years ago. 

She ought to know how long ago her husband died, yet I recall that Fop and 

Aaanuel Cortez had said one year on separate occasions. I shall have to ask them 

again. Any vak this is the information LOíB and I got from the baker ladyt 

' 1 Sight year8 ago she and her husband moved here from Totonicopán because 

there was much competition in that city for bakers of bread. They continued ^ • 

their trade here where competition is not so keen until two yearsjrhen the' husband 

drowned. Since then the widow, Santa by name, continues to bake pan francés 

and pan dulce for the local ladino trade, because of her pobreza, as she' puts it 

in her wjiining way. There are several other bakers in town but they are all men 

as is the custom here}-she is the only lady baker, she points out. This is now 

her permanent home but she wears huipil and skirt from Totonicapán. She, .doesn't 

wear San Pedro clothes bedause she has vergüenza. She doen't believe in inaloJüiL 'JM 
i-vas^u, 
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as do the natives here* The people here go^ for these creencias but not she 

because she worked three years for ¡í ladinos in .Quetzaltenango. Moreover, in 

her home town of Totanicopán babies are carried in contrast to the San Pedro 

practice of allowing their children to grovel in the dirt. In her town they 

would have vergüenza if their children were as dirty as they are here. (Having 

no need to travel. Pedranas have no need of ¿ftfififai/$4fJ4{f/ slinging their 

babies in carrying clothes.) And another thing, the people here are mendacious} 

few of the people are really good.' Three times a week she goes to Atitlán to 
which costs $1.20. 

buy an arroba of floor/ Her fifteen-year old daughter who is the only relative that 

remains with her is afraid to go alone to AtitlSn to buy the flour. Two older 

daughters are married in Totanicopán. They and their husbands weave cloth and 

business is not so good. tí/Í-Í  Within a week and a half she and her 15-year old 

daughter will leave for T"/;^/ Totanicopán where they will remain 15 days visiting 

the married daughters. It is weary walk of a day's duration up high mountains. 

Her young daughter does not care much to go. Why? Because it is cold in the 

mountain town of Totanicopán. By the way, do we have any Old clothes that we 

could give her to take to her daughters' families? No, we don't at present. 

(Did she learn about asking for discards while working for ladinos in Quetzaltenango 

( Is it there too that she learnt to deprecate children with dirty feet and faces?.). 

She can speak Zutugil well although they speak Quiche in her home town. I mentioned 

the>terms zajorln and chuohkajau. remembering the latter term for Tax' and Bunzels 

writings on Chichioastenango. Tes, she said, that's what they call them here, 

chu ejau. There aren't many though, I suggested. Oh yes, bastante. How many? 

h About a dozen. She left. 

Just before supper as I lay in the hammock on our porch I greeted a man who 

came up to the fence. He is the travelerAwho asked to borrow one dollar"para 

mis negocios" shortly after we arrived.^/ When he was told that I would think 
he 

over the request/did not reappear for several days and then with the request for 

25 cents for several days. This was refused on the grounds that our jefe, ha4. 

.3 , 
-1 : 
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issued an epistolary edict banning the loan of money. I don't know the name 

y'   of this traveler. As I was reducing on the hammock, he answered me that he 

eats bread occasionally but not often since it is too expensive (around 1/ per 

biscuit) and besides it has not the strength that tortillas have for a working 

man. (Yes sir, you live and learn/) Yes, he eats eggs, both turkey and chicken, 

> but never more than one at a time. Meat is good but is too expensive (per pound 

5/ with bones, 7/ without) to have more than infrequently. His breakfast con- 

sists of frijol and tortilla. (Zutugil apparently does not inflect the noon for 

plural number and this pattern is apparently carried over into Spanish by some, 

as witness the use of the singular in the preceding sentence). Tortilla is made 

of black, yellow or white corn. They are all / equally good. Ladinos, he said, 

preferred white tortilla^. (Extension of the "purity" urge which drives manufacturezB 

to bleach flour, sugar, rice?^ Or, more simply, the white bread analogy?) 

After supper we played the radio on our back porch according to several days' 

promise and had an audience of about 35 persons sitting around on the three large 

mats we placed on the cold stones. I gave chairs to the few men that cared to 

come in. A few adults remained standing outside the cane fence lost in the 

darkness. Most of the visitors were children. As the candila cast a flickering •- 

light over the audience it could be seen that many young girls carried still younger 

siblings or held them by the hand if they were old enough to toddle, while the in- 

fants that came in their mama's laps had a breast shoved, into their mouth as soon 

they started to whimper or to paw at the maternal blouse. The mothers have only 

to give a slight tug to their loose blouses or while huípiles for an ample, breast 

to fall out in front of the babjres face. Sometimes a quick shove by the mama's 

fingers is needed to direct the n/ipple into the //{f^ji// mouth of the infant who 

proceeds to suckle away in silence. During the radio session which lasted from 

7t$0 to 8:30 several rounds of peanpts were passed out as well as several cigarets 

to the men. iThese notes typed Thurs. 1/23 from pencil memoranda taken earlie^ 

I should have mentioned that shortly before supper time I learned from Pop 

atJ^^tendewOLa that only the houses neat the plaxa needed to* be w^*Wjg^ 
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Notes for today Till be short. They will alfso be an object lesson 

warning me to record instantly what takes place. There naturally were 

numerous little incidents and observations that took place Monday. But I 

neglected to take pencil notes thinking (1) I would remember and (2) I'd 
21st, 

very soon get to write up the day's happenings. But as Tuesday, the $f#i» 

was drawing to a close and I saw that somehow I hadn't gotten around to 

the typewriter, I tried to jot down topic headings of what had occurred 

on Monday the 20th, but alas I couldn't recall more than a inaction of what 

took place, so I ended up with only a brief page of sketchy notes. And now 

on the evening of Thurday the 23d I am attempting to convert these sketchy 

notes into typewritten forra. There ¿n't much to convert. ;-That's why today's 

(Monday, 20th) notes will be short* 

During the day J4anuel Cortez came into the house* tarried and talked 

some fifteen minutes and ended up borrowing an envelope. Apparently you just 

don't ask for favors right away here. You have to make small talk. Personally 

I prefer the direct approach, though X myself am not always good at practicing 

it even $ in Chicago* 

After Hjanuel left Lois and I went to the bayou to bathe in the hope that 

soap, water and son would relieve the annoying bites on my legs. We utilized $( 
A; a section of 

the hour we were there by jointly reviewing/a graded Spanish reader we had read 

before coming to Guatemala.  On the beach a native in ladino clothes approached 

us and initiated a conversation. He told us that he had been stationed for< 

several years in the cuartel in Guatemala. Yes, it was more alegre there. He 

wished to know whether there were many soldiers in the united States. He said 

that in Guatemala there were bastante. Several soldiers from Mexico had been 

to Guatemala city. Mexico was a rich country. They mined silver there and the 

soldiers received good pay. They received $6.0$ per month while the pay in the 

local service was $3.00. He showed off several words he had picked up in the. 

.s^.^ttyAjbZaM»*-,* 
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city, several words of English that is—hello, goodbye. He gave the impression 
who goes 

of the small town guy/*e-ge«« to the big city and comes back to find the small 

town too small for him. He owns no land, works on others* milpa. 

In the evening, 6-year-old graciola Cotuc who lives next door and who 

speaks practically no Spanish, walked into out house with a large red shawl fffá 

wrapt around her head and chin, pointing to an ailing molar. Lois applied 

medicine on a wad of cotton. This stopt the pain, according to her b£©*ifer 

Alberto who came in a few minutes later and transited for her. 
I&obela. Gvicuue-*. 

During the afternoon MPB» Oosh^who had come in with her daughter Anita Cox 

to be treated for M¿/ scalp sores, upon observing a small-sized piciie jar on 

our table, asked that we sell it to her and when she was told that this was not 
Lois 

possible continued to plead and beg that-it be sold or given.to her. f$t felt 

quite annoyed at her fytfjíjtjfjíjt aggressive insistence even though a few minutes 

earlier Mrs. Bosh had brought a regala of two eggs in consideration for her 

daughter's treatments. Lois however consciously suppressed her feeling of 

resentment, dressed the child's head and told the mother to return in two days. 

(Lois would probably have said told her to return the day following had she not 

been angry.) 

During the same afternoon Uv0*M*/uV. VU. came bringing a dish of rice, whife 

Lois thought she wished to sell* When she said she did not wisx to buy it, the 

woman said she had brought it for a gift* She then took this opportunity to 

come into the house and stayed for about twenty minutes, looking at our things 

with great interest, particularly the kitchen utensils. She finally asked how 

much various things cost and then asked how much we would charge for a red 

enamel pot cover* We told her we were sorry but it was not for sale* She looked 

lingeringly at it and at other dishes and pots. She had brought the gift in 

payment (we assume) for the medicine which had been administered the previous 

Saturday morning fo her year and a half child who had worms)* 

M-BL^Mj^flüj mi-, ,ffr irfrnr f "H**** 
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In the evening a« I was about to sit down at the typewriter and start 

writing up the notes of the previous Saturday (l£l8) when in comes our persistent 

friend ¡Manuel Cortes again to while away tine. I resent his frequent visits for 

ha always oeeme to appear when I have work to do and he stays on indefinitely. 

But I do not show my annoyance out of fear of offending him. So this evening 

I resigned myself to the fact that typing would have to be put off till the mor- 

row and resolved to capitalize on his presente by getting his point of view 

regarding ma.lo.1o. to compare with that of Fop given me two days ago in Atitlan. 

According to Afanuel, evil eye may be gotten from certain persons* What 

sex, kind or circumstances,he did not know. Only las mujeres know. Upon being 

pressed he hazarded the guess that perhaps 10$ of the residents are capable of 

inflicting the malady. Since the women know who are the dangerous ones, they 

simply hide their infants from view whenever they see any one of these persons 

approach. Symptoms of evil-eye are fever and loss of appetite. How about in- 

ability to sleep? This may or may not be a concomitant symptom, he said. 

Cure is effected by passing an egg over the body of the afflicted infant. 

(As stated before, these notes were typed on Thursday (l/23) but were not 

completed until the following forenoon, because^as fhursday's notes will show, 

<B*muel Cortes walked in shortly after I had started typing) 

Omission. During the forenoon I asked two of the children around the yard, 

the siblings Carnación and Manuel Pop, whether they would care to 

sweep the porch and patio, put the dust and refuse in a box and empty it else- 

where. They appeared willing, asked for pisto. No pisto, only peanuts, I 

told them. Their interest flagggd. Carameles? I asked. This worked like a 

charm. They scrambled into action. 

fcSlIiiiÉiiíÉÉlfeiiÉtririiif^^-^^^ 
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6x30 A.M. Observe Alberto Cotuc, age 13, swishing mouth from small pitcher 

of water held in hand. Stands in doorway and spurts water into yard. 

(Later, on questioning, says washes teeth before and after breakfast. On pre- 

vious occasion had mentioned that his little sister is too young to wash mouth 

and that may be cause of her bad teeth. The Cotuc family also uses a reguar 

outhouse, the other half of the duplex affair which we use. AThey are Protestant 

and it may be that they are a bit more urbanized than the run of the people here) 

7tl5 A.M. 

vuece 
Graciela, 6-year old sister of Albero Cotuc, comes into house for 

second application of tooth medicine. The cotton of the night be- 

7:45 A.M. 

fore is still in the mouth. JSae* not possible to tell whether pain persisted or 

not,for Graciela, knowing little Spanish, said "si" to everything. Alberto 

comes in and says she did not suffer at night. Lois applies fresh medicine. 

Mr. Gonzalez, the father of Selena, Ktilberto and Nikolas, appears 
7i30 A.M. 

at fence and after 10 minutes of small talk, requests medicine for 

$ 7-year Nikolas who, like jfiilberto before him, is probably suffering from 

worms; stomach ails. I make appointment for Lois to go to his house with med- 

icine on following morning. 

Our daily delivery of milk arrives. I ask the lady her name. 

IfÍLena P'énelf?, s&e says. (She charges 4/ for a bottle of milk. 

Her narrow-necked bottle contains somewhat less than a quart. She waits fot 

her bottle as Lois transfers her milk. We always boil the milk. Sometimes 
Nobody" 

Lois suspects that the milk is not from a cowfbut I ihink it is, jt/i/jíjfjíjf else • 

has offered to sell us milk. Occasionally she brings other things to sell. One 

morning* she sold us a pound of tomatoes for 2ji.    On other /$# she offered us 

beans and chick-peas which we turned down. Once she brought an additional half 

bottle of milk which we also refused, half in the hope that she would use it 

for her family, since we harbor guilt feelings in buying her milk, fearing that 

we are depriving a youngster or several.) 

|d&^£*wi^^^£¡ÉÉ^ÉÉÍ 
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Graciela Cotuc (6) and her sister Madelejfroa (2 1/2) are playing in their 

yard with a cluster of green berries off .a castor-oil bush. The cluster 

lies on the ground between them. Each in turn picks off one of the berries, aoji 
COK 

competition between them being evident. Little Gustina Ggnaales (2), who lives 

in our house group, toddles over and plumps down near the cluster of berries. 

Immediately and before Gustina makes any break for the berries, Madeleina. grasps 

theui $ and puts them in her own lap as if to say, You're not going to horn in 

on our game. In a minute the interloper leaves. Madeleine begins to sing a 

Spanish hymn (the only one she knows and which she often sings), her little 

sister croaking along after her in contented imitation. (Can it be that there 

is a universal sibling-rivalry,as claimed by the Freud/ians, but that in this 

society the hostility is deflectfp/ onto children of othes families?) 

Graciela with Madeleina in hand walks into house, extends a 5/ páed- 

piece and s»ys "pisto". This means that her/ family wants change for 

the coin. We give Graciela five pennies. Madeleina takes one of these and 

puts it into her mouth. Lois gestures to her to take it' out,- it is dirty. 

Graciela whispers something and Madeleine takes out coin. In a minute she 

puts it in again. Graciela leads her little sister away saying "adios." 

New-eemee-fceie-i-eliaie-heuF»-- She-ae+her-e#-%he-p>e%+jr-Ge«-«ie%e*e- 

rtílena Gonzalez at window to inform Lois that a laundh has docked. 

Lois agrees to accompany her to see the visitors, putting on the native belt 

she had previously bought for the high price of 50/. (of. Lois' notes for 

1/21/41, ppl-3) 

10 tOO 

iotas 

10:45 

return 
Graciela appears with Madeleina in hand to haMvfcaek a toy bell she 

lit 00 

had borrowed 45 minutes earlier. Says "adios" and departs. 

Lois returns to house with three American tourists and a guide in tow. 

They admire the house, drink water and one of them offers to call up Vr.: 

F-C. Cole on returning to Chicago to deliver our regards, since he sort of knows 

him—fellow lecturers, it appears. Crowds of native wpmen and children assemW^ 

|Tiifflltoitfii¡iiiiiriwihirim 
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at our window and in our yard to gape at the visitors and to gossip. 

Last to leave our yard after the visitors had gone were three womenwy/ 

who had never stápt into our yard before although all live very close. 

One was old lady Coina who lives inthe two // houses that face each other 

next to ours. Another was her adult daughterAwho lives with her and is 

apparently married. The third was a shy young wife^in a yellow blouse from 

a house 60 feet away. It may be that she is shy only because she speaks no 
Av\e< 

Spanish. I asked her name: nakabi ? She turned away and old lady Ootue 

aneered for her saying that her name was Maria Gon^aiez (Half the town seems 

tobe named Gonzalez). They stay on a bit discussing the coming of the 

extranjeros. 

I peer into an inverted basket standing in the yard-'outside our fence/ 

and see tiny turkeys within. They evidently belong to the Cotüc family. 

I ask Alberto why they are hidden away from view. To avert the effects of 

malo.lo. he explains.  This malady can be contracted during the first 6 vulnerabas 

days ofAand is gotten from the gazB of la gente. All the people? No, only some, 

but since it is not known which, the basket is placed over the little turkeys 

when they are taken out of their dark shed each afternoon for several hours. 

Alberto answers that immunity is rendered by bathing each turkey chick individual: 

individually in warm water when they are three days old and again when\£hey are 

six days old* This is the sixth day and they have already been dipped in water, 

hence are safe hereafter. 
61»' 

The brother and sister combination, Manuel and Carnación Pop, come to door 
ltOO 

and ask to bring water for us. (They apparntly know that we are paying 
us 

neighbors several cents per trip for keeping 0 supplied with water/) The sister 

is the spokesman. They leave when I explain that they are too small to carry 

a large can of water, but return in a few minutes and ask to empty the garbage. 

I tell them there is none now. They aeave. 

IV^^^&adpa^^  ,—vr-< ^^^¡^^¡^^^.^.1^^^ 
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Manuel Pop reappears, this time at the window. Lois promises him 

a candy if he will tell Petrona, the laundry lady, to come here for 

the wash. He is told that the candy is forthcoming only upon her arrival» He 

doesn't appear to be able to speak Spanish but he apparently understands it,' for 
30 

he ran off, returned in a few minutes, remained patiently at the window for M 

more minutes at which time the laundress arrived and he received his reward. 

The young son of the local ladino secretary in our yard for the 
lt30 B.M. 

first time. He is Spanish and not a permanent resident here. Worth 

observing how he relates himself to the native children and v.v. 

1:45 P.M. Petrona, the laundry lady, appears, bringing along 5-yr-old Herlindo, 

the son of Raphael Gonzalez who is married to Petrona's daughter. 

Stated more simply, she brings along her grandson. Petrona wears sloppy ladino 

clothes and speaks Spanish with facility^/. She is supposed to be a ladina 

jS/jl though her features and color appear to fípfáfá/fá approximate more closely 

those of a native. Her grandson Herlfndo speaks only lengua, she says. 

(Lois says he speaks Spanish) He wears ladino dress.  The son of the civic 

secretary comes into the house; he is apparently a friend of Herlfrndo. His 

name is Paco and he is about 7 years old. He wears a pilot cap, white shirt, 

and blue-striped cover-alls. Both children go bare-foot. Petrona charges 

at the rate of four dozen pieces for one dollar, if she is provided soap. 

To Petrona a "piece" means 2 dish-towels or 3 pairs of socks, or 5 washcloths 

or half a bed-sheet. •       • •• 

A girl comes to the door to sell cakes of chocolate at 18// lb. 
1:50 P.M. 

Petrona who is still here counting up the clothes speaks up saying 

that the chocolate was fflf,  freshly made and that it is very fine. Lois asks 

Petrona how to prepare it and is told. Lois asks Petrona to tell the girl 

she will buy a fourth pound. This Petrona communicates to the salesgirl in 

lengua. Girl leaves to weigh up the required amount. 
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AMA, Quuicat» Ma*4*/uJfeQrvuJf- 
Old- lady Cotuo and her married daughter,come to the threshold 

It55 P. M. and discourse with Petrona in lengua. It is evident that they 

are interested in seeing what/ items of clothes we have, in 

finding out how much we are paying for having them washed, the kind of soap 

we use and so on. The old lady sits down on a chair near the door while the 
•Awo 

other remains standing. Is Petrona departs the 0e4ttc women enter into our 

house—first time—fix their attention on a glass bottle Lois is drying, 

and try to purchase it, using esoteric lengua and gestures. (Others have 

tried to buy bottles before). We regret but we cannot. 

Girl returns bringing fotr cakes of chocolate for a /^/X/ aickle. 
2t00 P.M. 

She answers our questions, partly posed in lengua, saying she is 

12 years old and that her nam is Lucrecia Pitz6k. She has four younger brothers 

and a sister age 15 named Rosalita. 

A girl clambers boldly up to peer into the window. This the fffif 
2105P.M. 

fourth time today. She gives her name as Andrea Gonzales. Lois 

recognizes her as the girl who had pointed to her nipples and volunteered the 

name for them,in lengua during Lois' trip to the water's edge. (cf. Lois' ¿lotes 

for 1/21, p. 3). She gives her age as 14, although Alberto gplrac who Is standing 
r 

in the doorway opposite the window interrupts to say tat she is not fouteen, 

that near is more nearly correct. When we say, Are you nine, she answers Yes. 

Still she looks older. As the natives here say, "Saber?" Alberto now asks us to 

change 5/. We do and ask why his family needs change. To buy things, he answers 

Further conversation brings out the fact that while they generally eat tortillas 

because of the cost, they prefer bread and occasionally buy it—at least Alberto 

prefers bread. 

Now Graciela Cotuc arrives and stands on the threshold with arms 
2»10 P.M. •   - 

folded, appearing like a dignified little lady. She appears to marvel 

at a glass cover that Lois is putting away. Lucrecia the chocolate girl still 

lingers at the door together with Andrea the aggressive who has left her window- 

ggg^gllllj^^^^^gU^K 
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perch and has come around to join Lucrecia at the door. Alberto too / is at 

the door talking to them in lengua. He has just returned with a five-gallon 

can of water at my behest. I ask him how much he wishes to be paid and he 

answers, as many here do, Whatever you wish to give? (This gives them the edge •• 
often 

in bargaining for if you do not wish enough they/do not hes/itate to suggest that 
the payment 

$////#////// be increased.) I gave Alberto 2/ and he accepted. I observe that 

Andrea is chewing on chiclet and that Alberto as well as Graciela whe-hae-by-aew 

are chewing on straws, tooth-pick fashion. Alberto spits into space between 

outside wall and a mat leaning against f.  it. 

Now only Alberto and Andrea remain. Latter peers coyly around door into 
2» 15 P.M. 

kitchen. Lois says, Come in. She demurs, saying something to Alberto 

behind her. He speaks out to us in Spanish: You have two 'bottlesj they are fine 

for catching pepescas (a small variety of fish). I ask Alberto about pepeseas 

and he says that a person eats 2 to 4 of them at a time. They should cost about 

1/2/ each. Is he going to catch any now? No, there are too many tumbas on the 

lake this afternoon. Only when the water subsides can they be oaught. 

Lois-bias adieu to Alberto and Andrea, closes the door. (Data is 
2» 20 P.M. 

accumulating faster than we can foresee typing it up) 

But Andrea reappears immediately, this time at the window which re- 
2i21 P.M. 

mains open. She clambers onto sill and attracts attention by calling 

out the lengua greetings she knows we know: awata, awamets, etc. Now Barnacionc 

Pop, whom/ Lois likes to refer to as "Touchy" because of her habit of reaching • - 

out and handling or fingering every, thing although this is quite a common pattern, 

climbs onto the sill alongside Andrea. I ask 6arnaciom.her age. About I9, she 

says. Andrea keeps jabbering away. I tell them that that is all for now and 

ease them off the window sill, saying "t^ek tzik" (hasta mañana) so as not to /// 

appear rude. The girls seize this opportunity of grasping my hand to shake good- 

bye, repeating "tzwak tzik". They keep uttering this greeting and grasping my 
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hand repeatedly. Andrea was the first to seize my hand and / wan-faced 
rnacion» 

pilen Pop immediately followed her example'and alternating thereafter. 

2t22 
In one minute Carnación» reappears at window asking us to buy tomatoes. 

2i4B 

Yes, if ripe, says Lois. She leaves saying "adiosi' 

2t25 In three more minutes Alberto appears at window asking if we will buy 

pepescas should he go to catch some. Yes. He immediately disappears. 

(Note: all this while I am seated at the typewriter near the window trying to 

write up the notes of the previous Saturday (1/18) but not making any appreciable 

headway. Most of my time is consumed in making pencil notations of the little 

informal events which have been recorded on these last few pages. Were I not 

behind iiytranscribing my notes it would have been much more efficient to take the 

events directly on the typewriter. — Incidentally, these^lines are being written 
this 

on Saturday (1/25), but the events of/Saturday are being taken directly on another 

typewriter by Lois so that eventually we will be.completely caught up/) 

In the yard next door I observe the mother of Graciela and Madelejaia 

Cotuc flailing some beans spread on a petate or mat and then dropping / 

them from standing position to allow the wind to carry away the hulls. Just 

then. 2-1/2 yr. Madeleine emerges from the door of the house opposite balancing 

a large basket on her bead. The mama makes remarks in a tone of voice suggesting 

that she is saying, "Look at her, bravo" After ^adelein* proceeds twenty feet 

the basket topples from her head, but it hasn't far to fall* The little girl 

pioks it up and manages to lift it to her head but upside down. It rests there 

in the manner of a huge cap. Arrives with basket at spot where ma is seated. 

Ma takes basket. Just then ma observes that I am looking and immediately urges 

the girl in an undertone to /// greet me. "awata.tie." she urges. Madeleine, 

does not comply(though she generally does on other occasions) whereupon I seek to 

encourage her by saying "awatz. Madeleine." Like a conditioned response, she 

comes back in loud )ij(ji hoarse tones with "awatz tá." 

fr,afa»rf«fa..J8i&aa '•&*s-*-«»~L+*- -h 
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2t50 p.M. 
Lois observes Madeleina and mother sitting in their yard, taking 

beans out of pods. Madeleina sits on her flexed right foot, her 

left foot extended and her left, hand graping the toe of her left foot—all in 

characteristic adult manner. Ma in low voice begins to encourage her to say 
"awanán"    contracted 

"awata-aan," the/greeting to a woman. This prompting keeps up for some minutes, 

repetitiously and mechanically. Finally the child says "awátz nan," not using 

the conventional contraction for this phrase (she never does). The childs 

fatherAis sitting on the steps of his house, fashioning a weaving stick with 

a small machete. Mother laughs as Madeleina finally says her tittle piece, 

in evident approval. Mother talks to father in lengua as if to say, "Isn't 

she wonderful?" 

Lois and I start for the playa to take a dip, passing our neighbor 
3:00 *&{*.Gia*e¿* *te 

across the streetAwho greets us and calls out thatAwishes to sell a 

large pineapple that she holds in her hand. She asks 10/. (We had bought one 

of similar size the previous Saturday for 4/ in the Atitlán market.) We 

suggest 5ji and she counters with 8/. There is no sale. We leave. 

As we arrive at the edge of the lake we observe a moderate sized 
3«10 

mojarra basking in shallow water about four feet from the shore. 

We ¿all over two men who are looking at us from a distance, shouting mojarra 

and pointing to the water. They come. One of them rolls up his dark ladino 

trousers, wades into the water with a poised machete and fells the poor fish 

with a deft blow. We offer to buy the fish ELS he takes it out of the water 

still floundering. He does not respond and we do not urge him. We walk off f#f£ 

toward the rocks further down the beach. 

While at the beach we observe at a distance that «email boy is climbing up; 
3t50 tree 

a rather low ¿0¿ft and hacking off red clusters of flowers, leaving one or 

two bunches regaining on the tree. (Is this for adorning the streets for the 

president's visit?) (Liater learn that in lengua this flower tree is PJPIJ^ 

ÉÉ£É¡ÉÉ|ÁÉÍÉ¡ÉriÉ!É! 
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The cano* from Atitlán returns with 22 passengers in all, the 

4:C0 P.M. paddlers hailing us in lengua from off-shore. 

4.15 P.M. Man arrives at the shore with 2 horses and 3 mules to have them 

drink. Each animal has a rope halter and a coil of excess rope 

wound around its leg. Three of the animals are tied to each other tandum- 

fashion. If a horse or mule has no animal tied behind him the loose end of the 

rope is fastened to one of the animal's* forelegs. 

Arriving home, we find 5/ or 6 children gathered near our yard. 
4:30 P.M. 

One of them is Qraeiela Madeleina who is urged by her mother to 

greet us as usual. She remains silent despite the 6 or more monotonous /urgings. 

One of the children was a «ee boy with only a shirt onAwho started to yammer 

at the sight of jiff Lois and me. At this an older girl, perhaps his sister^ came 

over to the whimpering youngster and led him out of sight. Ayi minute later I 

see that Madeleina is silently stnding near the further house with a growing 

puddle under her. Her mother crosses from one house to the one near which 

Madeleina is fljtyfi  standing (the family lives in two houses facing each other) 

and as she enters the door Madeleina tags after her, whining a little. 

Now Madeleina is standing on the stone steps of the near-house 
4J40 P.M. 

(it is convenient to refer to the two houses occupied by the 

Gonzalez-Cotuc family as the near-house and the far-house, though it must 

not be thought that the latter is really far). She falls on her face and 

begins to bawl, according to observation made by Lois. The mama without 

any show of perturbation continues to winnow beans in the yard while talking 

to her crying daughter in an even tone of voice. Or perhaps she was talking to 

Graciela, for the latter goes over to her little sister and mothers her. 

Alberto comes to the house bringing a dish with 5 pepescas (see Lois' 
5t00 P.M. 

drawing^ each about 3-1/2 inches long and a tiny 2-inch perétz for 

good measure. Price? Whatever, you say. Two and a half cents? Bueno. - He 

says that he caught these fish one at a time in a traste between the hours of 

•^^•"^•l-iírirÉiíTr p-rr^f*--***H-^*^* 
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3:00 and 4t30. Apparently he decided the lake was not too rough after all. 

Alberto then went on to say thathe could see us'walking along the playa from 

where he was catching fishji at the muelle and knew of the incident of the 

mojarra and machete incide»*. Either he had seen it happen or he had heard 

about it* (I don't recall which and my pencil notes do not say*) I asked him 

the mme of the man who waded in after the /fish and he replied that his name 

was don Bartolo P'als. Why does he wear ladino pants? He was away at Pnajachel • 

where he went to school and on returning he wore ladino clothes. 

Gracielas and Haleleina are playing house in the yard outside our 
5»90 P.M. co* 

fence. Angelina and Petrona •€•* are playing with them. Graciela 

and Madeleina are seated within a circle of ridged sand/ about 2-1/2 feet in 

diameter. A square piece of wood about 5" to a side serves as a comal and rests 
pot 

on three small //-sherds for hearth-stones. Atop the "comal" are. a number of 

inverted toy pots made of chinaware/ of the variety I have seen traveling merchante 

carry. Graciela and especially her little sister are pouring sand into the //// 

vessels and then repouring the sand from the larger play-pots to the tinier ones. 

apparently in the manner that water is poured from an olla into a jarro in the 

homes. As Madeleina fills each tiny vessel with sand she hoist it to her lips 

or to her chin, presses the mouth of the pot against her skin and proceeds to 
• Co* 

set it down or to pour it out. The Gtw girls play with some of the same toy 

pots but they ratain out/side the circle of sand. In a while GraSiela, who is 

running the show, gives the visiting children several pots and broken pieces of 
+VOO 

china she is not using and the %jnf go off a ways to play on a door sill. There 

is no evidence of disharm/ony. . 

Again as I am hoping to get some typing done, Manuel Cortez comes 
7i30 P.M. 

in for an evening visit. I ask him what's new in town. He res- 

ponds that two Pableños who were returning from military drill here nearly 

drowned in the lake when their canoe sank from under them. The two had attempted 
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the return trip in a tiny vessel suited only for one person. 

They had gone only some 20 or 30- feet from shore when they 

found themselves submerged* Fortunately the water was only neck-deep and 

they waded ashore dripping. The canoe was rescued and only one went away in 

fflfl/ifi i-fc» tlle other returning in the large canoe bearing a number of returning 
to 

citizens 0 San Pablo. The local natives made sport of the incident. 

Another item of news, said Manuel, was the birth of a baby. He did not 

know its sex or // to whom it was born but knows that the event occurred because 

he saw a midwife with a woman on the street.  C?I 

As soon as he could free himself of my questions, Manuel brought up a 

matter of his own. He wanted to know whether we had any cure for varras, or 

sores on the skin. There are many kinds of skin sores, I'said. He did not say 

whether it was he who had these sores and I did not specifically ask for fear of 

embarrassing him. He told me that this type of sore ¡Í may appear either on the 

body or the face (He has no sores on his face.) They may be spiny and may issue 

fL  cream-colored matter when ripe. As some are ripening others are budding. 

They do not cause much bother though they may occasionally irritate a little. 

This led Lois to inform me by lip movements behind his back that she thought 

it might be syphilis. Thereupon I elicited the information that the ailment 

seems to afflict only men and those between the ages of 20 and 30. There are/ 
this 

some 10 young men, he guessed, who had ikeee type of sores. I ended up saying 

that some other time I would look at the sores in the daylight, having in mind 

that I would inquire whether feeAhad them when Lois was not around to embarrass 

him. although he did not hesitate bringing up the topic in her presence* He 

said he did not know what caused theBe ulcerations and answered me that others 

attributed it to brujería, something he himself does not believe in. I begged 

off at 8tl5 and he left after shaking my hand and thai of Lois and making his... 

usual little ceremonial / phrases of departure. (During our first few days here 

l^^famájMijámmMM 
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when Manuel started soliciting our friendship he once brought up the subject 

of dandruff. I happened to be alone with him in the yard at the time. He 

wanted to know whether we knew of any remedy. I said I did not, that I had 

some dandruff myself, that washing and occasional applications of oil might 

possibly help, and that in any event it was not a serious affair. He laughed, 

saying that one would hardly 'die from it and that ended the matter. His hair 

appears to be plentiful and is combed straight back. Manuel is a flashy dresser, 

often sporting a black-and-white checked shirt that opens with a zipper. It 
or white 

is always clean but somewhat worn. He sometimes wears khaki/riding-pants of 

an inexpensive variety and high leather boots which he says he bought in one 

of the coastal departmental capitals(where he markets most of his vegetables) 

for about $3.50. At other times he wears/f^eY over-all pants/ of blue denim 

which are also clean but somewhat worn. He speaks Spanish very well, is 

intelligent and resourceful, but is a little too unctuous and prying to make 

me feel at ease. I can't help being reminded of Uriah Heep, although this may 

be unfair to him. When he first came around he wished to know what our work 

was, who was paying us and how much we were receiving. In response to the 

latter question I told him that I was given money for whatever expenses and 

needs I had, that it was not a fixed amount and that I had to account for all 

of my expenditures. This, of course, is not quite true. He told me the 

local comandante gets $80/mo. Once he asked me to do him the favor of loaning^ 

him some money and I promptly said this was forbidden by my boss. He continues 

to come around frequently, is overly-agreeable and never mentions jLjíjifáfá/jí 

borrowing money any more.) 

(I began typing the notes for this day (1/21) on Thursdayjand continued 

sporadically until completing them on the morning of Sunday (1/26). Tb.ey.were 

taken from copious notes taken on the spot. But apparently I attempted to. re- 

cord too much* for if it takes more than a day to record what happens in a day 

I'll quickly get mired in arrears.) 
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10x30a.m.      Blena came to the window and announced that the launch bringing tourists 

was here and asking if I wished to go down to the boat with her.  (On two 

previous occasions she had con» for me, but each time we had gotten there 

just after the boat had pulled away from the shore).    Elena carried a pair 

of boys trousers,  shirt and some belts in her apron, hoping to sell something 

to the tourists.   (Unless carrying baskets or tena.ja^ee on their heads, women 

generally seem to carry  smaller it«ms in their rebocas  (sh»wls)  or in the 

. aprons which they usually w»ar «>nd -lso use  sometimes to wind «round forming 

a circul-r shaped base  for the tdnajas which they cnrry  on th«ir heads,)fá 

As we walked along we passed other children and girls and I could make out 

in their conversation the words "tiuristas" and "extranjeros", indicating 

that they were discussing the launch that was in.    However none of these we 

passed joined us on the way down.    I asked Elena why the other girls don't 

go down to sell things to the tourists.    She replied tt the7 the character- 

istic,  "saber?" (who knows?). I asked if some are afraid of the tourists. 

She laughed a little and replied that they are. I tried to find out whether 

she thought the majority of the girls were afraid or were not but her answers 

were yes to both.      Then she asked when we intended going to Fanajaehel. 

(taring the trip to Atitlan we had discussed with Ajftgustine Pop in her pre- 

sence the possibility of going by canoe to Panajachel).  She added that she 

would accompany us when we went/'yes?"   I said we did not know when we would 

go and we might stay over two or three days with friends in Fanajaehel. 

As we approached the bottom of the incline about a quarter of a block away 

from the beach where some men were working on the pier, she stopped and «aid 

"let us wait here for the tourists".    I went down to the beach, leavingher 

sitting on a rock by the side of the road.    There were fourteen Pedranos 

of various ages fixing the beach for the expected arrival of the president 

who is to corns here some time later this week or next.    Two men were levelingj 

off sand and dirt with large hoes, about 12 inches long*   The ethers were 

carrying rooks, all about the same site, approximately a foot in diamatejp»¿, 
M-i 
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from two canoes in the water a few feet from the shore, onto the beaoh where 

they were lining them up. I greeted the men with "AwAti ta" ("hello" to a man, 

in lengua). Some of them answered "Awatx nan" ('ihello" to a woman), laughing. 

Elena's father was among the men working and he laughed and greeted me. I then 

said "Awate le uts awátz" (Que tal?) They seemed much amused and as I walked 

out onto the pier several of the younger fellows spoke to me in lengua, laughing 

a great deal. I told them I couldn't understand and they gestured as if swimming. 

I gathered that they were asking if I was going swimming (conjecture). I said, 

"Not now, después". They repeated the word "después" several times, laughing 

hilariously by this tins. I returned to Siena and sat down on another rock, 

taking out pencil and paper to record the above. Siena asked how much the gold 

ring I was wearing cost. I replied that I didn't know because it had been a gift/ 

from my mother-in-law. At this point two -girls abewi who appeared to be about 

17 or 18 years of age came down, carrying their tena.ixcas on.their way to get 

water. They stopped and talked with Elena in lengua. I could not understand any 

of the conversation but heard the word "extranjeras". They proceeded to giggle 

and I gathered from their furtive glances down to the direction.of the beach and 

their hesitant manner that they could not make up their minds whether to continue 

down or not. Finally after about six or seven minutes they went down. I then 

asked Siena if they were afraid. She laughed and replied that they were. I 

asked, "Of the tourists?" She said"No, de los hombres". I said "But why, they 

know them>don't they?". She said they knew them but "Saber?" 

At this point the tourists, two men and a woman (American), came down. After 

some discussion the tourists accompanied me back to see our house* By this time 

there had gathered a rather large group of children and young girls who cam» 

along, holding out their wares to sell and some of the younger ohildren asking for 

money. Ihile the tourists were inside the house «he children and some of the 

neighbors crowded around'the poreh and yard. I accompanied the tourists back to 

their boat, all the while the children and girls walking along, never pressing— 

their wares vociferously but with a quiet kind of persistence. The woman touris| J¿ 
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engaged in some conversation with the girls about buying a silver coin about the 

size of a half dollar» POBO; they seemed not to have the kind she wanted. All 

of the men who had been working, gathered around forming a small crowd. Finally 

as the tourists were leaving one of the men asked to look into the camera carried 

by the woman, and then several of the men lined up to look as well. When they 

had left one of the man, rather old, asked me where they were from. I told him 

they were from the U.S. Walking back from the beach with Elena and the children 

I asked Elena if she had sold anything. At first she said"no". When I asked, 

"nothing?" she replied "only a belt?'adding that she had gotten forty cents for 

it and then asked me how much I had paid for mine, which I was wearing then. 

(I had bought my belt the seconder third evening after arriving from a man who 

cans into the house* and had paid fifty cents after he asked ane dollar. However, 

I had since learned that the natives bought theirs for about twenty five cents) 

I replied that I had paid thirty cents for mine. 

Siena asked me to Tljy- the word for knee in lengua, pointing to her knee. 

The others were greatly amused at my reply and then began naming various parts of 

the head and body in lengua, some of which I knew already and volunteered. As we 

were naming "knew, elbow, ear, nose, mouth, etc." two young fellows, about 18-20 

years of age walked by and laughingly called out"Xa p'a". At this remark all burst 

into guffaws of laughter and when I asked Siena the meaning of the word she 

only laughed and half hid her face in her shawl. When I asked again, repeating the 

word, they screamed with laughter, several of the younger children» repeating the 

word. This time Elena answered, "nada" and a little later said it meant"stone". 

X said she was lying, and they still continued to laugh. They Andrea GonsáleíL 

who is either 9 or 12 years old, called out "xats&a", pointing to her nipple. 

This caused a new burst of laughter. Finally, after asking Siena several times, she 

said very quietly and obviously embarrassed, that the first word meant, "de los 

hombres". She then turned to me and with less embarrassment asked what the 

equivalent was in English. 

Elena then asked me when Anita Cotuc was returning t o work for me. (Anita 
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been our maid for the first 10 days of our stay here. The day we arrived Siena 

was at our house and as I passed from one room to the other I noticed her standing 

just outside the door.  She greeted me and asked me if I would need someone to 

carry water» as she would like to do this for us. I asked her how old she was and 

she replied "13". I said that perhaps we would have her carry water for us and she 

stated that she would go and ask her father if it would be all right.    Before she 

returned, Don Juan Rosales had arranged with our landlord Cotuc to hire his daughter» 

Anita as a maid for us.    When Siena returned we had nothing to do but ignore the 
later 

previous conversation. We had/gotten rid of Anita because she was adept neither as 

as maidnor an informant). Not wanting to/ encourage Siena now, because at this time 

we have another girl in mind (Susanna) I said that Anita was not coming any more 

because we no longer needed help now that we had become settled.    (This was the 

story we had told Anita and her father and also some of the neighbors who expressed 

curiosity about her whereabouts, including the younger brother of Susanifa). 

12s20p.m.    Ben and I were out on porch, looking over our fence at Alberto^ GracielZa and 

Ifadelejcna Cotuc, 13, 6, 2 and a half¿respectively,  siblinge and next door neighbors. 
*4**kaa. Gr. Am*. Gl- N/eoVa* Gr 

(Koüftr speaks no Spanish, nor does gityadtfother. Gr_**ffftherAand Alberto speak it well, 

GracielZa only a few words). We asked Alberto why Graciella still wore a large red 

handkerchief around her head.  (She had been wearing it the previous evening when she 

calmly walked into our house and announced that she had a pain in her tooth.    She 

did not ask for medicine, but when it was suggested she accepted the idea very 

willingly and while the piece of cotton with medicine on it was placed in her tooth- 

she pita no sign of uneasiness whatsoever).    Alberto replied that she had illness in 

her mouth and when we asked if it still hurt he said something to GracielZa in- 

lengua.    She took the handkerchief off and he said "No, it doesn't hurt now".    Then 

I said, "Awatt lfedeleina", she lowered her head a little and then coyly glanced up. 

GracielZa leaned over and repeatedly prompted her to respond "awat's nan".   At the 

same time mother's voice from inside the house could be heard prompting her over 

andover again(but always repeated in the same tone of voice) to say the same. Ifed- 

eleina smiled, glanced up, looked down, again <a«d said nothing. tb>s t*me« 
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12130p.m.       Manuel Pop - 9 years old-(who yesterday, with his sister, swept our yard) 

was on the porch of our next door neighbors holding Madelena by the hand» 

According to Alberto, who was «*iii there also', they are not related. Manuel 

was affectionate in his actions towards Madelena, putting his arms around her, 

hñliing. her hand and sat by her while she toyed with a little box* Madelena 

CP* 

12t40 

12 «50 

sat down crossing her right foot uner her - pointing her left foot out - 

pulling at her skirt, pulling it down. (She was observed doing this several 

tiass before en other occasions) after the manner of the older women. 

I returned to the porch and observed Madelena and Manuel still sitting 

together, Madelena still holding a little tin box in her hands. Manuel took 

a small stick and started scratching her foot with it lightly, playfully, 

then he scratched harder and finally after he had scratched it hard several 

times Madelena drew her foot away and stood up. (manifestation of aggression?) 

Manuel is now holding the tin box and when I return to the fence he starts 

playing coyly with ne, hiding his face and then looking up, smiling, Madelena 

doing the same. 
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6:00 A.M. 
I rise early for a change and note that/ that it is still rather 

dark at six in the morning.    Men are going down the roads to work, 

some with horses or mules.    A man comes up to the Cotuc household next door 

to us and engages 1*. Cotuc, the father of Graciela and J&deleina,  in an ani- 

mated conversation that lasts perhaps fifteen minutes.    They may have been ar- 

guing.    It would be of aid to know a smattering of the language in such cases. 

I hear l&deleina crying a's if in a rage of deprivation.    Her ma is 
7:00 A.M. 

heard to call out "Chela" which is short for Graciela.    Apparently 

it is the duty of little girls to take care of still littler sisters,    fiadeleina 

was heard bawling a half hour earlier as well as a half hour later. 

Lois leaves to give worm medicine to Nikolas Gonzalez.    On returning 
8:00 A.M. "•'- 

home she reports the following.    As she arrives she finds mother and 

Nikolas at home.    Also present are/ two other younger children,  one of ////// 

whom is Gustina goz  (she is frequently there—we later learn that she is a grand- 

child of the family, the daughter of Decidirio Gonzalez'  oJ.dest son who lives 

in our house group).    When Gustina // sees Lois she cries and screams even when 

lira. Gonzalez picks her up.    Mrs. G. puts her down and makes an effort to stop 

her crying.    The child rung's to Nikolas who comforts her a little.    Lois goes 
is about to give 

out of tha house v while.    Gustina is sent away and Lois3gi*«« medicine to Nik- 

olas no-it knowing whether he has eaten anything or not since the mother speaks 

no Spanish.    Lois asks where Helena is.    The mother answers in lengua mentioning 

Santiago and Lois infers tiat Helena went to Santiago de Atitlan.    Nikolas-is-on 

the verge of crying, takes spoonful of medicine and starts to whimper.    Lois / 

essays a second spoon but Nikolas be|ins to give back the medicine.    Mother 

comes over and gives him a little chair   less than 12" in height.    As he sits 
stands 

down she ///¿behind holding his head.    As he takes more medicine she rubs her 

hand over his chest and abdoren.    Lois felt sorry for poor Nikolas.    As Lois 

was leaving there entered a girl about 16-years of age who lives in a house 
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near our house group,   (soon I ought to drow a diagram.)    Lois takes advantage of 

this girl's arrival to have her interpret to the mother that Nikolas muBt remain 

in bed for the day and eat only liquids.    Mother says something that amounts to 

"bueno" and Lois leaves. 

íáadeleina's mother is bathing the chil's face and hair in   a bowl la 
8:30 A.M. yard and Mad. appears to be enjoying it* 

Pablo Cox with daughter Rosa and son Bartolo, about 8, here asking for 
medicine for infection which Bartolo has on top of his head. Bartolo has a red 
handkerchief wrapped around his head like a band*   Hair is cropped closely on 
top and there are many ooting sores - yellow ooie.    While they are here Manuela 
Morales (sister-in-law of Pablo) comes with baby Bartolo who has skin erupiion on 
cheek and into oorner of eye* Lois treats the older Bartolo first, washing sores 
with pot* perm* solution» applyign sine salve and clean bandage*   When finished 
Bart* kisses her hand and. also nine before leaving* 

Lois waits for baby Bartolo to finish suckling*    He is 8 yr no's* old, cute 
lively and good-natured*    Lois takes him on her lap and gives him toy bell to 
hold*    He is pleased and doesn't Bind while she puts salve-on his face*    But in 
a few minutes he starts crying a bit and mama clasps him to her breast*   He shuts 
eyes and appears contented* 

They all leave, but ask to leave by way of front door, rather than exit, by 
patio*   Next patient is Anita Cox, with similar sores (ooting) on head and behind 
ear. 

While Lois fixing Anita I look over our back fanee at Mad." seated in yard and 
banging with stick on a can*    Mother sees me looking over and urges Mad* in under- 
tone to greet me*    Though she responds to mother's urging and does greet a», •other' 
continues to prompt her to repeat*    Then mother from inside is still prompting 
and Mad* says "pisto" and then "un centavo".    I disregard the request* 

I then took a walk to the playa where women were filling tinajas and carrying 
tiem, some carried baskets of clothes on their heads} several young men were 
splashing around and swimming.   They asked me to repeat phrases in lengua and 
laughing hilariously.   A little boy dropped a string with a bare hook into the 
water in a playful and vain attempt to catch a fish* 

Saw an old lady with gaunt face and steely grajo* hair hoist her ¿¿naja and 
ascend the grade slowly, resting on the way (younger ones don't) and occasionally 
muttering something*   There aren't many old folks in evidence* 

On returning saw Ana Q* feeding a kind of mash out of her hand to young 
turkeys 

At noon Pedro Gonsales (age 12) to borrow toy plane with Alejandro Vendes. 
After lunch we wrote letters until 4<30, closed window and asked children who 

were hanging over ledge to leave* — 

At 4s30 P.M. I (Lois) went to the ¿n£« to mail letters.   Two men were white- 
washing autside and inside were strung up colored paper decorations - preparations,, 
for the coming of President Ubico expected Friday or Sat* on his annual vijii 
the various departamentos.    Man who approached; the. ¿B&* ki.saa^/—'*'*1-* =*u-** 

a, f^pnt. .of-.:J^.,^ooáe^ 
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Returning home I stopped to buy orange** Several small girls out on the 
street called out to me many times "awa nan", then came up to a» and touched 
my dress as though to feel the material.    Several children, both boys and girls 
and some grown women have donw this each time I have put on a different dress 
or a sweater or coat*    I came home to get basket to buy bread and on the way 
met Julian Cotue, coming to our house to ask if he could use our typewriter 
for a little while as his the one at the intendencia is occupied.   When I got 
to the baker shop the little girl out in front called inside, "extranjera". 
Returning home I met Siena Os. in our yard who asked what her brother, Nicolas, 
could eat as he had reeesHy taken anti-worm medicine.this morning.    I repeated 
earlier instructions! soup, atol or fruit juice or cooked milk*She replied that 
they had no milk.  (The day I gave anti-worm medicine for other brother I sent 
some orange juice over).    I told her I had no milk now either but they could 
give him atol, or soup. 

Returned later in afternoon and found Cotuc typing and one of young daugh- 
ters reading something off to him.    Ben lit gasoline lamp at this time, it 
flamed up and looked quite serious, he tried to extinguish it by wrapping two 
doormats, soaked in water, around it but this didn't help much.    I threw a 
bowl of water on it, using up our supply of water*   Neither Julian nor daughter 
looked very much alarmed though daughter a little disturbed. 

Agustin Pop came just after fire was extinguished, bringing newspaper 
sent over for us by coajanjanje..    Julian and daughter left and so did Agustin* 

Ben asked next door where Alberto was, wanting him to bring rater for us* 
Father standing on porch said he didn't know.    Ben then went to ask Luis Vendes 
if he would bring water for us .    Luis said he wotld send his sister for the 
can.    He brought a can of water for us about 8p.m. when it was dark.   He alws/ • 
comes by street door and on previous occasion remarked about coming this way 
because if he came through the patio, "there are many people". (Perhaps men 
don't want to be seen carrying water for .us, Andres Cotuc,, who also brought us 
a can of water earlier this evening acted similarly about it, "hurrying away and 
leaving his wife to collect the money). Ben paid Luis 3 cents but said after 
this he would only pay 2.    Luis said he wouldn't carry for 2 cents as it was 
too heavy and he left.    He said we should leave word at his house if we decide to 
continue paying 3 cents* 

lfenuel Cortes came later bringing a green envelope which he said he bor- 
rowed from a friend in order to return to us.   Asked if we minded the colored one 
in return for the white one loaned him*    This time Ben did not give him a chano* 
to visit very long, telling him he was busy writing and had no time to visit sow 
but would some other time* 

-   <J&: 

i"imbd^f- f r ^witrfti'iiifififttliftifii jftÉÉB 
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9tl5      Mad. and Concepción Yoj., both about 2 and a half yrs.   old playing with 
a painted wooden doll in the yard.    Ben asks Mad. to give him doll which 

she readily does.    He returns it.    She it takes it, matter-of-fact like.    She 
goes off to her ma who is seated on near porch in the process of weaving a belt 
Cone, follows but remains a little apart.    Ben says "awach Cion" and when she- 
fails to reply Tampit (unrelated adult) successfully prompts her.    tampit con- 
tinues ptompting both children with sane manner toward the other as toward her 
own. Tampit prompts Wad. to ask for the "avion" to play with.    When Mad. has it 
in her hand ma tells her to give it to Cion at the sama time taking it and effew* 
ing her own command.    Mow Mad. holds the doll.    Ma takes it, wraps carrying 
cloth around it and attempts to place it back in Mad's arms pretending that doll 
is.asleep.    Mad.  rejects doll, with both hands, backs away slightly.    Ma unwraps 
doll but Mad. still refuses it.    Doll is .put aside and Mad.  steps upto ma (seated 
all the while at her work) and hugs her bosom affectionately. 

9t35    Mad. and Cone,  still playing now in front of grandma's house  (Ana's).    Mad. 
puts wooden doll on table, lying down.    Cone, plays with toy airplane.    Ean 

is really playing by herself although they are together.    Mad. goes and picks up 
shawl from ground, covers doll with it.    Cone,  sits down by backing up against 
wall and sliding down.    Mad. picks up shawl and puts it on woman-fashion. 

A little later mother puts shawl on Mad. and instructs her to take flowers 
she is holding, over to Ana.    Mad.  struggles with shawl which is falling off and 
she starts to take it off but mother calls after her (mo.  still sitting on porch) 
and she does not take it off but succeeds in getting across yard with shawl still 
on but dragging on ground.    Wearing the shawl (reboza) is an art here and tiny 
tots begin practicing when they are barely big enough to hold it up. 

From 10130 until about 11x30 busy with patients.    Manuela Morales with Bart oil 
who had ripped bandage a£f his face during night.    After attending to him took 
care of Maria Paneleu (5 years ) daughter of "yellow^blouse" Maria Rosales. 
Grandma, Paulina Gz.(35 yrs) brought Peneleu over and mother followed shyly. 
Pen. has sores, dryish with scabs but some pussy (refers to pus not kittens), 
all over legs and soma on arms. 

Then Rosario Pop cams with little nisce, Magdalena Chavajay (4-1/2) for mad. 
for Mad. who has stomach ails and doesn't eat. Instructed her to return tomorrow 
morning for anti-worm medicine. 

When I bought meat today from Juan Chavajay he raised the price from 7 cents 
which we had paid up until now, to eight cents a pound, finally gave it to me 
for 7 but after some tins.    While I was there two men passed by, came up and kissd 
his hand then went on. 

Isabela Gz. with Anita whose head doesn't clear up.    Isabela, though a-pest, 
brings generene gifts practically every time  she corns. This time brought an egg 
and an aguacate*    When she left the Totanecepeña who lives in St. Clara and coma 
here to sell manteoua arrived and asked whether I had medicine for goitre. Told 
her I had none. 

1«30   Siena Gz. at window asks me to go swimming with her and asks if I am going 
to San Pablo for fiesta on the 25th of Jan. 

Later Manuela here again with Bartolo and asks if I have medicine for her 
oldest daughter, Rosa, whose hands are very cracked and painful. Says she will 
bring Rosa over but later. 

J+19   As I am sitting en the porch typing! Alberto; 0»».  and Mad 
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3x15   As I am sitting on the porch typing, Alberto, Grac.  and Mad. come in. 
They play with the toy bell which passes from one to the  other.    Alberto 

translates for Grac. who says I should sell the bell to her.    I tell him I won't. 
Grao,  says something and laughs and I ask Alberto'what she is saying.    He says 
"she says muy delgado su pied".    When I tell him that is not what she said, he 
laughs and says, "ella dice es muy grande su pied".    They leave. 

5>15   Ben goes to the intendencia.    Talks to Agustin Pop who says the majority 
of babies wear garlic around neck for protection against evil eye and 

spirits.    One of the officials, in the course of general conversation said that 
the average traveler (native) carries 75 lbs.  on his back but there are those 
who can travel with 110 lbs.    However San Pedro is not really a cargo town, 
real cargadores are in AtitIan, Solóla and Chichicastenango. 

7»30    Manuel Cortei comes to visit.    Informs us that he went to "colegio" in 
Guatemala for one year (1936) but he got "neurestnenia" from studying too 

hard, was cured in 15 days by injections*    He could not continue in school be- 
cause of this illness and returned here.    He likes Guat.  City better than living 
in S.P. and will go some day to live there if he sells his terrenos. However 
he cannot sell the lands because they are not legally arranged.    His mother died 
without leaving a will, land is to be decided between Man. and an older beother. 
When this brother returns from cuartel in Guat* in Jan. 1942 and when they can 
raise the $100 for lawyer's fees they will settle the land problem.    Says the 
land is now worth $500 but there are no buyers.    A ladjLno. Herrero, has two 
caballerías (33-1/2 acres each).    His land is worth fromfO.500 to$3000 per 
caballería. 

8il5   Agustin P. arrives with stamps and letters which came for us today.    Both 
stay until about 9t4§ and the conversation runs to small talk and general 

things.    On subject of chirimía and tambor both agree that no one likes these 
musical instruments, "except those who play", both laugh at this. 
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Typed by Lois from pencil notes written as events occurred during the day or 
.   shortly after occurrence. 

(Plena's father) 
7t30 %       I observe Mr. Gonzalez/standing on the porch of our neighbor's house. 

Shortly after I am back in our house he comes to our door and I ask him to 

wait a minute on the porch, pointing to a chair out there.    In two or three 
uninvited saying "con permiso" 

minutes he follows me into house/and I ask him what his symptoms are.  (He 

is here,according to arrangement made the following day with Ben,re his 

cough).    He points to both shoulder blades, saying he has much pain there, 

particularly in the hot sun.    He also points to his chest and says something 

about discomfort when he eats. He states that he coughs, a great deal at tL ght. 

Since his symptoms seem to indicate a condition about which cough medicine 

would do little, I explain to him that the cough medicine which we have will 

relieve his cough but cannot cure everything that is wrong with him*    He 

hastens to assure me that it is perfectly all right  (perhaps fearing that I 

might be backing out of giving him the medicine). Then in a long speech, half 

of which I did not understand, he said he was informed by his daughter telena 

that I had a bottle with a wide mouth which would be good for catching 

pepeseas (fish) and would I please do him the favor of lending it to him.    In 

the part which I did not understand I caught several times the words "intendente" 

and "comandante" from which I gathered (conjectural) that he was asking on their 

behest.    I told him I was sorry but the bottle was now in use. 

8t00a.m. As we are still breakfasting, Rosario Pop comes to our porch bringing her 

little sister, Ifagdalena (age 5) for anti-worm medicine as per arrangements-made 

previous day.    Seeing us ooeupied she says nothing and sits down on the cfaajr 
Rosario (20) 

out on the porch. She gives the impression of being the poised and. pleasant 

person with some dignity^which to some extent was the stereotype we anticipated 

for San Pedro. Her little sister is chubby and appealing in looks. 

8tl5a.m. I go out and explain that I have some orange syrup in the cflyg$( which I hold 

in my hand which is to take away the taste of the medicine.    I hand it to 

Rosario, telling her to give just a little taste of it to Ifagdalena.   The Iffe^i 
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latter turns her head away but with little coaxing or talking to by sister^ 

tastes syrup and likes it. Then as I hold out the first teaspoonful of oil 

she reoalls and it is necessary to force her to take it.    Rosario holds her 

mouth open and forces the medicine in, with a good portion being spilled over 

both of them.    Three teaspoonfuls was the dose.    Although she has been putting 

up quite a struggle and crying she readily accepts the cup of syrup this time 

and is assuaged with it.    Before she finishes it I put in another teaspoonful 
when she is not looking 

tñ medicine into the cup/to make up for what was spilled and she drinks it 
with the remainder of the syrup 

/with no sign of hesitancy.  (Her acceptance of the syrup after the medicine 

might be somewhat unusual in our society where frequently in similar circum- 

stances a child will just continue with the crying and by this time would hare 

worked itself too far into the tantrum to accept anything). I then gave Rosario 

the directions, telling her that the child must not eat anything this day except 

liquids: atol», caldo, leche codUa.    and that she must stay in bed today. 

I give Rosario a child's picture book (three little pigsy illustrated) to amuse 

the little sister while si e is in bed during the day, telling her 1 am lending 

it to her for that purpose.  (Ben notos: would I be so kind had these peepfe 

not been good-looking and nice - nice being .equated with unaggressiveness^} 

8J30a.m. Ben, seeing Alberto Cfltwe in the yard, asks whether he is not working today. 

Host days he has gone away to work in their fields during the day* Alberto says 

he is not working today and Ben asks whether he would like to do son» work for us, 

cleaning out our other room which has accumulated a great deal of dust and has 

old, dry pine needles on the floor to be swept out.    He also tells him to take 

out all our luggage which is stored in that room and dust it off well. Alberto 

responds enthusiastically that he would like to do it*    Rate of pay is not 

determined but Ben tells him he will pay him when he is through. 

9s00a.m. The following group is on our back porch i Ifeuria goens older sister, who is 

crippled (curvature of the spine?) carrying Bartolo the youngest member of the 

family who is having an infection on the right cheek treated by me*, Petrona,- 

next after Bartolo in age; and their father, EsteWan Go*. During this timejAivj| 
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has put all the baggage and cartons out in the yard and Mr. Get as well as 
Nveein»<r. 

our neighbor next door, the old manM admire the various suitcases, trunks and 

cartons.    It is about ten or fifteen minutes since they have arrived that we 

learn the identity of Ifr. ffef.    For a while we thought he was just looking at 

our belongings.    Ben finally asked his name and in that way learned his identity. 

While I was administering to Bartolo, Mr. £e* sat on a chair next to the older 

daughter who held the baby.    Petrona leaned up against her father,  standing 

between his legs. . Petrona was quiete* than on other occasions.    She was wmcJ 

W"—my««MWimbrought over here by her bigger sister Maria (about 7) nearly 

every day since our arrival.    Maria was the least scared from the first, being 

more coy than shy. Angelina (about 5) was only a little more shy, and Petrona 

the youngest of these three who were our most frequent visitors from the QajL 

family, at first was very reserved but during the last few-days has become very 

friendly, always smiling when she sees us and answering blithely,  "awatt ta1,' 

or "awate nan".    Today Ben greeted her several times while I was fixing Bartolo 

arid each time she drew a little farther back. 

Rosario Pop and her baby were also here during this time.    She had come back 

to ask again what little  sister could eat.    The instructions were repeated, with 

emphasis on liquids only.  She then asked how she should eat tortillas, "Is it 

better if they are toasted!"    She was told that absolutely no tortillas were to 

be eaten.    This conversation was held with Bon as I was in the house at the time. 

She remained on the porch while the &S& family was here and since we thought it 

might be better if I confirmad Ben's statements I gave her the same story again* 

Ben asked about the evil-eye here and what was done to prevent it - whether 

babies wore anything to ward it off.    Rosario replied that people here don't do 

anything about it - there isn't much here,    then prompted she confirmed the 

fact that pregnant women and their husbands are the ones who can give it. 

Father^OÜrtT held Bartolo on his lap while I put a drop of medicine in the 

latter's eye, after the cheek was newly bandaged.   Alberto came up to Bartolo 
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who was still in hie father's arms; he leaned over, smiled affectionately at the 

baby (who is unrelated; and twefcked his cheeks. 1 asked Mr. Gel to bring Bartolo 

back tomorrow (Sat. ) morning at 9a.m. 

9t45a.m.    Ben looks over fence and sees Gracielia pour a pitcher of water into a basin 

JpatdLn the yard. Thereupon Madeleina, who is standing at the bowl, bends over and 

swishes hands in water as if to wash them. Lowers face still further and slaps 

water onto face with two hands at a time. As she finishes "washing", Gracielia 

begins to wash herself, but more effectively, while Madeleina runs her wet hands 

through the thick dust in the yard. .Gracielia washed carefully her eyes and Ifedelejkna's 

10100a.m.   Mpe. Got ^(mother of my patient, Anita) standing in front of neighbor Cotwfs house 

across the yard. Anita has been crying very hard for some time* she is out of sight 

V\e«x. /  ,» 
now but I can here her crying (why?; Her crying increases in loudnese and she is 

virtually screaming, lips'. £cT disappears in the direction from which are coining 

the screams of Anita. 

10i10a.m.   I look over the fence and see Madeleina and Gracielia sitting in the doorway of 

their house adjoining ours.(they have two houses. The one adjoining ours is quite 

large and the one across the yard where the. mother does most of her work during the 

day, is smaller. 1 think, but am not certain, that the entire family sleeps in the 
on several occasions 

house adjoining ours as 1 have seen the mother and father at night/closing up the 

house across the yard and coming across to this one carrying a lighted candila.). 

Gracielia puts her arms around Madeleina, pulling the latter to her and kissing-k¿ 

her on the oheek. Madeleina pushes her away irritably and is pouting. Gracielas, 

teases her a little, touching something she has in her hand and Madeleina seems 

to get angrier, pouting even more and finally swings her arm as if to strike' 
Madeleina 

Gracielia. The latter dodges and laughs. St«eieiia tries again, this time Graciaa 

dodges and runs down the steps into the yard a few feet away. Madeleina is now 

standing up, holding a large tortilla all the while in her hand, makes futile 

motions as if striking then comes down the steps to Graciela. The latter teases 

her again, lightly touching her hand and laughing. Madeleina is scowling and 

beginning ,%o whimper in anger, finally succeeds in hitting Graciela with the     t, ;J§ 

, \-h- * 
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tortilla.  (The actions of Ifedele^na seem like those of a spoiled child - is this 

common of youngest children because of their position in the family?) 

10«20a.m.    Mrsi Oes with Anita coming into the yard as I am writing the above in pencil 

in notebook.    Anita is still screaming and kicking in her mother's arms.  She has 

pulled off the bandage which was on her head and is scratching violently.    Her 

mother brings her up to the porch,  she continues to scratch violently and scream. 

Sores on her head are now bleeding somewhat and her hair is matted and dirty. 

Mother seems helpless and does nothing to stop the scratching» but several times 

puts her hand tightly against Anita's mouth to stifle the screams. Holds her in 

lap and presses face of Anita against her bosom also in an attempt to stop crying. 
Subsided a little when she did this. 
This continues for about 15 minutes and I decide not to put any medicine on head 

or ear now as it is too dirty and suggest to mother (Alberto Coitic translating) 

that they had better cut off all her hair, as it seems that the nits and fleas 

and dirt in her hair irritate the infection and prevents" healing.    Mother saya 

she will do it but first  she will go and wash her head.  (Before this scene, Anita 

has always been rather quiet and never resisted anything while she was here. Once 

or twice before she has started to whimper but was easily quieted with a piece of 

candy or toy bell.)This time,  she seemed to be having a real tantrum and threw 

away violently a piece of candy she held in her hand. She was not at all interested 

in the bell either. I handed the mother a small piece of ivory soap (hotel size) 

telling her to use this in washing Anita's head.  She said something in lengua to 
(«abet* 

another neighbor who was standing by the porch and then t»s. Cot turned to me and 

asked how much she would have to pay for the soap.    I told her it didn't cost her 

anything but to return it if any was left ovar. I tied a large cloth around the 

child's head temporarily until Usteer would wash it, hoping it might prevent some 

of the scratching. Since Anita had by this time worked herself into quite a frenzy 

I prepared half a bromide in a cup of water, handing it to the mother to give to her. 

Anita resisted this violently at the first taste and the mother forced it down, 

holding the cup tightly against her mouth, while she coughed, gurgled and spit. 
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Mrg^Qaa thanked n» and as soon as she and Anita get out of our gate, Anita 

stopped crying.   (Ben suggests conditioned reflex behavior, associating pain 

and discomfort with me and this place?). 

12»00«.m.    Ben walked out on the street to see if he could clear up the matter 

of the term for midwife about which he was writing.    Half a block 

up. the street he met two youths, one with a hoe in his hand. Ben stopped, 

exchanged greetings with them, and asked for the native word for hoe. This led 

to a discussion of terminology in lengua.   Spanish and    English.    At this point 

Ben brought up the subject of midwives, but either they did not know,  or, what 

is more likely, they shied away from the subject.    JuBt then two loaded mules 

passed by and upon inquiry Ben elicited the information that mulas are worth 

more than horses.    They are worth between eighteen and thirty dollars, while 

horses are valued between ten and fifteen dollars.    Mulas are more sure of 

foot in treacherous territory.    Both mulas and horses can carry /20O lbs.  or 

more.  "Yes, there j^are such things as burros, but they are not to be found in 

San Pedro". They asked about the kind of horses we have the U.S. and suggested 

that we probably have a different type of chicken,  since they had observed 

chickens of a different kind when they were in Totonicapan.    Ben told them that 

the chickens were alike. 

2:15p.m. Alberto comes to be paid off for the morning's work. Ben asks how much 

he wants to be paid and Alberto answers that he does not know, bjrfr Ben 

should say. Ben says he will give seven cents and Alberto says nothing.    Bén asks 

if it is all right and Alberto responds that he thinks he should receive nine. 

Ben settles for eight cents.  (They always try to have the edge on us by making us 

quote a price first). 

3t00p.m. Anita Cotuc's younger sister, next in age to her, is next door and as Ben 

stands outside she offers for sale a woven belt made by Anita - her. first 

attempt at this type of weaving. She is prompted by Margo#rita. CaEíe?"next door 
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to ask fifty cents for the belt.    Ben tells her that I have one and don't need 

another right now.    She then offers another, of a different variety,which was 
Graciela 

made by IfargoeTite*    Ben asks Anita's sister what relation she is to Ifeyguertto 

She replies that she is her hermana: Ben asks whether she is hermana prima and 

she says yes she is that* 

3»15».m.    Ben goes to see Susana to tell her that I would like to talk to her. 

We have been getting along without a maid and it is taking too much 

of my time, washing dishes, etc. so we have decided that something has to be 
K\onday of this week 

done.  (Several days ago/l went overuses her. At that time her mother was in the 

cb orway when I came and so was her baby. I asked where S. was and mother who 
Spanish 

speaks no Bsgiieh said son»thing in lengua which I didn'tunderstand, but I got 

the words in Spanish,  "no hay S.H. As I was about to leaver thinking she 

wasn't there,  she appeared in the doorway and was very polite but reserved» 

I asked her casually why she hadn't visited us lately and she said the past two 

day.s she had been away at San Juan tending to their tomatoes there* I ask her 

if she would like to come and listen to the radio Wednesday evening.  She asks 

if we will play it today (Mon.) andl say not until Wsd.  She inquired as to 

whether Anita was wtill wotrking and I said she is not because there is not much 

work - I told her the same story I had told other interested parties. However 

I was surprised that she asked because earlier her brother had been in the house, 

and seeing me washing dishes had asked where Anita was and I toldhim the same «(She 

did not come over the following Wednesday.) Ben^talked to U>» Ptti,«A,who lives 

in a house in the same house group as S's, and his son-firtt. Ben asked a young 

womanAin the aajStn^agf house where S. was.  She appeared to understand and dis- 

appeared into the house.ef-ff. He remained chatting with son of Ifr. PUBUí outside 

for more than five minutes and began to think that S. would not appear. However, 

little Loren»  Gontale«eventually came ou^fef S's door and directed some con— 

versation at him in lengua.    He turned to Bawd^s son for interpretation and he 

said that Ben should step into the house to see S. Ben was a little ^pt^^A^r^ 
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Since heretofore we had never been asked in to any of the native houses, except 

when I gave medicines on two occasions. As he approached the doorway S. met him 

and was told that la seifeora wished to speak with her.  She politely responded 

"con mucho gusto" and added that it would be a little while before she could 

come over*    Ben left, returningon» by a devious route so as not to be seen.by 

our next door neighbors, relatives of Anita, (ggming from her house. 

4t45p.m. Ben wanders out a small distance from our house and observes a children's 

play group.    They were mostly boys between the ages of four and eight. 

Lorenzo Gonzalos, age four, was romping around the yard and on seeing a fallen 

fruit of some kind,on the ground, picked it up and flung4t violently in the 

distance.    Then he approached a low fence constructed of piled stones*    He 

pushed over a large-sized stone which toppled to the ground and ran away laughing 

excitedly.    At this, Juan Ghatetfay dashed around after him,' joining in on the 

laughter.    Soon these two sat down in the sand near Ben, together with Bartolo 

£ex  (not baby) who was wearing the bandage Lois had put on his head the day before. 

There were several other children present, but it was these three that began to 

perform for Ben in the dirt, rearing up on their legs and balancing momentarily 

on their hands*    The example had been set by Lorenzo GonzaleB.    In his ambitious- 

ness Bartolo reared up so high he came down on his head, falling over on his 

back*    He did not say anything but this must have scared him a little, for he 

temporarily withdrew from the performance*    But by this time Juan and Lorenzo   • 

were going great guns*    They were digging their heads into the dirt and attempt^ 

ing to stand with their feet straight in the air and were making somersaults, 

their bjutís hair filled with dust and dirt.    A minute later while Ben's head 

was turned he heard someone whimpering*    On turning around he saw that it was a 

girl about six years of age, who had been a silent partner in the play group. 

She was walking away crying.    He asked Luciano Gomales, age about 11, who was 

present all this while, why the girl was crying andne answered that Juan had struck 

her.   Jb asked why and after speaking a few words in lengua with Juan, turned and 
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said, " he felt like it". 

4t55p.ro. As I am typing in the house I hear a small boy crying in the street* 

He keeps it up for about five minutes and then starts screaming as if 

in anger and runs down the street* 

CoH 
5tl5E.m. I go to the front door facing on street; Ifaria and Angelina JJ»z are 

there when I open the door. The neighbor woman across the  street, who 

frequently offers me various things for sale, holds out aguacates. I happen to 

look down and see Angelina on the step with her head down, looking up under my 

dress. I go over and buy the look at the two aguacates which the neighbor offers* 

One is obviously rotted and I hand it back. We do not converse because she speaks 

no Spanish, except for greetings*  She  .leaves her window and returns with two 

more small ones and gives me the three for one cent* because^they are small* 

Some women are passing by on their way to get water. I greet -them in lengua and 

they laugh calling back "awa metz" and "awa te" the former is said to a child and 

the latter to one's mother* 

5t20p.m. Bartolo &oc, Juan Chavajay, Luciano Gonzalos, holding en arms his baby 
'finccuf 

sister Ifedalena Chavajay, and Palas (Francisco}, (5) are outside our window 

calling to us and cavorting around. Palas climbs up on the window, hanging on 

to the inside with his hands.    The window is about the height of a man from the 

ground* Ben asks the boys outside who„has the toy car which is still missing. 
Boys reply that Lorenzo Gonzalez has it in his house* Ben offers a candy for it* 
Juan Chavajay runs in the direction of Lorenzo's house and after a few minutes 

returns saying that Lorenzo says Pala* has it* Ben talks to the latter who is 
te 

hanging onto the window.WJM responds vigorously saying that Lorenzo's mother 

Dolores,has it. 

5t35p.m. Filberto Gonzalez^ brother of Helena, now climbs up on the window too* 

We tell both Palaf and Filberto to get down as they are obstructing the 

light.    After several minutes they finally get down. 

5>45p.m. Señora Petrona arrives with our laundry and I pay her forty cents for 

22 pieces of wash, 
ijana^and Filberto at window» I ask them to get down and ttoyjj&|&| 
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6 tOO p.m. Two girls about 9 or 10, one carrying a younger sister in arms with shawl 

wrapped under it as a sling in which to rest the weight, asking to borrow the 

toy bell.    I told them I could not loan the bell because it is for the little 

children who come here to be treated for sicknesses.  (Ben asks their names now 

which are< Maximina Rosales - 11 years old,  sister of Vicente Rosales; Consuela 

NoyitíSk - 10 years old? holding on arm Rosalia - one yaar old).    They watch 

with interest as Ben fills gasoline lamp.    Consuela wsks if they can borrow the 

bell for a short time here on the porch.    We say it is all right.    Ben asks 

Mudmina if she is related to Juan Rosales;  sie says he is her W.o.  (Earlier 

in the day Vicente said Juan is her cousin). 

Graciela at the door with a small basket of tomatoes which she wants to 

sell for two cents.    I take them andJiand her the money.    As she walks down the 

steps Consuela and Maximina ask her what she got and * e holds out her 

hand showing the two cents, and Consuela says "ka?i centavos".    Graciela walks 

out the gate putting the basket on her head hat-wise. 

6:15p.m. plena in our yard with two girl friends, Jo sepa Gonzale*.and another girl     Q 

who is seen frequently with Hílena. Josépa hides ably behind the pole of -foe 
.* 

porch and giglLes.    Manuel Gonzalex, responds by hiding his face when I ask his 

name and it is given by Helena.    When I ask his age he pipes up,  suddenly not 

shy, that he is 13 and when I ask him what he does during the day,  says he goes 

to school and that he has been going for five years*    The girls are on their 

way to church to sing and ask me if I am going.    I sayfto, not this time, but 

Sunday.    Ben asks if Ifcnuel Gonsaleg is related to s$lena} she says yes| Ben 

asks if he is a brother; she says, "yes, he is the son of my uncle".   Vicente 

Rosales ambles over slowly from her house from where she can see us out in the 

yard*    She is shy ia a reserved way, does not giggle as do Josépa and Helena's 

other friend. Josépa is 14. The girls are clustered around me as I am typing 

this out on the porch and are touching my dress, talking in leneuat I ask Manuel 

what they are saying, he says, "fhey say there are many flowers on your dress"; 

it is a flowered material, iglena Gonrales, 8 years old, sister of Vkaml^ it     ^A 
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here too. They are both fair, have light eyes and .lightMaedium brown hair* 

plena's married brotherAwho is one of our neighbors, stands by the fence 
CM. 

holding in his arms his little daughter Axtgustina/,    The bandage which I put 

on her chin this afternoon is no longer there. , Ben calls out "Awatx 'Gustina" 

father prompts her several times as do several of the others who are on the 

porch, saying "Awatz ta tie" until she says "awati ta".    (When adults or older 

children prompt the younger ones they always end what thsy are saying with "tze"¿   ) 

6i20p.m. The girls have gone off to church and the children are all gone now.    Alberto 

. comes in and sits in the hammock and asks if I am typing in Spanish.    I tell him 

I am typing in English.    After a- few minutes he asks if I am going to play the 

radio. I bring out the radio and after turning it on, leave him outside listening 

to it.    After several minutes, plena's older brother comas and sits down on 

the porch holding Aylgustina on his lap and several other neighbors are there. 

Susana comes up to the porch and in her dignified manner greets me.    As I go 

into the house &e follows me in and I ask her to sit down.    We engage in small 

talk for several minutes about the typewriters and the fiesta tomorrow in 

San Pablo.    She says she is not going tomorrow.    I then explain that I wanted 

her to come over this afternoon to show me how to make chocolate, which she says 

she knows how to make.    Then I add that since I am very busy today writing letters 

on the typewriter I would have liked to have her cons and help me with the dishes. 

That,of course, I meant to pay her for it.    I tell her that I expect to be very 

busy tomorrow also and would she have time to come to help me.    She says she 

will and jLn response to my question, that her mother will take care of the baby. 

I tell her that there may be other days when I will need help because now I am 
medici» s. 

busy writing and there are many people coming with children for illneesee. she 

says she will come tomorrow morning early and we agree on niñea.m. She seems 

reserved and dignified. She is an attractive girl with a graceful carriage. 

¿W*1 (She is somewhat light in coloring for an Indian and) her features are more 

Caueasoid than tyongoloid.    (Her mother is tall and also dignified.looking and is 

even more Caucasoid looking with light brown straight hair).   As we are talking, 

Graciela peeks in around the-door and says something to Susana.    The latterr      -• i 
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says a few words to her in lengua and when Ben asks her what Graciela said 

she appeared not to hear him, at least she did not answer* 

7:30p.m. As we finish supper plena's father walks in unannounced for his cough 

medicine*  (He is an hour earlier than we told him to come and this morning also 

cams one hour early).    As I ask him to sit down and ask how he is (to be 

polite), he says he is here for the cough medicine  (Did he think I had forgotten)' 

He may have thought I asked the purpose of his visit* We ask him his name and 

he gives it("Desiderio Gonzalo9. para servirle".    Ben asked him if many children 

drink milk here. He answered that they are not "acostumbrado"} Only the 

school teachers (ladinos) buy milk to drink.    In answer to Ben's question, he 

said it is customary for men to milk cows here, but Melena Fenelew does milk 

her own oow«»he has seen her doing so*».milking into a pottery pitcher*    He 

says her cow had a calf about a month and a half ago», that the cow now gives 

about three pitchers of milk} Also that there are about three cows here* 

Nieknames were discussed, andhe gave the tfteknames of his three children'and 

his own, but since they were not recorded on the spot, we do not remeaber them* 

OmiBsion Earlier when Alberto asked me if I would play the radio, before bringing 

it out I asked him about the family relationships which were quite confused 

in our minds by this time.    I asked his lather's nan» and he replied t Nikolas 
"Ana. <=U»MLC4\W.," 

Gonzalez."Mother's name ?" "Anna yjekoji»*'. He then said that Hargttritai is 

his sister and Graciela and Ifadeleina are his sisters also*    When I asked 

who is Graciela's mother he answered that lfargv»rita. is her mother and also 

Ifedeleina's. Then I asked whether he has other sisterB and brothers andfcV 

answered, "Yes, my sister worked for you - washed the dishes", referring to 

Anita Cotue*    I asked,is she your "hermana prima" and he said,"Yes she is 

my hermana". 

8«00p.m. Ben went out to adjust the radio and on returning left the door ajar. 

After he had resumed typing, several young boys and fellows crowded around the 

door to observe -the two of us typing. 

•¡^^^-^.^.....-..nfi^MBttti^^ 
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8.45p.m.  Alberto came to the door and I stopped typing to ask him the last nan» of 

Graciela which he said is"Cotuc" I did not return to typing immediately» not 

wanting him to get the idea that I might be putting it down. As I went and 

stood by the door to listen to the radio still going on the porch, Bartolo 

Qpt,  14 years of age, older brother of Anita &e* (patient) came over and in 

a wheedling tone of voice asked for a candy* I replied that there waft none 

but that there were peanuts. He fingered the flashlight which I was holding 

in my hand. He brightened up when I said there were peanuts and asked for 

some. I went to get a handful and on returning to the door there was Alberto 

standing beside him. One other young man (about 19 or 20)?Manuel Gontalex, 

was sitting in the hammock. They were the only three remaining at the radio. 

the others having gone home, apparently to sleep. They all ate peanuts and I 

je.\  joined them for a few minutes on the porch. Manuel said he is related to the 

P"h.V 
V* eft» Gonzaleft who are our neighbors but I didn't find out the relationship. 

Manuel said something to Alberto in lengua, who then asked ms how much the 

radio cost. I said I didn't know exactly because it had been a present but I 

guessed about twenty or twenty-five dollars. 
by Lois 

This was .typed during the afternoon and evening of the same day/   Notes 

starting at 6:00p.m. were written directly on the typewriter within a few 

minutes of occurrence and some were written on the spot.    During this day 

Ben typed up the notes for Monday, January20th,as well as five pages of notes 

for Tuesday» January 21st. 
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7il5a.m» There is a lot of noise coming from next door neighbors who are preparing 

to go to the fiesta at  San Pablo today.    After they have gone Ben meets 
N1ÚA4* relationship 

old raan^Gonzalex, father of Alberto (now that we have got that/straightened out} - 

I hope)in the yard; he is the only member of the family who hasn't gone.    Ben/asks 

why not and he replies "No pisto". Ben then asked the price of the canoe trip and 

he replied that it is five cents. He responded to another question that it takes 

an hour to walk there. 

8t10a.m. I went down to the Claya to see the people off, expecting that it would 

be an exciting time, but found no one down there except a few women coming 

for water. One older woman replied with a friendly response when I greeted her in 

lengua; the others seemed more shy.    On the way back to the house 1 met a little 

boy (about 10) who I had seen at our house be-fore, but whose name or identity I 

do not know. He greeted me with "Tzwak tiik"  (hasta mañana) which was one of the 

first phrases we learned and which the children take persistent delight in calling 

to us.    The first time I saw this boy I had the impression that he was a "smart 

aleok" because he made a false grin at me.    This time he did the same and held out 

his two hand8,  saying "  pisto"    I didn't have to understand the first part 

of the phrase to know that he was asking for money and I answered somewhat 
' feel 

abruptly "No".    I have a little less Mncks» shock now on being confronted with 

this question than the first few times 1 heard it.    However I have definitely* a 

strong negative reaction to it. 

8:30a.m.    Ben is sweeping the porch and wondering whether there will be any children 

around today to empty the garbage,  since today is the fiesta at San 

Pablo.    Just then he see Manuel Pop peering through the cane fence.    len invitee 

him to empty the garbage and he comes in.    Since there isn't much refuse in the 

bottom of the garbage carton Ben suggests that he also empty out the pile of dirt 

which he has been sweeping up.    At this moment,  sister fcrnacion comes into the 

yard and she suggests that the pair of them sweep the yard.    Ben agrees.    The girl 

points to our water supply saying that we haven't got much (though this iei»either 
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evident nor true)}a»d suggesting that she and her brother bring water.    Ben tells 
CM 

her that we do not need any.    They finish  sweeping up the yard and fiarnacion says 

they will return at 12 noon to carry out the dirt that they have swept up.    Now 

is school time.    Ben says,  "Very well, at 12 when the work is finished I will pay 

out caramela^. Brother "Manuel mumbles something in lengua    and his sister says 

to Ben that he wants his payment now (in Spanish).    Ben repeats that there will be 

no Fay until the work is finished and they depart. 

During this same time Rosario Pop appeared on our porch carryingher baby girl. 

She brought the picture book and handed it to me, with thanks.     She then asked what 

whether her little  sister could eat chicken soup and I said that was fine.    1 again 

told her as I haddone yesterday when they were here for the medicine, that the  child 

could return to her normal diet today, but should not eat too much of anything. 

'.Then I asked how her little sister was feeling she replied that-no worms had come 

out yet and that she had no pain in her stomach now. 

JQi50e.im.  I wonder whether Susana will appear yet this morning.     She had promised 

to be here at 9:00a.m. this morning. 1 decide not to let the breakfast 

dishes wait any more and leave typing to wash dishes.    Ben is hammering away at the 

table out on the porch which is about to come apart any minute. 

10:05a.m. 1 meet Mper $©* (Anita's mother)out in the yard/;  she is coming out of 

neighbor Gonzalez house, where 1 think she is related. I ask her how 

Anita is and she replies that  she is now down at the playa and will I please do 

her the favor of letting her come here for the medicine this afternoon at 2p.m. 

I had told her to bring her here today at 9a.m. I am slightly annoyed and tell her 

it is better in the morning but she can bring her here at 2p.m. and again she 

repeats her request exactly as above with profuse thanks. I ask her whether Anita 

slept during the night and she says that she did a little and when I ask her whether 

she cried during the night she says she only cried a little and that she still has 

the bandage on her head that I gave her yesterday and then all over again she 

starts in a pleading way asking whether she can pJaase bring Anita and many thanks. 
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I don't relish JJpe. Gpc's somewhat obsequious manner;  it makes me feel that she 

is trying to get something out of me   (perhaps irrational). 

10:07a.m.    Susana walks in quietly a*i with her usual dignity and I don't say any- 

thing about her coming an hour late.    Luckily I have not yet washed the 

dishes so we wash them together, aafl I let her dry and put them away}  she does not 

get   them into any order but I hesitate telling her how to do it.    Finally I do 

correct her, but only in part of it.    Then I ask her to help me make the beds.  I 

do the first one, asking her to shake out the blankets outside*    Instead of going 

out she starts shaking them out in the room here and I suggest it might be better 

outside.    She looks hesitant  (maybe I imagine it) and I wonder if she may not want 

to be seen by any of the neighbors doing anything that might indicate she is working 

here.    Accordingly I tell her it is all right to shake it inside. After I finish 

the one I ask her to do the other one. ati8 I return to the typewriter. 
Havuxtk ÍWMoWrv little 

10130a.m.    Ben call me out on the porch as UPO.  Oo^has arrived with/Bartolo and 

Petrona. As I go out to fix up Bartolo's cheek Susana follows me out 

and sits down on the porch,   (i-inte She remains out there while we are there until 
the neighbors 

12s45a.m. I interpret her action as wanting to give/the impression that she is 

just visiting).    In a little while Luis Méndez comes into the house by the street 

door and asks if his relatives children are here. At this time another fie* daughter, 

Ifrlena, age 12, is on the porch too. ^We just learn at this time that she is a member 
Get 

of the same/family). When Ben tells him that they are here, Luis comes out on the 

porch too. although hesitantly.  (Why? ) Bartolo's infected cheek seemed somewhat 

improved and had dried up a little.    I bathed it with solution of potassium perman- 

ganate, applied zinc salve and a bandage.    He did not mind most of the treatment, 

being good humored and smiling a great deal.    Only when his head was held to allow 

me to put a drop of eye medicine into the inflamed eye did he start whimpering. 

He isems big for an eight month old baby and to be in robust health otherwise. 

Mother says he has four teeth; Ben looks in mouth and sees three teeth, lower inei- 

«•d¡Ílh*»MM&^B¿)&lW»ng'-       íM; ~,útiz±á*afcjítc&~*l*x 
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aors and the upper right incisor.    A^pO it may be that the upper left incisor is 

on the way out. 

As 1 gather up my medical supplies from the table on the porch, having finished 

with little BartolOjthere is some conversation between mother, fcelena and Luis 

ifendez in which turns out to have reference to a small foot injnry^that Molona Con 

hete»  She needs some urging by her mother and they don't directly ask for medicine 

but it is implied in the  situation.    I wash it, apply powdered iodine and bandage. 

Remarfc¡r*8 are made between tare. Co» añd Susana about the bandages^, and roll of 

hospital cotton. I don't know what they say.*- but by gestures and looks know that 
Maqueta 

they talk about these things*    Kr*i &o4 leaves with Fetrona and little-Bartolo, 

asking as on previous occasions whether she say leave through the house by the 

street door*  (it appears that  she wants to avoid going around the other way exposed 

to the view of neighbors. It happens that today the neighbors are gone to San Pablo. 

l&ybe she wants to go through the house.    But she didn't look at anything in it). 

Just before going she  saw me put the discarded cotton wads I had used for washing 

into the garbage carton in the yard*    There was some whispered conversation and 

Msndez said he would like to take the garbage away for us. (Apparentlj¡as an expres- 
- ?* 

sion of gratitude). But since Ajanuel and fearnacion^fere expected back to finish up 

the job this afternoon Ben sayaJWhanks, but it isn't necessary today» perhaps some 

other day". 
Coy 

11:30a.m.    Bartolo Ser»  seven years old comes to the gate still wearing his head 

bandage.    His head was newly shaven all over.  (Could his family have 

heard about the suggestion given to Ifro». Baa» Anita's mother yesterday}) On 

inspecting his head it appeared dryer but the salve had nixed with the ooze, and 

was caked in various places. l«ll«j»«tlg At my suggestion Ben told Luis Ifendez to 

tell the boy's folks to wash his head well immediately after lunch and have him 

return immediately after washing to have it disinfected and aaJPbandage^   In the 

meantime I put a clean cloth on head because the old was ^11 caked with goo and 

oozet(yellow). 
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ll;45a.m. Bartolo leaves, this time without kissing our hands as he had done on the 

two previous^ccasions when mother was with him. He leaves by gate. Luis 

Vendez leaves,  shaking hands with Ben and me and again asks to leave by street door. 

Susana comea into the house with me and since it is too late to start anything else, 

I suggest that Susana make the chooolate with the  stick which she has brought for 
'4 

that purpose.    The  stick is about 18 inches long.    It is made of a reed that is 

plucked with its roots.    The cleaned and trimrod roots give a brush effect at the 

end of the stick.    The stick is rotated between the palms of the hands and acts 

very much as an egg beater would*    At twelve o'clock £t vas time for Susana to 

leave but die lingered on for a little with her young girl cousin who was here to 

watch me type. I asked her when she would return and she  said at four in the 

afternoon.    I asked whether she could not return earlier to wash the  lunch dishes', 

she said she could corns from two to three. 

Omission   About five minutes to twelve I asked her whether she would empty the 

pitcher of dirty water.   She suggested emptying it in our yard and I 

objected on the grounds that this water was too dirty and would she take it someplace 

where there were no houses.  She hesitated and then spied her young girl cousin at 

our gate,  called to latter who came in offeringAme an egg.to cell. After I had paid 

her the penny Susana said something to her and she picked up the pitcher of water and 

emptied it out in our neighbor's yard.   (Another confirmation of my suspicion that she 

doesn't want the neighbors to think she is working tere). 

2i3Qp.m.    Susana comas carrying her little sister Conception, age 3 approximately, 

who is light, has hazel eyes and almost blonde hair*    She has a bad cut 

from a nail, according to S., on her right foot.    We mention something about 

germs and she says"6h, you mean microbes"» Ben asks where she learned about this and 

she says,in eohool. I tell her to wash her hands and then instruct her how to wash 

her sister'8 foot with permanganate solution.  Sister wlimpers a little but not much. 

I apply powdered iodiie and bandage telling S. that she mustn't walk around with it 

and to come back tomorrow or the next day if the bandage stays on. S. carries her ***f. 

ti*¡i¿4sii¡e& 
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3:05p.m.    S. returns to wash the dishes and says she can stay for half an hour. 

I a8k her if she cares to come here every day this week as I think I am 

going to have a lot of writing to do»  (Ben and I had agreed that we would try her 

on a temporary basis. I had been having misgivings all morning about hiring her, 

feeling somewhat strained because of her reserve and perhaps because of the 

incidents during the previous week which I interpreted as rejection).    This after- 

noon I feel more at ease and more hopeful about it (perhaps talking about it may 

have helped since we discussed - that is Ben and I-the difficulty inherent in the 

maid situation for me in any case - where I am trying to be a friend and at the 

sanB time have to give some orders and have a certain amount of conflict about this) 

S. says she will come this week and I can't tell whether she wants to or is doing 

me a favor.    I asked her what time she would return and she said tomorrow morning 

at seven, as if to make up for tonight,as she had earlier stated she would come 

tonight.    I asked whether she could not come this evening at 7 or    7:30p.m. and she 

said she would come at 6:30 until 7:00*    I asked her whether it íB possible to buy 

a cornal^ to cover our large olla with hgjfe.  She said «ft could be purchased in a 

tienda here for five cents, but if I waited a day or two a comerciante would be 
-tú** 

coming through from Totonicapan and I could be buy aae for two and a half cental-***^ 

She then volunteered that she would see if he comes tomorrow and would let me know* 

I offered her a taste of orange marmalade which I was jj**t putting into jars. She 

took a tiny taste hesitantly off the spoon and liked it. Then she said "This 

bottle would be good for catching fish} do you know how to fish?" I replied that 

right now the bottle is in use but perhaps at a later date we could use it to go 

fishing together. I said I had never fished with a bottle but with a pole and hook . • 

She seemed to know about this method of fishing, because she helped me out (my Spanish 

not being very good) when I was trying to describe the pole and hook to her. I 

remarked that many people had asked to loan the bottle for fishing and asked her why. 

She replied that there are no bottles here* 

3.45p.m. Ben goes to the intendencia to mail a letter to tk* Sanidad Publica, ackaow- 

•^j>utoM..^kaMi:-"-m1rf||l'|tMÍftÍfi,lK1Éii i i 
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lodging receipt of medicines for coughs, dysentery and eye infections and asking 

for information and/or medicine for skin conditions. 'At the intendencia he observed 

a crowd of people, including three women,  standing and seated in the inner room. 

One of the man standing was Mr.  Cotuc,  our landlord, related to the neighbors 

next door.    The ladino    secretary was reading from a book or other printed matter. 

As Fop came out for a minute to take Ben'sletter he answered him that a wedding was 

taking place.    Ben asked one of the men standing near who was getting married and he 

said it was a daughter of Mr.  Cotuc.    Ben then asked him the name of her husband and 

he said that he died.    He apparently had a bad connection so he hung up and went home. 

At the house Ben asked S.  (Sa refers to Susana and will be used throughout because of 

her presence here and the possibility of her seeing her name on typewritten material)*. 

who was getting married today and she answered , "Isabel Cotuc'V "To whom?" "To w«< 

muchacho".    On the way home from the intendencia Ben stopped in-at the corner ganadería 

(not our usual one because our baker lady was away selling bread at San Pablo today) 
for one 

and was told that pan francés sold £*r two/and a half cents. He asked that a dozen be 

sent over, to which they agreed,  saying that it would be ten cents.    After lengthy 

explanation in faltering Spanish, Ben succeeded in convincing them that the price for 

a dozen should be nine cents at the above rate. 

Omission   Earlier in the day while doing the breakfast dishes I had asked S. why 

I had never observed any women at the intendencia and asked whether women 

go there.    She said"no", looking a little puzzled at my question. On further question- • 

ing along this line she said in Spanish, either "they must not go there" or"they have 

nothing to go there for". 

^UPPtPJit   Two unidentified small boys walk past and greet us in lengua through the 

window, Mien I look out and answer they hold out their hands asking for 

money. I answer "mokata" (there is none). 

4t3Qp.m. Just as Ben and I are about to leave to go for bread, because it has not yet 

been sent over as promised, filena and her two young brothers Nicholas and 

Filberto come around into the yard, having just returned from San Pablo.    She 

.uafea^:wa¿-.w^«i¡tk*.,j.„ MifrfUatitliio iftii fait;^"*"^''***^"-"'*11'' —••••-•'— 
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gives me as a present four large oranges bought in San Pablo.    I thank her and ask 

her how the fiesta «as.     She says/t was "muy alegre" and when I ask her whether there 

was dancing and music she says there was neither, not even marimba» nevertheless it 

was "alegre".    We leave to go to the panadería and on arriving there meet the wife 
•io it. 

of the comandante. who appears l¿ke quite a young girl.    In appearance she is neither 

well groomed nor sloppy (regular) The panadera acts very shyly and we transact the 

business through the ladino girl, the money going through her hands both ways. 

5:00p.m. Www &&Z appears carrying baby Bartolo who has scratched his face again, 

which in one place is bleeding slightly. I wash it again, this time apply- 

ing burn ointment which is also good for skin irritation (according to the directions). 

I am having difficulty fixing up a bandage which he can not get off easily.    Before 

attending to his infection, I take Bartolo in my arms» lie smiles and makes no objections 

Then, while I am applying the medicine (he on his mother's lap), Ben picks up Petrona 

and holds her in his arms.     She voices no objection nor does mother.    Mother £e* is 

very friendly and talks quite a lot to us, although it is in lengua and we cannot 

understand a word of it. 

5t3Qp.iq. Alberto comes over to Ben who is on the porch and hands him two large 

oranges and two bananas as a present.    Ben thanks him and I do too and Ben 

asks about the fiesta at San Pablo.    He says it was "bastante alegre", but there was 

no music.  "Oh yes, there was marimba". [Mú^C» á~.* »u¿ ««Wí. ***** -UI^U^J 

5:40plm.    S.'a young brother is climbing up on the fence , Ife». Marguerite* GM»MC 

scolds him ««i Mis older sister (younger than S.) who is standing at quite 

a distance near her own house where she can see him, yells at him.»*dtfie jumps down and 

runs home.    (Is there a fartfely f«*d3> related to the maid situation or is this an 

isolated incident?). 

Omission   As we were leaving the panadería a group of men walked by» headed by one 

man carrying an outboard motor from the boat of the cura who had just 
» 

arrived from San Pablo. Shortly behind walked the cura accompanied by about a doten 

Pedranos. whom the comandante'assays are mavor*domos, but s. says they were cofrades. 
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6:00p.m.    Agustín Fop arrives with a letter from Sol Tax. Jé informs us that 

the president will not come tomorrow, but arrives at Solóla Monday 

and will come here Monday afternoon if the lake is not too rough.  Otherwise 

he will come Tuesday.     So we are disappointed on two scores,  neither the 

President^nor the Taxes and Redfields,whom we sort of expected,are coming. 

6t50p.m.    S. arrives to wash the supper dishes. I typed while she washed the 

dishes. 

7:15p.m.    S's young brother and next younger sister,arrived,  sister carrying S's 

babyA. Brother and sister looked around at various things, particularly 

the gasoline lamp and after a few minutes baby starts to cry.  S.  says she is 

afraid of the lamp.  S. then says brother and sister wish to hear the radio. I 

say we are not playing it tonight, but will tomorrow night.  Sister and brother 

go out,  sister still holding baby who is crying lustily. They stand outside and 

then S. goes out and takes baby, in her arms,  coming back into room.  Sister and 

brother leave.  I-ask-fiT-he Baby stops crying.   (S.  does not seem'to be concerned 

too much about her crying. But is good natured in her attitude toward baby. 

So far we have observed that mothers are affectionate towards their children, 

but do not exhibit signs of anxiety over them when they cry or have tantrums.) 

I ask S. how much she expects to be paid for the week. In typical Pedrano 

fashion she answers that she doesn't know, that I should say. Then I explain 

that if she continues to work this week the same number of hours daily as today 

which is half time or less, we would pay her seventy-five cents.   She doesn't 

say anything and I ask her if that is all right with her and she mumbles atíme-jl 

thing about "an peso!? I don't understand it so Ben asks her to repeat and she 

says she thinks she'd like one dollar for the week. I explain that if she is 

willing to work more hours we will pay one dollar. She says she will if there 

is work. I ask her if she will bring water in the morning and she agrees.  She 

asks for the twna.1a and leaves at 7130p.m. 

•»to«*iiiiM^fc»t)«tá^.HttiasgiffB^ *MáÜkM&i&átemfe!^&^^~¿^!¿ 
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,. We go to church. The cura who arrived yesterday and slept in 
8:00 AiM?1 •:-•!>•'•---•-W-.    •  •,./,.., ;•..•   ...-•:.i ;••  ,-. • 

__ „ .special quarters reserved for him was conducting services. About 

one hundred fifty persons were kneeling on the pine needles strewn over the 

the floor that runs more than 2C0 feet from the entrance steps to the altat. 

There was a line of burning candles along either lengthy wall, rising from 

potsherds or little pans on the floor in front of the altars that reached out 

from the walls and bore large cases of ornamented wood containing representations 

of saints. Little bunches of red posies rested on each of the six or seven 

alters. In several of the niches between altars were locked wooden cupboards 

containing the Miño and other movable images to be removed on the proper days 

of the year and then put away under lock." The thick masonry'walls of the church 
each 

were washed white and/contained three glass windows far from the floor. There 

were rafters but no ceiling under the gabled wooden roof. Colored paper capers á 

adorned the huge cases containing the éaiwte life-size images of saints.  At 

the end farthest from the altar there was a balcony on one'side of which stood 

a small organ. Standing near the organist were three men who comprised the 

choir. During the services a young man wearing native trousers that reached 

down to his ankles, ladino-fashion, made the round of the wall altars waving 

a lighted incense-burner at each one. Immediately outside of the church entrance 

was a marimba group which played at intervals. 

The cura ended the services at about 8x10 and then gave a little talk in 

Spanish which we could neither hear nor understand very well but which mentioned 

the word baptism. At the end of this speech he marched out through a side exit 

accompanied by a group of elderly natives who had been seated in a group near 

this door and who presumably were cof «cades or mayordomos. Thereupon an Indian 

took the floor and lectured a group of boys that crowded up toward the front. 

I do not know what he said though he spoke Spanish. This ended the church session. 

4 
i 
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As the crowd issued from the church it could be seen that women and children 

made up the bulk of the attendance. A number of the woman approached one of 

more of the side altars and kissed the concrete at the feet of the enshrined 

images. 

.«# f. '.?* 
• ~*$ 

'*'k 
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Monday l-<27-41 (L 1) 

Started writing at 9i25a.m. 

7t15a.m. Ben sees Grac. again with the red handkerchief tied around her cheek. 

He asks her what is the matter and learns that her tooth is hurting. 

In ten minutes she comes to the db or with a basket of aguacates to sell and he 

tells her to come back for medicine at eight o'clock. 

7t85a.m. S. comes in and as we are still eating breakfast she looks around for 

something to do and without direction makes the beds. When she has 

finished with this we ask her to sit down for a few minutes and tell her she may 

look at the Montogomery Ward catalogue which is in view. She takes it up and 

starts looking through it, one page at a time. Then she exclaims at one of the 

picture in the book e$ an illustration of a dress, consisting of a skirt and a 

striped blouse, saying that it is a blouse' of this pueblo; also of another striped 

dress. 

8»00a.m. HSlena appears at the window. She lane all the way in, half her body 

almost inside. She andS. talk in lengua and then S. opens the street 

door and yslena comes in. Just then the milk lady comes with our morning milk. 

This time she lingers on for about 10 minutes, talking to the girls. They are 

at times apparently discussing various things which we have here,- apparent by 

gestures and looks and occasional words which are in Spanish. Frequently I hear 
in 

the word"ton gana" in lengua which/Spanish means bastante. Then S. starts washing 

the dishes and says something to Helena who goes to the washstand, washes her 

hands and takes the dish towel* During the rest of the morning up until now 

(IOJ15a.m.) they are both here, working together, doing the dishes, peeling the 

Vegetables and seem to get along very well as work companions. As they are peeling 

vegetables, (Siena is having difficulty with the peel of a nuistile which is prickly 

all over. The two say something and laugh and when I ask what it is S. says that 

HELena was afraid of these espines when she was less than a year old, perhaps five 

months. I respond that she could not remember when she was five months old and 

j£lena says that her mother told her about it. (é«e.k"« bull -*W¿,V) 
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Monday 1-27-41 (L 2) 

Everyone is expecting the arrival of President Ubico this morning. Every 

once in a while we can hear the drum in the distance. Ben who went to the 

intendencia to post letters this morning at about 9 o'clock reports that the 

streets are full of men, women and children in holiday attire. Every little 

while comes a different report about the whereabouts of the President. Several 

times Helena or S. say "Ahora el viene" and taking them literally. I make as if 

to go and they tell me, no he isn't coming right now, he is at Solóla now or 

later - at Panajachel now. 

8t30a.m. I send l£lena next door to get Graciela and when the latter arrives I 

put some medicine in her tooth/ with cotton. It seems to help because 
still 

this afternoon she says it is/all right. When I have finished with her, S. 

asks if we have any medicine for rheumatism as her mother has rheumatism. I 

tell her that it is difficult to cure rheumatism but we will try some salve. 

(Baume Ben-Gay). 

9t00a.m. I show then Selena and S. some snapshots of our relatives and some 

friends, and ourselves. They did not seem much impressed when I told 

them that the building on which I was standing'in one of the pictures (Empire 

State) was the tallest in the world; they were more interested in people and 

also showed interest in pictures of farm machinery, Ben standing in front of 

some tall corn to which they immediately responded, "Milpa" and a picture of 

Ben and me on a see-saw which seemed to amuse them* 

9130a.m. I ask them to wash the chicken which I am going to cook and to finish 

cleaning out the inside* In a bit, S. says "Gallo", meaning that it is 

a rooster. Then ¡filena points to the inside of the chicken and says "Huevos". 

Ben,standing at a little distance, takes her literally and says, "Then it must 

be gallisa, not .gallo." "No, es gallo", they answer with assurance. They laugh 

a little and point to the "eggs" which turn out to be the internal testacles of 

the fowl. They say it is oalled       in lengua, tittering with embarrass- 

ment. 

¿Hm^GeVn^piH^LS»*** 
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Monday 1-27-41($3) 

10.00a.m. Since it is evident that the president will not come until the after- 

noon I ask S. if she will go and round up my patients for me - Anita 
Coy Coy Co< 
Gez, Bartolo Gjw, Baby Bartolo Goz- and at that isleña reminds me that Gustina 

needs attention too. There is some whispered discussion and then S. says that 

Helena herself has a pain in her stomach* pieria giggles, seems somewhat 

embarrassed and when I ask if it hurts she nods her head in assent* I tell her 

to wait a few hours and see how it feels. Ttafh neither S. nor Helena go for 

the patients, but instruct a younger girl, S.'s cousin who emptied the water 

the other day, to go* Helena sends her brother Filberto to go for Gustina. 

As 1 am fixing up Gustina, who is the first to arrive, S. makes herself, helpfulj 

and this time she washes her chin with the permanganate solution. During this 

time Julian Cotuc who has arrived about 20 minutes earlier is in the other 

room using our typewriter* When he arrived it seemed to me that S. was uncomfott- 
and Isleña 

able and at that time I sent her/outside to help Ben pick up the nails which he 

had accidentally spilled from the box. Just as I am finishing Gustina, Upe. Gpi 

arrives with baby Bartolo. She says something to S. about medicine and the 

latter tolls me that she thinks the salve I used from the small round box is 

better than the salve from the tube. They are both zinc salve. Anyway I go and 

get the box. Bartolo is, as usual, pretty agreeable during the application, but 

starts whimpering when I try to put a bandage over the gauze which will cover 

the eye next to the infection. As soon as he starts to whimper, mother gives 

him the breast. After baby Bartolo I take care of the other Bartolo whose mother 

is-wé*h along this time, carrying a baby girl to whom she gives the breast every 

now and then.(They seem to give the breast to babes in arms to pacify them 

every time they whimper). When I am finished with him mother says something 

to him in lengua and he goes to Ben, kissing his hand/ and then comes over and 

kisses my hand. JjSlena titters slightly as he does it. 

About 11»00a.m. Cotuo leaves. After he leaves there is some conversation among 
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Earlier as he is typing close to the window Maria Get  climbs up on the window 

thinking I am sitting there and when she sees him she jumps down and runs away* 

ll;30a.m* Hie patients have all left now and S. and filena and I are in the 

living room. S. asks me whether we have any medicine for a cough 

and adds that her mother is sick in bed with rheumatism and a cough. She has 

been sick for three days, says S. Lois decides to go over and investigate. 

As she arrives together with S. she finds the mother, who is a handsome woman 

by any standards but showing signs of wear for her 35 years more or less, 

seated near the bed in a thick haze of smoke that íSSUBS from a wood-fire 

in the same room. Before we left our house to go over to S's, I heard S. give 

some order in lengua to Filberto, plena's younger brother who was out in 

our yard. I guessed that she had told him to yí ajad tell thenfat her house that 

1 was coming, because we seemed to be waiting around for a few minutes and then 
/er mother 

Ska seemed to have quite a 

lot of pain, particularly in her joints, and also some difficulty in breathing. 

We returned to "tee our house to get medicines and then in a few minutes went 

to her house again* As we entered she made some remarks to her older sister 

which I did not understand, but the tone of voice was definitely one of irrita- 

tion. She continued to make complaining remarks and bustled around the room. 

I got the impression that perhaps she was dissatisfied with the condition of 

the place because of my being there. With some difficulty we put her mother into 

the bed - she had a great deal of pain in her- legs and couldn't stand on them* 

I brought along a hot water feottle filled with hot water and after rubbing her 

arms and legs with Baume Ben-Gay put the hot water bottle on. Then I gave her 

some Chlorodyne in a little water. S. said the water should be warm because 

everything warm or hot wae good for her mother* While I was rubbing her with 

the salve, S. said that her mother felt the air going out g£ be* at her neok, 

and therefore she felt better. Earlier when I had asked her what her mother's 
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illness came from she thought it came from "el aire". I returned home at 12i30. 

Before leaving, S. handed me four fruits as a gift*' 

2:00p«m. S. arrived to wash the dishes and we moved our typewriters into the 

other room as S. was to sweep the floor. I typed until 3:30p*m. when 

H&lena arrived asking me to go bathing with her. I asked S. if she wanted to 

go and she said she did. I walked out with $elena and on looking around did 

not see S. I asked Hi lena whether S. was not coming with us. |Eelena replied, 

"Saber". I didn't understand what had happened so I questioned her again and 

finally she «aid asked whether I wanted to go to S's house and find out. I 

said I wanted to go there and see how her mother was. When we arrived at S's 

house there was some discussion between S. and Helena and I got the impression 

that she was not too well satisfied at our coming, but I went- in and asked how 

her mother was getting along. Then her older sister came into-the room holding 

a tiny baby in her arms. I had not seen the baby the other times I was there* 

S. told me that it was her mother's baby and it was six weeks old. She may have 

had some purpose in telling me, but I didn't find out what it was* She was 

holding her own baby in her arms and I didn't ask again whether she was going 

with us* 1KB we were walking down to the lake, flielena aske^me how much We are 
Vcfe 

paying S. by the month. I told her I did not kn&w, as we had only hiredAfor a 

week or so as there was not much work ordinarily, but right now I am busy. 

She did not question me further at that point, but when we were down at the lake 

she said something about wanting to work for me by the month. I did not get all 

of what she said and she was somewhat hesitant about repeating it for me, but 

I did hear something about her wanting to work for me. I replied that she was too 

young and besides I do not know whether I will need any help for long. 

From the shore where we were, seated, we could see several canoes coming 

across the lake from San Pablo towards San Ee/dro-.i The lake was very rough and 

it seemed hardly possible that they would get here safely, but they did, much to 

my surprise and. relief* J£lena explained that they were coming across from San  rf'^*xi¡ 
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Pablo in order to be here tomorrow when the president comes (he is definitely 

expected tomorrow morning) and they were bringing tortillas with them to eat 

tonight and tomorrow and would sleep in the .juzgado. During the time we were 

down at the lake, two boats came, each carrying about ten or twelve young men 

and one very small boat with three young boys. g£lena said they were soldiers. 

T,7e did not go into the water because it was very rough and cold besides. I had 

taken our Spanish reader along and asked jjélena if she would like to hear a 

story. She said yes, but I got the impression that she was not familiar with 

"stories" and before I had finished the first page, she seemed to tire of it 

and turned her attention to the boats which were then to be seen out on the lake. 

However on the way home, when we stopped off her house for a few minutes 

she told her mother and another woman who was there that in tliis book - pointing 

to the book, which the other woman had taken out of my basket and was holding 

in her hand - there was a girl who wanted to marry three men. As I was sitting 

there,her mother and the other woman touched my dress and remarked about the 

material. I explained that it was made by machines. Then the mother reached 

over and picked up .out of my basket a large bath towel, striped with bright 

colors. She held it up against her cheek and made some remarks, which I inter- 

preted as meaning that it was very nice. 

OmiBsion As we were leaving our house on the way to the lkke, íelena stopped 

at the cupboard where we keep our dishes and some cannisters for coffee, 

sugar, etc. and asked if I would sell her one of these cannisters. I said I / 

could not because they are eeetqstoe* all in use» 

At plena's house, her mother asked whether I would buy a reboza and 

I said I might some time later on and asked how much one might cost, indicating 

the size I would want. She talked with ^lena, who asked me how much I wanted to 

pay. I didn't want to commit myself, so I didn't answer and the matter was dropped 

6t3Qp.m. S. arrived to do the supper dishes as we were still having supper. The 

WmmtmssUvtn (- Vi í irfHfffti 
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radio was on the kitchen table as we were listening to a news broadcast. S* 

said there were a number of people outside who wanted to hear it. V/e told her 

that we were not pitying the radio .tonight because we had too much work to do 

but that we would play it Thursday night. A few minutes later when I went out 

on the porch no one was in sight. (There might have been people at the fence). 

After she had been in the house for a few minutes, {fiilena and her two brothers, 

plena's girl friend^ Graciela, Alberto and several other children appeared, 

fiílena again assisted S. with the dishes while Ben and I sat at our typewriters, 

and the other children eat on the floor in the same room. The presence of 

the children irritated me as well as the fact that when the two girls are working 

together, 1 am less willing to direct the work, since I don't want to appear to 

be telling HÍlena what to do as she is not' working for me, antt consequently the 

work appears to suffer somewhat. Tomorrow X will tell S. that there is not 

enough work for two and that I would prefer to have her work alone. 

¡¿ít'cti/maiKié, IwMi kútrnáM ••ti^i^MiAi^imbíki^ti-íúh^^mimisiíío 
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Ben spent the morning fixing up the office and Lois spent part of it 

getting phrases in Zutugil from S. who responded -but without much show of 

interest. After about half an hour S. began to yawn. Lois had her return 

to cleaning the house. S. then asked for the Baum Ben-Gay and the cough 

medicine for her mother. She did not want the cough medicine which we had 

given her yesterday ( from Sanidad) but asked for the cough medicine we gave 

her mother the day before (chlorodyne). Instead Lois gave her a third 

medicine (Dower's tablets for adults only). As S. left the house, saying 

she would return to finish cleaning, Lois handed her money and a dish, ask- 

ing her to shop for meat on the way back. Lois also asked her whether her 

family could make us some tortillas for lunch. Lois asked how many she would 

supply for one penny and she hedged, asking how many we got the last time 

we bought a penny's worth from another party. Lois told her. eight, whereupon 

she answered, "they were small weren't they". She left and returned in an 

hour with meat, tasked whether it was lomo chiyárta and she said no,' then 

jrasked whether it was Viuda (rhad instructed her to get-one or the other), 
Lois 

to which she responded,yeet Later %  decided it didn't look like friuda 

and asked whether it was lomo grande and she said "y*es, lomo grande, they 

sold out the others in the morning* Lois asked why this was and she explained 

that some of it had been sold to the citizens of San Marcos who come here 

for meat because there is no carnicería there. 

Rosario Pop came in during the morning, carrying her baby, and bringing 
little .; .. 

her* sisterj&agdalena who was whimpering,probably in anticipation of having 

to take medicine. Rosario explained that the worm medicine, taken some days 

ago, had had no apparent effect, for no worms were eliminated and the pains 

in the stomach persisted. Lois tried to find out how Kagdalena's elimination 

was functioning, but her Spanish was not up to the task. Lois decided to 

give the child some mineral oil which she administered while Rosario held 

open her sister's mouth. However, after swallowing it Magdalena said it was 
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sweet, according to Rosario. Prompted by Rosario and ^lena, who was also 

present, she said it was good. Then, of her own accord she pointed to her 

right eye and said that it hurt. Lois put a drop of eye medicine in her 

right eye. Though the girl squirmed she soon pointed to the other eye, ask- 

ing for another drop. 
age four 

Tffhile this was going on little Valerio Navichtdt/was present. Noticing 

that his eyes needed treatment, Lois asked Rosario whether she should put 

drops in his eyes too. Thereupon Rosario and Ijélena called out to the 

house in which the youngster lives, asking whether his family wanted to 

have the drops put in his eyes. At this a woman came over, picked up the 

child, who by this time was in tears,and said she would return him after 

washing out his eyes firsté She said she would return immediately, but did 

not. Lois began to wonder whether this family was not shying away from 

treatments,for a girl v/ith sores on her legs, who also lives in that house, 

had not reappeared as instructed. 

Coy 
Another patient of the morning was (Justina 0ei, brought in by isleña, 

for replacement of a band-aid which she had. torn off her chin, as usual. 

This time Gustina appeared less frightened than before. In fact §$R was able 

to look directly at her without having her burst into tears. 

Shortly before lunch S. went to her house to bring the tortillas and 

when Lois tried to pay h*r refused to take money* 

Go* 
In the afternoon, while S. was sweeping the floor, Mrs. Ge-z (tttanuela 

Morales) came in carrying baby Bartolo. She brought two aguacates as a gift. 

When Lois admired the shawl in which she brought the aguacates jgrappodr 

she immediately offered it for sale, S. interpreting. Lois did not want to 

pay more than twenty cents for it, as it was a small one and she did not 

want to sell it for under twenty-five, so it was not sold. Since Bartolo's 

bandage was still firmly in place Lois said there was nothing to be done* 

In an effort to practice her newly learnt Zutugil phrases, Lois asked how 

úHHISI»IU—•"'- j"1*l .•^ajub&^ifoñrftí y^|tMilMttfr*MMaffiai««i* ViirrwitiirifitfrfM 
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her daughter was, referring to Rosa, the eldest and married daughter. The 

latter 'bashfully appeared with her mother last ni'ght and had vaseline and 

bandage put on her hands to relieve the dryness of her hands which are seamed 

with deep cracks. Liother agreed to send her over right away this afternoon, 

hut she did not appear. 

Valerio, however, did appear. He was brought by his father, who gave 

his name as Salvador Navichnk. Valerio resisted the eye medicine, but Lois 

succeeded in administering it/ with the aid of the father who forced open 

his eyelids. Te silenced his crying by giving him sope peanuts. Vr*  Novichofc 

remained for about fifteen minutes to converse. He said he had six children 

in all, one of whom is still younger than Valerio. Three of these are 
who is dead, 

daughters, the oldest of whom replaces the mother/lit"ffie"MowgehcMywhe-¿a 

de&dt The oldest child, a son, age 18 vfae is serving three' years duty in 

the Guatemala cuartel» A thirteen year old son is employed in Panajachel at 

the Casa Contenta Hotel earning $3.00 a month and keep. S&e father said 

that this thirteen year old son could go back with us to our pueblo in our 

service when we .return to our country. Still speaking of the same eon, he 

said that he was well educated, could read and write well and refused to work 

with the father in the fields. Mr. Navichuk gave no evidende of depreciating 

this disinclination» As he left we told him to have his son over tomorrow 

for another eye treatment. 

^carnación Pop appeared in the yard in the afternoon to ask if there was 

any garbage to empty and I told her there was some that might be fed to their 

pig. She said that her brother, IManuel, would come for it. This he did. 

When 1 went to the IMendentia to mail a letter I noticed that a family 

affair was being aired in the juagado. I also noticed that A*gustin Pop was 

limping on an ailing foot. He said he had had a grano on his foot for a few 

days and that yesterday's marchingAin caites mr-de it considerably worse. I 

told him to come over to the house if it continued to hurt. 

ÉJTi>"iHitffiyiri'feft»ffllfl»TÍB^ 
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6:00p.m. Ajigustin Pop arrived just as we finished supper, asking for some 

medicine for his left foot which was badly swollen and on which 

appeared a sore. He said it was, "granos". He also brought letters from 
0.01») 

Juan Rosales in Solóla. Just as I^had completed dressing his foot, S. came 

in. Auguetinrf and Ben busied themselves with some Zutugil text which Juan 

Rosales had sent in his letter. VThile she was doing the dishes, S. asked 

me to turn on the radio. I did so and she was not at all hesitant about 

twisting the dial to change the station frequently when she was not satis- 

fied with the program. She seemed to like the musical programs, but never 

have I seen her respond with so much show of affect as when she tuned in 

a play which was being presented in Spanish. She listened intently, burst 

into laughter and with animation recounted what was taking-place - a dog 

was biting a man and then the man hit the dog. 

7;30 p.m. S.'s sister "Tina came in, carrying S's baby. After the dishes were 

done they stayed on to listen to the radio. 'Tina sat on the floor 

holding the baby all the while. The baby is seven months old. \1hen  Ben 

held up a string of beads which the baby had been playing with, i» fwiht 

oí'her she put out her hands to grasp them. S. put the toy airoplane on 

the floor near the baby; she reached out her hands and picked it up Md 

Vttien S. took it away and rolled it along the floor, the baby stretched 

out her hands, but soon became interested in her beads until the plane was 

given to her again . Then she put it in her mouth, ifife with the beads* 

Sister, 11, sits somewhat passively . Ben shows baby a two aided mirror, 

first on the side which is normal andCthen on the side which magnifies* 

When he shows the magnifying side, S. who is holding the baby, draws back 

and says she is afraid. 'Tina also draws back when he shows her the mirror 

and S. says Tina is afraid too. S. says baby's here begin to talk at 9 or 

10 months and say first "papa", then "mama" and then"Wawa" (for water). 
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She says babies begin to walk at one year of age. In discussion of the 

United States, Ben asked whether she would like 'to go there. She said 

yes, but later on. Ben asked whether she would not be lonesome for her 

family, and she responded that she is never lonesome, in a little while 

she would forget. Says she was away from her family for five or six months 

in AmAenango on the coast and was not lonesome. I asked with whom she was 

there and she said with her father. I said perhaps if she had been all alone 

she would have been lonesome. 

Earlier I had called the baby "chulita", S giggled and remarked that I 

had said this earlier in the day to another baby that was here also. I 

asked if it was all right to use this word,pSa  said, yes it is all right. 

Butjjcontinued to giggle a little and seemed hesitant to explain further when 

it was all right to use it. Ben said that in Mexico,he had heard, boys used 

this word which thuy uiuffloü to girls who passed in the street. She laughed 

and said here too the boys say it to girls of whom they are enamored. I 

asked whether the girls like it or are ashamed. She denied that they were 

ashamed or disliked it, but didn't admit that they like it. 

itei^^É^ÉM^ÉÉI 
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S. arrived at 8:15 in the morning. I was looking through the field 

glasses at the mountain that flanks San Pedro in the west. Like a line of 

ants, tiny figures of men were winding their way up a steep path and dis- 

appearing over the crest, perhaps traveling to the coast, perhaps to their 

corn fields. Some walked alotreide of mules, some walked alone} all had 

filled matates slung over their backs. 1 offered S. the field glasses. 

She peered through them at the mountain side and recoiled, handing me back 

the glasses. "It is too near; I am scared," she said. But in qfainute she / 

asked for the glasses again and this time she looked without being scared. 

(Since this was after 8:00 it is not true as many had told me that workers 

leave the house early enough in the morning to arrive at their fields by 

6:00 A.M. There were at least some who arrived much later. Moreover, I 
have several times seen the horse 
have-«eea-*he-hevfl«-nex4-a- belonging to Mr. Cotuc next door loaded but 

OX £'.00 

not yet gone at 7:00 in the morning.) 

At 9:00 Rosario Pop came in with her little sister and Lois put drips 

in the eyes of the latter. She sai/d that the pain in her stomach had dis- 

appeared*  Ba*er in the morning A)4gu6tin Pop came in to have his foot treated. 

The swelling and the pain pssisted. Lois bathed his foot in a disinfecting 
or ¿rang, as they call it here, 

solution and rebandaged it. .The sore/had started to suppurate a little. 

When we had occasion to see Pop in the afternoon the «welling had started to 

subside and the pain was easing. 

Shortly before Pop came in for his foot treatment, Lois had started 

to get cooking information from S. When Lois broached the subject, S, im- 

mediatedly responded, "Oh, vou want to write it down." Lois then began to 

take in the typewriter and in Spanish the information S. supplied her in 

response to her questions. For breakfast the people here eat tortillas 

ana 

|^ÍÉÉÉÉÍÍÉÍÉÉÉÉÉÉÉíÉlÍÉ 
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and black beans. First, however, they drink coffee. Yes, they also eat eggs 

boiled and peeled or fried, and tomatoes. This continued for a few minutes 

and S. looked and responded as though she were ng*»- getting bored rapidly, 

fifter about three sentences, she picked,up the Montgomery TTard catalogue which, 

unfortunately, was lying on the table and started thumbing through it and by 

this time appeared to be completely bored with the subject at hand. She lost 

her lethargy when Augustine Pop came in and the topic of conversation was 

dropped. They talked most of the time fyeA,  he was here in lengua and frequently 

burst into laughter. S. seemed like a different person, much more spontaneous 

and gay. 

During the afternoon we finished typing letters begun in the morning. 

It was a relatively quiet morning and afternoon for visitors. There were almost 

none. However, while we were taking a short siesta after lunch, Andrea„poked 

her head in at the window and remained there,calling out to us all the time, 

for five or ten minutes. 

He both went to the intendencia to mail letters about 3»45p.m. and from 

their went to visit the comandante who was reported to be ill. Lois discussed 
with the wife of the comandante 

the price of a maid here/and she suggested seventy-five cents or a dollar. 

She has a maid who comes every day from her home in another village; she pays 

her one dollar a month with food, but she does the cooking. She said the girls 

in San Pedro don't like to work; they would rather stay home and weave.end 

topidoo thoy denH like work* Also She said they were ashamed to carry water, 

Sh~e would rather have a maid from another town aleo because here the girls are 

accustomed to going home at five o'clock. They won't stay at night later than 

five. We arranged to order vegetables from Solóla which would be brought.by 
H»% torf-C 

the same mozo who brings the vegetables from there for the comandante.  She- 

mentioned onions as one of the items. We asked why they did not buy them locally 

since they grow here in abundance.    The cnmnriflpTite answered that it is not 

nftH+.iimi>r# to sell things locally. The Tint.iirfl.1na, he said, prefer to sell their 
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vegetables in other villages. They like to carry things. (More likely 

reason: there is no centralized market locally'and it is more efficient 

to dispose of the produce in larger towns with centralized markets.) 

As I was talking to the comandante an akuacil came over and told me 

that the secretario wished to see me. I went back to the intendencia and 
was 

was shown a letter which I had mailed a week ago to the U.S. and which had 

returned by the Guatemalan postal authorities because the stamps had been 

applied with strips of gummed cellophane for want of a gummed surface. Very 

well, I said, 1811 remail the letter in a fresh envelope bearing fresh stamps. 

But no, it wasn't going to be so simple. The authorities in a form letter 
their 

had justified *he*i rejection by sighting decreto # such-and-such which had 

reference to the prohibition of cellophane. There was no -code book with 

decretos in San Pedro and therefore Augustin Pop and the secretario, don Angel. 

HAB-TQ-e had to telephone Solóla to enquire the letter of the law and what 

penalty there might possibly be attached to a violation.  I do not doubt but 

that it would have pained these gentlemen to see me forced to pay a fine, but 

their small-town scrupulousness led them to. bend over backwards in their anxiety 

to live up to the letter of the national laws. Fortunately there was no fine. 

They decided to keep the rejected envelope as evidence of the fact that they had 

done their duty. 

Shortly after we returned to the house just before supper, Maria Gox knocked 

at the front door, shyly proffering a dish containing six freshly caught pepescas. 

She answered in lengua trying to convey the thought that she wanted no money. A 

regalo? Yes, a regalo. We thanked her and she ran away. Lois cooked the fish 

as a side dish for supper. This gift had a money value of about 6/ 3/. Dtufcing 

the past ten days grateful mothers have been giving us little gifts of eggs, 

bananas, aguacates, tortillas and now fish, each gift having a money value of 

one to three cents. The mother of Anita Cox has brought presents on at least 

three successive occasions, more than others, it is ironical that it is her 
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daughter with'tohom our medical treatments have been least successful. Other 

the cfehoy patients by now have shown noticeable'improvement, but Anita's scalp 

and ear not only continue to haye freshly scratched outbreaks but pimple*^have 

begun to appear on her face as well. This has apparently happened in the last 

several days during which her mother has not been bringing her around. 

After supper &. brought up the subject of the United States, asking how 

much passage cost and stating that she would like to go there. What would 

she do there? She want6 to see the country. We tried to point out that it 

was an impractical wish and that $he would be in a strange land far from home 

and would soon get lonely. She did not appear to be impressed. We then drew 

her attention to our filled .jarro or pitcher which was oozing water from the 

bottom. Who "cured" it, she wanted to know. Anita Cotuo-, we answered. 

Mentira, she responded with some vehemence. It is evident that there is not 

the best of relations between S. and Anita C. since the two have been in com- 

petition for the same job as maid. Now that S. has replaced Anita .the latter 

shies away from my sight. Once during the day as I approached the house in 

which Maria Ro.sales lives I observed Anita seated on the doorstep. She fled 

into the house as soon as she saw me approach, possibly hoping that I wouldn't 

have noticed her presence there. (Her father however is on the friendliest 

terms with us despite the inferential rejection of his daughter.) 

Not long after supper arañuela Morales (Mrs. Go*) came in through the 

front door after kno/cking bringing wá*h-h«r baby Bartolo whose temple bandage 

had been removed and whose sore patch appeared remarkably improved. We thanked 

her for the pepescas she had sent sent over with Haira Maria and asked her who 

had caught them. She said it was Rosa, the oldest and mariri. married daughter 

whose palms are chronically orakked. Lois pointed out that immersion in water 

was the worst thing for Rosa's ailment and asked why the latter had not been 

returning for more vaseline applications and fresh bandaging. Because she has 

Lis^^ia^^^fa^S^tf^^feUfea^w^fl^'-atoteg^W..^ *.JeJ^tf*&***lMvSH***i»i***i-'h>m*p°*>ifa¡ %t'rfo«iarite¡a6l!«>Wa 
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e-cf a. botx K> 

•vergüenza, we were told.A How fine that would be for catching pepeseas, she '% 

said. We informed her through S. that we could not part váth it but that '»r 

we would consider loaning^out for several hours at a time. The pepescas ^i 

caught by Rosa Go* in the afternoon were caught in a borrowed glass jar.      "t 

A little later in the evening "Tina came in carrying S's baby Marina. 

Lois played a little v/ith the two babies, both of whom gurgled in response. 

Y/e asked why Anita Go* was worse, knowing that her sores had spread beyond her 

ear and scalp onto her face. S. promptly answered that it was because Anita's 

mother had refused to heed Lois' advice of a week ago to have her daughter's hair 

cut short. In contrast, both S. and baby Bartolo's mother agreed that Bartolo 

Go* the older, a member of yet a third Qpx  family, whose head had been shaved, 

was in almost perfect shape now. Y/e had observed this to Ire the case earlier in 

the day when we say Bartolo going about without a bandage oh his head. During 

the visit* 'Tina continued to hold little Marina, silently and passively. Only 

w once did the infant leave her arms and that was when S. sat down on a chair 

and nursed the baby, but anly for abuuL erne miiiula. Thijwas the first time that 

S. suckled her child in our house. Before Kpe,—&©*- left wj she requested that 

some medicine be applied to the nearly-healed patch on baby Bartolo's temple and 
H«.iAue(A. 

Lois complied by putting on a dab of white zinc salve. After Mrs. Goz  and her 

child left the house S. pointed out that Marina had a sore on her chin. Lois 

bandaged it. Then S. said her baby had a cold. Lois asked how she knew since 

the child was not coughing. S. replied that she knew because the babijss nose was 

continually running. Lois told her to give the child a half tablet of aspirin 

powdered and mixed in water before putting her to sleep. The bottle of aspirin 

was at S's house where it was being used to ease +h«-paia-ef- her mother's 

rheumatic pains* 

From about 7t30 to 8:30 in the evening our radio was playing on the porch 

to the edifidation of a group of adolescent boys and miscellaneous smaller chil- 

dren. Lois got willing linguistic information from them. 

-•jffv?V:''-L- -.ifinilr HMmtmmmiiiíÜH&ttílL 
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Friday 1-31-41 (L 1) 
San Pedro la Laguna, Solóla 

It00a.m. At this time during the night Ben heard the sound of a drum in the 

street and then the shouting of an alguacil^ (liornas Yoxbum ) 

During the morning Ben was informed that the ajguaciLf «as calling to awaken 

the people who were to go to Solóla today, since they were to leave very 

early in the morning. This evening from AiAgustin Pop and Thomas, he learned 

that the purpose of the trip to Solóla was to take down decorations which 

had been put up for the benefit of the President. This time was donated by 

the men as part of their obligation to the municipality. They also explained 

that the call during the middle of the night was mainly for the benefit of 

the wives of the men who were to leave early in the morning, since they had 

to get up in order to start grinding maize for tortillas as it takes four 

hours to grind and prepare %k«&/ enough for breakfast and to carry with them. 

Coy baby 

8t30a.m. Mrs. Ges (^mañuela Morales) arrived with/Bartolo. His cheek which 

had been practically healed yesterday was again slightly broken 
(UiW 

out where he had scratched it. I applied zinc salve and a .new bandage and 

she remained to visit awhile. She watched me as I opened the medicine 

cabinet and remarked to S. who was present that there wan a great deal of 

medicines. A little later she and S. were apparently discussing our beds, 

because S. went over to one of the beds and picked up the blankets to show 

her the sheet and air mattress. They asked the price of the top blankets 

which are from Homostenango. Then she said something to S. at which they both 

Cox 
laughed a great deal* S. interpreted to me that Mrs. Gez- had said there should 

be a little bed in between our two for a baby. We all laughed at that. 

9t00a.nu Carnación Pop came to the door accompanied by a girl whom I had never 

seen before. I was typing and could see Carnación pushing the other 

toward the door and I heard her prompting her,tahispering, "sáqmoló" (egg). 

Qw other finally peeked in and said it, retiring shyly. I went to the door 

and bought her eggs and asked her name and age in lengua. She replied that she 
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Candelo/uÁ? 
was twelve or thirteen and gave her name as Ganalaria Garcia» She soon lost 

her shyness and seemed to be around the house for the rest of the morning* 

I spent some of the morning learning vocabulary in lengua. 
{.•SoJoei Gr. G* 

9t45a.m. Mroi dea, mother of Anita,came in, alone this time. She seemed to 

be quite upset, talking with a whine approaching a cry and wringing 

her hands. Anita's face was quite swollen and she still had a great deal of 

infection all over her head. She was going to wash her head and came to ask 

whether to use cold water or hot. I told her. to wash her head with lukewarm 

water and. then bring her here. She seems usually to be so concerned with her 

own wants that she pays no attention to what I an sayfing, and when I had told 

her to bring Anita here for medicine, she then asked in her pleading, whining 

voice, "please, haven't you got a medicine for her?". I again told her to come 

here after washing the child's head. Then she asked whether she could borrow 

the bottle for just a little while to catch fish with. I gave it to her and 

asked at what time she would return it. She said she would, return it at 12:00. 

As soon as she had the bottle in her hands, she began pleading very insistently 

tfith me to sell it to her. She did not listen to my refusals or reasons but 

kept right on asking and finally all I could do was just shake my head. I 

was quite angry by this time and no doubt showed it in my expression. 

Omission While Canalaria and flarnacion were at the door, Ben came into the 

room and noticed the two girls standing at the door with their 

rebozas held a little over their mouths. He, thereupon, asked earnaoian why 
women held 
peeple whom he had seen in the street W«M their rebozas up over their mouths 

and noses and men sometimes men held handkerchiefs to their faces or had them 

tied around with handkerchiefs (bandit fashion). ^Sarnacian said it was because 

"tienenvergüenza"(of shame). 

10»00a.m. Ben outside on the porch asked GracieHa where she had been yesterday. 

GfiMtMta. 

.•dkaaUS 
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( 3en writing from here  onward) 

Graciela does not  speak more than several words of Spanish, but Alberto 

answered for her that  she had been away to San Juan where her fiamily owns 

land in order to help carry home some garabanza (chick-peas)  on her head. 

(Graciela is 6 years old and already is efficient at balancing loads on 

her head.    A few weeks ago Anita Cotuc informed us that Graciela had started 

to carry water up the long climb to town only during the past month.     Several 

weeks ago I saw Graciele/éct the muelle or pier with her mother.    Like an adult 

she hoisted her blue skirt nearly to her knees, waded in about 5 feet, pushed 
a 

awy the sluggish surface water with a few outward waves of the half-sized +1V1 

tina.leu depressed the vessel until it filled,  ran it back a foot or two towards 

the shore,  carried it onto the beach with both hands, hoisted it onto her knees 

and from there onto her head where  she  steadied it for a minute with one hand 

as she started the journey back.) 

-   At 10:15 Lois and I aired our small Zutugil vocabulary for the benefit of 

Graciela and ife.deleina next door.    For the first tin» Graciela addresses me as 

Benjamin and little Msideleina follows suit, foreshortening the word a little. 

Lois then says,  "in Luisa" which means "I am Luisa."    At this Graciela turns 

towards her mother who is out of sight within the house and in a tone of aston- 

ishment explains,  " 'in Luisa,' tze", meaning that Lois can say who she is in 

lengua. 

At 10>Xjfeo suggested to S. that she place an order for tortillas with 

Graciela*8 mother next door who speaks no Spanish.    S. apparently did not 

care to traffic with this lady for she countered with the statement that 

9Aanuela Morales, the mother of the pretty 6ox girls, wanted to make tortillas 

for us, and thereupon went off to order them from her.    A few minutes later 

Anita Cotuc arrived at the house next door but withdrew from view when she 
approach, 

saw me appraeh        (Either there never were good relations between Anita and 

tí¡m¡tmi2SS^^ÍSSSS^^^^mÉ^^S^S^^S¡!^^ímmmSaá 
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S.  or a silent schism arose over their competing for the job of maid.) 

Shortly before lunch time Angelina and Maria, Cox, as well as l&nuel 

Pop and another boy, collected in the kitchen.    They watched Lois cook, 

went about touching various kitchen accessories and made remarks to each 

other.    Before sifting down to eat we gently eased them out of the kitchen. 

At 12:30 Maria Cox returns bearing 11 bright yellow tortillas wrapt 

in a cloth napkin*    We pay her the 1-1/2/ that she asks.    As she turns to 

leave  she finds that her little 3-yr.-old sister Petrona has tagged after 

her.    Maria promptly picks her up and carries her home.     (Petrona has b«e*n 

been superseded as youngest child by baby Bartolo.    Only occasionally is 

she carried; once I saw her mother carry Bartolo in the crook of one arm and 

Petrona in the other.    When Lois or I indicate that we want to pick her up 

she readily responds as if she prefers to be carried.    Her older ¡Í/Í sisters 

Angelina and Maria who are about 5 and 3 respectively,  object to being lifted. 

Both Lois and I have tried without results.) 

At 12t45 while we were still at the table Isabela Gonzalez came jtji to 

the door leading her daughter Anita Cox whose head was still bandaged from 

the last time.    We explained that we were now eating and would she be good 

enough to return at 2i00 P.M.    She ignored the suggestion (she knows Spanish) 

pleading that we please put on a fresh bandage.    It appeared as if she took our 

request for deferral to mean a denial, for she insisted for some time.    Finally 

she appeared to accept the idea and agreed to return at 2:00.    We asked her 

for the bottlv we had loaned her several house earlier.    She agreed to bring it 

back at 2:00.    "That woman infuriates me," Lois remarked to me after she left. 

After lunch I observed fraciela sitting on her doorstep weaving a mock-belt 

on a corn leaf.    She had apparently taken a leaf a little more than a foot in 

^> ir        length and sliced it into & or eight longitudinal ribbons taking care not to 

run out the ribbons on either extremity.    One end of the leaf was anchored under 

V 

•&MmiuiM¿i\Wméá 
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her belt and the other end hung free. She had entered a tiny piece of board 

between the alternate strands creating a miniture' shed ae in the true loom. 

This boeard was at the center of the // ribboned leaf and stood upright holding 

taught the leafy strands which took the form of an elongate lozenge in longi- 

tudinal cross-section. Where the ribbons gave out into the further terminus of 

of the corn leaf two tiny sticks or narrow boards were entered one re xt to the 

other in such a way that each strand went over one )fji flat board and under the 

next. This too was in imitation of the true loom. The warp thus set up, Gracia 

ela then started weaving by "inserting a free strip of leads' through the shed 

and tightening it upward into place by collapsing the vertical center board 

and drawing it upward against the inserted "thread" and against her own body. 

The board was then returned to its central and vertical position. Before I 

could see what Graciela would do next, her mother called out to her from some- 

where s in the interior of the house and Graciela responded by loosening the leaf 

from her belt and folding it up or rolling it up without extracting the wooden 

inserts. She took it with her inside the house. 

Between 2:00 and 3:00 P.M. I went over some linguistic data with Alberto 

Gontale* on our porch. Before leaving, Alberto inquired whether we wanted water 

and I told him yes. Little Manuel Pop was around at this time and overheard this 

part of the conversation. On several previous occasions he and his older sister 

^Carnación had sought to get us water or at least to have their father get us 

water (motive: Z/S),    I had always turned them down with the statement that we 

didn't need any water since we had other arrangements. Now that Manuel Pop had 

heard me order water from someone else I thought that he might be offended. I 

thought I could console him by letting him take out the garbage in return for 

some peanuts or sweets. With this in mind I called to him but he appeared not to 

aewiee hear me, continuing to follow after Alberto who was heading for the gate 

with the five-gallon container. I called out his name several times but he ig- 

JiateJM&UiVlrnfflirWr 'i«ilti«IÉiafiÉBÉaá¿ 
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nored me. He/( did not exit through the gate hut crouched behind it. I 

looked over the cane fence ans saw what the trouble was. It was his mother. 

Manuel had seen her before I did. She was out to do him no good and I had 

done him no service by calling out his name. I don't know why she was angry. 

At three o'clock Isabela Gomalez had not yet appeared with her daughter 

Anita Cox. We wondered whether she taken our instruction to reappear pfi. at 

2:00 as meaning that we did not care to help her despite aur assurances to the 

contrar/y. we asked Elena Gonzalez to go for her. In a few minutes Isabela 

and her daughter Anita appeared. The eyes and face of the latter were badly 

swollen and Isabela kept lamenting the fact. Lois treated the firl at some 

length. Then hoping that diet might be a factor she suggested that Anita be 

given a lot of orange juice and that she eat less tortillas and +ert frijoles/ 

The mother agreed to give her oranges to eat. As Lois waw desolving a calcium 

lactate pill to give the daughter her mother said in a plaintive and helpless 

tone of voice, "She says that she doesn't want to take it." Almost exasperated 

with Isabela's apparent helplessness (in contrast to her aggressiveness at other 

times) Lois insisted that the pill was very good for her. Elena Gonzale* inter- 

preted the statement to little Anita who then willingly swallowed the medicine. 

On prompting by her mother and by Elena, Anita said the medicine was good(uts). 

Before leaving,, the mother asked for the bottle and was told that it could not 

be loaned out now because it was in use. (Lois was angry enough with her to have 

refused the bottle even if it had been available.) As usual the plea was rep 

peated several times* Lois ended the discussion by showing the mother the bottle 

which was full of milB. 

In the meantime Ben, observing that Filberto Gonzalez (age 9) and a much 

smaller friend named Agustín Cox (age 6) were asking to empty our garbage, sig- 

nalled for them to proceed and-indicated that he would give them peanuts in 

reward. In a flash the two youngsters set about picking up scattered bits 

WMiflirfwii wftfajf-}¡im-fU 
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„, r.f».e «hich they h.aped into * W  .aboard,».,. Ban paid - «ora 

attantion until five 1n„tc lat.r «he», to hi. .*.!*-*. ha » the 

h!€e cart.» ti.d to th. hack of the tin, Aguati». Filhert. .a. follón 

after hi., partly auprorting the ho* »ith hi. palma. 

Y/hen Lois finished treating Anita Cox she started on Gustina Cox 

with whom Elena Gonzalwz had been waiting. Gustina readily complied when 

told to elevate her chin. As Lois finished, Elena mentioned that Gustina's 

mother was present among the visitors and that she was suffering with a bad 

knee. Anxious to get to the beach in order to bathe while it was still warm. 

Lois told the mother that she would look at her knee another time. In the 

meantime however another/patient had arrived, Tomás Yoicum, afeuaoil and over- 

ingratiating uncle of S., to have the small infection on his' foot dressed. 

Lois took care of him. It was about 4:30 before we were able to leave for +k 

the-playa. 

In one of the tomato patches fronting on the playa we observed Alberto 

Gonzalez, hil older sister Margarita and her taciturn husband, all carrying 

water to individual plants. Margarita bore an embarrassed smile as she passed 

us by with a tinaja, perohed on her head and her skirt half-hoisted and wet on 
short 

the bottom from repeated li*+le trips to the water. In response to my question 

Alberto pointed his finger to the further stone boundary of their patch and I 

saw that it was quite extensive. Among the tomatoes were several small patches 

of stone-enclosed green onions which were freshly watered>as well as an occas*- 

sional cotton-bearing treelet. 

During the forty five minutes we were bathing a cluster of three young jiyl 

remained at a little distance, looking and talking. In addition there were 

knots of women who remained over long as they came down to get water or to rinse/ 

a few pieces of clothes. 

After we returned and were eating supper I looked out of the window to see 
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what boys were playing with which others. Among .the four or five I recognized 

beamish and chubby Juan Chavajay, Luciano Gonzalez who for once was not carry- 

ing around his little sister (if it is his little sister)^-Bap+ele-ex and 

Bartolo Cox* 

Later in the evening Agustín Pop came over to have his foot dressed and 

I spent some time with him going over a theoretical word list I had prepared 

aforehand which }i consisted of all possible «ea*i one-syllable words with i 

or a as the vowel and with various voiceless guttural «efteenaa+s consonants 

in initial and terminal position (none, k, k¿, £, £¿, x, _?)• Of more than 
thirty- or morphemes 

'80 possible combinations only %wea%y some were actual words/or word combinations. 

This rather mechanical approach to lexical linguistics led me. to discover 

that initial k before an otherwise recognizable vowel-consonant noun signifies 

"their", thus kag, and kax and kik mean "their hog," "their green-corn (elote)," 

andr/'their chile," respectively. A preceding £ similary means "our/", e.g. 

qak'. our chicken; ¿a?, our thigh; qik'. our moon (only a theoretical com- 

bination since no one owns the moon). Tjf^ .j^ AUU. WfJltfcj ^ 
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From description written in Spanish by Agustin Pop* 

V - 

Friday 
Slumday 2.28.41 

/ft 

(L) ty"*'^ 

February 28, first Friday* At about three o'clock in the afternoon 

the cofrado (alcalde) of Santa Cruz advises the fiscal of the convento 

that the bells be rung. Then the fiscal orders the semaneros, who are 

young boys fifteen years of age, who are in the convento every day and 

they ring the bells; these bells sirve to call the Mayordomos, cofrades. 

teleles, cantores y tamboreros to get together in the church in order 

to begin the procession. The bells are rung three times to call them 

and the procession starts about 4t36 P/ll/     In the patio of the church the 

mayordomos make a hut of pure pine boughs. Each of the procession itflás 

is carlied by four mayordomos. Of the three items the first, is the Cross 
aj 

the second is the axp'ls (sad one—a small kneeling Jesus) and finally 
street 

Jesús. In the main read before the church the saints step and stop again 

some 16 yards (varas) forward. In all their are seven stops beWeen the 

church and the cemetery, at the capillas and in the streets. Remaining 

about 15 minutes at the cemetery they return making 7 more stops, the same 

as on the first trip but return again on the main read street. At the four 

capillas in the corners of the streets the cantores go singing (cantando) 

before Jesus. The tezéles of the 6 cofradías go ahead of the Cross, the 
Jesus halts 

Christ, and Jesus, with their candles in their hands and when %hey-pass- 

•Jeeas they kneel on the ground* On halting Jesus is placed ón a petate 

stretched on the ground by the mayordomos. The procession ends about 6iOO. 

Thereafter the people return home* The mayordomos bring the tambor to the 

cofradía of Santa Cruz. All ends at this hour. Thus the first Friday. 

Crojmoiat On the first bell-ringing of the first Friday, the fathers 

whip their children with chicotes. They say this is because this is the first 
Christ 

day. in former times, when the Jews began to chase Jesus/to kill him. and 

whipping the children aids Jesus* The children aid by suffering in place of 

Jesus who therefore suffers less. (Data from father, Diego.j^frjuj 
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8t30a.m.    idéíena at the window.   Y7e were out of sight of the window but recog- 

nizing her voice we talked to her,  asking how her sister-in-law's knee 
., /sab-e/a  Qxautlez. 

was. She replied as usual in such-cases "está bueno un pianito ahora". Mrs» uoz,, 

came in to sell me two eggs and two pounds of tomatoes. I didn't want the eggs 

and had to tell her so about six times and even when leaving she insisted that 

I buy the two eggB. I did buy her tomatoes but that did not satisfy her. Then¡ , 

she asked to borrow the bottle for fishing and I told her it was in UBO now, 

but undaunted, she repeated her request several times until I just ignored her 

and went about what I was doing. 

9130a.m. S.. came. (I didn't say anything about the lateness of the hour). Selena 

reappeared at the window and said that tourists were coming in the 

launch. I went along with her and we soon came upon two tourists surrounded by 

woman and young girls offering various things for sale. The asked $2.00 for 

a man's shirt and $1.50 for a pair of men's pants. For the man's sash they 

asked fifty or seventy-five cents. They also offered for sale various silver 

coins and cioths which are used here to wrap tortillas in. For a double-sized 

cloth of this latter kind they asked $1.00. They would not lower the price of 

the man's shirt which was finally bought for $2.00 but the tourist bought a 

pair of men's pants for $1.25 although the design was slightly lesB colorful 

than the other pants offered and there was a little less of it. He paid forty 

cents for the sash. Some of the women offered belts and other things to me 

also and I responded in lengua that I would not buy today, perhaps some other 

time, at which they laughed heartily. While offering their things for sale 

the women did not seem to be trying to compete with each other. They clustered 

around and held out their wares and when questioned as to price would respond, 

but they did not say much (perhaps because of language - although in markets 

this behavior is the same) and when a tourist seemed to have made up his mind "ég^'*^ 

buy an item from one, the others did not try to compete with theirs. 

M 

u 
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I was apparently identifying with the Pedranos in their efforts to get a 

good price because when the man tourist bargained with one woman for a man's 

shirt, I found myself telling him that shirts here always sell for $2.00. He 

asked me what the men's costume consisted of whether it was just the shirt and 

pants and I informed him that they also wear a sash tied around the waist, 

feeling glad of the opportunity to have him buy something else. Even though he 

was able to buy a pair of pants for $1.25 I had told him that $1.50 was not too 

much for them. The girl tourist was an American but the man wae might have 

been a Guatemaltecan because he spoke English with a Spanish accent. He asked 

what I was doing here and before I responded, answered asked further whether I 

was studying the place. He asked how long we had been here and when I told him a 

month, He said exclaimed, "Tíhat? in this place" in a depreciating way. I found 

myself resenting this and had the opportunity to praise the people and the village 

highly when he asked "How do they treat you?" He then asked whether there was 

anything to see in the village and whether there was a church? I told him that 

there is a very nice £hurch here,"much nicer than iome I had seen in other villages." 

Me walked up to the church, passing the intendencia, where there were several 

afcuaciles. the intendente and Aytgustin Pop. They greeted me and smiled and I 

recalled the first day that Ajflgustin Pop had showed us around and had taken us to 

see the church of which he seemed quite proud. When we came out of the church, 

we stopped for a few minutes at the intendencia and the men standing around inside 

came out to greet us. The intendente asked if these people were pa¥aflarioK and I 

told him that the girl was. Then the men demonstrated great curiosity over the 

price which the man tourist had paid for the shirt which he wascarrying. They 

looked at it very closely, some feeling it and made comments to each other in 

lengua which I did not understand. The tourist told me that he would like a 

photograph of these men but he hesitated taking one. I informed him that I was 

dure they wouldn't mind, but perhaps they might want to be paid for it. He said 

- -4^^swg«^*^^-«^aet-iÍiáá&Vt^¿o<ta¿Ai,j--.tJ. r ¿JaWfoag*. J6-* J 
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this was contrary to his experience at Chichicastenango. As we were discussing 

this, «He-©f-+h« the intendente manifested an interest in the camera which he was 

carrying and whether there was any conversation between the two I df> not know, 

but the in a moment all the men lined up and had their pictures taken. They were 

not paid, but seemed to enjoy the experience. Aytgustine Pop asked for Ben and 

said he would accompany me back to our house as he wanted to see Ben. I inquired 

about his foot which he said was almost entirely cured and he did not think it 

needed a new bandage. I suggested that he come over tomorrow for one. As we 

approached the corner I said goodbye to the tooists and did not invite them to our 

house as I might have done because of the man's depreciating attitude toward the 

town and its inhabitants. 

Shortly after I had left in the morning to see who had come in the launch 
ailing 

Maria Gonzalez came in with her/daughter Vicenta. Ben tore off the bandage Shioh I 

had placed over her sore upper lip yesterday vaá which by now was soaked with nasal 

discharge. He put zinc salve over the sores at the nostril an on-the lip and applied 
side 

a bandage only at the aide of the nose. As she left, Ben told her to return at 

nine the following morning. 

(The following is written by Ben:) 

Lois was still away with thfc tourists when I heard the faint sound of the drum jfjl 

outside. I went outside and found a «mail play group of 5 or 6 very young children. 

Seated in the dusty street very near our house and with his fcaok to a low stone 

wall was a wee shaver who could not have been more than 5 years old. He was busily 

thwacking away at a tiny play tambor or drum which rested on the ground and Was held 

steady by his bare feet. The drum had a regular head of leather and was deeper than 

wide as is characteristic of native drums. He v/as beating it with two ordinary sticksi 

I asked him his name and as best I could understand him he said it was Napélez Box. 

The others who were playing in the dirt near him included the outspoken Lorenzo 

Gonzalez, cherubic-faced Atin (Agustin?) Cox, a slightly older chap who said hfcwas 

called Natúl Go^e, ^ a uttle ^^ wh<) ^ up ^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^  ^ 

^it^iíaÚtíi^itvt^jkJett^t ¿toá^±^^£&gt£Si*$M.~*Xt-<b*£. a^fajafaaa-wa^'SUÍJfeJ^Aaa 
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ascertain her name. 

A little farther down the street two women were picking oranges from 

a tree which grew m their yard but overhung the street on which I was stand- 

ing. As the play group was dispersing and I was therefore starting back home 

and away from the orange tree, I called out a greeting to the women who were 

looking in my direction. In response one of them held out a ripe orange. 

I turned ¡jack to accept the gift and by the time i got to the tree the two 

woaen were joined by a man with a familiar face who gave his name as Maria 

José Maria Gonzalez and who bore the brunt of the conversation, the women 

remaining moderately reticent. On inquiry I learn that one of the women is 

named Andrea Roxché and is Jose's wife, while the other is her younger sister, 

Jesusa Roxché who is said to be 17 but looks a little more ¡sature. The latter 

is single. José asks how long we intend living in San Pedro and when I tell 

him 9 months answers that this is a very short time and that I should live here 

3 or 4 years. Don't I like the climate here? Yes, very much. I volunteer the 

information that at this time of the year it is very cold in my country and that 

snow and ice may be covering the ground. Yes,' he ansv/erá, the men up in the 

cold country are very strong. They can hoist ten or fifteen arrobas (250-375 lbs. 

while the people here can lif* carry only five arrobas (125 lbs.) at the most. 

He spoke of the Herculean strength of the north-men with such assurance that I 

did not venture to disillusion him. Before leaving I was given two oranges. 

One of them was slightly cracad from having hit the ground when the women shook 

the tree to gather the oranges that were ripe and out of reach. 

ed 
As I came into our yard and encounter/ Anita Cotuc's next younger sister 

was 
who ie holding the hand of her cousin Graciela/, I saw the latter hold out her 

hand and say something in lengua which her older companion for my benefit inter- 

preted as a request that 1 give her an orange. Graciela wants me to give her 

an orange, I ask. Yes, and so do I, ansered the sister of Anita Cotuc. I gave 

them an orange to divide amongst the two of them. 

•trA ^^Atf^.^ jito»^tow^tolfe«^:3»»^»a>»i4£ 
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In the afternoon as S. was doing the lunch dishes I happened to be in 

the kitchen with her.    She noticed the box of bicarbonate of soda on the 

shelf and asked what it was.    I said it was used sometimes in cooking but 

could also be used for stomachaches.    She recogniied the name it seemed when 

I said it.    She then asked if I take it when I am menstruating - do I have 

pains2    I said I did sometimes but did not take that for it.    I then asked if 

she had pains when she menstruates.    She said she did before the baby came 

but she hasn't menstruated yet since the baby was born and won't until the 

baby is one year old.    She seemed to become very much interested in discussing 

this subject.    She said it is always so, that women do not menstruate until 

the baby is one year old.    It seems that they nurse the baby until another 

one comas along although this may not be general.    She said she will nurse 

her baby until it is one year old*    Women generally begin to feel the baby 

kicking around during the sixth or seventh month - that is if it is a girl. 

If a boy it starts kicking earlier, perhaps the fourth or fifth month*    Women 

know when they are going to have a boy or a girl because if they are carrying 

a boy they have pain on the right side and in the right leg.    If it is a girl 

the woman will constantly have pain in her left side and leg.    There are two 
(parteras) 

midwives/in the town. Juana Rofche and Maria Puac. 

Many women die in childbirth because they are not strong enough.    She 

expressed the feeling several times that it is very hard and very dangerous to 

have children.    She thinks it is better not to get married nor to have children. 

She says many women think the sans as she does*    The reason women die in 

childbirth is that they are not strong enough to force their breath out when 

the baby is coming.    Because if they should happen to inhale a breath while 

the baby is coining out the woman will suck the sack up to her throat and die. 

Sometimes it is difficult to cut the navel cord because the sack has been 

sucked up and then they have to wait a while.    The partera    cuts the cord. 
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During delivery the woman kneels on a mat.    Her hueband sito on a chair in 

back holding her under the anas and breaste. 

S. volunteered that her sister Chorna is now pregnant but doesn't know 

it, although she is in the sixth month.    TOiat does she think?    She just thinks 

she is fat.    Her mother and other women know but she nor the children know it. 

Does her husband know?   No»  (emphatically).    But what does she think is the 

reason she is not menstruating.    "Oh she just thinks she stopped but doesn't 

know why."/ She also volunteered that the twelve-year old daughter of one 

of the midwives had a child yesterday and both are living.    She said this was 

very young.    Mien will your sister find out that she is pregnant?    She will 

start feeling it inside soon and then she will know.    Will she tell her hus- 

band when she .knows?   No! laughing.    When did you find out that you were 

pregnant ?    First she said in the sixth or seventh month but then she changed 

her story and said she knew earlier because she had seen pictures in a book 

at school showing the organs of a woman and she knew how the baby is formed 

and where it is inside the woman.    She added that she didn't tell anybody she 

saw this book because her parents would have whipped her if they knew she had 

looked at it. 

Later in the afternoon Petrona, the washlady came with our laundry.    She 

told us that she cooks meals for the secretary and his young son and for one 

of the maestros who is not married» namely Solomon.    Uto asked if he does not 

have a wife at all?    She said no» he is a bachelor and has never been married 

yet.    This conflicted with the information Elena seemed to have given about 

his being the husband of Clara Rodrigues. 

In the evening Siena Gonalex and Alberto Gonzalei were in the house 

talking to us.   Alberto joked about our making toys and said we were going to 

show him how we make them.    Elena appeared to believe the story and I don't 

know whether she was fully convinced that it was a joke or not when it was 
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explained as such.    After the discuesion had been going on for a while Jesusa 

Roxche and some other cams to the door.    Alberto brought up the fact that 

he would be afraid to go to the United States because they say they eat 

naturales theret    Much as we assured him that the story wasn't true he said 

he didn't know of course, but they say that it is very far and if on» went 

there the "extranjeros would eat him.    Siena affirmed this saying that "they 

say it is true".    Jesusa Roxche, who was standing at the door also affirmed 

this.    While Jesusa and a few others were standing at the door Alberto 

and Elena held quite a long whispered conversation.    We had invited the 

woman to come in end sit down but they had refused the invitation.   After 

they left Alberto said that they had been ridiculing Alberto and Siena be- 

cause they were talking to us. 

It was about 9s00 or later by this time and then they started whisper- 

ing again.    Elena's two young brothers were with her and all seemed to be 

discussing something with anxious looks and occasional giggles.    I asked 

whether Elena was afraid to walk home alone in the dark.    She said yes 

she and her brothers were afraid to go horns alone.    I said "Well Alberto is 

a big boy he can take you home".    He laughed but looked dubious and said 

he alwo was afraid.    Of what are you afraid?   There are characoteles at 

night.    Women who are characwwJ.es do not change their form usually.    They 

both referred to them as chil»ct*eles. Elena said her father encountered 

a chilecotel in the form of a white pig.    In whispered voices they both 

told us that the woman who lives in the house across the street - Rosa 

Garcia - is a chilecotel.    She goes out at night in the form of a pig. 

There are also children who are chilecotelea they said.   And gave as an 

example the young brother of Rosa Garcia.    *e told Elena we would take 

her home and just before leaving Alberto aiddenly expressed himself as 

follows»   "I'm not afraid of anything.    If they want to kill me they will 

./•>•-»<'.. 
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kill me.    But if God is with me he will protect me and if he lets them kill 

ms he wants it.    Because each man is taken when his time comes."    This was 

probably his Protestant faith coming to the fore and he said it as though 

he were making a speech* 

¡.^íuséit**l&fc¿»   I*' -    ^^fe^jt^J«fei-«wjt.^*^S 
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8tOOa.m.    Bsanuela Morales came in with Petrona, whom she carried, accompanied 

by daughter Elena (11 or 12 years old) carrying Bartolo.    As per 

our instructions yesterday she brought Petrona for anti-worm medicine. 

I first gave her a taste of the sweet syrup and when I gave her the first 

teaspoonful of medicine she took it passively and did not resist.    She was 

in her mother's lap with her head resting back in mother's arm.    She made no 

complaint and took the second spoonful as well.    However,  she seemed grateful 

for the syrup which I gave her at the end.    She is usually very quiet, but 

cheerful and whenever Ben or I put our arms out to her she just leans right 

in to be picked up.    This morning she seemed more passive than usual and 

somewhat listless.    Mother said she had pain but one could not tell from her 

expression or actions.    I carried her to her house, which Is a short distance 

from here and put her in bed, telling mother to keep her in bed the rest of 

the day and giving the diet instructions*    Ben accompanied us and brought 

along the animal picture book which we handed to little Petrona in bed. 

The older children who were around, Siena and the older Bartolo Cox were 

even more interested and 1 doubt whether Petrona got a chance to see very 

much of it» 

8i45atm   Our milk lady tfetta.       Péneles arrived with the morning milk, ac- 

companied by her little son Nicholas.    Neither speak Spanish, but 

we understood Nicholas' request for poms paper, which is a frequent request 

by children here* 

8 »50a<m S. arrived just as we were leaving to take a walk.    We told her our 

intention and Bhe asked where we were going to walk to»    I thought 

she was being a little inquisitve, but answered that we were just going for 

a walk.    We passed the intendencia, greeted the men who were there and stopped 

for about ten minutes while the intendente examined the surrounding mountains 

through Ben's large field glasses. We noted that his comments were about two 

hte*^^**^^^.^ 
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roads on the mountainsides and then he commented with surprise that he could 

see three Pableños ascending the road to Santa Cruz and that he could spot a 

little house at the top of that same mountain* 

We ascended through the village in a southwesterly direction and climbed 

a hill a short way above the village. There were birds galore and we were 

able to see an oriole, humming bird, Wilson warbler and a larger warbler 

(unidentified) with bright chestnut head, a light stripe over the eye, golden 

yellow chest and cheeks and dark olive back, as well as other unidentified 

birds» The lizards were numerous and scurried in and out among the rocks 

of the roadway. The lake today was perfectly smooth and mirraad the 

soft blues and lavendars of sky and mountains. Below us we could see a maze 

of tile and thatch roofs, white houses, soldiers drilling in the plaza. 

10:00a.m. Returning through the village we passed two women carrying refuse 

and corn husks up the hill. They seemed surprised at our greeting 

them in lengua and laughed and talked about it to each other. -We passed 

the house of Julian Cotuc which is on the southeast edge of the village, 

higher up than ours. It is a large house, does not have a common patio with 

others and there was a smaller building which Ben guessed was a granary. 

In front of the house were sitting Cotuc's wife and her sister Uargaerite 

Cotuc, our neighbor, sorting gargbanzo. Julian's youngest child, a little 

girl of about two and a half who was standing out in the patio burst into 

tears when I spoke to her, asking her name. At that we left and soon passed 

another little girl standing in her patio who started to cry when Ben looked 

at her. Vé met Graciela and Madelena alone, apparently on their way to the 

house of their relatives. 

10t15a.m. When we returned home S. reported that a young girl friend of hers 

had come to t*ll «« that yesterday while walking in the street she 

noticed Consuela Navichwk.and another girl playing with a small toy green car 

aAjs»^A*Wj!at.-.vMArf>jSAtJa».^^it«.a 
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and a toy red airplane.     Consuela is the daughter of Salvador NavichtfC.    S. 

said she had told the girl to return when we were' here and that we shouldgo 

to Consuélaos house and claim these toys which have been missing for several 

weeks. 

At this point,  one of the  school teachers,  Salomon ***-    passed our house 

and S. ne« volunteered the information that he is the husband of Clara Rodri- 

guez, the neighbor who lives in the house across the  street and northwest of 

ours. We have had conflicting stories about this Solomon.    Three days ago 

while passing this house with Siena Gonzalez, the latter remarked that Solomon, 

who was then sitting in front of the house with Clara,  is her husband.  I asked 

if he was a Pedrano and she replied that he was from Guatemala and "they say 

he has a wife there".    Yesterday when Fetrona,  our ladino washwoman cam 

for the wash she mentioned that  she cooks for the secretary- of the municipality 

his son and one of the  school teachers - this same Solomon - who,she  said,is 

single.    We asked her if he was not married at all and she definitely asserted 

that he was a single man. 

10:45a.m.    As S. was sweeping the porch I asked her whether she had heard people 

here say that in the United States they eat naturales.  She wanted 

to know who had told me that and I said the boys who had been here last night 

to listen to the radio»  She seemed somewhat embarrassed at first, laughed and 

said "I don't know, but that's what they say".    I asked whether many people 

thought so and she replied that everybody says it. In response to my questions 

she said her father, mother and sisters believe it. I then asked whether 

Augustin Pop believes it and she said he does not.    That two days ago she had 

heard it discussed in the street and had asked Augustin if it was true.    He said 

it was not true.    We told her that strangely enough, the people in the United 

States think the naturales of Guatemala eat extranjeros.    She laughed and said 

this was just a story.    We suggested that perhaps both beliefs were just stories. 

She replied "I don't know, I haven't seen it, but they say they are afraid to 

. Aís&&l*t,ZínJte#aab*tá 
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go there because if they do the extranjeros will catch them and put them in 

big ovens and bake them and then eat them.    S. laughed at this herself,  saying 

f Mentiras!", but one could not say she was entirely convinced because she 

repeated several times even when appearing to laugh at the story that one 

couldn't be sure, they  say it is so but  she hasn't  seen it.    Later in the 

dicussion she denied that her father believed it.    Ben asked whether there 

were other things that the people thought about Americans and she said they 

also say that the Americans make   (manufacture $1 money.    She  said everybody 

says this is true and apparently believed it herself.    She further backed up 

the story by saying that tourists who have come here have said that they made 

money* This she explained after we told her that it was not true.   She then 

added "the people here  say they make money in the United States because when 

tourists come here they sometimes give fifteen or even twenty cents to the 

children".    I suggested that the tourists who come here are usually very rich, 

just as there are some rich people in Guatemala and perhaps th'ey can afford to 

give away fifteen or twenty cents.    I do not think she was convinced. After 

this discussion I asked her to go and purcha.se meat and see whether there was 

any ran francés which is always scarce here and hard to get. 

llta.m.    Isabela Gonzalez (mother of Anita) came over asking to borrow the 

small bottle to catch fish with.    I gave it to her asking at what time 

she would return it. Answered that she would return it a* in two hours* 

lit30a.m* A young girl, 17 years old came in and asked for S.  She could speak 

no Spanish.    I guessed she might be the same girl who was here earlier 

in the morning to report the lost toys and gestured to her to wait.  She was 

here for about fifteen minutes, during which time  she stood at the door, refused 

a chair when it was offered, every now and then peeked outside around the door, 

but willingly looked at the Montgomery Ward Catalogue when it wasoffered. 

S. came back and said it was the same girl and suggested that Ben go to the 

house of Navichok. Ben, accompanied by the two, S. andher friend went but found 

^Lj^^^mtJu^a^kSmi^^a.^^' >• J--r*-^..^-.,. 
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that the girl in question was not at home,   she had gone to bathe,  S. reported. 

I asked S. when she got back to the house the price of a cloth, which   is 

used universally here to wrap tortillas in.    I had seen cany of them and 

decided to buy one, both for utility value as well as its attractiveness as 

cloth. They are all striped with white, red,  dark green, black in stripes about 

a quarter of an inch wide.  She said they cost twenty-five cents.  I suggested 

that I wanted to buy one and asked who she thought I could buy it from.    She 
An*. 

answered that our neighbor inn^L Q.  makes them all the time and I could buy one 

from her.   (I wondered why she suggested the neighbor rather than her own 

household, where they probably also make them).    She called to Anj&a Q who .was 

across the patio and told me that  she would make it.    I asked her to ask Anpa Q. 

whether she believed the  story about Americans eating naturales in the U.  S. 

She asked in lengua and the older woman laughed and said "No, they are Christians". 

S.  interpreted, although I had understood that much,   "she  Bays she doesn't because 

they are people.".    At this point S.  sees Consuela Navichok and a friend walking 

by on the street.  S.  calls to her and then they have a long discussion in lengua 

which I cannot understand, but Consuela scowls, pouts, makes a sign of the 

cross, kisses her hand and seems to be denying vigorously. Finally I ask S. 

what she  said and she tells me that the girl has it but doesn't want to say 

she has.    They talk some more and again S.  says with great surety that she has 

it but won't say so. I tell S . to tell her that maybe Ben will have to go and 

see her father about it.    Consuela shrugs her shoulders, looks angry and walks 

off. 

Ilf45a.nu As I was preparing lunch several children appeared at the front door 

to watch me. UVria, Angelina Cox,  Carnasion Fop and some others. At 

lunch time I said that we were going to leave now and made as if to close the 

door. Carnación laughinly said,  "I will eat lunch with you".    I made no response 

to this and they all left.    We had delicious steak for lunch (lomo grande). 
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1:45p.m. Our neighbor from across the street southeast of our house cans 

over with her little girl whose foot I had been treating for the 

last few days for an infected small toe on her right foot.    Several children 

gathered around the door to watch,  including a girl of about 11 or 12 who 

lives in the same house as Rosa who we were told is mute.    She had come to 

our window with other children several times before, but whenever I went to 

the window to look out she had always run away.  She stayed just outside the 

door this time and did not run away* During the rest of the afternoon until 

3;15 I typed without interruption on notes for this day. 

3:15p.m. Emañuela Morales cams accompanied by Petrona and bringing a present 

of six small pepescas.    I asked why Petrona was not in bed and she 

said she didn't want to stay.     She also brought back the picture book which 

interested her greatly.     She went through it,  commenting on each picture 

and giving the names of the animals in lengua.   She  seemed full of admiration 

for it. 

4i00p.m. I was in the patio and as Nicholas Gonzlez,  our neighbor passed I 

asked how he was feeling.    He complained of a pain in his chest and 

neck and I asked him why he doesn't go to see the doctor at Solóla as he is 

constantly complaining of these symptoms.    He doesn't want to go he responds 

and knowing I can't do him any good, but feeling sorry for him I tell him I 

will give him some medicine.    I give him two aspirins and tell him to go to 

the doctor at Solóla,/ because the medicine can't do much* 

4»30p.m. another group of children at the door, including Carnación and 

Uanuel Pop.    Carnación asksif we have any medicine for her mother who 

has a bad headache.    Mother is standing right across the street at the window 

of Rosa Garcia.    I ask Carnación to call her mother over.  She is carrying a 

a small baby, comes over and Carnación translates for her,  saying her head hurts. 
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I gave her two aspirins and she left. 

4:45p.m.    Maria, Angelina Cox, Rosa Cotuc  ($) and some others at the door. 

asking me to sing a song that I had sung the day before.    I was sur- 

prised to here Rosa Cotuc start singing it.    I had repeated it several time the 

day before but it  still seemed somewhat unusual that  she was able to recall one 

day later a good part of the melody.      Rosa Cotuc and anotte r girl who frequent- 

ly comes around espied the bottle which has been so popular of late.    They pointed 

and commented.    All left by request;    In a few minutes Rosa Cotuc returned with 

Rosa Garcia who asked to buy the bottle,  Rosa Cotuc translating for her.    Des- 
my 

pite "Í4Í-Ü repeated assurances that it was not for sale they kept pleading, 

"Va vender".    I told them that they could loan it for a few hours when it was 
they 

free.    It was free at the present and Re«&-6arei& borrowed it promising to re- 

turn it in two hours after a vain attempt to get permission to keep it until 

the following day. 

Rosa Cotuc returns again, this time with another woman,' possibly her 
5:00" P.M. 

mother.    The whole thing starts over again, the woman insisting on 

buying the bottle.    Finally the woman changes her tactics, produces a bottle 

of her own not much different from ours,  and suggests that we exchange bottles. 

After being told several tiro s over tat if the bottle    she has is not serviceable 

. for her neither is it for us,    the two leave, Rosa Cotuc leaving behind the 

bottle she had borrowed a few minutes earlier when I told her do do so since it 

appeared she was not going to use it the same day. 

Ben returned from the Intendencia where he had been for the last' 

half hour discussing possiblities of renting paying for canoe passage 

to Panajachel.    He was told by the intendente that we could get a special canoe 

put at our disposal for the day for the sum of one dollar.    The regular Friday 

canoe would not do for it beached at Jaival which was a two hour's walk to 

Panajachel and the men. going to the Solóla market would not consider making an 

extra stop ar Tian Juyu (Panajachel) even if we paid extra.    As Ben rounded the 

6:$0 P.M. 
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house he ran smack into a bevy of young girls that I had just eased out 

of our yard. They engaged him in greetings and he begged off by saying, 

"Con Permiso, adiós." At this the girls vociferously repeated adios and 

used the occasion to grasp his hand in re; fulsome handshakes. One of them 

boldly gestured as if to kiss *»e-ba«k his hand while shaking it. This 

was Andrea Gonzalez. 

Siena Gonzalez comes with the fruit we had commi&oned her to get 
6t30 P.M. 

at the Solóla market. She had bought oranges, bananas and a pine- 

apple for 8/ and returned 7/S  change. We gave her 2/Í for her services as well 
our 

as two of the bar.anas and two of the oranges. In answer to bar inquiry she 
said 
that that she had sold 25 pounds of maize in the market for 25/. This was 

a somewhat higher price than prevailed on January 18th when we recorded the 

going price as 6 pounds for 5/. 3lena remained a half hour until it was 

evident that we were sitting down to eat. She said that the people say 

that we make things such as clothes and kilo and that we are selling them. 

But you have never seen us sell or make anything? No, but that is what the 

people say. ^Ihut else do the people say about us? Do they say we are poor 

or rich? They say that we are very rich. 

7»30 P.K. 
S* arrived to do the dishes, ¿«is drew attention to a comet with 

a long and very visible tail appearing in the constellation Corvus 

in the west. S. said that this tailed star was an evil thing, that at one time 

in the distant past it hung very low with a very large head and catastrophe 

occurred. The people died and the houses tumbled to the earth. They say that 

the star with a tail is an animal, she added. Vfoen Ben offered her the field- 

glasses to look at the comet she shied away, saying "tengo miedo" but after a 

moment her curiosity overpowered her fears for she took the glasses and looked. 

However she balked when it came to!looking at the moon through the glasses. 

tvW.l.Wr •fluFlMMM»! 
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S¿  returned to the kitchen while 3en remained on the porch making a sketch 

of the comet's position for future identification.    I took this occasion to ask 

her whether her sister's husband knew that his wife was pregnant, pursuant to 

our yesterday's conversation.    She answered •feha%-uN6u- "No" in such a tone of 

voice as to mean,  Of course he does not know.    'Shen will he find out?    She 

laughed and appeared embarrassed, 

üVhen returned 3en returned to the kitchen the discussion veered onto the 

subject of religious affiliation.    Our neighbor Anjia Quiaqaain is crefente,  she 

said, but her husband NikolaB Gonzalez is católico/ because,  it appears, he /fS/ 

isn't going any more.    Going where? To the ejila cappa.    But Anna goes?    Yes. 

Then I remarked that it was my understanding that creantes and católicos did 

not intermarry.    True,  she  said, but in the past Nikolas wtfs creíante and now 

he doesn't go any more.    Is he a (Jatholic then?    Yes.    Because he doesn't attend 

the  capilia?    Yes.    Does he now L.o to the iglesia?    No. Then how do you know he 

is "católico?    3ecause he no longer goes to the capilla.    The son Alberto and the 

three married daughters are  crefentes.    The  oldest daughter's husband,  Julian 

Cotuc, was créente  in the past but now he doesn't go any mare,    / The  same is  , 

true of the husband of Isobela Gonzalez.    Now that he doesn't go anymore he 

is católico like his three married brothers that live around the same patio. 

In short, every body is Catholic here.,  in Susana's eyes at least, uniese he is 

actively and currently otherwise. 

Finally, Ben brought up the topic of compulsory public service.    For 

example, he said, how does your family manage to get along when your father 

can do no work now that he is a g7 regidor?    The fields are worked by S's 

cuñado, her ^sister's husband, who also supervises the work of a number of 

mozos her family hires,  S. explained.    (Is it possible then that the poorest 

section of the population not being able to hire mozos servee less frequently 

inmunicipal administration?) 

hiiiriiflkJÍiMi<>Ute>aa 
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lilis day is not being written up*    We left San Pedro at 9:00 a.m. in 

the morning and went to Fanajaehel in the Aura's launch,    tie met -the flura 

and the comandante at the corner near our house and walked down to the 

pier.    The comandante   went to Solóla   to get his monthly pay check and 

we arranged to meet him the following morning in Panajacbel when he would 

return from SololA .    He thought we would go back the next day in a police 

launchto San Pedro»    During the ride with the cura the latter expressed 

the opinion that he liked the people in this town better than any in other 

towns which he Tisits on the lake.    When asked why he said because they 

are more "amable" and cleaner - more hygienic.    He agreed that the child» 

ren here are pretty dirty since they are .not carried , but said the adults 

are cleaner here than in other villages. 

When we arrived in Fanajaehel we met Mr. Weymann on the road*    He was 

taking the comandante to Solóla but first was going in the opposite direc- 

tion toward the gas station where he dropped us off.    From.there we walked 

to the Taxes.    On the.way we met a man who was from San Marcos.    When we 

arrived at the Taxes I talked to Juliano their helper about San Pedro» 

He said "they are very good weavers in San Pedro". 

Ben went over son» things with Sol in the offiee and got a haircut 

later in the day at the Taxes. 

We got Don Jordan to open Isobel's house so we could sleep there. 

We bought new staples to replace the old ones which had to be palled out to' 

open thelock.   We bought a broom and ordered oranges and strawberries for 

the next morning to take back with us* 
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I spent the forenoon writing and filing letters while Loie was 

making a pair of curtains for our new window and preparing lunch. She 

was silently irritated at S. this forenoon for she had the feeling that 

S. was indifferent to suggestions and corrections regarding housework. 

When Lois pointed out, for example, that the books in the office have to 

be dusted she readily asserted that she had already done so, although it 

was obviously not so. When Lois asked why she had not wiped off a knife 

on which rust was forming, she hastily replied that she was going to bring 

pumicestone up from the beach to wash it off very well. This time Loie 

replied that in the meantime the knife must be cleaned and dried anyway. 

S. did not answer and went outside on the porch. While outside she cleaned 

up the yard over which the garbage had been spread by the neighboring chickens 

and dogs. Lois had told her many times in the past that the garbage must be 

emptied frequently and not allowed to accumulate, but until today she had 

done little or nothing about it. She nay have done this in response to Lois' 

dissatisfaction which she probably sensed. This morning as Lois had a cold 

she stayed in the room while S. was sweeping and,when S. seemed to have finished, 

pointed out a large section under the beds which had accumulated several days' 

dust and told her specifically this time that the floor was not well swept and 

must be swept better. S. replied that she was going to go back over it. -As 

soon as the sweeping was completed, without stopping to arrange the furniture 

which, had been somewhat moved around, she picked up her tinaja and said she 

, was going for water. At that time it was about 10a.m. and she did not return 

until close to 11:30a.m.. Lois interpreted her len^hy absence as a manifesta- 

tion perhaps of a peeve and was afraid that she may have offended S. When 
S. 

abe returned however, she showed no signs of resentment in any way and of her 

"¡I 
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own accord gathered up the  soiled rags and dish towels and announced that 

she would wash them in the afternoon.  Lois had.asked her to do this on 

previous occasions    and she had complied.    This was the first tiro  she 

volunteered to do it»    'Then she  returned in the afternoon to do the lunch 

dishes she brought along the rags and towles,  already washed and dried 

and also brought another large tag which Lois had mentioned a few days 

ago was missing from the previous washing.    S.  said that it was in her 

house and gave no further explanation.    Lois thought it possible that if 

she had not noticed it's absence it might not have been returned. Lois 

asked S. to sweep the floor again in the afternoon which S.  readily did. 

By this time Lois was feeling kindlier and had some feeling of guilt for 

having felt angered earlier in the day.    She gave S. a small dish of 

strawberry jam. 

At 11:30 Francis Yoxcum, the carpenter, appeared to explain that 

he would come to do a little carpenter work, for which we had yesterday 

arranged, at 9»00 tomorrow instead of to-day.    I had expected him at 9:00 

this morning but he did not appear.    When I consented to his deferred 

arrangement he went  on to request that I advance him 10/ in return for 

a pocket-knife which he proffered for security.    Rejecting the security 

I gave him the 10/ and then asked him what it was for.    When he said that 

it was for buying an octavo of liquor I noticed that he was somewhat drunk 

at the moment and regretted having lent him the money so quickly.    He thanked 

me somewhat fulsomely and repeated his farewell more times than a sober" man 

would do. 

Ten minutes later Julian Cotuc came in to use a typewriter.    Knowing 

that both Cotuc and Francisco Yoxcum were protestants, I asked the former 

why Yoxcum was drinking.    "Que Franciscol"    Cotuc said.    Was there per- 

chance an occasion for drinking?    Cotuc knww of none.    In the afternoon 

Lois asked 3., to whom Francisco €¡g¿n Yoxcum is a grand-uncle though S. 
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had once stated that there was no relationship when I asked her, 

whether she knew of any reason why Francisco should be drinking. 

S. answered that it might be because of the quarrel %hey-ha¡d that 
Yoxcum 

Francisco and his nephew Tomás/had yesterday. 

After discussing Yoxcum's drunkenness with Cotuc, I pointed out 

to him the newly-installed window since he is the owner of the house 

and will fall heir to this prize when we leave. He asked what it cost 

and I told him ^.SO. Cotuc then went about his business typewriting 

in our office while we ate lunch. A few minutes before la» l:0p he 

got up saying that he was going home for lunch and would return later 

in the day to complete his recording. I was seated at another typewriter 

next to him in the office and he showed me that he had to report in triplicate 

the names of all the San Pedranos who had so far paid him $1.00 in lieu of 

working 6 days on the roads according tb federal edict. A typewriter is 

a fine thing, he said, for on it one can make three copies with less effort 

than one can make one longhand copy. I then showed him the envelope con- 

taining the letter I had just written to Sol Tax asking whether he thought 

he would be able to sell his used Corona typewriter to Cotuc for around $15. 

when he leaves the country in a month or so. Cotuc had asked me' to help him 

buy a machine for not more than $15 and * had already written several letters 

in this connection since more than a weelyago. 

I then asked, Cotuc what proportion of men paid $1.00 rather than work 

on the roads. He said that the total was not yet known but that the figure 

could now be approximated. Of about 450 eligible men, those between the 

ages of 18 and 50, about 300 would pay and about 150 would work. (The names 
should 

of those who work on the roads jfosl* be a fair index of the poorer economic 

class.) (Breaking the payers and non-payers into three age groups and com- 

paring like age-groups with respect to percentage of men who own fields and 

who hold important civil and religious positions, ought to yield interesting; 

ifc^,*-•.., ,t 
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As Cotuc left he said he could bring me about   ?1.50 worth of pennies 

in exchange for larger coins,  in response to ray request.    At 1:30 I went 

to the Intendencia to post 8 letters.    I exchanged greetings and returned 

by 2:00,  noting as I passed the home  of Salvador Novichok that the women 

weae weaving at least one red shirt.    Heretofore I had seen this household 

perpetually engaged in making men's pants, presumably for market since I 

know that the purpose of Salvador'.s trip to Panajachel the previous Sunday 

was to sell Pedrano pants to the tourists. 

At 2:00 I answered a timid knock at the door and found Maria, Angelina 

and Petrona Cox smiling up bashfully from their perch on the doorstep.    Maria 

and Angelina have been bold enough to knock on the door for more than a week 

now.    Frequently they do so to tarry a few minutes and say hello at 2:00 on 

their way to school.    Petrona is not old enough t o ¡go to school and moreover 

is rather unaggressive.    But this was Sunday and ther e was no-school.    I        , 

noted that a bandage I had placdd on Petrona's toes was very dirty now after 

several days' wear and that she now had a suppurating sore near her ankle be- 

sides.    I therefore invited the trio to pass through the house and Beat them- 

selves on the porch etrt facing the patio until we could prepare hot water to 

treat' Petrona.    In the meantime I gave them an old copy of LIFE magazine. 
picture 

Inspecting this/periodical became such an absorbing pastime that we all forgot 

about the bandaging for another hour. 

l&ria took charge of turning the pages though Angelina was quite active 

in assisting her, retarding her and rubbing her fingers over colored pictures 

that caught her fancy.    Petrona occasionally pointed at a picture and made a 

comment but for the most part remained quietly on the sidelines,  sometimes 

even rajgpriBg a Tiny cloth doll instead of joining in the general excitement. 

In atnminute Graciela and little Madeleinaeppfiareg*|>«^>|n next door to look at 

the pictures, possibly on/invitation.    Bwelffa is no older than Petrona but 

•Jñs>¡£¿*&iü¡aUKk* 
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she entered much more vigorously into the game of. pointing and expostu- 
Cotuc 

lating.    She outdid her older sieter Graciela/who looked but with more 

dignity and reserve than might be expected from her 6 years of age.    There 

was no evidence of eempet/üen competition between the Gox and Cotuc groups. 

Maria, who is 7 or 8, took a maternal attitude to both liadeleina and her own 

sister Petrona,  sometimes even crowding out Angelina in order to make room 

for either of these two children. 'As Maria turned one page at a time  in 

very methodical order, Angelina would often object  saying that  she had skipt 

a page but it generally turned out that  she had mistaken a thick sheet for a 

a double one.    When they were about half through the magazine Maria ran out- 

side the  cane fence to pick up her little cousin Anita Cox who was crying. 
self 

As she returned with her and saw that there was no place for her/near the magai 
slapt ner/on xn§ Back and on the head and 

magazine which was resting on two adjoining chairs, she/brusquely brushed her 
aside. lirfB 

eis%ej»-Angei4na-afl4de.    This latter thereafter sat  on the  side/Without making 

an effort to look at the  magazine, as if offended.    She lost her gaiety and had 

a serious blank expression on her face. 

The comments were in lengua of course and it is a pity we were not able 

to understand more than a few words.    People's faces were pointed to more jK/iji 

than anything else, the comments being being "man," "woman," "child}" or "look, 

three people,"    "four horses".    Madeleina seemed to be most excited by children. 

Aerplanes, autos, cameras were recognized and anything that looked like a bottle 
meaning 

was palled "octavo," presumably being a bottle of liquor which always corc86 in 

in tiny l/8 Ite* liter bottles selling for 10/.    When Ifedeleina saw a picture 

of a diving duck she exclaimed,  "c6n gana tew." mianing "very cold (water)". 

A corn ad showing golden kernels in a plate and corn on the cob drew extended 

comment.    A fashion photo caused them to point fcfc lois and to the picture 

simultaneously, calling out "extranjera" and "nim" which means big or tall. 

Out of a large General Sléctic ad Badeleina picked out a seemingly inconspicuous '^| 
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detail and shouted  "prat"    This is the word for money and was evoked by 

the tiny circular "Gal"  symbol that always intervenes between the words 

9qnG3N2RA.L and 3I3CTRIC.   (Cp. p.56 of TIKE,  Nov.   18,  1940).    V/hen you 

come to think of it,the^hape,   size and configuaration of this symbol make 

it  resemble a Guatemalan 10/ or l/2¿ piece.    It may be jointed out that eagle-eyed 

2-1/2 year Ifadeleina still walks with an infantile lurch and is only now 

learning to speak her own language.    7/hen I ask her to repeat her own name in 

lengua,  '"Paratál Cotuc," the best she can do on the first try is "Tal-Tuc." 

(Do babies here learn to speak later than in America') 

I forgot to mention that while Angelina sat v/ith an immobile expression 

after her older sister had pushed her aside, her hands were continually busy 

adjusting her skirt,  as if trying to pull it tighter around'her and to make 

it  cover even more of her legs which wen»already covered nearly to the ground. 

This action had the appearance  cf a self-cpnscious tyte of behavior. 
magazine 

'".Then the last page had been turned I'aria folded the beek neatly and placed 

it  carefully on a side.     Since Lois by this time had retired into the house with 

her slight cold,'I began the task of loosening the old bandage on Petrona's toe, 

soaking and disinfecting the foot and ajplying fresh bandaging.    Two or three of 

the toes were badly infected as if from long standing nigua jockets.    I spent 

nearly an hour fixing her up.    She submitted patiently, bursting into tears 

only when the pain became obviously excessive.    In the end Lois came out with 

a sock which we fastened over the bangaging to keep out dirt.    I carried. Petrona 

to her house and told her mother who was weaving, with Luis Kéndez acting as 

interpreter, that Petrona should not walk around much.    At that the mother 

(Emanuela Morales) put her to rest inside the house in the hammock, tucking her 

in well, Fetrona remaining quiet and possibly pleased in her weakish way. 

Seeing that baby Bartolo'a cheek patch was still sore I suggested that he be 

brought over for bandaging.    Luis interpreted the mother as saying that it might 
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be better if there were no bandage. After I explained that without e 

covering, Bartolo was aVle to aggravate the cheek,by scratching, during 

the night, the mother ajfeared to-agree that Bartolo should have a bandage 

at least for the night.  Luis said she would bring over the baby about 

5:30 F, I'..    As it turned out this was not the case. About 6:00 Maria Cox 

knocked at our door and when I opened it remained on the threshold, bashful 

and playful. I asked whether Bartolo were was to be brought over and she 

replied she would find out.  She ran away and returned in a minute to report 

that Bartolo had a fever and that he would not be brought until tomorrow. 

(Has he really got a fever?) 

As I was returning home from the Cox household I saw Anna Quiacuain 

seated «n-the-jr in front of her farther-house, her long hair being combed by / 

some girl, possibly one of her grand-children; the child's back was turned to 

me. Near Anna was seated her daughter l.'argarita, our next-door neighbor, 

who ,was holding little ISideleina in her lap in such a position that it ap- 
were 

peared as if the lattor was suckling. This apparently was the case for as I 

approached more closely I saw the mother (l&rgarita) tucking her breast into 

her blouse. I was rathe* surprised for I was sure Madeleina was weaned a long time 

ago, especially since Alberto had told me that at the age of one year she, as 

well as Graciela before her, had quit BUTsing and began to eat tortilla. More- 

over, Smanuela Morales too had informed me that all her children including had 

quit nursing at the age of one and that such was the custom here. I have seen 

Madeleina eat tortilla and though I have been observing her every day I had never 

before been given an inkling that she still nursed. But if she she still is 

occasionally nursed, why should Alberto deny it and why should the mother apparent^ 

want to hide the fact by withdrawing her breast when she saw me approach? Is it 

known that the ladinos wean their children early (if such is the case) and are the 

Indians therefore ashamed to have then know that children still suckle at the age 

^W&faatl<4&»ifetoMát«MrftomaHatoiBiufaartrtaif - .   , ¿«fctat ajja^iat-aiairfjaj £.,syfc.'a*»a»**»w^ j 
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of 2-l/2?    ?/hen I mentioned the icident to Lois she  said that  several 
she 

days ago/had seen Margarita's older sister, the wife of Julian Cotuc, 

sitting in frort of Anna Q's house and suckling her youngest child, a 

2-1/2 year old daughter.    As Lois had approached,the mother immedialaLy 
took 
pat away her breast a«4, gently pushed away the child and offered her 

coffee from a cup that the mother was hoU ing in her hand.    The child 

began to cry.    Lois did not know whether this was because  she had been de- 

prived of the breast or because she was scared of Lois.    On a previous 

occasion at her own house, the little girl had bu/rst into tears when Lois 

looked at her.    However on still an earlier occasion this same child sat 
jJulian Cotuc, 

complacently on her father's lap while the latter/was visiting us for 

several hours dnring the evening.    Two"older daughters wepe with him at the 

time.    On this occasion the father displayed great and tender affection for 

his little daughters, especially the two younger ones.    Several times he kissed f 

the baby and many tiroes he fondled each in turn«    In general we have observed 

that San Pedro fathers appear to be at least as affectionate towards their 

small children as the mothers» 

About 4»ft0 Julian Cotuc returned to finish up some work on my typewriter 

and remained for about l/2 hour.    He brought with him a little feag containing 

$1.50 in pennies and I gave him dimss and quarters in exchange. 

A,half-hour later Elena Gonzalos came over and asked to have us do some- 

thing for her eye which looked allright but which she claimed was still hurting, 
the .   '. 

I put in a drop of medicine.    I asked her how/inflamed eye of her older brother 

was and she said that it was bad.    Then why didn't he come?    He would come this 

later in the evening,  she replied (but he never did).    Then I inquired about 

her sister-in-law's knee and was told that it was worse.    I informed Elena that 

Lois was trying to overcome a cold and that if she felt Better in the morning 

she would come over to the Gonz^alez home and see what she could do. 

iffk^^>^á^^^¿tft¿¿^j»i 
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Alberto Cotuc came into the house while Siena was still around. He told 

us that Siena wanted some medicine for her finger since she had a cut. ftt 

this Elena giggled and acted somswhat coy. Lois put on some iodine. Alberto 

and Siena, both 13, spoke to each other for a while in lengua, partly at least 

in regard to our window and other things they saw in the house. Alberto left 

first but not without delivering a playful poke at Siena. 

After supper S. came to wash the dishes as usual but this time she brought 

with her about her own age called Isobela Cotuc who, S. explained, was a cousin^ 

to Anita Cotuc, our former maid. Isobela was carrying S's baby marina and 

was accompanied by a 2 or 3 year old girl named Vicente Gonzalez who did not 

say a word during the time she was here. While S. was doing the dishes, Isobela . 

éat down on the floor and placed little marina on the mat. Marina promptly 

began to erwl about on all fours, her arms supplying most of the impetus . 

I placed a toy aerplane a few feet in front/ of her and she wasted no time 

rea'ching it, bouncing it vigorously on the- floor and finally attempting to 

eat it. On an earlier occasion when we had remarked to S. how well her baby, 

now 8 mos. old, could crawl, she replied that it could do so since *he it was 

five months old. 

Shortly after she came in S. volunteered the information that Anita 

Cotuc had told her cousin Isobela Cotuc, now present, that the reason she 
(Lois) 

was no longer working for us was because the señora/was too brava (mean}. 

(After a week or ten days of rather slothful service, Anita had been paid off, 

given a handkerchief as a parting present, and her father was told that we no ' 

longer needed a girl now that we were settled. For over a week we remained 

without a girl.) 

From about 7 to 8t30 in the evening a crowd of about a dozen boys, most of 

them between 9 and 12, and a few older people , listened to the radio on the porch. 

The  boys pushed open the door, appearing to be more interested in the house and 

ai^.«ii¿^i¡^fe^¿Í,fiV>^W-^-.»fc,»^i^>jAW^^¿^avLt^fe.'-¿á.)-^ 
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in ourselves than in hearing the  radio.    The boys shouted greetings at us 

to attract our attention.  nffhe most  outspoken and aggressive was Juan Chava- 
owned 

jay whose father,  S.  informed us, owed one of the butcher shops.    He fired 

phrases in lengua at Lois who went tt the door and to speak to the e#wedr 

crowd,    ^en Lois asked Juan Chavajay his name he quipped that it was Juan 

Jocote, naming the latter fruit in lengua.    This brought a laugh from the 
from 

boys as weljás/s. within the house.    He said he was ten years old.    Before 

Lois closed the door on them with the explanation that *he we had work to do, 

Juan asked that we give him the toy aerplane as a regalo.    He made this request 

in lengua and it was interpreted by S.    This too brought a wave of laughter. 

When told No, he next asked whethvr we would loan him a ball.    Lois explained 

tha t both of the rubber balls had been lost and that we would give a reward to 

anyone who fecund them.    "7ell, let's borrow the aerplane then?" said Juan. 

Not till tomorrow, he was told.   "'.Veil,  let's play with it now right here?" 

"No," Lois replied,  "We are busy and you are little boys who make a lot of noise." 

Thereupon,  either seriously or in mock-seriousXness,  Juan Chavajay clasped 

his hands together and asked to be forgiven for molesting us. 

These notes were written during the late afternoon and evening of the 

same day, mostly from recall.   At 6t00 in the evening we were surprised to 

see drops of rain falling from the fleecy clouds that played hide and seek with 

the bright blue sky.    "Rain at this time is unusual,  isn't it?" I asked of 

Alberto.    "No,  it's time now."    But this is not the  season for rain ?    "It's 

needed now for the sewing which is now going on." 

ÍEflií-yfeitfflÉitar* i iriiitáiiiffm^W^flW^giiÉaMBíyaiaatoakt^'iMi.'Qraiiaí» 
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Konday ^.10.141 (l) 

7:#0 A.I'. 
Our naeighbor Anna Q.  sends her grand-daughter   Graciela to 

change a 25/ piece.    Desiderio Gonzalez said hello to Lois 

as she woe in the yard.    He frequently passes this way on the way to work. 

I ask S. who has just arrived with a tina.it of water whether she 
8»15 A.M. 

she thinks Francisco Yoxcum was drinking alone yesterday or whether 

his nephew Tomas may have been drinking with him.    Alone,  she answers.    But 

I thought he was a créente and they are not supposed to drink?    He was a créente 

up to recently but now he doesn't go any more,  she answered. 

Dolores Sekék knocks at the door to ask for the toy aeroplane 
8:25 A.M. 

and agrees to return it by noon.    It was Dolores who earlier had 
two 

reported that tew of the lost leys were in the hands of thé^áaughter of 

Salvador Novichok.    Dolores does not speak Spanish altho she may be S's agej 

3.  interpretes for her. 

I begin to soak my foot in hot water with a dash of patash of 
8:45 A.M. 

permanganate for disinfectant,  in an effort to'bring to a head 

a small sore or .infection that has been on the  sole of my foot for ove* one-month, 

Agustin Pop arrives with several pieces of mail, one of them from 
9:00 A.M. 

Dr. Cole asking why I haven't sent in the rest of my papers in con- 

nection with my doctor's exam. S. l&oks at the sore on my foot4 and says with. i&afflLl 

assurance that it is a nigua. She probes it with a/ needle and finds a 2rea't'v',(J^S'l 

gob of white eggs» She and Agustin who watches laugh about my getting a nigua.ff 

Lois observes that the niguas appear to be the subject of joking, around; h*>e'r* -'¿P 

9:30 AvMi 
•Elena Gonz/elez comes to say that a break has appeared in the greatly $ 

swollen knee of her sister-in-law and that much blood" an* mtter is, ' CS 

issuing. Lois takes cotton, hot water'and medical supplies and leaves to take,^j| 

care of this case. .'¿¿jÉS^ 

¿iúh¿át:> 
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Lois describes what happened at Siena's house: 

When I arrived Gustina Cox, mother of Helena was sitting on the floor of 

their house, weaving the white material with black strips running it through 

it that is used to make the men's pantaltnee (skabliz).    Siena's sister-in-law 

was sitting on one of two hammocks strung up in the room holding a skirt around 

her knee.    Just before we reached her house, Siena asked me to put my hand to 

her heart and feel how fast it was beating*    I asked her why it was andshe 

answered that she did not know.    I asked whether she was afraid and she said she 

was not.    When we got inside and I looked at her sister-in-law's knee my own 

heart started beating pretty fast.    It looked ugly - bluish and yellowish in 

spots and in one  spot had drawn to a head and now resembled a large boil which 

had opened.    In addition it still looked quite swollen and in a couple of places 

surface skin had broken,  showing an area.of about two inches of raw flesh.    Uy 

first fear was that I didn't know what to do and was afraid to do anything because 

it looked very serious.    So ifter looking at it for about five minutes and trying 

not to let on that I was scared I said    I would have to go home and get something 

more and would return.    When I arrived home I told Ben about the situation and 

although I am sure I made it sound pretty bad he didn't seem perturbed and said 

it probably looked worse than it really was and it was good if it had come to a 

head.    I gathered up my courage and went baok and started by applying cotton dipped. 

in permanganate dissolved in hot water. After about a half hour blood- and matte1!*-" 1 

began to ~flcnr out' in'an almost' steady stream and Andrea Tuch (MAHÍSOJI law)- kept v 

applying pressure all around the knee to make it flow more.    This."kept on.-fOr- 

well 'over an hour*    I had been sitting on one of the two chairs in '¿He. house all 

this time, about six inches off the ground.    When I got up to stretch; my legs, I 

was stiff and could not straighten out the kinks for several minutes* 

During the time I was there one of the neighbors came in frequently and-    - 

1 

once when the fire in one corner of the room had gone out she bent di 

into the embers to blow up the fire. The second time she came in.. 
'«•¡¿tí 
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and wearing clothes dirtier than other children's.    In general the young children 

and baby5Vare usually pretty dirty.    One of these had passed by first and on 

seeing me had called to the others saying the extranjera was there.    Another 

neighbor came in with her baby of about two years and Siena's mother attempting 

to make this baby talk repeated the words señorita. Louisa, extranjera and,point- 

ing at me to illustrate.    It seemed somewhat odd to have hear myself referred 

to as extranjera,  since to me the term has a negative connotation and I would 

not expect to be called this term by people who obviously did not want to offend 

me.    The only conclusion to be drawn from this was that the word connoted to 

them something different than it did to me. 

Elena's brother ManuelAwas lying in the bed and complained that his eye 

hurt a great deal*    Little Oustina followed her grandmother all around the room 

andthe latter was very affectionate to her grandchild.    The'lnother was too,con- 

cerned with her own trouble to pay any attention to Gustina even when the latter 

cried which she did for some tin».    For a while I was unaware of-her presence 

and oh looking back of me eaw her lying in the other hammock which was tied at,. 

the end ^haas iVier feet, fa cloth was wrapped around head. 

apparently to keep out the light.    She kept repeating a word over and over and 

Siena said she was saying the word for hammock. When she started to whimper again 

Elena went over and started swinging the hammock, quite violently , I thought» 

She did not seem satisfied so they took her out of it* -   sZ*/X 

-    to~tnercí|B£»jfeíiV,the left of the entrance of the room was the fire of embe'rs^^ 

and in and' around it were some pottery pitchers and- pots.    To the right of the    -   ~~T- 

entrance in the ^corner stands the one bed-in the room.   Above the'bed is a sort      -:f 

of canopy ,>ar-rangement of rétate.    In the right farther corner is'&, chest,'pile 

of corn and: other objects.    In the left a large wooden table on a>|d¿und,0? which, 

are an assortment of pots, urns, cups and pitchers. The room is^abojutf 15 by 25'.££•,;« 

Ordinarily, the0 oldest son Manuel and his wife and child live in a ho,usf¿|jear;;ii 

o»4ir',but^4«ring^Andrea!s illness the three-have been staying, with Jjitó ,^»| 

""'   """  -Jute 
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Lois remained away at the Qonzalez household until nearly noon. 
9:40 A.M. 

In the meantime  S. prepared a bowl of hot' water with a dash of 

permanganate for Agustin's foot.   -I had asked him how his foot was and be 

had replied that matter had started to issue from it again but that he had 

not paid any attention.to it during the last day or two because he was drunk 

in. company with the other members-ef relatives of the recently decease^ woman. 

After the foot soaked about fifteen minutes I dried it and applied a bandage. 

Thereafter Agustin remained en carrying on a rather lively and gesting con- 

versation in lengua with S. who was the more sportive of the two.    In the 

middle of the  forenoon Agustin made a gesture as if to leave when I mentioned 

that I was going.out of the house.    But since he had told me that all he was 

going to do was to return home and be triste along with thePTrest of the assembled 

and mourning relatives who also had slight hangovers, I invited him to remain 

on at our house even though I was leaving and to amuse himself with the two 
Isobel Sklow 

copies of LIFE that we had brought back from fiel-fox a few days ago/ when we 

visited Panajache1.    At  one point S. turned to me and said "His name is 

Agustin Petate; "toere he Iks on the floor," pointing to a petate.    She interpreted 

this jest by explaining that the word #or petate in lengua was pop., Agustin's 

last name.    Discussion of names led me to inquire why S. was surnamed Peres 

when her father's name was Toxcum ana her mothex* Gonzalez.    This gave Agustin 

occasio^.i^ieV'back at her by saying solemnly,that Yoxcum was not really 

her father,  "tiene otra papa."   Ihen I appeared.to belifve him he hastily 

assured me that this was only a joke, that Ber father took the namB,Yoxoum,    , 

from hie mother and that his father's name was Ferez.    S's surname then was 

after that of her paternal grandfather.    When I commented to Agustin that 

S. was quite/fester he responded that her father was the same. 

I- esplained Agustin the meaning of some of. the pictures in LOE., At, one    ;"„ 

place I said that these were Italians in Africa who were fighting against.- ¿ ^¡V*j 

£ 
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then hestit/ated in thinking, of the  Spanish word for "British."    Quickly 

Agustín sought to help me out by suggesting "Alemanes?",   "Franceses?", 

"Japones?"    He hears the news daily over the radio in the Intendencia 

but arparently the progress and the dramatis pefsonae of the war do not 

concern him. much. 

After he had finished looking at LIFE,  I mentioned to Agustin that in 

other parts of the lake region there was a belief that coyotes or wolves 

could enter any kind of fence by verbal agreement except a barbed wire one 

for the latter spoke a foreign language, having earlier read Tax's article    • 

in the AA for Jan-l/arch, 1941.    He answered that he did not know about the 
story 

barbed wire part of the Belief but that there was a belief that coyotes 

could enter fences because they could talk to each other.    "But how can 

''enees speak, for they have no mouths?"'  No,  of course not, but that is 

the belief.    Then Agustin volunteered two related beliefs* 

Snares set for palomas must never be of tita (native twine' or rope) 

for the birds can talk to the rope and will never be caught.    Can pita 

be used for animals other than birds?    Pita is not used in snares, they 

do not catch other animals in snares.    Why are palomas caught?    To eat. 

Does the snare kill them.    Yes, it breaks their necks. 

Moreover, pita is never used in fishing for the fish too can converse 

with the rope» Agustin volunteered. 

Now pita manufacture is one of the industries for which San Pedro is 

famed.    The civic officials «Met sit on the benches in front of the Intendencia 

can be observed at almost any time rolling dried maguey fibre into s*riag- 

twine by spitting on their pight pain and twitting the fibre between their- 

palm and right thigh, the right pantalón being rolled up to the top¿of the^ 

thigh.    Jtystical belief^ concerning pita would fit in well with the- high 

social value of this produet in this pueblo, according to the R«B hypothesis. 

&*&!&• or interest to know whether these ¡¡^proscriptions pre^^e4>^ 

..¡as 

f 
% frtij- ' 
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Shortly after Agustín came into the house and soon after Lois had 

left to treat Andrea's knee, the carpenter Francisco Yoxcum came 

in/anchor sheets of petate  onto the door-frames of our clothes closet and to 
edge 

fasten wooden strips around the ege of the new window.    ne had no wood of his 

own so I gave him several pine boards off tops of weeden packing cases and 

told him to cut them into then strips.    This he did.    He had no nails so I 

fished around for a few small ones I had and with these we were able to fasten 

the window strips, the actual nailing on being done by myself since I knew 

from eaperience that my untutored carpentry was nevertheless better than 

his slip-shod workmanship.    In securing the petate to the closet door I left 

him to his own devices and we are now regretting this.    We had to postpone 

fastening strips to the office door since neither of us had: nails.    Beier-h 

By this time Lois had returned from the Gonzclez home and had 
12:00 A.Lr. 

prepared lunch.    I therefore suggested'to Agustin,and 5. who 

were now looking at LIFE phot»again that they change from the kitchen 

table to the porch.    Both took this occasion to go home.' s. had come over 

to assist Agustin in inspecting the pictures' when he mentioned to her that 

the magazine contained a set of (Currier ft Ives) engravings illustrating 

four stages of life, youth, courtship, family life and old age.    It was the 

mention of the courtship scene that evoked S's interest. 

I told Francisco that we were going to eat now and that he could 
12*10 A.1Í. 

his oarpenting in the afternoon.    He started to look humble and 

and supplicating and by his self-conscous expression I gathered that he'was 

about to ask a favor of me.    I was right.    He aBked to loan a dollar offering 

to give me his large adz as security.    I explained, to him that loans were one 

thing I was prohibited from giving.    He continued to beg of the loan, repeating 

that he would leave the adz.    He tried to explain why he needed the money but 

V*tfi 
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I only got a sketchy idea of what he had in mind owing to language diff- 

iculties.    It had something to do with the fact that Tomas Yoxcum and he 

had been quarreling and with possible or actual court proceedure in the 

Intendencia.    It is possible that the dollar was needed to pay a fine, 

for the words multa and rleita were often mentioned.    Tomas is malo hombre 

he assured me and much bigger and stronger than poor harmless-looking 

Francisco Yoxcum.    It was on account of the fighting that Francisco had 

taken to drink yesterday, he eaplainedt    Tomas did not light drink. I 

tried to get at the basis of the fighting.    As the cause or one of the 

causes Francisco mentioned Francesco's wife who, he said, babbled and 

jabbered"llke an Atiteca."   Apparently Francisco and his wife were fighting 

with Tomas and his wife,  respectively. . Realizing finally that I would loan 

him no money, the carpenter said that he would return in the afternoon to 

finish his work.    "I'll leave this here in the meantime,"he said,  "leaning 

his adz against the wall in our room.    "Very well,  leave it here," I answered. 

My apparent willingness to take the tool into my custody prompted the car- 

penter to ask once more for the dollar,    fihen again I said No he picked up 

the adz and took it home with him, although leaving his hammer behind* 

He returned in the afternoon to work for about one hour though he did not 

bring his ads with him.    Apparently he had brought it earlier only in the 

hope of leaving it as security.    He worked only for one hour enly-bee be- 

cause I ran out of nails.    I gave him 5/ which together with the dime I .ad- . 

vanced him yesterday made 15¿ pay for a half dayV$$r   H seemed satisfied. 

I also gave him 10¿ to give to the regidor he said lived next door to him in 

order that-.the latter might buy roe some 1" nails tomorrow in Atitlan. 

Julian Cotuc came over to use a typewriter for a little over a 
2:00 P.M.   ^ hour ajid when he left at 2l30 j heard s# 8ay 5,'afc tftak ttilt.:taf;; 

*iBBI?-PAIN£?i¥ albeit fainly, the first greeting or word I had heard- her, «^^| 

biic^s father. 
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4:15 P.TT. 
While the 8un continued to shine through wide breaks in the clouds 

It suddenly began to rain, large drops falling thickly and directly 

downward. Through/ the rain a huge rain-bow shown forming a gigantic afcc 

over the lake. It rained in fits and starts for over a hlf hour, enough 

water falling to wet down the thick accumulation of dust. 

Since Lois was resting and reading in an effort to shake off a 
4:30 P.M. 

cold I batted for her by going over to redress Andrea's knee with 

a fe«h fresh wad of cotton. I found her in bed, the old bandage blood- 

soaked. I replaced it with a new one and left. 

Alberto came into the yard and I asked him again how come it was 
5:00 P.M. i«:  - 

raining at this season. The rain is needed now for the sewing, 

he answered. Who sends the rain? God. And does God know when rain is needed? 

yes, he knows. How about the rain-bow, is it good or bad? It is bad. Why? 

It cuts short (cortar) the rain. 

As she did last night, S. brought vri.th her Vicente Cotuc who carried 
7:00 P.M. 

S8s infant. S. went out onto the porch to bring in a mat so the baby 

could play on the floor. It is possible that the reason she brought in the mat 

was that she had seen us place a mat under her baby the night before. I placed 

an orange at a further corner of the mat and it appeared that the baby was making* 

a bee-line for it on all fours. But it kept on crawling beyond the orange which ití^^ 

ignored and stretched its hand out instead in the direotion of my shoe. 14 piay¿¿^í. 

I wondered aloud why the baby should prefer my shoe to the brighter orange and S.J 1J 

explained that it was because the infant had never seen shoes in its own-house. 

Though she reached out for my shoe she stopped short of touching it and S. com- 

mented that she was afraid. I then called Lois' attention to the vet spot that 

appeared on the cement floor under the baby. S. noticed it too for she said some- ,, 

thing in lengua to Vicente who picked up the child and.placed it on the mat. Bois^fl 

thereupon asked at what age children learn not to yfj>t the floors and S. resppndéjd^ 

.that they, go outside at the age of one. How do the children learo?* Jt|^ 
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naively replied that the children say wish-wish and the mothers know to 

lead them outside. During the night a pot is uded. What of children who 

refuse to learn? They all know at the age of one, she answered. But there 

may be some who don't want to go outside? Oh, you mean insolentes. Yes, 

what is done with these? They hit them (pegarfr. Which parent does the 

punishing? The father or the mother, segun, she responded. With what do 

they strike them? They hit them with a whip (chicote)j it is something 

like leather, she explained. 

«, on „ „  The comandante and hiB wife dropped in to visit us ¿ince they' 8:30 P.M. their  ; 
. . had heard that Lois had a cold. This was «he first formal visit. 

They thumbed through Life magazine. Marina Lemus, the comandante's wife, 

was especially attracted by the women'& fashions. When they noticed that Lois 

was setting the table for tea Marina mumbled something about having to go 

now„since we had not yet eaten supper. We explained that this was not supper 

and invited them to have tea. They refused most of the food offered, saying 

that it was not healthy to eat at night. The comandante added that one could 

eat at night if he exercised before going to bed. As Lois started to eat a 

limn Marina suggested that this was very bad to eat at night, especially with 

a cold, since it was a "cold" fruit. We asked about oranges and she said they 

are "hot". She herself did not eat a lima but the comandante pecked at one. 

Then Marina volunteered, "Aguacates are especially bad at night because they 

are very {cold} ". The comandante and hie wife are originally from Gteateqala ^ 

City. They have been in San Pedro one and a quarter years. I mentioned to the 

«rrniawdHTH-.il , that earlier in the day Augustin Pop was far from o3*á* as to who 

the Italians were fighting. "Yes", he answered, "the natives heríale pafc pre- 

oooupied with' the wari none of them know what is going on in Eurb|e".^ "But how; 

about the intendente?", his wife asked, "No, he. doesn't know either*»-, ;tíér V; i¿£& 

husband responded*- They left at ,9*30. 
•> finished', the^fpj 

- tV: 
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Tuesday 2.11.41 (1 ) 

Lois spent most of the morning reading the Anthropologist on the hanxnock. 

She was recovering from a cold. I-spent most of the morning adjusting the 

office window and typing yesterday's notes. 

During the forenoon I asked S. what Francisco Yoxcum might have meant 

when he said that he needed a dollar on account of some court proceedings 

arising from a quarrel between himself andThomas Yoxcum. She said she did not 

know but that it might indicate that Thomas had entered a demanda against 

Francisco. She volunteered the information that Thomas was "malo hombre", 

documenting this with the statement that the other day he picked a quarrel wiih 

her own mother when he passedher house. I asked whether it were true that 

Thomas' wife talks like an Atitecan and she affirmed this. 

For about an hour during the forenoon Nicholas Gonzalez,' our neighbor, 

was whittling a large stick about two inches in diameter into a haft. He was 

peeling it into shape with his machete which he was holding at either end as one 

would a rolling, pin. I also observed that his young son Alberto was idling 

around the yard and I asked him why he was not working in the field today. He . 

said he was resting. 

Shortly after lunch as Lois was reclining on the bed,Elena Gonzalez came 

to the front door and told us that there were tpuristas in town. Lois got up 

and since there were no tourists in evidence remained in front of the house to 

speak with Rosario Pop who was in the street leaning against the "window" of 

the Bizkul household across from us. A group of children ran up to say hello, 

Elena Gonzalez remained and I was there too. A young/women was leaning out of 

the Bizkul window, almost touching Rosario. I asked the latter to/ tell me 

the name of the baby she was holding in her arms.  She answered that her name 

was Petrona Garcia, But.the child's father was not named Garcia? No. What, 

is your husband's name?" I asked Rosario. She cracked back that Lois had written 
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down the name of her husband some time ago and why don't I ask my wife,  she 

knows very well what his name is. 

(Following written by Lois) 

I went into the office to look for the note on which I might have had 

her husband's name and came back reporting that I did not haveit.    After Ban 

questioned her several times,  occasionally guessing wrong names to get a 

response,  she finally told us that his name is Ifatéo    Pechór.    Ben asked 

after whom the baby is named and Rosario answered after her mother Petrona 

Garcia.    Ben then asked, then whose name is Pop and she explained that it 

is her father's.    At this time Siena pointed out that the tourists had 
i 

come to the corner about a block up the  street and I v/ent along with her. 

They were two women,  one elderly and the other young.    They bought a com- 

plete small boy'soutfit consisting of pants,  shirt and sash for $1»25. 

I was reminded on this occasion of our last visit to Atitlan on our way 

back" from Panajachel,    There perhaps they are more practiced and therefore 

seemed somewhat more aggressive.    As we walked up to the town from the 

playa several girls stood by the road holding out woven bags.    When I stopped 

to look at them they began pushing each other and saying "buy mine" each 

one putting her bag up closer to my face and trying to push her competitors 

aside.    I didn't buy them because they asked 5o cents which I thought was 

too much.    They seemed to be  quite independent about it and would not come 

down in their prices. 

When I returned to our doorstep again 3en said he had gotten the follow- 

ing information from Rosario on socialization of children* 

Children begin to crawl at E mos.  and walk at one and a half or two yetirs. 

The they are weaned at about the age  of two.    Svil-eye is averted by giving 

the infant aceite comer purchased in Atitlan.    A spoonful is given once evr 

every over day for several months.    Garlic?    Yes, her baby were garlic some- 

times to fend off eve/l-eye but just at the moment there was no garlic around 
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little Petrona's neck.    Svil-eye can be got from pragnant women. 

I-w»n%-*e-Bl©na13-hens9-%e-fle»-Andrett-aboB* . 

I asked Rosa Garcia who was leaning out  of her window across the  street 

whether she had any ripe tomatoes.    She asked a penny and a half per pound 

and I responded that in Atitlan they were  selling for only one penny,    Rosario 

standing next to me confirmed this and said they should  only cost one  cent. 

I bought two pounds and was then offered green onions for one cent a bunch. 

Rosario confirmed this price but I-did not buy them,  saying it was too dear. 

I left to go to Elena's house to see Andrea. 'Vhile I was gone Alberto 

came in and asked Ben what I had bought from the people across the  street. 

Ben sought to evade the  question and said I had asked about onions but did 

not buy any because they were too dear.    Alberto said,  "no, how about the 

two pounds of tomatoes she bought?"    Qh, yes she bought  some for á penny 

a pound.   "Well, has she bought the onions yet?" "No, I don't think so". 

"We have onions to sell".   "How much are they?"  "One cent a bunch".     "How 

many are in a bunch?" "Ten". Ben then told him that when I returned he 

would tell me that they have onions to  sell. 

When I arrived at Siena's house Andrea was in bed and appeared to 

have been crying as there were some tears on her cheek.    JÍSlena said,  she 

is always crying because  she is afraid it won't dry up. I looked at her knee 

which had changed in appearance  since yesterday.    A section of it was raw 

and reddish where the daad skin had peeled off and slightly to the left and 

below the knee cap was a large hole which was very raw in appearance,    latter 

was issuing from it in a steady, stream at the time.    I washed it with per- 

manganate in cold water.  I did not use hot water this time because it was 

still quite  swollen and feverish and there was no need to draw it to a head 

any longer.  I then applied a bandage,  using a thick wad of cotton, gauze and 

tap and a cloth around this. Andrea seemed to have more pain at the spot from 
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where matter was issuing than she had had the previous day.    I assured Elena 

and the others that it was getting better and she need have no fear,that it 

would surely dry up.    Ben had come over at this tine and we left together. 

On the way back to our house we stopped at the house of Emanuela Morales 

(Mrs. Esteban Cox).  Little Bartolo's skin outbreak on his cheek was red and 

raw.    He had not been brought around for almost a week for medicine or bandage. 

Emanuela was sitting in front  of her house holding Bartolo.    Inside the door 

we  saw a man wearing ladino clothes -.what there were of clothes, as they were 

mostly shreds - fixing her sewing machine.    We asked how Petrona's foot was 

and her mother demonstrated that the sock was still on.    We asked if she would 

like to come horns with us to have medicine put on Bartolo and Petrona's foot. 

She thanked us and came along.    Although we entered our house through the 

patio Emanuela and came, with her children, around the other side through the 

street,    (We do not yet know whether there is an aversion or why to coining 

through- the patio and whether this is general or specific.)    Petrona,  on this 

occasion was quite lively.   She kept up quite.a steady stream of talk (which I 

could not understand being in lengua) and rolled around on the mat on the floo». 

However her livdiness when compared with other children was not  of the active 

kind.     She  seemed less apathetic and listáass than on other days and less solemn 

and  quiet.    After they left l'anuel Gonzlez and Elena cama  in asking for some- 

thing for Emanuel's eye which  still hurt and ajpeared inflamed.    While he was 

washing his eye with the boric acid solution I had prepared Elena said her 

father has a large "grano" on his neck which hurts very much.    When I did not- 

offer a remedy for it  she repeated the story and asked if I had a remedy. I 

guessed it might be a boil and said there was nothing to be done for it. 

I was also manifesting a certain amount of impatience since every time I have 

treated one member of the family they crop up with an illness for every other 

member of the family. 

^ 
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At 4:15p.m. Ben observed lfcdelena Cotuc and Anita Cox playing in the yard 

next door. He was unobserved from behind the fence..The children were* so in- 

tent in their playing that they did not look up to see his head above the 

fence, whicfy would have been clearly visible.    Both tots were picking up 

handfuls  of .sand from the ground and putting them on the  stairs or on á pile 

of bricks.    Then 1/adelena sat on the  first  stair and  summoned Anita to her. 

There was some  little talk and Anita lay down with her belly on l.fadelena's 

lap. Her feet and her hands resting on the  stairs,    l&delena busily placed 

sand or pebbles or both on the  other's back as if it were a table and then 

brushed her back back and forth with her palm.    After this Anita arose and 

suggested to Madelena that the process be reversed  (discernible from her 

gestures).    Madelena got down, on all fours,near Anita rather than over her 

lap.     Same process was repeated on the back  of Iradelena.    Next the two left 

the   stairs and kneeled down in the   sand about ten feet away from the  stairs. 

3ach had a fresh white  corncob in her hands.    These -they vigorously rubbed 

back and forth in the  sand in evident imitation of the tortilla-making pro- 

cess, the corncob serving as manos.  The remarkable thing was the force with 

which they bore down on the cob.    The posture and movements were strikingly 

similar,  on a small scale, to a woman grinding corn. At various times they, 

held the corncobs perpendicular to the ground and rubbed vigorously back aid 

forth in the durt as if perhaps, mixing it up.    Then with their hands they 

would reach out and sweep the dirt in with their arms as though putting it t 

a pile together and then they would start grinding again.    These etepB were  - 

repeated over and over several times in succession.    They finally noticed 

Lais and me watching them and ran away as if frightened to the grandmother's 

house across the yard,    'tfhen we appeared not to be looking at them anymore tfrey 

cams  out again and this time they leaned down opposite each ea«h other over a 

large flat  stone.    3ach had a turkey feather in her hand and for about five 

minutes brushed back and forth over the  stone vigorously. 
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Earlier when we were at Plena's house> I forgot to mention that little 

Gustina and Gilberto were  lying in the hammock.    Fdlberto was half lying with 

his legs braced on the ground  and Gustina was facing him.    I noticed when 

looking over once that Gustina had her legs stretched apart and her hand was 

on her genitals, '"«hen Gilberto saw me looking in -üiat direction he took her 

hand away and pulled her skirt down over the upper part of her legs.     She 

nay have been protesting at this "deprivation" as ¡be began whimpering. 

Another thing that I for.--.ot to-mention aobut my visit to the Gonzalez 

household was that Ventura Top,  a neighbor,   came  in catrying a baby.    Siena 

interpreting,  Ventura wanted to know whether 1 would sell her 2]l worth  of 

aceite  comer.     I asked why  she wanted it ano  she resionded that the baby had 

watery bowlls,  demonstrating by removing the baby's skirt which was soiled. 

I'o,  I wan1* wasn't  selling oil but I would give her a  spoonful if she came 

over to the house.    Ventura said  she would.     (But  she never appeared that day.) 

"(Ben writing from here  on) 

After sun-down I  (Den) walked ¡ast the yard where theCox'es live to 

reach a little promontory overlooking the lake.    I wanted to see the moon 

rise.    There was no moon in sight when I arrived but a large group of chil- 

dren,  mainly various Cox'ea, gathered around me.     "go much water}" I observed 

in lengua (kon cana .ia?^.    The children echoed this jhrase and followed it 

up by saying,  "So many fish!"  (kon gana repescas).    I pointed to a bird fly- 

ing dimly and distantly over the lake and they answered this gesture by saying 

paloma in a matter-of-fact tone of voice.    Then with considerable animation-they 

cried qutz!   qutz I   (buzzard, buzzard}) pointing to a gloomy black creature hud- 

dling at the tip of a dead branch at  considerable distance  in the direction 

of the water.    For a moment I did not know what they meant but just then another 

buzzard swooped over us and when the   same cry was repeated I caught on.    Is he 

good or bad.    Bad, they chorused back.    Why?    Re eats chickens,  Karia explained 

la**ia Cox in Spanish.    It was she who had been most active in the discussion. 
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In the evening we played the radio on the jorch for the benefit of an 
ed 

8ggwggft*i«n aggregation of children who had collecty for the purjose.    The 

radio played more clearly than usual.    In a little while we noticed that 
Rosales 

Vicente Rosales and her sister !>5aria Semalee had come  over to listen.    The 
was holding 

latter earried her daughter l.'aria Feneléw on her lap and sitting on our swing. 

(ThiB was the   Tirst time the Rosales sisters had come  into our yard since the 

time  several weeks ago when 1,'aria Rosales,  accompanied by her mother, had 

brought over her daughter Iferia Fenelew to be treated for a bad case of leg 

sores.    After this visit and despite Lois'  urging that  she return in a day to 

charge the bandages,  ihey never reappeared.    We had always worried why.    There 

were other cases of people who ceased coming to our house for treatments with- 

out explanation.) 
going to 

On re%Mrning-frem the out-house which is situated outside our fence I 

came across Anna Q and her daughter lfergarita who were  standing near the gate 

as if listening to the radio at a little distance.    Of the many times we had 

played the radio only once had they come onto our porch to, hear it.    In mixed 

Spanish and lengua I urged them to enter and to sit down.    They remained talk- 

ing to each other as if discussing the advisability of accepting my offer. 

V/hen I returned from the hut-house in a few minutes I found that they had come 

over to the radio.    There was one chair and I gestured to Anna who was standing 

near ti to sit down.    She did.    Then I noticed that lfergarita was seuted on her   - 

haunches along with the crowd of youngsters on the stones of the porch.    I brought 

out another chair, placed it along side ofi her mother and went over to her-to 

suggest that she rise and seat herself.    She got up but by the time she got to 

the chair little Lorenzo Gonzalez had succeeded in mounting it.    She  stood in 

front of him expectantly but he brazenly clung on to his gain. In a moment some 
him 

girl out of the dim crowd, a little older than Lorenzo, grasped £•*•»•• by the 

arm and yanked off unceremoniously,    l&rgarita who had started to turn away 

thereupon sat down.    Later I saw her suckling l&deleina while her mother on the- 

cha£r adjoining waa holding in her lap little Anita, child of her daughter Iwfbgjwg 
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Lorenzo was not long put out by being yanked off his perch,  for in a 

few minutes he was doing a dance to the tune of the  radio, with Bartolo Cox 

as his dancing partner.    The two were cavorting about in American ball-room 

style.    Lorenzo who was considerably smaller than his partner was apparently 

leading.    I entered the house to summon Lois to see the sight.    I found Lois 

reclining on the bed singing songs with S. and Siena Gonzalez who were erewh 

sitting on the floor leaning on the bed.    I mentioned the dancing and S. 

rose, went to the door and  summoned in Lorenzo and Bartolo, who promptly 

acceded to her request that they perform for Lois.    S.  explained that their 

ball-room type dancing was in imitation of photos they had seen.    The two 

performers next regaled us with a more native type of dancing in which each 

person shuffles around rhythmically, his hands folded behind him.    Both 

youngsters were  quite agile.    Lorenzo displayed a fine sense of rhythm. 

"Lorenzo is a good dancer," s. had commented before the two begain their 

command performance.    They wanted to dance longer than we wished them to stay 

and once after having returned outside to the radio audience Bartolo pushed 

open the door and danced into the house.    We danced him back out. 

Shortly after the radio was turned on S.  finished the dishes and left, 

apparently for the evening.    However, unlike other evenings,  she returned 

in about twenty minutes or so and stood on the fringe of the group on the 

porch.    I thought perhaps she had come for something she might have left behind 

and said "pase delante".  She hesitated for a minute and then did go in. When 

she entered Lois was alone,  lying down.  Lois too thought she had come for 
she she 

something but vhen S. did not  say anything % pointed to a picture which f had 

been looking atin Life Itegazine.  S.  sat down on the floor at the side of the 

bed and wanted to know what the  people in the picture were  doig .    Lois explained 

that these people were writing  songs,  many of which were  sung on the radio. 

S. appeared interested and told about the many songs which they sing here. How- 

ever Elean knows more than I do,  she said,  she goes to church to sing all the time.    ,' 
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In the morning I began typing in an effort to complete yesterday's 

notes before noon today.     I began typing them yesterday in the evening. 

At 9:30 Lois called me out  of the office to tell me that Agustin Pop had 
W 

droptkand she  did not know what for.    I greeted him and when I observed 

him cast a glance at his foot asked him how the  sore was getting along. 

He  siad that he had  soaked it in hot water this morning at which time 

a good deal of matter came out.    Thereupon Lois disinfected it and dressed 

it.    He remained for an hour during which time the two of us ^spoke about 

local beliefs.    When he entered the house he  said that he had feared we 

might have been away to San Juan since S. had informed him of our intention 

to do so.     She is a great joker,  I commented.    A great liar, he responded 

good-naturedly.    In the joking relationship between S.  and Agustin it is 

hard to say who was pulling whose leg concerning our alleged intent /to 

viéit  San Juan.    A little later S.  referred to Agustin as Agustin Petate. 

And v/hen the latter said that the length of time he had soaked his foot this 
IMS  * /w^' 

morning,) S.  facetiously corrected him by saying that it was 25 minutes. 

When I tried to find out from Agustin whether and why niguas were a sub- 

ject of jesting, telling him truthfully that    S. had previously told fce that 

sho never had a nip.ua in her life,  in the hope that he would comment on 

this probable falsehood,   S.  interrupted to say that niguas like only the 

flesh of extranjeros.    This was a quip throv/n at me for having had a nigua 

which she rem/iovad two days ago.    I did not  succeed in finding out why 

niguas were joked about. 

I brought up the  subject  of the rain we had a day before yesterday 

and asked Agustin whether the people  regarded it favorably.    Yes,  it was 

good} too bad it did not last longer.     Still,  I suggested,  it was more than, 

might have been expected at this time  of year.    He agreed and volunteered 
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the information that in addition to raining the other day there was hail 

in the tnonte. Ytes thid good or bad? The people'here believe that this 

is a good token. They // say that hail is the espíritu of the corn. 

Some people therefor gather it up, Agustin continued to recount, in order 

to place it over the ears of corn that they have. I am not sure of the 

following but it seemed from what I was able to understand of Agustin's 

telling that hail or the putting of hail over the corn portends a prosperous 

yield. 

What of the rain-bow, is it good or bad? If anything it is believed 

to be bad, he answered, for it appears during the rainy season only to 

herald the termination of the rain.  It stops the rain, the people say. 

I then suggested that when the clouds give out the reappearing sun creates 

the ruin-bow and that therefore it is the stopping of the rain that makes 

the rain-bow rather than the reverse.  "Asi pues, 63 solo una creyencia," 

Agustin answered. He then went on to say that while there were some who 

believed that the bow was formed by the rays of the sun there were others 

who said that the rain-bow was a gigantic serpent with a long and coiored 

tail. And are snakes bad things? "^Si, pues." 

This led me to ask whether there were rattle snakes around and he said 

there were plenty but only "en las faldas del volcan cerca las orillas del 

lago" where there was much sun for these snakes inhabited only groung that 

is warm. Have you ever seen a rattle-snake? Yes, many, and killed many too. 

With your machete. Yes. '.'.'hat is done if a snake succeeds in biting a person? 

There is a way of extracting the venom; I («gustin) do not know the method 

but Salvador Movichok knows how. How many persons has he helped? Perhaps 

five or six? And they are all well? ACan one die of a snake-bite? "Si, pues." 

Are there other poisonous snakes besides rattlesnakes? Yes, there is a short 

snake that inhabits cold places. Agustin forgot what it was called. 
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'.'.•hat else do they say about the rain-bow?    There is another belief 

that the  rain-bow is the breath of a certain animal which has the head 

and torso of a maiden but  instead of legs has a long colored tail.    They 

say that  sight  of thiB animal would strike one dead.    Has any-one ever 

seen this animal.   "No,  es solo una creencia,  nada mas."    The people  say 

that many,  many years ago this animal was  seen."    7/hen does it  come out. 

Haven(t you got a religious calendar,  he asked? No.    Well in about a month 

maybe we will be able to get  such a calendar,  or perhaps the  content of 

such a calendar,  from the  za.i orines. Agustin volunteered.    Is it hard to 

get inronnation from za.i orines 7    Yes, there is a belief that- whoever gets 

information from a za.jorin will sicken (or die?).    fWs That is why people 

are reluctant to talk about it.    But being from another country where the 

customs differ I may be able to get information without harmful effect,  I 

suggested.    Would you be afraid to get  za.jorin data/— I continued.    No, 

I would not be  scared,  it is only a story.    And you don't think the  story 

is true,  I queried.    No.    But  some beliefs may be true,  I,suggested.    Yes, 

some may be tnue,  answered Agustin, who knows ? 

Getting back to this animal    with the head of a maiden,  I went on, 

when does it  come out,  according to belief.    There is a day known to the 

za.i orines when animals come out of the cerro,  this one included.    One day 

each year?    N9,   one day out of twenty  (the  üyan calendar).    '.Vhich of the 

hills around here is meant by this cerro?    The peninsula to the right of 

the muelle, he indicated;   it is not really a cerro but they call it that. 

The place we visited some time ago?    Yes, that's it. 

I then brought up the  subject of the  quarrel between Francisco and 

Tomas jfoxcum.    No, he did not know the cause.    I told him that Francisco 

had said that Tomas' wife talked perpetually like an i.titeca and then^sked 

Agustin whether it was common to call a prattling women an Atiteca.    He  said 

that it was. Hl/hat do you think the Atitecas say of the Pedranos? '.Vho knows? 

J. 
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Are there any other similar statements about people of other pueblos? No, 

except that when'a person is making pifo all clay around here they sometimes 

call him a Pableño. But the officials at thé intendencia are often making 

pi-tar are. they ever called Pableños? No. It appeared, that the .appellation 

applied less to those who made twine than to those knit. with.little wooden 

sticks into bags, matates and similar twine products. Still there is quite 

a pita industry here isn't there? Yes,, he answered, but the people of San 

Pablo make much more than we do here-. Are there any villages besides San 

Pablo and San Pedro that make pita? No, those are the only. ones. 

I told him that Francisco had labeled Thomas "malo hombre-'!, but Augustin 

reserved comment, as if not caring to evaluate the contestante. I asked him 

•••''•.. 

whether there was any demanda in progress .with reference to this case and 

was told that there was not but that Tomás might be initiating one. At this 

I suggested' that it would seem that Tomás must think that he is in the right* 

It cannot be known who is right, Augustin answered, until the intendente goes 

into the matter with witnesses and statements and decides which of the two has 

talked the most. (I did not get this point top clearly but it appeared that 

in the case of a quarrel whichever of the two parties was found to have done 

the most talking was the one subject to fine.) Augustin left at 10:30 when I 

told him that I had work to do on the typewriter. He apologized for having 

taken up so much-of my time and I did likewise for his time. I thereupon 

sat down at the typewriter to record the a> nversation which I did v/ithin the 

next hour and a half, there being several interruptions. 

Shortly after Augustin left Lois and I were outside in front of our 

neighbor's porch watching Marguerite weaving cloth for a man's shirt. As we 

stood watching-her weave, Tomás Yoxcum came by and as always conscientiously 

shook hands with both of us. He asked whether I was going for a walk and I 

replied that I had too much work to do. He then pointedto a small cut on his 

small toe and asked if we could do something for it» I told him to return later 
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since Lois was on her way elsewhere at the moment and since it appeared to me 

that his wound was of the sL ightest order. He sai'd- he would return in the 

afternoon. 

(Following written by Lois) 

As Ben left Tomás to return to the typewriter I went on in the direction 

of Elena's house to visit Andrea.a»é However as I passed the house of Emanue/ila 

Morales and called out to Petrona who was out in the patio, Emanuela'came out 

with little Bartolo on her arm and called to me. She pointed to Bartolo's • 

face with an expression of dismay and it did seem that the cheek had taken a 

turn for the worse again and was quite red and damp. At this point S. came 

along carrying a tinaj a on her head as she was bringing water for us. She 

said Emanuela would like to have some medicine put on Bartolo's face and X 

told her to ask them to come over a little later when I returned from seeing 

Andrea» S. eaid that Emanuela was going to put Bartolo to sleep'in a little 

while, would I therefore do it first. I turned back home accompanied by 

Emanuela, Bartolo anfl Petrona. I first put some vaseline on Petrona's lip 

which has been badly cracked and bleeding the last few days. Then I put zinc 

salve and a fresh bandage on Bartolo's cheek. Emanueii asked whether I could 

not put the same white powder on Ms cheek to dry it up which I had put on 

Petrona's foot the day before (S. translating). I explained that this medicine 

(sulphomerthiolate) was too strong and that the medicine I put on would dry 

it up better. 

I went to see Andrea, meeting Elena on the way wko wa« carrying two bunches 

of green onions which she said she had bought from a wenaaPablenft. who was 

selling them here today. She told me that she paid one cent for the two bunches 

t[hen I asked. When I arrived at her house a native of San Marcos,carrying a 

bag of oranges slung over his back with the handle around his forehead, was 

just coming up the path from the playa; His wife carrying a basket on her head 
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followed a short way behind. He carried two oars which he te«ugk<fe-eve*->td     ' 

•fcfee-hotwe- left leaning against the side of Elena's house. He exchanged some 

words with her mother and brother Emanuel before they transacted any business. 

Since I was interested in buying some oranges also I waited to see what he 

would ask them first. He started by asking one cent for three and after some 

discussion I picked up five medium size oranges and said they were smaller than 

some of the others. He said that was all right. The oranges which he brought 

were larger than most I had seen before. Not having any money with me I asked 

Elena if she would go to our house and get the money for the oranges. She 

went taking the oranges with her. .The orange vendor seemed w,omewhat surprised 

and asked if I live here. I said' yes and then he went on saying something which 

I did not understand but he mentioned Panajachel and I thought he was asking if 

we had not been in Panajachel. I answered that last week we were there to visit 

friends. He continued and again I did not understand most of what he said but 

caught the words Sol Tax. When I explained that he was the friend we visited 

in Panajachel the man said that he was also a good friend of his. He gave 

his name as Lukas and said that he had been the intendente of San Marcos when 

Sol Tax visited there/ with his señora who came with him. Y/e shook hands and I 

went in to see Andrea. She was sitting up in bed and her knee had pretty much 

the same appearance as it had yesterday. It seemed less swollen however and 

the bandage I had put on yesterday was off. In its place was a clean rsg. 

There was a small amount of matter issuing from the large hole in her knee v/here 

the infection had come to a head. I washed it several times with lukewarm ' 

water and potassium permanganate and applied another thick wad of cotton with 

gauze and tape over it as a bandage. I said it looked fine and it was surely 

getting better now. No one said anything about her fear that it would not dry 

up as they had done yesterday and the day before. I asked Manuel how his eye 

was getting along and he said it still hurt very badly. I told him to come 

back home with me and I would give him something to wash it with as I had done 

before (boric acid solution). 

«.tfrfaasa&t^^tifflflfo» 
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7/hen we arrived at our house at about 11:15, Ben was standing on the 

porch and Lucas, the vendor from San Uarcos was just leaving. Ben had bought 

five more oranges from him. I told him that Lucas v/as a friend of Sol Tax. 
told 

Ben asked him about'this and then eteked him that in this village the people 

say that in the United States the extranjeros eat naturales. Lucas said, 

"Oh no, the Germans are bad people we don't like them, but the Americans are 

fine people, they are our amigoSj they are just like us". (Travel must be 

broadening). Before leaving he asked if we buy other things. Hementioned that 

Li's. Tax bought huípiles from his wife. 

I gave Manuel some boric acid solution and the eye cup %f> wash his eye. 

He did this out on the porch as S. was sweeping the floor inside. After she 

had apparently finished I asked her to sweep a second time explaining, as I 

had done before that it was too big to pick up all the dirt in one sweeping. 

She did so very superficially saying that there wasn't much dirt. Uhen she 

was finished I took the broom and demonstrated by sweeping out a lot of dust 

from under the kitchen table. She said con permiso and was about to leave when 

I asked her if she would empty the garbage from the yard. 

As I was waiting for the lunch to finish cooking I sat on the porch typing. 

Ben was dictating part of this morning's notes. I saw Anita Cotuo standing in 

front of her grandmother's house. I greeted her but she did not respond. She 

turned her face away and put her shawl partly over her face, smiling a little, 

perhaps in embarrassment. When I looked up again she was looking over again 

and I again called out a greeting to her. She did not answer, but I heard her 

grandmother prompt her saying, "awatch nan" several times. Just as we were 

about to sit.down to eat lunch Graciella, Madelena and Anita appeared on our 

porch. I greeted them and this time Anita responded, buenos dias. She asked 

"Where is your servant?".. I said she was at home. She then want on with 

a great deal of affect,an* her eyes moistening, and voice catching to say that 

the 'teniente asked her why she is not working for us anymore. Ben thought she 
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said, though I did not, that she wondered whether the reason we had let her go- 

was that she had failed to come to work once when gen had wanted her to. He 

therefore assured her that her work had been satisfactory and that the only 

reason we had not kept her at the time was that there was no work at the time. 

I then tried to explain that at that time she had said she could not work in 

the evenings and that when we did hare more work I did not ask her to come 

because she lives far away and it would not be convenient for her to come at 

night. She answered with great assurance, that it is convenient for her when- 

ever there is work. She asked how long S. is going to remain and I said I did 

not know. I asked her if she was weaving belts now and she said she is and 

why don'x I buy one from her. I asked how giuch they cost and she said fifty 

cents. I said I  could not pay that much, and she askedhow much I would say* 

I said tv/enty-five cents.  She said, no, that is too cheap because they are 

difficult to make, not like just working (gesturing toward the house to indi- 

cate that this was more skilled than housework). I said we would see. 

After lunch I sat down to type these notes. S. came in at 2:45 p.m. 

although she is due at 2:00. I didn't say anything. We asked her if she had 

really told Augustin this morning iwhen he came that we hadgone to San Juan. 

She laughed and said yes. Why? No se. He came and asked for Benjamin andl said 

Benjamin isn't here, he went to San Juan. You always joke with Augustin? Yes. 

Do you joke with other men too? No, fio se.(laughing). I asked S. who had bought 

the tinaja which we had sold the other night. When Anita was here she complained 

that when she worked here she had wanted to buy one of our tinajas and we did 

not sell it to her, but now we sold it. We explained that we sold it now because 

our friend in Panajachel had bought another for us which we would get shortly. 

She said I knew you sold it because my sister bought it and I recognized it. She 

asked how much it had cost* When S. came I wanted to find out who had the 

tinaja since S. had supposedly bought it for her sister Chorna. When I asked her 

about it she said"Why", and I evaded and explained again that I wanted to know .. 
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who had bought it. She was either not understanding me or evading the question 

with a puzzled look. Finally I told her about the .incident with Anita earlier 

that she had said her sister had the tinaja(for which v/e have not yet been 

paid). She laughed and said oh, my sister Chorna has the tinaja but Isabella 

Gotuc is carrying water for her because Chorna is pregnant and perhaps Anita 

saw Isabella with the tinaja and thought it was hers. I asked then if Chorna 

is not carrying water does she know that she is pregnant. She answered, no, 

my mother just tells her not to go for water, that there is too much other work 

to do and she thinks that Í6 why. How old is Isabella Cotuc? Fifteen. Does 

she know why Chorna doesn't carry water now? Ko, she thinks sKe has other work 

to do. Does she get paid for carrying water? Ko, she has nothing to do, 

Tomás Yoxcum came in to have his toe treated. I asked him to be seated 

on the porch and after I finished he came in and shook hands with Ben before 

leaving. He left, saying he would return in an hour or two. Y/hen Ben asked 

him why, he replied that it was his pleasure to converse with us.  (As of now, 

five o'clock, he has fortunately not returned.) 

About four o'clock Consuela Kovichok andlv'aximina Rosales came to the 

door to ask uc to change an American dime which they had received in selling 

a small belt to tourists for 10/Í. V/e gave them a Guatemalan dime, although 

they had thought from the size of the American coin that it was worth only • 

5/. In a few minutes they returned with-an American nickle and a coin from 

San Salvador. V/e changed neither. Since these were the girls that had been 

accused by S's friend of harboring our toy auto and aerplane, I asked them 

whether they would return the toys which I had loaned them several weeks ago. 

They looked disturbed, Kaximina whispered something to Consuela and the; latter 

said "which toys." TVhen I mentioned the auto and aerplane they became more 

disturbed and began whisp'er/ing back and forth. I caught the word Susana. 

Consuela then-repeated that she Aid not have them in their house and that she 

had returned the plane at four o'clock of the same day she borrowed it . 
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I suggested that since she did not have it perhaps some other boy or girl 

did. 7/ould she therefore help us look for it and- v:e would give her a gift 

if she found it. This drew the answer, "I do not have it in my house." 

This went on for several minutes fe* and finally the girls half-hecrtedly 

agreed to look for it. As I was sitting on the hammock Consuela came up 

and started fingering my hair. Next a yellow neck clip caught her attention. 

She fingered it and asked what it was. T/heü I took it off my blouse to show 

her she reached out and took it. 1 took it back. 

I returned to my typing and in a few minutes (about 4:30) a girl whom 

I had never before seen appeared at the door. Susana had told her that I 

would like to buy some servietas. she said, She had them wrapped in her 

rebosa, /asked her to show them to me. -She said that her family had bought 

them in Totonicapán to resell heBe. I bought none5 they were too expensive. 

The one I liked would cost me 70/. She asked me how long Susana, was going to 

work for us. \7e did not know. At this point Ben came into the house out of 

the hammock outside in which he had been lolling all afternoon in an effort 

to overcome a slight case of dysentery or what-not that made him a little 

pale under the gills. From this point on both Ben and I interrogated the 

girl visitor. 

In response to our inquiries she told us in rather good Spanish (though 

that she 
we are poor judges) that her name is Luisa García,/is fifteen years old and 

is originally from Totonicopán. She has lived here about #if seven years 

with her four younger siblings and her mother, her father living in Totoni- 

copán with another woman. Her motherjá and father were separated in the intendencia | 

and perhaps would be divorced in Solóla. She asked if we were crsWea and we   ^ 

explained that we were Catholics, but that in the United States at least half 

the people were cráentes and to us it was the person that counted not their 

religions since after all there is only one god. She appeared to welcome 

this attitude and went on to say that the people here made jokes about creyentes. 

0- 
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Ben adked her what kind of sport they make and she answered that they 

said that creyentes have horns. A little later she amended her statements 

to the effect that only the incrédulos, and not the regular Catholics made 

fun of the Protestants. She then went on to state that no one made fun 

of them now. because the intendente (who is católico, she said) put a halt 

to it. She did hov/ever say that that the eatholics were rather lax here, 

attending iglesia only irregularly. On beinc questioned Luisa said she 

attended the capilla four times a v/eek between 7 and 9 in the evening; on 

Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday. Never in the morning? Yes, during 

semana santa. <• 

3en asked her who was the ¿efe of the capilla. She said it was old man 

Pascual P'ats who has a tienda, but addod-that another leader was Agustín 

Tsikáye, also quite old. CountinC the p-stor Catarino Par, also up in years, 

there "could be said to be three leaders. The latter is from Solplá but now 

that he lives here he wears Pedrano clothes, she said. 

"/hen she said that she lived arriba near the carpenter Francisco Yoxcum, 

3en asked her whether she knew anything about'the quarrel that took place be- 

tee/fa Francisco and Tomás Yoxcum. She only replied that they are tontos hombres. 

Is Francisco Yoxcum a creyente? He was at one time but is no longer because he 

gave mal testimonio. Apparently his v/ife v/as not much better as a Protestant. 

T/hat of our neibor Nikolas Gonzalez, well, he's a creyente but he doesn't 

attend because he goes to sleep by 7p.ií. And Julián Cotuc? No, he is fallen 

(cayido)? Yfhy? Because he ^íS implicated with a woman (comprometer)/ Ker 

name? She is a cuñada of      Cotuc (of Julián himself or ofi another Cotuc— 

we didn't get this point clear) and is named Lkgdalena Pf/ok. As she gave this 

information, she lowered her voice, looked about, and said, "Now, you won't 

say anything?" Now that' he is fallen can Cotuc ever become a creyente again? 

Only if he confesses. On being questioned Luisa said that the wife of Nikolas 

González, Aiyíft Quiaquain, v/as a good creyente» as were her married daughters. 

¿tfikltiti^^^V^Aji^ffrl 
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(Following -written by 3en) 

I asked Luisa García whether she liked it better here or in Totonicopan. 

She said it was better here because it was not so cold as there. In other 

respects, ho-.vever, she did not speak more favorably of the local citizens. 

They did not know Spanish as well as in Totonicapán. This was evidently a 

a ;rs.ve shortcoming in Luisa's eyes since she prided herself of the fact that 

she had gone to school for four years (in San Pedro) and was able to write. 

She wears a Totonicopan skirt as do all the P.edranas ('-,2.00 she said they cost) 

but she wears neither a local nor Totonicopan huipil. She doesn'i like huipils. 

She wears a blouse, more in the direction of ladinas, though it is true that 
women 

many Pedranas wear then too. I reminded her that the fotonicopán/sling their 

babies while the local mothers let them crawl around on the ground. I asked 

her which custom was better and she said that of Totonicapán was, but was not 

able to explain why she thought so. 

She volunteered the information that the people of Totonicopan spoke 

Quiche in contrast to the Zutugil spoken here. I toüid her that the Quiche 

of Chichicast enango di not use the word Za.1 orln but say chuchgajau instead. 

They used still a different term in Totonicopan,she saidj ax-xi she seemed to say 

In San Pedro do they use the word ja$©y¿a zajorin or chuchgahau or what? No, 

here they say axkum. And what is the word for brujo? The word is zaiorin. 

(That's her story, believe it or not.) 

Before leaving she asked how long we were going to be here and how long 

we were going to retain S. In answer to the latter we told her that we did not 

know. Well, if you don't keep her I want to work for you, she aaid. 2ifi8**T 

Finally she made a hurried exit at the patio door as there was a knock at the 

front door. As she was leaving she asked Lois if we would come to her house 

tomorrow. Lois asked why to which she responded "para saludar me". Lois 

said that we would certainly visit her when we went out walking. In the 

meantime I went to open the front door and permit Francisco Yoxoum to enter. 

ts^i^^cjAjjB^iÉ&jh^ittiftíttKttiimáiiá 
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He brought over a paakage of nails which had come from Atitlan. I had given 
three 

him ten cents *we days ago which he v/as to give to ,one of the regidores to 

buy the nails in order to finish the closet which he started to fix Sunday. 

I asked him v/hen he wanted to work on the closet and he answered now. I 

told him it was perhaps too late to start now and suggested that he come to- 

morrow. He said he would have to work on his inilpa tomorrow morning and would 

not return until one o'clock. I told him to come whenever it is convenient 

and thanked him for bringing the nails. He said I told you that I would bring 

the nails and I don't want to be a liar. He made as if to leave but turned 

back asking if I would care to change some pieces of silver fer money. I 

said I was sorry but had no use for silver. He told me that some people such 

as turistas bought silver for fashioning rings. I told him that I was not a 

tourist and showed him that I wore no rings. He left, saying, "Pues, hasta mañana. 

.Vi six o'clock as we were in the nidst of eating supper, Suaana came in. 

This was rather early for her to return in the evening but she had come nearly 

as early the night before. She remained standing stately for a minute and 

then said in a dignified manner, "I come here to ask a favor of you. Pardon me 

for causing a disturbance, lly mother has a very-strong- cramp here (pointing to 

the region of her heart ).aiMt-we« Do you have some medicine to help her. Lois 

prepared a solution of chlorodine in water as v/ell as two aspiring to be taken 

ah hour later. These S. took away and we continued eating. In a few minutes 

as we left the table S. reappeared and said, "Thank you very much for the med- 

icine. My mother has very severe cramps in the region of her heart and would 

like to have you come now to see heB for she may not live through the night." 

S. did not act disturbed. Lois went home with her and found the mother kneel- 
in 

ing/the bed with her hands clasped under her breasts. A cloth/ was wrapt around 

her head. She moaned and complained that she was in pain. She said that the 

pain had come suddenly at two o'clock in the afternoon. S. explained that her 

mother felt ae though something was clenching her heart. However when the mother 
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pointed to the place that hurt Lois thought that it was more ±n the region 

of her stomach than her heart. Her mother loosened her belt and lifted up 

her blouse for Loi9 to see better where the pain was. S. repeated again that 

her mother was afraid she was going to die. Lois assured her that although 

she had a great deal of pain she would surely not die. S. suggested as an 

explanation of her mother's illness that it was from the "aire", and added 

that she thought the sickness which she had had in her legs had risen to 

her heart. Lois returned in a few minutes for a bromide, VThen she returned 

to S's house Chorna came in from the other room holding their baby sister on 

her arms. S. said the poor thing hadn't eaten all day because her mother 

wasn't able to feed it. Lois asked if the baby could drink cow's milk and S. 

said it could. Mother was still in the same position. She drank the water 

in which Lois dissolved the bromide and thanked her for it. .YThen Lois asked 

for water S. said, hot v/ater? In cases of illness no one seems to think of 

taking cold water. Lois asked for water just slight&y lukewarm and had to 

ask to have it colder as it was brought almost hot. In the meantime S's 

brother Erasmus and Lorenzo Gonzlez came into the room. For some unknown 

reason, perhaps because they were in the way, S. hit her brother very irrit- 

ably and he went out holding his arm to his face and crying loudly. Later when 
her 

she helped Lois she gave him +h« baby to hold. Lois went to Elena's house to 

get the hot-water bottle which, although not in use there, had not been re- 

turned. When she arrived Nicholas Gonzalez and his son Manuel were there and 

Andrea was sitting on the hammock. They thought she had come to see Andrea's 

knee but Lois said' since the bandage was still on it would be all right until 

tomorrow. They said she felt a little better now and thanked Lois profusely. 

They gave Lois the hot-water bottle when she asked for it and again thanked 

her. She brought the hot-water bottle to S's mother who said that now she had 

only had one severe cramp since I had come with the medicine and she was able 

to lie down in the bed. She said the hot-water bottle made her feel better and 
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thanked Lois. Lois suggested that perhaps S. would like to stay home this 

evening since her mother v/as sick and it would be all right if she did not 

come to wash the dishes. S. translated this to her mother who said something 

which Lois did not understand, except she caught the word "trastes". S. said 

her mother was feeling better now and she would come. When 

While Lois was still at S's house, 1 went out onto the rock beyond the 

Cox group of houses to await the rising of the reddened moon which now at its 

full stage. I arrived there nearly a half hour too soon it developed. In the 

meantime a crowd of children had collected around me. These included the Gox 

girls, Bartolo Cox (not baby Bartolo) and Alberto Gonzalez fronrnext door to us. 

There were others. '.Then I took Angelina's rebosa in sport, pretending I was cold 

Alberto suggested that I buy a nan's red rebosa to put around my neck. Kow 

much do they cost? Z5/1,    And where can I get one. "Con nosotros." But you 

need yours, "Ho, we have them for selling." Some other day, I answered. 

Yesterday the moon rose earlier, Alberto observed. 7/hy is that, I tiered; 

do you think that tomorrow the raooa may rise early again? No, he correctly 

explained, the moon rises later each day. Like, the sun, it rises red and then 

turns white. \Yhy is that? Saber? I then pointed to each of the cardinal 

directions in turn and asked Alberto to name them. As I pointed at the rising 

moon in the east over the lake, he said it was north. V/hen I pointed north he 

said it was east. He got west and south straight. 

Some women cane to v/here we were standing. They spoke in lengua and 

Alberto translated for them. They wondered why I was out there looking it 

the moon. I told that them that it was a pretty sight. They asked why I 

had not brought the señora with me. I explained she was busy administring 

medicine elsewhere. VThy don't you go get her now, they suggested. I told 

them again that she was occupied.- Y/hat a pity you haven't got your field-glasses 

here to see the moon, Alberto said. Maybe, I'll bring them to see the moon- 

rise tomorrow night, I responded. At this the women commented that the. moon 
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would rise an hour later tomorrow, that is at eight instead of seven.  I 

observed to myself that this was more celestial knowledge than .'.merican 

urbaniies could be expected to have. Then the women said that there were 

no clouds which foretold that that it v/ould be cold tomorrow. I asked 

Alberto whether he thought thie was true and he answered, "8i, dicen." 
names 

I asked Alberto about star names and he confirmed the day previously 

given me by Lknuel Gortez: the "seven stars" were known as mats' and the 

six stars of Orion's belt and sword were called crusá. Alberto knew no 

beliefs about them. Do you know any other names? There is a star called 

Santiago (?) which rises at four in the morning (venus?). 

".'."hen the adults had left and only a handful of children remained, 

Alberto turned round and urinated near the spot where he had been standing, 

even though Helena Cox, slightly younger than Alberto, was only a few feet 

away. No one seemed to pay any attention to this action. Lien, T had noticed 

on other occasions, went off a little distance but not necessarily out of 

#e view of the public. Duting the fiesta of Reyes on January 6, for example, 

the religious officials who were marching around ina body from house to house 

all day long would occasionally go off a few paces against a fence or alongside 

a house, lift up their left pantalón and urinate, in view of any one who careed 

to look, though no one seemed to care. 

A minute after Alberto finished urinating young Bartolo Cox let out an 

audible fart, for which Alberto appeared to chide him angrily in ¡Lengua. In 

another minute the little fellow farted again and again he was bawled out. I asked 

Alberto v/hy he was angry with him and was told that it was bad to fart in the 

presence of ladinos» After some questioning it developed that it is not bad 

(or at least less bad) to fart when only Haturales were around, that the notion 

of offending ladinos by so doing probably arouse from the attitude taj$n by 

the ladino school-teachers who, Alberto said, would box the ears of a- child for 

r ^w^^^^^^^^^ 
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farting in school. If they did not learn to control themselves they might 

even be whipped. That's not nice of the instructors, is itj I suggested. 

Ho, said Alberto, it wi.s baavo. Are all ladinos bravo? Ho, there are some 

good ones. How is the comandante? He's good; they say he is not bravo with 

the soldiers. How is the secretario? He's good. How are the school-teachers? 

They're good. And thpy don't hit children? Ho, those teachers who were bravo 

were sent away. If a ladino farts v/hen naturales are around would the latter 

punish him? Ho, they would be afraid; besides ladinos wouldn't fart. T/hy are 

naturales afraid of ladinos? Saber? Are ladinos afraid of naturales? wkyHo. Y/hy 

not? Saber? 

Is the moon dead or alive? Í asked, to change a subject which was getting 

ne no place fast. It is a person, Alberto replied, lían or woman? A man. A 

companion of Alberto's corrected him in lengua; I recognized the word for woman 

(izóq). Thereupon Alberto said, "He says the moon is a woman." Is that correct? 

"Si, dicen," Alberto replied. The sun is a man because he is stronger than the 

moon, he added. He then went on to volunteer the information that the moon had 

a face which was visible but that it had only one eye in contrast to the sun 

which had two eyes and was therfore brighter. Is the moon good? Yes, it sheds 

illumination. 

When I returned to the house I found a huge gallery of spectators at the 

two doors watching Lois bathe the badly infected small toe of TereeE^ Navichuk. 

Y/hile I was out looking at the moon' she had been brought over by one of her 

relatives. Lois returned from S.'s house by this time. The spectators, mainly 

children had gradually gathered around and had asked to have the radio played. 

Since I had not yet returned to work and Lois was occupied with Teresa,she 

decided to play the radio for a short time. Shortly after I returned we turned 

off the radio and politely ushered everybody out. S. assisted in ushering out 

the group standing at the patio door but she made an exception in the case of 
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Elena and her small brother Kikolas. V.'hen Lois asked why Nikolas had not left 

S. said, "He is Elena's brother". Since we did not want to seem to show favori- 

tism and besides did not want any company around, we suggested that it might 

be better if they left also. Alberto remained standing at the door and said he 

was waiting for the moon to rise further so he could look at it through my field 

glasses. I told him he could wait on the porch and could call me when the moon 

came up. He, Elena, her niece Gustina, Kikolas and Rosa Cotuc remained sitting 

outside on the porch and Lois and I went to our typing. Later Alberto called 

in and Lois took the field glasses out. She asked whether they thought the 

moon had any eyes. Alberto answered that it had one. Elena replied two but 

did not seem at all sure and quickly changed her mind, saying one. T/hen Lois 

asked if the moon was hot or cold they were equally undecided, first saying 

hot and then cold. Lois asked this again in a few minutes and Elena answered 

cold. Hiena did not know whether it was man or woman but Alberto said it was a 

woman. Is the moon good or bad? Alberto thought it was good but didn't know 

why. Their comments when looking through the field glasses were all to the 

effect that it was very big. 

In the meantime S. was doing the dishes inside the house. There was routine 

conversation, S. inclining to be facetious. I was typing page 11 of these notes 

and wanted verification of the names of the Protestant leaders mentioned to us 

aarlier by Luisa Garcia. I therefore looked up casually (I trust) from the 

typewriter and led up to the subject by mentioning our lack of sartenes, their 

availability in the tienda of Pascual P'ats, the fact that the latter vas said 

to be a creyente» Indeed, she replied, he is the head of the creyentes, here, 

having come originally from Totonicopán. The head (cabeza)? Lois queried. 

Yes, she laughed, pointing to her head. And who is the foot of the Protestant 

body? Lois vas being facetious. "El pastor Catarino Far is el pie," she quipped, 

in evident merriment, and vent on to suggest that el estomago was the Totonicopán 

mother of Luisa Garcia. "And who," I asked, "is the heart of the Protestant body?nj, 

Ieobela,Gonaale*, she answered unhesitatingly. 
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After this I asked S. to evaluate some of the local personalities. 

To be safe I started out with Agustin Pop, asking if ho was well liked. 

He was. How about Tomás Yoxcun? Oh, he's bad; he picks quarrels with 

many people. Now that I had tested her out on two extremes and found 

her satisfactory, I asked her about Julian Cotuc, since S. and his daughter 

e» apparently have not been on speaking terms since we replaced one By the 

other as maid, and since it is possible that S. may have heard of Julian's 

escapade with another woman. She said he was a good fellow. How about 

ünanuel Cortéz? He's well-liked ""hen he is not off his mind* Does this 

still happen? Yes, off and on. She laughed and added that only today 

while whe passed his house she saw him standing alone in the doorway 

with his head cocked as if listening though there was nothing to listen to. 

A moment later, she said, he started talking to himself, saying "asi," "como 

no," and similar little phrases. 

Heat, Lois mentioned that Anita Cotuc had spoken to her for the fi/rst 

time since S. began working for us. In answer to questioning, S. said that 

the two have not spoken since that event though they had been on friendly 

terms previously. VThy the present unfriendliness? Probably because Anita 

is resentful of the fact that S. was now working here, the latter hazarded. 

She added that she did-not hesitate to speak to Anita when the latter was 

working for us but now that the tables are turned Anita is unwilling to 

converse with her. 

Omission: In the morning in addition to the other beliefs Agustin 

Pop told me that the people here believe of the rain-bow that one must 

never point to it with the right hand. Why not? They say the hand will 

become paralyzed. Do you believe that this is true. "Na, es solo una 

creyenoia. nada mas«" He also had occasion to affirm S's previous state- 

ment that there were only two raidwives here at present. 
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S. arrived and v;e asked how her mother •«•as feeling. She said she 

was somewhat better; she had slept all'during the night. S. said 

her mother had asked if I would .come over and see her this morning. I 

v/ent in a little while but stopped first to take along some medicine. In 

the minute or two that I stopped at the medicine cabinet S. had gone on 

to her house ahead of me. (She might have wanted to warn them that I was 

coming and to straighten things up). TThen I arrived S. was sitting by her 

mother's bed. The rest of the family was apparently in the other room. 
stir 

I asked S. for a half cup of water and a spoon to «in the bromide with. I 

remembered having used a spoon to do this the evening before but forgot 

that I had brought a cup and spoon with me from our houBe the night before. 

If I had remembered I wouldn't have asked for a spoon knowing that S. would 

suffer great embarrassment if they didn't have one. She disappeared into 

the other room and was gone for several minutes. During this: time there 

was a lot of conversation between S. and her sisters which I could not 

understand. However I did hear the word for spoon and I' heard S. in a 

complaining and. almost half-crying voice with a great deal of irritation 

discuss the spoon. By this time I guessed that there wasn't any and called 

to S. I was going to tell her that anything would serve the purpose when she 

came in carrying the cup of water and an old tarnished table knife. I said 

it was good for the purpose and used it. Chorna, S's older sister was hold- 

ing their newborn baby sister. I could see her when S. opened the door between 

the two rooms. I tried to find out what the baby had eaten, since last night 

they said the bother hadn't been able to feed it, but didn't succeed. 

S. and I returned from her house and I went to see Andrea, Vihen 
10t00a.nu 

I arrived Andrea was sitting up in bed. Her husband Manuel was 

shelling corn off the cobs and spreading it out on a cloth in front of the 

house. Gustina seemed to be in fairly good humor. She is frequently cry- 

ing or complaining. But this time she responded each time 
grandmother 
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or Elena said some word or phrase which she repeated,  laughing after she 

did so.    She is about two and half or three and ljike Kadelena next door does 

not say whole words or phrases. TThen repeating a word she sometimes says only 

part of it. With two words she may say part of each.    After a little while 

she seemed to be complaining or asking for something and I asked Elena what 

she wanted.    She replied that she wanted to be put in the hammock*    For some 

reason they did not want to put her in and she continued to complain for a 

time. 

Ventura Pop a neighbor and apparently friend of the family came ia. 

She had been there yesterday and also on most other oocasione'when I have 

been there. Elena said she wanted to know whether it was all right to bathe 

the little girl to whom I had given anti-worm medicine last week on the same 

day that Gustina ht.d been given it. I said it was all right -to do so and 

Elena interpreted this to her since she speaks no Spanish. I asked why she 

had not brought her younger baby over for "aceite comer" yesterday and Elena 

said she didn't know. V/hen I questioned her further she responded that she 

was ashamed to come. With a great deal of questioning and man)? "I don't know 's" 

from Elena I got the following information! Ventura was ashamed to come to our 
(burlar) 

house because our neighbors talk about her. They ridicule/her and other people 

who come to our house and in addition say that we said we don't want people 

coming to our house. The neighbors who are doing the ridiculing are Graciela.'s 

mother, Marguerite, her mother Anna Q. and Anna's husband, Nicholas G. They. 

also say that Elena comes to our house to beg (pedir) for money and food. 

V/hen I asked whether she believed these things Elena said "No ellas son solo 

mentiras", but although this form of social sanction was not strong enough in 

her case to keep her away entirely it might explain why she has preferred to 

come to the window or street door rather than through the patio in view of our 

neighbors. 

LaApe in the ffewioon when I had lulmuud liuimT Augustin Pop came in.    Hii^ 
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foot which had been practically healed about a week ago was not giving him 

a great deal of pain and he walked with difficulty. The sore on hia instep 

was again issuing some matter and another small sore appeared near hi6 toes. 

He did not ask for medicine for it until I asked how it was getting along 

and whether he wanted to have medicine for it. He said he was planning to 

go to Sololátomorrow to visit Juan Rosales and had come to find out if we 

wanted to send a letter or anything else with him to Juan. ".Vhiie he was 

soaking his foot in a hot-v/ater solution of permanganate Ben gave him two 

books to look at,- saying that he had work to do in the office. The books 

viere "My Life with the Eskimo" and "Mitla". S. who was preaeot came over and 

also v/anted to look at them. She seemed more interested in the pictures in 

"Kitla" and Augustin was more interested, in the pictures of the Eskimos. 

Ben came into the room when he had finished looking through the book.and- 

Ben asked which he found more interesting and he said he was more interested 

in the people of the r,orth.1se«attfl« Ben asked if he liad ever heard of Eskimos 

or people who lived in the north pole before and he said he never had. 

Ben said it was interesting to see how other'people live and Augustin said 

yes, it is very interesting to see the different customs of people in other 

parts of the world. Ben said that in other parts of the world they not only 

have different customs but think that there customs are the only right ones. 

It'-s different here where the people say that, different customs are all right 

for different people. "Why of course", he chimed in (si pues). 

Ben neat brought up the topic of beliefs afeout the moon and Augustin 

confirmed the fact that there were current stories about the moon beiig female 

while the sun was male and having only one eye while the sun had two. He went 

on to add that another story relates why the moon is blind in one eye. 

It seems that the moon was at one time the sun but God became angry and 

punished the moon by striking it in the eye. This left only one eye and 

thereafter the moon became dim. »Why did God punish the moon? Because it was- 

¿ASH*.     .  ~ 
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Augustin remained here for some time looking at the books while Ben 

was typing intermittently and I was busy in the'kitchen. When he left we 

accompanied him back to the intendencia where we met the comandante , 

Raphael, the school teacher and another ladino. The intendente came along 

just then/ and sat down near us. Someone mentioned the time and Ben asked 

whether instead of saying "a las cinco" one could say in lengua "a las 

xo?6? " He was told that time is always rendered in Spanish numerals. 

This led to a discussion of the native numbering system, the intendente 

doing most of the talking. Ben asked why one couldn't say kavinák laxúx 

for fifty instead of nik'a^ siento. The intendente answered that it just 

isn't said that way, but after Ben urged that there must have been a dif- 

ferent word for fifty and one hundred earlier before the Spanish word 

ciento was adopted, he said, yes the old people here know'some different 

terms. He went on to explain that there was a numbering system based on 

mandos (units of ten). Thus the term for a hundred and twenty literally 

translated into Spanish would be seis mano.ios. This went on for some time 

and I left to return home. Ben remained to wait for the mailman with the 

others. 

Ben brought up the subject of the comet. He suggested to the intendente 

that now that the comet was receding perhaps the predicted evil would not 

materialize. No, said the intendente , the belief is that God sends hie 

signal and withdraws it and subsequently sends the punishment, some bad form 
Ben • ' - 

of sickness, "f. asked him about previous instances. He responded that about 

twenty-one years ago there was a tailed star with similar forebodings. It 

flashed into prominence, receded and later there came an epidemic* What 

disease? Influenza. 

As.it was approaching time for supper Ben asked Agustín whether he. 

thought the mail-man who comes by foot from Solóla after leaving here at 4 

in "t^6 morning would arrive in a few minutes. Oh, yes. In five »^%J||dH 
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Shortly after I returned from the intendencia while I was preparing 

supper, Alberto Gonzlez came to the door and asked if I wanted to buy 

aguacates. I did not. He then said, "You have a lot of books in that room 

haven't you", pointing to the office. He asked if they were all in English 

and I said they were. I asked him if he would like to see a book about 

naturales who live far away in the north where it is very cold and he res- 

ponded that he certainly was. I then showed him the book about the Eskimos 

and he looked at the pictures with great interest. After -Seeing a picture 

of some boats, he guessed several times that other things were also boats. 

Some of them were not but it was difficult to tell what they were. 'Then 

I explained the picture of dogs' pulling sleighs he got the idea right away 

and said "ellos cargan como caballos". I said, like mules also ? Yes. 

V/e were looking at the book out on the'back porch and I had noticed Vicente 

Rosales kitty-corner from here , standing in front of her house. I went 

into the house for a minute and on returning to the porch Vicente hr.d come 

over and was now also looking at the book. I was somewhat surprised since she 

had not been here foe a long time during the time. And even last night when 

she came to listen to the radio it had been the first time in weeks, I continued 

showing her the 1s«« pictures some of which Alberto had already seen. He 

took the initiative in explaining some of them, identifying objects as boats, 

dogs, men, etc. I then brought out l&tla and showed the pictures in it to 

the two of them. Vicente had made no comments on the pictures of eskimos, 

although she seemed interested, but she showed more animation on seeing the 

pictures of people more like herself. I had said they were also naturales, 

but on seeing their clothing she asked if they were not ladinos. We eame to 

a picture of a man weaving, in the same fashion as women do here. I called 

attention to it and asked if men weave here. -TJi^jf^s^í^itdr^Mír^NPlll^fiááSá» 

fiuAULliüi lliu JüHU weave. Thoy uuu'L uall 1L 1,0.1 ex Llmxa. but tola?. I.then « 

asked what would happen if a man did weave here, &te*4e would they ^x^V^\-M 
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Alberto, mistaking my question answered, no, they wouldn't laugh there, 

it's costumbre there. And here? Yes they would If-ugh. 

S. came in the evening as we were finishing supper. She picked up 

one of the books and sat down to look at the pictures. Ben asked her which 

of the tv/o ("Eskimo" or "L'itla") she preferred and she replied that the 

one about the people whose costumbres were like those here was more interest- 

ing. (I speculated to Ben later that perhaps Augustin's preference was 

characteristic of the men who travel and are therefore more interested in 

differences, while S. 's point of view is characteristic of the women who 

are more "provincial" and more interested in similarities.)(This might 

hold for San Pedro. However women of other towns and villages travel as 

much as men). Y.'e mentioned the picture of a man weaving (lütla) and asked 

if men ever weave here. S. replied thut they do not here -but in Atitlan 

men do weave. However, she added, they don't call it tejiendo, but telando. 

Then I asked S. if she had heard anything about our neighbors telling 

people not to come here. She appeared not to know what'I vías talking about 

and finally I said that Elena had H«wi>4eReá-%ha'fe-+}w-fte4gW»y8-ne)rt-do«r- 

before I got further, she said, "oh yes" she now knew what I was talking about. 

People don't want to come here because they are lemghea-a* ridiculed. "7/ho 

does the ridiculing?" "Anna", she responded without hesitation. How about 

liarguerite? "Sure, they are the same." She volunteered that Emanuela líbrales 
so, much 

doesn't come/anymore because they ridicule her when she does. We asked, then 

do they also ridicule you for coming here to work. She said, "sure, but 

she doesn't pjty attention to it. I don't like to be enemies with anybody". 

She went on to say that in the beginning, Isabela Sonzlez (Anna's daughter) 

ridiculed her too  coming here by saying, "Oh, so you don't have enough +e- 

weaving to do at home so you come here". But, we responded, Isabela herself 

visited us frequently for medicine for Anita; did Anna and liarguerite ridicule 

her? "Of course not", she said, "She's the same family as they are." , , 
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I said that Elena had also mentioned the neighbor's talking about people 

coming here to beg for money and food. Do you'think they do say so? 

She said she thought so. '.7e then asked her if they ridiculed people^ 

who came here during the time that Anita was working here. She replied, 

"No'f puesi" Then we suggested that maybe the neighbors did not like the 

fact that Anita is no longer working here and therefore are spreading 

is 
stories. She said,"perhaps this was true', as though she thought it was. 

At night before we fell asleep we speculated at length regarding 

the possible reasons for the policy of indirect resistance on the part 

of our neighbors. V.'ere they merely piqued that we had replaced a member 

of their family (though not of their housegroup) with another, or did it- 

happen that this other was regarded as belonging to a competitive family 
economic 

even before our advent, or was there the added feeling of/competition? 

Perhaps Anna thought that since we lived in their.patio group it was they 

that should have the first crack at us in selling us tomatoes, eggs, tortillas,! . 

and therefore sought to discourage others from becoming too friendly with us, 

since they knew from observation that we were buying things from others. 

Moreover we were living in a house that belonged to a member of their family 

and they might feel that they had a proprietary right to our trade. Y/e then 

•he- recalled instances of evident reluctance on the part of neighbors to be 

seen on our premises. Most conspicuous case was that of Luis Llendez, member 

of the Cox constellation, who refused to enter through the patio when carrying 

water for us during the iit erval between house-maids and who insisted on going 

for the water only after dark. But this was before it could be evident to 

our neighbors whose notice he was apparently seeking to avoid that we were about 

to hire S. Or were they already put out that we had not retained Anita? 

And we remembered ail the times that Emanuela Llórales had insisted on coming 

and leaving by the front door and showing reluctance in going out into the 

patio with Bartolo and with Petrona. And we recalled how the mother of 

"1 
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Bartolo Cox the elder had never reappeared with her son after the first time 

she came with him to receive treatments for his- heat^eores. Thereafter he 

came with some older child and eventually i^uit coming altogether although 
also 

his head was not yet well. Y7e recalled/how in his case, as in otheñs, we had 

wondered whether they had lost faith in out ability to cure. But this hardly 

could have been true, we recalled having thought at the time, in the case of 

L&ria Paneléw. Both/ her legs were full of raw sores when she came the first 

- and last- time. There was no opportunity for thorn to doubt the efficacy of 

our cure. Or could others have scoffed at the many little patches of tape and 

gauze vie affixed?  'That a boner we pulled, it now appeared evident, when we 

asked a group of mothers and babbies to wait their turn on the porch where they 

were exposed to the subtle scorn of the heighbors' looks and comments—perhaps. 

This was some three weeks ago. This wa« would explain why patients seemed 

suddenly to fall off/ when the reverse should logically have been the case. 

YThatever the reason, Anna and her daughters were spreading stories and we were 

hurt at the thought. Y7e felt hurt because we liad made'such special efforts 

to win their good opinion. Y/e had given the little girls toys to play with 

and candy and peanuts to eat. Y7e had presented them with fruit and they had 

even done the same to us when they returned from the fiesta at San Pabla. 

Moreover we felt we had been exploited. There was hardly a day when they had 

not sent over Graciela with something to sell. Or grandm/other 7/ould come 

herself. And we bought more off them than off anyone else, and deliberately 

to gain their good will. And what did they give us in return? It was hard 

to believe. 

Just before we put out the light Manuel Cortez knocked on our porch 

door. He had not come over for some time but we were tired, we were annoyed, 

it was late and both of us were sugfering from a slight case of dysentery.   • • . 

After exchanging greetings we explained we were about to hit the hay and he left 

(Above typed day following occurrences from memory and 3ketchy notes.) 
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Shortly after S. arrived in the morning i engaged her in a conversation 

about our neighbors,  continuing from the evening before.    I asked if she knew 

what it was that thoy had said to Emanuel Morales when ridiculing her.  She  said 

she only knew that they had ridicule d her but did not know what it was they  said. 

I then suggested that perhaps the mother of the older Bartolo Cox had also been 

subjected to ridicule and therefore she too had not returned with her son for 

the treatments we had been giving for sores on his head.    She thought this might 

be true but said she did not know.    I asked if she could ask Emanuel Morales what 
Emanuela 

had been specifically said to her and suggested that since «he and the other 

Bartolo's mother live in the same house group perhaps she could fiind out from the 

latter as well.    I assured her that I was interested in this information for 

myself only and would not talk about it to anyone else.    She said she would talk 

to Emanuela.    Then I mentioned that when wé first came to live here Vicente Rosales 

and her sisters l&ximina and Maria used to come here but of late they have not 

been coming at all.  Did she think they might have stayed away for the same reason 

as the others? She replied "Creo que si". I askedher also to talk to Vicente and 

she said she would. 

At about 9:30a.m. I went to see Andrea.    The only onew at home were Andrea, 

Elena's mother, Gustina and Nicholas.  Since natone of them speak Spanish X was 

forced to use the few words of lengua which I know and signs to communicate with 

them.    They seemed much amused and somewhat pleased at the few words which I did 

speak.    I asked where Elena was and gathered with some difficulty that she had 

gone to the home of a relative to make tortillas because there was a lot of work 

there.    Andrea seemed to be in much better spirits than any time during her 

present illness and her knee appeared to be definitely in the healing stage, although 

it still was not a pretty sight.    Gustina, also was in good spirits and kept up 

a continuous stream of talk - that is of words or attempts at words and phrases. 

She has apparently lost most of her fear of me.  One of the phrases she repeated 

frequently was "la utz awats" accompanying it with a gesture - stretching out 
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her hand, palm en* upward. Siena's mother was weaving material for a boy's 

shirt.    I was wearing the   San Pedro belt which I had bought  shortly after our 

arrival here. As soon as lirs. Gonzlez noticed it she asked how much I had paid 

for it.    I feel like a sucker every time anyone asks how much I paid since I 

had thought I was getting a bargain for fifty cents.    I lied and said I paid 

thirty cents.  She thought that was cheap and immediately told me that  she had 

belt8 and I should buy one from her.    Thereupon she went to a chest and brought 

out a belt of the same kind I was wearing, a bit smaller. I said I would buy 

it for twenty-five cents and she agreed with no argument. 

On the way back from the Gonzlez' house I saw Angelina and Petrona Cox 

standing just outside the doorway of their house. As I approached 1 greeted them 

and they retreated into the house.    I could see from a distance, Mrs.  Cox 

(Smanueal)  sitting and weaving near the doorway.    I wondered,  in.view of our 
recently 
newiy acquired information, whether she had summoned them inside  , not wanting 

to encourage contact with me.    If this was deliberate I wanted to force the 

issue. T, therefore, went up to the house and greeted Emanuela and the children. 

Perhaps I was imagining, but I sensed less warmth in Emanuéla's response to me. 

She too,  soon spied the belt I was wearing and,though with a little more reserve, 

asked how much I had paid and where I had gotten it. Before I had a chance to 

answer her one of the children who had followed me down from Elena's house 

pulled the belt which I had just bought out from the carrying bag in which I had 

put it.    I could understand enough to know they were telling her where I had 

bought it and how much I had paid.    She too said she had belts and I said I 

would look at them, not wanting to discourage our relationship^ at this point. 

I followed her into the other room of their house and she brought out of a 

cupboard a new huipile and some belts.    1 noticed that there was a typewritten 

tag sewed on the huipile and since it was a very handsome one of the kind which 

is typical here, I asked her whether it had been in Guatemala on exhibition. 

She did not understand my question in full, I am sure, but she nodded her fread 
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and  said  "Guatemala,   si".   She then v/ent  on to urge me to buy it to take back to 

the United States with me.    I inferred this from my recognition of the words 

"buy" and "the United States".    I told her I couldn't buy it at this time but 

perhaps some time later on before we wet* home I might.  I then told her through 

Varia who came in that I would buy a belt a little later on but couldn't today 

because I didn't have enough money now.    (ibis happened to be true).    She did 

ask also how much I paid for the belt I was wearing and I told her thirty cents» 

She exclaimed that it should be fifty because the tourists pay fifty cents, 

I laughed and protested that I was not a tourist and therefore  should not pay 

as much.     (As I was leaving I speculated on my sudden willingness to buy things 

whereas up to this time I had refused to buy anything, feeling that I would have 

plenty of time to do this later on) It seemed pretty obvious that one of my 

motives,might have been one of spite to our neighbors. I had said half in jest 

earlier to Ben that I would never buy another thing from our neighbors.    An- 

other motive might have  sprung from a feeling of insecurity about our relation- 

ships with the people here.    Feeling a certain sense  of failure since learning 

the news of yesterday, I was resorting to becoming a customer in order to re- 

establish relationship.) 

When I returned home at about 10:30a.m» I met Rosario Pop carrying her 

baby and her mother Petrona Garcia also carrying her baby, arriving at our house. 

They had come to ask for medicine for Rosario's   baby brother who is eight months 

old.    I asked them into the house and gave the baby a pill of calcium lactate 

dissolved in a little water.    I administered it to him with a spoon against a' 

lot of protestation. No doubt the baby protested at the spoon rather than the 

contents since it was mostly water.    While they were here, Petrona's sister 

l&ria Garcia who lives down the street from'us, came to sell me eggs. Petrona's 

other sister Rosa Garcia lives across the street from our house.    After they 

left we asked S. why they were coming, aren't they also afraid of ridicule? 

S. thought they hadn't heard of it yet.    Would they not come if they hear it? 
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During my earlier conversation in the morning v/ith S.  I had asked who 

lived in this house before we came here.    She  said that Juan Rosales and 

Clara's husband lived here. I asked who had done the cooking for them and 

she replied that the wife of Harhael (daughter of Fetrona the ladino wash- 

woman) did this. Taking this opportunity I asked why it is the  Clara's 

husband does not have his meals v/ith Clara.  She  said she did not know and was 

not even sure that he doesn't.    I said I thought he eats with Fetrona and 

asked again why he might not be eating with Clara.    7ftien she still said she 

didn't know 1 prompted her further and asked if it might be because he is a 

ladino.  She said,  "Yes". But immediately changed her. mind and said JB rhaps 

not that maybe they eat in the other house.  "What other house?'.' I asked. 

She explained that they live tpgether in a house which belongs to Lfenuel 

Cortez which is rented by Clara's husband.  "Oh, then she doesn't live across 

the street here?" "Ho, her mother lives here".  "Does she just come during the 

day to work here and visit her mother?" "Yes". 

Shortly before lunch iknuel Cortez came asking to borrow, one of our 

five gallon tins.    Ben was apprehensive lest he had come to pay us a protracted 

visit, but this time he came directly to the point with His request.    Ben gave 

it to him and he left. 

As we were eating lunch, Rosa Garcia came over with her young daughter to 

have her sore toe treated. We asked her to come back a little later when we had 

finishedlunch.   At 2s00p.ni. they returned and the since the street door was 

open a group of kids cam» in to watch. After I had bandaged her foot, the girls 

asked me to sing the .song which they now identify for me by saying "^ru bai 

tiu" (part of the first line of a song,  "Upton a mountain two by two"). After 

I had done so they wanted more so I sang "Looby Loo" dancing around in a circle 

with then. Terseria danced .along with the rest, in spite of her bandaged toe. 

She has lost almost all of her shyness by now.    This is only recent. 

* ^*^4rí¿ "Jf$$dii 
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After the  singing and dancing episode I walked to the  door in an attempt 

to 3end the children out. I stood on the step outside for a few minutes and 

noticed a woman coming down the street with a tina.ia on her head. Up until 

this time this woman had not talked to either Ben or tne nor had she approached 

our house at any time, except once to sell eggs (Ben reminds ma). 1 have been 

curious and somewhat fascinated by her because of her appearance.    I call her 

"the best-looking gal in town".    She is very tall, appearing to exceed 5'6" 

in her bare feet (measuring by my own háight) and is exceedingly handsome* 

She ha8 a rather large mole on her right cheek.    As she came by I greeted her 

with "Awatt nan".   She responded and then stopped, apparently seeing the belt 

and immediately broke into lengua Wt»«•»*«"»«mt.    I didn't understand her 

at first but when she said "xaru raxil" I knew she was asking the price.    I 

would have guessed it anyway.    I told her thirty cents, the  same as the others. 

She  said it was a very nice one and I returned the compliment. I remained 

standing outside after she walked on.   She stopped at the house which is kitty- 

corner from ours, án an easterly direction.    There were a group of women 

feathered and one man was sitting amongst them. Smanuela, the handsome one, 

held up an aguacate in her hand and asked if I wanted to buy ens». I didn't 

want any but took the opportunity to join the group.    Heretofore I have been 
next door 

buying aguacates at the price of two for a penny from our neighbors/and 

others and occasionally three for a penny (but never from the family next door 

at this latter price). .This time I was able to buy four small ones for one 

cent.    I had additional reason for feeling that I had been bilked by our 

next door neighbor.    The lone man was from San Marcos and was also buying 

aguacates.    Since none of the women present spoke Spanish he interpreted for 

me that-they were asking from what pueblo I had come.    I told him from the 

United States.    "Mentira?,." he responded, why,I don't know. I assured him that 

this was true and said that surely he could tell I was not a Spaniard from, 

my poor Spanish.    He agreed with me and perhaps believed me.    He asked 
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whether the United States was cold or hot land and I told him it was colder 

than it is here.    «Whft*-h4 "Do they grow any fruits', there?" was his next 

question and after I replied in the affirmative he wanted to know what kind. 

Since I don't know the Spanish names for most fruits I told that there were 

many apples and other fruits.    He said,  "Oh yes,  like in Totonicapan, it is 

cold there too and they have many apples". He then said the women were asking 

how long we v/ere going to stay here.  I told him eight months more  or less. 

"Why do you want to leave this town,'why don't you stay here?" they then 

asked. I responded that we would like to, but we would have to go home some 

time. 

During the afternoon Ben did some typing, but rested most of the time, 

attemtping to recover from a slight attack, of dysentery.    Shortly before 

supper Ben was out on the porch and overheard ifcrguerite Cotuc say something 

to Graciela about the radio. He inferred that  she was tellin¿ her daughter to 

ask us to play the radio.  This inference was apparently correct because in 

about ten minutes Graciela and !fe.delena appeared at our door asking if we 

would play the radio today.    We told them that, we would not, but we were going 

to play it tomorrow (Saturday).    They left and we sat down to eat.    As we were 

eating, Anita Cotuc came in with Graciela and this time Anita asked us to play 

the radio, instead of asking whether we were going to do so.  (I thought she was 

somewhat abrupt about it).    We explained that we would not because we had too 

much work to do.~ She 'remained for a little while, leaning over the table near 

the door.    She asked where S. was. I said she was having supper» probably. 

She asked when we intended going to Sololi or AtitIan.    We were rather at a 

4loss to explain why she asked this. Ben asked when «he was going and she replied 

that tomorrow she would go to Solóla. Ben remarked that since tomorrow was 

Saturday there- would not be a market there..    She said then she would go 1!uesday. 

In response to our inquiry she said she would go to sell tomatoes. "How much 

are they worth?* "Two cents", she replied.  "But there are many tomatoes now", 

•<m 
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3en said.   She  quickly changed it to a penny and a half. Ben pointed out that 

tomatoes could be bought here for one penny a pound and she wanted to know 

where.  "From these people'^ pointing in the direction of Rosa Garcia's house. 

"Tell," in Solóla I can get a penny and half"  she insisted.    V.'e asked how many 

she had to sell and she responded "twenty-five pounds".     She had asked whether 

we wanted to buy some before we mentioned the price of one  penny.    She did 

not pursue the matter.     She  said they also had pepinos  (fruit) to sell and 

added that they are very good.   She didn't directly ask if we wanted to buy any. 

She  said her mother would go with her to Solóla when Ben asked who would go 

along.    As she left we  reminded her to come tomorrow night  if she wanted to 

hear the radio.  I realized at the time thtt probably he*-faMily she and her 

relatives had asked to have the radio played tonight because Saturday night is 

a church night for them and they would be free tonight. 

When S. finished the supper dishes she as&ed to u«« the flashlight to 

go hone as the moon was not yet up*    I said we could not give it to her since 

we sometimes use it during the night and reminded her that the night before I 

had given her a candila to use for going home.  She said she forgot to bring it* 

(I thought her method of asking for the candila the previous night interesting. 

She asked if it worked all right and when I said it did she said sometimes they 

leak. As she was leaving to go home she toyed with the flashlight which was 

lying on the table and then put it down.    I asked if she wanted to use the 

candila to go home,  since the moon was not up yet;and she accepted so readily 

I felt that I had expressed her own wish.)    To settle the matter I walked her 

home taking the flashlight with me. Just before this incident occurred she 

had been washing a pan in which I had made cocea.    She asked what it was and I 

explained. She asked if I liked it better than the local chocolate . I said I 

did. She then asked how much a piece of chocolate costs.    I had one piece in 

a dish on the shelf which had been there for some time and which she no doubt 

had seen. I interpreted her questions as an indirect request and told her she 
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could have it.    This approach seems characteristic of 5. v.hen she wants some- 

thing.    Othsr people here are more direct}  she  starte a conversation about it 

and doesn't actually ask for anything. 

Siena, (Justina and Nicholas were on the porch during the evening and 

when I left with S. they followed us part of the way.    I had forgotten to pay 

Siena earlier in the evening for the belt ard as I was returning I called to 

her.  She wao just a few yards away from our patio.  She turned back readily and 

I told her I wanted to pay her for the belt. I asked where she^ had been this 

morning and she  said she was helping with tortillas at the home of one  of her 

relatives who is having a new house built.    After I gave her the money they 

stayed on the porch. It 8:30 I mentioned that it was late and probably time 

for them to go to sleep. Nicholas seemed to be whimpering slightly and I 

asked why. Siena said he was afraid.  I asked if she was afraid to go home and 

she readily asserted she was.    Ben and I walked them home.  On the way Siena 

pointed to the milky way saying "That white is cold".    We had her repeat this 

several times and finally she explained that it is like water.  "Is it good?" 

/She didn't know but thought it might be. Ben asked whether she knew the name 

of the seven stars, pointing to the pleides. After several incorrect guesses 

on her part Ben suggested that they were called "mats'   " which  she affirmed. 

She said they were like granos or like lombrizes.    "Are they good or bad?" 

"Saber". 

About 8«30p.m. Augustin Fop cama, returning from Solóla. We were in the 

office typing so it took a little time before we heard him at the door. A-mozo 

was with him who brought our Vegetables from Solóla. Augustin remained for 

about a half hour during which I gave him hot water to soak his foot in.    He 

complained that it hurt a great deal and attributed the fact that it had sud- 

denly become worse to his being drunk. Ben suggested that drinking An occasion 
thing 

of a funeral was not bad, was it? Augustin laughed and said some/bad always 

results fro» drinking.    Bea-ets 
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Ben asked v/hether many Pedrano3 had gone to the market at Solóla today. 

Augustin replied that there were fifteen in the boat.he was in and besides there 

v/ere two other boats.    In all about twenty-five people went.    Did they have a 

light in the boat of some kind to direct their course? No, they could see the 

sun setting.    Ben called attention to the fact that today the sun had set at 

5:45p.m. behind the mountains, before they arrived. Augustin said they could 

then.tell from the  configuration of the mountains. But what if it is too dark? 

Then there are lights in houses which-are guide posts. But if ii" is cloudy? or 

raining? Then it is bad, he replied.     Sometimes boats have gone around in a 

circle and returned to where they started from because they couldn't tell where 

they were going. 

Ben asked<(how he had found Juan Rosales and his family.  They were all well, 

Augustin replied. Then Ben asked how long 4uan ¡lósales has been wearing ladino 

clothes. Augustin replied, ever since he was a little boy, when he first went to 
x Are 

schoolJj/^eople who come back from school or for other reasons adopt ladino 

clothes subjected to ridicule?    "Si, j.ues", was the reply. Thsn(hip added that 

not only do they ridicule the men but their wives also saying that they cannot 

weave and therefore their husbands have to buy ladino clothes. 

All during this day marimba was to bjfheard in the intendencia in celebration 

of the tenth yearof the president's rise to power. 

Omissions 

During the forenoon while Ben was on the porch he overheard an animated 

discussion going on between Marguerite who was sitting and weaving on her portfh- 

and her mother across the. yard in front of her yard.    He could not understand whet 

they were saying since it was in lengua.    But frequent references were made to 

"un centavo, un y media centavo, dos centavos" from which he inferred that they 

v/ere talking about prices of something.    We have noticed before that their most 

vigorous and animated discussions are concerned similarly with money. I tried^ to 

find out from S, what they were discussing this morning and she said they *¡w^ 
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talking about tomatoes that they were selling to a man from San Juan, We ara 

speculating at this time that our neighbors next door are perhaps even more 

money-minded than the general run of people. 

"hile I was treating Andrea's foot this morning Gustina asked to be put 

in the hammock.    Her grandmother did so, putting a cloth under her head and 
when 

shoulders. Babies and small children/placed in the pita-woven hammocks sink 

deep.-into the "center;1 It is gathered and tied at the foot which increases the 

^oooon effect. The child1 lost in the snug-fitting interior appears to mmmft 

approximate the* position in the womb.  I could not help speculating that this 

"cradling"pxi8¿ctice gives satisVaVtiott and security to the child.  This might 

explain   why children lik^jjjé be put in the hammocke and also might account 

for a lack of any fear when they are swung .in then.    The first time; I saw a 

mother swing her baby in one of these hejjB^k*ri*<wíought t*1» baby would surely 

complain because it  seemed so violent to me and I inferred that the baby would 

have some fear.    However burrowed in as they are within the depths of the 

hammock they don't seem to, have any. 

During the mornings,  shortly after S. had arrived she asked me the price 

of a pair of shoes.»    I told her and then asked why she wanted to know,  did she 

want to buy some.   She  said, she did. I asked in surprise, vould you wear them? 

At first she said no but immediately changed her mind and said yes. Then she 

said that it was her mother who wanted shoes because she wanted to keep out 

the cold as her feet bother her a great deal.    She indicated that her mother 

was serious about it and would wear them, but she cannot buy any at the markets 

she said/ because her feet are too wide.    There was some further discussion 

about shoes and feet and S. pointed out that her feet were very small. 

These notes were typed Saturday evening, 2.15.M. and finished Sunday* Most 

of this was from recall although I had a few notes written Friday shortly after 

some of the events occurred. 

«vofc—j» .i átb£i--4jiíÁJiá¿)ást~*tsiH 
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At three o'clock in the morning the house began to shake like a cinder- 

sifter. The plaster moaned and the. rafters danced fitfully as if seiaed with 

the aigüe. It was our first experience with a-temblor and it was no/ fun. It 

seemed to last longer but it probably was over in a minut6. Lois said, "Ben, 

lím scaredJ" She must have meant it for it seemed as if she was quaking more 

than the earth. '.7e got up when it was all over and went out to see what was 

happening in the village. Lois was timid about venturing out.  She had sud- 

denly lost her confidence in the night and in nature.  She half feared there 

might be gaping gaps in the earth outside. But she came out because I went 

out.  She was in no mood to stay alone. The moon shone bright. No people 

were in ^evidence but voices could be heard in every house. Here and there 

a candle light appeared. All the animals in town were clucking, barking, 

braying, mooing, mewing and whinneying. V.'e went back to our respective beds. 

"I'm scared," said Lois. "Come into my bed," I responded.  She needed noji 

second invitation. Doubling up in single beds has its liini'taláons. By five 

in the morning Loi,s' craving for comfort overcame her fear of being alone. 

So I went into her bed and we finally fell asleep again. 7/e woke later than 

usual so S. was able to find us without breakfast when she arrived at 8t30. 

Since there were no breakfast dishes she disappeared before Lois could assign 

her another task. She remained away until 9:45, which didn't contribute any- 

thing positive to Lois* state of mind. She was already harrassed by a sore 

throat, by cramps and by a quaky night. TfÜien S, chose lit00 as the time to 

leave for water instead of having brought it in the morning when she came as 

she was supposed to have done. This further vexed Lois for it appeared to 

her that S. had deliberately overlooked bringing a tina.je in the morning in 

order to be able to take time off during the forenoon. Apparently bringing 

water, despite the seemingly arduous ascent from the plaza, is not u diiTfiiiMif ¿A#w 
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an unwelcome chore, since the women tend to go for water in pairs and groups 

and it may be that they tend to tarry awhile at the lake to exchange gosBAp. 

T/hen S. returned with water at 11:30 she found Lois sweeping the floor, 

work' she was supposed to be doing. Moreover, Lois wasn(t exactly chipper in 

her conversation or demeanor and it probably wasn(t hard for S. to sense that 

her, morning's services weren't finding favor with her mistress, Whether or not 

she had misgivings, S. proceeded to apply herself with diligen.ce during the 

half hour remaining before lunch. Before leaving she volunteered to bring 

three or four tinajes on Tuesday (three days hence) to scrub the floor. True, 

it was Lois who had suggested a day or two previously that the floor would 

have to be washed soon.  3ut until this moment S. had been apathetic towards 

this suggestion. When she walked home at. 12:00 and heard Lois remind her to 

remember to «a* return at 2:00 she answered that she would come back at 1:30. 

She had never  offered to do this before.  (She returned at three) 

The first visitor of the day was Llanuel Cortez who came a few minutes 

before S. arrived at 8:30. Ke returned the 5-gallon can he had borrowed yes- " 

terday and brought- a gift(his first) of four large table beets. This led me to 

ask him when he expected to travel to the coastal capitols to dispose of his 

vegetables. He hadn't man;' to sell at the moment, those he had sufficing main- 

ly for use in their own family. The next sewing? In two weeks. What crops? 

Depends on the availability of seeds. Where are these bought ? In Solóla. 

San Pedro supplies no vegetable seeds at all, not even tomato? No.       - 

Next I asked Llanuel ha? he had reacted to the temblor. He said it was fi% 

stronger than usual but that he wasn't even scared enough to get out of bed al- 

though allowing that it might be wise to do so since roofs occasionally topple. 

This was less likely in the case of our house, he said, since it was evidently 

not an old house (fact uncertain).  Cause of temblors? Change of seasons: temb] 

usher out the dry, usher in the rainy season. llanuel left. 
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As Uanuel left and Lois was preparing breakfast, I went out *into the 

street and w: s greeted by our neighbor across the. way, Bizkul. He had not 

felt the temblor since he and two companions were on the lake at the time, 

returning from their Friday's visit to Solóla. Because their canoe was a 

small one they retrained at Jaival from 5:00 o'clock onward waiting for the 

strong north wind to ease up. They left at 2:00 in the morning, arriving 

home at ji:00. Are you sleepy now? No, we're used to it and besides there 

is work to be done. He beat me to'the draw by asking the meaning of quakes. 

S. thought temblors might betoken a change of seasons. 

Right after breakfast Francisco Yoxcum caine to the front door to beg that 

I loHn him 25/?. I repeated my story about not being permited to loan money. 

He came down to n dime. I refused and he went away. He said something about 

having to pay a court fine. His palaintive look haunted me -and I regretted 

that I had not donated him 5 or 10/. 

As Francisco left, Agustín Pop came in to borrow our Liontgomery-.Vard 

catalogue for the wife of the comandante. ' Apparently the latter wanted to 

copy a dress style. Agustín said the book would be returned in the afternoon. 

"No hay prisa," Lois answered. "If you say that," S. later advised Lois, "you 

may not get it back for some time." (The catalogue «as returned by -jlfiyl two 

young alguaciles at this moment of writing—9:30 P.M., same day.) 

I took advantage of Agustín's presence to find out what he thought about 

earth tremors,' He denied that there was any seasonality to auakesj they come 

most any-time. Yes, he and his family had run out of their houses and they were 

a bit frightened. I asked him about not feeling the temblor on the lake. Not 

only was this true, he said, but neither can it be felt if xme is walking.(?) 

Before he left, I gave Agustín 25/ with which to buy pita for weaving me 

a men's carrying bag. I'asked him whether a reda might not be more useful. No, 

a matate was a regular men's item while a reda was for cargar or carrying loads,' 
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Before lunch Rosario Pop, carrying her baby, came over to accompany 

her mother who feyettgh* was bringing her infant for a second dose of medicine. 

3,:other and daughter were carrying babies who were relatad to each other as 

uncle and neice. Rosario interpreted for her.mother who explained, in answer 

to Lois' inquiries, that her youngster ]L no longer was crying and that he had 

slept well during the night. Nothing hurts him now? No.  Then the woman-went 

on to ask for some more medicine of the kind Lois had administered yesterday. 

But there is no need of medicine if the baby is feeling good now, Lois explained. 

Nothing was said on this head for a few minutes but it later became apparent 

that the woman would not feel satisfied unless the /child was given some calcium 

lactate. Rosario looked at Lois as if to say, please do ray mother this favor. 

The medicine was given. 

I was outside the room at the time, working with a hammer and pliers ofi 

a wooden crate that was to werve as a garbage container, '.'.'hile Rosario and her 

mother were still an the house, S. came out to empty something and spied the 

.jarro (pottery pitcher) which I had suspended from an outside beam to test whether 

it would drip and thus serve for a make-shift ice-box. She burst into laughter 

at the sight, called out the others and explained that it vías like a piñata at 

shhool. (Appleton's dictionary defines piñate as "suspended balloon filled with 

candies at a masquerade ball"), when we didn't understand what she meant at 

first she explained, "You know, as at a fiesta." 

Rosario and her mother came out to see the mock piñate and remained to watch 

me work ofi the box. S. joined them on the porch and drew attention to all the 

chairs and other email items that had been placed on the porch by Lois when she 

was seized by a house-cleaning urge an hour tu» earlier. Pointing to this collection 

of furniture, S. ¿eBted that I was a comerciante and how. much did I want^foi" a 

chair? And how much did i want for a butterfly.I.had caught aHá-wae-s+*e*«£ip?- 

And would I trade the used box for Ros&o's baby? (Rosario herself may have 

originated this jest.) \, 
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As Lois cane onto the porch S. veered the jesting by telling her that 

I was very angry with her (S.) because she had bean making fun at my expense. 

I therfore hit her on the head with the ha-nmer, she informed Lois, and yanked out 
her 
ay tongue with the pliers. (Later Lois speculated that S's statement might have 

imposed the 
been symbolic self-punishment/as a consequence of/hostility she felt towards 

Lois for finding fault with her housework. In other words, it might have been 

aggression turned inwards, as in the case of the self-mortification in the Plains' 

sun dance, as interpreted by Erik Sriksen. Equally speculative was the Freudian 

interpretation that the joke aobut being hit on the head by a man was an expres- 

sion of an unconscious wish for sexual aggression.) 

Right after saying that her tongued had been pulled out, S. added, "That / 

is why I don't know anything/" This was.a crack at me for having kidded her in 

the morning. She frequently says, "Ho sé," when she doesn't, care to answer 

questions. In this she is not alone. Other Pedranas do the same. After a 

series of no sé answers I imprudently twitted her that she doesn't know anything. 

That was in the morning. Thereafter she deliberately went- out of her way to 

say no sé on the slightest pretext, sometimes.adding, "For I don't know anything." 

The tongue-pulling jest therefore supplied a fine opportunity for continued 

sarcastic rebuttal.  Moral: don't kid unless you¿ant to be kidded back. 

Just before Rosario, her mother, and S. dispersed at 12:00 they carried on 
clothes 

a little conversation in lengua regarding dresses or regarding Lois' ébeeseee for 

S. pointed to Lois' dress and then lifted ker it just a trifle to reveal her 

slip for the benefit of her friends. To ¡Lois she remarked that ladinas wear 4 

or 5 slips. They do; allof them? Yes, and not only that but they never wash 

them so that they are always the color of that (pointing to a dun-colored sack)/ 

How do you know? It can be seen when they go down to the playa to wash and they 

take off only their top dress. Rosario seemed to affirm these facts. The 

notable thing was the obvious relish with whish this information (or misinfor- 

mation) was discussed. 
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At two in the afternoon fattish Rosa Garcia cune in v;ith her daughter 

Tercería,  She had come in just before lunch time and v;e had told her to re- 
toe 

turn in the afternoon. "Yhile Lois soaked and bandaged the girlfe/Thich was 

still badly sv/oütlen and badly eaten away by infection the mother thumbed through 

a copji of LIFE along with some children who «eli««%ed came in through the open 

door. Recognizable objects were pointed out and named in lengua, particular 

interest being shown in «hilaren» pictures of youngsters. ¥he Two handsome 

children in a Squibb ad aroused the comment how nice on ihe part of %«« one 

of the local children. 

IThile they were looking at the pictures, the laundry-lady Petrona arrived 

to ask if we were ready for her. ' We told her to return next Wednesday. V/e 

couldn't see her under-clothes to verify S's point about ladinasf but it was 

quite evident that her outer garments were far from spic and span. In general 

the ladinas in town appear more slovenly in their care of clothes than the 

Indian women. Petrona brought back with her the toy aerplane we had loaned to 

the son of the secretario who came to borrow it earlier in. the day accompanied 

by Petrona's three-year grandson, younger brother of Ilerlindo and son of Raphael. 

She said that we shouldn't have loaned it to the secretary's son for he is aot 

to be trusted} he's a bad rascal. 

It was three o'clock before S, reappeared although she had volunteered to 

come at 1:30. She said that she had been av/ay to San Juan during the lunch 

hour to do some task in connection with her family's tomato fields. Lois asked 

her why she had not informed us aforehand. She didn't know at the time she'left 
she 

at 12t00. Then why didn't/inform us before she left since she lives only one 

minute away, or why didn't she evBB have word sent by a brother or sister? She 

had no answer. 

Gotuc 
At 3:30 I noticed little Madeleina/and her equally young cousin Anita 

playing a game. Over our can fence were draped two blankets belonging to 

Lfedeleina's mother. They reached nearly to the ground. Each child ducked 
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under ene a blanket and c-.lled out the er ,ord ¿atúx.    They would leave the 

blanket/,  go back aways into the :;ard,  turn around,   dash a£ain for the blanket, 

hide under it and call out ¿atúx in Creat Elee.    I went into the house and asked 

Susana v/ho told ne the vord meant tenaz cal.     But aren't they too young to know 

about a tenazcal?    Yes,  but they probably sav; people cone out oí then on noon-lit 

nights with blankets draped around then.   At what agd do girls first visit the 

temazcal?    At 10 or 12,  S.  replied.     (Little Anita's mother had a baby recently. 

Could it be that Aniat and i'adeleina saw her come out of the  sweat-bath?) 

At 4:00 P.M.  Florinda,  Jn446a Julian Cotuc's daagh+er 13 year old daughter, 

cams  over to tell me that I could get $3.00 or $4.$$ worth of pennies for larger 

coins if I wished.    I gave her 30 ten-cent pieces and a note saying so to give 

her father. 

At 4:20 S.  left and at 4:30 Lois left to treat Andrea's knee.    She was 

gone for some time. 

At 4:40 I became  curious about the   sporadic drum beats I had been hearing 

around the house all day and went out to investigate.    I found jolly Juan Chavajay 

pounging away unrhythmically but un-tiringly at a tiny tambor while Lorenzo 

Gonzalez was seated next to a+« toy marimba which Luciano Gonzalez,   seated near 

him with his tiny sister on his lap,  said belonged to Lorenzo.    But an older 

boy was sounging notes on it with the tip of a sickle. 

Leaving the boys, I saw Petrona Cox sitting on her door step and I ambled 

over.    Another girl darted into the house on my approach as if to warn of my 

nearing.    I sat down next to Fetrona, noticed that she no longer had on the 

bandage and sock we had given her a few days ago, and said hello in lengua. 

She answered casually but in a minute rose and walked into the house*    I left 

thinking that she had probably been asked to come in before I came within ear- 

shot but that she did not respond to the suggestion until after I got there. 

I conjectured that the mother, Emanuela Morales, felt uneasy about not continuing 
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to visit us with her children although we had invited her to return for fresh medi- 

cation, and therefore sought to avoid contact with'us now lest it lead to embarr- 

assing  questions. 

It was a few minutes before 5:00 when I entered the gate to return to the 

typewriter.    As I entered our yard a man I had not  seen before came over to 

3peak to me.    He had evidently been waiting for my return and had been sneaking 

to'our next door neighbors.    I invited him into the office"and offered him a 

chair.    We exchanged greetings and there was a momentary silence as I waited 

for him to begin *e¡k asking the favor for which I sensed he had come.    He be- 

gan well:    "I came to beg a favor off you.    Perhaps you can help me5 perhaps 

not."    He Wont on to explain in clear and dignified manner that he wished to 

raise tij.00 by disposing of 5 quintales of yellow corn at $1.00 each in order 

that he  could pay off his motos.    He assured me that around Iferch 15,  corn 

would bring ^1.00 in Atitlan.    He told me in answer to my muestions that his 

name was José Antonio Chavajay Coche,  that he lived near his older brother, 

Juan Chavajay who owned a butcher-chop, that he was 36 year's old and had seven 

children, that he employed 5 mozos, that  corn was now worth $0.83 per qq. 

No, he v/as not the  same Chavajay who housed a cofradía, that was another 

brother, named Domingo. 

I told him that I could not help him on two counts.    In the first place 

loans are strictly prohibited by my .jefe who has to approave all my expenditures 

and in the fire second place I was so low on money that even if I wanted to 

buy his com I could not  (the truth).    He suggested that if it was a question 

of not having confidence I could get iiyéouch with Juan Rosales who knew him 

well.    José had just returned from Solóla where he had spent some time with 

Rosales, he told me.    Rosales had suggested that maybe I could help him out. 

J concluded by telling him that I would write to Dr.  Tax in Panajachel on the 

chance that he might be willing to buy 5 qq.  of corn at $1.    I had him wait 
while I wrote the letter (cf. filé).    He left at 5:45 taking with him the letter 
which he said he was willing to post for me at the Intendencia. 
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Lois returned during the time I was talking to .José  ChavEjay.     She reports 

of her visits as follows  (Lois writing)! 

I went to visit Andrea and found her in good  spirits.    Although her leg 

still hurt  she had been down to the playa.  I bandaged her leg and asked J/anuel 

who was lying in the hammock how his eye was.    He  complained that it  still hurt. 

I asked whether1they had felt the earthquake and he  said they had and all went 

out  of their house as did their neighbors.    Ke said they were afraid. He did 

not seem to know whether it was good or bad nor what it might mean.    He asked 

me what it meant and I told him I didn't know.    Discussion of the earthquake 

led to conversation about houses.  I asked if there wereover occasions when 

houses collapse.  He  said if they were very old and the roof was not built 

strongly'sometimes the roof or the whole house  collapses.    I asked how old this 

(his father'8 house)  is and he responded that it is three years old.  I asked 

v/ho built the house and whether most people know how to build houses here. 

He  said there were  only three men in the village who know how to build houses 

and they learned this profession in  Quetze.ltenango.    He  said many new houses 

are ewilt-ali-the-timeT constantly being built. 

As I was returning from Andrea's house I was met by a group of small boys, 

including Lorenzo Gonzalez,  Juan Chavajay, Luciano Gonzlez, Bartolo Cox,   • 

Nicholas ConsLez. Bartolo was beating on a small drum and Lorenzo had been 

playing on a small toy marimba,    'flhen they saw me coming they ran towards me, 

crying "Awatz nan" and "NakaVi, la uts awatz"   which thay repeat over and over 

again whenever they see me.    They play a kind of mock tag with me, running up 

close and when I draw near or make as if to catch them/ they run away laughing 

hilariously. This kept up for a few minutes until I was approached by Emanuela 

  the good-looking woman, accompanied by two women wearing clothes which I 

immediately recognised as being foreign to this village.    Smanuela said some?' 

thing about remedia and one of the woman who was as forlorn and dismal a sight 

as I have seen in a long time pointed to a tooth and made gestures as if tel- 
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ling me that  she ws.c  suffering greatly.    I motioned them to accompany ne to 

the house. ffa we  cuco through the yard I was aware  oí Marguerite's glances at 

these two rather bedraggled looking wor-jn and a child and still having in mind 

our recent  information imagined that  she  did not like it. '.Then we got into tha 

house I discovered that they could speak a little  Spanish. As I was preparing 
made 

the medicine  on a piece  of  cotton the two women a*-if-in supplicating gestures 

with, their hands and kept repeating something about doing them this great favnr. 

I asked them where they were from and- learned they came from Sa"n Juan.    One 

of them said that +h©re-is the people here never do anything for anybody. 

They wore navy blue   skirts and red and white vertically-striped huipiles .  Their 

clothes appeared more  soody than any I have seen here. TVhen I was finished and 

they were, about to go they again made  supplicating gestures and the  one who 

had the toothache indicated that it felt better.  They then offered me a five- 

cent coin.    I explained that I did not want the money and when they insisted i 

pleaded 1 tried to explain further that it was a present and that I had the 

medicines to help not to sell.  They did not refrain from their insistent plead- 

ing and prayerlike gestures until I took the  coin in my hand.    Having seen the 

child playing with a penny I told them that I would accept the penny but not 

the nickel as it was too much money.    They finally agreed to have me take the 

penny. They left saying that if tike tooth was bad again they would return the 

following day.    This might be an exaggeration of the attitude which we found 

when we first started giving medicines here. These women were more insistent 

but seeing it this time I wondered if it might have been better to charge a    ' 

penny or two with everyone here.   (Could part of the reluctance to come here for 

medical treatment be based on an uneasiness about getting it free?) 
cox 

After these women left there was a knock on the door and Petrona/appeared 

carrying in her little reboza a large aguacate. I looked at her foot which was 

without bandage or sock and though it appeared much better she replied that 

one toe hurt when I asked her.    I bandaged it and carried her home.  Since I did 
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not know whether the aguacate was meant as a present  or to be  sold I returned 

it with her to her mother.  '.Then Smanuela spied the aguacate still in Fetrona's 

reboza she took it out and handed it to me chiding Fetrona apparently for not 

having given it.   (I can't imagine how she expected her to explain). Vfoen I 

asked "Xaru raxlH" she replied vigorously "lífcni xanil".    I returned home and 

found Ben talking to José  Chavajay in the office.       (3en continues:) 

A minute after José left with a letter to be sent to Tax,    Agustin Pop 

came in with a letter sent by Sel Tax.    The letter told of difficulties arising 

in my plan to tuke over the written demandas prepared by Agustin (cf. file). 

Agustin also brought over the pennies in exchange for the dimes I had given 

to Julian Cotuc's daughter earlier in the day.    There were 190 pennies and 

11 returned 10/ pieces. 

As Agustin left at 6:00 T,lT. the comandante came in t° get my advice re- 

garding an advertisement he had received by mail from a firm in California that 

wanted to sell him records to learn English.    He left at 6:20 when it became 

evident that we were about to eat  supper. 

At 7:00 P.I!.' we played the radio for such as cared to listen outside.    A 

number of persons had gathered since we had told them aforehand that we would 

play the radio on Saturday.    People come nearly every evening to ask about 

hearing the radio and the only way we keep from playing it «very night is to 

tell them all that on a fixed day in the future thereof will be radio night. 

Varia Rosales was one of the few adults who came.    When I saw her I suggested 

to the boys who were sitting on the  swing that they let her sit on it instead. 

They complied and she  sat down.    She did not remain long.    I distributed three 

peanuts to each of the 20 or so attendants.    Gustina Cox who for several weeks 

cried when I approached her was now very unabashed and talkative.    She had been 

so for several days.    She was on the lap of Siena Gonzalez, her aunt. 

At 7:15 while the radio was playing on the porch,  S. came in through the 

front door.    She  seldom enters through this door.    She was accompanied by her 

Lmflata». .¿V&rffc 
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cousin Vicente.    As  soon as  she  came in she  complained that  she had a troubled 

9-tomach.    She gwse  said this came from eating 5  or 6 of the peanuts we had 

standing around in a basket.     She -wasn't accustomed to peanuts,   she  said.    Lois 

gave her some medicine.     She then suggested that Vicente wash the dishes in her 

stead.    Vicente had had one month experience working for the  comandante.   S. 

explained.    Lois left the  kitchen to type in the office,    7!hen she returned 

she saw that both S. and Vicente v/ere doing the dishes with the aid of still 

another assistant, Siena Gonzalez.    They left as they/ came, by the fron door, 

".  explaining that it was dark outside,     (it may be that  she didn't care to 

be  seen by the radio crowd, though she did not seem to mind the time before.) 

At the rather late hour of 9»00 Tomas Yoxcum knocked on the door of the 

office in which we were both typing.    He said he  came to sell ue a beautiful 

hammock for Si. 50 which he had made especially for us and that he would go 

right home and get it for our inspection if we were interested.    This was an 

odd hour to initiate a commercial transaction.    But what I had suspected soon 

developed to be the case in the course of conversation.    In the demanda that 

took place earlier in the day involving him and Francisco Yoxcum, the intendente 

had found both equally culpable.    Sach received a sentence of 5 days breaking 

rocks on the road or else paying a fine of $1.$0.    Francisco had paid his 

dollar but Tomas was now in jail.    He was over here now only on special sufferance 

of the intendente in order to try to raise $1.00 because, he said, he doesn't 

like to'-break rocks.    I was unable to do anything for him but tried to console 
by explaining" •'   . 

him/fchat my attitude was not unilateral for I had likewise found it necessary 

to turn down Francisco's request for a loan made this morning.    "He. came here, 

did he?" commented Tomas.    I asked him the cause of their quarrel.    He' said it 

was because Francisco was a bad man and began to abuse him verbally without cause. 

(Notes typed from skeletal outline during evening of occurrence, during day 

following and during the morning of 1/onday (2/l7) when they were completed.) 
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7:45a.m. S. arrived bringing a tinaje of water. I interpreted her mpre 

than punctual arrival as a reaction to, ay iiaplied bawling-out of 

yesterday. She immediately went out and begain tidying up the yard in a 

v/ay she had never done before. Ben asked her if she had already eaten. Shp 

said that she had not. Though we suggested that she go home to breakfast 

she remained till after 9 o'clock. She returned quickly when she did go. 

For over a half hour our neighbors can be heard talking loudly about 

matters of money. L'argarita sits strapped to her "weaving on the porch 

abutting ours and talks across the yard to her mother (Ana Q.) who is busy on 

the opposite porch. They talk in lengua but the words libre and centavo are 

frequently uttered. There was an equally sustained and excited conversation 
the day before 

between this pair/yesterday.at about the.same hour and similarly, about petty 

9:30 A/ti/ 

\ 

As we were both typing in the office, Agustín Pop came around the 
10:30 A.I,r. 

back v/ay and said hello. This was the first time he had come through 

the patio. He soon explained why. 7,'e invited him into the house. On seeing 

him S. immediately said that he was angry with her because she had not let him 

in the front way. This was said as a joke. Agustín explained that he had 

knocked at the front.door and although he could see that S. was inside, she 

pretended not to be present. He therefore!came around the other way. (It is 

possible that S. had ntt known who was knocking. Typically in such cases 

she refuses' to go to the door. However, Agustín generally calle "con permiso" 

in> an easily recognizable voice when he knocks.) 

Agustín had come to have his foot soaked and rebandaged. But he also 

came, it appeared, because he had time to kill. On a previous occasion Ben 

had suggested to him that when he foresaw having a free day or half-day he 

should mention it to him so that -he/ might arrange go over some linguistic or 

ethnological data for hire. Today as Ben asked him how things were going in' 

^jMM$<*S**K he replied that he had cleaned up i* little, detaAls^ip^ 

i-áffii ' 
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now he did not have "to return until 3 in the afternoon to take care of the 

outgoing mail. Ben interpreted this to mean that he was available now for 

ethnological interviewing. However he felt himself too far behind in his 

recording to take time out now so he suggested to Agustín that he write up 

at his leisure all the details surrounding the activities of «a»*a-fl«m— 

the semana santa in San Pedro, consulting others if need be, but noting who 

it was that gave what information. Agustín said he could consult his father 

who had held many offices and had been host to a cofradía and who therefore 

knew the details. 3en supplied him with some yellow paper and a pencil and 

told him he .vould pay him for his efforts. Agustín seemed to accept the 

assignment readily. 

Augustin then volunteered the information that there had been a demanda 

yesterday concerning the quarrel between Tomás and Francisco Yoxcum. Each 

told of the names the other had called him and since neither had witnesses 

both were fined one dollar. The intendente did not officiate as usual as 

he was out in' the field on another case in v/hich he himself was involved. 

The first regidor and the sindical (Santos Chavajay) officiated in his place. 

Ben asked how Francisco hp.d been able to pay his fine of one dollar. Pop 

did not know but thought he probably borrowed it. Ben asked whether one 

dollar was not a high fine and whether there were ever fines higher. Augus- 

tin said that one oase which involved title to property resulted in/ a fine 

of eight dollars. Due to difficulty with Spanish Ben could not clearly - , 

understand the demanda involving the intendente which Augustin told him about, 
""f, ' 

but he gathered that it had something to do with a granery built by a renter 

on the property of the owner. Ben asked about the number of éemandás arising 

per month and was told that there could be as few as none and as many as ten. 

He gathered that the average was sevenal. 
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Graciela case into the yard holding a doll nade of rage* Ben 

noticed her and asked «hat the doll's nan» «as.. She replied 

Andrés and then added Andrés Cotuc. This is the anne nan» of Graciela's 

father. For a minute I thought we had the "electra" complex here. Ben 

asked Augustin whether it is customary to name a child after the mother's 
I 

father and he said it «as. We thought this «as a good object lesson in 

refraining from jumping to quick conclusions. 

I asked S. if sha irould gc over to Emanuela Morale's and ask her 

if die vould make tortillas for the evening for us. I asked if 

she would also ask Emanuela about vhy she is not coming here and «hat it is 

that the neighbors said to her that keeps her away. S. returned in about 

fifteen'minutes. "Es cierto" «as her first remark, she doesn't «ant to 

come because the neighbors ridicule her."What do they say?"I asked. This 

house belongs to Elena and her mother Anna Q. doesn't like to have people 

come here «as her response. I pointed out that while we are renting the 

house and living in it it does not belong to anyone else. .This sidetracked 

her just long enough to ask how much rent we are paying and who paid for 

fixing up the house and how much it cost. I tried to have her explain 

further the nature of the ridicule and who said what to «horn but she either 

did not know more or didn't «ant to tell any more. She did say «hen I asked 

that Anna told Emanuela directly that she did not «ant people coming, here - 

that it «as her house and she «as going to complain about it to Elena Cotuc, 

lferia and Angelina up until, the last day or so had been coming to our house' 

every day at least three or four times a day. When they passed to and from 

school they vould tap on the door and tarry for a few minutes. And in the 

afternoon they had been coming to the front door as have other children 

every day. (Op until Tues. the day I am writing this they have not come here 

at all. Petrbna has been coming alone and that puts a kink in any explanation 

which might have to do «ith distrust or ill feeling toward us). 
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Ifenuél Oonzlex Puiol came over (wearing ladino clothes as always) 
3*15 p.m. 

accompanied by hie two grandefcildr daughters to ask whether we 

had medicine for a third granddaughter who is very sick.    The mother of these 

three girls died a little over a year ago and they have had to feed the baby 

Andrea who is now a year and four months old cow's milk. He said that &e 

doesn't want to eat and for the last eight days and has eaten nothing except 

warm water.    He thought she was going to die and cane to see if we could 
11th 

help - apparently at the wwh hour.    I was hesitant about doing anything since 

it sounded so serious but agreed that I would go and see the baby.    I asked 

Ben to go along as I was sort of afraid *e of what I might see. When we 

arrived ttanuel called to his wife who came out with the baby wrapped up in 

some clothe.    It wore a tiny camisa and skirt but the head and arms and 

neck which could be seen looked more like a skeleton covered with a slight 

amount of skin than a live baby.    I had seen pictures of starved babies and 

war propaganda pictures of dead babies but this real baby was too much for 

me and for the first few minutes I could not bring myself to look at it again* 
have 

It appeared/to little or no life in it and I was surprised to see that it was 

actually breathing.    Mutual translated his wife's statement that on the day 

previous the baby had eliminated a groat number of worms.  (Like rats that 

desert a doomed ship.)   Ban suggested that since it would not retain cow's 

milk and since it urgently needed nourishment there was only one thing to try 

and that was a mixtura of warm milk and water.    They, gave us a bottle with  . 

a rather ragged nipple which they had been using to nurse the baby.   Both 

were quite dirty,    we left saying we would return in 20 minutes.    Little 

Mexicana tagged after us and though Ben tried to shot her out at the gate 
and 

she boldly insinuated herself through it/followed him into the house.   We 

found we were out of water so Ban returned to Vásuel tow.sk him if he would 

loan us a Jarro of water.   A girl brought over a filled tinaJe in a few minutes. 

JtO¿í¿£^^t¿tál£^!!^^I^^ÁÍ»Í^»kM^*r^^^^r.t^r ¿j^» **.*!%**# ¿i ^'..te'i&feafauk. A «i 
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Lois sterilised the bottle and nipple by boiling them. Fortunately 

we had some milk left over from the morning. This Lois mixed with 

an equal part of boiled water and added a little sugar in the hope of provid- 

ing more sustenance. All the while Mexicana hung around and asked for pea- 

nuts. We gave her some, 
us 

Both of/return to the baby* She rejects the bottle and Lois gives 
4 «OOP.M. 

it over to Manuel's wife. The latter is more successful* Bit by 

bit the baby drinks half a bottle. Lois remarks in English, "How can they 
here 

let a baby starve to death?" 1 tell her we are hear to observe the facts not 

to get emotional about them. The two older sisters hang around the baby and 

lick off the mill that drips down the sides during the intervals in which the 

baby is not using it the bottle. Lois wonders whether this is symbolic be- 

havior in which the nursing bottle acts as a muffling mother substitute. Now 

motherless»the girls regress to an infantile, oral act* All 1 can say is 

"Saber?." She agrees that it is pure speculation but adds that the uncon- 

strained behavior of the two sisters Teresa and Ifexicana has always struck 

her as being that of motherless children. We leave saying we will return at 

61OO. 

On the way home from the Fuiul home Lois meets S. who is on her way 

to the plava. S* informs her that the baby has been sickly, ever 

since ti it was born and that this was because the relatives gave it the wrong 

things to eat such as tortilla, fruit and even carne* Manuel had claimed that 

the baby had eaten only cow's milk. No telling who is right. Meanwhile I 

note Lorenxo Gonsalei and Juan Chavajay playing their toy marimba and drum, 

respectively. Luciano Gomales is silently, present. 

Julian Cotuc comes to the house just after we return and asks to 
4*30 P.M. I 

use a typewriter. A* weakly tell him O.K. since at the moment it 

is evident to him that neither of us Is. at the machine. We had both intended writing 

1*35 ft«- 
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The comandante comas to the back door and shakes hands. He has 

??W PTMI 

??9Q Pf* 

coos to invite ne to take a walk with him for it is Sunday. Ify 

hands are cold, he says of his own hands as we hand-shake.    They are slightly 

eolder than nine.    Re explains that this is because he had been eating limas, 

a very eold fruit.    I regret that I am too busy to go out now} maybe next time. 

He remains about 10 minutes and leaves. 

Rosario Pop brings her baby and tells Lois that the little one has 

matter in her eye.    Lois -puts in an a drop of eye-mediene. 

The com^dpyrfce knocks at the front door to introduce us to a friend 

of his who has just come over with other Spanish friends from Solóla. 

The friend says he is a novelist» speaking English fairly well, and that he is 

also a lawyer.    It is very dull living in.Solóla but what can he do, he has 

some legal cases in that town and must remain there some months.    He looks and 

acts the part of an artist, impetuous, impressionable.    Upshot of the visit is 

that the novelist had heard we would like to ascend the volcano sometime and 

nothing would delight him more than to come along with us. .I suggest that there 

will be a good moon for/ early morning climbing in about three weeks.    He says 

splendid.    I suggest we leave at about two in the morning to arrive at the peak 

in time to see the sunrise.   Ah, the aurora, wonderful*   He tells us he is now 

writing a novel into which he is weaving a little bit of ethnology for local 

color.    It starts with Juan Rosales' ethnologic studies in flan Pedro, fiction» 

allied don't y'know. 

Lois leaves with a /fresh milk mixture for PuZul's house and meets' 

our neighbor Ana Q. outside the gate who succeeds in selling her 

2 lbs. of tomatMs for 2/ after having asked three.   As I take them into the 

house I notice that they are somewhat second rate (Do they save the good ones 

for market!) and probably short-weighted*    We have no seals.   Encouraged, Aaa 

tries to sell us eggs.   We have too many.    Host she sends over 2 small agua- 

cates.    Knowing that aha. wants a. penny for. these, I turn. them.down*   We can buy 
three and sometimes four for a coat from other neighbors. 

¿jfifipjg. 

*¿ a¿&j^»¿*ai»iB^^yh*«msjftU^j^^ 
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Loia reports that when she got to the Puzul house with a fresh bottle of milk- 

water-sugar mixture,  she found that the baby had finished the second half of 

the bottle left earlier in the afternoon.   At least that is what she was told. 

Ifexisana was sucking at the nipple of the empty bottle.    The grandmother grab- 

bed the bottle from her when she saw Lois and washed the nipple.    Lois trans- 

ferred the milk from our bottle to theirs.    The infant drank a half bottle; 

that is all that Lois had brought over.    She also brought along SOD»  oatmeal 

of which the child ate only a few spoonfuls.    She kept rAsting the oatmeal 

and Lois left it saying that they should try to give it to the baby later» 

Julian Cotuc's 17-year-old son and tow boy friends of equal age 

who speak no Spanish arrive and hang around the door while we are 

typing in the office.    Young Cotue says he would like to learn Spanish better 

since he attended school only several years.    His pa made him quit and work 

in the fields.    Is this house owned by Elena, his mother?   Tes the house 
however 

belongs to filena, Julian's wifei but she is not his mother but step-mother. 

IB she mother to Anita and the other girls?    She is. 

(Notes typed on day of occurrence (Sunday) and on Tuesday,when finished. 

Based on pencil outline.) 

8iOO P.M. 
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7:45 a.m.  Ben noticed Anna 5. unlocking the door of the toilet. Their 

toilet adjoins ours. Ben remarked that they always keep their 

toilet door locked although we are the only close neighbors. This is hardly 

a reflection on us, but might be another indication of the strong feeling 

about property on the part of our neighbors. There is a lock on our door 

also but we never lock it. 

8:00 a.m.  I went over to Liarguerite and asked if áie woulcV .tortillas for 

us this morning. She was making some at the time in the small 

room adjoining their large room. Unlike other people who cook and sleep in 

the same room, they use this small room for cooking. There was a brisk 

fire going and a cómale was placed over it propped up on three large stones.' 

f> S. came in and as we were still eating breakfast I asked her to 
8:15 a.m. 

sweep and dust the office. She finished in about five or ten 

minutes and came in as we had not yet finished. Ben ventured that there might 

be some competition between the mother and daughter's family next door for 

the sale of tortillas to us awa since when we order it from the daughter she 

makes them and if we order them from Anna she makes them. He asked S. whether 

this might be true. She did not respond at all and I felt that this type of 

questioning must be distasteful to her. fill* Uithout saying a word she left 

and I did not know where she had gone. She did not return until after nine   "I-: 

o'clock'lay. iVfeieh tiifie I had washed the breakfast dishes, reewept the office 

and the porch and vas in no pleasant mood, when she came in I asked ih ere'she 

had been. She replied that^ she went ,f or water} then added that she also returned 

the water,to Puzul whichj/e had borrowed yesterday afternoon. It was obvious 

that we were not in need of water at the moment as our large, olla was practically 

full, but X di¡d not say anything. 
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As I was bringing out some vegetables to be peeled S. commented on the 

beets which were among them. She said'"Mow you are going to cook 'perfectamente' 
day before 

for lunch". She had been here/yesterday when Manuel Cortez brought over the 

beets. She was mimrWdng him by the'use of this v/ord "perfectamente". Ben had 

once (incautiously) »e«%4«»««l mimicked Manuel's style of responding to the 

greeting "'Jue tal7" in the presence of S. Since that time she refers to Manuel 
but 

as "perfectamente" with appropriate stress and intonation/somewhat exaggerated. 
one of 

•¿•s we were peeling the vegetables/the two granddaughters of Puzul, Teresa 

came in and S. interpreted for her that she was asking v/hether she could bring 

over the milk for me to prepare for the sick baby. I said I would and in a 

little while she returned with a' small pop bottle filled almost filled with 

milk. I added water, 3ugar and a well beaten egg and when it was, ready Ben 

and I went over to see the baby. Teresa had also brought the message that her 

grandmother would liko us to come over and see the baby. 

'•Then we arrived there the grandmother was not around and another woman 

who gave her name as Venencia Méndez brought the baby out ..and she motioned 

me to be seated and thinking that she meant for me to hold the baby I told 

her to sit down. I was now able to look at the baby but to hold it Would have 

been too much. I asked where the nipple was that we had used yesterday. By 

this time the grandmother came in and dug the bottle of yesterday with the 

nipple on it. out of the depths of one of the beds. She «ashed the nipple well 

and I put it' on the bottle which already contained the milk. Venancia only 

had to offer the nipple once and little Andrea took it readily, grasping the 

bottle with her hands. After she had drunk half the bottle she refused any 

more and I told them to save the rest and give it to her at one o'clock and 

that I would return in the afternoon. Venáncia asked whether we had a 

remedia, for her, that «he her heart is always heavy because she is triste. 

One year ago her daughter died at the age of twenty-six. V/hen I asked what 

she died of Venáncia said she grew thin aad(flaoa) like this baby.' Si 
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she had suffered v/ith indigestion. She now has six children left. Two of 

her young daughters v/ere present. One son is in the quartel. I tried to 

explain that there was no medicine, for feeling triste that it was a thing of 

feeling and mind, but I'm sure I didn't succeed. All I could tell her was 

that I was sorry but I had no medicine for her. Tfhen we questioned her she 

said that Manuel Puzul was her uncle, but later when we tried to get a 

geneology of the family from S. it seemed that she was the aunt of *ke Puzul's 

flaughter-in-law who died leaving this baby Andreaj a sister of the father of 

Andrea's mother. 

Shortly after we cane home I happened to walk outside our gate in the 

back yard. As I opened it Petrona was standing there, for how long I don't know. 

She had one of the socks on her sore foot which we had put on several days ago. 

It was very dirty. I took her over to the porch and treated'her foot, bandaging 

it again as well as he- a new sore which appeared on her arm. I put some 

vaseline on her upper lip which for the last week has been sore and cracked. 

I carried her home and found Eme-nuela weaving a red and white striped reboza. 

T/hen I commented that it was a reboza she responded that it would be very nice 

for me. I didn't follow this up but asked how Bartolo was getting along. She 

said his stomach hurts. I asked if he might have worms and she replied that 

he is only nine months old and drinks only milk and therefore cannot have worn». 

I said I would return in the afternoon with some medicine for Bartolo. I 

asked whether she could make a penny's worth of tortillas for lunch. She said 

she would and would sen* them over with Petrona. 

As I returned to the house through the back way I noticed Elena Cox, daughter 

of Isabela talking to Marguerite. She had been at Emanuela's while I was there 

but I did not remember whether she was present when I asked for the tortillas. 

She might have been and if so, it looked to me as though & e were reporting to 

Marguerite. (Pure speculation)» 

•i!i 
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Y/hen I returned home Ben called rae out on the porch to see Uadelena 

and Graciela playing house. They had draped a large reboza over the spindle 

and a box on the other side. They used a saall petate for a wall and through 

the small open space L'adelena could be seen sitting inside. She was holding 

a doll on her lap. The doll was mostly various rags wrapped around a stick. 

This morning earlier when we got tortillas for breakfast I had sent 
Omission 

over a basket in which Graciela brought seven tortillas for a cent. 

In a few minutes she returned with more tortillas asking if we would buy 

another half-cents worth. V.'e refused them and Ben commented "only our neighbor 

would think of that". 

As v/e were finishing lunch Rosa Cotuc and "bright-eyes" Bizkul came in 

with eggs to sell. They asked me to sing -and I complied. After they left I 

noticed Andrea Gonzlez (my patientwith the knee) walking by our house carry- 

ing a tinaja. I was surprised and commented to Ben that I v/ondered if she 

had been carrying water already. 

I went out in the back and observed Elena Cotuc,'wife of Julian 

sitting on her mother's doorstep nursing her youngest child 

Josépa who is about Madelena's age or perhaps slightly older. Graciela on 

seeing me asked for peanuts and I told her to come in. I gave her some for 

herself, Uadelena and Josépa. 

S. cameliato wash the lunch dishes and I retired to the office to type. 

Graciela came back in a little while and asked to borrow the airplane. I 

gave it to her and she returned with it about two minutes later telling us 

that one of the wheels was off. This had happened two days ago when loaned 

to another child. She remained a while in the house talking to S. I went in 

there and asked what they were talking about • S. said she had seen people 

close their eyes before 'they eat and was asking Graciela about it as only 

creyentes did this. But Graciela did not want to tell her because she was ' 

ashamed, rSy. said. I thought it might be "grace" to which she was refe|»ringj¿, 

i^MÍMBWÍBrtfln'thiVí1infn'-J'i n - -..rr ^ñr^HnmmWm^iéM^ .un. -ífl*Mf fflllffBlWMI 

1:45p.m. 
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3sl5p.ni.  As I walked out in the yard I saw Graciela fill a small basket 

with coffee beans which were drying on "a mat. She put the basket 

on Uadelena's head. There was a head cloth on the latter's head already, 

liidelena walked across the yard holding her hands up just lightly touching 

the sides of the basket, and gave the basket to her mother sitting in front 

of i\nna's house. Then Graciela filled a larger basket which she put on her 

own head. The basket was titled just slightly forward and she supported it 

with one hand. She ran across the yard.koving sort of from side to side, 

with her h6ad remaining still. 

I v/ent over to Emanuela Morales taking some chlorodyne (9 drops) 

in a half cup of v/ater. '..'hen I arrived Her oldest daughter was 

wrapping tortilla dough in dry corn husks. Petrona was sitting Quietly in 

a corner, Elena was swinging in the hammock and singing a religious song. 

Emanuela was not in sight. She emerged from the one bed wMch is in this 

room and I showed her the medicine I had brought for Bartolo. This morning 

when I was there we hsA  discussed his health and found out' that he had 

diorrhea. she explained something to ne now which I didn't understand but 

gathered the idea that she was at this moment nursing Bartolo and would I 

leave the medicine for her to give to him later. She demonstrated by getting 

a cup of her own and transferred the contents from my cup into hers. Then she 

washed my cup and returned it to me* Before putting the cup of medicine away 

on the shelf she tasted it and said it tasted good* 

I returned and typed the above until about 4:00p.m. when I went out to 

the corner tienda to see if I could get oranges for tomorrow. There were none 

but I bought bananas, four for a cent which is high. The woman said her child 

a little boy of nine months suffers from eye trouble. I told her I had 

drops for the eyes and she asked how much it cost. I explained that it does 

not cost and said I would return with some. I returned in a little while and 

adniinistered the drops. 
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Leaving the tienda I continued on and visited the comandante'a wife who 

was on her porch. The comandante Joined us shortly after I cams. We 

discussed the difficulties of getting bread from the panaderías here and when 

I said I could not understand why it is baked so seldom when there are 

apparently «ore customers than bread she said it was because they don't kike 

to work* 

I left there about 4*15 passing the intendencia on my way home. The 

officials sitting on the bench greeted me in lengua and I returned the greeting. 

1 stopped for a minute to shake hands and speak to Augustin Pop and Tomás 

Toexum came up and shook handswith me. I thought he looked rather downcast. 

When I returned home I prepared some milk and water and took it orar to the 

house of Manuel Puxul for the baby» Andrea* I found him standing in front of 

the room in which the baby was lying. She was wrapped in some.cloths and 

lying on a bed. Next to her was lying her sister Mexicana. As I was stand» 

ing by the side of the bed Mexicana suddenly sat up and began to vomit 

over herself and the floor. Her grandfather chased her out somewhat siarply 

and said something about what a lot of trouble these small ones are. He 

reported that the baby had drunk the remainder of the milk which I had left 

there earlier in the day, but had vomited half. The baby resisted the bottle 

this time with surprising amount of vigor for one who appears so weak and 

thin. I asked why he doesn't take her to the doctor at Solóla and he said 

ho was afraid to take her across the lake as it would be too cold. 1 sug- 

gested that they could wrap her around well. He asked if I would give her 

medicine for worms and I said 1 would try it tomorrow. It was somewhat dif- 

ficult for me to be objective about "costumbre" and I kept thinking how can 

they sit around not doing anything when this baby looks half dead already. 

Then I returned home Ben met me and said that there were a lot of tourists 

here now and we walked over to the main street where a group of children» 

girls and women were gathered. They had belts» shirts» pants, sashes» shawls 
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to sail the tourist*,    Ife followed them when they went down to the muelle. 

Te were followed back home by a few of the girle who tried to sell us things. 

Ben went to the intendencia to wait for the mail which was due by this time 

and I went home to prepare supper. 

As we were finishing supper at 6t45p.m. S. cams in the front door with 

her cousin Isabella. Cotuc and little Marina.    As there were no clean dish 

towels at the moment I gave S. a clean rag to wipe the dishes with.    The rag 

was formerly the top of a pair of Ben's pajamas v.hich was still in fairly 

good condition.    S. put her arms through the sleeves and draped it around her 

laughing and said nov I have night clothes on and then added tha.t ehe v/a8 

nor goiag to sleep .in them. 
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As S. was washing the dishes someone knocked at the front door.  She 

stood in the dporway and after talking -in a low voice for a minute 

or so closed the door. '.Then we asked who it was she said some young boys who 

wanted to hear the radio and she had told them to come back Friday when we would 

play it. Ben who was sitting not far from the door had not bee,n able to hear 

the conversation but he was positive he had not- heard the words"radio" nor 

"Friday" mentioned. In about two minutes another knock was heard on the door 

and the voice of Augustin Pop who always announces himself when he knocks in 

a characteristic fashion. 3en thought that he was the same one who knocked 

previously but could not be sure. S. remained for about twenty minutes longer 

finishing the dishes while Augustin was here. During this time there was a 

great deal of kidding back arid forth between t hem which we could not under- 

stand since it was in lengua. Somehow the story about extranjeros eating 

naturales and vice versa came up and she picked that up immediately and said, 

"Yes, Augustin's wife eats people". As on other occasions when they have 

engaged in this repartee here, S. affirmed the fact that she is a characotel. 

Although a joking situation there seemed to be a great deal of affect. She 

also joked with me about selling her baby which áa e offered for a half cent. 

She left by the front door as she had come in and Augustin remained on until 

9:45 p.m. 
I 
Be» »ew*i«B«d-*he-ía«% 
I mentioned the fact that one of the tourists had purchased the hammock 

(following written by Ben) 

that Tomás Yoxcum had tried to sell me earlier. This led Augustin to discourse 

at some length on Tomás1 character. According to Augustin, he is a mean man 

and is generally disliked. Although he is hardly more than thirty-two years 

old now he has already had nine wives, each one leaving him because he beat 

them»- And each one taking with her a child or two that he begot* 
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T/'e asked Augustin whether separations are common here ana he said that 

they were but the case of Tomás was an extreme. T7e then asked if there were 

any men who had more than one wife and he answered that there were perhaps 

five such at present although it was not generally sanctioned by public 

approval. He stated that lüanuel Gonzlez Puzul had formerly had two wives. 

Both wives lived in the same house and got along well. 

Lois then asked about the attitude toward marriages between ladinos 

and Pedranos. He said the people here ridicule and gossip a great deal in 
say 

cases of this kind. V/hen a local woman marries a ladino they «he she does 

so in order to avoid having to weave clothes for her husband. But Clara 

Rodriguez who is married to the ladino school-teacher Salomon is always 

weaving? Yes but that is what the people say. Are their any cases of mixed 

marriages besides the one just mentioned? Not at present though there was a 

secretario who married a local girl. 

Then Agustin asked if v/e were familiar, with local cour£ng customs and we 

told him we were not. He suggested that we go down to the playa any late after- 

noon and watch the young swains wait for the hirls to arrive to fill their 

tinajes. A lover holds a girls hand and drops two old-currency coins wrapt a 

certain way into the back of her blouse or huipil. The girl/i has the coins 

sent back to the boye house. This process is repeated until the coins are not 

rejected and the boy therfore knows that she is willing to marry him. In oases 

this may go on for two years. Moreover it is.customary-for each girl to have more 

than one sweetheait} some have as high as ten. The boys have only one or two. 

V/hen it is seen that the girl accepts the boy then asks her which of three 

standard ways she wants to get married: by parental arrangement, by direct re- 

quest or by capture. The..latter is most popular. Thus the girl .choses both the 

husband and the mode of marriage. The appropriate costumbres follow and average 

$5.00 per marriage. (This all needs clarification and greater detail.)  . ',.;!' ¿;'|j¡ 

-j % 
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Lois brought up the subject of medicine by mentioning hcv reluctant 

people here searned to be to consult physicians and illustrated by citing 

the case of I.Ianuel Puzul's emaciated grandchild which now lie on the verge 

of death. Yes, said Agustín, people here are accustomed to consult only 

,4aza.iorines. How many are there? Fivej Susana's pa is one of then. Others? 

Domingo Chavajay who has a cofradía, The father of Jesusa and Andrea Rokché, 

Francisco Chavajay who lives near the cemetery. The latter two are old. 

The zajorin of Agustín's household, he volunteered, is Domingo Chavajay. 

Zaj orines are born end not made. It can be known that an infant is pre- 

destined to be a z. by the fact that he is born with certain little saones on 

his person, perhaps in his hand.' Those who are meant to be midwives are similar- 

ly born with appropriate tokens. The child does not know that he is to be a 

z. until he is 15 or 16 yrs. old. In the meantime, the father who knows has 

costumbres done in his interest every several years that he may survive to ful- 
frora 

fill his destiny. Do they learn e#£ older za,jorines? I'o, they know by themselves? 

Iven the calendrical names and meanings? Yes. 

The za,jorines know what cures to try by means of dreams or visions that 

they have—sometimes at least. 9e They do costumbres near crosses in cerros. 

No there is.no objection to the public visiting these shrines but it is for- 

bidden to see or hear actual costumbres being performed. These take place, 

at one or two o'clock in the morning. 

Who are brujos? They say that the zajorines are all brujos at the same 

time^ Do they admit it? No, it is. never admitted; each one says the other one 

is a brujo. Are they also characoXteleB? Yes, the people say they are 

charaooteles at the same time? Is this true? Saber? 

I mentioned that some one had out the swollen knee of Andrea Tuch with 

a piece of glass in an effort to cureAbefore we were summoned over. Yes, said ' 

Agustín^ the zajorinee know how to draw blood with pieces of glass or with 

pieces of chay set in little handles which they flick against the flesh, -í%fe| 
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is how they cure rheunatisa. Do people sometimes suanon in another zajorin 

if they thinkthe is present one is not curing satisfactorily? Sometimes^. 

Doesn't the fiBt zajorin resent this? Ho. But soon Agustín amended this by 

saying that sometimes they do get angry. He added that the old zajorin 

Francisco Chavajay doesn't like it vrtien others are called in; he claims that 

only he is a real zajorin .and that the others don't know their stuff. 

It appears that not only za.jorines knot; how to draw blood. Many of the 

villagers/(most of them, according to Agustin) have a dried snake's fang with 

which to pierce the skin. "Thy don't they use a knife or something else instead? 

Because this is much finer? Lie a needle? Yes. Then why don't they use a 

needle? "No sirve." How are the fangs secured? Certain people know how to 

quiet the snakes by reciting the proper orisones. In extracting the tooth a 

hard stick must not be used or it would spoil the fang; only something with a 

soft interior such as cane must be e« used. (I'm not clear as to whether the 

snake is dead or alive when the tooth is taken out and just how a stick is used 

in the extraction.) The venom of the tooth is drained (?) and thrown away. 

The fang is left to dry in the sun and finally is placed in some aguardiente. 

It is then ready for use. Do you have a snakes's fang? I asked Agustin/ No. 

He eeen doesn't know how to use one; he is afraid. 

Apart from the ia.1 orines, who are the persons that can transform them- 

selves into chwacoteles? Nobody knows. For one thing, it appears, a woman who*-ySg| 

is a characotel cqvefcs her face with her hair and (presumably) «a» therefore 

cannot be recognized. There is a belief, said my informant, that when a woman 

refuses to talk (under certain circumstances?) she is a characotel. He indicated 

however that he was skeptical of this evidence. But how about *he women at 

night who cannot be overtaken, is this clear evidence that they are characotelas? ,-jj 

Yes, said Agustín, that's certain* Characoteles have the power of str iking rtfne..íí¿| 

weak for several hours so that he oan hardly walk or talk. 
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Can characoteles kill people? No. TThat do they do, just frighten then? 

Yes they scare thera and they knock them over (botar). Sometimes they pick on a 

person and follow him around nights wherever he goes, even in his house. Can 

they enter walls. They can. Agustín then said that if one encounters a chara- 

cotel and can think fast the thing to do is to pick up a fist-full of dirt and 

fling it at him or her. In this way one might out-power the evil one.  (There 

is something wrong here for the only way one can tell that the animal or person 3^ 

encountered is a characotel is by the fact that he feels himself suddenly rendered, 

weak. How then can he be agile enough to fling dirt at the characotel, I wonder?) 

Are most of the characoteles women or men. That is not known, Agustin 

replied, but he did say that there is a tendency for local characoteles to haunt 

other pueblos while the ones encountered here are often from other lake towns 

such as San Juan, San Pablo, Atitlán. Do they come afoot or- by canoe? Meither, 

it is belÉáved that they leave their familios when the latter are fast asleep 

at night and therefore never know about it, convert themselves into a luminous 

substance, enter a tecomate and in this coine across the lake. Many people have 

seen their lights as they were crossing the lake at night. No, Agustin himself 

had never seen this mystic light but his friends and relatives have, so it is 

certainly a fact. 

Are there any evil things besides brujos and characoteles? Only espíritus 

de los muertos. These are bad? Yes. Can one tell to what former being they 

belong when they come or are they just spirits of the dead in general? Just in 

general. Can they be seen? No for they have no substances they can only be 

heard, but if one should ever see a spirit he would fall dead on the spot. The 

thing to do when one encounters a spirit, explained Agustin, is to make a cross 

in the dust. This muBt only be made with the left hand and the cross must be 

upside-down. What harm do they do. They can bring bad diseases. 

•<\É 
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In speaking of children who are destined to be 2ajorines, Agustín 

said that they collect various stones and little idols. In speaking of 

the shamanistic calendar, he mentioned that en the morrow was "day of the 

dead" and that therefore a mass might be held for all those who had (recently0) 

deceased relatives. But if each day of the calendar recurs,in twenty days 

is there a mass for the dead every twenty-days? No, such uasses are only 

occasionally held but when they are they must be held on the appropriate 

day. la there a day of maiz in this calendar? There is. And of animals? 

yes. Others? The ehama zajorines know. 

In speaking of sacred spots, Agustin said that one of the San Juan 

crosses was located in a fold of the mountain difficult of access but that 

the others were not particulary hidden. No, zajorines are always men, he 

said at one point, but they say that there is a woman zajorin in Atitlán (?). 

Nearly all the inhabitants of San Pablo, he said, are brujos or characoteles. 

Except for the last three pages which were typed on the following 

forenoon, these notes written on the day of occurrence—from time to time and 

from skeletal notations. 

OLISSIONS; Duting the course of the evening v/e offered Agustín fruit. He 

said thanks but he took none. I asked him whether it were true 

that limes are cold and he said it was a fact. Aguacates? No, though they' 

don't'agree"wi'th some people. T7e suggested a numbef of other foods but none 

of them were cold or bad. Coffee and tea were both O.K. Mangos however.Were cold», 

Late in the afternoon Vicente Rásales came over to sell an egg. Lois asked 

her whether their family had a serviette for sale. She left and returned with 

one that looked faded around the edges but which she said was new and cost 5o// 

S. had to14' Lois that these are worth 25/. Lois offered this amount. Vicente 

said she would have to consult her mother; never returned. 
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7130aa.m. Ben noticed Alberto looking into the inverted conicr-1 basket which 

had sheltered baby turkeys nearly a month ago. On inquiry 3en was 

told th/ere viere  7 day-old chicles inside but that there was to be no bathing 

as in the case of the turkey-chicks since chicks are not susceptable to evil- 

eye. Apparently the chicks were in the container only for safe-keeping. 

S. came and after she had been in the house for about five or ten 
8:15 a.m. 

minutes she said Rosario Pop was waiting out on the porch. I 

went out and found R.osario holding little Petrona. She was accompanied by 

younger sister Carnación. Is always Rosario greeted me by name in a friendly 

and somewhat dignified manner. I respond positively to her because she is 

neither overly aggressive nor is she in-any way self-offacing. She gives the 

impression of a person of poise and self-respect. I administered the drops 

in the baby's eyes and she left thanking no. 

I went over to see how baby Andrea wr-.s getting along and to give 
9:30 a.m. 

her anti-worn medicine. I mixed a teaspoonful of medicine with 

a spoonful of strawberry juice from the jam in a cup. Y/hen I arrived no 

one was in sight except Venancia ¡.'endez across the yacd fence in the next 

yard. I called to her asking her to come over. She came and soon the 

wife of lianuel appeared carrying little Andrea. Grandmother held her v/hile 

I gavehher the medicine and I was again surprised at the amount of resistance 

the baby can put up. The grandmother was pretty ineffectual in holding her 

still, but Venancia assisted. I asked whether there was any milk for the 

baby and the grandmother said they had not been able to get any. "The people 

don't want to give it", she said. I said I would send some over a little 

later. Y/hen grandmother'had brought the baby out of the house I had seen 

the little one holding a small piece of tortilla in her hand. I told Ven- 
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anda that the baby must absolutely not oat tortilla. 8he translated this to 

the grandmother who denied that she had been.    I was too indignant to let it 

go and insisted that I had seen a piece in the baby's hand. Thereupon the 

grandmother produced the piece which she had in her hand and said it was 

only a small piece and besides the baby didn't want it.    I again insisted 

to Venencia that at this time it was very bad for her. 

Venencia asked in which house we are living and how much we pay for it* 

I told her the house but that I didn't know which was the truth since it 

would take higher mathematics for me to figure out our arrangement with Cotuc. 

She then asked where we came from and how long we intended staying.    I told 

her and she appeared to have heard of the united States. When I answered 

that we might stay here for eight months she wanted to know why we donfft 

stay here always. I pointed out that we hare parents and relatives in the 

United States but that we like it very much and are sorry that we cannot 

stay here.    She agreed that it is a very nice village and then asked how much 

it had cost us to come here.    I said sixty dollars and explained that we 

came on a very large boat and the length of time it took to come here.    She 

was amated and asked if I wasn't afraid to go on the ocean for so many days. 

The grandmother asked if we had come by airplane and 1 explained that we 

hadn't because that is even more expensive.    Then Venencia asked why our 

parents don't come to see us here and I replied that it cost too much money» 

"But"» she replied» "In the United States there is plenty of money".    I said 

this was true but not every one had it - there are some who are rich but the 

majority of the people are either poor or medium* "like here" she said. 

Her attitude seemed more sophisticated than others as she seemed to readily 

accept this latter explanation .   Other people who have brought up the same 

question are harder to convince and just continue to think that every "ex- 

tranjero" has plenty of money* 

Venaneia. then, asked whether I had medicine for worms and I pointed out 

n^j^Ut^Abq^lil&M^ J*^ 
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10»15 a.m. 

that this medicine I had given the baby was for worms.    She asked how much 

it cost and said she would like to buy some for her two young children. 

I said it didn't cost anything but if she wanted to bring them over tomorrow 

morning I would give it to then*    She said she would and thanked me in 

advance.    She said they would send over one of the girls, IfaxioAna or 

Teresa for the milk.    I speculated that since they were unable to get milk 

today there were probably many other occasions when they had been unable to 

get any and therefore it was probably a correct statement which S. made to 

the effect that the baby had been eating everything. 

When I returned S. was sweeping the floor and I remained in the 

house to prepare the milk for the baby.    I wondered aloud whether 

the reason Pusul had not taken the baby to a doctor was because it is not 

ffPflftiyAr^ sinee there are probably taiorineshore.    I thought S. looked 

rather startled at this comment.    She said "Where are there - ?" I went on 

to say that I knew there were in other places and thought there were probably 

ta.1 orines here too - "aren't there?" Her reply was somewhat of a non-sequitor 

sinee she replied* "No - they don't have medicine here". 

At this point the two Pusul granddaughters dashed into the house.    I handed 

the milk and they both made a grab for it.    Teresa, the older one succeeded 

in grabbing faster and away they ran. 

I retirad to the office to type but that was soon interrupted by the 

appearance of Graciela and Ihdelena.   We learned that Ifarguerite, their mother 

had gone to the market at Atitlan(with their aunt Elena Cotueyto sell to- 

matoes.   Ben asked the price of tomatoes and of other items' and they, that is 

Graciela knew the correct prices for tomatoes, eggs, tortillas, oranges, 

bananas. Ben commented that she could hardly help knowing the prices spending 

most of her time between a barrage of conversation about prices between her 

mother and grandmother. Graciela was a willing, teacher of words and phrases 

in lengua. It took some time to get the above information because she speaks 
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no Spanish.    When I asked if her mother went to AtitIan, using the word p'ini 

she said rigorously "No, she left sitting down" (meaning she went in a canoe 

I presume).    During the hour or so that they were here Graciela asked for 

peanuts which we had in a basket on the porch. Madelena asked for paper and 

candy» prompted by Graciela.    Madelena was quite friendly, even going so 

far as to shake hands with Ben.    She laughed whenever Graciela laughed and 

mimicked Graciela in everything she did.    When Graciela threw her peanuts 

up in the air, Madelena did the same except she could hardly throw them up 

and instead threw them vigorously down on the ground.    Graciela pointed 

to a cut on her calf and explained that it was from the water. On closer 

examination I noticed that it was from chapping and that her legs up to 

her calves were chapped.    (S. had the same complaint the other evening and 

asked for something to put on it. I had put some cold cream on and was 

somewhat surprised to discover that she knew what it was without my telling 

her). I put some salve on Graciela's leg with a small bandage.    Since the 

women spend a great deal of time in the water it is not surprising that 

there legs are chapped.    They go in only as far as their calves when getting 

water»   When we were saying the words for eyes, nose, ears,legs, arms in 

lengua Madelena usually added the word "tinoij" (little) when pointing to 

herself without being prompted.   At twelve o'clook Graoiela brought over 

the tortilla» we had ordered from her grandmother and then she and Madelena 

left. 

We had finished lunch, Ben was taking, a nap. Graciela and Madelena 
It30 p.m. 

reappeared. I sat on the doorstep with them rehearsing some of 

the words of this morning. When I made a mistake Graciela would shake her 

head vigorously, point her finger at me and slowly enunciate eaeh syllable. 

In a little while I heard the familiar strains of "Up on a mountain " being 

sung, outside the front door which was closed. For about five or ten 

minutes I did not open it but remained- sitting at the back door with G. and lb 
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Then I mot to the ether door followed by 0. and U. Comercia Bixcal (bright 

eyes), Terseria (with the sore toe) and three or four other children were 

there.    We sang a little then they aeked me various questions which they 

repeat every tine they see me - none of the children spoke Spanish.    They 

asked - that is your name? what is the man's name? that is your mother's 

name? that is your father's name? His mother's name? His father's name? 

Then they remarked about my shoes» my dress, the colors, the buttons, 

counted the buttons on my dress. They were bright green glass buttons. 

Comercia made gestures as if plucking the flowers off my dress - it is a 

flowered pattern. She continued this for about a minute, vigorously 

clawing the air, almost touching me.    Once she lifted up my dress a trifle 

pointing to my slip and gigled.    I gestured as if to lift up her skirt and 

she dashed away a few feet laughing heartily and perhaps feigning embarras* 

ment.    flew Whenever a man or woman would walk by on the street the children 

prompted me to say "awa ta" or Awa nan". 

After about half an hour Rosa Cotue appeared at her window facing us 

and after greeting her I practiced my few phrases of lengua on her asking 

how old she was and how many children she had.    To the first question she 

replied twenty-five and to the second "there are none".    I had thought 

that Tersarla was her daughter but apparently was wrong.    She asked how 

old I was and my mother's and father's name.   At this time Smanuela the 

good-looking woman came by and stopped at Rosa's window for a few minutes. 

They asked where Ben was and how many children I had.   When I said, none, 

they asked something which I assumed meant"why not?"   They also tried some 

other questions on me which I eould not understand and as Smanuela walked 

away she pointed to her belt and asked to buy one.    I responded "not today". 

I     I brought out the animal picture book over which the children made quité 

a fuss*   As we ware looking at a man same by who had one eye.   He stopped 

to. look at it along with the children, and got as much of a kick out of it 

.-safa^jJfaL   jfi^lMMJla 
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as they did» if not mor*.    After looking at it he asked how much it cost. 

When I told hi» ten oents he asked me to sell it to him.    I said I was sorry 

but could not sell it.   Another man joined the group to look at the picture 

book.    He was not from San Pedro as he wore a black and white checked 

blanket affair like a skirt.   Augustin Pop came up as the crowd was looking 

at the book.    He came in and asked for Ben and told us that he cane to let us 

know that the sanitary inspector was here and wouldreturn to the intendencia 

in an hour or so.    I thought he looked rather downcast as compared with his 

manner at other times. 

An intriguing hypothesis occurred to me based on practically1 no facts. 

Hypothesis*   top was one of S's rejected suitors.   But now that her husband 

is dead he cannot court her because he has a wife.    The meetings in our 

house which seem to take the form of verbal sparring between them might be 

either explicit or more likely implicit courtship teasing (of the kind fre- 

quently exemplified in American movies - boy meets girl} boy raises girl) 
by 

girl raises boy; boy marries girl).    It is/no means one-sided.    It is even 

possible that S. takes the initiative in starting the teasing between them. 

If I only understood lengua now! 

S. arrived to do the lunch dishes. Ihen she came in she asked if 
3 tOO p.m. 

Augustin had been here.    I said he had.    She said she had seen him 

pass by on tas street when she went to the panadería on the corner to call f»r 

oar bread. (I wondered why she was interested and would she have asked if it 

had been someone else). 

I saw that she had washed her hair and remarked about it.    She said she 

washes it every four days.    It was not braided, but hung loose around her 

shoulders to dry and giving her a soft frame made her look even more attrac- 

tive than usual. 

I asked her to ask Alberto who had come home a little while before with 

his brother-in-law from the fields whether he could cut open the top of a A 
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gasoline can which we wanted to uee for garbage.    We had tried otto r recep- 

ticles but the doge had been getting into them and in addition S. had asked 

why we don't use the can as all the woman here carry their garbage away in 

cans.    I had observed this to be true at least with several whom I had seen. 

Alberto's brother-in-law Cotue opened it with his machete, knocking against 

the back of the machete with a piece of firewood.    When S. had filled the 

can to carry it away she joked about taking it out to sell and asked how 

much she should get for it. 

Then Alberto came over from his house bringing a piece of cooked squash 

which he called k'um in lengua. It was a variety of squash.    S. suggested 

putting sugar on it and after I had eaten it and expressed my appreciation, 

Alberto came back with another piece for Ben. 

S. was ready to leave for home at this point.    I brought out a pair of 

gold-colored button earrings and without saying a word she took her own 

earrings off and said nothing when I put them on her.  (Sarlier in the day I 
the drop 

had noticed that part of one of he r earrings had come off.  she had said she 

lost it).    I told her to look in the mirror and asked if she liked them. 

She said she did and I told her she could have them. Then smiling she asked 

if I would pake her a present of some of my cologne.    (On a previous occasion 

I had used some when she was present and put some on her ). I put some on 

her and was surprised to have her break down her reserve to the extent of 

putting her arm around my shoulder and with much'emphasis she said "Muchismos 

gracias"• 

There was a big todo next door on the rotura of Marguerite from 
4t4S p.m. 

Atitlan.   Graciela and Ifadelena came over bringing a banana as a 

present for us.   Sraeiela had a piece of chewing gum in her mouth and two 

chiclets in cellophane in her hand.    She also had a large piece of green hard 

candy which she sucked on and then handed to Ifedelena to take her tura.    Toen 

• <JtJ^a^«u»^«^*w^tT.^-ii*(^.vw ^^¿0.r *tmJ^. *em*^^l*a^^U*j*&bf 
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Graciela pot the cellophane wrapped gun in her mouth, took it out and put 

the rest of the gun in her south to chew. She pulled it out with her finger 

as children do in the United States. It is hardly likely that her mother 

had brought more than the gun she had and I wondered about her chewing it 

all up immediately and not saving some for later. I have noticed on other 
t 

occasions when vendors cane through with oranges or bananas and people bought 

then they ate them immediately. 

The comandante sent over a bread which had been bought in Atitlan today. 

I sent over a piece of it with Graciela to her mother. She cam» back im- 

mediately bringing with her another banana. 

Ben drew a caricature picture of a man wearing a hat and smoking a pipe. 

Graciela immediately recognized the hat and pipe and gave the words in ísagua. 

She called out to her mother telling her about it and took the picture over 

to show it to her. They all /laughed at it. 

I went to see Andrea. She was not there when I arrived but came 
5 tOO p.m. 

in a few minutes with Gustina. Ventura was there suckling her 

baby and her little boy was playing with Nicholas. Mrs. Gona3.es was grinding 

corn and as she did so whistled a melody through her teeth. I had heard 
Cotuc 

Ifcrguerita/doing this when she grinds corn.aad On hearing Mrs. GonsJ.es do 

the same I wondered whether it is customary and has something to do with 

the breathing process. It is possible that the hard but rhythmic grinding 

necessitates a certain type of breathing which facilitates whistling* 

«hen I returned home I heard Ihdelena crying, next door and on inquiring 

was told by Alberto that her sister» Graciela» had hit her* 

Ben told me that he had passed the patio where the Cox families live 

and had seen a large group of children playing there* including Huria» Angelina 

aa«VPe*»e«a. All the children greeted him except this/ one who got up and 

silently walked into her house. I had had a similar experience on returning 

home from ladrea I had seen baria» Angelina» Patrono, and Anita» Canducia and 

•W^aiWt&ljrfY ¡**U*J*.!lJ}%2^*i.< 
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Rosa Cox sitting in front of Ifcria's house. They were not facing me when I 

passed bat another group of snail boys across the-sane patio called out to 

a». This called the attention of the group of girls. Canducia and Anita 

called to as but neither Maria nor Angelina turned around. Petrona who was 

facing in gy direction turned around and did not say anything either. These 
i 

incidents plus the absence of Emanuela's children from our doorstep during 

the past few days caused us to feel that the family was definitely boycotting 

us. We found it difficult to explain the behavior of the children since if 

it was the neighbors that were keeping Emanuela away it did not seem to 

follow that they should boycott us even when seeing us away from, the house. 

We wondered if there was anything we had done that might have angered or 

offended them or whether they might be dissatisfied with the medical treat- 

ment we had giren Bartolo and sought to avoid us. However the latter ex- 

planation did not seem to fit the facts since Petrona had been coming alone 

the last few days and we had treated her foot. 

After supper Graciela, Ifedelena, Anita, Canducia, Rosa, Alberto and other 

children earn» gathered in the house. A group of adolescent boys gathered at 

the door and wanted to hear the radio . We told them that it would be played 

Friday night. Elena, Gilberto and and Nicholas joined the group in the 

kitchen. When S. earns in to do the dishes Siena said something about the 

earrings which S. was wearing. Their conversation was in lengua so I could 

not understand most of what they said. Ben and I retired to the office to 

type leaving f. and the group in the other room* 

Ben noticed from the office that S. had closed the door apparently clos- 

ing some children out and leaving others in. I was interested in seeing who 

she had allowed to remain inside and on walking in found, much to my surprise, 

Emanuela morales holding. Bartolo and accompanied by Petrona and Angelina. 

Bartolo's eye had become affected by the sore on his cheek and was quite 

red and small. Nsvertheless he was in good spirits and as chipper as usual. 
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Emanuela asfctd whether I would put a drop of medicine in Bartolo's eye.    I 

did »o and also put a patch of gause with eulphonerthiolate on hie cheek. 

There wae another dieeueeion about S.'a earring» between Emanuela,S. and 

Siena.    The latter and her brother were the only ones present at this time 

besides the above-mentioned.    I heard the word8none quetzal" mentioned and 

guessed that 8. might have told them that the earrings had cost that amount. 

I also understood her telling them that I had given them to her.    Then she 

showed them that they were different from local earrings as they did not 

go through the holes in the ears.    They examined my ears to find I had no 

holee in them.   Emanuela joked about piercing holes in my ears with a needle. 

morning 
These notes were begun 2.18.41 and finished the following afwemeem 

and evening. 
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7«50 A.M. 
Ignaela Méndez arrives a few minutes ahead of schedule with her 

8^10 A.M. 

pretty daughter, Celestina Raehik, age 6, for worm medicine, as 

arranged by Lois yesterday. While she waits on the porch she converses in 

lengua with our neighbors. (Could they he suggesting somehow that she dis- 

continue coming here?) At first Celestina balks at the medicine but when 

her mother chides her and tells her to do the señora a favor the child opens 

her mouth wide and readily takes the three spoonfuls of oil* Lois commends 

her for being a good patient. Ignacia surprises Lois by asking .whether she 

wouln't like to observe how tortillas and other things are made in this town* 

Lois aays she would be glad to come to her house and observe. (Mo one had 

made suoh an offer before.) Come now, she urges, since she is even now making 

tortillas. Lois is busy, says she'll come in the afternoon or tomorrow. 

A middle aged couple somewhat seedy in appearance come in through 

the back entrance* The woman is pressing a red cloth to her eheek 

and appears to be in pain. The man explains that she has a bad pain in the 

teeth and in a complete side of the head. We ask the woman to sit down} the man 

remains standing. Lois administers some drops calculated to dull a tooth-ache 

but oan find no tooth-ache* Thinking it may be neuralgia, she next gives the 

lady some drops of "cure-all" in water. She takes it and when she is finished 

with it she spits on the floor* 8* who by this time has arrived says some- 

thing to the woman in lengua and the latter wipes up the spot with her cloth* 

I suggest to Lois that we give her an aspirin/as well* At Lois' suggestion 

S* explains to the woman how to take an aspirin. She takes it with water Lois 

gives her. Lois gives her another pill to take along and tells her to swallow 

it at 10 o'clock. I ask the man his name and he says ti is Salvador Sunu. He 

reminds me that he had brought a package for me from 8olol& a number of weeks 

ago. Bis wife's name is Ana. Before leaving he asks the fee. It is free. 
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8:45 A.M. 

8:30 A.M. As Salvador Sunu and his wife leave, S. who is now making our beds 

says she too wants a pill since she has a cold. She is sniffling. 

I suggest that Lois give her a sweater. Lois thinks maybe she wont wear it. 

It is offered and she puts it on. Lois gives her a pill for colds given us 

by the Sanidad. , 

Julian Cotuc comes to the back door and Lois greets him since I am 

busy screwing the meat-grinder onto the table. He comes into the 

room makes a comment about the grinder and asks to be premitted to use the 

type-writer for two or three hours. I tell him that 1 will be using one of 

— the machines all forenoon and that Lois will begin on another in a half-hour. 

He doesn't look pleased at my suggestion that he theerfore spend a half-hour 

typing now and return later. I tell hiin that if he comes back at 11:30 he 

will be able to use the machine for at least an hour and a half. He agrees. 
and 

Then he points out how annoying it is to both hima-aa myself that he has/i no 

machine of his own and suggests that he would buy the $18.00 used Corona that 

Molina has written me about (cf. letter file) if the owner would agree to ac- 

cept $4*50 per month for four months. I agree to write Molina about this. 

I ask S. if she would like to go home and go to bed* She says 
9i00 a.a, 

she would. Since I did not want to release her for the day to 

go home to work there I ask her again if she can go to bod if she goes 

hone. She. says she will do this. I toll her that she needn't cone baek 

this afternoon as wo are going to the playa to bathe and will take lunch 

along, with us. She asks who is going along with us and I reply that just 

Bon and I are going. (I wonder what she had in mind. Would she have liked 

to got Does she think Augustin is going? Does she think some other girl is 

going») 

9:45 a. a. I notice a nan soiling oranges outside the window in the street* 

t*—*H*Jl-Tti*i. J¡¿Á „ , > . .».!- .iw*,M 
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I go out and ask the price. He tells me they are three for a penny.    This 

seemed very high so I asked the two women who were standing there how much 

they had paid.    neither of them appeared to understand ma.    I noticed that 

one of the women had some oranges in her apron.    Following local customs I 

opened her apron and saw she had six oranges.    I complained of this to 

the man who said those were small ones and the ones he wanted to sell me 

were for ladinos. I said I wanted to buy the small ones.    He seemed to 

grumble a little about it but the women laughed.    Then I said I wanted to 

buy some large ones also but bargained for four for one cent*    He was 

adamant and finally I gave in» but the women shamed him into giving ma a 

fourth one.    They practically took it out.of the box and handed it to ma. 

He said something about ladinos and extranjeros and I said that I was now 

a Pedrano.    The women laughed heartily at this.    He took it more seriously 

and asked whether we had land here.    The women told him we had not.    xhe 

man asked whether we had a book from which he could learn English.    He 

wants very much to learn that language.    I told him I was sorry but we 

don't have that kind of a book. Anna Q. comes up and the man gives her an orange. 

Out on the back porch I saw Graciela winding thread around a bas- 

ket.    Her mother is sitting down» feet outstretched» weaving. 

Graciela asks me for an orange. Her grandmother is the only member of the 

family who was outside when I bought them.    News travels fast* I tell G. to 

come in.    She repeats to her mother "She says come in." (as if to say - can. 

you imagine that! )    She comes running with Ihdelena following at her heels. 

I hand each of them an orange.     A few minutes from inside the house I hear 

Graciela crying. 

8. leaves and I give her two pills, two oranges and ask her if 

her sister can bring the water.    She says she will have her 

sister do this* 

IQ'IP At*, 

l&OLAftJa. 
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Out OB the back porch again I see Iferguerita still Bitting and 
lltlS A.M. 

weaving* Graciela has one end of the string now tied around her 

big toe and she is winding it into a ball* As she looks around I can see 

that she is still sniffling and she starts to cry a little again* 

Julian Cotuc cones back to use the typewriter. After he has 

been here a little while we hear a nan talking and Ben goes 

outside to see who it is. Ben retired to the living room when Julian went 

in to the office* Ben finds the secretary in the office with Julian. They 

are copying names out of a book on the typewriter* I was feeling pretty 

indignant about Julian's presumptuousness and urged Ben to tell hi» that 

we are busy at this time and cannot let fain use the office or typewriter* 

There is a typewriter in the Intendencia and they must have managed before 

before we came , was my feeling. Ben didn't like being put out of his 

office either but since we were planning to be away for an hour or two he 

felt that Julian might as well use the typewriter. 

12i40 A.M. As we were leaving to go down to the lake Ben went in and asked 

how long they expected to use the typewriter. Ae-he-diá-aet-say 

anvehiag-eiee-i Julian showed Ben that there were many hours of typing and 

he wants to use it as many hours as we can let him. As Ben did not say 

anything further I said that we also have a lot of work now and are using 

the typewriters most of the day and evening every day* He said they would 

leave as soon as we returned. 

As we approached the shade of a tree on the beach we noticed several 

women washing clothes and hair. They had skirts on and were nude from the 

waist up. They appeared to be in no hurry to put their huípiles on. doing 

so only when we were eaiy seated under the tree about 30 feet from them. 

A young fellow approached and asked what we were doing. W* said we were 

going swimming, which was obvious at the moment, fie said are we going to 
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tal» pictures* Ban told hin ve had no camera* He hong around for about 

ten minutes but as we gave him no encouragement he left. Tiro small boys 

about ten and six years old soon appeared. They greeted us with "Awa nan" 

and "Awa ta" and continued to repeat this over and over. Finally when they 

no longer got a response they climbed up on the rocks near the branches of 

a large tree. There was a long ropelike vine hanging from the top of the 

tree and from it was suspended a large rock which was tied around with a 

a rope. The boys would call to us, swing the rock suspended on the vine and 

laugh. Then when they apparently got tired of this they came down on the 

beach again and stood on their hands. Then they ran down the beach a little 

distance took off their clothes and went -in swimming. All the time obviously 
had 

trying to get our attention. By this time the women were left and the 

beach was practically deserted except for our two youthful companions and 

ourselves* By the time we went in the water again we had a gallery of 

spectators again - a group of little girls. They had been in swimming 

with only their skirts on farther down the beach. When they had their 

blouses on they cam» over and stood on the rocks watching us swim. They 

shouted greetings at us in lengua for some time* We returned home at 3s30. 

we had been away for three and a half hours and this was the first time in 

two weeks that we had gone to the beach. Since it was already late in the 

afternoon I thought there would be little to write up for today and was 

anticipating being able to catch up with other notes this evening. But if. 

didn't work out that way* 

Although Tina» S's sister had brought a tfrpfia of water in the fore- 

noon we were again out of water and I asked Ben to go over and ask if they 

would bring more water* He went and found S. walking around inside her 

house with the baby in her arms. She seemed somewhat surprised to see him. 

She said she would send water over to us. Ben then went a few steps further 
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to the house of Puzul to inquire about little Andrea. The grandmother 

pointed out to him that the baby was now in bed sleeping. Ben looked and 

saw her lost in a jumble of blankets. Because the grandmother spoke little 

Spanish he asked to speak to Ign&cia, The grandmother walked over with Ben 

to a neighboring house and the oldest daughter of Ign&cia cam»' out instead. 

With the latter interpreting Ben found out from the grandmother that the 

baby had thrown up the milk an hour after drinking it yesterday, that it had 

eliminated no worms, and that it had been given no food all of today since 

they had not been able to get any milk. A little later the grandmother 

added that the child had eaten a very small amount of atole. Ben asked if 

they intended to get milk tomorrow and was told they would. By this time 

Ignacia herself had come out of the house. Ben inquired about her daughter 

Celestina who had taken worm medicine this morning. "Only fire worms came 

out", she said, "Two big ones and three little ones". Ben told h> r that 

this was a good sign. He then pointed to her three year old daughter who was 

standing at her side and asked whether she too had worms. The mother thought 

she had. Did the mother want worm medicine for her? "She won't want to take 

the medicineV the mother answered. Ben said goodbye to all and left. 

4120 P.M. 
Augustin Pop cam» in. (See mem* page^for write-up of this). 

While he was here Vicente came to the back porch with a tinaja of 

water which she said she had brought for S. She appeared not to want to 

come inside and stayed away from the doorway to a side as if not wanting to 

be seen from inside the house.    (Was she shy because Augustin was here?) 

I took the •frf"«,1« and emptied the water into the olla in the house. I returned 

it and thanked her.    She left from the farther side of the porch. 
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As I was typing in the office Graciela, Ibdelena cane in with a 

child I had not seen before. Graciela brought her in and pointed 

to her toe. The girl,who could speak Spanish, gave her name as Teresa 

Garcia and her age as nine. She is the younger sister of Louisa Garcia who 

paid us a Tisit about a week ago. Her large toe on right foot had the nail 

missing and Teresa said it had been that way for a year. As Augustin and 

Ben were busy in the living room I had her sit on the porch. I gave her 

soas permanganate solution with hot water to soak her toe in and then 

bandaged it. Graeieia Anita and Canducia joined us by this time and then 

Graciela said "tup'ana? chik p'is" which by this time 1 could recogniie as 

meaning that I should sing. Comercia and others had been saying it to me 

several times a day for many days. When I had finished with Teresa a new 

boy appeared at the gate and spoke to her. He cams up to the porch and 

asked if I could do something for his toe which was infected as the result 

of a nigua. He gave his name in polite Spanish as Bernardo Garcia. He 

appears to be about 11 or 12 years old. He spoke with the serious air of 

a grown-up and informed me that he had been to school for four years. He 

said he liked to learn» that a man has to know how to write. Then he said 

could an Indian go to the United States. I replied that he could if he had 

the money. He said he would like to go there as he would like very much to 

learn English. He thought it was a beautiful language and he likes to study. 

He asked if we had any work that he could do for us. I told him I was sorry 

but there was none at the moment. He asked whether I would sell him soas 

medicine for his foot for ten cents. He said he had heard we have medicines. 

I explained that it would not cost anything and gave him the same treatment 

as I had given his siter. After his foot was bandaged he asked again how 

much it cost and I again explained. He then said he would like to do any- 

thing I could let him do around the house or any other kind of work to re- 
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pay ns for the medicine I had giren him.    He asked also if Ben and I would 

come and visit them at their house.    I said we would at the first opportunity* 

I asked him what he does during the day and he replied that he goes for 

wood sons days or helps people and sometimes he goes to the coast to buy 

clothes.    I was not clear about this latter point because of Spanish diffi- 

culty.    Very seriously he pointed out that he is the oldest son and has to 

help his mother get things which they sell here.    He said his father is not 

with them, that he went with another woman and left his mother. 

He asked if we like it here and said he finds the people very amiable 

and they can speak, meaning they can speak Spanish.    He asksd if we had 

a book with English words in it as he would like to learn from it.    I said 

we had no book for learning English but some other time I would show him 

some words in English. 

Petrona, our washlady, came in at this time to oall for the laundry. 

As I was busy and it was late in the day I asked if she would come back to- 

morrow morning.    She agreed.    She sat down on the porch and watched m» 

bandage Bernardo's foot.    She asked if I could cure people.    I said I was 

not a doctor and had medicines for certain things but could not cure every- 

thing.    This gave her the opportunity to complain that there are no doctors 

here. "If a person gets sick here the only thing they can do is die - there 

is nothing here". 

Ben cams out and told me that there were some children at the front 

door including Iferia and Angelina.    I was interested that they had come since 

it was the first time in several days.    A few minutes later I saw them out 

in the back near Graciela' s house sitting dn the ground with Anita and 

Canducia Cox.    I went over and spoke to them.    They were friendly but some- 

what reserved.    When I returned to the house they followed me in as did 

all the rest of the children who were around.   Bernardo earns back and showed 
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me a sore he had on his ankle and asked for more medicine and bandage.    Ban 

and Augustin had left to go to the intendencia and Petrona had left too. 

As I bandaged Bernardo's ankle I had a gallery of a doien or more children 

in the house including some of the small boys of the neighborhood. The 
r 

mute girl from the Bixcul household across the way was also present. When 

I had finished with Bernardo I put a bandage on little Petrona's foot. She 

still wore a sock on her sore foot but the bandage of yesterday was gone. 

The sock by this time is dirty and I told Maria that it should be washed. 

At 6»15 Ben returned and found a house full of kids. By 6s30 we had 

gotten them out in order to have supper. 

6«45 P.M. Augustin Pop returned with a dish of some kind of cocoanut des- 

sert sent over by the teniente. He also brought four letters* 

Just as we had finished supper there was a light toiock at the door. 
7t30 P.M. 

We thought it was probably some of the children but opened it and 
Morales 

found it was Emanuéla/with Bartolo, Maria and Petrona. I put a drop in Bartolo's 

eye and another bandage on hie cheek. There was none there when they came in. 

Ibria spied the "Life" Magazine and began looking at it remarking enthuBiasti-* 

cally on a picture of men in a rowboat. Smanuela got down on the floor also 

to look at the pictures. Maria asked whether she could borrow the magazine 
and 

until tomorrow. When I said yes she became exceedingly animated,/talked 

excitedly to her mother about it aaé-with «hewed in marked contrast to her 

reserved demeanor of the last few days including this evening up to that 

incident* I handed her some candy wrapped in a piece of paper. She said thank 

you politely and put them inside her blouse but was obviously more interested 

in the prospect of borrowing the magazine. As they left she asked again if 

she could borrow it - as if she wasn't sure. Bartolo lacked his usual exuberance. 

Not interested in the magazine, Petrona tried to attract attention to herself 

by rolling on the floor and running around the room. They left at Q.15. 
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Ben writing: 

Agustín Pop arrives to say that there is available at the intená"- 
4i20 P.M. 

dencia a dollar's worth of pennies should I care to have these in 

exchange for larger coins. I give him ten 10/ pieces. I notice that he has 

brought us a gift of a gigantic aguacate. I thank him and comment on its e- 

normity. He modestly says that it is not so very large and that it cornea from 

a tree owned by his mother-iniaw. Lois notices that he has a cold and he ac- 

cepts the pill she offers him as well as an additional one to be taken at home 

before retiring. I ask him whether colds come from "aire". He doubts it; he 

doesn't know the cause. Perhaps it travels from one person to another? Yes, 

he thinks it might be contagious. He says quite a few people have cataros now. 

(Letters received today from New York and Chicago both speak of flu epidemics.) 

No wonder he looked sad yesterday, thinks Lois to herself| he had a cold coming 
Lois 

on, and here "f. was concocting a hypothesis about his feeling sad about not hav- 
two 

ing successfully courted our maid. (Still, the +ew people we know got colds and 

at the same time are Agustín and S.)  Agustín stays on* 

I ask him about cantones and get the following information. There is no 

native word for canton though Agustín conjectures there was one and it lapsed. 

The four cantones arei pakutii. tsanxiid. tzwasanaJi. ttwik'anté. Our house 

is in the last named canton which conprises the northern section of the town. 

the canton pakutit takes in the western section, the one most removed from the 

lake. The south-east area is covered by tnrásanajl while tsanraij embraces the 

southern district. For certain church collections one house in each canton is 

chosen as the one in which all the people of that section are to visit during 

the appointed day in order to offer the** contribution. Announcement is by 

word of mouth only, neighbor to neighbor. Those who don't come are denounced 

as slackers| there are some 8uch--nm^serables,, in Agustín's terminology* Apart 

from this there is no other funtion served by the cantones, said Agustín. Tor 

example, of the 6 cofradías 4 are now looated in one cantón, pakntxá. it developed 
upon interrogation. 
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of importance 
In descending order/the 6 cofradías are Corpus, la Virgin, Santa Crui, 

Rosario, San Nikolas and San Antonia. The last named is housed across the 

street from us in the cant6n of tzwáMante. The cofradía of Santa Cruz is 

located in the cantoVn of tsanxái.1. The other four are all in the cant6n of 

pakutza in the west* » 

Aren't there cases of several persons wanting to be alcalde of the same 

cofradía? There are. How is the final selection made? It is made by the 

first regidor. He knows the records of all the men, whether they are wise and 

deserving, and he has the authority to decide. 

Does the intendente have anything to say about the selection of alcaldes? 

No, he doesn't. Is he a paid official? No. who selects him? The Jefe at 

Solóla. Do 4ft other lake towns have naturales as intendentes? Only San Pedro, 

San Juan, San Pablo and San Uarcos, thought Agustín. He added that previoisly 

there was an Atiteoo intendente in San Pedro. Was he good? No, he was bravo4 

he imposed fines at his whim. After a man from Atitlán, there was another in- 

tendente from San Lucas and then again one from Atitlán. These were all paid 

out of the San Pedro treasury. Finally a group of citizens petitioned the 

.jefe at Solóla to be permitted to have an intendente of their own. They argued 

that they couldn't afford to pay for the post and one of their owa sen would 

serve gratis. That is how it is now. 

Is there any difficulty getting men to serve in public offices? Sometimes 

there is. Discussions are now going on about who are to be nominated. Has a 

man the right to refuse if nominated. He has. Do many refuse? Some do but 

they hesitate doing so because then the others talk about them. Sometimes a 

man is called in before all the officials and before the principales, when they 

all talk to him it is hard to refuse. 

How long does a regidor serve? Two years} that's the rule. Did the out- 

going first regidor serve two years? No, only one and a half. How come? Well 

the firet half year was served by Juan Bixcul who lives next door, safd Agustín, 
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lowering his voice. Why did he quit? He was asked to quit because he was al- 

ways drinking| once in awhile is allright but not repeatedly. 

I aked Agustín how he was coming along with the assignment I had given him 

several days ago, that of writing up the proceedings for holy week. He said he 

hadn't gotten around to starting it yet. He said the first day connected in any 

way with holy week was Friday, February 28, and asked whether his write-up «hnli 

should include the activities of this day. Yes, by all means, I told him. I 

suggested that at least this day be written up in the next few days sb that I 

might learn aforehand what to expect and observe. He said that he would so so. 

Agustín gets up to leave saying he will return soon with the $1.00 

worth of pennies. I go with him explaining that I want to see whether 

any mail has arrived and besides I want to save him the trip back. At the in». 

tendencia Agustín asks me to wait about ten minutes for the pennies to be pre- 

pared. While he is inside I exchange greetings with a host of officials out- 

side the building. Last person to come along is Raphael Gonsalex who shakes my 

hand. I ask him to point out to me which of the women across the way are ladina 

sbhool-teachers and which are relatives. He does and an mentions something about 

one of them being pregnant. I ask him whether women here are ashamed to walk a- 

round when thejpáre pregnant and he answers in the negative* 

But aren't pregnant women liable to give little children evil-eye, I ask 

Raphael» Only when the sun is strong} in the early morning or in the evening 

or at night there is no danger. But if it is during the hot part of the day 

and a pregnant woman should shance to look upon an infant, the latter may s'ieken 

and die. Don't the mothers protect their children in some way? No, they do that 

only in Atitlan, he laughed, where they place great hoods over the babies' heads. 

Do the people here laugh about this Atitecan custom? Tee. Do the Atitecans 

laugh about any of the San Pedro customs? No; everything here is claro. Then 

he informed ae that in the hot part of the day the husband of a pregnant woman 

could inflict evil-eye as well. 

é ^.^¿Hiéuafcj,' 
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about men who come home ¿eating, I asked Raphael? Yes, they musn' 

look at little children either. When you came home perspiring during the time 

your boys were very young, did you avoid looking at them? Yes, said Raphael, 

for about a half hour until I cooled off. 

There is a way to avoid giving evil-eye, volunteered Raphael. He explained 

that a pregnant woman, her husband, or a man who is heated can make himself harm- 

less when looking at an otherwise vulnerable child by making a cross on his own 
forhead 
forward with this saliva, using his right hand. 

Finally Rapbml informed me that the glance of any of the above-mentioned 

persons can harm not only babies but can also aggravate cuts, bruises, sores, 

granos and other such localized ailments on older people. What would happen 

in such a case? The part might become more swollen? Can a pregjfaant woman,etc. 

aggravate maladies such as fevers or malaria? Ho, there is no bad influence in 

such oases. I bade Raphael good-bye and returned home at 6«15 to find a crowd 

of children in the house, as mentioned earlier. 

(These notes typed during the evening of same day, except the first 

pages which were written immediately following the events.) 

4wo 

OMISSIONSj In the morning when Ignacia left she told her daughter to kiss Lois* 

and Ben's hand. She readily complied. At 6t30 when we ushered out the crowd of 

children who had gathered in the house, the last two to exit were Comercia Bixcul 

and Rosa Cotuc. In addition to shouting good-bye over and over agian as the rest 

were doing, Rosa and then Comercia grabbed Lois' hand, kissing it enthusiastical- 

ly and then doing the same with mine. This was repeated several times. 
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fetrona, our wash lady cane for the wash'.    She asked if S. was 

still working for us and how much do we pay her.    I told her we 

are paying her $2.00 a month and she made a face as if express the opinion 

that this is high.    I said I thought that was a little high but there are 

not many girls here who want to do this kind of work.    She said scornfully 

"No, no quieren! Son arrogantes".    Also she said they don't know how to 

do work.    They don't even know how to wash their clothes she said»    They 

don't use soap but some other kind of substitute she added.    In general her 

attitude seems to be one of deprecation for the town and its people. 

Graciela came in carrying three aguacates which she wanted to sell*    I 

took them and gave her a penny in return.    In about five or ten minutes she 

returned and somewhat bashfully said they were only two for one cent.    Eren 

three for a cent is overpaying and while I don't mind overpaying a tfifle I 

don't like making a habit of it.    I handed the three aguacates back to Graciela 

indicating that she should take them home*   As she was still out on the poroh 

her mother called and they had some conversation.    It sounded as though Gra- 

ciela was getting bawled out.    She returned in a minute or two with the three 

aguacates and said it was all right for one cent*    I commented to Ben that thy 

hard as it was to let them go for that it was probably much harder to return 

the one cent.    Ben felt badly about forcing our neighbors into such a pre- 

dicament and gave Graciela an orange. 

Fetrona had still been here when Graciela brought the aguacates in the' 

first time.    She made a face and clucked through her teeth at the price.    She 

said she always gets six for one cent*    I now recall that yesterday when she 

was here she asked why we were paying a cent apiece for eggs as they should 

only cost cuatro reales and now the people are asking her to pay a cent for 

eggs and that is too high.    I agreed that it was but explained that I had been 
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without eggs on the days when I had insisted on the lower price.    She said 

that we would have to stick together.    I tried it again this morning but was 

turned down. 

Maria and Angelina rapped on the door on their way -to school asthey 

had alsays done before the boycott. This cheered us considerably 

and started the day feeling that we were friends again. 

Ihen S. arrived with a tinaja of water we told her that Ben had 

asked to borrow a pitcher of water across the street in the Bixcul 

household earlier and it would probably arrive any minute. I told her to go 

8 «30 A.M. 

8.35 A.M. 

over and tell them we didn't need the water now. 

9tl5 A.M. Maria» Angelina and Carnación Pop appeared at the front doorstep. 

Shey were on their recess they said. Carnación said they were to 

have examinations today and S. explained that someone comes from Guatemala 

City to examine the children in their school work. They were looking at the 

picture book of the three pigs and Maria asked whether she could borrow it 

to show her mother. We refused as she already has one magaiine from last 

night and besides there were too many people around* S. then brought out the 

copy of Sat.Eve. Post and the Montgomery lard Catalogue. By this time three 

other children from the Bixcul household had joined the group and now on» of 

the women over there was looking at the Sat. Eve. Post. She asked whether she 

could borrow it until two in the afternoon. I said she could borrow it now for 

a little while. She then said she would like to borrow it from 2t00 until 2t30 

this afternoon to show her husband, Victor Cotue when he returns from work. 

He is an official in the"volunteer company" here S. said. 

It seemed time for the kids to return to school. Carnación started off 

but Maria and Angelina hung back and it seemed that Maria wanted to go to her 

house instead. Carnación said she wanted to go back to school but that 

Maria wanted to go horns. Then Angelina who seemed more willing.to go ran off 
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in the direction of school following Carnación, but Maria still stood in the 

road.    I asked her why she didn't go and she said she had forgotten her 

styles at hone*    She ran hone for it and I went into the house.    S.  said that 

the teachers hit the children with chicotee   if they don't cone to school* 

10top A.M.    As S. was sweeping I went into the house from the office and heard 

soneone rapping on the door*   As I went to open it she protested 
OH 

saying don't open it it's just Maria'and Angelina out there*    She generally 

doesn't open the door when she is alone It seems and when we are in the room 

die usually says it's just children.    I opened the door and found Maria, Angelina 

Carnación and Bernardo Garcia with his little brother a» Remundo who is six. 

Bernardo still wore the bandage of yesterday.    He brought two eggs and a small 

aguacate as a gift.    Then he came into the room and followed me out to the 

back porch*   As I returned to the kitchen for something S* who was still clean- 

ing asked if Augustin Pop is helping us with the work we are doing on the 

typewriters*    I said he was and as I volunteered nothing more she didn't ask 

further. 

As I was sitting with Ramundo and Bernardo on the back porch the latter 

said he wants to go with us when we return to the united States*    S. who was 

in the kitchen with Ben at this time asked Ben when we are returning to the 

United Statee.   He said in about eight months/ and asked why the wanted to 

know*    She said because she wants to go to the ünitedStates.   Ben conjectured 

that this conversation was prompted by the fact that S. bad overheard Bernardo 

express the same wish and might have inferred that we might take him and not 

her*   Ben did not say anything further about it* 

Until 11«00 A.M. I looked at the animal picture book with Bernardo and 

his little brother and got the explanatory phrases under, the pictures translated 

into lengua*   Elena earns over shortly before 11 and joined us.    She brought a 

•mall pair of pants and small shirt to show me.   The past Sunday when there 
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were a number of these being shown the tourists S. had seen me looking at 

/¿some and said "Siena has some in her house",    I did not buy these she brought 

over as I had seen others better' nade and of nicer colors. 

S. appeared to be cleaning very ambitiously today» perhaps to make up 

for yesterday or because it is drawing near the end of the month.    Ben suggest £ 

that it may be because she entertains an irrational hope of being taken to 

the United States. 

10 I asked S. if she could cook a guicoy.    She said she would make 
10i30 A.M. 

it like the squash Anna had sent over the day before yesterday, 
the guicoy 

She took up the knife and hacked fit into   pieces. After she had washed them 

off she used a fork and knife to place the' pieces into the pot to be cooked* 

At lliOO when it had finished cooking I offered her some of it which she put 

into a dish.    She offered some of hers to her sister Tina and Elena who were 

around» but presented each with a fork or a spoon which caused some embarrass» 

mant and giggling. 

At        At 11i15 I retired to the office to type again and typed until llt40 

up to the paragraph above.    Then I noticed from our porch Vicente sitting and 

sewing on small pantalones.    I remained there until 12ilO during which time 

I bargained unsuccessfully for a small outfit of pants» shirt and sash.    I 

started at seventy-fire. Vicente's mother started at $1.00 and we settled on 

a dollar because I wanted them badly enough.    They were nicer than others I saw. 

While I was there Vicente's mother went out to the corner tlftff and brought 

back an 2e¿8¿£.of aguardiente.   When we had settled the deal and I returned 

across the yard to our house to get the money Amia Q. was standing outside. - 

She looked to see what I was carrying and asked across the yard to Vicente's 

mother how much I paid for it.   When I returned home the second time after 

giving her the money S. was here with the water she had brought and Anna was 

..^••^ál¿ÍjJg>wra,i^ti,l».a^ttai^M<9ft^ 
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telling her what I had bought.    She also asked if that was all I «anted, 

whether I didn't want to buy more. 

Omission of this morning. 

Hhile Bernardo was looking at the colored picture book he>asked if I 

would sell it to him.    I said I couldn't because there were only a few and 

many children wanted to look at them.    He said, ",J¡hen when you leave will you 

sell it to me?"   X 
Gond.es 

Elena/on the back porch announced that she is going to AtitIan tomorrow 

and asked whether I would go along with her.    I said I wasn't sure* Bernardo 

then announced that he is going to Amasatenango next week to buy clothing 

and serviettes   to sell.   Alone? I asked.    No, his mother is going, along toe* 

Tomis Toxcum came over bringing an eighteen year old boy for 

treatment of a swollen toe.    The boy gave his name as Tomis fuch. 

When they left Ben asked if they were relatives.    *oxcum said they were not; 

the young man is a member of "the company" but can't march lately because he 

has a bad foot. 

««IP. Pt"t 

It30 P.M.     I went out on the street to get cigarettes at the corner tienda. 

Josépa was looking out of her window across the street and 
Blxcul        Bontalei 

com4rcis/and Andres/were under the window.    They asked my name, Ben's name, 

mother's and father's nams, nams of my pueblo and other familiar phrases in 

lengua»    Then they wanted to hear my wristwatoh tick.    I got up on the steps 

under the window to let Josepa hear it and by so doing could look into the 

room.    One reem-   woman was  embroidering a pair of men's PJB$a¿snjj*Another 

was unwinding ilo from a carreja and plaoing it on the hilador (q'onp'al). 

She was preparing the threadj\pn the hilador ? {he warp) alternating with 

several colors of- thread, red being the predominant color*   An older woman 

was shelling corn with an awl-like metal implement. 

> «^.b^-A.jiy'uJjJi^ 
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I talked with tham in lengua abewt giving names of thing8 they were 

making*    They asked me the usual questions about our names» our parents 

names and name of our town.    They asked where our child was (I thought). 

I said we had.none*    They laughed and asked how long we are married. 

I told them it will be a year lfetreh first.    They asked other questions which 

I could not answer not knowing   being able to understand. 

Anita Cotue comes 'in through the patio accompanied by the woman 

who came in yesterday morning for medicine to alleviate pains in 

her face and head.    The latter brings two eggs as a regalo   for helping her. 

Anita acts as her interpreter.    I thank her and inquire whether her head 

still hurts.    She answers that it is improved now but she will accept the 

invitation to return if it should get worse later.    She leaves and Anita 

stays on.   Anita's first question delivered with considerable affect is , 

NT la Susana donde está ?"   I tell her that she is not due baok for a few 

minutes.   Anita's next statement is , "To quiero empelar otra ves eon 
goes 

ustedes".    I explained that we could not have two maids.    New abe «eat on, 

"When is her month up? How many months is she going to be with you?"   I tell 

her I do not know.    She said, "Well, I want to work for you.    It's better 

if I work here because Susana goes around saying that all you eat is meat 

all the time, just like dogs (parecen chuchus)."   She next wanted to know 

why we didn't call her back instead of hiring S. I told her that it was because 

she had expressed an antipathy to working at night*    She hastened to explain- 

that it was all right now and her father said she could come here at night* 

Did we let her go beoause we had discovered that a small knife was missing? - 

And is the knife still missing?   No, the knife turned up even before you left. 

I then sought to shift the. conversation by asking her whether she would care 

to make a belt next month for me.    No, it is too difficult.   But all the 

women in San Pedro weave don't they? Tes, they do, but there are two kind» 

^^fcgtiitoUAat fe-J&LliHiáfoi^At    -*•**-«*. 
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of weaving» difficult and easy.    Which things are difficult to weave?   Women's 

belts/ she answered. What other things are difficult?   All the rest are easy. 

Do you know how to weave any of these easy things?    No, she does not.    Wouldn't 

you like to learn.    No.    What do you like?   Laughingly she answered» "Nada/) 

solo me gusta pasear"*    Don't you like to carry water?    Yes I do.    Why do you 

like it?   All the women carry water; water is very necessary.    But all the 

woman weave and that's necessary too. isn't it?   Tes» seae-taa».    eevaered» 

When you get married you will have to weave won't you?   When she gets married 

she'll weave but she's not married now.    She added that she is not' of the 

age to get married yet.    What is the age?    She answered twenty to twenty-five» 

At this point she saw S. coming to the house. Suddenly she said"con permiso" 

and ran out» meeting S. at the gate*    She mumbled a word of greeting and .ran 

into her grandmother's house»  (Ana Q.) S.  smiled as she walked into the house. 

When Anita left I returned to typing.    1 was typing the paragraph on 

page 5 (ls30p.m.) and went in to ask S. the words for the implements used in 

weaving.    After she had given them to me  she said "I would like to help you 

with your writing sometimes".    I took this opportunity to question her further 

about weaving and after discussing this for about fifteen minutes the con- 

versation veered to customs of courtship.   This discussion took place froa 

2115p.m. until 3i00p.a.    The first step in preparing thsMlo is to wind it 

on the spindle(or carretea) (see diagram)} then it is prepared on the hilador 

arranging the colors for the pattern of the warpi the third step In prepara-' 

tion for weaving is transferring the lllo froa the ••—— hilador onto the 

loom,  (see diagram).    The equivalent for hilador in lengua is q'onp'al. 

Por a pair.of man's pants two telas are needed. Each tela is two and a half 

yaj£f in length (a vara is 33 and a half inches ?), about a half vara in 

width.   Saeh tela requires three days' work» four hours per day.    Pants are 

always sewn together by hand and then embroidered with one of a number of 
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patterns.    Generally the designs seem to be based on geometric patterns, 

but there are many floral or stylized animals' designs used also.    The colors 

vary in number and combination.    For a man's shirt two telas, three varas 

each, are woven.    Each tela takes four days» eight days for the two.    S. 

said the shirts are always sewn on machines.    I asked what the people who 

have no machines do about this.    9» said they loan them at the price of 

fifteen cents for two hours sewing which is the length of time required to 

sew a shirt»    They use old shirts as patterns for making new ones. A man's 

belt (fa.1a) are four varas in length and art usually red. 

I asked whether anyone does any weaving in S's house now.    No one does 

she replied» she herself works here, Tina is too young and her older sister 

Ghorna cannot weave now because she is pregnant in the seventh month. 

I asked S. whether Ghorna still does not know that she is pregnant.    She does 

know now, the partera told her two weeke ago.    Who called the partera?    ify 

mother asked her to come.    How does your sister feel now that she knows, is 

she happy or sad about it?    She is triste *    Why?   No se. Are other women 

triste when they are going to have a child. Si, siempre.    Does her husband 

know yet?   No. When will he know?   When she is having the baby he will know. 

He might go off to the fields and come home to find a baby? he will be sur» 

prised won't he?   No, they will call him when she is going to give birth. 

When will the cartera be called? When she starts having pains they will call 

her to see if the baby is ready to come.    What did the partera tell your 

sister?   I don't know, they didn't tell me anything. 

Then she asked whether I knew that Iferia Rosales was having labor pains 

today.    I asked if women drink aguardiente for the pains as I had seen her 

mother earlier in the day go out to the tienda for a bottle.   At the time I 

did not know why she had bought it.    I was there buying the pants» shirt and 

i ta*Afc&ujsa^*i>A £¡TM^Ju^tó¿^kkhm»díÍfMñ^TlM^«&tt^Í^i'^ 
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I then told S. that one afternoon while coming from the playa   I had seen 

a young nan and woman standing together» the man holding the woman's wrist. 

I asked her what this meant.    As soon as I mentioned this she began to laugh 

showing a great deal of affect.    Throughout the following conversation she 

laughed» occasionally flushed, put her face down on the table covering her 

head with her hands manifesting embarrassment.    I explained that there are 

certain customs in the united States when a boy and girl are in lore and 

decide to get married and that I was interested in knowing the customs here. 

She repeated several times "Es an costumbre" when explaining about the 

boys holding the girls by the wrist.    She explained as followst   every 

afternoon when the girls go down to the playa to get water the boys wait 

around nearby.    When the girls are returning a boy will approach a girl and 

take hold of her wrist.    Do they ever do this when the girls are on their 

way to get water?    No» only when they are returning with their tinajas 

of water on their heads.    Wfea*-d«-%hey-de-ne*(** Then wanting to make it 

more clear she said, "For example if you are a boy and I an returning from 

the Playa you will stop in front of me so that I can't pass by and then you 

will catch me by the wrist".    What happens next?   Then they ha converses 

(platicar) with her.    What does he say?   Well» he just talks to her.    He 

tells her he likes her.    But there isn't just one suitor» she volunteered» 

there are perhaps three or four and yes even seven.    Does she meet them 

all.    They come and ask her and she says no to all of them perhaps except 

one*   But the others don't know which one she says yes to.   After some 

tins saybe a few weeks or months she will agree to live with the one she    • 

likes.   What are the ways of getting married.    He asks her if he should come 

with his parents to talk to her parents» usually she doesn't want him to 

come to see her parents.    Most of the girls would rather be "robbed". How 

is this done?   For example if I agree to go with a boy tonight about eight 
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o'clock after I have eaten supper and the dishes are washed I wait for my mother 

to go to bed.    Then I say I am going to the "eacusado" and I meet the boy.    We 

go to his house.    Then his parents know?   Tes, he tells then "tonight I am 

bringing so and so here to live with me".    But do her parents know?    No, but 

all night she doesn't come back and in the morning her mother goes to look for 

her daughter, she thinks her daughter is lost.    Sometimes she goes to the 

i meado and places a demanda against the boy.    But then if the girl wants to 

live with him she doesn't do anything about it. 

After S. had left I went over to visit Ignacia lfendez at "her 

invitation the previous day.    When I arrived at the Puzul house* 

hold which is on the way I stopped to inquire -bout the baby Andrea*    Manuel 

Puzul brought out the baby which looked the sama aB before.    Re said she 

had eaten only a little atole and had not been given milk because she doesn't 

want it, she throws up the milk.    Apparently they were not going to try giving 

her milk again because when I asked him he just repeated that she doesn't want 

it.    Then he said "Lastima that perhaps she is going to die.    Ifcybe God wants 

her to die."   It seemed that there was nothing further for me to say or do so 

I said goodbye and left.    He thanked me when I left. 

When I arrived at the house of Ignacia which is across a stone fence from 

Puzul's house a man whom I took to be her husband was sitting outside on the 

porch.   A boy of about fourteen stood in the doorway and a smaller boy and 

the two small girls were around also.   Elena who is sixteen was sitting and 

weaving cloth for a pair of man's pants.    Ignacia welcomed me very cordially 

and asked why I hadn't come earlier.    I explained that I was busy.    She asked 

if I wasn't interested in learning how to weave.    I said I was and she asked 

why I don't come every day and they will teach me.    She offered me a chair 

but 7 sat in the hammock.    The chair was not one of the very «nail ones, but 

of cegular sise*    I then asked the nanee of the variousparte of the loom and 

'>Jnmallifá¡níÉP&>urK. ^jjatt. 
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other questions concerning length of time and amount of hilo and coat involved 

in making the pante.    She answered all my questions readily, volunteering sene 

information.    She had the manner of a sophisticated informant»  She seemsd 

unusually outgoing #er as compared with other women*    Perhaps the fact that ah* 

speaks some Spanish, although little, accounts in part for this.    In addition 

she struck me as being a friendly and gracious person.    I asked her if she 

minded my writing down the names of the parts of the loom and she replied that 

she didn't mind at all.    Then I said I was going to make a picture of it and 

she was very interested in seeing how I did this.    (See diagram for nanas). 

The loom is hung from the ceiling at the top and and is held taut by being, 

fixed to a band made of rope which circles the weavers haunch as she kneels 

sitting down with feet under her.    After I had been watching for some time 

Ignaeia suggested that I try it.    I did so for about five minutes which seemed 

like five hours, unaccustomed as I am to sitting in this position.    She 

said when I was weaving, "You see it is very hard work.    We have to work very 

hard here for everything". 

Then she asked "What do the people do in your country?   Do they make cloth 

like we do here?"   I tried to explain that most things are made by machines in 

factories but it was difficult to explain and finally she earns out with the 

opinion that everybody must make (trabajar) money there.    (If they don't weave 

and they don't make tortillas and they all have money - what else could they 

be doing?)    Z explained that they don't make money that money is always earned 

like here and that there are many who have no money or only very little.    She   ' 

seemed confused about the identity of "extranjeros'' and "touristos" separating 

them as being two different classes of people.    I also tried to explain about 

this. 

The little girl, Celestina who had come the previous day for worm medicine 

cams into the room and when her mother told her to greet me she started to cry. 
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(I didn't blame her at all.    The medicine has a vile taste and she no doubt 

associated me with it).    Her mother scolded her vigorously calling her 

"mal criada" which seems to be a favorite form of rngMfflrH*^ of young child- 

ren.    I held out a sheet of blue paper which I took from the pad-on which I 

had been writing.    There was an immediate change in her attitude.    She came 

over with a big smile and after taking the piece of paper kissed my hand, 

probably at her mother's prompting. 

Ignacia then brought out a number of tiny fish about one inch in length 

in an enamel cup and asked if I would like to taste one.    I asked if they 

were already cooked and she said they were.    I tasted one very hesitantly 

and said I liked it, not wanting to offend her generosity.    She laughed and 

said they were only seasoned with orange juice and were not cooked.    She 

said "This is what we eat.    We also eat tortillas and hierbas and atole." 

1 probably could have gotten more information from her then about foods 

but it was getting late and she herself had tortillas on the fire and was 

handing them to the children so I decided to leave.    She suggested that I 

return the next day at two in the afternoon.    She handed me the cup in which 

she put more of these little fishes and said she was sending them for Benjamin. 

She laughed and said, "Perhaps you don't like them, then you can give them to 

the chuchus (dogs)".    I thanked her very much .   Earlier in the conversation 

she had asked as how much we are getting paid here.    I told her it was not 

a fixed sum but we had to account for everything we spend.    She complained 

several times about how poor they are and that it is so difficult to get a 

cent or two.    She also asked whether I knew how to fix a sewing machine as 

hers is not working now.    I regretted that I didn't and asked what she uses 

to sew with.    She sa¿.d they sew everything by hand now. Even shirts?   Tes, 

everything.   But can't you borrow a machine from your friends or neighbors! 

"No, no quieren prestar".    She added a remark characterising the people here 

^jiisÉ&i&iitoyáátag.foMii^^ ««•..»- fwif^.j^*'* ^rtfAktMT*''""^e'im 
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which I did not understand but inferred to be deprecatory.    She nay have said 

selfish.    She also said "Todos no dan casa aqui" which I interpreted to mean 

that not everyone would invite me into their house.    I asked why she thought 

this was.    "Tienen miedo",  she replied. Perhaps they think that extranjeros 

comen gente t At first she laughed and said "who thinks that", but she went 

on to. say that they say they have large ovens in which they would put naturales 

if they went to the united States.    She volunteered this point about putting 

people in ovens which is a confirmation of an earlier account of the same 

story in which it was also said that they put people in ovens to cook them» 

She gave the following information about weaving cloth for pants.    Two telas 

(pieces of cloth), 2 - l/2 varas in length each are woven*    It takes three 

days for one tela, six days for the two, four hours a day.    She figured out 

the number of hours by using today as an example.    She volunteered the 

information that one pound of hilo is needed for the two telas, costing 

forty cents per pound. 

At another point in the conversation she asked how long we are going to 

stay here (she had asked this yesterday).    When 1 replied eight months or 

so she asked if I like it here.    When I said we like it very much she said, 

"Tea, the people here are very nice" .    This didn't exactly jibe with what 

she had said earlier when talking about the sewing machine* 

As we were finishing supper S. arrived bringing two platines 
6«45 P.M. 

and several small bananas as a gift for us.    I thanks d her and 

asked whether she would like to help me prepare the platines for lunch to- 

morrow. Iw asked her to read a magazine (lookat the pictures) while we were 

finishing supper.   While S. was looking at the magazine José Chavajay earns 

and we gave him a magazine also.    His interest seemed to be more intrying to 

decipher some of the English than in glancing at the pictures though he did this too. 

-A» h.^X^^^mta •> vhofe»»i.a>^4irtJto.a^aji^iH.U^i,A,^ fr¿*J*¿*U^-"^^"* -JtJ1mada*W ,»»L.V 
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«hile Ben was talking to José Chavajay in the office Bnanuela 

Morales arrived accompanied by Petrona, Angelina and Maria and 

carrying Bartolo whom she brought for eye drops again.    This «as the third 

visit since she had resinad coming after an abssnce of some time» but 

for the third time she cans at night.    While she was jfhere talking to S. 

who was washing the dishes Graciela Cotuc knocked at our back door.    I 

opened íhe door just a little way and stood in the way so she could not 

look in.    I asked what she wanted and as she did not answer I told her that 

we were going to play the radio tomorrow night.    1 heard her mother repaat 

the word "tomorrow" from her back porch.    When I had closed the door I 

saw Smanuela standing by the street door as if to go out»    S. said "Ella 

tiene miedo de la Graciela".   Why? Then I asked her to ask Emanuela what 

it is that was said to her by our neighbors*   After talking to Snanuela 

S. answered that Anna Q. had asked why she d«oeB*t-ha*/e isn't ashamed to 

come here.    I asked why she should be ashamed to come here. Because we 

are indigenes    she replied.    I said that that didn't seem to be a good 

reason since we were the ones she was coming to see and we wanted her to 

eoms.   Besides we are all people and pretty much the same since we are 

all children of God.    She interpreted this to Bmanuela. 

From 7t00p.su until 8il5p.m. Ben talked to José Chavajay about the 

leaa-ef fawe-delia the corn which José is selling to Ben for $5.00. 

He was going to Panajachel to pick up the money from Tax on his way to 

Solóla tomorrow*   Ben asked what he was going to do in Solóla.   He said 

he was going to sell soap which he makes and clothes made by the women 

in his family.   Ben asked how many familias make clothes for the purpose 

of selling them.   About fifteen do he said. 

.tM' 
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We noticedvur neighbor Atqia. Q. buying bread from a woman com- 

!Qt?Q A.1I, 

arelante who brings bread here for sale froa San Ibrcoe.    We 

asked for pan francés but the woman said it was sold.    She offered us a 

substitute instead. 

Bernardo Garcia arrived at the front door asking to have his 

foot treated.    After I had bandaged it he stayed on.    He asked 

me to sing the song which I had sung the day before when he washere. He 

said he would like to learn an English song and he would like to teach me 

some of she religious songs they sing in the capilla.    Hehas a book at 

home of these songs and will bring it over for n» to see.    He asked if I 

was a creyente.    S. who was present answered him saying» "No, she is a 

Catholic".    He asked why I was a Catholic and I was stumped.    1 said I 

didn't know why but my parents were eo I was.    He seemed to be attempting 

to pnelytiie me.    I left him on the porch saying 1 had work to do»    He 

asked again when I would come to visit their house. 

Ihria .and Angelina Cox and Carnación Pop cams to the front 

door and announced that they wanted to come into the house to 

play.    Ihria wanted to borrow a magazine again but I told her to look at 

it here if she wanted to.    As soon as they were in the house they asked 

where Benjamin was and I said he was typing in the office.    They all ran 

to the office.   They approached the typewriter at first just admiring it 

then fingering it and finally trying the keys.   Angelina was the boldest 

of the three in experimenting with the typewriter.   When she pressed a 

key so hard that it advanced the carriage   Iferia ehided her.   But after 

Ben advanced the carriage by thumbing the space bar all of them followed 

suit.   When the carriage reached its right hand margin Carnación who had 

apparently observed Ben closely before shoved the carriage back with her 

B «99 Pt"i 
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hand. 

(At tea O'cjock in the morning we had heard the church bells ringing 

for a long tine. Hñ were told that the cura had cone for the nass which 

was to be held tomorrow.) 

Ifaria picked up a rubber band lying on the table.    Thinking that iie 

neant to appropriate it Ben handed a paper clip to Angelina and to Carna- 

ción to even out the score.    The girls called out "gancho".    At this Ifaria 

gathered that Ben was donating her the rubber band, found that it stretched 

and explained Hull.    Bett typed out the name of Angelina Cox on the back of 

a used envelope and was surprised te find that- none of the girls» all of 

whom attend school» was able to read.   Ben wrote out the nans of the other 

members of the numerous Cox household, including the name of Luis Ifendes 

at Ifaria'a behest.    The two Cox sisters did not know which name was which 

when Ben was through typing; they said they could not read.    Carnación aleo 

said she could not read but she seemed to do better than guessing on look- 

ing at the names.    Carnación was last to leave the office.    She was busy 

counting the books in the bookshelves, counting in Spanish to twenty and 

beyond.    When they left Carnación said they would come back at four in the 

afternoon to play again*    Ifaria again asked me to borrow the magasine but 

I told her to come and look at it here* 

Ben sees a lady comerciante   on Ana Q's doorstep and goes over 
13*4? Pife 

to investigate•    The lady is selling sweetened Jocotes.   Ana 

has bought a bowl full and she, Alberto, Ifadelena and Graciela all have 
Ben 

some in their mouths.   When % ask what it is Ana hands him one to taste* 

As he returns to the house Ifarguerita who is on the porch of her house 

speaks to him in lengua.    He gathers that she is asking why he doesn't buy 

some too* 

«.lA-atetú^.-JW.U'i» ~l^rUn¿,JT^W«,'>-'-'-   • ^.,<^«tf»^¿»sAilfaMto¡l 
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At 2*30 P.M. when S. had finished washing the lunch dishes I asked 

her if she oould stay a little while and help me write up the customs 

conerning courtship. We talked until 4t00 P.M. As on the previous day 

she manifested embarrassment but less than before. It seemed that she 

was more interested in giving information on this subject than she had 

been with reference to information about weaving or cooking. At first 

she displayed more affet, giggling' occasionally but toward the last 

half hour or so she started to yawn and I asked her if she wanted to 

stop. She said she didn't want to stop but she was sleepy. 

I went back over the information she had given yesterday and asked 

her to tell again what is the first step in the courtship. This time 

she said that frequently the boys first write notes to the girls sending 

them with a friend who gives it to her wherever he can manage to see her. 

If the boy cannot write he will ask a friend to write for him. He tells 

her that he wants to meet her on the playa or perhaps that he wants to 

marry her. The girl may send an answer. Since most of the girls don't 

write who writes their answers for them? A friend, it may be a man who 

knows how to write well. What if the girl answers that she does not want 

the boy to come and meet her at the plava? He will come and try. He will 

catch her by the wrist (garrar) as is the custom and will try to persuade 

her. .Do the girls ever withdraw their hand if they do not like the boy? 

Tes, she will take her hand away and tell him not to come a. g§rrar her 

again* If he is snubbed in this manner once or twice he will stay away. 

On the other hand there are suitors who continue to come every day for 

weeks or months or even a year until finally discouraged they will retire 

from the contest. I asked if she knew of any specific eases. She said 

that Vicente Rosales now has two suitors who come to meet her in the 

afternoon. "She has to spend an. hour in the afternoon) first a half hour 

ñtr*4k&4^4£f*fc4M#¿M&i!fi 
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with one and then a half hour with the second one when she goes for water. 

She volunteered "Elena also has two enamorados who cone to meet her in 

the afternoon at the playa."    The girls keep putting off their suitors. 

They don't like to get married early.    Why?      "No se, no les gusta". 

Do the boys ever send presents to the girls whom they are courting? 

Toe» they send earrings» necklaces, rings or ribbons for their hair - 

liliSft (lengua).    Some bring them-fruits or candies when they go to other 

villages.    She volunteered that the girls kid each other.    "For .example", 

she said, "if you and Ben were not married and a man who is courting you 

is coming along the street, the girls will say 'Here he comes *;they 

always make jokes about it." 

What are the different ways of getting married?   One kind is called 

"pedido".    The boy comes with his parents and they talk with the girls 

parents.    They arrange when the boy will come to live in the girl's house. 

When the girl is "robbed" they live in the boy's house.    The majority 

live of young married people live with the girl's parents.    (This is not 

certain. S. changed her mind later and said the majority do not.    Many 

live with the parents of the girl but many live with the parents of the 

boy).   When the couple live with the girl's parents, the boy generally 

works with the girl's father.   As in the ease of S's sister and brother- 

in-law who live with her parents •    Are there many «ho live alone in 

their own house?    "Like you and Ben?" she asked.    If the man can afford   - 

it they will have a house of their own after a few weeks, but generally 

it is a year or two before they leave the parental home.    When your 

sister and brother-in-law leave your parents* house what will your 

brother-in-law do?   Ifr. father will give him some land. 

Parents do not like their daughters to be "robbed" because they 

always come running back home after a few weeks or months. Why? 

^*^to***"&*"a^&a¿B^ •-"•••• ">---»•• ^^.«¿tea^j^aÜ 
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(laughing), they always come back home and the párente don't like it* 

They quarrel or the boy starts looking for other girls.    When the 

girl comes back to her.parents they place a demanda on the boy and 

they say in the .juzgado   "It isn't our fault that our daughter came 

home.    This boy came and 'robbed' her and now he is looking for other 

girls".    The boy then has to pay a fine of $5 and if the woman is 

pregnant or if there is a child he has to pay three dollar each month* 

in addition.    If he doesn't pay the fine he is sent away to the • 
in Solóla 

cárcel /for two or three years.    Sometimes the men take out demandas 

against the girls who are going with other men.    The girl also has to 

pay a fine of $5.00 or go to the cárcel in Solóla to make tortillas 

for the prisoners. 

Ben and I were out on the porch with Graciela and Ifedelena 

Cotue.    They had come into the office while we were typing 

and asked for paper (wux).    Ben and I both tried carrying- baskets on 

our heads much to the amusement of the children who laughed particularly 

when Ben did it.    Graciela said the word tzwakis (lengua).    When Ben 

repeated it she laughed with a great deal of affect.    Later when I 

asked Alberto what it meant he also laughed and said it was a bad word. 

I didn't find out that it meant. 

4*30 P.M.    Juan Chavajay and Lorenzo Gonzalez come to the office door  , 

asking for piece* of paper.   Ben asks Juan in lengua   where he' 

has been.    Juan says he was in Santiago today.   At this time ElenaGonzalez 

cones to our fence in the back yard.    She too has been to Santiago to .sell 

tomatoes. / 

4tOO P.M. 

5fWPtM| 
I am still /trying to type up notes when a group of girls cons 

to the front door.    Comercia Bixcul and Tina Bixcul who has been 

'."H'. 
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crying apparently by the red eyes and traces of tears, start scrapping.    Comer» 

cia dashes away laughing and returns carrying a large leather contraption of 

son» kind that looks like a wide he it.    She makes as if to strike Tina with it 

and dashes away again. 

As I returned into the house Alberto ban» in by the other door from the 

patio bringing three tortillas wrapped in a cloth.    I started to say that I 

didn't want to buy any today but he interrupted me to say that they were a 

present. 

As we were getting ready to eat supper Salvador Moviehuk cams in 

asking if we could do anything for his toothache.    I asked him to 

sit down and applied cotton with toothache medicine to the place where he said 

it hurt.    He continually spit on the floor, all the while he was here and I 

did not say anything to him but told Ben to get him out as soon as possible. 

He said he was going to Guatemala City to see his oldest son who is in the 

cuartel next week and asked whether there was anything he could do for us in 

the city.    Ws told him we might ask him to pick a package in PanaJache1 on his 

way back from the city* 

Hé turned the radio on for the group of children who were gathered 

out in the back yard.   W» had been promising to play the radio tonight. 

Is had the radio going until 8t30.   Among the first to arrive were Lorenio 

Gonialex and Juan Chavajay who were standing in a position as if waiting to 

break into a dance while Ben was trying to get some music on the radio* 

Finally when he did get something even though it was a man talking they started 

to danos to it.    maria and Angelina Cox came to the front door while the radio 

was on and when they were told to go around to the back they did so and stayed 

until the end*    I noticed later also that Julian Cotue's son was on the back 

porch.     While S. was washing the supper dishes some of the group spilled over 

from the porch into the kitchen.    Once Lorenio pushed the door open and then 

$t3Q PsMs 
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dashed away from the door laughing hilariously.    One rather bold fellow of 

about fifteen who looked like a "feral boy" put up son» resistance when 

S. asked him to get out of the kitchen and return to the porch.    But as I 

approached the door with the intention of closing it again he followed 

the others out. 

Just before S. arrived Santos Quiacain and sister Rosario Quiacain 
6145 P.M. 

cam» to the front door asking if I would go to see their father 

who was suffering greatly from a headache and pains in the body. • As ve 

were still eating I said I would come in a half hour. They left. 

3. cane in and immediately informed me that this very afternoon abe 
1XXM1I 
had seen a girl slap a fellow who caught her wrist at the playa 

because she was not carrying a tfop,-!» on her head at the time. If she had 

had her tina.1a would she have been angry?    No, because it is costumbre to 

agarrar a girl's wrist only when she has her tinaja. She volunteered that 

the girl was Rosario Quiacain (the same who had just left). 

I left to see Mr.  Quiacain.    When I arrived there the father was 

wrapped up in several blankets in the bed.    He spoke only very 

little Spanish.    He started several times to talk in a loud and excited 

manner.(I wondered if he might have been drinking).   Saeh time he started to 

talk his son Santos would tell him to keep quiet as though he were ashamed 

of his father's manner of what he was saying.    I couldn't tell which.    I 

left several pills with instructions.    As I was leaving I put out my bane ' 

to thake hands with the sick man.    Instead he took my hand and kissed it. 

As I was going out the son asked if I would come back early in the morning 

to see his father again.    I said I would come sometime during the morning 

but could not tell what time or how early I could make it.    He asked ns 

how much the medicine cost and I told him nothing.    He said something to 

Rosario and a «mall brother which I inferred meant that they should «««ompany 

LLlLUk 
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me.    They followed behind me a little distance and when I realized that they 

were coming along I stopped and asked where they were going.    Rosario said 

shyly that they were going on an errand.    But they came with ma up to the 

door and after standing a few minutes turned around and went back in the 

direction of their house.    When we got to the door S. opened it and started 

to kid Rosario about the boy who had held her wrist on the playa today. 

Rosario had her face almost covered completely with her rebosa.    She is 

always shy but seemed to be suffering real embarrassment. 

During the time that I was gone Ben was sitting in the kitchen.    Ifcrina 

S's child was crawling around on the floor and as usual was attracted by 

Ben's shoe which sie hugged with her hand's,    at Ben remarked about her liking 

his shoes and S.  said seriously that she would like to have a pair of shoes. 

Ben did not reply. 

Agustin Pop came bringing a large tinaja which he had bought for us 

today in Solóla. He told us that he had cut his. foot while walking 

to Solóla from Jalval and thought he might have a piece of glass or something 

inside.    I brought out a package of needles and had him soak his foot first 

in hot water.    When S. spied the needles she started to kid Agustin saying 
all the 

"y««> l«ts stick him with/needles, all over HL s face and his whole body too. 

Lot's put him in the hot water.    Ws'll take his clothes off and put boiling 

water all orer him*".   He kidded her saying she was angry at him for bringing 

such a large tinaje. because she didn't want to carry so much water.    His foot 

apparently hurt a great deal because anytime it was touched anywhere in the 

area of the small cut he would say that it hurt.    He suggested that I let S. 

try to probe the cot with the needle.    She took the needls and tried but 

wasn't getting anywhere either.    It was a very small but deep he cut and 

I decided to use a rasor blade to get at it.   When S. saw the raior blade 

7»30 P.M. 
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she said "Let's cut off Agustín'a nose and send him home to his wife with- 

out his nose" (page Freud — castration symbolism).      There was alvo a lot 

of joking about the tinaja..    Ben suggested that the tinaja perhaps was too 

big for S. to carry and instead she should take the filter down and put the 

water directly in it and carry it on her head.  S.  said, "No, he can take the 

filter (Agustin) and I can take the tineJe   and we can both carry water/together? 

(she seems to be flirting and showing aggression.    I am suggesting perhaps 

the fanciful hypothesis that both are signs of a great deal of unconscious 

hostility toward men). 

Xfter I had been working on his foot for a few minutes I asked S. if die 

wanted to try.    She leaned over.    She was sitting on a chair next to Agustin 

and when she leaned over to look at his foot I thought I saw him tickle her 

side.    I was not positive but she immediately straightened up and they both 

laughed as though something had happened. 

S.  stayed longer this evening than ever before.    When she was leaving 

at about 8i30P.M.  she picked up the baby from the floor»    I smiled at the 

baby and as she stretched her hand toward me S.  said"She wants, to drink 

milk from you".    (Hypothesis»    retribution for envy of my childlessness - 

competition) I answered "I don't have any milk".    She laughed and said 

"Sure you have a bottle full in each breast" flipping her own breast as 

she said this» 

Agustin remained on until after 9i00P.M.    We showed him some snapshots- 

of relatives and of scenes on the farm (Ben's parents').    When he left I 

gave him a jar of orange marmalade. 
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The church bells rang for «orne tin» summoning the people to 

attend the mass which was held on the mountain. The purpose 

of this mass we learned from Augustin Pop was to bring a good yield. 

The bells rang for a long tin» again at £s00 A.M. at which tin» they 

started ( we were told that they would leave at 5i00 in order to arrive 

at 7J00a.m.) from the church. 

9«30 A.M. As we were discussing with S. the possibility of getting some 

plants to put in our back yard Augustin Pop arrived. S. and 

Augustin suggest that he can get us son» plants from the "park" in front 

of the intendencia. S. suggests that we use a cracked •frinaJa which is 

not in use now to put the plants in. She starts to break the neck of 

the tinaja off and by the tin» she and Augustin have finished with it it 

is too badly cracked to use. Then Augustin tells us that there is a be- 

lief here that if a person breaks his or her tinaja and then touches it 

everything in the way of pottery that is touched after that will break 

because the person is contaminated. In order to avoid this evil result 

the person must eat a small piece of the broken ¿¿fi&Ja, powdered up. That 

is why Augustin said a broken tinaja is always immediately thrown away or 

just left in the road. Ajfeuatin kidded S. and said that now she would 

break all our dishes and tinajas. Ben continued the kidding and told her 

that she would now have to eat a piece of the üasJft» s* replied laying . 

that she would take out a ¿wM^f, against Ben and he responded that the 

intendente would no doubt find her guilty and would make her eat a whole one. 

She flahsed back "Then 1*11 take out a demanda against the intendente too". 

Agustin said that part of this belief is that children must not play with 

discarded egg shells either. We found another pot which was only slightly 

cracked and decided to use that one. Agustin said he would return in the 
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afternoon with the plants.    Ben said we didn't want to rob the park of its 

flowers but Agustín assured him that it was allright.    S. took this occasion 

to kid Ben saying that during the night he would go out and rob a girl. 

Another of her jokes was the statement that instead of planting a flower we 

should plant Ben in the pot and grow a lot of little Bens.    This type of 

kidding kept up for some time.    During most of this time Agustín was having 

his foot treated by me as he said it still hurt very much when he stepped 

on it.    First he soaked it in water for some time and then I was sure there 

was something inside and tried to cut away some of the top skin with a razor 

and with a needle.    At first I was sure there was something inside and asked 

S. to look and see if she thought the same.    Without really looking very 

close she said yes» there is something inside.    later I said perhaps there 

is nothing inside again she confirm)d what I said but surely did not look 

close enough to see. 

The wife of Juan Gonzalez came over carrying her baby son.    This 
li»30 A.M.   zncaxa 

was the first time she had come to the house»    She handed me a 

typewritten invitation enclosed in an envelope.(See invitation) Invitation 

read as follows!      JUAN GONZALEZ P. 
Tiene el honor de invitar a Ud. y apreciáble familia 
para una reunion de confianza que tendrá lugar en mi 
casa de habitación el dia 23* del corriente con motive 
de mi cumpleaños de las 20. horas en adelante por le 
que me permito invitarle de una manera especial, esperando 
nos honre con su asistencia* 
San Pedro La Laguna Febrero 1941. 

ffi» thankd her and said we would come. 

I went out to the tienda to get cigarettes.    As no one seemed to 

be around in either of the two tiendas at the corner near here 

I went farther up the street to another tienda.    The owner asked how long 

we had been here and how long did we intend staying.    He was interested 

it seemed in learning English and knew that it differs from Spanish in that 

it is not always pronounced as written.    He asked if there were books for 

2»00 P.M. 
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learning Spanish in the UnitedStates similar to .the books here for learn- 

ing English. I told him there «ere. When I returned to the house I found 

Agustin and the second regidor with Ben and S. Ben warned me at the door 

that they were both drunk. The second regidor was in a stupor and seemed 

to be asleep by this time. As soon as I came in Agustin in a pleading 

voice asked if I would accept a drink. I did but drank from a cup instead 

of from the bottle which was on the table. He staggered when he stood up 

and S. said to me in a quiet voice that she was afraid of Agustin because 

He was drunk . However when I suggested that she go home or go to carry 

water she said she had to finish the dishes and that she had just brought 

water. 

Ben reports that when Agustin and the regidor came in through the 

front door walking unsteadily. Agustin was waving four green sprigs , 

explaining that these were the flower plants he had gotten few us and 

produced one red carnation to demonstrate the type of blossom we coulA 

expect. Ben took the plants and asked them to be seated. The regidor 

remained seated until they left never saying a word his chin on his chest* 

Agustin got up from his chair expressed concern lest he was taking too 

much of Ben's time, lest we objected to people coming in the house when 

they are drunk, lest Ben was angry with him. He produced an octavo from 

his inside coat pocket and in a pleading voice said "Won't you accept my 

cariños" proffering the bottle. Ben accepted and in every other way tried'not 

to appear disturbed or disapproving. Nevertheless, Agustin repeatedly sought 

to be pardoned, excused and forgiven, seemingly unmindful of Ben's assurances. 

He then asked for Lois and for Susana and though Ben explained that they were 

not here at the moment he continued to ask for them. In a few minutes, S. 

came in with a tinaja of water. She left the water and disappeared on sight 

of Agustin waving the bottle at her. Hearing him ask for her time and again 
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from where she was standing outside she returned in several minutes.    At 

this Agustin rose and went over to the stove at which S. was making herself 

busy; put his left arm around her shoulder and offered her the drink with 

the other hand.    He seemed to keep up an imploring conversation in lengua 

which Ben inferred, perhaps gratuitously, was of an amorous nature.    The 

word "txwak" (tomorrow) was mentioned several times as if in supplication* 

Thinking that his presence was embarrassing Ben left the room for a minute 

(some ethnologist !  ) returning as Agustin was again sitting down* 

At this point I came in*    He continued to beg mine and Ben's pardon 

for coming to our house drunk and for taking up our tita».    He offered a» 

the bottle twice and I accepted a little each time and assured him it was 

all right*    Once he walked unsteadily out the front door and remained out- 

side the house leaning against the wall for several minutes.    Just at this 

point the bells starting to ring vigorously announcing the return of the 

procession from the mass up on the mountain.    S. and I went out the front 

door to see if we could see the procession which she said bore the images 

of San Pedro and San Juan.    We found Agustin sick outside.    In the mean- 

time Santos Chavajay, the sindico and an ¿alguacil cams around the back way 

also unsteadily.    Ben noticed them coming and invited them in*    Agustin 

came back and the four sat down, each one of the three who were awake 

taking turns in getting up, shaking hands with us and begging our pardon. 

Agustin explained that when he had left here this morning and returned to 

the intendencia he found these three with him and possibly several other 

officials drinking.    The intendente and the first regidor were absent, hav- 

ing left to attend the mass early in the morning*   Agustin made quite a 

point of the accidental nature of his drinking.    He said that he didn't 

want to  drink but as they were all drinking and they pressed some on him 

he couldn't refuse.   After he had drunk one bottle someone had given him 
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another and after the second he got drunk.    Santas Chavajay got up front 

his chair and vent over to S. at the kitchen table where she was finishing 

the dishes.    He put his arm around her and seemed to be talking in 

endearing tones, in lengua which we could not understand. Agustin offered 

the bottle to her again and this time she went out on the porch saying she 

didn't want it.    The four men left about 3i00 P.M. 

After they had left S. asked me whether I liked to drink.    I said I 

did sometimes.    I asked if she did and she said she did.    I asked why she 

had refused the drink offered by Agustin.    She said she was ashamed.    I 

asked if the women drink here and she answered that they do.    I asked *y 

she was ashamed then.    She  said she didn't know. 

A woman came to the door accompanied by a small girl carrying a 

baby girl.    The woman ga could speak no Spanish and for a moment 

I thought ehe was Ignacia Mandez to whom she bore a striking resemblance. 

Ben also thought it was she.    She was able to make known the fact that she 

either wanted me to give or loan her twenty-five cents.    I was rather 

surprised at her request since this was her first appearance here and she 

could not explain what she wanted it for or rather I could not understand. 

When I asked her nams she gave it as Josepa Hendes.    I did not confirm that 

se was sister of Ignacia but it seemed evident from the name and the resem- 

blance.    I told her I was sorry but could not do it and excused myself, 

returning to the office to type» 

I went over to see Rosario Quiacain's father.    When I arrived he 

was lying in a hammock with a guanysack around his /fleet and 

some blankets over him.    He sat up and again I had the impression that he 

was slightly "bolo" but- could not confirm it in any way.    I gave him some 

cold pills and when I left he kissed my hand. 

3«*5 P.M. 
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I went out to the panadería and bought- á dozen fre ahly-baked 

5'QQ PfMf 

5»15 P.M. 

rolls which were just taken out of the oven when I got there. 

Mien I got back to the house I brought over two of these rolls to Aiu&i S¡. 

A little later when Marguerita appeared at her house having returned from 

the playa    I sent over two rolls to her with Graciela.    Graciela came 

running back with a banana.    Ana Qf her grandmother who was present went 

to her house and also returned with a banana. 

Ben and I walked over to the intendencia. The first regidor was 

sitting on the bench weaving a metate.When I manifested interest 

he offered to show me how to do it and gave it to me letting me make several 

stitches. 

When we returned to the house Graciela came over bringing a present 

of two aguacates»  She stayed for a few minutes and then asked for 

an injerta, giving the name for it in lengua.    Instead I gave her a piece 

of candy for herself and for Madelena and her mother.    In. a little while she 

returned to our porch accompanied by Alberto, both smiling somewhat sheep- 

ishly.    It seemed obvious that they came for candy for Alberto.    I gavehim 

a piece and they both left. 

As we were eating supper Alberto brought in a dish of food saying, 

"This is some of our kind of food to try.    If you don't like it 

you can throw it away".    It was chick-peas/ made with a delicious tomato 

sauce* 

As S. was waiting for the water to heat to wash the dishes she 

suddenly said to me "Let us write now".    I asked what she wanted 

to talk about and she said she didn't know»   By the time I had gotten my 

notebook and pencil she had either coaled off or something had happened to 

her interest.    She seemed bored and after trying to get some information 

$»?0 PtMt 
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on marriage customs for a few minutes I gave up and decided it would be 

better if she washed the dishes.    She did show interest however in talk- 

ing about getting a pair of shoes for herself.    She initiated this topic. 
wear 

She said she wants to e«y shoes because the cement floor here, is bad for 

her feet.    In her house there is a dirt floor which is better for the feet» 

I asked where she could buy shoes.    She said she could get them in Solóla 

or AtitIan.    How much do they cost?    A dollar and a half.    When do you 

expect to buy them?    I don't know?   Won't the people laugh at you if you 

wear shoes?    No.    But they ridicule naturales who put on ladino clothes 

don't they?    No, never.    I wondered whether she expected me to offer to 

buy her the shoes. 

I was typing in the office and was alone. Elena Gomales and 

Rosario Quiacain accompanied by Elena's little brother Nikolas 

came into the office.    After they had been here for a few minutes and there 

had been some whispered conversation in lengua between the two girls, Elena 

handed me a letter which she had taken out of Rosario's rebota.    Elena did 

almost all of the talking for Rosario in the following conversation and 

Rosario most of the time had her face half or entirely covered up with her 

rebota.   Elena explained that the letter came from one of Rosario's suitors 

who has been coming to the playa to "aparrar" her* She cannot read and asked 

if I would read the letter for her.    She may have had someone else read th» 

letter before because she seemed to know before I readit that he was asking 

her to marry him} or she may have expected him to write that from events* 

While I read the letter there was much whispering and giggling back and forth. 

I asked whether she was going to accept him.    She said she was not and did 

not want to get married.    Both girls were definite about not wanting to get 

married - perhaps later when they are older they said. (See copy of letter 

from Domingo Quiacain).    I asked if she were goiig to send him a reply. 

í Vt *^KvJ&fc!itiil¡¡ái¿¿A**uM^mM¿r_.&ía^, 
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Elena said ehe wanted to but could not write.    Elena volunteered that in 

addition to Domingo Rosario has two other suitors who are visiting her daily 

at the playa, but again repeated that she doesn't want to get married. 

One of the other two she does not like at all because he is too old - he 

already has a wife Elena said.    Then she told with great indignation about 
to 

Domingo holding Rosario*s wrist yesterday at the playa for an hour or more. 

As a result she got a headache from.holding her tinaja so long on her head 

and in addition was whipped by her parents when she returned.    Elena could 

not have told the incident with more indignation and feeling than if it had 

happened to her* 

Elena said that Rosario wants to send a letter to Domingo telling him 

that she won't marry him.    I asked if she wanted me to write the letter for 

her.    She accepted the offer eagerly for Rosario and the two set about com- 

posing the letter.    (See letter)    There was much whispering, giggling and 

after writing about a half dozen sentences they decided to think about it 

further until tomorrow and in the meantime suggested leaving the letter here. 

Elena then volunteered that she herself has three suitors and has two 

letters at her house which she will bring to show me tomorrow.    She said she 

also has a silver coin (facha) at home which was given her by one of the 

suitors.    She said she was going to return it tomorrow to his mother.    1 

had asked whether the boys give presents to the girls they «re courting.    She 

said they sometimes give them earrings or necklaces - but mostly chiclets     - 

and the ficha is also generally given she said.    It is wrapped in a square of 

paper and tied around with colored thread - the kind which is used to embroider 

pants.    When the boy has hold of the girl's wrist he drops the coin or coins 

thus wrapped into her blouse at the back.    The girl sends them back to his 

mother unless she likes the boy and is willing to marry him* 

Rosario's boy friend'Domingo, has been coining to meet for over a month. 

They continue to come sometimes for a year or more» 

•iifa*iallí«ii»l1»iWifr]fM-"J^|"f~r-^ 
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What kind of men do the girls like? Good workers or handsome men?    They both 

giggled and said they liked the men who had nice faces. 

Elena volunteered that S. also has two suitors who con» to agarrar her 

at the playa.    One of these  she said was named Lukas Tuch.    Stie suggested 

that I corns to the Playa during the afternoon and see for myself how it is 

done» 

These notes were typed 2.26.41' and 2,27.41 from notes written same day 

(2.22.41) in notebook. 

,&a*an»*é'fc^&aifaife«iSáiaj 
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Rosa Garcia came to the door with her little sister bringing 

1Q»Q0 AtMp 

three fruits (injertas) as a present.    I didn't know what the 

occasion for the gift was but accepted them and thanked her. , She said 

in lengua - "let ue go and get water" (S. interpreting).    We laughed and 

she left with her tinaja to get water* 

Agustin Pop cam» and knocked at the door announcing himself as 

always by saying "con permiso    don Benjamin".  S« who was 

standing near the door said "He can't com» in" loud enough for him to hear 

it.    He brought with him the ball of twine which he had bought to make a 

metate for Ben.    He said he was going to. color the twine various colors 

to make a pattern and would also paint Ben's initials on it*    I asked how 

his foot was feeling.    He complained that it still hurt.    Í was on my 

way to see Elena's aunt Rosario Cox who was ill and told him I would be 

back in a few minutes.    He said he would be glad to wait if I would do him 

the favor of fixing his foot* 

I visited Rosario Cox accompanfe d by Elena Gómalez.    She is a sister 

of Elena's mother and appears to be over fifty» although it is hard to tell 

ages of older women.    She was in bed and complai» d of pains all over her 
them 

body*    X left some aspirins with instructions to take/every every four 

hours and returned home* 

Ihile Agustin was soaking his foot in hot water Ben conversed with him. 

He asked Agustin «hether there were any beliefs surrounding twin ears of 

corn and told there are none*    This led to the subject of baby twins. He 

replied that it is customary to plant a red flower someplace near town the 

same day of the birth.    If the flowers grow well it is a sign that both 

twine will live and grow healthy.    i#-%h»-fjign-dee«a*+   If they die it 

means that the twins will die.    If one flower dies and one lives that means 
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that one of the twins will also die. What if the flowers die and the twins 

live? They don't say anything about that| and sometimes it happens that 

the flowers live and the twins die* 

Ben asked what they say about the milky way. Agustin said that the 

milky way signifies the arrival of the cold season. 

S. sat down at the tatole opposite Agustin and the two had a conversa- 

tion in lengua which lasted for about an hour. During this time S. played 

continually with the ball of twins and the dictionary which was lying on 

the table. Although we could not understand the conversation we inferred 

that they were talking about personal things because we heard him ask if 

her name/ was Susana Yoxeum (her father's neme) and she corrected him 

mentioning "Susana PerezS. We also understood that he asked her age and 

she answered seventeen, which is what she had told us washer age earlier* 

From this inference we felt that the previous hypothesis was probably 

incorrect. He probably did not know much about her before but we specula- 

ted that his meeting her here frequently is a rather unusual situation for 

this society where there are few opportunities for meetings of this kind 

away from the view of families, friends or others* In their conversation 

referenee was also made to "cuartel", "castigation". When he left at 

about llt45 Agustin said to us "hasta la tarde" and to S. in lengua 

"I'll be back". Ben had written down this last phrase and later asked 

Alberto next door what it meant* 

I saw Isabela Cox standing in front/ of her mother's (Ann Q.) 

house across the yard* This was the first time I had seen 

her about since we heard that she had had a baby* 

I brought ever a sample of the banana fritters which we had 

for lunch to Ana Q* This was more or less in return for the 

gift of food she had sent us at dinner the evening before* 

12tOO P.M. 

12»3Q P.Mt 
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Ben and I are in the offioe typing. Lorenzo Gonzalez and 

Luciano Gonzalez bring a small toy marimba to the front door. 

When we close it, they come around to the back and play it outside our 

office door. Ben asks how much the marimba cost. Lorenzo and Luciano 

both answer that it cost one dollar. Where is it made) . In Santa Lucia. 

S. arrives. She had not swept the floor this morning because 
2t35 P.M. 

Agustin was here. When she left at lunch time she said she 

would return at one o'clock to sprinkle water on the floor so that it 

would be dry enough to sweep at 2t00. I had done this myself after lunch 

when she did not come. When she arrived I mentioned that it was later 

than she had said she would come* She said "yes" and nothing further. 

Raphael Gonzalez and Don Mundo the school director come to 
2i40 P.M. 

invite us to the graduation exercises of the boys Thursday 

2*27.41 at 2i00 P.M. Don Mundo laughed uprozdously at the slightest 
and 

pretext and even without occasion. His exuberance/volatility is in 

3t00 P.Mp 

sharp contrast to the temperamental pattern of the Indians* 

Elena Méndez, daughter of Ignacia earn* with three eggs to sell* 

She and 8. engaged in conversation and I went to the office to 

type* When I returned to the kitchen a few minutes later Elena had gone 

and S* was eating an injerta with a spoon and from a plate* She explained 

that Elena had bought four for one of the pennies I had given her for eggs 

from Bixcul aerost the street* (I wondered if she told me not wanting me 

to think that she had taken one of ours to eat)» She added "But she is 

not going to tell her mother that she bought them". 

The town secretary appears at the offioe window asking for Ben* 

Ben goes outside in front of the house and thinking he has oome 

for some purpose sits down to talk to him. He says he doesn't like it 

here and expects to retire in April. He may resume his trade as oarpenter 

3l£_P|& 
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in Guatemala City. The work is too hard here and he could earn as much or 

more doing carpenter work. He had liquor on his breath. Since it appeared 

that he had come just to kill time Ben excused himself and returned to 

the office to work. ' 

I went to the intendencia to mail JtttMMl letters. When I returned 

Elena Gonzalez came in and after standing around for some time 

started to leave. By this time I ¿now that when she wants something she 

will not ask for it but will wait around to see if she is asked what she 

wants or if a friend is present, like S. the other person will generally 

say what Elena wants. I asked if she wanted anything as she was half way 

out. She turned around, came back and asked if 1 would sell her a roll* 

I gave it to her and told her she didn't have to pay for it* She thanked 

me and ran off* 

Don Mundo and Raphael Gonzalez return to visit and remain until 

6i00 P.M. Don Mundo brought a. recent number of the Spanish 

edition of"Reader's Digest" which he volunteered to loan us* They asked 

to look at some of our magazines* Raphael did most of the looking since 

Don Mundo was engaged in a discussion with Ben regarding the question of 

whether or not the Spanish language was more logically constructed than the 

English* Don «undo contended that the Spanish system of introducing the 

substantive first and the qualifying adjective secondly was inherently 

more reasonable than the reverse practice as in English* He argued 

excitedly for his point of view but all of a sudden picked up the piece of 

paper on which Ben had written an example and said, "Maybe you are right.I'll 

take this hone and study it over". Another line of conversation brought out 

the fact that Don Monde's cousin in his home town of Ceban is now dying of 

dyspepsia as a consequence of having had to eat strange food when he was at 

the San Francisco fair with a local marimba bandi he could get no tortillas or 

beans* 

S^aa^aa^ao^f - —r^f^^^<^^^fT ftttíf^JÜf^r-^.^JaaM 
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"All ho could get to eat in the United States were raw fruits end vege- 

tables. Tnrnelnf* they eat orange out of the shell with a spoon there 

for breakfast: " 

A pioture in "Life" magazine led to a discussion of owls. Raphael 

affirmed Ben's suggestion that they were considered evil birds here be- 

cause they portended death* This belief is founded on fact, added don 

Mundo because the owl has a very sensitive olfactory sense and can detect 

from a distanoe theodor of iapending death. Ben then suggested that the 

buzzard must too have a good sense of smell since he can detect carrion 

from a great elevation. This is not true don Mundo replied, tne buzzard 

has a gross sense of smell, cannot select between one kind of dead animal 

and another and oannot smell it until the animal is dead. ' 

Maria Cox came in while the two schoolteachers were still here. 

She seemed shy and spoke in a whisper. She brought a pound 

of tomatoes wrapped up in her reboza. After handing them to me she asked 

to borrow two magazines. I said she could borrow one and for several 

minutes she insisted "quiere prestar dos dice" speaking for her mother,who 

she said wanted to look at them. She finally accepted the one magazine and 

left by the back door, in order to avoid the schoolteachers, I thought. 
Cotuo 

Ben and I observed Sraoiela/and Canduoia Cox playing with their 

two younger sisters, Hadelena and Anita. The tae two younger 

girls were lying on their bellies in the dust and kicking their feet hard» 

They were making sort of crying sounds and when we asked what they were 

doing Graciela said they were babies. They wriggled their arms and legs 

vigorously, made imitations of orying noises and every enoe in a while 

arched their necks, throwing their heads backward. Anita has been observed 

to do this many times before in other circumstances. She has a oharac- 

4t30 P.M. 

*s*f*jf*-YrT\ lhiw"' 
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teristio manner of gesturing - throwing her arms took, chest out, back arched, 

neok arched, head up and thrust back. She was doing this now but more 

exaggerated and in addition vas on the ground and using arms and legs. The 

two youngest girls seemed in an unusually high state of oxoitabillty. Then 

their older sisters eaoh picked one up around the waist and carried them 

around. The younger ones had their knees drawn up and forearms drawn up 

against the body, in a position approximating the position in the womb* There 

was muoh hilarity and finally all four fell down and rolled around in the 

dust* Then Oraoiela took Uadelena on her lap and Uadelena in a curled up 

position, put her hand to the opening of Oraoiela's blouse. Oraoiela screamed 

with laughter and took Uadelena's hand away, I inferred that this was a 

nursing enactment* Oraoiela asked for candy and we gave eaoh of the four 

a candy. When Alberto appeared in the yard shortly afterward while the others 

still had their candy I gave him one for himself and one eaoh for his mother 

and llarguerita. 

Elena Gonzalos and her brothers appeared just then and we also gave them 

oandies* 

Alberto came and stood at our kitchen door. Ben engaged him in 

conversation and somehow the subject of relations of naturales 

and ladinos one up* The question of relative value of clothes and other 

items came up and with reference to eaoh thing Alberto said the ladino 

things were superior* Bon observed that on a number of oMasions women 
to answer 

appeared to be too shy/vhen he greeted them in the street* When Alberto 

acknowledged that this was fact and was asked for the reason, he suggested 

that it was because people ridicule looal women who are seen speaking to 

ladino men. Do they also talk about native men who speak to ladinos or 

"\1*VTT * Ttay do n0*« lB *fc tú-1 right for a native woman to speak to a 

ljdjna¿ x* is» H * •*» should change his clothes would they say that his 

6i3Q P.M. 
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wife «as to lazy to weave clothes for him? Tee. Do they also ridicule 

the men who change clothes? No they don't} most of them change olothes 

when they return from cuartel. Ben then asked whether Alberto himself 

might someday like to change his trousers. He laughed and said "Saber". 

8. arrived while Ben vas still speaking to Alberto. Ben told 

her that Alberto had said that women are laughed at for talking 

to ladinos and went on to ask her.whether she thought that thiw was the 

reason why some of our neighbors discontinued ooming here. She replied 

that it was. I then asked her» "On account of Ben?" She said yes. 

Don Mundo and Raphael came to the door bringing with them a 

copy of the Amerioan song "Balalaika" with English words. 

They were both very Jolly, don Mundo outdoing even his own high peak of 

the afternoon. As they were standing at the door, Agustin Pop arrived 

looking somewhat down at the mouth. He wore a heavy scarf wrapped around 

his neok. The two teachers left saying they would return later to take 

us to the party at Juan Gonzalez'• Agustin sits down and talks in lengua 

to S. It seemed that she didn't know where we were all going beoause Ben 

heard Agustin refer to invitations, birthday, Juan Gonzalez as though ex- 

plaining the oocasion. When Agustin oame to the door he had said there was 

no mail today. Ben replied "that's good from now on don't bring us any 

more letters % we have too many to answer now" (joking). 

Agustin and 8. continued talking at the kitohen end of the room} 

Ben retired to the other side of the room to write notes of this day's events 

in notebook. Elena Gonzalez was on the porch by this time and I retired 

to the offiee with her and Rosario Quiaoain. Elena brought out two letters 

which she had received from suitors (see copies of letters). I asked if 

Rosario wished to add anything to the letter started yesterday ia answer to 

Domingo Quiaoain. Elena again took the lead and seemed to be advisor as well 

fewÉiBldtoAtoifli'itoiW^^ 
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8?^ P.M. 

as confidant* Elena said she did not want to answer her letters hut 

Rosario still wanted to send an answer. I finished the letter and after 

putting in in an envelope addressed, handed it. to Rosario. Elena asked 

how much does it eost? Nothing I told her. Elena asked whether she and 

Rosario could leave their letters here since in their houses someone 

might see them. I said I would put them away for them. 

S. came to the office door to tell me she was leaving. She had 

stayed on after the dishes were done to talk to Agustín. I went 

to the door and asked if she would like to come to the party with us. She 

said she would, but hesitated for a minute and then said she would accompany 

her sister Tina and her baby Marina home and would return with her roboia. 

Before leaving she returned to the kitchen and said something to Agustin. 

Then she asked me out on the porch again, whether I was using a pair of 

guilted oloth slippers she had seen. I said I was since they were the only 

pair I had. She said she would like to have them for her mother who needs 

shoes because she suffers from rheumatism in her feet (from the cold) and 

since her mother's feet are frery broad these slippers would be just right 

for her. I said I was sorry I could not let her have then* 

When she left Elena said "S. is not going with you. Tina says her father 

doesn't want her to go". I don't know whether this was true . When S. left 

I understood that she was going to return. However we waited until 9i00 P.M. 

Agustin said he thought she would not come and we left. 

As the three of us walked up the street we were met by a group 

coming from the party to call for us - the "TTI.'íh"^^ and his 

wife, don Mundo and. his wife, the sister of one of the maestras and one 

of the maestras. As we walked on Agustin fell behind everyone. I felt 

badly at this but was somewhat relieved when Ben also fell behind and 

walked along with bin. 

9t99 PtMt, 
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Party celebrating birthday of Juan Gonzalez (cantina owner)* 

we arrived at 9i30 p.m. and stayed until it broke up at 12i30 p.m.    Native 
men crowded around the doorway and window,  some sat around in the street nearby. 
Inside were the invited guests - all ladinos, except the host and Rafael 6s., 
schoolteacher.    A marimba was played - out in the patio.    The room was small, 
floor was strewn with pine needles, benches were placed around the wall and a 
small table was present, used to serve drinks.    Candles lit the room dimly.    It 
was close and hot, especially after one danced for a while.    Drinks were served 
right along by the host and some of the others who also bought* and served, includ- 
ing Ben who also bought octavos for each of the marimba players. 

and coffee 
At 12 p.m. we were served tamales/on a large petate spread on the floor,    we 

sat on the floor around the mat in the store. Juan's wife appeared the first tine 
during the evening at this time to serve the tamales and Rafael's wife, Candida, 
helped her*    After we had finished the same was served to the players and a few 
other natives» 

.^^B^ite¿a¿ataií¡ 
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Monday, Iferch 3, 1941 tÜ 

6?*5 A'M» 
Graciela to the door with her little ¿ister to ask whether we 

7»30 A.M. 

want tortillas. We do. She points to her mouth and says some- 

thing in lengua meaning she has a toothache. I tell her to return in a 

little while. 

Graciela is back for tooth treatment. I apply medicine with a 

toothpick and cotton as directed on the bottle. She is satis- 

fied, saying it does not hurt when I ask her. She leaves and shortly after 

returns with 9 tiny tortillas. I pay her the cent but tell her that 9 is 

not good,that tomorrow there should be ten because they are small. '.I hope 

this is the thought I conveyed when I said p'elexe? »aw4*s-*a ma irfeg +Ay 

tzwak laxfix wai.1 xun sentávo. 

S. arrives. During morning*s small talk we mention that in a- 
8»30 A.M. 

bout ten days we expect to go to Guatemala City to comply with 

new passport regulations. This prompts S. to say that it is too bad she 

has a baby for otherwise we could take ji her along. «M-ie»**- Yes she can't 

leave the infant because she has to nurse, Lois oomments. "Si. moleste mucho.' 

S. answers. When S. says she has never been to Guatemala City I ask her to 

name the towns in which she has been in orde* to see if she will confirm her 

previous'story about a rather romantic run-away honeymoon that took her to' 

Panajachel and Mixe. She says she has been in Chicagao on the ooast and in 

Quetialtenango. Sha had previously told us that she had been to Chicagao .for 

some time with her father who owns land near there. She had never mentioned 

having- been to Quetzaltenango before. Panajachel? No, she has never been 

there. Mixe? No, she has never seen any of the town across the lake and in 

the direction of Guatemala City.. We are left to conclude that^her honey-moon - 

story was. wishful thinking or that, she had really been to Panajachel and Mixé^'|| 

.but denied it in order to make a^mor'e.forceful oase for our taking her- wifc. 
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Lois asked S. about the relationships in time and space between the 

actual saints if any and theis representations hcrre in the pueblo. S. was- 

n't sure but she thought that the saints lived .in the days of yore because 

they say there are pictures of them and that now they may be in the gloria. 
i»- 

Remembering that S. had appeared to be evasive about the genealogy of 
forthright 

of «ggMMtTO little Lorenzo Gonzales who is so often seen in or near her 
when Lois brought up the subject yesterday, I again asked about him. 

parents' house/ She jokingly answered that he didn't have any parents. To 

this I responded by appearing to take her seriously saying that it is not 

always necessary for a child to have a father and a mother. This wasn't 

true, she said. But observe Jesus, I suggested; he had no father. Tes, he 

did, she corrected me| Jose was the father. But don't they call Mary the 

Virgin? Sure, she was the Virgin Mary and the father was the Virgin Joseph. 

So I got no place on two counts. 

Agustín comes in with his knitting and remains until nearly noon 
lOiOO A.M. 

talking to me and to S. on successive occasions. He was polite, 
answers 

responsive and helpful in his response to my questions about what happened in 

yesterday's civil elections and appointments,' but his conversation in lengua 

with S. seemed to be more animated and much more expressive. 

Lois was confined to bed with a cold she has had for four or five days 

and which took a turn for the worse. She asked to be allowed to work on the 

bag Agustin was knitting for me. He willingly complied. In fact, showing us 

how to make pita metates is lately his excuse for dropping over. I remarked 

that the bag was coming out very bonito and suggested that he enter it in the 

forthcoming fair at Solóla. Embarrassed, he hedged that he didn't know whether 

it would be through in time and whether I would want him to do so with the bag. 

When I assured him that I would be very pleased to have him have him exhibit it 
in 

he gu/essed that it would probably be finished «a time after all. I asked him 

whether he thought that the fair committee here would accept it and he said they 

would. 
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Agustín returned to the table after starting Lois off on the knitting 

and remained there opposite me until he left, i questioned him about the 

proceedings of the day before and this is the story I gott 

Apart from the first and third regidor all the other official selections 

of the day were appointive. The slate was decided upon about four days ago 

by the intendente, sindico and the four regidores. Agustín reports having 

heard that in former times the list was drawn up as much as two weeks before 

announcement. The big six who do the nominating keep the names a secret even 

from their families until election day comes (yesterday). At about 2t00, the 

list of names was handed to Agustin to be typed up* Agustin's title is inter- 

preter but seems to amount to a secretary. This was the first inkling Agustin 

had of who was appointed. He was not pleased when he read his name as having 

been renominated for another year at the same office. In fact he left his name 

off the list he typed up. The higher officers however put it in and that ended 

the matter. At about three o'clock when the list was typed and according to 

the proceedings (actas) drawn up by the local nominating committee, Agustin 

read out the slate of appointments to those who were gathered in the intendencia. 

Those present were the 2 mayores, the 12 auxiliare», the 10 alguaciles, the 

3 tamboreros and the 4 marimberos. Principales and citisens could have been 

present bpt were not. The big six were also present bpt of course the names 

were not news to them. On learning the names, the 10 alguaciles and the 2 

mayores (in a body or in dusters?) unaccompanied by music go out into the 

town and inform each of the appointees of his charge and of his need for taking 

part in the official inauguration ceremonies to be held on March 15. If the 

man is not home, word ie left with his wife.• Agustin said that none of the 

designers refused his appointment| they are shamed into accepting it even if 

they are not pleased. 

-fl 

^tft«¿ifai^v-»-«*^^fc**¿^^ 
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Informing the first regidor of his selection was a more'ceremonious 

preceedure/. By five o'clock in the afternoon all the votes were counted. 

The official nominee, Melchor Havichok, received 129 of the 130 votes. One 

vote went to Miguel Cumatz, husband of Maria Puac, the midwife. A bomba 

went off and an imposing delegation marched off to break the news to Melchor 

who was as much surprised as a U.S. president by the time the electoral 

college gets around to send official word to him. Melchor was present in 

the morning when his name was written on the blackboard as the official 

nominee. It may have been news to him that morning but he must have known 

then and there that nomination meant election. The informing delegation 

consisted of four cofrados or alcaldest Melchor Juarez (Corpus), Domingo 

Chavajay (San Nicolas), Balbino Méndez (Rosario), and Diego Bixeul (San 

Antonio). It appears that the two other cofrados just weren't around else 

they too would have come along. The delegation included also two of the 

principales menores. All principales are menores excepting the first four 

in rank. One of the principales that went along was Lorenzo Gonzalos Roxche. 

Other members of the delegation were 19-e#-+ae-ia 8 of the ID alguaciles. 

one of the two mayorOB and the 12 regidores auxiliaries. The big six didn't 

go. The group was aooompanied by the large tamborero ana-ihe playing the 

large tambor. At the house of the first regidor the ranking member of the 

group delivered a formal speech. Agustín didn't know how this speech went. 

On my prompting he agreed that one of the principales must have made the 

speeoh but later amended this to say that it was the ranking cofrade. Melchor 

Juarez. 
aggregation 

A second and much less imposing/went to the house of the third regidor e- 

eleot, Francisco Rodriguez. This group cosisted of the 2 remaining alguaoiles. 

the one other mayor and 3 vocales d« *airirt*d. They were accompanied by a small 

tambor. Principales and cofrades were absent. (Was there a speech here too?) 

^&4«iá^'-fe"Tr^'-^¿^ffffiffih m' 
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Reference has been made to the actas prescribed by the election com- 

mission* Agustin explained that this committee «as aomposed of Santos 

Chavajay (sindico), president) Raphael Gonzalez, secretary) Juan Alejandro 

Penelew, first vocalt and Rufino Chavajay, second vocal. The' committee 

vas appointed by the intendente day before yesterday and ceassed to function 

with the end of elections yesterday. The appointees to this committee are 

obligated to attend I was told upon inquiry. 

'When Agustin mentioned that he had not wanted to accept his" renomination 
family 

as interpreter at first, I suggested that his fatae» might not be pleased since 

now he could not return to work in the fields as they might have expected him 

to do. No, he said, for if he had not been reappointed it is possible that 

some other member of his family would be selected for a post in the servicio. 

This led me to inquire whether the high officers made a conscious effort to 

limit appointments to one in any family. Yes they did) sometimes a man is' 

put on the tentative list an- only to be removed when another of the big six 
a the man's 

remarks that another member of ki« family has already been suggested for another 

office. 

However, it developed from further conversation and rather persistent 

questioning on my part that the unit for selection is not the family so much 

as it is the household» Thus the big six could not oaJJ. Agustin's father-in- 

law into service for Agustin is serving and Agustin lives with his in-laws. 

They did however choose Agustin's older brother as 5th alguacil*7 (auxiliar?)      ; 

because this brother lives with the father in a house apart from Agustin. 

Having chosen this «ffe&he* brother, they would not nominate the father for an office.^ 

Agustin'B conversation with S. came mostly during the second half of his 

visit here when I eased up in my questioning. At the beginning éf-4Uks S. 

leaned her elbows on the table at which she was washing dishes and spoke to him 

^J&lAiM^^^^-'^^^i^sii^^ - '•^-w^'-aJfeaiAiwArfa^^ifltoa 
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in low and earnest tones. She spoke rapidly and seriously though not without 

a certain intimacy. Duting this time Lois heard reference to members of her 

family, Erasmus and 'Tina. The name 'Lenoha was also mentioned. A little 

later as S. was looking down at the gal stove while I was busily trying to 

light it, we heard Agustin call out to her as if in quest of an answer to a 

request of his, 'Susana*', Susana, Susana." His tone was imploring; she looked 

down at the stove with her hack to him as if oblivious to his pleading. A-li 

In a moment their conversation was resumed. Lucas was mentioned. After some 

time Agustin interrupted his talking to her to say to me ana, "She says itfe 

too bad you don't have your camera now since she would like to have you take 

a picture of her and Lucas together." "It's not true," S. commented. Lois 

commented that perhaps we should take a picture of S. and Agustin together. 

Tes, she sailed* said smilingly. Agustin continued his dead-pan twitting by 

saying that S. is sad because now that Lucas has been nominated for alguacil 

(a fact) she will have to make atol (for some occasion). 

During the time that Agustin was still here and after Susana re- 
lltOO A.M. 

turned from a brief trip to the patio porch she said to us that 

Maria Rosales wants toAover again to have her ¿ftSSerrebandaged. We said she 

she tell Maria to come in a few minutes after some hat water was prepared for 

soaking her *)i hand. When the kettle began to steam, S. was too engrossed in 

a conversation with Agustin to call in Maria* We suggested to her that she do 

so. She went onto the patie porch and motioned to Maria who was seated •*,!& 

Her-pa front of her house with other members of her family. Maria came over 

with other members of her iamily as she had done yesterday but remained behind 

our door for a minute until I detected her and invited her in. Perhaps she « 

shied in the présenos of Agustin and myself. With her oame her daughter Maria 

Fenelew, named after a maternal grandmother (Tícente later said), her younger 

sister/ Vicente and two small children. I gave the other; a LIES magazine to 

<m^ 
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inspect while Maria soaked her hand in a bowl of hot water containing dis- 

infectant. Graciela and Madeleina cane in to see what was going on. Lois 

suggested to S. that there were too many kids in the house and S. unhesitatingly 

ordered them all out, Vicente exoepted. So as not to offend them) I brought 

out a magazine for the expelled children to look at in the porch. By this 

time Lois put on a bath-robe and rose to dry and bandage Maria's hand. The 

hand was giving her considerable pain and was preventing her form working but 

during the night the swelling had burst and it appeared that it was on its way 

to recovery. Before she left Lois asked her J»ef" sister Vicente whether they 

would make us 1/ of tortillas for lundh. Tes. 
and soon after Agustin had left 

While Maria was being treated/another lady came in with her daughter. Lois 

had not yet gotten out of bed. S. explained that the child was the same that 

had come once some tine ago to have sore toes treated. Her name was Juana 

Cumatz. The woman bringing her, S. explained, was the other midwife. (Lois 

had seen one of the two midwives in town previously.) At this Lois said, 

"Oh, Varia Puao." The woman appeared to be surprised that Lois knew her name. 

The midwife gave the impression of being a forceful personality of rather 

attractive appearanc. She wore-evant ornate and perhaps expensive ear-rings. 

She brought 6 eggs as a gift in anticipation of treatment for her daughter. 
Rosales 

This was the most generous gift we had ever reoeived (value, 6/). Maria/was 

still present when the eggs were given over to Lois but left before Maria Puao 

and daughter did. Juana's toes all appeared infected. Her mother explained 

through S. that the child had injured a big toe and that thereafter infection 

spread through the toes of both feet (/). After soaking the girls feet in hot 

water, Lois sprinkled disinfecting «we powder on the toes and told her mother 

that she was not going to bandage it. The mother however appeared to want a 

bandage so Lois laboriously wound a great amount of gauze around the toes and 

feet and over all placed a pair of Lois' green socks to keep out the dirt. 

-f^iWffltt&tty&aa r&afettakjw&s j¡am*im¡k&ü&A%isiútfí¡Mié& 
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When Lois explained that the socks were given as a loan and that they seal 

should be washed when they get too dirty, the mother asked to buy them for 

her daughter. She politely asked several times and only after repeated as- 

surances that Lois couldn't sell them but would loan them to hear as long there 

was any need did she discontinue. When she asked when to return she wafe told 

to come back with her daughter in three days on Thursday. 

It was noon before the two sets of patients left and S. remained on 

to finish preparing vegetables for lunch since Lois was ill. As she 

went out she asked if she would be permitted to return at 3t00 instead of 2t00 

I2il5 P.M. 

since she wanted to go fishing with a group. O.K. 6eAs she left Lois oom- 
permission 

mented that this was thefirst am time she had asked/before coming late. 

12120 P.M. 
Vicente comes in with the tortillas for lundh. She refuses pay, 

3130 P.M. 

4t30 P.M. 

says they are a gift.(they had seen us get 6 eggs as a gift from 

the midwife.) As I take them without appearing to count them she mentions that 

they number 16} she leaves. 

S. returns with a tinaja of water which she empties into the olla 

and vanishes. She returns at 4t00 and remains till 5:15. 

Siena Gonzalez peeks in at the window and thereupon goes to the 

front door. We ask her in. She unburdens herself of 15 habanas 

she has had in her rebosa and which we had commissioned her to buy for us at 

Atitlan today. She had paid f 3/ for them and returned 12/, having been un- 

able to buy a bread or oranges. I gave her three of the bananas in return for 

her trouble* As soon as she was freed of this transaction she broke into an 

animated recital to 8. The two were at the end of the room farthest from us. 

Elena did nearly all the talking and showed more excitement than we had ever 

seen her display before. After a few minutes Elena came over to the bed to 
green 

admire Lois'/lounging pajamas. 8. came over too. I asked the price at which 

tomatoes were now selling. S. said 2 lbs. for 1-1/2/. Elena said that she 

had gotten 6/ for 5 lbs. in Atitlan. S. shrugged her shoulders. 

*¿*aM*ábá¿qfiffij0^ fiftf, | •, r¡ f|íf ñ 
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Graciela comes in to ask whether we would like to order tortillas 
4t45 P.M. 

for supper. We tell her we would but ask S. to explain to her 

that we must receive lo small ones and not less as they tried to give us 44 . 

in the past. Graciela leaves and returns in a moment to say that her mother 
s 

cannot do this. At this S. goes onto the patio and has a discusión with 

Margarita over the cane fence. She returns, Graciela leaves, the situation 

seems indecisive. In several minutes Graciela comes back to say OK, ten for 

a cent. When she leaves we explain to S. and Elena that they had previously 

given us more but that lately both Margarita and her mother Ana had tried to 

get one cent for only 6 small tortillas. "They are miserables." S. comments. 

Elena adds, "Yes, Margarita is a miserable." And Ana is not? She is too, 

says S. but Elena says she is not as bad as her daughter Margarita. Ana's 

husband Nicolas Gonzalez (Elena's paternal uncle) is a good person, says 

llena. 

As Elena leaves at 5j00 she turns from a short converstaion with S. to 

say, "S. wants to use this bed (points) to sleep with Lucas; she wants to 

sleep with him on this petate (points to the floor). S. accepts the ¿eat, 

says the streets will serve her just as well. 

Seexng Elena linger at the gate as she leaves I go out to ask how her 

father feels. He is very sick. I comment that his youager brother José Mafcia 

Gonzalez didn't seem to know how Deciderio (Elena's pa) was faring when I asked 

him yesterday at the intendencia. Doesn't he visit his sick brother? He doesn't- 

How ao'out oxner brothers such as Nikolas? Yes, he comes every day; so does Nik's 

fcáe daugnter Elena, wife of Julian Cotuo; so does Manuel, daughter of Decideriofe 

e»e* sister Ventura wno xs now in Chioagaoj so does Rosalia, another sister of 

the sick man. How about his sister Paulina? No she doesn't come over to see how 

he is getting along. And no others xome (by others I had Fernando, a brother, 

in mind but could not think of his name)? No. Had I asked specifically about 

Fernandez I might have gotten a different answer. 
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Old man Nicolas must have overheard me questioning Elena about who 

visits her father for he approached us at the ga-j;e in his slow, crochety 

fashion and upon interrogating Elena in lengua received a lengthy answer 

which included the names discussed. Seeking to put a better face to this 

seeming nosiness of mine, I commented to Nicolas, "So he is still very sick; 

that is too bad." "Yes',' hej£ answered, 'haven't you got any medicine to help 

him?" I told him that we had to been sending over pills but that apparently 

they were not helping him and that chest ailments are hard to cure. Nicolas 

had Elena tell me that her father doesn't even care to eat. Nicolas went back 

to his porch and when Elena told me that the reason Deciderio doesn't eat is 

because his throat hurts from á continuous cough I suggested that if she cares 

to return at night we might be able to give her some medicine that would allevi- 

ate his coughing. She said thanks and left. (Though she bobbed up once at 

the window while we were eating supper Elena didn't come to the house again 

that night.) 

Shortly after S. left I brought two bananas to. each of our two 
5i30 P.M. 

immediate neighbors, giving two to Graciela for her folks and two 

to Alberto for his. 

Graciela returns our basket with ten tortillas. I pay her a 
5t 45 P.M 
 " penny. 

I answer a knock at the door and find our laundry lady, Petrona, 
6130 P.M. 

at the daughter, together with a Fedrana carrying a child. I in- 

vite them in. Petrona asks that we do her companion the favor of supplying 

her baby with a remedy for fever, vomitting, diarrhea and refusal to suckle* 

On asking I am told by Pe&na that the mother is a sister of Raphael Gonzalez, 

son-in-law to Petrona. Her name is Jesusa Gonzalez. Her 8-mos-old baby is 

named Resalla Gonzalez.(takes mother's surname?$. Lois administers the kaby 

6 or 7 drops of chlorodine (cure-all) as well as a teaspoon of mineral oil. 
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S. arrives to do her nightly dish-washing choré. tras Agustin here 
7;00 P.M. 

already, she asks first thing$ then adds as an afterthought, "tofi 

have you practice knitting the bag," in order to disarm us regarding her dis- 

play of anxiety over Agustin, it appears. She washes the dishes. 

Agustin arrives and gets Lois started on the knitting. It seems he 
7:30 P.M. 

does this less to indulge Lois than to free himself inorder to carry 

on a conversation in lengua with S. Earnestly, intimately and in tones more 

subdued than previously they speak to each other over the table.- He is seated 

and she leans over towards him from the other side. She carries more of the 

conversation than he does and speaks more rapidly. Lois at her knitting and 

I at my writing are eating our hearts out that we don't know what is afoot. 

Ve  hear him mention mal creada several tiiies, probably in reference to a third 

party. He useB the term castigación. In a while he surprises us by producing 

an envelope already opened and ««H+aini» with cancelled stamps. He extracts 

a letter, reinserts the envelope in his inside jacket packet and hands her the 

letter to read. He turns around facing us and carries on a desultory con- 

versation with us while she busies herself with the epistle which she reads 

very intently, weking- working her lips, and proceeding at a very slow pace. 

He talks to her before she completes decipherin the message. He is fi«p to 

mention the words eompania and .junio (June and January are the months in which 

members of the military are enrolled or discharged in Guatemala City). As she 

hands back the missive she says malt.l6z (thanks). \7e are even more surprised 

to observe him produce asecond letter from a second cancelled envelope when the 

first is put back. This letter takes her longer to read than the first. He 

hardly interrupts her as she reads it . 7/e hear him tell her, "$1.50" and 

again "malcreada" After he puts away the second letter he says, "tiene razón. 

tiene razón.". It is now 8»20. She continues leaning over the table towards 

him an talking even though %1  is fay past her hour of departure and even though 

her baby has been heard whimpering outside in «Tina's arms for over 20 minutes. 
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She leaves for the door but returns to talk some more. I record snatches 

of her conversation: mixunán kitsix. . tinóij maxitsé. . .'Lencha 

 tsix. She leaves for the night at 8i30. 

I call out to her asking if she needs to be lighted home. No, there is 

a moon. Overhearing this, Agustin who remains for a few minutes before bidding 

us good-night volunteers the information that according to a current belief 

a person's hair will turn white if he ventures out with a candila in the face 

of a shining moon. Is this just a story or is it true? They say it's true. 

Have you ever gone out with a candila when there was a moon? Yes; that is when 

my father told me about the hair-blanchingj my father-in-law gave me the same 

warning. Have you ever done it since? No. Would the same thing occur to 

strangers such as myself or is *h«- it confined to people of here? It applies 

to anybody. 

Next Agustin mentioned that the intendente had put in his request today 

to be releived of his post. V/hy? Saber//. Gould you hazard a guess? He has 

no other members of the family who can work the fields in his stead. His four 

children are all young and all mujercitas. He gets along with great difficulty 

at present with the occasional aid of his brother who maintains a house of his 

own and by paying mozos to work his fields. However he finds it difficult to 

raise money to pay the mozos. How old is the intendente? About thirty. 

He also told me that the new secretary was coming from SoJ.olá tomorrow, 

according to a wire received today. 

Before he left I asked him to explain to me what the people said of the 

saints: where do they live and what is their relation to the images in the town. 

I suggested St. Peter for example. His answer: They say San Pedro lived during 

the time of Christ* On death he went to the gloria where he is at present mnd 

from where he can see all that io going on here. The representalons of San Pedro 

are only that but they are to be treated with respect for there is no way of 
communicating reverence with a saint in gloria except through deference to their 
representations which they can see. • (Typed day of occurrence.) 
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8tl5 A.M. 
S. arrived and after being here for about a half hour suggested 

9?*5 AfHt 

that she should go early for meat. 1 agreed that she should, hut 

was somewhat surprised at this demonstration of initiative concerning our 

household affairs as it is not usual. When she returned from/the carnicería 

after a rather long absence she remarked that it was very oloudy. It is 

not usual for her to discuss the weather, but then she went to the front 

door and opened it as if to demonstrate that it was cloudy. Once she had 

opened the door she looked out as she had done yesterday several:times and 

the day before, as if expeoting someone or looking for someone. 

Maria Pwok arrived with two of her small daughters - one of whom 

has infected toes on both feet. She asked if we would do her 

the favor of treating her child's feet again. I gave her a bowl of warm 

water with potassium permanganate to soak her feet in. After she was ready 

to take them out her mother took the pieces of cotton I had prepared and 

washed both feet off well and dried them. She was the first mother who had 

volunteered to assist in the treatment of her child. I wondered if the 

fact that she is a/partera (midwife) andhaving an aquaintanoe with things 

of this kind might account for it. Ben offered to go with her to see the 

old man - her graaéfather - who has an injured leg. I said I could not go 

out because of my cold. However, she remained here until lit00 o'clook 
lengua 

talking to 8, most of the time in €paaa«h as she does not talk much Spanish. 

At about 10t30 A.U. the wife óf don Mundo came in, asked how I was 

feeling and then aske'd whether I could let her have some cotton to wash her 

babe's eyes with. S. asked whether she had drops for the baby and she re- 

plied she had not. S. told tor I had drops and why doesn*t she bring the 

baby over here. I added my voice to this invitation. She said she would 

return with her baby. 
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In -the coarse of the conversation between 8. and Maria ^e¿ltief&d: >       -"•; 

the word' "laoandon" mentioned*   Then S. turned to me';and'j^dsthat|th<^^<, :•'$'" 

wafr a picturevof -some¡Mcandonel in one of 4heí»lÍw^^^í|W'eí^V4«mtó'ffiifí'*^ 

rteqail.a^Mch picture but she loólted' tht;o,ugh;-one qpf||||||||||lg 

yj^üít.   Thent she added with ;great|as«irjanoe '4bft these.p¡9ople;^éaUy-Jk» '„ \\ ¿Wff- 

at^WsKaother,;, 
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Saturday, 3*8.41 

Midnight 
We are waked by a temblor. Fearing a r'epeat performance we leave 

open the door to the patio to be able to make a quick exit if need 

be. We fall asleep and the neighbor's cat slinks in through the opened door. 

The oat tries to reach the garbage tin, succeeds in tpppling it onto the floor, 

making a greater clatter than a quake would have done. 

I notioe our neighbor Margarita preparing to leave for the Atitlan 
7100 A.M. Í 

canoe with tomatoes. I arragge to give her 5/ with which to buy 

oranges for us at Atitlan. These are intended for Lois who is siek. Margarita's 

husband Andrés goes to the fields to work. The «wo children are left in the 

custody of their grandmother Ana. 

I go to the intendencia to leave word that our trip tomorrow to 
lOtOO A.M. . 

Panajachel is off owing to Lois' sore throat. The intendente is 

sympathetic, says he too was recently laid up with a severe sore throat which 

he cured by taking pills. He addresses me with "hello"} he is apparently proud 

of the few English words he knows. I ask him about San Bernardino and he says 

that some people spy he is the sun. He knew of no connection between St. Lorenzo 

and the winds. I tell the comandante that I want to put through a phone call 

to Fanajachel to inform Sol Tax that we/f shall not be going with him to Guatemala if" 

to have our pssports renewed. He telephones to find out whether the eonneo*ÍÍIm#%* 
'íi -  >rZ>£!L? .í'-ís 

fjjom 

All 

qj 

facera. So4,b;iá,ito^^anajaohél is olear today, specially since English is to be" spWenl 

Ill's well'jjihe aafc^'that' Tax .call me back. When he hears that Lois' ooldois.'' '\\j 

.wor-seihe,o^^oaf:,me;to^.1iake great care?about visiting Indian-ho^|'||a,si^oie];theyj;-J 
i ft have poor yeJj¡ilationTlnd have?many "colds".   He himself nearly neversíanllñdian 

houBe, he said.   Agustin comes back home with me and remains, over, anfnour. 

,  ;Ap alguacil comes in to tell me that Tax is now on theph'oiaecvThe oozing 

,r,»    neó^¿on ¿8 g00a.   x explain that we cannot come into'twbnítómorf'r**^*-* 

Margarita returns from Atitlan with 15 oranges she has ;bougtita*wi 
ws *,?« 
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^air of alguaciles drum and call out a message from the capilla 

nearest our house. I go out into the street with S. to find out 

what's up. S. tells me that they are announcing the need for every owner of 

a cow or steer to have it vaccinated in the morning at 7J00 A«M. 
remain 

Agustín arrives again to reamin and do his knitting. Since S. is 
4>00 P.M. 

not here I get some information from him. He tells me the cattle 

have to be vaccinated or else the owners will he subject to fines. He adds 

that tonight at about 6 o'clock the 3 tezeles of ¿anta Cruz will begin their 

night-long *ake task of making atol in the kitchen adjoining the cofradía. 

Early in the morning the second and third tezel will carry two giant tinajas 

of atol to the house of the first regidor where it will be consumed by the 

gathered officials and again to the house of the sindico where the same group 

will stage a repeat performance. After this the officials will go the the 

cofradía itself where there will be more drinking of attl before the names of 

the new cofrades selected by the first regidor are announced. The first regidor 

knows all the derving people and knows where each man stands with referenoe to 

his ladder of service in the public or religous organization. S. says he will 

advise me in the morning when the procession is headed for the cofrade so that 

I can join them in the atol-drintoing and observe the costumbres. But are private. ,\' 

people given access? Ordinarily no but it is surely all right for me since Juan^»-^. 

Rosales did the same-when he was here studying the customs* 

6*00 P«*M. 
Elena González comes to the back door, one of her little brothers^tag-f^ 

giñg along as always. Her friend Rosario Quiacain, plain-looking and "' ;M 

shy, comes into the porch with her but remains a little withdrawn. Breathlessly  *•«« 

Elena announces that S. is pledged to marry a local fellow in 2 .weeks* He is 

someone other than Lucas, what is his name? She can't remember, consults Rosairig 

It is Francisco Méndez, she says. How does she know this? S. told her so yas)i 

day,, at the playa, where will they live? In his house here in the village? 
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kind of clothes does he wear? Pedranb clothes. I ask how old he is and am 

told he has a child but that it is now dead as is the mother/. 

Her friend Rosario will also marry in several weeks, says Elena. Whom? 
is 

Domingo Quiacain. (This/the fellow to whom she had Lois write a letter a while 

ago, saying he should quit grabbing her wrist, should ferget abbut trying to 

marry her because she doesn't want to marry, because her mother doesn't want 

he to get married and beause she has another fellow in mind.) Elena said 

Rosario is sad now. Because she is going to get married? No, because of her 

mother. Boesn't her mother want her to get married/ No. Then why- is she 

getting married? She wants to. Rosario had fled of embarrassment before this 

conversation was finished. 

Agustin comes in a minute after -S. arrives. He brings us three letters 

which we read while he and S. talk over the table. We kid S. about 

intending to get married soon. She denies this but her denial lacks conviotion 

we t'hink. Aguetin sides with us in our joking. With a straight face he says, 

Yes, they say she is going to get married soon. Wé get the impression that maybe 

he is committed to keep her plans secret But would like to have her release him 

of his commitment by helping us goad her into telling us what is in the air so 

that he can freer thereafter to talk. S. denies the charge again. 

S. leaves but Agustin remains ente on for 2 more hours. Having S. in 

mind we ask him whether it is not true that girls will sometime» appear ' 

not to care for a personal they really intend to marry against the wishes of their '. 

parents. Tes, he explains, a girl sometimes depreciates a fellow as late as 'the 

afternoon of the dame day wia in which he robs her by prearrangement. This is to 

keep suspicion from entere'ing the minds of her parents who'may have,another suitor 

lined up fer her. Was he too thinking of S's situation? Her parents;a^e said to 

want her to marry Lucas. Is she afraid to mention Franoisoo lest' the folks hear*? 
v •      ., - • . it\4¡ 

The oolored matate on which Agustin had bean working for many days was f%is| 

He haji completed the carrying strap this, afternoon and this evening;^ ,o%-¿ho 

7»45 P.M. 
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with the sympathetic assistance of S. who held the long strands while Agustin 

did the side to side weaving. The two talked of things other than weaving matates. 

Now that it was finished and we were alone with him, I asked him how much I owed 

him for the hag. "Lo que Ud. quiere." I am a special friend'of his and he did 

not do it as a commercial venture. If I care to give him 1¡Í that is OK with him. 

But what is the current value of these things? Agustin answered that he had been 

told at the intendencia that a fancy matate such as this should bring two dollars 

from a tourist. Very well, I answered, I shall pay $1.75 whioh -together with the 

26/ I originally advanced for the pita totals $2.$0* No, that would be too much, 

I told him I would decide tomorrow having in mind that I would hand him $1.50 in 

an envelope. It occurred to me that I might be overpaying him but he had done us 

favors and it was worth it for good will. (Next day when I handed him the money 

in an envelope he put it un/opened into his pocket and nothing more was said 

about it. Next day when Tomás Yoxcum saw the completed matate in the house as 

he came to call for S. he asked what I had. paid Agustin for it. I told him that 

I did not yet know, that he had left it up to my judgment. I countered by asking 

Tomás what he thought it was worth. Be replied that it should bring a dollar 

from a tourist.) 

After disposing of the matter of the matate price, I questioned Agustin 

about the number and nature of persons he» who had changed their clothes. There 

is a term which Agustin always uses in referring to them, oalzado (shod). He 

had previously told me that S's suitor Lucas took to wearing long,ladino trousers 

when he contracted a malady on his leg and wanted to oover it from view. The 

butcher Valeriano Navichoc had changed when he emerged from an illness (?)• Others, 

I had been told, come back from military service in the capital with nev ideas and -, 

new clothes. It has only been some five .years that young men started, going off 

for service. Paliados must then have been more rare formerly? Tes, saidAgiistí 

r"^P?í^*ly clothes alone does not. make a person a ladino. I suggested!* 
dVftltoS^XfifJsHHBMMht'i!'.'' . «. •• i   <>'<•*.   ,o-*' ". V" •.,^tá&Mm¡am 

>%*¿ 
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as an example, the case of Juan Gonzalez whose clothes and outlook are ladino 

tut whose known ancestry makes him still an Indian here. This is true, said 

Agustin, and then answered that Juan- Rosales was considered here as a ladino. 

While this might be due to the faot that Rosales was actually more educated 

and otherwise more ladinoized than Gonzalez, it might also bé'twe true, I 

suggested, that the latter might he considered a ladino if he moved to Panajachel, 

for instance, where his ancestry was not known to the whole town, just as it 

might he true that in his home town of Panajachel Rosales is rated an Indian 

(is this so?). This might be so, said Agustin. One of the local- calzados 

is Manuel Cortez whom people say is occasionally off his nut, though we had 

never observed him in this condition. Mention of his name brought up the subject 

of insanity in San Pedro. 

On the topic of «aeee-e£ insanity Agustin gave us the following three oases. 

(1) Manuel Cortez, his fee» brother now in 6ftartel and their father, all go loco 
from time to time. The father is the worst case and when he began to go 
goofy about 4 years ago this affected his hitherto normal sons, according 
to what the people say. The mother died about five years ago. Their peri- 
odic fits of abnormality are brought.on by the phases of the moon. The full 
moon is the phase that exerts an evil influence. Manuel's symptoms are 
oonsist in part at least of a disposition to talk to himself. Agustin does 
not know the form insanity takes in the case of the father for when he gets 
his seizures he is forcibly detained within the house by relatives such as 
the oantina-owner Agapito. The father is originally from out of town. The 
sons took the name of their mother who was a pi Pedrana and the daughter of 
the wealthy and well-liked vecino Manuel Cortez who donated the lavish en- 
throned image that stands conspicuously at the head of the church. 

(2) A relative of one of the town mailmen is at present detained in the oapital, 
insane'asylum for an attempt to kill his wife (with a machete?). 

(3) A neighbor and distant relative of Agustin Fop is now normal again after 
having been released 6 months ago from the asylum where he remained'about 
8 months. His abnormal manifestations were» (a) he gathered'up drying 
maguey fibres spread by their owners along the, playa and bijrnt theny (b) 
he out down growing corn belonging to others; (o) he obstructed pa|ihs,with 
boughs he out 'down in order to prevent others irom passing?: (dl)'finally 
he chased his wife with a machete in hand. This put him iá jjh.% asylum. 
He is now normal in every respe ot. Therefore it is known, aiioor:dipg to 
Agustin, that the doctors in the instituion know how to curé demented oasesfi;*-» 

'-., t^^Mf%: .%.<• [ 
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A fourth and final topic of discusión this evening vas that of oases in 

the intendencia. Agustín answered that there had been a demanda earlier in 

the month of March. He recited the circumstances and all the details of testi- 

mony with great attention w4+h-+e-de*ail to specificity} he told it with interest 

and he told it very well. It seems that the same mailman who has a demented 

relative has a brother who is poor and who therefore decided to move to San 

Juan about one year ago just before the nominations for the servicio. He did 

this to forestall being nominated for an office; he was too impoverished to be 

able to contribute a year of savice. He got along in San Juan until a few weeks 

ago when he ran into trouble with his wife who wears Pedrana clothes but who is     ¡ 

originally from San Pablo. He had managed to sell a half quintal of corn and of 

this money he gave his wife 25/i to purchase a half pound of hilo with which to 

weave herself a huipil. He said that it was seldom that they could scrape up 

this much cash and that she should therefore take advantage of the fact to replace 

her old garment with a new one. She defied his wish, saying that she would not 

take orders from her husband, that she didn't, have to weave if she didn't want to, 

and what's more she would return to her folks in San Hareee-. Irked by her unwar- 

ranted petulance^ he took her at her word and returned to San Pedro, leaving her 

to her own or her folk's devices, ¡¡instead of making good her threat to go to 

San «555*. she repaired .to the local intendencia instead, changing her husband 

with desertion and insisting that he take her baok into his house here in the city.dff; 

She oould think "of no motive for his leay±e&'"her until the man in question Apneaned%^J 

as a witness. Jhen he told the story about her unreasonable refuge to weave her-. '¿^ 

self a huipil, she confessed that it was true. The husband said he was now washed  ^ 

up with her and under no circumstances would live under the same roofjwith her a-? 

gain. If she came to his house.he would find lodging elsewhere. Thé"woman nlea 
•.."•- titfSS? "¡ W 

with the intendente to force her husband to take her baok. He &wallifc*tbi&*t 

the law he oould not coerce the husband into so doing» The case ended4W3 
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When Agustín mentioned the mailman on one occasion I asked him whether 

they were paid and whether they were «appointed annually as members of the 

servicio. He replied that they are not paid and that they are not changed 

at yearly intervals. They are appointed to serve for life or until they suc- 

ceed in convincing the intendente that their age or health no longer permits 

them to make the long trip to S0I0I& and back in a day. There are twelve 

correos or mail-men in active service. Each man serves every twelfth day. 

The mail goes every day, holiday or no. Are the mail-men exclude from the 

obligation to accept servicio posts? Tes. Is it better or worse than having 

to serve a year straight now and then. It is better, thought Agustín, beause 

they only have to give up every twelfth day. (Presumably the average citizen 

has to serve on an everage more than one year out of each twelve.) Mail-men 

are also miscellaneous messengers of a sort I learned from observation. In- 

stead of spending four-cents postage on a letter destined fro Solóla I was long 

ago advised by Agustín to dispense with postage and to give 2/ in cash instead 

to the amil-man for his personal delivery of the envelope.- No one in town seems 

to have stamps, the intendencia included. However several letters are sent out 

every day on an average and in the absense of stamps each person leaves four - 

cents with which the mailman buys the stamp at the postal station in Solóla. 

Once Agustin suggested that a good way to get oranges from San Marcos was to 

ask the correo.,to buy them for me on his way back from Solóla in the afternoon*. 

Ordinarily ,a mailman is handed his sealed mailbag in the evening at seven or 

earlier. He leaves at four in the morning arriving at ten in Soiol|. He leaves, 

with another sealed bag about an hour later or eve n sooner and ge^s,back,around 

five or six in the evening. The mailman who goes on Friday sails with7 the 004 ' 

municipal canoetto Jaival and returns with it. 

(As soonias Agustin- left at night I made a pencil outline of th'Or-inf^^rt 

he had given me. I also outlined the events that occurred earlier in.jfrhé^'d^^j 

"A" 
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Sunday, March 9, 1941 (¿ft 

8tl5 A.M. 
Agustín knocks on front door to inform me that the procession is 

now on its way to the cofradía of Santa Cruz to drink atol and 

to nominate the new panel of cofrades. He returns to his office and I go 

on as he directs me. As I reach the house in which the cofradía is domiciled 

I'observe that a body of navy-jacketed men accompanied by drums is entering 

the spaciaus patio. The more important members pass into the cofradía, the 

alguaciles and mayordomos remaining outside in two major groups though not 

without some mixing. Over 50 children of both sexes, possibly more girls, 

under 10 yrs. of age, form lively' knots all over the patio. Some of the men 

take seats on the benches that run the length of the house under the umbrage 

of a long thatch porch. These include the two drummers and their two tambores 

large and small. The three tezeles and their assistants begin to dish out 

atol from the door of the kitchen that adjoins the room of the cofradía in/ 

the same house. Queues of alguaciles and mayordomos form and are speedily 

handed Jicaras. Some take two or three bringing them into their superiors 

seated inBide. Next they take atol for themselves. The children also get 

atol, a group of 7 ar 8 receiving 3 or 4 Jicaras which they pass back and 

forth. I am given ato?.. It has too much spice and lacks salt, BO far as I 

am concerned bqt I manage to get it down before the assemblage dissbands. 

The others manage to dispatch theirs with amazing speed; they allow the gruel 

to spill into their months like cake batter folding into a bowl. -The youtfg'' 

are equally adroit. Two men plant a rocket at the rear end of the ¡patio; 

The only women in evidence are the six including the tezeles that remain in 

the doorway Q* •$'«. cofradía kitchen; they do not mix with the x$st.- /íV^ry'to 

talk wltr-'tbiinv) ^They lajngh, sya a few things in lengua and laugh, "£&±'i &$$£ 

laugh born', of embarrassment» The others do not talk to the women* 

,. íA-..."v'...l<§írí 
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I look in through the decorated door and see the important 

members seated on the benches that line three sides of the 

room» the images occupying the front. The door is decorated with an/ 

are of green leaves born by two crosswise poles which do not show except 

from the sides. The green is stadded with red flowers. At the right side 

of the doors lean some evergreen boughs. Some/one outside beckons to me, 

tells me to go in. I hesitate at the doorway, am invited in by the man 

officiating. The benches are crowded; I find a place in a corner. Soon 

I am brought a chair. The cofrade and the .juez of the c of radia of ^anta 

, Crui are seated in the eh arm chairs to the right and left of the door 

as one enters, respectively. At the table on the side opposite the door 

- and not far from the altar, stands Juan Fenelew, he who has an office in 

connection with the schools. He addresses me, asking me if I am familiar 

with the costumbres I tell him, and the others, that in my country the 

cultos are essentially similar. Yes, he says, the dames are very different 

but the customs are very similar. I am then told that, the others have 

contributed a penny limosna and would I volunteer to do likewise. I rise 

and place two cents on the tabei. It is mentioned aloud that it was 2 cents 

that I contributed. The just goes to the table and places the two cents in 

a bag on the table containing the other contributions. Now the secretary Of 

the cofradía, for such is the office of Juan Fenelew, takes a sheet out of 

a large envelope and. reads the nominees for the year commencing Ifcy 3rd.. 

Those assembled are probably interested since the news ie new but they .show 

no signs of excitement. Immediately after the reading, the alguaciles are 
•* t •> 

called into the room and the list is reread» They listen attentively, for 

they are now to go out and inform the nominees in their houses. Th/¿g%th,ering 

is over. The twenty some men assembled inside file past the the secretary, 

finally.past the cofrade, shaking the hand of eaoh and exhanging- greet! 

.•i /*" 

5J#i 
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The rocket was heard to go off as soon as the list of nominees was read. 

The alguaciles and mayores go off in a group to tiie left, the rest of us 

go off to the right. One of the men aasere answers that +aa»the former 

body is now making the rounds of the newly appointed cofrado. juez, mayor- 

domos and tezeles. We meet this delegation rounding the block as we are 

on the way to the intendencia. 

9:15 A.M. 

behind the 
Nearing the intendencia. I notice a knot of men feetweea-tae 

long house tnat serves as living quarters for the school-teachers. 

The sindicao and one of the regidores, both of whom must just have returned 
are 

from the cofradía, together with the teniente./observing Raphael Gonzalez 

draw a swan's head on three boards placed near each ether. He draws it with 

a piece of chalk. Stooped over/ the boards is the carpenter who is receiving 

directions from Raphael. The teniente/ answerd that this nailed together cut- 

out will serve as a decorative front-piece for a large canoe. (Later the teniente's 

wife informs us that boats will leave here next Sunday with people who want to 

witness the célebaatáon at Fanajachel and th/at one of these boats will will 

sport the image of a eisne at the prow.) I ask the nature of the three little 
long 

houses with doors facing the/house of the maestras» these huts are lined up 

behind the long house. I am told they are kitohens for the teachers but will 

soon be taken'down. 

I walki.over to the intendencia and note that the first regidor is completing. '-?}> 

his striped matate made of one ball of string dyed three different colors in three 

different areas. Some of men on the benches ask how Lois is and laugh when I 

try to answer their lengua questions in kind. I enter the intendenoia and speak 

for a few minutes with the sindica who has arrived there ahead of me. I ask him 

various questions about this mornings happenings and found out the-followingj    -„m 

Thrae arroba» of corn was used in making the atol. The three teielesüwége,a -' M 

assisted by three or four volunteers (I guess friends of theirs). í¿wiyjin\^héj|' 

Ithey- brought a huge tinaliárfull to the; houses ,of' the>firefenegi* 
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sindico and the maestro de capilla. The latter shared the atol with the 

members of the capilla who gathered at his house.. All this is according 

to custom. The officials gathered at the intendencia in the'morning and frea 

from there proceeded first to the home of the first regidor and next to 

the house of the sindica. From there they went to the intendencia and 

left again in a group for the cofradía of Santa Cruz where I overtook them. 

I forgot to ask whether the drummers accompanied them to the private houses. 

The list of new cofrades, the sindico also told me, was drawn up a week in 

advance at a closed meeting of the four regidores and the sindico held at 

the house of the first regidor. Not even the intendente knew the names 

until today. Early in the morning the list was given to Agustín Pop to 

be typed. This was the first Agustin knew of the nominees. This was the 

list that was handed to the secretary of the cofradía later.in the morning 

and which I heard him read. 

I forgot to mention that after the list was read «the it was tucked i* 

into the vestments of one of the images in the Santa Cruz -cofradía. Some 

of the images must have represented Mary for I belive having observed two 

rebosas worn by the figurws. , 

In front of the house on my way back home from the intendencia 

I met up with José Maria Gonzalez P. leading a steer back to 

his home. He said that he had had it vaccinated at the pal playa where many 

other owners-and steers assembled. Another gathering place was the campo. 

He answered that he had paid $6.00 for the steer when young and that when 

it will be a little bigger he will dispose of it to a local butcher for #12, 

or $14. 

10tOO A.M. 

10» 10 A.M. ' 
I enter the hoase and find Elena Gonzalez talking to S. and;,Lqis. 

Lois informs me that Elena had told her, during- a moment in whioh 

of the room, that S. planned to marry as soon as we returned' from 

•rJ?9 
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10» 30 A.M. 

mother. In the kidding that went on between Elena and S. regarding the latter*s 

possible marriage, Elena came out with the name o*f Francisco Méndez as the groom 

to be. She had not mentioned the name before in S's presence. S. kept shifting 

her position in hep jesting about her future. She would not get married at all} 

she would mary Lucas. She did not suggest that she would marry Francisco. This 
she 

/repeatedly denied. At one point S. said that she and four other girls would get 

married in about two months. The other three included Vicente Rosales and Isa- 

bela Cotuc. As soon as she left the room for an instant, Elena told Lois that 

this was all a fabrication, that only S. was getting married. 

Marina, the teniente*s wife or woman came int through the front door 

to visit a bit with Lois since the teniente had relayed the news 

Lois was still in bed with a bad throat and a head cold. She informed Lois that 

a little Vicks put under the tongue and slowly «wallowed was beneficial for a 

sore throat. Lois tried this. Also good was the juice of limon. She has none, 

Lois told her, but she has been taking considerably orange juice. This is very 

bad for sore throat, Marina answered, because oranges are "cold" and the aoit 

is injurious to the tissues. But how about the juice of limon? That's differ- 

ent, it's a good disinfectant. Marina said she too was only now getting over 

a "cold" and a sore throat. In fact she had to get up early this morning even 

though she should have remained in bed because «he no longer has a servant girl. 

The out of town girl had left her because the latter was ill, Marina added, 

why not hire a local girl to replace her? With the exception of S., she res- 

$eae««, none of the firla care to work for somebody else. 

Marina sat facing Lois in bed. This means that Marina*s back was turned 

, to the other bed that S. was in the process of making. Elena was assisting 

her. MarináfSasked whether Elena was working for us and Lois told her- Ño. Be- 

hind her back the two girls made sport of Marina. Elena made a face as if she-.%^ 

was angry at her and 8. whispered to me that Elena was hostile to Marina.' ¿-SU? ' 

,^-^gg^^goo sympathetic herself. I^É^&S^^^"^'^SS^ÍS^ 

•M 
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girls vent to clean the office where they giggled and jested about Marina. 

When the later left the girls rushed into Lois and said that Merina and Elena 

are enemies. Why? Because Marina had fought with Elena in the street after 

learning that Elena had spoken to the teniente. She is a very jealous woman» 

both assured Lois, and whe no doubt was displeased that they were talking to 

me. How come, Ben is not her husband. Well, she's a very jealous woman. 

The subjeot of Marina's maid trouble came up. S. hastened to express her 

opinion that the reason no Pedrana would work for Marina was because she was 

so bravo, often hitting her maids. 

Agustin Pop came to %he back porch while Marina was still talking 
10t45 A.M. 

to Lois. He remained outside, until after she left. He reclined 

in the hammock and spoke with S. and Elena. When Marina and Elena separately 

left and when S. went inside the house to do cleaning I remained on the poroh 

speaking with Agustin. He showed me a peneilea list Jfof names he tea written 

on a piece of envelope since arriving. It was the committee for arranging the 

collection and other details in connection with the new church roof. Agustin 

said he had taken it from Raphael's records to shew me in/ case I did not yet 

know the committtt's composition. It appeared to me that this b/it of information 

was merely given as pretext for his forenoon visit here* I thought the real 

motive was to talk to S. His listi 

Presidente 
Vocal lo. 

w  2°* 
"  3?. 
"  4°. 

Tesorero 
Seorotario 

Manuel Gonzalez P (uzul) 
'Éeiix Gonzalez S. . 
Franco Tojcom P. 
Pedro Chavajay C. 
Miguel Cumatz 
Pedro To j com Ch. 
Raphael Gonzalez G. 

Estimated total expense» 
Q. 343*76* 

Eaph of the fov i«"*»°»a was represented by at least one representative but 
noteaoh vocal' was from a different canton. Thus our canton did'ndrtf have a 
vocal, but Oh* president (and maybe others) were from here. 

I was surprised at the enormity of the estimated sum and expressed ay ' 

skepticism sinoe the cost for each of the four cantones as calculated about. 
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a week ago when I sat in on the original meeting was only about $30.00. 

Agustin answered that the sum included moneys already spent in/ / paying 

for timbers. I could not gather what proportion of the total figure was 

money already raised and thus spent but I got the impression that it might 

run to something like 6§6#- 5(#. We agreed that this means raising about 

$1.00 in each family that contributes, considering the fact that about one 

fourth of the population will not aid owing to unwillingness or being creyentes. 

Agustin thought it could be done though. Yes, he said, the /names of the 

committee and the estimated and itemized cost was already submitted to the 

jefetura politico in Solóla for his approval. 

About the cattle vaccinations now in progress I got the following in- 

formation from Agustin: The government decreed that all cattle need be vac- 

cinated before they can be sold or their products sold only about, last Sep- 

tember. One is not obligated to have his cattle vaccinated but in that event 

he cannot dispose of his beef or milk without risking a fine. This of course 

amounts to obligation* Each owner has to pay 11/ and receives a certificate 

which he has to present before he can sell the beef. The count of heads of 

cattle in Atitlan reached 743 but here there are very few, the count probably 
that 

being under a hundeed. It is said «a» the needle must not puncture the flesh 

but only the skin of the steer or cow or else the latter may die. Many people 

here, the majority, are skeptical about the wisdom of vaccination, saying that 
. ¿•"* * 

the cattle may ¡die from-it* None have died here but in'the aldea on the ooast 

one Pedeano lost- several head, allegedly for this reason. The needle wasn't - 
- «fry*        ' u. 

injected right perhaps, entering the flesh. The government claims that the 

purpose of vaccination is to prevent disease to those who eat the*beef. Many 

older people say that if it was good enough without vaccination.before-it is 

good enough now. Agustin is inclined to agree though saying that the agricul- 

tural axperts have scientific bases for their action. (?). The teniente ;(or 

was i,t the intendente?) asked to have his horse vaccinated. Wrong, vj^e&foe.*.;^ 

i.' . •wi"u •   ' .        •       ..•',- ' '««s^ad&aaaH 
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I told Agustín that Marina had said that oranges were too "cold" to 

eat when one had a sore throat. He said that he had not heard ,that this 

was so; rather both his own and his wife's families had told him that or- 

anges were advisable in such a case. 

We started talking about native equivalent for Spanish cognomens. I 

got out some paper and Agustín told me the correspondences for all the 

names we could collectively think of. I should have had an almanac. I 

did however refer to the paragraph on native renditions of Spanish names 

in Mitla but this didn't prove of much service for many of the names used 

there were not current here. I told him what Bar/gons had to say about 

nick-names or apodos. He laughed at some of the examples Parsons gave, 

but said such a practice was not known here. The list of native and Spanish 

names is appended at the end of the notes for today. 

Julian Cotuc came in to use the typewriter for an hour. He had 
2t00 P.M. 

inquired about its use early in the morning. Since Lois was con- 

fined to bed it was evident that there would be one free ma.44 machine. While 

he typed in the office I was typing in the our house since the machine and the 

materials were there. When he finished he came into the house and as usual 

said "Don Benjamin, muy agradezco," and then asked Whether I were angry with 

him for bothering me, possibly because I remained in a separate room* I said 

that I was not and told him that I had received a reply to a letter i had writ-? 

ten lb*. Molina of. the Carnegie Institution office in Guatemala City on his be'- 

half aking whether the $18 typewriter oould be bought on four even monthly in- 

stalments. The reply said the machine in question was sold but another used 

Corona was available for $15 and only cash was acceptable» Julián replied that 

$15 is a lot of money and that he would have to think it over. There is the pods- 

ibility that Julián is not very serious about buying a machine but is just play^' 

ing me along to «easele pursuade me in allowing him to use my machine (freqj»n4^ 
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Maria Cox waits on the frontdoor-step to have two infected toes 

treated. She had asked about It30 and* 1 had told her to return 

after 2i30 when S. would he here to heat and prepare water. I asked her to - 

, come through the house and seat herself on the back porch since Lois was 

trying to get some sleep. Her younger sisters and a friend tagged along with 

her. Before boiled water was ready for her another patient came. The mid- 

wife, Maria Puac came with two daughters one of whom had been here several 

timeB before with all ten toes badly infected. They were still just as bad. 

The mother unburdened her rebosa of 2 or more pounds of chick-peas brought 

aB a gift (worth 4 or 5/) which S. placed in one of our baskets. I had her 

go onto the porch too. Bowls of water with crystals of permanganate were 

prepared for her daughter and for Maria Cox. I dried and bandaged the latter's 

toes, but Maria Puac assumed the responsibility of cleaning and bandaging her 

daughter'8 toes. I gave her some cotton she asked for and she proceeded to 

clean the toev with skill and assurance. Out of her rebosa she produced the 

well-washed pair of green socks Lois had loaned her daughter yesterda a few 

days ago as well as the several lengths of gauze which whe had likewise washed 

and dried* I told her to return in three days, Wednesday. 

I hear drums and the bawling of an alguacil at one of the four páUa 

capillas from which they regularly shout out their messages. I go 

to the intendencia to inquire what is up. I am told it has to do with the 50/ 

tas each oitiien has to pay befor April or else have the fee doubled. In.the, 

intendencia Raphael is swathing the carpentered swan's head with white cloth 

which he says is obtainable from conaierciantes at 10/ per yard* He says the 

figure will adorn the boat bearing the municipal officials to the celebration 

at Panajachel Sunday. The intendente is busy affixing his florid signature to 

cattle-vaeoination receipts while the man who did the vaccinating with Parker * 

Davis anti-thraxis serum talks to me about breede^of cattle and how the /kind 

if 95??&,y^*Mrlft-is *»* suited to, thettroj 

4:00 P.M. 
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On the way home from the intendencia I stnp in at Juan Gonzalez' 

cantina for oranges. He has none but says I can get some off one 

Matias Gonzalez in the village who has an orange tree ia his yard. Manuel 

Cortez comes along and confirms this information. I ask Manuel how he is and 

he says "perfectamente" in his characteristic style. His clothes are carefully 

washed and cleaned as always. I fear that he will go with me to show me where 

the orange man lives. He hasn't come around to the house for several weeks now 

and I don't want to encourage him to renew his ft» persistant friendliness. I 

therefore say that I will return to the in enáeneia intendencia to leave vorájí 

for Uatias since he is a/ regidor auxiliar. At the intendencia I encounter 

Agustin who says he will go with me to the house of the e»agne orange owner/. 

On the way Agustin tells me that the judge from Solóla was here"for a while 

today just to idle away some time and to drink and that the marimba playing 

I heard was in honor of his presence. We find Matías at his house. He asks 

one cent for three oranges. I arrange to buy them four for a cent. He climbs 

his orange tree and shakes or throws down some oranges which a son/ of his places 

in a small matate. I pay 3/ for 12 and ask to have the boy accompany me to the 

house since I did not bring a carrying bag of my own. Ihe boy and a little boy 

come along} at the house I give ¿ithem a banana as a gift, • • 

Agustin returns with me to the house when we come back from Matias' house. 

Lois and I talk to him about some genealogies. He knows the circle and triangle 

notation system, presumably taught him by Juan Rosales. ae explains how indebted- 

he is to Juan for teaching him Spanish and everything else he knows. He says 

Juan was reoalled from his post here- here when a oolonel who was the former 

comandante falsely accused Juan of being drunk nearly every day. Juan was later 

instrumental in having the oolonel ousted from San Pedro} the oolonel was not 

liked here,' spys Agustin. He adds that Juan received his Carnegie job not long. : 

aJfter he lost his position here and went back to Panajachel. After„ 
~' " '" ohélvf or.-1 a while Juan came her forv&;.year;,ór,(-soLand Agus¿iJaí,hel] 

M 
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Fifteen minutes before Agustín left I remineded myself that we 

61OO P.M. 

had no bread. I went over to Ana and' asked her whether she could 

sell us tortillas. She had none now but could make some by seven o'clock. 

She, Nicolas and their son Alberto were eating near the crackling fire and 

Nidias' brother Fernando was lolling in the hammock in the house. 1 asked 

Fernando how his brother Deciderio was and he said ne was a trifle better; 

apparently he visits his-brothe*. (Another brother, José Maria, apparently 

does not). I next Maria Rosales but she too had no tortillas. Like Ana she 

suggested that I should have inquired earlier and that she would have some 

tomorrow. Returning to the house I heard Margarita clapping away at tortilla- 

making. I looked and found their family of four eating in their little separate 

kitchen. Yes, she would have some tortillas right away. (Wh/iy hadn't her 

mother, Ana, suggested that * ak ask Margarita?) 

Just as Agustin had left Graciela came in with ten tortillas, asking 

for 1-1/2/ but quickly accepting ft 1/ when I assured her that ihey 

were worth no more. Mo doubt her mother (or father) had put her up to this, 

and not for the first time. I give Graciela a banana^. Gracias. 

&.  arrives and in a few minutes opens the door to talk privately with 
7t00 P.M. 

Elena outside. As they both enter Agustin arrives through the back 

door, a head kerchief around his neck to keep put the night air. With occasional 

abetting from us there is considerable kidding about whether and whom S. is to 

marry. Again she says Nobody and then again Lucas. Once, joking or otherwise, 

she says, "Yes, I am going to marry Francisco and live in his house." Where is 

his house? In San Juan (this is apparently meant to be a joke). Elena blurts 

out in Spanish that Agustin has left his wife yesterday And that the only reason 

there is no demanda today as a r esult is because it is Sunday. It seems as if 

S. and Agustin try to shush her in lengua. S. leaves and takes Elena with her. ,.^, 

Agustin remains. He sees Lois looking at her swollen tonsils in a mirror. He,^| 

• ygaaatfterjiilaAoreenoia about looking in mirrors at night. (See ^^PjW§^j¿M 

.'if 



told the details. (The rest of todays 
notes were typed during the day of oc- /„, , . ., 

SSEVaíiSf*the day **»** f• <u) 

Agustin volunteers gnnyth:    there is a belief that it is bad to see 

oneself in the mirror at night  (OK in day tin»),'the penalty being that 

manchas which itch will appear on the face  (like Elena Cumat^z,  suggested 

Agustin).    Cases:    About three years ago Agustin himself had itchy spots 

on his face and his fathefr told him that he must have looked into a mirror 

at night—or have gotten it from one of the two other sources mentioned be- 

low.    Face patches can also come playing with married men when one is not 

married.    More specifically the playing that may result in harm is tickling, 

that is, when the married one tickles the single one and not vice versa. 

If both are  single and if both are married no harm will result.    The same 

holds among women and incases of mixed sex.    '•'•'he lone single party who gets 

tidied gets a bad face.    The single party can be of any age from say four 

years up, may even be older than the married person who ticles him (cosquillar). 

This whole thing holds only in the case of those with sufficiently dark faces 

to show manchas.    Those who are algo blanco don't get the spots and what is 

more they experience no itching.    Examples of naturales with light enough 

skins include:.   Clara Rodriguez,  Juan Gonzalez and his wife Paulina Gonzalez. 

S. for instance has akin dark enough to contract the facial malady.    Tickling 

easily results from friendship situations when people kid and play with each 

other.    On this account it is not considered good for a married man to play 

with the children of another or conversely for a child to play with an adult 

not his parent or grandparent.    A married »erh brother can thus harm his 

unmarried brother and an uncle his nephew or niece.      A third cause of manchas 

is said to be stomach trouble.    This is likely, thinks Agustin, the others 

uncertain.    The remedy for facial manchas from eae- whichever cause is to 

take purgatives, more specifically sal inglesa.    Elena Cumatz tried this but 

withour results before she came to us for treatment  (cold cream).    Another cure 

is to. apply bee's wax heated on fire or in the sun.    Thisdly one may apply hot 

half-cooked tortillas, patting/rfetce and feeding to dogs.    All 3 work at timee. 
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Spanish 

Agapito apit (AS) 
Agustín akuztln (AS) 
Alberto av&to, avéta (A,S$ 
Andrés aliz (AS) 
Aniseto asét (AS) 
Antonio atun:i(ASJ[AS) 
Alejandro alexandrQ ( S) 
Alfonso péntzo ( S) 
Ambroso amaróse ( S) 
Agustavo akustakjo ( S) 

Baitazar atiz (AS) 
Bartolo atol (AS) 
Basilio avasil ( S) 
Bernaldo apernál.(AS) 

Clemente amén (AS) 
Cosme akozmé? (A) 

it akozmá (S) 
Cristobal akristóval ( S) 
Cornelio akornél ( S$ 

Daniel arajél ( S) 
Diego ateké (AS) 

akú? (AS) Domingo 

Enrique arika, kike ( S) 
Erasmus arásmo ( 5) . 
Ernesto ernésto ( S) 
Eugenio axénja ( S) 
Eustáoio anostásja ( S) 

Felipe allp (AS) 
Felix apélis (.S) 
Fernando apernánta ( S) 
Federico ariko ( S),.  . 

Francisco apalas (AS) 
n ap&ntzo . ". 
it asís    " 
•t atzika  " 

VW* 
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Monday 3.10.41 (1) 

The relationship between Agustín Pop and our-maid Susana whom he visits 

so frequently under the pretext of visiting us, oontinues to be a topic of 

speculation on our part. Agustin has been married a year and he lives with 

his in-laws, but he obviously spends a minimum of time with his wife for he 

has been in our house until past nine nearly every night of late. The time 

he takes out for supper when he gets through with his work at the intendencia 

is so short that it seems to allow'anly time to walk to his house and back. 

The sometimes earnest, sometimes joking, but apparently always intimate con- 

versations between Agustin and S held in lengua under our noses, led us to 

wonder whether it were not unusual in this society for boy to meet girl in 

a situation such as this where they were shielded from the public eye, and 

that therefore if the two were at all personable it were not a natural cir- 

cumstance that they s/hould find themselves gravitating towards each other. 
ultimately 

If this gravitation were true, we thought, it might/take any of three formsj (1) 
(2) 

Agustin might separate from hxs wife and marry Sj./nothing but a conversational 
(3)Agustln 

intimacy would ever eventuate; 6. might have, an affair ft» with S. There seemed 

to be practical difficulties in the way of this last pos sibility, for we found 
sexual 

it hard to imagine how a c&destine/relationship can be oarried on in this public 
relatival 

village. We therefore wondered whether this were not the'reason for the »eal*4»e|-F 

frequency of separations, if they are relatively frequent. Possibility no. 1 • 

seemed the best bet* ^ 

That the palavering between the two was more than a matter of mere friendli-t! 

* 
ness suddenly seemed much am- more likely when he came in drunk and gave evidence ^ 

of being infatuated with S. In line with ef our suspicions we interpreted the 

subsequent incident wherein he brought her letters to read as a deal between 

them to olean her skirts with her former husband or something before going ah^sjiifl 

with Agustin. We were far from certain about this however and spun an alfeijna^ 
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hyjsfchesis to the effect that she was being courted by mail fronr Guatemala City, 

possibly by her former husband and that Agustin wa* acting in her interests as 

a friend but not without private amorous interest. Reference in their conver- 

sations to members of her family and their ages inclined us to the former hy- 
their 

pothesis; a ripening intimacy was reaching out for more facts about *h« private 
take 

life lives. We did not/serious account of the fadt that Lucas was courting her 

in the playa and hobnobbing with her folks in her house. 
S. had 

Then came news by way of Elena- that/another suitor, Francisco Méndez, and 

according to Elena would shortly leave her baby with her mother in order to take 

up with hin in his house as his wife* With this news we recast the role Agustin 

was playing. Was he acting not as a lover but as a go-between? Were the letters 

or one of them from Francisco? Was S's apparent interest in Agustin mostly on 

account of the news he brought about the'other? Was Agustin a John Aldeh? 

But here too we had a second hypothesis. Perhaps Agustin was really the man 

after all? Perhaps S. realized that her occasional stories about going to wed 

Lucas were beginning to look threadbare and therefore circulated through Elena 

the story about her new love to mask the plans afoot with Agustin. Perhaps 

Agustin'8 hand could not be exposed because he first had to settle with his 

present wife) he might otherwise fair badly in a demanda she might bring. 

Lacking however were any indications that there were pteae-s- efforts in the 

air to rupture the relations between Agustin and his spouse. 

Yesterday we were startled to learn that suoh indications were no longer 

lacking. Elena had blurted out in the presence of Agustin and S. that he-hud 

parted with his wife the day before and that there would now be a. demanda were 

it not Sunday. This allegation fitted the picture we had in our minds too well 

to be ignored. The anxious efforts expended by both S. and Agustin to quiet 

Elena seemed to be evidence in favor of the allegations. When Agustin denied. 

Lois' point blank question as to whether he had left his wife, as claimed by 

¿•Elena, we were left not knowing whom to believe. 
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That is how matters stood this morning. Today is Monday. Could it possibly 

be true that there would be a demanda involving Agüstin and wife? As I was think- 

ing these thoughts in my office, Tomás Yoxcum in his capacity of alguacil walks 

into the patio and announces that he has been sent to summon Susana to the inten- 

dencia. As Susana went home to get her indispensable rebosa before obeying the 

call to court, I ran into the house 4a-exei4emen+ to share with Lois my excitement 

a*-+h« over the sudden climaxing of the plot. But X had jumped the gun. The 

demanda did not concern Agustín, Lois quickly informed me; rather it involved 

S's parents. This was unexpected. 

Lois had been speaking to S. for over an hour earlier in the morning while 

I was in the office. After an unduly long absence during which she was supposedly 

buying meat, S. returned to the /(house, Lois told me, and was asked to take a 

seat on the bed opposite the one in which Lois was lying with a bad cold. Lois 

explained to her that her work lately has been far from satisfactory, that she 

appears to go about her duties with her mind elsewhere, that perhaps S. does not 

care to continue tw work for us. The dishes are so inefficiently wiped that they 

drip water the morning after. The floor is swept but the dirt remains. S. denied 

the charge that her mind was elsewhere. But she laughed in embarrassed fashion, 

hid her face in her hands. Of a sudden she cast off her reserve, gushed forth 

with an animated flow of confession! Jty mother wants to leave and go to her rel- 

atives on the coast. She has been fighting with my father. That is all I have 

been able to think of lately. This has never happened before. Hy mother says 

my father must be going after some other woman. Every night he stays away to 

10:30 or lltOO o'clock. He must be going with another woman. He doesn't hand 

in any money to the house. Hie can not buy the things we need. (What money can 

he hand in, he is in the servicio?). He gets money from the sale of tomatoes and 

other crops on our land. But none of this money goes to my mother. He gives' it 

all to another woman. Vy mother has five relatives on the coast. That's where' , ^ 

she wants to go* Vy father wants to beat my mother. (Has he done so?) He^isA 
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afraid to beat her. She might start a demanda against h£m. (When they fight, 

do you or your sister say anything to him?) We ar-e afraid *o say anything. He 

might beat us. This never happened before between my parents. (How does your 

family manage to live then?) Vly mother had some orders for tomatoes here in 

town. She went alone to San Juan where our fields are to get tomatoes. She 

sold them and got some money. She didn't ask my father, (if he continues to 
out 

withhold money will she take/a demanda against him?) I think my mother will 

go to court if he Keeps up this way'. 

All during this recital, Lois reports, S. had her face hidden in her hands 

or behind the lifted edge of the fea.1- blanket on which she was sitting. Her 

fingers were busily winding and unwinding the fringes on the blanket. She spoke 

rapidly and without a halt. 

At this point the alguacil came *»* in to call her to the intendencia. It's 

surprising that S. would not have known aforehand that her mother was going to 
soon, 

initiate proceedings so/ I commented to Lois. But who can tell? So her serious 
her 

conversations with Agustín were about +hei* family trouble and not about them- 

selves} and that accounts for the allusions to. the members of her family; and 

the letters may have been from relatives on the coast who sought to communicate 

with the mother without running the risk of having the letters fall into the 

hands of the belligerent father. So Agustin was a confidante and consultant in 

the matter of her mother's difficulties with her husband. 

Lois and I were buzzing on in this fashion when S. returned from the inten- 

dencia. We fixed our ears upon her mouth, so to speak. They called me, she said, 

to ask me whether I would like to be one of two dancers to represent this pueblo 

at the fair to be held in Solóla. (Who'd a thunS they buried 0. Henry in San 

Pedro?) But S. informed the civic officials that she couldn't go because she 

had her nursing baby to think of. Lois sent S. to buy some green onions from a ^ 

neighbor. 

S. stayed away a long time. When she came back at lit00 o'clock she said 
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that she had arranged with a daughter of Salvador Navichoc to have onionB 

picked and brought here. She brought back with her a cortal pill given her 

by the wife of the teniente for delivery to Lois. Vihen she was here yesterday 

the teniente's wife had volunteered to send Lois a pill which she said was good 

for a cold or for a throat irritaion. S. reported that Marina had told her that 

Lois was very amable and that she had agreed, adding "not like you." (Dubious.) 

Marina also reportedly bemoaned the fact that maids could not be secured in San 

Pedro. Lois asked S. what she had answered in reply to this comment. Nothing. 

At lit15 while S. was out on an errand Maximina came in with two bunches 

of small but freshly-picked green onions which she sold us for a penny per bundh 

of ten—*the customary manojo. 

At It30 in the afternoon liaria Cox knocked on the front door to tell me 

that her big toe Btill is infected and that another toe, not' the same as yesterday, 

also needs treatment. She pointed to a new girl and indicated that she too had 

a bad toe. I told them to return in about an hour when Susana would be here. 

They did not return. 

I spent the afternoon on correspondence.' S. came in at 2:30 and said to 

Lois, "Ity father says not to go." TTho is not to go where, Lois inquired. "I 

am not to go to Solóla to dance." In the forenoon S. had acted as though she 

had definitely decided not to go. This was evidently not so. "Why wont he let 

you go." S. didn't know. Lois suggested that perhaps it was because he didn't 

want her to go unaccompanied. S. replied that he always goes with her when she 

goes anywheres} he doesn't want to go to Solóla. This was all said with no dis- 

cernible trace of resentment or affect, though Lois assumes it was supposedly 

there but blocked. Suddenly she volunteered» My father went away to San Juan 

this morning. He did not know I was asked to go to dance in Solóla.• With height- 

ening affect she went on: He came back from San Juan with some tomatoes* l¡y 

mother told him about my being requested to go to the fair. "No fair; I'm'not , 

going," was his angry reply." Lois suggested that her father might f^eht,£^^É 
j!l¿&¿XÍiídáit$:~*.. . ..-.,,'„.". if' iff fffiMmflffl 

-n 
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we should go along with her to the fair. She thought this would be acceptable. 

There was no show of enthusiasm at this suggestion. Lois, believes that S. 

brought up the incident of her father's refusal for the very purpose of having 

Lois make the suggestion she did. 

Before supper Anita Cotuc stopped over for a minute to ask whether we would 

do her father the favor of allowing him to use a typewriter for about one hour at • 

7:00 P/M. I consented. Julian Cotuc came at seven and left in an hour. While 

he was typing in the window Manuel Gonzalez fuzul tapped on the office window. 

I opened it so that he could talk to Julian. As I later learnt from Julian he 

was making arrangements to go with Julian to San Lucas tomorrow on business. 

The two together with a third interested party and several hired paddlers are 

making the long trip tomorrow to dispose of some coffee. Manuel has two quintales 

of coffee to sell. Julián has six, none of.which he raised. He bought them 

from some party or parties (from San Juan, I believe) and will sell them in San 

gnea. Lucas at a profit of 25/ per bag. I asked him why the original owners did 

not sell the coffee directly to San tf Lucas and make the additonal 25/ themselves. 

He said he didn't know. He said that all of them would paddle, the specially hired 

oarsmen receiving 25/ for the day because of the arduaus trip (cuesta mucho). 

Julian said he would pay for two paddlers. 

When S. came in at 7*00 P.M. she asked whether Agustin had already been 

here. He had not. While I was in the office, she told Lois that he had told 

her and Elena in our house last night that he had had a quarrel with *h his* wife 

and her father and that he walked out on them. (So Elena wasn't wrong.) I came 
mentioned 

in on part of this conversation and «uggeetea that I hadn't seen him when I was 

at the intendencia. S. responded that she too had been there twice but had seen 

him on neither occasion.. Lois suggested that he may be drinking'since he had had 

a quarrel. (Seems to be customary). S. said perhaps. After I went out of the room... 

Elena came. in. In Elena's presence S. joked about Lois being her mother-an^w^| 
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take S. to Solóla if the latter went and would remain her if S.did not go. 

This was probably said for Elena's benefit. Not wishing to show faroritism, 

Lois sais "No" when S. pressed her to acknowledge whether this were true. S. 

had referred to Lois as mother on a previous occasion. 

It was after 8:00 P.M. S. had gone home. Agustin came to the office door 

to bring me the official receipt for the payment I had made two days ago on 

making a telephone call to Panajachél. He was obviously not drunk. I mentioned 

that I had not found him at his office. Yes, he explained, he was away all day 

working with his father-in-law and several brother-in-laws in the family fields. 

They were sewing maize. Though the job is not done he will not continue going 

with them on the following days but will work at his official job in the intend- 

dencia. Ther were five or six persone working together at the seeding* He an- 

swered that he had not asked permission to take leave of his offioe for the day. 

(It certainly didn't look as though he had broken up with his in-laws.) 

It was only a few moments after Agustin arrived that S. returned bringing 

her baby. She goes direotly into the house. I get up and' walk with Agustin 

into the house. .1 ask him to be seated near the table as customary. This puts 

him near S. who has already found a chair. While Lois remains at other end of 

the room in her bed listening to the Lux Theatre Hour and what-not else on the 

radio, I give little Marina two teaspoons of the mineral oil which S. requests 

to oure a case of dyáentery. The ever-chipper Marina takes the oil willingly 

as S. holds the spoon. The baby is quiokly forgotten) S. enters into a serious 

conversation with Ag. as I return to the office and Lois continues to listen to 

the radio. Could 68 S's meeting of Agustin at this hour have been fortuitous? 

My guess is he had assured her he would be here before the day was out. When she 

asked and found out that he had not been here before she arrived at 7i00 P.M. she 

devised an excuse to return later or perhaps took advantage of a real symptom her _¡M 

baby had. S. left at 8i40 a°d Agustin a few minutes later. 

(Notes typed following day from penoil outline^ written 'on eyeniñg^oj 
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I was in bed during this day with my cold'. ' 3en spent the day 

writing up notes SB  two previous days. He did not leave the house in 

the morning and no one cane in except S. 

Ben walked over to An/ia'3 porch where her son Alberto was busy 
It 30 P.M. 

shelling chick-peas with the desultory assistance of several 

small neighboring children which included Angelina Cox. Chick-peas were 

sorted on this porch and on the porch of lúargyíarita during the.-course of 

the las"t several weeks. Ben asked Alberto how many quintales there would 

be in all. He said eight. Ben commented that this was a great quantity 

and represented very good business. Alberto answers, "Si, es bueno". 

Ben asked how much territory supplied,this yield and was informed ten 

or twelve cuardos. (Our impression is that chick-peas sell for about 

^2.50 per quintal). Ben asked whether they had been selling their produce 

in driblets or whether they were accumulating it to sell at one fell 

swoop. He was informed that the latter was the case. 

As this conversation terminated Alberto noticed that one of the four 

two-week old pups had sallied from the improvised pen on the porch. V/hen 

Ben noticed him grasp the little black rascal to return him to his hide- 

out he asked Alberto whether he could take one of the pups to show me sinoe 

I was in bed at the time. Alberto did not look pleased, smiled in an 

embarrassed.manner and said, "Talvez no." Ben asked why not and with - __ . 

more embarrassment was told "Maybe Lois has evil eye". Ben wanted to know 

whether this might be so because I was sick or because of being a woman. 

Because she was ill. And people who are ill can give evil eye to dogs? 

Yes, when the dogs are little. And to young babies too? Yes they oan. 

Ben then inquired whether the sick person was dangerous if it were male,» < 

Alberto thought sick men could give evil eye. Alberto said tha^in'é^fe^i;^ 

d'aarB'*,the dogs will be old enough to be seen ,by anvone, Lois inoJ^<i& •$»**& 
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A womcji came into the yard asking for S. She could speak no 

Spanish and apparently had counted on finding S. here to tran- 

slate her message. Ben explained to her in the best Zutugil he could 

command that S. had not yet arrived but that she was due momentarily 

and that she could be sent for. At this the woman asked the little boy 

who accompanied her to call S. The boy only started to leave however 

iiaen he was recalled by his mother. Standing on her porch Ana Questioned 

the visitor in lengua and sent her son Alberto over to translate for her. 

Through him 3en learned that the woman was the wife of the carpenter, 

Francisco Yoxcúm and that she had come to request some iodine for appli- 

cation on her knee. Ben had her sit down and she showed him her left knee. 

It was puffy and distended but not swollen. If anything was "water on the 

knee", this was it, he thought. By this time S. arrived. Ben explained 

through her that iodine would not serve her need. She had asked several 

times to buy two or three cents worth of-it. Ben came in to discuss- it 

with me and between us we decided that the only thing for her to do was to 

go home and apply hot applications. The lady left thanking us and leaving 

a gift of an.egg which she extracted from the folds of her rebozo. (This 

makes it appear that she perhaps brought along the egg expecting to have 

the money refused and therefore bringing the money might have been more 

a form than x^al). 

Knowing that our neighbors did not welcome the thought of visitors - ' 

frequenting our house for medicine or otherwise, Ben wondered why Ana 

should have volunteered the accommodation of sending over her son. It 

occurred to him however that this might be accounted for by the fact that 

both Ana and the carpenter's wife are devoted creyentes according to re» 

pute, and therefore possibly shared an in-group solidarity. 
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AB soon the knee patient departed Ben recounted to S. Alberto's 

statement about Lois' having evil eye. This promptly brought forth the 

information that it was on this-account that Uanuela Etorales was no longer 

bringing over little Bartolo. According to'S. LSanuela interpreted Bartolo's 

case of diarrhea several weeks aga^jrf as a consequence of evil eye which I 

had given him. S. went on to say that Manuela's brother-in-law Pedro Cox 

had either prompted or reenforced Manuela's belief, "/hen Isabela Gonzalez 

recently had her baby her husband, Pedro, suggested that they ask us for 

some aceite comer to prevent evil eye in the infant since many people were 

visiting at the time at their house. Apparently diarrhea (sientos) is 

looked upon as induced by evil eye by those who believe in the latter» 

Ben asked S. whether Pedro and I&nuela suspected that Lois might be preg- 

nant. S, laughed and said no. Ben left the room. 

As soon as he was out S. said that Manuela thought I had given Bartolo 

evil eye possibly because I was menstruating at the time * I asked how she 

could have known as I did not tell her. S. said she did not know but thought 

this might have been the reason. S. ridiculed Manueal's belief and others 

who believe in evil eye saying there were just like Atitecans. Then with 

an expression of disgust she said the Atitecans even cover their babies 

with a hood - "l!uy feo"• She said not all people believed in evil eye here. 

She pointed out that from the time her baby was just a few months old 

she went outside frequently. "But"she said with disapproval, "Manuela and, . 

others keep their babies in the .house until eight and nine months and 

never let them out - that's why they get evil eye". But when I asked her 

if there was such a thing as evil eye here or in Atitlan she said"No, only 

in their imaginations". I asked whether Rosario Pop believed in evil eye 

to which S. replied that she didn't but her mother does. I asked why then 

did Rosario tell us that when her baby was younger she sometimes wore a 

s6e,. of gar lio tied on a string around her neck. S. said th4.w was .flSábSyi 
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to prevent evil eye but the "espiritus". She was as firm in her opinion 

that this was true as she v/as that the other was' nonsense. She was very 

earnest and serious in telling-that one put a piece of garlic on the 

baby if, for example, it was necessary to leave it alone so that the 

espíritus would not come and kill it. She said that they always killed 

babies in a characteristic manner. A green mark would appear on the 

neck and one could tell that the baby had been choked. She elaborated 

thus:"If you have a friend and you should fight and become enemies and 

then this enemy of yours should die, when you have a baby she might come 

and kill your baby." I asked if espíritus were ever strangers to the 

person. She said they were not. But, she added, there is another case. 

"Elena comes here and is a good friend of yours. If she should die and 

you should have a baby that she had liked very much she might come and 

take it with her - she wouldn't want to leave it behind". 

I do not recall how the convorsation veered to this topic but we dis- 

cussed S's former husband Felipe Rodriguez who is in cuartel. S. said 

she lived with, him for two years and after being separated for some time 

he was sent to the cuartel last June by his father because of his heavy 

drinking. She said when he was fourteen years old he was teaching school 

in another village and was there introduced to drinking by an older man» 

She volunteered that she had recently received a letter from him - adding 

that this was the letter she had been reading the night Agustin brought \ 

it here for her. She laughed and said that Lucas had written to Felipe 

telling him that he was going to marry S. (Although she says she had been 

saying no right along). Felipe wrote to her telling her that it was all 

right with him if she wanted to marry Lucas but if she did so he wanted 

her to leave the baby, Marina, with his mother as he would not have his 

ohild go with her to another man. S. said she was intending to leave her, 
r fv •&--• 

jjjld^vith her own mother but not until she .is atyear- old. S^í^SMI 
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get married.    She will marry Lucas and go to his house to live.    She 

wouldn't want to take Larina with her because the child is accustomed to 

her mother's house and v.ould be unhappy (triste) in a strange house. 

Besides step-fathers are not good to the children; they scold and beat 

the children of a wife's former carriage.    Her folks want her to marry 

Lucas now.    Do they want you to leave now?    Ko, they want him to come into 

the house, but he doesn't want to.    "Yesterday Lucas courted (agarrar) 

another girl,  Conception Tuoh." T/ell then if he is courting other girls 

maybe you won't marry him.    Laughing,answers that she told him definitely 

the other day that she would not marry him.    I say I don't think she/Ls 

very anxious to marry Lucas.    She laughs* and says "V.hy? "    I don't know 

I'm aire,    "«'ell there's only one reason; he has a bad sickness.    On one 

of his legs he has the sane thing that the old man has whom Ben andl went 

to see.    They won't accept him in the compañía because of it." 

Ben noticed 6 men all wearing clean white pant.s and their navy 
5»00 P.I^ 

blue jackets led by one man.    They were headed it seemed for » 

the cofradía across the street.    He wondred„what the purpose of!/their vid. t " 

5130 P.M. 
Graciela came to inquire whether we wanted to buy one cent's 

6tOO P.M. 

worth of tortillas. V/e replied no, adding that we had bread. 

At this she asked "Tjaxun kazlanwaij" asking us to give her bread. This 

was the second occasion on which she has asked for bread. 

Until 6tl0 Madelena had a set-to with her skirt alone in the 

yard unaided by anyone.    And after her perseverance and efforts 

the skirt came out the victor.    It was one of those minor incidents which 

contain in it the artistic union of comedy and pathos.    Madelena* e M"i 

in this encounter was to fix her belt around her waist before the skirt 

could .slip out from under it.    Like that of any other Pedrano fcer sfcLrrt ±a?.&iM 
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a square of cloth too long and too wide to be used without proper folding. 

IJadelean's skirt came off in the middle of the yard as she was proceeding 

from her grandmother's house to her mother's. She picked up the cloth 

and attempted to drape it around her.exposed behind but it came out al- 

together too long and she was forced to start over again. This time she 

fhrew it on the ground, folded it correctly but grasped the wrong edges 

so that once more it failed to fii;. Undaunted she spread it on the ground 

once more but this time rolled it up sufficiently so that it would not 

exceed the distance between her belly button and her toes. She hoisted 

it to her waist draped it around her middle and found herself holding both 

ends with her hands behind her back. She attempted to gather both ends 

in one hand in order to free the other 'hand. She had to pick up the long 

belt that was sprawling on the ground. Unfortunately her grip was not 

very secure, wlien she leaned over for the belt the skirt became undone. 

This t$pe of manouevering continued for ten minutes. There must certainly 

have been over twenty attempts to fix her skirt. Once she got so far as 

to wind the belt around the adjusted skirt but just as she was in the 

process of fastening together the belt a turkey came along to molest her* 

In an effort to beat off the gobbler she lost the works. The remarkable 

thing about this exhibition wasthe apparently tireless persistence with 

no show of exasperation,except for taking a swipe at the turkey, and with 

no resort to calling for outside assistance. We have never heard her call' 

for her mother when in distress. Habitually however she yammers for her ise 

sister Graciela on the slightest provocation.  We could think of no reason 

for her not doing so in this instance other than the fact that the might have 

realized that her 6 year old sister was away somewheres out of earshot. The 

end of the story is that she failed in her heroic struggles. She picked up 

the .cloth that was to be her skirt and picked up ae-we the belt as w,ell;- ¿1 
^trailing them she trudged into her house, her haunches-gleaming ^-'^h|fc?ui| 
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After supper Agustin comes over. Ben excuses himself saying he has 

work to do. Agustín doesn't seem to mind as he and S. are carrying on a 

conversation in lengua. S. seems to carry the burden of the conversation 

which seems to be of an earnest, perhaps intimate nature. There is some 

referenoe to members of her family» 

I ask whether it is decided that she will go to Solóla to represent 

the village. She says yes she will go and then jokes saying she and Agus- 

tín will go together and will both dance there. 

I interrupted finally and asked Agustin whether he would tell me 

about what was going to happen'Saturday the 15th in the cambio» He said 

that during the day of the 15th the various officials would drink atol 

in the houses of the first regidor, third regidor. Jose Ljarie Gonzalez 

Cortez (Agustin'e newly appointed assistant) and his own, Agustin's. 

The women in these houses (he also added the mayores and alguaciles) would 

start grinding corn the evening before at about 6:30 P.Li. and would grind 

until 2i00 A.LI. In each house he guessed they would use two arrobas 

of corn. In Agustin's house and probably in others as well two or three 

woman would be hired for the grinding to be paid three cents apiece for 

the night's work. However the woman who actually cooks this special atol 

receives eight cents for her work as it is considered a special skill. 

Only few women know how to make 1MB atol which is used in fiestas and all 

ceremonial occasions. Agustin said he knew how it vas made from having' 

watched. Cal which is used in preparing corn for making tortillas to re- 

move the outer skins is not used for atol. The corn is ground three times 
grinders 

until very fine. The «eek then form it into balls. The cook (tukul mats) 

puts it in cold water and powders it finely in water in a large paste. 

Then it is put into another larger paste and cooked for about two hours. < 

The cook watches it carefully stirring frequently. The less finely. gropM 

. i* 
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8:30 P.M. 

particles are removed and ground over again then put back in to cook. In 

order to test with it is ready a small amount is put in cold water. If 

done it will not dissolve in the" water but will stay together. After it 

is taken off the fire and put in other special pots, anis, chile and 

cacao (toasted) are put in. 

S. had finished the dishes and was sitting and talking again to 

Agustin when suddenly we heard a woman speak to S. in a loud 

voice from the yard. Although she talked in lengua and we could" not 

understand she sounded angry or upset. 5. quickly left. I asked Agustin 

who it was and he said S's younger sister. I said it did not sound like 

Tina. He says "No, Carnación". Se*aR«ien-4e-a«e% I ask whether he means 

Chorna. Yes. 

At this time Ben came in and asked Agustin about the six men he had 

seen going to the cofradia earlier in the evening. Agustin said they were 

no doubt returning after their vigil in the church today. Then he explained 

on questioning that each cofradia has its turn, once every six days, guard- 

ing the church.' They spend their time in the church talking or making 

rope or just sitting around. If a death should occur the cofradia which 

is on duty that day is responsible for interning the body. The cofrade 

has to feed the Jnee and five mayordomos on the day of their ohuroh vigil* 

The oemetery is divided into six sections. Each cofradia is responsible 

for cleaning its seotion. The cofrade is responsible for seeing to it 

that the mayordomos do the cleaning* 

Ben asked whether the teaeles secure other women to help them grind 

corn when they prepare atol for the cofradia. He said they do and the 

te|eles themselves have to pay the three oents per person for the night* 

Agustin said the celebration which was to be held in Panajaehel 

the coming Sunday is called day of zokomel. He said he didn't know•much.^ 

,A^^4aa*;.aS.,thi
lfl was .the £ie^.£Í9a^Q£¿^.}e3Mj^^^^l^xlS^ 
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After being confined to bed nearly every day this month so far, Lois 

felt veil enough today to dress although her tonsils were still swollen 

and infected. I spent most of the lepnea forenoon and a good part of the 

afternoon in the office typing up the notes for the previous Saturday. 

Buiing this time Lois got information of interest from S. and made pencil 

notations within an hour of occurrence. Late in the afternoon I brought 

a typewriter into the house to write up today's notes in consultation with 

Lois who is still too weak to care to typewrite. 

In the morning a child knocked on the front door to ask for a hand-out 

of a piece of paper. In characteristic - fashion he announced his intention by 

saying in lengua, tjax xun wux (give me a paper). S. opened the door and com- 

plied by handing him one of the used colored little sheets I had put aside for 

this very purpose. The news spread. In a little while another knock brought 

me to the door to find two girls asking for xun wux (a paper), pointing out the 

piece of paper already given the boy who was also at the door. This started an 

avalanche of asking. Every few minutes a high-pitched chorus of hi tjax aun 

wux went up at the door and continued vociferously until I came over and handed 

the new-comer or new-comers their due. When one new child came along, the ten 

who had already received theirs went into vocal action on feefa behalf of the 

new one* This kept up for over an hour until some twenty voices were singing 

out for paper hand-outs. It seemed that it was not just interest in their' 
"1 

fellow-men that prompted the haves to solicit on behalf of the have-nots. The , 

underlying motive appeared to be one of getting my attention, of which they 

never tire. Some of those who already have paper, pretend that they have not 

yet received their spoils and attempt to associate themselves with the few who , ,;' 

are really new-arrivals. Since by now nearly all the faces are familiar to,- 

I am not easily fooled. I refuse a second hand-out. This whole inoiden^| 
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not new. It has happened during any number of previous days.~ Lately however 

it has become a daily children's past-time. The'Children seem to he indifferent 

to the size or color of the paper they are handed. An old envelope or a dis- 

carded typewritten sheet is equally acceptable. Whether or not it contains any 

writing seems nottto matter. The best answer/ I can get as to what they want to 

do with it is thajp it serves as a play-thing. In just what manner it can be 

played with I can not figure out. Some of the children, especially the girls, 

plunge the piece of paper into their huípiles or camisas and that is' the last I 

see of it. I am quite sure none of the paper is ever used for drawing or writing 

or cut-out8 or anything else. I have a feeling that it is just a manifestation 

of the general impulse to collect that is inculcated into the minds of the chil- 

dren at an early age. It is an aspect of the acquisitive society. They get 

paper for the sake of getting it. There is also the oeiive» fact that asking 

for paper is an excellent attention getter. It has lately nearly completely 

replaced the habit of singing the first few lines of "Rise, Sally,Rise" outside 
exclusively 

the door to bait Lois into singing for them. That asking* for paper is not ¿ue+ 
that 

a devise for getting attention seems to be indicated by the faot/oocasional 

girls ask for another sheet to carry to a little sister or brother or friend. 

When this is refused they end up bringing the party in question to the door, in 

diapers if need be. fieem Some children keep coming back all during the day in th e/ 

hope of pursuading me to come through with a second piece of paper. Most insist 

tent but always devilishly cheerful is Comerza Bixoul from across the street. 

Gomerza is also the sing-leader. 

In the morning as Lois was returning from the out-Jouee our neighbor 

Margarita leaned over to little liadelena who had been crying for aome time and 

whispered in lengua, "Ask for a carmel." Lois ducked into the house before 

liadelena could have time to effectuate the injunction- command. Ten; minutes 

later Cfraoiela came to the back door with Ifedelena in tow asking to be given.' aV\,^ 

We had none but they readily accepted a lima instead.       • •• J-,.VM 
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A minute later we saw Petrona and Angelina Cox at the bad: gate. Y/e 

motioned them in ang gave them a lima so that they, should not feel left out. 

I noticed that when they went out again Angelina handed the lima to Margarita. 

I could not imagine why. In a minute she retrieved ±% however, but then left 

it in a basket on Margarita's porch. Possibly this was only because she wanted 
later 

to free herself to be able to play. A little while/l saw her éat the lima, the 

peelings being strewn on the porch.as Bverone else seems to let peelings and 

anything else to be discarded drop'wherever they are standing. I saw Graciela 

and Madelena do this with banana peelings, but then they have no sidewalks. 

Immediately after this incident Lois went out onto the porch to peel 

vegetables. Happy-face Juan Chavajay came over to the fence to ask for a piece 

of paper. I tell him to come in. So do Angelina, Petrona, Graciela and 

Uadelena. Lois gives each a sheet of paper. They remain to watch her peel 

onions and carrots. V/e informed them that the dry onions Lois was eh peeling 

were onions (cebollas); they might not have recognized them for the only onions 

they are probably acquainted with are the little white green-onions. At this 

they pointed to the carrots which were about the same size and color as the dry 

onions and called cebolla. Lois corrected them: zanahoria. With a cry of recog- 

nition Angelina said, "zanahoria, zanahoria." They sorambled to get at the dis- 

carded carrot-slices cut from the top of the carrots. Graciela initiated this 

action and the rest quickly jumped to it. They carried away their spoils. What 

they did with them is not known. 

We asked Angelina where her /sister Maria was. She is shelling oorn. 

Where is Bartolo, we ask. She answers that he is ill. She adds a phrase in 

lengua which we do not understand. We ask S. to translate this. She balks, 

saying she doesn't know; she is obviously not telling the truth. Lois asks 

S. to ask Angelina what" is the matter with Bartolo. S. apparently is aware of 

what Lois is after for she asks Angelina whether she thinks Bartolo has evil-eye^ 

jU&í^hSthsr^Sñgaiina-thi^ 
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Angelina said that he had. Did he get it from Lois. Saber? This conversa- 

tion in lengua drew the attention of Margarita across the fence. She and S. 

had a short conversation in lengua. Alas, we thought, if Margarita does not 

already think we ha Lois has evel-^eye she will think so now. Back in the house 

Lois 6 asked S. whether Margarita believed in evil-eye or whether tetvgapiia- 

oreyentes didn't put stock in it. S. replied that Margarita said there is no 

such thing} it is only in the minds of people. 

Thensxt thing Lois asked S. was whether it was S8s sister who came here to 

call her home last night. S. replied, "üíhen?" Lois: You know, before you left 

at night someone outside spoke to you. S. laughed, said it was her sister. Lois 

commented that she sounded angry.. Yes, she was angry. S. then volunteers that 

her sister's husband had to go to San Juan with a friend to hunt and that she too 

had to leave the house—to visit her mother-in-law—and that S's mother was there- 

fore anxious to have S come home so that she might not be left alone. The sis- 

ter came to find out what S was doing so late. Then rather contradictorilly S 

said that her sister had wanted S to accompany her on her visit to the in-law but 
her 'Tina 

that S got angry and refused to go so fL younger sisterwent instead. 

A little after 11*00 Rosario Pop came in through the front door bringing 

her baby, Petrona Garcia! St  met her at the door. After they exchanged greet- 

ings S turned to me and asked whether I like aguacates. Yes, but we did not 

want to buy any now. No, explained S., it is a regalo, and took three of the 

fruits out of Rosario's shawl. Rosario apparently came just to pay a visit for 

she remained until noon, most of the time taking to S. Lois took some cough ' 

medicine in their presence. Afte* choking on it she commented that it was strong. 

At this S said that Rosario said that Ben is stronger (mas fuerte). Both giggled. 

Rosario protested, charged that the statement was made by S and not by her. More 

giggling. S. responded that Rosario says of her husband, Ifatio, that he is strong^ 

They giggle again. During her stay Rosario nursed her baby twice. Lois thought 

that her nursing was quite different from the way S nurse* her child. She.^recj 
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time 
that she had made the observation some/ago that Rosario appeared to be the 

maternal type. Nursing the baby seems to be more a duty to Rosario. It seems 

to be a gratifying experience. S on the other hand nurses her baby as though 

she were trying to forget she was- doing it. 

Shortly after lunch the laundry lady, Petrona, rigged out in clean clothes 

for a change and giving the appearance of a gypsy, insinuated her sizable body 

through the thick crowd of kids who were jamming the entrance in an effort to 

get some pore paper hand-outs. Lois asked her how long she had been living here. 

Six years. From where? Quetzaltenango? Does she like it here? "No, but necessity 

is necessity. Did she like Quet/zaltenango? Sure, it's muy alegre. She counted 

the clothes and left with them. Commenting on the noise made by the kids at the 

door she said "Moleste, moleste." 

While S was doing the noon dishes, Lois remarked that Petrona had been here 

for the laundry. Yes, she does a lot of laundry; all she ever does is laundry. 

She had on new clothes today, said Lois. f. When Lois commented that Andrea Tuch 

was pregnant, S. answered that she was and went on to say that the men here say 

the laundry lady looks as though she is always pregnanj (she does). Lois sug- 

gested that this may be because Petrona wears so many skirts. Lois asked her 

whether Petrona is a ladina or natural. S answered, "Maybe she is a ladina." 

You mean she may not be? Nobody knows} they also say that don Mundo (school 

director) is a natural. (We had wondered the same thing about both of them; both 

have very dark features.) Would Petrona be angry if she knew that we said she 

looked like a natural? She certainly would, is that beoause ladinos think they 

are better than naturales? Yes. What do you think, Susana,, are theyf asked Lois. 

I don't know} they say they are, she answered. But do you think they are? It 

appeared that S. did not want to answer. Lois asked, "Perhaps you are afraid to 

tell me what you think? But I would like to know for in our country things are 

different and I really don't know how things are here." She oontinued to talk—;.,,;'! 

dwelling mostly on what they (ladinos) say of the Indians. SS'ÜÜf 
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S. explained that the ladinos referred to the naturales as lzta and as 

indios. What does izta mean? Lois inquired. With some show of emotion she 

said that the comandante's wife uses this term when she is angry with the 

Pedrana girls. S. went on to explain that izta was the equivalent of salvajos 

(savages) de antes. Is indio a bad word? Well, no. Lois explained that she 

could not know for in her country the term had no negative connotation, being 

only a designation like americano. S. said it was applicable to those of antes. 

(According to current belief the pre-conquest natives were ingorant and brutish.) 

With another display of affect S volunteered that in school the maestras 

and maestros called the children izta when the latter are slow at understanding 

something or when they are cutting-up during school hours, The ladinos say 

we are like savages; they even say that their god is different. 

If Petrona thinks she is better than the Indians what does she think about 

her daughter being married to one (Raphael Gonzalez)? Oh, she is always making 

sport of him when they fight. ("They" may have referred to Raphael and his wife.) 

Laughing, S. mimicked Petrona, saying, "Oh, those iztas! How can they eat fish 

from the lakei" Again Lois tried to pump her with reference to her own evalu- 

ation of the ladinos, but did not succeed in getting a response other than that 

the naturales really don't like the ladinos. However this statement was forced 

by Lois' «4a repeated lead questions inquiring how they could like someone who / 

reviled them. 

S. said the children ine school are too young to realize the implication of 

being called lata by the teachers. Then with emphasis she stated that if'any la 

ladino called me an lata I'd tell them in return they ea are said to eat naturales. 

(There is a current myth that extranjeros eat any naturales that visit them). 

(Problem for investigation: latent homosexuality and alcoholism in relation 

to the repression of hostility within the family and in the relationship with ladino1! 
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Susana left about 4t00 P.M. An hour later she rushed in again with a 

saall Totonioopan huipil. saying that there was woman comerciante at her house 

who had sent her over to see whether Lois would buy the huipil. In the same 

breath she said that this woman informed her that our former bakery-lady who 

had left for Totonioopan to visit her daughters was not going to return to San 

Pedro. This meant we were out the 7b/ deposit we had given the bakery-lady 

to.bring us baok a huipil. Lois went to S's house with her. She bargained for 

the huipil but did not buy it because the 30/ which the merchant woman asked as 

her last price and which Lois thought the garment was werh% worth,-was said to 

be too high by S. and Lois did not want to appear to be extravagant in the eyes 

of the assembled natives. The woman said it was certain that Santas, the bakery- 

woman, was remaining in Totonioopan, and that we were not the only ones that lost 

money with her. "It's costumbre with her." After some discussion the visiting 
. so 

woman suggested that Lois leave a note with S./that she can pick it up on her 

return trip next week. The note was to authorize this woman to collect the 75/ 

from Santas. Before leaving Lois bought a number of toy pottery dishes for 2/. 

On seeing Lois buy these toys, S. referred to her little sister Conception 

who looking out of sorts and said that she was angry because she couldn't have 

one of these toys. After S repeated this several times, Lois gave one to'the 

little girl, who was prompted by everyone around to say thanks* She said thanks 

very mechanically and continued to look as unhappy as before. On the way baok 

to the house Lois was observed by Margarita and Alberto, both of whom prompted 

Madelena to ask for one of the toys Lois was carrying baok. She did and Lois- gave 

her one. As soon as Lois had entered the house, little Maria Penelew came to the 

back door, for the first time unaccompanied, to ask to be given one of the toy 

pitchers. Lois gave her one and I noticed that her mother Maria Rosales was watchingSjfJ 

from the yard in front of their house. Immediately after a slightly older girl* 

Paula Yoxoum, came in to ask for one. We turned her down but she begged inei 

ly. Then Graciela came into the yard to ask for one. I tried to expla^:thkjb| 
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toy given her little sister LSadelena was meant for her too but she did not 

seem pleased. Finally Paula and Graciela left the yard together. Five minutes 

later I vent out to the fence and saw Madelena and Maria standing together,wa 

each holding the toy jar we had given them. Seeing me, Margarita tried to ooach 

her daughter Uadelena to ask that I give another toy to her sister Graciela. 

I left before anything could be done about this. 1 had not been in the house 

five minutes, however, when Graciela and Paula came into the room to renew thetr 

plea. Paula was particulary insistent. When I asked her to tell me her name she 

offered to do so if I gave her a jar. (It was this same Paula who.had begged for 

a cent when she saw me have eaag change in my hand severial weeks ago. At that 

time she similarly tried to with/ftiold her name till I complied with her request.) 

Another request came from happyfifaeed Juan Chavajay who met Lois at the gate, 
cocked 
hang his head coyly, and quietly asked for a toy jar. He had followed Lois home 

after seeing her give a jar to Conception. Lois was surprised to see a boy ask- 

ing for a toy with which girls play. She did not give him one. 

While Lois was away to S's house I noticed a delegation of 5 or 6 alguaciles 

canes in hand, walking past the patio. I greeted them and asked what they were 

up to? As the others went on, Tomas Yoxcum stopped to shake hands, say that they 

were trying to round up some thirty people who would leave tomorrow by oanoe to 

remain through Fricay in Panajachel to put up some structure in connection with 

the celebration to be held there this Sunday. He shook hands and left. 

The last incident to be reoorded for the day occurred at 5i45 P.M. when 
saw 

Lois/Gfraoiela oall out from in front* of her house, "Amos, amos." Lois looked 

round andsawG&raoiela's father trudging home from work alongside his horse Amos. 

The evening was spent in typing these notes» 

¡A 
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8t45 A.M. 
S. arrives v/ith the news that Marina, the wife of the comandante 

81OO A.M. 

is very sick with a bad cold again. She says Harina wants to 

get a girl here to help her out for the day with the housework. Says she 

hired one Petrona for the day but S. knows that the girl is not anxious to 

work for her. 

Agustín brings yesterday's mail and apologizes for not coming 

last night, saying he stayed home all day yesterday to-rest up 

because of his cold. He left with the assurance that he would be back 

soon. 

On hearing Graciela crying next door Ben went out to find out what 
9»30 A.M. 

had happened. Alberto reported that she was spanked (pegado) 

by her mother for breaking her tinaja. It seemed unbreakable being made of 

metal (aluminum probably) but nevertheless it seems she had broken it. How 

did she break i't? An older girl pushed her and it fell off her head while 

there was water in it? Uell, then it wasn't her fault, the other girl should 

have been spanked. "She was spanked too". Who spanked her? "Her mother, 

dicen". 

I sent S. over to Marina with several cold pills. TThen she reparas 

S. reports that Marina has great pain in her shoulders and one arm 

but nevertheless has to do her own work today because when she asked the girl 

Petrona, to sweep the floor she answered, "I can't, I have to go to the" , * 

lake to wash now". S. in telling the story seemed to be identifying with 

Marina rather than with the girl. She repeated this several times telling how 

Marina asked the girl to sweep and what the girl answered. On second thought 

why did she repeat the story and with apparent satisfaction in telling-á^ 

Julian Cotuo approached the office. Ben suspeoted that he came . 

9i45 A.M. 

lO'OO V"- 
to use the typewriter but initiated a conversation abo.ut'wha^.s,,^ 
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he Intended to do with reference to purchasing a.typewriter of his own. Ben 

reminded him that we were going into town Monday and that we could buy the 

typewriter about which Molina had written if he could raise the $15. Ben 

further suggested that if he did not have this sum of money available, it 

would seem reasonable for the municipal treasury to loan him the money since 

they could do so without difficulty and since the purpose of the machine was 

to do work for the municipality, Julian being treasurer. He answered that 

he was already considering this proposal and that he might know more about 

it on Saturday before we left. Ben next asked hira how he had fared in his 

business trip to San Lucas the day before. He replied that things had gone 

fairly well, that a quintal' of coffee brought six dollars and that this was 

not a high,but still a fair, price since a year ago the same quantity of 

coffee was worth only $4.50.   Ben asked him what the reason might be for . 

this rise in price inasmuch as the important European markets were still cut 

off by the war. Julian answered that it was due to purchases by the united 

States. This led him to ask at what price coffee was sold per pound in our 

country andBen told him it ranged for thirteen to thirty cents. 3ut the best 

coffee oomes from the Guatemalan highlands he said. They finally got around 

to discussing whether he could use the typewriter at this time. Ben asked 

mó whether I would be typing and I answered that I would be out for a half 

hour but would return to use it. Julian said he could not use it for a half 

hour as he had. two hours work at least and he left. I left to see Marina 

taking the Baume Ben-Gay with me in case she wanted it for her shoulder and 

arm. 

When 1 arrived she had a sweater on and a shawl draped over her besides. 

She appeared ill and I asked why she was not in bed. She said it wasn't, neo- 

ecessayy because she didn't have fever, but then later said she had to stay 

up-.to do the cooking because the girl helping hor was not smart like, Susa 
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Tomas Yoxcum,alguacile    came to summon Ben to the intendencia. 

tú. 

He did not announce the purpose of this summons and both Ben and 

I thought it had something to do with the fact that S. had not yet arrived 

to do the lunch dinheB, although she was due at 2i00 P.M. 'Then Ben arrived 

at the intendencia he learned that he had been called to the telephone by 

Sol Tax who was calling from Panajachel. On the way there he had tried to 

find out the purpose of the summons but Tomas said he did not know. During 

the time that Ben was talking over the phone, which is located in* the 

comandancia, more than a dozenalffuaciles and other minor officials left 

their bench seats outside and crowded into the office to hear him speak over 

the phone although the conversation was in English. Or was it on this 

account that they wanted to listen? Julian Cotuc asked whether it was • 

about our projected trip to Panajachel Sunday.Hi took this as a hint to have 
he 

ida tell them what took place on the telephone and "f. therefore explained 

that Dr. Tax had called to find out the state of Lois' health since he had 

heard she was in bed when Ben called him about a week ago* - On the way back 

as Ben neared our fence Alberto Cotuc asked him in lengua where he had 

been. In the intendencia. Prompted by his mother from inside the house he 

asked Ben in Spanish what he had done there. Ben explained. Ah si, he 

answered. Apparently they had seen the alguacil** bearing his cane of 

office call at the house and leave together with Ben. 

During this time that Ben was at the intendencia I had been lying down 

to take a nap sinoe after lunch as I still was convalescing from my siege. 

All afternoon there had been kids at the door with their continuous and 

insistent requests for pieoes of paper. I had not opened the door and thought 

eventually they would tire of not being answered and go away but they kept 

this up for several hours. Finally at about 4:15 p.m. I opened the front 

door and found Comercia Bixcul, Bernadino ük and Rosa Cotuo carrying her i   -(.;^ 
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little sister. Comercia pointed to her toe and Rosa explained that it hurt. 

I wasn't sure whether this was an excuse to come in because although her 

toe looked somewhat infected when I asked how lpng it had been that way she 

said for a long time. Anyway I gave her some warm water with permanganate 

to soak her foot in. The other two children came in and sat down on the 

floor and asked whether they could look at newspapers and magazines that 

were lying around. I said they could. From the time they came in they began 

asking for things, first paper and I insisted that there was no paper until 

tomorrow. The kept this up for some time and when they tired of this asked 

for candy. They accepted my statement that there was no candy more readilyj 

Chiclets were next, I said there were no- chiclets either. Comercia pointed 

to the top of one of the bureaus and said there were. I had had some there 

several days ago. TCien they accepted the fact that there were no chiclets 

Bernadino then asked in a somewhat soft voice as compared with his previous 

clamoring .for money. He then repeated his request for one cent more boldly. 

The two girls snickered but also joined in and then seemed to reprove him 

although this latter did not seem to be sincere. They asked for various 

things which were in sight and one refusal did not in the least dampen another 

request. 

S. arrived with a tinaja of water on her head and carrying a dish 

of small fish. Seeing the fish and S. in good health I guessed 

that she had been fishing this afternoon and just hadn't gotten around t>- 

telling me about it* I was furious not only because of her apparent lack of 

responsibility but also because' she had caused me no small amount of worry. 

I was sitting in the office typing when she arrived and the door was open. 

As she held out the dish for fish for me to see I disregarded it and asked 

where she had been* After a couple of minutes I went in to find her oleaning ^ 

off. the dishes from the table* I said it wasn't necessary to wash the ^dá/gl] 

5i30 P.M. 
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as it was time to eat supper now and she would have to wash them with the 

supper dishes, just by way of a dig. She went ahead and washed them anyway. 

I said she knew this was not an hour to arrive and why didn't she tell me 

she was going to fish. She laughed a little .self-consciously and said that 

after she had finished helping her mother with grinding corn she had gone 

to get water to bring here but when she got down to the playa she found 

Valeriano with his fence for catching fish and he had called her to help 

them. I quickly got over being angry as I realized that I could probably 

never make her see that it was more important for her to come here on time 

than to catch fish , even though her uncle was not paying her and I was. 

Agustín came bringing the mail which had arrived somewhat early. 

I was sitting on the bed and as he sat down at the other end of 

the room S. talked to him in lengua* Although I had not understock the 

words she spoke I gathered the impression that he had asked her why she was. 

washing dishes, at this hourand that she had answered telling him about going 

fishing and getting bawled out by me. Thinking of my inference I smiled to 

myself and then looked up to see that S. had-seen my smile. She broke into 

an embarrassed grin and then I heard her say something in lengua to Agustin 

again which I did not understand except for the word "entienda" which con- 

firmed my inference of the whole situation, guessing that she was not telling 

him that I had'understood. He left in a few minutes saying he was going to 

Solóla tomorrow. 

6i4B P.M. 

r*-j 

I noticed Solomon, the teacher, pass by on the street and remarked to 

S. that I had thought he left town when the other teachers left last week 

at the end of the school term. No she said he's going to stay here. Clara 

says he is going to stay here always. 

Agustin returned to tell us that the fiesta Sunday in Panajachel 
7.30 P.M. 

was called off by an order from the President and since there, willfe 
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bo no canoes going Sunday we will have to arrange to hire a canoe to take us. 

Ben asks him to wait while he types a letter to "Sol telling him that we are 

still coming Sunday. Ben asks Agustin what he is going to do in Solóla. 

He says he has some private business there, then jokes saying he is going to 

buy himself another wife. 

As S. was cleaning up the supper dishes she noticed a left-over tortilla 

made of blue corn. This occasioned a remark and she said that in AtitIan the 

people don't eat tortillas made of yellow corn because they say it is like 

bread, it doesn't fill one up. Isabela Cotuc accompanied S. holding little 

Liarina as S. cleaned up. 

S. said that her cousin Isabela was making belts like the one I was 

wearing. Her cousin asked in lengua how much I had paid for mine. S. 

asked me "How much did you pay for it - twenty cents?" I was sure she knew 

I had paid twenty-five and wondered why she was giving me the advantage in 

a bargain should I want to buy one from this girl. S. then suggested that 

I buy a belt from Isabela to take back to a friend at home. 

Vflien Alberto brought over the tortillas which we had ordered for 

supper I gave him four of our rolls, telling him that two were for 

Marguerita. The rolls were getting somewhat hard and I was afraid we would 

have to throw them out if we didn't get rid of them soon. 

As Ben was walking with Tomás to the intendencia in the afternoon 
Omission . t . 

he oasually brought up the number of alguaciles on duty every week 

and was surprised to have Tomás correct him to the effect that there were 

16 rather than 10 alguaciles in all, half of these serving each week. It 

developed that the extra six were appointed to serve the needs of the'coman- 

dancia. When he had completed his telephone call, Ben brought up this 

matter in his conversation with the sindico. He was informed that until six 

6i30 P.M. 

months ago( there were only ten alguaciles serving each yeas. At tfaat.Vt 
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six additional alguaciles were appointed to serve the comandante. Unlike 

the municipal alguaciles these do not carry canes. They have whips instead. 

They will take part in the cambio^ on l&trch 15th. This will of course be 

the first time. Agustin was present while the sindico was giving Ben this 

information. The two of them informed Ben that of the ten regular alguaciles 

two were for the first regidor, two for the sindico, and three each for the 

two mayores. 3en inquired whether this means that when the sindico has 

occasion to send a deputy he picks one of the two men assigned to-him rather 

than any of the others. The sindico answered that he doesn't send any a7 

alguaciles that the sending is done by the intendente. Ben pointed out that 

the intendente was not present at the moment and that an alguacil had never- 

the less come to call for him. The sindico explained that in the absence 

of the intendente the secretary (as in this case) or the sindico ( and first 

regidor?) order out the alguaciles. After some conversation it developed 

that the apportionment of the alguaciles was more of a fiction than a 

function. Anyone of the ten alguaciles could be ordered out on any duty at 

any time while serving. The alguaciles however were ranked from one to ten 

and this ranking, which is interrelated with their assignment to different 

superiors is of service in regulating the selection of men for the servioio. 

If a man has ssved as seventh alguacil, for example, and should be reappointed 

on a suoceeeding year as alguacil he would be given higher ranking, say third, 
also 

Ben asler gathered from this conversation that' the service records of the 

villagers is not recorded but carefully carried in the minds of some men. It is 

only from these "acientificos", as Agustin jestingly referred to them looking at 

me, that the various regidores are selected. The regidorese, especially the 

first, always know who has served as what and how he discharged his, duties. 

In addition Ben was told that the money we would pay for the hire of a 

municipal canoe to say Panajaohel would go to the first regidor- for e^pendijng:^ 

.on^municipalvneedg. The o*her,rigá^e1are;noJ allowed €undju,1  < 
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Ben spent most of the day preparing his report for the Social Science 

Research Council* and in writing letters. 

In the evening I wrote a letter of some length to Dr. Ruth Eissler, in 

Chicago summarizing my various impressions and reactions since arriving in 

Guatemala. A duplicate of this letter is appended to these notes for the 

record. 

Motes typed by Lois 3.15.51 morning and early afternoon from pencil 

notes in brief. 
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8.45 A.M. 
out in the yard to give some leftover milk to the dog 

lOiOO A.M. 

belonging to our neighbors. The dog has recently had pups* Ana 

says it is. good for her four children putting her hand on her breasts to 

demonstrate. This gesture is somewhat similar to a gesture made by S. 

in the past,when she joked about my having milk, which we had interpreted 

as being provocative. Perhaps if isn't. 

S. comes back from the carnicería with meat and says "That 

Marina is very bad. She is well again and I met her at the 

carnicería. She bought lomo ohicita but when i-a«k«d-*«r Juan Chavajay 

gave me beuda she wanted him to take back the lomo and argued with him 

because he didn't give her beuda. Juan Chavajay told me the next time 

I come and she is there I should hide until she leaves." 3, was quite 

amused by this incident and remarked several times on the bad character 

of Marina, the v/ife of the comandante» 

I ask S. to order tortillas for ,us for lunch as we have run 

out of bread. She says she v/ill order them from Vicente. When- 

ever I ask her to order them she goes to Vicente and never to the neighbore 

next door uniiksl specifically tell her to. This time I remarked that 

the ten.we got from Vicente for a cent were really less than the eight or 

nine from next door as they were no larger than silver dollars. She said 

she would order some from Margcoisita then. As I stepped out on the porch 1 - 

noticed her standing at Vicente's door aoross the yard* When she"returned 

in a few minutes she explained that she had only gone over there because 

they had called out to her telling her that Maria's hand was very-bad now* 

I told her to tell liarla to come over and let me look at it* 

In a few minutes Maria Rosales came over accompanied by her child --: • X 
• -     . . » ->A • ' 5.'.: 

JtoJ* Fane^ew who now breaks into a^id.e r;grin' wei^;tiii»;i.lookí*v^fetó^|¡¡ 

10i30 A.M. 
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I ask S. why she hasn't come over to have her hand treated the last few 

days.    S.  says it's only because she didn't want to bother UB v;hile I 

was sick in bed.    I ask S. whether it is because she is afraid of the 

neighbors talking.    S. talks to her and says "Ho she is not afraid; they 

•wouldn't say anything to her because she is a cousin of Uargerita.    Her 

mother is a sister of llikolas Gonzalez". 

After üaria left I told S. that I wanted to buy another belt like 

nine and would like her to go over and see if Uanuela llórales had one as 

I had long ago promised her that some time later I v/ould buy one from her. 

S.  came back after a little while with two belts from LJaria Garcia,  she 

said.    She had not gqne to ask Manuela.- The two belts she brought looked 

used to me being somewhat wrinkled and faded in color.    I ask whether 

they have been washed.    S. says no.    I ask why the colors look faded and 

put ny belt next to them to compare.    S. doesn't admit that they are faded.   . 
each 

She says Lfcria Garcia wants twenty-five cents for/these belts because the 

price of wool is so high.    I tell her I don't want either of them as the 

colors are not good and look faded.    I point to mine for comparison and 

mention that it is the one I bought from Elena Gonzalez' mother.    S. saye 

"Elena didn't make that.    She doesn't know how to make belts.    She bought 

it from Vicenta and didn't want it so she sold it to you.    Only a few 

know how to make belts here."    I asked her to tell Emanuela about the belt. 

She returns and says Emanuela will be here in a few minutes with a belt[that 

she wants fifteen cents for.    This sounds very oheap and I remark that it 

must be a small one.    S. says, she thinks it is.    S. leaves for lunch and 

says she is going fishing this afternoon.    I tell her that she will have to 

come at one o'clock, in.that case, to wash the lunch dishes.    She say s'she'will.; 

:m 
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As Ben and I are standing in the doorway at the back porch 

v/e notice a light flickering around the room such as one makes 

by getting the reflection of the sun on a small mirror and then directing 

it else?/here* Ben stepped out on the porch and asks Alberto if he has a 

mirror. Alberto laughs but denies that he has and says it is only the 

sun. It is obvious that he had a mirror or some other bright object but 

he steadfastly denies it. Ben then asks if the people believe that it is 

bad to look in a mirror at night. Alberto says this is not true. He is 

so concerned with denying the belief that each time Ben asks whether it 

is true that they believe it he says no it isn't true that it is bad. 

Just as we are about to begin lunch Alberto brings in a dish 
12t30 P.M. 

of tiny dried fish. For several days now they -have been 

drying batches of small fish out in the sun on improvised stands raised 

to keep away chickens and dogs. 

I had spent most of the morning typing and Ben spent' it correcting 

the three copies of diary notes for the month of January. After lunch 

I resumed typing and Ben went back to the diary. 

S. arrives and I ask Ben to talk to her about coming late.aaá- 
3tl5 P.M. 

We decide that the only way to make an impression on her is to 

take it .put of .her pay and Ben says he will fine her five cents. Ben 

goes in and,and after remarking that she did not come one o'clock as she 

had said she would asks her if she knows what time it is now* She laughs 

and says it is two o'clock. It is obvious that she knows it is later. She 

says she didn't come at one because she decided not to go fishing as ..there 

was too- much -wind'and therefore came at the regular time, (regular- time is 

2:00 P.M.) Ben points out that the bad thing is not so much her coming 

late but her lack of responsibility in never telling us when she is going • . 

, ;-,fadorne'-'late,s. He says that perhaps ye¡ will have to fine; #<Mk:fiVte;ae, 

m 
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that in the future she will remember better. She says she doesn't want 

to be fined and laughs in an embarrassed manner. Ben returns to the 

office. In about five minutes I go in to ask her if the water is still 

hot as it.was heated some time ago. She has nearly all the dishes done 

and says yes it is hot. I ask her if she remembers the hours that were 

.agreed upon when she started to work for us. She looks down at the pot 

she is washing and keeps her face turned away. She says yes. I ask 

her if it was from eight a.m. to twelve, two p.m. 4n-*he until three or 

3:30 and 6:30 in the evening. She says "yes, but I only went to bathe". 

I say that might be so today but she doesn't go to bathe every day and- 

lately she has come every.morning at nine and most afternoons late, or 

very late. I ask if these hours we arranged are convenient for her or 

perhaps we have to change them. She doesn't answer. I wait a minute or 

so and ask "well what do you say?" No answer. I ask again, she laughs 

embarrassedly says "nada". I make several efforts to get her to talk but 

she continues to look away, occasionally laughs in an embarrassed manner 

but will not talk. Finally I tell her that I have to go write but can't 

until we settle this matter of her hours and she has to tell me. She 

says she is not going to say anything. She walks out to the back porch to 

hang up.dishtowels. I ask her again can't you talk? No. Each time I 

make a comment I wait a few minutes. During this conversation I do not 

express any anger but ask in a friendly manner. Finally I ask if. she 

will tell me later. She says yes and I go into the office. 

Ben goes to mail letters and arranges for a private canoe for 

üs on Sunday. It seems that they decided the regular mjan-Loipal 

orew of rowers' would be in no condition Sunday morning, after celebrating 

. Friday night and Saturday all day and night, to row anyplace. Therefore ",. v,c 

^./iJ¿^í,^0>ea8arT "to laire  six or eight private individuals, (*I\pBefjá$S¡ 

5:00 P.M. 
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on this occasion) to row us across in a canoe.    Ben noted that persona 

present at the intendenoia who were not taking any part in the parade 

taking place in celebration of the Third Friday were the Intendente, 

sindico   first and second regidores. 

On the way to the intendencia Ben passed the house 01 Salvador 

Moviehuk.    As usual it seemed to be swarming with kids and at the same time 

to be a beehive of activity.    There are always one or two weaving and 

others sewing.    Ben mentioned that I was interested in buying a"belt. 

Consuela,7/hen she heard this, appeared to get excited and bustled around 

talking about it. 

During the time that Ben was at the" intendencia   Vicente and her 

mother Paulina came over.    I did not know that Ben had sent them.    They 

brought over a handsome belt for which they asked sixty cents.    I showed 

them the one I was wearing and told them I had paid only twenty cents 

for it and since theirs had more colors in it I was willing to pay twenty- 

five.    They came down to fifty cents.    When-I stuck to my twenty-five 

they left.    I have the feeling that they can afford to be very indepen- 

dent about their products because their son works at the Casa Contenta 

in Panajachel and Salvador takes things over there to sell to tourists 

from whom he ho' doubt gets good prices for things* 

. S. comes in and appears to be suffering from a guilty conscience 

or the like because she immediately volunteers the information' - 

that the loud noise from a tomba which just went off was to set off an all 

night celebration at the house of the outgoing first regidor.    She; knows 

that they, are going to drink all night but does not know what other",' 

/cojstujArjg,s'wjLll take place.    She thinks the. gathering includes the' prin- 

cipales, officiales. alguaciles.    S. said her father, Maroos Yoxcum,is-.th,eró,,(;\." 

7115 P.M. 
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7t30 P.M. 

S repeats -this information to Ben. The information itself is not par- 

ticularly astounding but the fact that she volunteered it so willingly 

is. 

We hear the marimba being played at the .juzgado and are informed 

by S. that there will be dancing all night there. 

Agustin came here directly on arriving here from Solóla. He 

brought a note from Juan Rosales and sported a new fountain 

pen he had bought in Solóla. Ben asks him to go into the house.- Y/e are 

both in the office and Agustin came to the office. S. is inside washing 

the supper dishes. The two, Agustin and S. were engaged in conversa- 

tion. Ben noticed Agustin writing something on a pad of paper but when 

he approached the table hoping to see what he was writing Agustin had 

turned the pad over. 

Ben asked Agustin about tonight's costumbres. Agustin said that the 

outgoing regidor, regidores auxiliares, alguaciles and mayores were gathered 

in the house of the first, each having brought candles at five cents apiece 

to light at the' feet of the Apostle San Andres who was housed with the 

first regidor. The saint will be formally given over tomorrow in a pro- 

cession which will sally from the house of the outgoing first regidor and 

will end at the house of the incoming 1st regidor. Candles will be burned 

all night/tonight for the saint. Agustin left at 7»45 P.M. saying he had 

not yet bean home* ' . ' 

Alberto came into the office where we were working to return a 

dish in which I had given them some milk this evening' for the dog* 

Ben asks if I may now see the new puppies. Alberto says not at the moment 

beoause- they 'are put away for the night, but in the day time. He 'says 

they can see now and are big enough to resist evil-eye. On the question of . 

.dog diet, we were informed by Alberto that they eat ^artillas and.. 

8tl5 P.M, 
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On being pressed he added that they also eat bones and that nilk too is 

good for them. These additions were probably prompted by the knowledge 

that we were occasionally in a position to supply these items. He ' 

answered that the pups would be sold for ten or fifteen cents to villagers 

who would rear them as watch-dogs to guard against coyotes that enter the 

village at night to eat chickens or turkeys. 

On the subject of coyotes Alberto said that they may engage a dog 

in a fight if there is but one dog at hand. Were one to encounter a 

coyote in the campo, he informed on being asked, the safe thing to do is 

to look at the coyote or wolf unflinchingly and not to show fear. These 

animals can make one "cold" with fright.- It is reported that coyotes 

have eaten humans. 
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Tuesday afternoon S*s father caiie home from the intendencia and told 

S. and her mother about Cecilia Chavajay, seven years old, who was heard 

by her older brother Antonio crying out. Her mother was only a shftrt 

distance away. This event occurred near the house of the child (sobri 

of the sindico)< The mother came to investigate and found her child lying 

on the ground%ith a ooy, Raphael (?), eight years old about, on top of 
hti be*» 

her, both nude. The little girl was crying loudly. Six boys were playing 
rk* b»p +00H terMf* *f-f; 

together and Cecilia with them, * Four of the boys had sexu.al intercourse 

with her. The other two just looked on. One of these boys was her brother 

who had intercourse wi+h her. Filipe, nine is the brother who did this. 

All the boys were between six and nine years of age. Rosita Quiacain, 

mother.of the boy who was on top of the girl when found by the mothey was 

in front of the latter's house. The girl's mother called her#\ took what 

your son ie doing to my daughter. Vicente Cortez Creado is the mother of the 

girl. The boy's mother answered "very bad", that is she didn't want- to beat 

her boy and said her boys never did anything like that. The mother of the 

girl became angry and went to the intendencia, the sane afternoon to place 

a demanda on the-parents of the boy. The two boys who only watched told the 

'mother about the other three falso did the seme to the girl. The three had 

run away being afraidj*»Keh v\cotrfier camf. 

The same day in the afternoon the demanda took place* The intendente 

wanted everybody in the village to hear that they must see that when boys 

are playing they should play alone and girls should play alone. They should 

never play together. Afterwards the parents beat their children at home. 

The mother also beat the girl telling her never to play with the boys. 

Children of seven and ten do not know about sexual intercourse says S. 

But when they are twelve or thirteen or sometimes fifteen they hear about 

it from other girls. 

_ Rosalia Kok, 18 was pedidg.in marriage by one Manuel Cortez three weeks 

\  '1 
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ago. S. says she never had girl friends and never went out of her house 

often. She always stayed at home helping h-:r mother. Juan llok and Icaria 

Tok are her parents, 7.°hen Rosalia went home with Ilanuel and it was time to 

go to bed at nine o'clock he began to tell her about sexual intercourse. 

She thought it was very bad and feo and ran home to her mother crying. 

7/hen she got home her mother said "You stay here until tomorrow and then 

v/e.will see". The next day the boy came and the girl's mother told her that 

it was something that everybody does and she returned to the boy's house. 

S. says it is always this way ?/hen the girls are pedido^ because their 

mothers never tell them anything. 'Jhen the girls are "Robado" +hey do not 

run home because they are afraid of their parents beating them for running 

away. S. knew because some of her friends had told her. Says she Wasn't 

afraid at all. 

Isabela Cotuc, 18 is the daughter of Julian Cotuo by a former wife, 

Secora Uendez afeo was his wife before Elena. She died when Isabela was 

eight or nine years old. irhen They were divorced before she died. • About 

fifteen years ago they were divorced. Secora married Nikolas Bixcul and 

later died* flerardo was the son of Secora.  He remained with Julian after 

he married Elena but Elena and Isabela could not get along and therefore 

Isabela went to live with her aunt Josefa Cotuo. The latter'a husband is 

oalled Caterino Far* Josefa was born on the day of fiesta of Santa Cruz 

and it is said that when one is born on that day they never can have 

children* It is true "%»  says* "Estepsa" is what they oall «omen who 

cannot have children. Everybody says that Caterino, her uncle; had inter- 

course with Isabela. She became pregnant and when she was four months 

pregnant she decided to marry Venancia Mendoza who was in love with her* 

He was her only suitor S. says because the boys did not want her as she 

slept with, many men even before this occurred with her uncle* She went 

to the playa or the campo with these men or sometimes it may have taken 
place in her house because she was left alone many times when Josefa hadtp  ¿ 
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Isabela Cotuo (Domingo Cotuc, bro. of Julian is her father, Líaria Gonzalez, no) 

told S. she once went to the house of her aunt Josefa and finding no/bne there 

she went outside and found Isabela and fcerardo, brother and sister having 
¿ (ho»e) 

intercourse in the temascal belonging to Lucas Cotuo. Isabela/land another 

<H i     * «¿man Cecilia Daniel were having intercouse with some of the aguaciles in 
y» *><•*-« wf  """"•" 

the playaC They were paid ten cents for each time. Josefa found a small 
pillow 

matchbox containing fifteen cents and a ring under the *a***«« of Isabela's 

bed. When she asked her whose it was she said it belonged to Cecilia and 

v:hen she asked Cecilia she said it belonged to Isabela. In this way it can» 

out. Cecelia told S. in the 3treet one day that her mother had beaten her 

all on account of Isabela v/ho had asked her to go with her to sleep with 

the aguaciles in order to get some money,-yov  a^w$( f hutji , i/c, 

Llanuela Gonaalez, sister of Raphael, had intercourse with her brother-in-law 

Francisco Pop, husband of her sister Jesusa in their house. Her sister did 

not know. He ca^e to live in their house. Manuela becaiie pregnant. 'Then 

Francisco found out that she was pregnant he took her to the house of his 

brother-in-law where his mother lived. There she gave birth to her. child 

three years ago. • llanuela had a husband , lúateo Coche. Jesusa placed a 

demanda on her sister and husband but he said he didn't want Jesusa. líanueal 

had to carry water twenty times a day for the flowers in the plaza and sweep 

the streets and carry away garbage for fifteen days as punishment. Hanueal 

and Francisco lived together eight months. He returned to live with Jesus a 

after the child, Clara Pop was born, llanuela returned also with her child to 

her pa*«R+ mother. Now they are all three living together. Manuela lives 

apart from Jesusa and Francisco with her mother Rosalia Gonzalez (sister of 

Nikolas.our neighbor ). Nuera of Manuela whose husband is in cuartel now 

sleeps with Manuela and she knows that llanuela goes out at night to meet 

Francisco.. They have intercouse in a granary in back of the house of 

Raphael Gonzalez.  Manuela has another male child now six months* It is 
a0t kn0Wn Who the father is because sne has Be>vea mea who pay her 25 f * ^^SjÁ 
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Isabela Cotuc is now seven months pregnant. Her husband and his mother 

discovered +hat she 7/as pregnant and did not want her in theirxhouse anymore. 

They had "been married "civil" in the juzgado and it was pedido. Isabela's 

husband said to her"I don't want a woman with such a big sto:nach to sleep 

with". He decided it couldn't be his child as they are only married three 

months and she is obviously big and therefore more than three months pregnant. 

The day before yesterday she returned to the house of Josefa because her 

husband and mother won't have her in the house anymore. 

Llanuel Cortez who is now on the coast has been arrested to be brought 

back here because his child was born the day before yesterday to 'a woman with 

whom he has been sleeping but is not married to. He has never been ¡jarried. 

'.Thy, doast the girls like him? iio, he doesn't like the girls. This woman 

is an older woman, perhaps thirty or more and he is about twenty-five. She 

gave birth to the baby only with the partera present as she has no parents 

and I'anuel was not here. 
it was 

".'e arrived in San Pedro about 10:30 A.L'. and felt like/really coming 

home. I walked on ahead of Ben and the rowers who were carrying baggage up. 

when I approached the Oox yard the various children called out and Eraanuela 

Uoralez came out' and smiled and greeted me with a wave of her hand. Clara 

Rodriguez' mother came out clasping her hands, calling rae "chula" as always 

and telling me half in Spanish and half in lengua that she was so "alegre" 

because we were now back. She said she missed the light from our window 

at night which she qan see from her house, wlien I came into our yard Anna Q 

and Nikolas G. were here, also Madelena. They smiled and greeted us. After 

we were in the house a little while Anna Q. brought in a small ehina pitcher 

of coffee. It not only touched the spot in our stomachs but in our hearts as 

well. Thereafter we were busy for a couple of hours with some tourists, 

15T. and Mr8. Martin and Mrs. Martin's mother who came over with a number 

of other tourists including two missionary women. During the time these 

people were in our house the doorways were filiad with women and children 
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some of whom came v/i/h shirts, pants and other items to sell the tourists. 

Perhaps many came only out of curiosity. 

S. had corae over at 11:00 A.L'. bringing water. She was wearing the gold 

earrings I had givon her two weeks ago and a hew gold necklace. I commented 

on the necklace and asked if it was a present. She said it was. During the 

time the tourists were here she remained even though at 12:30 P.IÚ. I told 

her she could return home and return here at 2:00 P.I». She stayed a little 

longer and then left saying she would be back at 1:00 P. LI, I pointed out 

that this would be impossible as it was almost that time already. Ue 

walked around the town with the Martins and then went down t o the playa 

with them. On the way down we were met by several women and children selling 

shirts, pants, sashes, square red cloths of the kind which the principales 

wear over their shoulders, belts. Uir,  Llartin said good-bye in English to 

S. who was at the playa for water. She put out her hand, shook hands with 

him and answered "good-bye". Then she went up to Hrs. Llartin and her mother, 

shook hands with them and said "good-bye". Though knowing S. to be not 

generally shy I was somewhat surprised at her being outgoing to this extent. 

Z,  arrived at our house at 2:00 P.Li, as we were having a late lunch. 

Y7e asked if she had written anything during the time we were away. She said 

no, but this turned out to be a jest as she went out and in five minutes 

returned with the folder and paper we had given her. She had made a list 

of the foods eaten in her house Sunday, Monday and had not completed Tuesday. 

She had written down a few notes on events which occurred on these days also. 

St appeared that she could write only with difficulty and she hastened to 

explain that she had "everything in her mind" and would relate it all to me. 

I said this was very good and as long as she remembered it was just as well 

as I would have to put it down on the typewriter anyway. I helped her with 

the dishes and after we haá finished we sat down in the kitchen to type. '«.« 
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During this tine Ben was in the office. S. started by telling me about 

ail incident which had occurred Tuesday and which' 'she was apparently quite 

excited about as she had told me twice earlier that she was going to tell me 

about something that some boys had done which was "very bad". Through- 

out the two and a half hours during which she gave me information which I 

took on the typewriter, stopping only long enough to get the drift and 

then questioning as I wrote, she v/as aler+ and interested and seemed to be 

overflowing with information. I had the feeling all the while that I couldn't 

get it down as fast as she wanted to tell it. "Tien we stopped at 5:30 P.M. 

we did so only because I knew she had to go home to dinner and I had to 

prepare dinner here. "Thile recounting the first incident S, several times 

remarked that it was particularly bad that the brother had had intercourse 

with his sister. I got the impression that she disapproved' highly of the 

events which had taken place but at the same time derived a certain amount 

of excitement out of recounting this incident which was concerned with the 

sexual taboos not only of an age group (children) but with incest. She 

did not giggle or hesitate in any of her discussion of sexual activities. 

At one point when I had been stopping to ask the names of people concerned 

and their parents names as well, I pointed out that everything she told me 

was, of course, strictly confidential and that everything was interesting and 

important to us and we were not here to judge the people as being good or 

bad. She shook her head knowlingly and said"Yes, I know Agustín told me 

that it was all right to tell you things". 

ühen she mentioned that Manuela Gonzalez received twenty-five cents from 

the men she had intercourse with I quipped that it seemed a rather high price. 

S. laughed but appeared to be seriously distressed and said"As though it were 

something that is bought and sold. But it is not a thing to sell. It is 

better to get married. It is bad to have children and not know whose they 

are*. Then who will take care of them?" 
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During the afternoon we heard bockets going off at intervals. S, ex- 

plained that today was a fiesta of three saints.' 'She gave then as la virgin, 

rosario. ei-«F«- San Nikolas. However when we all went to the door to 

get a glimpse of the procession up the street,. Juan Bixcul across the street 

told Ben that the procession that was being staged was in honor of the follow- 

ing three saintsj Conception. Penitencia, and Rosario. He said that the 

cofradia of San Uicolas was in charge of this fiesta. There was drinking of 

atole7 at the cofradia before the procession. 

I told S. that we would be willing to pay her in addition and apart from 

her salary for the work in the house if she would be able to spend some time 

giving me information. She said she could come in the evening after washing 

the dishes, bringing pantaloriea to embroider. She said she stays up now 

anyway until twelve or one o'clock at night - that everyone does before 

Semana Santa in order to work on new clothing. She mentioned specificially 

that Paulina Gonzalez stays up most of the night also now working on cloth- 

ing. S. said she would ask her mother whether she might come here in the 

evening with her sewing. 

Snortly after we arrived home in -the forenoon Agubtia ¿*jze  br^ng^^g 

the mall. He stayed only a short time saying he would be back in the after- 

noon. He seemed to me to be in rather low spirits. When I asked how he was 

he said "regular" which is not very significant in itself but he didn't 
Puzul C. 

respond very enthusiastically. Jose liaria €eiaaaA«e-also came in the fore- 

noon bringing- the written information Ben had asked him to write. Ben asked 

him to come back tomorrow evening and said he would have read it by then 

and they would discuss it and he would pay him the. He asked Jose M. how 

many hours he had spent and although at first saying he couldn't tell, he 

added when pushed that it might have been about five hours. 

Various children came to the doors throughout the day. V/e gave two 

oranges apieoe to liaria Cox, Anna Q., Graciela Cotuc. Others had seen the 
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large bag of oranges in the house and had also seen Maria and Graciela when 

they went out with oranges and consequently they asked for oranges. We tried 

to give them v/hen others weren't around but it didn't work out. The child- 

ren also came around asking for candy at various times. They asked for paper 

also but the cries for oandy and oranges were louder and more frequent today. 

We didn't give any candy today but promised some for tomorrow. 

Julian Cotuc came over about 6*00 P.M. saying he had convinced the 

intendente and the secretary that he must have annttaer typewriter in the 

intendencia for his work as treasurer. He said he had gone to Atitlan to see a 

typewriter but "the man was a liarj it wasn't a good machine at all". He asked 

Ben to write to the city to have one of the typewriters which we had looked 

at for him while in Guatemala and the intendencia would turn the money over 

to Ben tomorrow or whenever he wanted it. 

When S. came tlis evaning she again mentioned that she had a lot of things 

to tell me. She said she had something to tell me about "brujos " and "2ajor- 

ines". Heretofore she had denied the very existence of the latter, pretending 

ignorance completely. She added in a confidential tone that it had to do 

with Jose Liria Gonzalez who she said is a zajorine. 3en retired to the office 

to type letters after supper. Alberto came in from next door and I asked bum 

what had gone on with him while we were away. When he answered nothing, S. 

joked about his having gotten a "novia". I asked how his pups were getting 

along and asked why he didn't let me see them when I was sick. He laughed'and 

S. kidded him about mal o.io . saying it was lies. He stood firm though saying 

it was true that there was mal o.io here. I assured him that it was a known 

fact that extranjeros could not have or give mal o.io» I. do n't know whether he 

was convinced. I aBked what kind of people here could give mal o.io. He said 

Andrea Tuch, Fiona's sister-in-lav/ has mal o.io now. At thiB S. came over and 

whispered that i-% is tiecause she is pregnant. This fact is obvious at present. 
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I wondered whether Alberto knows that she is pregnant and if he does why did 

S. whisper it to me or is it part of a fiction to he kept up that boys of 

his age are not rupposed to know about pregnancy, 
discarded 

Alberto noticed a/can from sardines in the garbage %)0X rjesr +he kitchen 

table. S. told him what it was and handed it to him. He smelled it and then 

I saw him go outside and thought I heard him spit, '.".'hen he came back S. 

teased him , telling me that he didn't like the rae11 of the fish. He didn't 

believe at first that there had been fish in it because he said he'likes fish 

but this can didn't smell good. Then wanting to say that the can smelled 

from our kind of fish he said instead "Tiene olor de usted". At this Susana 

burst into fits of uncontrollable laughter- which continued for about ten 

minutes and even afterwards ever few minutes she would repeat this and burst 

into laughter again. She has laughed heartily at other things before but I 

had never seen her laugh this uproriously so that she was literally doubled 

up. (Ben suggests the old joke in our society - a blind man passing a fish 

store cays "Hello girls" - perhaps here too there is an association between 

the smell of fish'and menstruating women). 

On the subject of nal o.io although S. firmly denied its existence with 

reference to babies and dog6 she said quite seriously that new born turkeys 

could be subjected to evil eye. 

The notes for this day were chronologically disorganized first because 

I started by typing the information which S. was giving ae and then went baok 

and reconstructed the day but without consulting Ben. Later Ben gave me his 

additions to include and these will now follow: 

From the porch of Tsan Juyu we looked out on the lake and could not 
7tQ0 A.M. 

see a canoe in sight. Just as we were thinking that somebody had 

slipped up somehow we noticed a canoe on the beach a short distance away and 

one lone Pedrano sitting in it. Ben went over and talked to him. Since the 
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maw spoke hardly any Spanish he could not get any information except that the 

others had gone up into the town and would return. Ben tried to inform hid 

that there were boxes to be taken to the canoe and to have the men when they 

returned come to the hotel for them. He was not sure whether he had put the 

idea across. As we were having breakfast at 7»15 v/e saw the o+her Pedranos 

return to the canoe and thought that the message had not been successful as 

the discussion which they were apparently having about us (observable by their 

gestures of the hands in our direction) resulted in all sitting down near the 

canoe. V/e sent one of the boys from Tsan Juyu over to tell them to come 

to get the boxes and when he returned he said they would come shortly, after 

finishing their breakfast. 

Five Pedranos and Ben rowed back to San Pedro. At frequent 
8t00 to 10t30 A.M. 

intervals one or ano+her would call out "xodi, xodi, xodi, 

xo?" or "xo? ta xo? ta xo? " (let's go, let's go, let's go). 7/hen we were 

about half way there was cone mention among the men of "cik"1 and finally one 

asked Ben for cigarettes. He said he was sorry but had not been able to get 

any this morning.' Instead we gave each one an orange. At the midpoint of 

the trip the rowers changed sides. 

Among the people who greeted us on our return were S's mother and brother 

Erasmus and sister Conception who were out in their yard when we passed by. 

About five minutes after we had gotten into the house Maria Panelew came 

alone and stood in the doorway and asked for a lima. She probably thought Our 

oranges were limas. She was soon joined by Iúaximina Rosales, her aunt. We 

gave them two oranges and told them to take them home» 

Elena Gonzalez came in with her brother.aad- Her first words were, 
10i50 A.M. j 

"Now S. is married". He expressed some surprise and asked for more 

details. She laughed and said she was only joking. 

a
tt$9 

ptMt Ben went to the intendencia. He asked the sindico whether tejttggkg 
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gone to the cofradia Sunday to observe the nombracion. He did not go 

because he had been up all night Saturday in the house of the first regi- 

dor» He had also been up all night Friday drinking ond continued Sat, 

and through Sat. night. He had a bad cold. ' 

On the Y/ay home 3en noticed Elena Cox holding little brother Bartolo, 

sitting on the stonee at the entrance to our patio from the street. He 

noted that apparently they are not afraid that I may give evil-eye to 

Bartolo now, otherwise v/hy v/ould they have brought hira near our house. 

Ben went to the intendencia again and was given mail by Jose 
5:30 P.M. 

Uaria Gonzalez 
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Today the cofradía of St. Nicolas took part' In the parada which 

has takan plaoa four Friday», today being too fourth Friday. Ihis will 

oontlaua «vary Friday up to Semana Santa* At 4t 30 in tha morning wa 

hoard rockets go off* Tha baila ware rung at tha sama tima and it seemed 

that moat of the day the belle ware ringing* 

fllfr3 AtHt ^nuela Iae, 8 or 9 years old came bringing her sister Seoora, 

6 years old for anti-worm medicine for the latter» 6. vol- 

unteered that they have no mother and live alone wl+h -their father* She 

answered that their grandmother feeds them but with a strongly disapprov- 

ing tone said she does not wateh what they eat and therefore Seoora has 

a lot of worms* V/hen I administered the dose* one tablespoonful, Seoora 

refused to swallow It and after gurgling and spitting began to ery* 

Her slater and 5 tried to talk her into taking another on» but when she 

continued to resist they held her down while I gave her more* 

Manuel Geniales Rural came to the front door end after being 

invited in informed us that his baby granddaughter had died 

early this morning* He said she would be buried today by the Santa 

Gruí eofrades "because today 1B Friday".  He said they had tried e*ey~ 

8i5Q A»U. 

everything /to same the motherless Infant including buying mediolnes in 

AUtiaiVwiIll to no avail, the ohild wouldn't eat*   After about 5 minutos 

Uanuel leaves the bask way (he had eome in through the fren entrañe•) saying 

that it «ma only *• Inform us of this death that he same*   I thanked him and 

eanreMtd my sorrow ait the news (that is. Ban dim)*   Manuel may hatt had some 

liquor in him but it was not evident.   He answered there would be a» costumbre 

in the heust, only at the cemetery.   Ben asked 8*» as seen as he bad left» what 

la customarily dene is «uoh a ease»   Burn two candles for the dead child she 

She waa •mmlsioned to buy two asadles which she did for 1-1/fy. 

\i. 
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(Ban continues) 

Lois and S. go together "to tho bous» of líanuel Gonzalos P» to 

loare candios. The olsiors of tho dead child «or» inside tho ho 

house playing as usual* 3* explained that they were not aware that the baby 

was dead» Manuel was seated on the poroh smoking a. pipe* His wife oame out* 

led the visitors into the room and showmed then the baby lying in a coffin 

and wrapped in old clothes* She took a cloth off the faoe» She visage of 

the baby was emaciated and waxen* £ white eloth was wound around the head* 

a roboio placed over it* Tho ohild wore a new blue blouse* It was the clothe 

around the clothes that were old* Uanuel expressed no euotion«at first but 

after a few minutes was affected by his wife's tears* Vicente Cortes* the 

grandmother* began to cry saying that a new skirt had been prepared for the 

ohild to wear on Semana Canta but that it now beoome a funeral garb* At this, 
drandma says they 

Manuel cries* says-ho/bought the baby everything it might want* SHe enumerated| 

1 lb» cebada, 3 lb* azúcar* 4 oí» canela (for atdL). «t explained that all a 

&*§M yesterday the ohild kept calling "mama," "$apa" and called her father 

and sister to help her» Last night she wanted to be carried about* didn't 

want to sleep* But grandma was sleepy and didn't want to stay up with hat* 

The baby died at four in the morning* «hen Lois and &• arrived Manuel got 

up* took the candles proffered by 8«, thanked Lola* went inside, lit the oandles 

with to* esi that WAS already burning, placed one on the fleer near the foot 

of tho eoffln and another on the floor near the head (thinks Lola)t The first 

•audio was on the floor near the foot* During their stay he handed Lola a 

JÚKxfJsU Mying he had bought t«wo for the baby» but now she la not her* to 

eat than* Lola asked 8* where they had gotten the mall wooden eoffln* She 

replied the* Manual had had it ready some tine in advance. Be had Éade it. 
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Candy in handed out +o the gathering children.    On returning from 

our trip to.the city yesterday we told all the kids that asked « 

and others b uicieo that we would hand out caramelos*    Before 8 in the morning 

various kids began asking for the oandy*   V.'e kept telling then to return at 

9 A«ll»    Now at thie hour Loio begino the hand-out.    There were only five or 

six at first but knots of newcomers arrived all day*    All were given a candy 

apieoe*   Itony asked for another to bring to a little brother/ or sister* 

Lois complied.    Some returned for a seoond donation but did not get it*   Host 

insistent of all was the daughter of Maria Hi who came about four times* 

each tine with a new oompanion.    She was exceedingly insistent*    She got no 

seconds* but got one to give to her brother*    Later she asked to be given 

another sandy for her brother explaining that this was a different brother* 

Lois doubted this* 

Our neighbor Margarita OOUOB into the yard and through 8* asks 

to use our yard to dry her fish.    OK*    She brings in sons chaire 

and boxes»    Places wide boards over these*    Picks tiny fish out of a «we bowl 

in which they were oooked together with tomato and chile»    Places then indiv- 

idually on the boards to dry in the sun for several hours*   Oraoiela sits on 

our stops all morning guarding the fish (eats* dogs» ohiokons)*   Madolena is 

with her a good part of the time* 

8* eonverses with Margarita, -then comes la to report to Loist 
8t4B A*fl* 

The feftsy which a local woman had by Manuel Cortes and for which 

he was sailed bask from the coast was given the naao of Pedro Fume after the 

father of sternal (what of the almanac?)*   lÜs-hearrUng, Lola repeated jejrro, 

instead of Podro»   This caused 5* to run out laughing to ropes* I»   Margarita* 

lomjm 
Lois asks 6* to buy some tomatoes* 8* says there are sosje is her 

house* Obes* Brings several pounds of beautiful tomatoes. Bo» 

fuses to aoeopt money* Oft from her mother* 
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She following inforraation was given by S« directly to no as I took 

it on the typewrite* So started at 3i25 P.u, in the afternoon after ohe had 

finished with the lunch dieheev With reference to the incident diaouseed 

yesterday the boys attacked the little girl inside the fenee behind the 

house* Though they could not be seen frota the house* The girl was held 

down forcibly , like a churolna. S. described while one Hle monte". 

All were present in the intendeeia but the boys only laughed about it* 

The girl cried in the intendencia* S* adds that yesterday her Bother told 

her she heard that the brother initiated it saying he knew how to do it 

and therefore he was first and. showed the others how* Use the word "co- 

jiendo" for intercourse here* 

Monday a PableBo oame to buy «eat from Valeriano and when 8* vent to 

buy meat she overheard the conversation» He was very sad and told the 

following story to Valeriano* Two years ago he deolded to bacons a 

creyente because the ereyentoB there told him that none of his family would 

die if he became oonverted. All his life he was always drinking* He deoided 

not to drink and to accept the new faith:. Ihey told him "you are always 

oalllng «achorines and burning candles, that won't help you". His sea 

who was going to schoo 1 and knew how to read and write died about four 

months age of a sickness, perhaps of the stomach* he says it was a result 

of bruefeerla which was meant for him done by his enéjales la San Pablo* 

He found out from a aaohorin who it was but is act allowed to tell. CanH 

tall others because there would be a demanda to fiad cut who d^d it and what 

hapened, etc* He called a laehorine who told him to buy two ouftoeo of 

inocnsla» for two and a half coats per ounce» aloe he was told te\ cay 

20 pefcc (40 cents) worth of candles of cebe. 20 peace of candles 

Let us ge to the oofradia of Ban Juan, in order to beg pardea ef 

Oils oeeurred before he died* Then la a chert time the sea fell Xp^ egaia 

<!*«e ¿tether celled a cecead xmeherla* A chert time later his¿ 
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ln-lar died in ohildbirth.   The child died also*   1MB «as also bruoheria, 

also*   He says after -the baby oaae out Bomething remained inside, don't know 

what it is but it «as from bruoheria*     He called another laohorln who 

told him it vaa from bruoheria that it was meant for him again but this time 

it befell his daughter-in-law»   Two months later another daughter-in-law 

died as a result of swollen legs (like Andrea) but worms oame out» small 

white ones* 1MB too was from bruoheria*   He only had to buy ineense and 

candles for Ms son*    The lachorin were paid* perhaps twenty or twenty-five 

cents 8* guesses*   But here there is a laehorin Anesoto Roxohe who charges 

uoveral dollars whether he euros or not*   He drank after those deahts end 

Bald the oroyentes were liars and he could believe in thorn*   Ihen his wife 

became ill, one time her head, then her- stomach hurt then other parts of 

her body and finally she died six weeks ago*   He drank a lot after she died 

because of the triste and now he drinks only a little*   2MB time it waa 

not from bruoheria* Zaohorin said it was from illness*   Nearly all in San 

Pablo aro bruohos and oharaooteles says 8. they come here too oho added when 

asked*   m atitlan perhaps half of the people are bruohos, must be oharaeotels 

too* They say here always "Santiago its" Atiteeos bruohos* Here there is only 

a little* 

Sunday nightat eleven o'clock two men wore drinking near the oomotery 

sineo they woro drinking did not think about the "round" and wore walking 

near the oomotery when they encountered six women, young*   The two men talked 

to thorn saying that they know who they woro*   They say that if a asm «lots 

soveral women eharaootelas in the night they will catch him by Ms tootioles 

they then toar thorn apart* therefore young men aro afraid of meeting eharaoo- 

telas* The moa said wo are going to tell everybody who you aro and than 

atona will enamorar of you because they will know that you art oharaooteles* 

They only know the   two of tat women Clara Rodrigues,(Oonsrlos) • «aria Xok 

Ztabola Cotuo also (adds S*)«   Juan Cénsalas one of the two said at wat 

pltfr a dtaanda an 
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Following information given by S* to me on the typewriter starting 

at V|4S P*l(* Gharaetol*as always van juntare* en una oaea donde va au 

jefe y oad unos o doe o tree BU jefe le mandan en otras pueblos* £1 jefe 

es hombre les ouidan a todos y cuando se Juntan a las doee en media noche 

fueron ir a comer y van robar unoe pollas in la noche para oomer y ellos 

regñan loe que no van (eharaootelas) qudean dos para haeer tortiUasm, 

empinan oomo a las diet* Siempre, se Juntan en la misma oasa - talves en 

otras pueblos* Cuando llegan salen en la noche a las nueve de la noche 

donde hay enfermas van quitar diesmas para que se van vivos unos años mas* 

los oharaooteles van vivir mas Bí ellos van en BU puestas* Donde no hay 

enfermas también van ganándose unos* los que son vivos* Puede poner mucho 

suenBo • Traean cosa que son oomo oenisa d» los muertes y tiran sobre a 

dentro* Viene pulgos y no pueden dormir por los pulgos ya saben es porque 

hay oharaeotel «No puede hacer nada para habitar los oharaooteles* 

Luoia domes (de Santa Lucia) su marido (Juan Taoam) sentio qusndo su 

mujer salió en la noche* She reported to the other oharaooteles that her 

husband would not 1st her go out in the night* They said then we will have 

to kill him* You must ask him to go out with you in the night and when he 

gets outside we will oall ooyotes to kill him* She askedher husband to go 

outside) with her en* night* He knew what they planned and he said all right 

and went outdo*» But being pr*par*d h* went behind her and 1* empujo 

and th* toy*t*s killed h*r instead* Otis occurred «bout six «oath* «go* ' 

In* brother of th* man, Francisco saloj told S»s family about it* Jh*y did 

net have any ahilaren* Afterwards the husband r*turn*d to hi* putbls. Santa 

Tftlfltlt 

Art thtr* ladinos who are oharaoeteloB also? Perhaps* Ar* th*r* any 

h*r*T X» M eab*n* Ar* there any in other parts? Yew. 

Otando una* broje nae*n tien* *n sus sanos unos leabri»** p*qu*n*s* 

. hay algua* qu* roba* aaioreas do mail*. I*y 
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ejemplo si 70 estayrobaudo maioroa de Benjamin y el «eta brujo he oan 

make brujería - meten worn» In «one part of the offender* body*   The «orne 

clutched in -the hande of a brujo at birth are a sign that he is a brujo* 

Only men are brujoe.   ZaJ orines when they are born are born with a thing 

like a aatate hanging at their side.    Parteras are born with a oloth like 

a handkerchief - white on their heads*   Dais is a sign of pariera*   Iferia 

Pwoh knows that she was born with'one and her mother knows about it ales* 
She answered that 

/if ene is the subject of brujeria and wants to return brujería to 

the eneny who is doing it he can go to someone whom he knows to be a brujo* 

If he pays five dollars the brujo ean inflict brujeria on the enemy in the 

form of worms or a bad cough which is inflicted by throwing ashes of bones 

of the dead in his throat when he ie asleep*   It is certain that the 

enemy will die E* believes*   We stopped at 8i45 P,U. 

S'B ulster Tina was present with S*s baby, Uarina, throughout the 

evening*    S* treated her baby with remarkable unoonoern* . When the baby 

cried or eeemed impatient or fretful S, hardly paid any attention to it 

except to appear somewhat annoyed at Tina for not keeping the baby from 

interrupting us*   Once I suggeeted that maybe the baby was hungry*   She cf 

no at first but when the baby continued to cry she took her from Tina and 

gare her the breast*   She fed her with an air of complete indifference it 

seemed, sJtaoet as though the baby waa not there* 

At abettt 8tl5 P*U*   Marina, the wife of the ^fflaflrtt **** ***** **** 

eempanied by an ¿¿g^acjUyrf*   She returned the Baum Bcn»Oey I had taken over 

when she was ill*   She wore a shoe which was out out te expose her tens on 

one feet*   She had an infection which was the result of a g&gua* She said 

she wanted te be well enough to go to Fanajaehel Sunday as there was te be 

the eelebratien*   The president had given the order to have the celebration 

take elate this Sunday*   Uarina naked S* whe wae sitting end mending a pair 

whether 
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l.mediately mimicked her saying "Susana do you sleep here?"    Bien she 

volunteered that -the reason Harina has to get en Blguuoil to accompany 

her is because her husband, the comandante, nerer vents to go out with her. 

I asked 8. before she went home whether Una was going to Atitlan 

tomorrow (Sat.).    Una said she didn't intend going but would ask her mother 

if she eould go In which she would take a basket of tomatoes to sell and 

would buy vegetables and bananas for us.   I said it wasn't neeeesary for 

her to go Just to shop for us»   U said Tim liked to go "a pasear". 
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Ben writing: 

4t30 P.M. 
As bone-setter Ventura leaves, Agustin-and I accompany him till 

our paths diverge.    I am going with Agustin to witness the cut- 

ting up of the wild boar caught, this morning en la costa by Agustin's father 

and two hunting companions. 

On way over Jask Agustin how things are in hie family affairs.    He affirms 

earlier information(given by Jose Maria Gonzalez C.) that his wife is now living 

with Agustin in the house of the latter's parents.    I suggest to Agustin that 

that his in-laws will no longer be exempt ferom   public duty since Agustin now 

belongs to another household.    He chuckles,  says that his father-in-law has al- 

ready been pressed into service as a regidor auxiliar.    But he wasn't at the 

cambio?   No, he replaced another who refused his nomination.    How many such 

were there?   Three. Which?   Two regidores auxiliares and one alguacil.    What 

happened to these?   They were sentenced to 15 days prisoner labor on the roads. 

In the house of Ag's father were children, Ag's mother, a by-stander or 

two and three hunters.    One was his father.    She-eth Another was a dapper young 

nan who was talkative and asked a number of questions about my country.    The 

third fellow was oldish,  like Ag's pa, and was the one who cut up the carcass//. 

The boar was on its back resting on the floor.    The carver deftly skinned the -••• 

animal using two small sharp knives (not at once).    He slit the skin at the belly, 

under the neck and under each of the legs.    The head was not skinned.    It was     —. 

lopped off, thrown in a basket for later scalding.    The hide was saved as a trophy. 

The testicles were not thrown away,  (eaten?)    The carcass was cut in 7 major- sec- 

tions, four hams, two rib sections and a long spinal section.    These were hung 

from the roof with pita as they were severed.    The boeardjwere washed and each 

section was taken down in turn to be cut into 10 or less smaller pieces of less 

than half pound each.   X was given a slice as a gift wrapped in a clean husk. • 

The skinning and carving operation took a little over an hour*    I was told that 

the hunter who did the cutting had been a butcher.    Only a few know how. 
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Moat of my questions were answered by the dapper young hunter.    He liked 

to talk.    He himself could not carve an animal» he said.    There were ten hunters 

in all he said.    However caught game always shared it with the others.    Each.got 

his share of each of the major sections of the animal.    (That is why it was out 

into so many pieces.)    (The insides were placed in a basket to be given to the 

gogs. The heart and liver were placed in a separate basket.)    The three hunters 

set out early yesterday, arriving at the coast about thrve in the afternoon, too 

late to begin hunting.    They remained in the open through the night and began the 

hunt in the morning.    The two dozen specially-trained hunting dogs soon trapped 

a boar.    They can always tell from the character of the dogs' barking what animal 

is at bay.    They arrived on the scene with their lances.    Ag'a pa dispatched the 

boar with a thrust of the spear.    The spears are never flung.    They do not use 

guns.    The spear points are of iron.    A few of the dogs were injured by the en- 

raged boar, but they will be cured.    After the boear was speared he received a 

few deep bites from the dogs.    Sometimes a bo/ar will be discovered in a rockky 

cave and will have to be smoked out with green leaves afire.    This was not »•«•- 

necessary this time.    This animal weighed about forty pounds, rather middling. 

He had no lard because he is wild.    He-w- On the way to the coast they saw three 

pisótes but could not get them without guns.    Sometimes hunters teturn with noth- 

ing; sometimes with three boars (coche del monte) or other animals.    Deer can 

better be caught at a later time.    They are the fleetest gams.    Other game in- 

clude honey^bear and armadillo.    The meat of the latter is savory and resembles- 

domestic hog.    Wild hog tastes quite different from tame pig.    The dapper hunter- 

goes hunting because his dogs crave it and he therefor has to oblige then.    There 

is a large element of luck in hunting. 

Agustin had to return to the office before I left his father's house.-  I 

was given the meat in his absence.    I left the house about 6x15.    In the house 

were guinea pigs with young, neatly stacked corn ears, a great array of boar 

and deer skulls as trophies.    These last were placed on a corner table. 

M^^ttte^tíi^d 
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Ben writing} 

I went to the secretaria to amii mail'letters.    I exchanged greetings 

with Agustin Pop, JM Gonzalez, the intendente. the second regidor and 

others in general.    I sauntered over to the xhool house to Bee what the comer-  >>• 

ciantes were  selling.    Two had a red kind of fire wood as well as two large nen8s- 

men's tinajas.    I saw one girl purchase wood.    Much busier was a man selling 

wool (lana)for adorning clothes.    A crowd of over twn women and children were 

squatting about ^small folds of variouaLcolored wool for 2/ each.    Each, woman 

or girl would buy three or four colors.    i/anuela Morales who was suckling Bartolo 

with Petronal at her side tried to buy a quantity each of green, blue and red 

for 5/ instead of 6/.    Sales went fast.    There was a minimum of bargaining about 

price.    With Semana Santa coming up I suppose the merchants don't have to give 

special inducements.    Ifanuela saw me as she glance round,  smiled but  said nothing. 

Her family seems to be cool to us lately.    Maria and Angelina have not been coming 

around lately.    An hour later when a gang of children   were getting a paper hand- 

out they were not in evidence.    I saw Maria pass by silently and asked her whether 

she too wanted a paper.    She manifested an embarrassed silence but did not stAp. 

Returning from the eh school house I found Agustin had beat me back to the 

house.    He was seated on the porch talking to Lois on the swing.    He brought a • i 

letter from Juan Rosales he had forgotten to *• give me when I was in the office. 

Juan's letter wxpe expressed comiera over Loin'  sprained ankle and went on to 

indioate his great curiosity about the credentials of the  curandero Ventura- Q. 

He wrote that he had once offered him $20. to see his magic bone but in vain,      .-~> 

and suggested that we pool our observations to get at the real facts.    We mentioned®; 
Juan 

this to Agustin though not saying we had offered a sum of maney.    We also told 

Ag that S. had said he would get angry of asked how he came to be a curandero. 

Ag replied that Ventura would not get mad but would not divulge any info?-    ^ 

nation.    How Ventura acquired his magic bone or cuenta can not be found wi but 

ilnf the following thinjt are certain. 
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It ia certain that Ventura has a mgic bone or what not in his room 

.somewhere.    The bone rattles or otherwise nukes a noise when a bone injury 

takes place.    If the bone gave no signal Ventura will not attempt to set a 

bone however swollen the limb for- in that case there is nothing wrAng with 
Ag 

the bone.    He answered that Ventura can tell when an injury takes place and he 

is away from the house by the fact that a certain part of his body twitches 

or palpitates in a certain way.    Is this twitch caused by the rattling of the 

wonder bone or directly by the injury that is occurring?   The latter.    Then there 

are two types of signals sensed by Ventura?    Yes.    There is no one else that 

has a bone like this or who knows how to set bones.    Ventura is reputed far and 

v/ide in Guatemala and even in other places there is no one like him.    He never 

charges, accepting what is given him.    It is said that even if he consented to 

another looking at his magic bone—-and he doesn't consent—that person would 

not be able to see the bone even if he were looking right at the place where 

it was.    All these things Agustín believes. 

Of course not only Ventura has twitches.    All of us da.    According to Ag 

a twitch or tic is a sign that  something is happening or going to happen.    If 

it occurs on the,right side of the body the thing foregoded is good; if on the 

left, ill is indicated.    Sneezes too are indications to be interpreted as ill 

or well depending on whether they are on the left or sight side.    Sneezes mean- 

that someone is talking about you, good or bad, according to the side.    But how 

can one know on which side is a sneeze?? Ag said he did not know but that most 

others ean tell.    JuBt ask Susana or Julian when they corns, he suggested. 

Lois mentioned an American belief about a ringing in the ears.    Ag said 

that this means, in local belief, that the spirits of the dead are passing. 

What is there to be done about it?   Nothing, it means that the spirits have al* 

ready passed by.    Lois mentioned that in our country they say an itching palm   • 

is a sign that wealth is on the way.    This prompted me to ask whether there were, 

any signs that a person would come into wealth. No.    I reminded Ag of an earlier —*§ 

observation he made of boys who were born with matted hairs indicating f ulggre ,»fo| 

^¿¿^éHüé 
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That is true, he replied. Are there ather indications of wealth? No, only 

according to the native calendar those tha-1 are born on the day of maiz are 

said to be destined to acquire wealth. 

There will be an eclipse tomorrow, volunteered Agustin. He said that 

according to his information it will be visible in Mexico but will be hidden 

here on account of +he rains. No, he didn't know what time the eclipse would 

occur. 7/hat is current thought regarding an eclipse? People fear that the 

world may be coming to an end. Y/hat can be done to -prevent it? Nothing} there 

is however something to be done to offset the effects of an eclipse of the moon, 

he volunteered. The people all whistle, beat on drums and :aake a general 

clamor at the time of the lunar.eclipse. T/hy? They say that the moon has been 

lying to +he-«tt God about the people down here, that they are not doing things 

right and thinking the right things. The noise is to undeceive God. There was 

an eclipse of the sun last year. 

I asked Ag about the circumstances surrounding the +he refusal of the three 

new appointees to accept civil office and their subsequent incarceration. In an- 

swer to questioning this is what he told me. Each man was officially informed of 

his appointment'three days after the day of nomination. This occurred prior to 

the cambio. Three said they would not serve but it was hoped that they could yet 

be puarsuaded, even though they did not appear-^o take part in the inauguration 

ceremonies. They were urged (by 1st reg.?) that "somos todos del pueblo" and 

therefore they sould accept. Each complained however that he was poor and could 

not afford to donate a year and besides that he had just recently put in his ser- 

vice and time was not yet when he shouáld be called on again*. Because this an- 

swer came in angry tones and not in the form of humble pleading, the intendente 

who heard the news'ordered each to be imprisoned for 16 two weeks to do hard 

labor. They each answered angrily? Yes. Didn't they knwo that they would be 

punished. No, this had not happened previously. Only this year did the inien- 

•  by 
dente find himself empowered by the constittfton and not from tha lay de la paffl 

(2) to sentence them thus. They did not expect it. "       "** '^ 
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Did the three substitutes readily accept? No, Ag's father-in-law sdwfwas 

apointed as fill-in regidor auxiliar, for example', and lie refused at first say- 

ing that he could hardly afford the time, that he had served recently and moro- 

over that (said Ag:) "tiene vergüenza" because he was not officially inducted 

along with the rest. But the resort to "somos todos del pueblo" or something 

got him and he accepted. One of the other substitutes however was adament in 

his refusal. And because he too put his objections in an angry tone (voz alto) 

he was given a 15 day proson sentence by the intendente. 

aaaáfflütaMa^**^ 
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7:15 A.M. 

Graciela cones to the door and talks to Ben.    The  only thing he 
7*00 A.M. is 

can understand/that she is apparently asking for two cents, al- 

though he doesn't know why.    Then Graciela says something about Marguerita 

and Santiago (Atitlan).    Just at this time Fernandos Gomales (coast nego- 

cios) comes by the patio.    Heinterprets saying that Uarguerita is going to 

Atitlan to Bell tomatoes at cuatro reales per pound.  She wants to know 

whether we want her to bring us anything from there.    We wonder why the sud- 

den thought fulness about us and ask her to bring two cents worth  of oranges.. 

Graciela brings in the tortillas - we are now getting tortillas 

for every meal by arrangement with Josefita except when we tell 

her not to make them for us - but instead of bringing the regular number 

of ten for one cent she brings twenty.    We had not said anything'about get- 

ting tortillas during the day while Josefita is away but she anticipated 

our lunch need. 

I make a mental note of the fact that neither Graciela or Uadelena seem 

to be concerned about Josefita's going away for the day without them.    The 

only thing they seem to care about is that they are anticipating thecandy she 

is going to bring them.    They mention this to us, Graciela mentioning "Uar- 

guerita, Santiago, caramela",    lfa.delena parrots Graciela is a loud voice* 

Bah calls'my attention to Graciela out in the yard in front of her 

house, washing herself and Uadelena.    She has put a bowl of water 

on the ground and after splashing her own hands and face, splashes water on 

Ifedelena's face.    Uadelena obviously doesn't like this; she wriggles and 

squirms but Graciela takes a firm hold of her andcontinues rubbing her face 

and then blows the younger one's nose for her.    Then she blowaher own and 

splashes more water on her own face.    As soon as she is finished with Uadelena» 

the latter becomes cheerful again and begins a gams of climbing up on astóne 

8100 A.M. 
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and jumping dam.    9tu> 

Our blankets were hanging out on the fence to air.    I imitate the play 

which I have seen other times of Graciela ad Ifadelenat I lift up one of the 

blankets, partly hide myself under it and say "patux, patux" (temascal^. 

Graciela and Madelena immediately follow.    They go under the blanket, cry 

"patux, patux" and then dash out, throwing themselves sprawling on their 

beilies An the ground.    They repeat this several times, each time laughing 

hilariously as they throw themselves on the ground.    Finally they bump 

their heads together accidentally and Ifadeleaa's    laughter changes to cry- 

ing.    Graciela lifts her up in her arms and walks over to her grandmother's 

porch where the puppies are, apparently to distract her little sister's 

attention. Graciela comforts her, patting her head. 

Ana Q., who is out in the yard,comments on our blankets saying she 

likes the colored ones*    She ventures that they come from Totonicapan.    Ben 

corrects her saying they come from Momoetenango. 

Graciela volunteers that her father, Andres, has gone to Quetsaltenango 

to sell chick-peas. 

A little later I went out in the yard again.    Graciela has been eating 

in.1erta and offers me the little piece she has left in her hand.    I take it 

thanking her.    In a few minutes Ana comas out of her house with a half of an 

injerta, which she gives to me. 

The wife of Juan Gonzalez - Pabla - comes to the back door and 

asks of Jose Antonio Ghavajay is here.    Ufe answer that /be.is not. 

S. answers for her that she is looking/for him to return some empty aguardiente 

bottles and adds that he was drinking alone all night in the cantin*of Juan 

Gonzalez. After she has gone S. Pabla thought she saw Antonio coma in here 

this morning.    She volunteers that maybe he was drinking because his daughter 

gave birth to her child.    She guesses that they have called the father - 

|a|orte - fconi Sololatf.    I wondered whether this was purely, a ^988c.a°*,d|||v¿| 

9:30 A.M. 
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While Pabla was still here S.  said she thinks we have a tienda here.    We 

ask Pabla directly what she thinks we sell.    She  seems somewhat embarrassed 

and doesn't answer»    S. jokes about selling some of our chairs and other 

belongings.    I joke about the tinaja which Í3 suspended from one of -the 

rafters in our kitchen.    I say "maybe we'll sell it".    Pabla immediately perks 

up. asking "cuanto vale?"    I tell her I was only joking; that it is not for 

sale and that we don't have a tienda. 

When she leaves S.  says it would be a good thing if we did open a tienda. 

She says we could buy salt,  one hundred pounds for $1.00 and resell it for 

two cents a pound.    She also names other items which we could sell; sugar, 

fruita. hilo - -.    She says the people would like it because in the cantinas 

here there is nothing to buy.    She gives. Juan Geniales as her example.    "He 

doesn't want to have anything in his store except guara and a few bananas." 

I ask, "Can he make money just on guaro?"    "Sure he makes money on it.    He 

buys it for $8.00 a box and resellB a box for $16.00.    Ben asks S. whether 

she would like us to have a tienda and sell for us.    She 3aya dbe would, 

"he continues further to explain the possibilities for making money all in 

great seriousness*    Ben tellsher that we are not here to make money and can- 

not go into business.    She jokes about this to me saying, "Ben, only wants to 

spend money here, not to earn it". 

Ben asks 8* whether she saw our house when it wa/being painted and 

fixed up for us.    She answers that Juan Rosales told them we were coming and   , 

therefore they knew why the house was being painted.  "What did he say we- 

were coming for; did he say what our name was?"    "He didn't say.    He just 

said turistas are coming here."    "But the people must have asked *hy we we're 

coming?" 

"No - they don't ask questions here.    It isn't customary to ask ques- 

tions unless there is a reason for asking.V 

, -a 
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Bern    "But everyone always asks questions about prices of things.    Per- 

haps because it serves a purpose?" 

"Yes, but there is no good to asking questions just for the sake of ask- 

ing. " 

"We ask a lot of questions don't we? " 

"That s different, you are writing things down but we have no reason to 

do it." 

S. prepared lunch today alone but with my directions.    When I ask her to 

set the table she sets for three.    She is quieter and somewhat self-conscious 

at the table.    However she turns a possibly embarrassing situation into a joke» 

She dropped a small piece of meat onto the floor.    Later when Ben accidentally 

kicked my sore ankle I looked under the table.    S. knowing that I saw the 

piece of meat on the floor then said that Ben had kicked a piece of my foot 

off and now it is on the floor.    I say that we eat more meat than the people 

generally do here.    S. politely says we don't  ; that the people here eat more - 

once every two days - although she knows we eat meat practically every day. 

S.  says, "But in Atitlan they eat a lot of meat - they are gluttons - they 

must eat a lot because there are four carnicerías and the four sell out in 

three days"( Here one in three days). 

Bells start to ring loud and long.    S. says it must be the eclipse* • 

We go out and there is no sign of an eclipse.    S. suggests look- 

ing through the field glasses.    I tell her it is not good for the eyes. 

Although there Is no sign of eclipse, S. says "See over there", pointing to 

hazy.mountains in the distance, "it's getting dark already." 

8» leaves, saying "Con permiso, un momento".   She returns In a half 

hoar with three platines, says. "IB. mam dice si no quiere platines?" 

I ask how much they oost.   8* saya"No, solo que ai cunado ya Tino de la oosta% 

I thank her and accept the gift. 8. says she is leaving again and will return 

*M*^ &&**#" tbat 8b* *W *o go to the. sj&ga to wash. 

12120 P.M. 

liS2_Fj& 
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2t?9 h¥t 
A group of kids at the front door asking for paper* They are not 

asking for just discarded paper but the picture book about the 

three pigs. Ibis I infer fron the faet that they keep asking for "wux tx'kop 

tzotz" (paper, aniñáis, house). Those present were Comercia Bixeul, Rosa 

Cotue, Palis Bixeul. next younger sister of Josefita (who is working for us) 

younger sister Tawit and another girl with a baby sister in her arms. Girl's 

name unknown, baby's name I am later told is Rosarla Cox. Baby is under a 

year old and more than six months I guessed. The following notes are transcribed 

literally from notes written into notebook on the spot. I brought out for the 

first tine one of the dolls I had, here. Ibis doll was about ten inches long, 

dark brown in color, had no clothes on except a white flannel diaper pinned 

with small safety-pins. The doll's «kva hair it painted on, it is not hair. 

I was lying on ny bed, still nursing my ankle. The children were grouped in 

the door. I held up the doll but since I was seme distance from the door 

they did not see it at first. Ben pointed to the doll and said "Muñeca". 

Without any hesitation they make a rush, the older girls ahead of the others» 

They cry out. "Ay tints: ay txuttl kun wari".    (Que bonita, ya dormir) 

Comercia B. first makes a grab for it fron ny hands. 

Rosa Cotuc gets hold of itj says, "kas nin. kasap*élN (I*'« Ufff beautiful) 

Coneroia gets it a ftw minutes later, nakes beliore she is washing the 

doll's hair. 

Rosa C. kisses the doll affectionately on the stomach. 

Generóla and Rosa call in Teseria B. to see the dell. 8he seems pleased 

but does net stay long. 

Conerciat "leu ta kal tf Tip'ilók" (Aré there two of then? Beautiful) 

Baby Rosarla starts to cry when her sister shows it to bar. 8. cones in 

says tbe baby is afraid of the doll. 

Palas poke» bis finger between tbe legs of the doll, be holds it up and 
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her 
looks between its legs. S. sees him do this , covers/face with her hands and 

laughs, saying "esta mirando". 

8. says the doll is the sise of a seven-month premature baby. She holds 

the doll for some time. Asks why doesn't it hare clothes.? Says the baby 

(Rosaria ) was afraid because the doll didn't have clothes on. 

Somebody says "Saq* parawats", they all laugh. Literally this term is 

applied to a condition of the eyes when there is a white film or white spot 

on the pupil of the eye. It is ueed as a derogatory term and ordinarily if 

one ridicules a person who has this condition the first is supposed to be 

liable to get the seme. The doll actually has white spots on eaoh pupil. 

U&nuela llórales passes by and 'seeing the front door open looks in. 

Someone hails to her to come in. She does and seeing the doll laughs and 

says it is our child. (She speaks in lengua but I understand the words ral 

and iziz - child and plural you) She does not stay long. When she leaves 

Ben gives her two bananas as a gift, 

S. reports that the younger daughter of losé Antonio Chavajay was here 

and reported that her older sister, Rosa gave birth to a baby. S. says 

that is the reason that J. Antonio Ch. was drinking. Says they telephoned 

to 8olola to Monteforté,the father of the newborn baby, to come here, but 

were told he was In Guatemala City. 

Cemeroia pulls the doll's diaper down and looks at it's buttocks. 

(At this time I had moved out to lie on the hammock on the porch and the 

kids had followed me). She picks up one of my slippers lying on the ground 

and puts the doll, sitting, inside the slipper* Then she brings it over 

to me end puts it en my breast saying "Noq'i* noq'i, to'urn" (it is crying, 

it is crying, milk). 

Ihria 8. carrying Bartolo, Angelina and Petrona come in. Ifcria takes 

the doll from the others and hands it to her little brother Bartolo. 

Palas wants to play with it but the girls make ft» of him. 

^v^'^^i'-'v,, »« a£sB»&.U^fctti¿6¿s^-*¿'*^^ • - ^-* *.*• \ 
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Comercia puts a piece of gu», which she has been chewing, into the doll's 

mouth. Then she says the doll is fat. (S. translated this for me). She 

makes as if to bite the doll's buttock. 

I ask if it is a male or female. Comercia holds the doll up and looks 

between its legs, (it still has the diaper on), she says it is female. She 

takes little Bartolo's straw hat and puts it on the doll. 

little Bartolo looks as if he wants to cry. He seems to be in a oranky 

mood, liarla goes aside from the group with him trying to distract his atten- 

tion from crying by slapping her hand against the wall making a noise. (This 

seems to be a characteristic way of trying to stop a baby from crying. I 

have seen it done about ten times at least before by others). 

Palas Noviehuk and liarla Panelew come and join the group. By this 

time the group has become pretty big. Bartolo Cox (age 9) is also 

here. Maria P. stares at the doll which someone else is holding. She stands 

back a little looking very serious and somewhat uncertain. 

Comerciat "tzirtiak".(buttocks) 

Graciela C. looks in at the gate, seeing the group of children on the 

porch. She has just returned from the playa with water. 8eAeone holds up 

the doll for her to see. She looks astounded. She is holding a doll made 

of wood around which she is wrapping rags. 

Comercia holds the doll in her lap, feet pointing into her stock, head 

on her crossed knee*. She pretends to be washing the doll's head, cupsher 

hand as thfugh lifting up water and pouring it over the doll's head. Then 

she puts the slipper on the doll's head. 

Comercia and Rosa C. are washing the doll all orer, Comercia rubs her 

finger eve between the legs of the doll and giggles. Rosa does the same. 

They hold it up and call Ben's attention to what they are doing. (Ben 

has been in and out of the scene during this time). Comercia then pulls 

down the diaper half way and brings it to me motioning to me to take it off* 

"OiSafaoa^fek.i'aariiij, ,i*,*„^„**i*.ii*t£j*., -vaaaajyifafaáfca' •Wiiiritiíiflll»illMMtoii»Ai«Krt»1 "*—^aifialiAtiiibtbi, 
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The mute girl, Clara Cotuo, cones in. S. brings her out on the porch and 

says she wants to see it too. She gets frightened'. Comercia takes the doll 

up and chases Clara around holding the doll out at her. 

S. takes the doll and «raps a towel on it and brings it to me, says it 

is crying and wants to be fed* 

Palas B. gets hold of the doll again and pokes his finger between legs 

again* 

Bartolo Coz ($) kisses the doll most affectionately when someone holds it 

out to him* 

The doll is held out to Maria Panel*** She holds it gingerly in her arms 

and in a minute starts to cry and goes hone* 

S*s little sister *Cion here with Loncha*/ 'Cien walks off towards hone 

when Ben talks to her - doll with her* Some of the other children follow her 

and those remaining express fear that she is taking it to her house* 'Cion 

continues on her way unperturbed and holding tightly onto the doll refusing 

to gire it up* Finally Lencho takes it away from her with a grab and brings 

it back. 'Cion continues home and is crying. She returns again a little later 

with Erasmus and Una* The latter is holding the youngest baby sister* 

The doll passed around a great deal from one ohild to another* This was 

partly a result of manipulation on my part or Ben's, as for instance, Ben 

suggested that the doll be handed to Maria P* to see what she would do* 

The doll was frequently brought to me to feed* Comercia B. and Rosa C* played 

moat with it. although S* held it for long period* of time and "dressed" it 
nurs* 

with the towel* Rosa and Comercia also pretended to feed the doll themselves. 

Feeding, washing and dressing the doll I interpreted as play in which they 

were Imitating adult sooiety - which is perhaps the most frequent type of play* 

The d*sir* to undress the doll and the probing and looking at the buttocks and 

imaginary "genitalia" was perhaps a simple manifestation of sexual euriosity 

and at the same time a» eTidenoe of their awareness of where the difference li*. 

*M-¿^thi^ilAjt&^1teúa^^tl^^iÍM±jUvi*+'*J* 
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As I am in the offioe Agustin Pop comes to the door bearing a boi- 
StOO P.M. 

tie of gasoline belonging to the comandante. He tlells me that the 

latter received the gasoline from Atitlan bat is not sure whether it is white 

gasoline* Would I inspect it to tell him whether it is OK for use in his Cole- 

man lamp? I tell him I cannot tell by looking at it but that it does not pa/ 

to take a chance for the lamp may clog. 

8. comes into the office to show Agustin the brown doll* They kid about 

it for a while and then the two speak a while in lengua. S. returns to the 

kitchen and I engage Agustin's aid in composing a Spanish letter to Juan Rosales. 

In the meantime, as Lois later informs me, 8. is telling Lois what Ag had told 

her. He said to her that he had spoken to Juan Rosales when he went to Sololi 

on official business last Tuesday (3/w5). At that time Rosales told Ag what he 

had heard about the latter from one of the Podranos who came to Panajaehel for 

the xocomil celebration Sunday (3/23). This unnamed Pedrano informed Rosales 

that it was not true that the reason Ag could not come to the celebration was 

that he had to remain in charge of the intendencia. The real reason» according 

to this inforaanfyÉas that Ag was quarreling with his wife and that this quar- 

reling was brought on by Ag's interest in Susana.  8. went on to relate to 

Lois tfcaet "Agustín se puso muy bravo" when he heard this. At whom was he 

angry?, asked Lois* 1* noe onej he was just angry| his heart has since been Tery 

hamry for it is not true." S. added that Ag. told her that Wt— "he is not 

going to come here anymore because people are talking. They say he/ cernes here 

all the time on account of me. But we are just friends* Just beoause we talk 

(platioar) people say bad things. Now I feel sad too|fceea«M it isn't true." 

She laughed a little saying, "How he wont come when I'm here and I wont eons if 

he's here| so we both wont come here any more." Lois asked "Is it true that he 

wont come here any more? " 8* said she thought it was true* At this point 

Ag came into the house to say good-bye* As he left, Lois asked 8. whether she 

ili^WflS*; <SrJUttEfcuiP^wA, ¿er&fW S» weArilnb1swfeiritc-*JLa>*AÍMt ll 
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thought it would be well if Lois spoke about the matter to Ag. She said and 

on her own initiative called him back as he was passing through* the gate* He 

returned to the house. From his self-conscious smile Lois inferred that he 

anticipated the topic of conversation. Lois told him what S had related re- 

garding hie conversation with Rosales. Lois asked whether it were true that 
he 

on this aooount Ag was no longer going to come here. He said No. He then 

proceeded to explain at some length why he has not been coming much to the 

house of late. Substance of his story is that he was wusy and only on this 

account did little visiting. Lois advised him to pay a minimum of attention 

to gossip because people always like to talk about others. Ag went on to tell 

Lois the whole story in detail. He started by saying that when he was in Solóla 

Tuesday. Rosales asked hia. "Why do you lie to me? why dont you tell me the truth?" 

Ag asked what he meant. Rosales responded, according to Ag. "The reason you didn't 

oome to Panajachel Sunday was not because you had to be at the office. One of your 

neighbors told me on Sunday that it was because you are quarreling with your wife 

and this is because of S." Ag asked to be told the name of the informant. Rosales 

answered that he couln't yet tell him but that this same person would come to 
on 

Solóla e« the following Sun Friday (3/28). At that ttye he would ask him more 

about it and would sent Ag a letter the same day telling him who it is. Agustin 
explaining 

got up to leave as he finished Celling this incident, saying he would be back to 

visit us again soon. 

After Ag left, S and Lois continued to discuss this matter. 8 maintaining 

that she would not come here any more when he was here. Lois could not believe 

that S completely meant what she said. Lois asked her, "Should we talk to Ben 

about this?** She readily assented. I was called in fren the office. 

In S's presence Lois began to relate me the story. She had not got far when 

Ag appeared at the door again. He waved the same bottle he had before and said 
UJUAJU 

the owmanrtanhe had commissioned ne"to ask whether I might not accept this gasoline 

which he erroneously thought was serviceable for our stove in exchange for seme 

¡ü¡.uíuls¡ur.-t '^T*^^áw>^j^riatf*iaiátted«Lfc»a>>Atoi8»a^^ 
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of my good gasoline. He was told to tell the comandante that I could not ex- 

change the gasoline but that I would be glad to lend him some. Thinking that 

Ag may have overheard her telling me about him as he walked in, Lois spoke up. 

as Ag was about to leave again, to say that she was expalaining the incident to 
me ,».'"' 
Ben and to ask whether this met with Ag's approval. With a certain defiance in 

his voice he answered, "I don't care; any body can hear about it." Lois aaid 

that the only reason she was telling me the story was because we were his friends. 

He left. Lois continued to relate the story to me, S continuing to listen* We 

then told 8 that it was not such a grave incident, that people ale» always gos- 

sip. S did not say much. She indicated that she felt uncomfortable about it. 

She added that the story of Ag's quarreling with his wife couldn't be true be- 

cause the latter joined him in his father's house a day after he left the house 

of his in-laws in anger and because the two have not been quarreling since that 
with 8usana the 

time» (Nor did they before.) This was the first time we had discussed/the ia«i« 

incident of Ag's fight with his in-laws and the oonsequenoes thereof. She seemed 

to be well aware of what had happened. She said nothing more about not coming if 

he were here. We gathered two things from this episodet (1) No matter how much 

one (S) gossips about others one is hurt indignant when one is the subject of 

gossip on the part of others. (2) The perturbation displayed by both parties 

and the extravagant vows to quit coming here betokened that much of the tattling 

had struck home, that both entertained guilty feelings about their rela&onship 

whatever its true status might be. True enough, the tale about Ag quarreling 

with his spouse on Sunday «as probably a fable, but it well may be that it. was 
the 

««••ma Ag's interest in S that lay behind kfce break with lis in-laws and his very 

temporary separation from his wife. Ag may or may not have been conscious of this 

underlying motive. Why did Ag take his wife back? It may have been brought about 

by pressure on the part of his parents She" knew that Ag had not had any cause e* - 

for complaint against the wife and by pressure exerted by his own guilty conscience. 

In other words, Ag did not go through with the action he áaiatea initiated, aeoord- , 

in to this admittedly speculative interpretation. If all this were so, might ^ J 
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mozo 

not S feel somewhat resentful towards Ag for taking bis wife back, thereby 

blocking the path leading to union with S? As of today our guee guess is that 

there is an eren ohanee that S will yet find a pretext for parting with his 

wife. 

Ag had not long left when I finished the letter I was writing to 

Rosales. I thereupon went to the intendencia to arrange to hire 

a AM* to go to Solóla tomorrow (market-day) to carry back vegetables as well 

as a 50 pound box of canned goods shipped to Solóla from Guatemala. Before he 

left Ag has answered me that 25/ was the proper pay for a mozo who would go to 

Solóla for me. I met the intendente at the door of his office. I told him my 

wish. Very well, he said, give me 25/. He stuck out his hand. I gave him the 

money. He spoke in lengua to a man who was seated on the bench. The am man took 

the 25/ as well as the letter to be delivered to Rosales and. went off with three 

other men, all with canes in hand. I confirmed my guess by asking* This was the 

mayor (second) and his three alguaciles. They were going to seek out a mozo. 

The comandante came by, suggested that I join him in listening to a news-broadcast 

now due to be heard «wey-ike from the large battery radio in the intendencia. The 
by 

Spanish newscasters were too fast for me. He helped me/relating to me that the 

Jugoslavian pro-German government had just been arrested and announcement made that 

with British aid Jugoslavia would stoutly resist attack (from Germany). (The sad 
is 

truth «a that from Poland onward every British guarantee has been the kiss of death 

to small countnies—and with Jugoslavia?). When the broadcast is ended the inten- 

dente informs me that a mozo has been secured. Agustín appears and informs me 

Julian Cotuo is coming to my house to have me wrap the two papayas which he is « 

sending Juan Rosales as samples of his new yield in accordance with Rosales' request. 

I arrive home to find Julian already there. His wife. Elena Gonzalez,and 
6s40 

three of his daughters had come with «hem him. Lois relates that in the in- 

terval between their coming and my arrival the following had taken place; 

^vtíAtJ&káíHl&táuxA-iíi****^*** ^^¿*«*N¿4a*«ft»É=*i£á 
feáafafetsMaa&aiM 
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About 6«20 Julian, Elena, Delfina, Isabela and Josefa arrived. (Other men do not 

bring their wife and family when they visit in our house—but Julian is landlord.)- 

He asked for me and was informed that I was away to the intendencia.  They brought 

three large papayas, two of which are to be aunt to Rosales, the other being a gift 

to us. Lois asked them to be seated. They sit down, he and wife taking chairs 

but the three daughters sitting on the floor (there were additional chairs). 

Isabela asked to look at a picture book. Lois says Tes. Isabela and Delfina 

pick up the three-little-jigs book and begin to turn the pages. Lois shows the 

brown doll to the visitors. Isabela and Delfina lunge for it, cry "Ai tiu." 

Julian, however, gives it to little Josefa. One of the other girls wraps her 

rebozo around the unclad doll. Josefa contentedly cradles it in her arms. Julian 

asks how much it costs. Lois answers that it cost 25/ in the States but much more 

in Guatemala. She Aid not say where she bought»--fr-it. Lois hears him say "barata" 

to his wife. He says to Lois, "Perhaps when you leave I will buy it for Josefa." 

Lois tells him that at them time she may give it to him as a gift, explainging that 

she cannot part with it now since she wants others to play with it. Elena points - 

to the decorated tinaja suspended from a rafter. Her husband quotes her as saying,, 

"Sell that to me." Lois explains that it is intended for taking back to the States. 

Julián asks, "Don't they have any there?" Lois says No. Lois asks him what he 

thinks it is worth. He says it is worth 18 or 20/. Julian looks at the picture 

book with the two older daughters at his feet. Lois tells him the story of the 

three little pigs* He translates his wife's inquiry as to whether the animals 

have changed into people (or vice versa?) since they are wearing clothes. Lois 

«aid sfiw-dirae* know. Julian says, " Tal ves. es solo un cable." He vaa keenly 

interested in the story however. At this point I came in. 

Julian asked whether I had a postal or some other wrapping material since he 

did not want the delicate fruits to become injured en route. I wrapped them in 

newspaper and put them in a cardboard box whloh I fastened with gummed paper. The 

kids made comments of surprise at the way the gunned paper worked. At Julian's 
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suggestion I wrote Rosales a note that the papayas were those he requested and 

that he should leave them one day in the sun and .then two or three days in the 

house. As he left I suggested that he stop in the intendencia to arrange to 

have an alguacil come to pick up the package and the note in order to give it 

over to the mozo I had hired for portage to Solóla. He agreed. Later while 

Agustín was here the alguacil arrived and went off with the package. 

On leaving, one of Josefa's parents urged her to give up the doll to which 

she was holding on tightly. S. interpreted the parents as saying that she does 

not want to leave it, that she will cry, and therefore could they borrow it to 

return tomorrow. Lois aaid nothing, went over to the girl with arms stretched 

out. The girl handed over the doll. 

While Julian and family were present S went about their business preparing 

supper. She had come in to wash the dishes but when she saw that we had not yet 

gotten* tp since there were visitors she assumed the responsibility of getting 

supper ready. She spoke a little to Julián and Elena. She was polite th them 

and they were polite to her. 

As we finished with our coffee Agustín had came in through* the back 

door, the same through which Julian * Co had left. He asked whether 

we would sell him some medicine to cure a wound on his brother's foot incurred 

the day before from a machete stroke. We asked where the brother was. He pointed 

out into the dark through the open door. We told him to ask him in. The brother 
entered 
•adei, his alguacil cane in hand. Lois undid the wrag he had wrapt arounihis leg, 

applied metaphin and taped on a light gauze bandage, telling him to return the 

following day. He had on a nfty-timee patched shirt. He did not speak much, Ag 

doing most of the talking on his behalf. He left promptly, Ag staying on. 

While Ag's brother was still here I answered a knock on the front door. I 

saw a person whom I recognized as the young dapper hunter of several days ago's 

encounter in Ag's house. He indicated that wanted to talk to Ag, hung back when 

I invited him in. Whan }L he saw that Ag was making no effort to come to the door 

7tOO P.M. 
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be promptly entered, walked through the house and went outside the back door which 

was open, beckoning to Ag to come out to him. As they were talking «ver something- . 

in private, S returned from somewhere, hesitated till the twp cleared the door-way, 

entered. When the dapper gentleman left I found out from Ag that his name is 

Felix Gonzalez p. and that he is a distent relative of Ag. 

When Ag and S were alone with us 1 brought up the topic of the gossip regard- 

ing Ag, his wife and S. I said Lois had told me the story and that so far as we 

were concerned we-were-nei-here any person could do anything he pleased without in 

any way incurring our disfavor since wa we were here to make observations and not 

evaluations. Neither Ag nor S. said much. Ag answered that it was true that there 

was nothing he would do to the tattler but that he was curious to find out his name 

from Rosales since he wanted to know who was the liar. There was little private 

conversation between Ag and S. She left before very long. He stayed on to talk. 

Ag answered that he had finally managed to see his sick sister, that she 

was very ill from severe rheumatic swelling/ of the hands and feet, and 

that her 10 mo8. old child was weak from lack of milk. This reminded Ag to say 

that a second favor he came to ask was that off buying some of the milk we received- 

every morning, as we had offered yesterday. We told him we would be willing to give 

half out milk (about a pint) if some boy would call for it* As for'the medicine, - 

he asked how much this would cost. I told him that this too would be free. He said 

that fret milk would be too much molestia but acoepted the idea when 8 (who was 

still here at the time) confirmed our assurances that we often had to throw away 

some of our milk because it turned sour before we could find a use for it all. 
Ag's 

He said that the baby would be at his own (has mother's) house and one of the boys 

could come daily to call for the milk. Lois explained that it was necessary to 

mix the milk with an equal part of water, both boiled and the bottle sterilized 

daily by boiling. When asked about a nipple he said that arrangements could be 

made to buy one in Atitlan. He said that no boy would be sent for milk until 

Saturday morning since they all would be very buey on the morrow doing *he-«ee 

n-.M+~jAm*m in connection with house building. 
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Ag's 
Already this evening has wife, his mother and some four other women (hired) 

were busy at work on the preparation of huge quantities of atol to he dis- 

pensed to the group of about 50 men who were going to participate in the making 

of the adobe bricks for the house on the morrow. Atol would be served in the 

forenoon. Ag invited us to come over and share in the atol drinking. He said 

10 or 11 o'clock in the morning would be a suitable time. He answered that 
only 

atol costumbres ocourred/in connsotion with the oommunal construction of adobe 

structures and not when stone-laid.houses were privately built. He said that 

there are conventitially three costumbres in connection with house-building. 

Once on the day the adobes are laid. Once on thd days the wals are put up. 

Once on the day the roof is made. It thus takes «only three days (not sequent) 

to build an adobe house,, once the perforations are made (lumber,etc.) 

One of the two adjacent houses in which the Pop family now lives will be 

torn down as soon as the new house is built, Ag informed us. The house in 

question is very old and very old fashioned, he volunteered, the roof being made 

of poles overlaid with corn stalks bearing a layer of straw topped with mud. 

I asked Ag whether it were true that a mother with milk must never refuse 

to feed one of twins. Quite true he said, for if not the espíritu of the offended 

twin who he agreed is a santo would punish the miserable by eating holes in the 

new clothes of that person, would gnaw holes like rats do. And did he know of 

cases? Tes he knew of suoh cases. Also he volunteered if one is eating fruits 

in the ppesence of twins or a member of a set of twins he must give over some of 

the fruit. If not he or she may be similarly punished by the espirita. You may 

sometimes notice, he suggested, that whenever a pandera sees boys around she asks 

whether any are twins and if so gives them some bread for not to do so would be a 

sin and likewise punished by holes ia-4 appearing in new garments. Must one give 

of fruit and of bread even if the twins who are around do not ask for it. Tes, if 

they are around. If one of twins has died is the other neverthelss to be given 

these things} Tes. And whether girl or boy twins? Yes. And whether young or 

grown? Tea* 
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Do you know of the creencia regarding doge? aeked Ag. I asked. He ex- 

plained that one must always gives tortilla to a dog that it present «hen one 

is eating. If one does not he is apt to get a swelling of the knew» knee, some- 

thing like Andrea Tuch had, Ag suggested. But Andrea's swelling came from an 

injury, he added) others that do not come from niggardliness toward dogs. May 

swellings result in places other than the knee? No, only on the knee. Does his 

family always give tortilla to a dog when one is around while they are eating? 

They do. I mentioned that some time ago the wife of the carpenter had come to 

ask for a remedy for a / knee that was puffed as if containing water and specu- 

lated whether this may not hare been caused by mistreatment of dogs. "Debe ser." 

Since women spend such a large part of their lives on their knees grinding 

I had always been surprised that there were not more oases such as those of Andrea 

and the carpenter's wife. I had similarly wondered about ailments of the hands 

from grasping grinding stones. Having in mind the excrescent sore in the palm of 

Maria Rosales, 1 asked Ag whether hand ailments betokened any kind of sin. He 

knew of none but added that it is said that furrowed palms .( presumably such as 

Rosa,the daughter of Manuela Cox, has) are caused by passing whirlwinds. 

I reviewed with Agustín the classes and numbers of persons who know how to 

effect various types of cures. They are as followst 6 leJorines. 2 practicing 

comadrones, 1 old erstwhile camadrón who know only effects cures, 1 bone-setter, 

1 person who knows to extract snake-bite poison (and another such who is also one 

of the «ajorincsl. In addition there are two people who can extract teeth*. 

QMI88IOH1 Whan Julián saw the brown doll he immediately inquired whether 

it were not an africana» So far no other has made this correct observation. 

The features of the doll are non-committal. It's coloration is deep brown, per- 

haps a slight shade darker than the average Pedrano. 

Pages 9-17 written by Ben the same / evening. Previous pages written 

by Lois from detailed field notes on 4.1.41. 
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A si es siempre de Manuel. Yo le dije a Manuel cuando el metió conmigo 

la primera vez.    Porque el me regalo la cana y también yo le dije 

que si yo me va/ pasar algundja cosas mas tarde usted pudieras hacer 

debater como hombre.    Porque a mi no me gusta si usted vuelve a repentir" 

se otra vez.    Porque los hombrea he oida yo,cuando alguna mujer se ponen 

embarazadas y si les dejan ya ni le pueden a verse los que fueron. 

Y hace tres dias que no ha nacida el bebe cuando el se fue de la costa. 

Y cuando el vino se puso bravo ni me qu&ria hablarme, solo se pasara 

con bravo.    Ya ni queria hablarse.    Cuando estuVo una muchacha con^migo 

y Manuel le aregaño.    Yo no quiero que usted quedar aqui con la mujer 

el dijo.    Lávame los trastes los que están aquí sucios y me puedes 

guárdame todos.    El dijo con la muchacha que estaba antes.    Y la 

mujer cuando ella se levanta - yo no quiero^dijo Manuel,que ella 

puede tocar mis trastes (con.)    Cuando ella esta bueno vaya alAlarse 

otra casa porque a mi no me gusta que ella está aquí.  Cuando Manuel 

esta en la costa la hora que la bebe se va nacer su papa fue (Pedro 

Pwe¿) a llamarle a la pátera.    Y también el fue a recomendar unas 

ropas que no sirvió para el nacimiento.    Una mujer se llama Jesusa 

el que fue a lavar todas en la playa y su papa le pego a la mujer 

antes de todavia no ha venido Manuel Y También cuando cumplió la 

semana cuando Manuel vino el vino a consejarle a su papa*    Usted no ' 

puedes meterse con la mujer porque talbez a usted oreo que era mi 

hijo.    Pero no es.    Puede usted comprenderle un poco que ya no quiero 

que usted sigue llegándose con esa mujer.    Porque a mi no me gusta. 

Como ella viene áqui solo a nacer bebes .    Y ahora el papa y Manuel 

amboz no quieren hablar con migo. Y Manuel que le llamaron ante la 

jl&era y la pajera dijo con Manuel - "que have  usted con el bebe?" 
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Sí    Si la mujer ha comida algo/ 

Mi    No sé', el dijo 

Si    Como usted no sabe 7» Jebe de saber porque la mufter que usted fue el 

nenjf. 

*Í     Ella siempre dice asi.    Pero ella estaba haciendo mentiras.    El nena es 

gente, no es animal, yo puedo recibir que hubiera mia,. pero no.    Muchas 

gentes me cuentan asií"4^ (. i ¿^ <\ lu^) 

Si      Debe ser suyo, porque la mujer está en su casa.    Y como ahora usted no 

quiere dar algunas para comer. Es pecado lo que usted hace.    Porque la 

mujer ahondestá muy débil? 

Mi        Que ¡uno -ayi, porque yo no le dije con la mujer que viene aqui solo 

nacer bebe/   Yo quiero que la mujer se quite a mi casa porque no me 

gusta asi lo que ella estaba cantando a las gentes.    A mi no me gusta 

el patojo porque no es mió. 

Si Es pecado porque usted hace asi.    Asi son los hombres todos*    Primera- 

mente ellos dicen unds cosas muy buenqs cuando se meten con nosotros 

y en proximo asi hacen - mejor usted no puede conseguir otra mujer 

porque puede hacer asi otravez.  (Y asi salimos*) 
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Yo le llamé    solo para esta mujer - dijo la pátera.    Y yo quiero saber que 

dice usted.    Yo no se dijo Manuel.    Debe de saber porque la mujer dice, 

dijo la patera, porque yo quiero que usted le va conocer los gastos para 
P 

ella,  (Maria Pjwyí- partera).    Porque su papa fue a llamarme a mi dijo 

la partera.    Tairei es de el, dijo Manuel - talvez de mi papa, porque yo 

no se esa mujer.    Pedro también estufero con nosotros cuand)  el bebe nació 

y el fue a entregarme a mi a mi casa después de que el nena nació, dijo 

la partera.    Yo no ss, dijo Manuel, yo no puede dar le ningunas cosas 

para la mujer.    Yo digo la verdad que la mujer cuando seeste bueno 

que se quita de mi casa.    Porque a ella cuando vino alelarme la casa ella 

no me dijo nada de que solo viene a nacer-bebes aqui y salió Manuel afuera» 
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S. rushes into the house and with a certain amount of excitement 
81OO A.M. 

in her voice announces, to me, "Ya se mjíurio la mujer de ayer". 

Before I could say anything she,"Let's get paper and write it down",  ofcviously 

falling into the pattern set yesterday.    As there was no typewriter in this 

room I took her dictation down in a notebook, although it would probably 

have been worth the few extra minutes which it would have taken to go into 

the office and take it on the typewriter.    (I am copying it one hour later 

from the pencil notes).    She dictated the following to ma At a slow,even 

pace, having quickly learned from yesterday's experience at what speed I can 

take it down.    She appeared to want me to get down every word just as she 

was repeating telling it, as occasionally she would halt then repeat the 

word or phrase to make sure I had written it down.    There may be a tendency 

to cut the story short because this method of dictating takes away some of 

the enthusiasm or excitement involved in the telling of a story and it/Very 

soon become^ somewhat boring to the informant.    She told the following 1 

"La mujer se msurio a las seis y media en la mañana.    Juan Garcia le 

llamó , estaba listo para morir.    El dijo que cuando le llamó ella le dijo, 

'Entre todos nos vamos a morir si yo me muere. Por favor vayase usted a 

llamarle    la commission de la intendencia.    Pero yo me morí a mi me dijieron 

anteayer porque causa de Vinenta Cortes"1.    I interrupted to ask who Vicenta 

Cortes is and why she oaused the death of this woman. S. continued, "Vicenta 

Corte* es mujer de Pusul.    Ellas siempre pelliaron.   Antes las dos mujerer 

vivieron en la misma casa con Pusul.    Pero la 'Cion se corretíe*on de la 

casa pero ellas siempre se peltiaron.    Dicen que Puzul fué con ella en su casa. 

•Cion dijo que ella fue anteayer en el cielo y vino un hombre y le dijo que . 

ella lleegará *¿f* causa de Vicenta Cortes.   Nunca tuvo asientos a ella ayer. 

% I 
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"Estaban dos patojas,  se llaman Candalaria y Clara,con ella durante la noche. 
<       a las dos de la mañana    ^ 

Ella les llamarían en-ia-neehe y les embrazo* cada uno-y besó cada uní en las dos 

lados de las cachetas. Ella se puso .contenta porque las patojas estuvieron 

con ella todcl la noche.    Y se levantó de su cana como a las dos de la mañana 

y empozo* a recordándole a su hijo grande.    Le quería comer algo pero no hay 

quien le di6.    Tortillas tostada, calentado, quería y Vicenta Cortes, mujer 

de Juan Garcia, empezó calentar sus tortillas cuando ella se murrio.    Cuando 

las com*iisslone8 llegaron no habla con el intendente, no pudia hablar. 

Vicenta Cortes mató una gallina porque se le quité el gusto,  se puso « ntenta 

porque mufrio su enemigo.    Ahora está comiendo afuera §¿t carne de la galiana. 

Llegó Pusul aya , el le levantó de su carna^ recostó en la caja. Vicente Cortes, 

(wife of Pusul) fué a comprar una candela para ocho centavos y la-dejó en la 

casa, para envitarse a la muerta* 

"El intendente va4preguntar a Manuel cuando el vaAregrasar de Solóla 

si el quiere crear el bebe.    El puede pagar a quien le valorear.    Si él no 

quiere le tiene poner un averivacion .    Manuel llegó con la mujer anteayer 

en la mañana y le preguntó como esta.    Ella le preguntó s¿ hay remedia para 

alleviarle pero el dijo 'No sé, puede usted preguntar a la partera'. 

"Ya entré la mujer para poner ropas en la muerta.    Ella se llama Maria 

Ixtetelá". 

"Does ene always put on the clothes for those who die?" 

"Yes,  she always puts the clothes on the dead ones." 

8il5 A. M. 
S. aattxshe would go and find out more and would return later/ 

She returned at 8»30 and said that Vicenta Cortes, wife of Pusul, 

"se puso contenta ahora, esta condenda gallina afuera/. La mana de ella que 

se mueTió se Uaná Petrona Mat zar y su papa se llamó Gavino VAyes y su hijo 

se llana Gavino Gonzalos Pusul.   El es hijo de Pusul.   Ahora el intendente 

le telefonó y el va^venir hoy." 

I suggested that we take candles over there, and S. seemed very willing» 

^y.:^^«.'.»ka¿É 
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We arrived'at the house where yesterday I had visited the sick woman. 

Juan Garcia» the only man present at the time» accepted the candles and 

placed them in empty wine bottle a.    The coffin in which she was lying was 

facing the doorway lengthwise, foot toward the door.    Juan Garcia bought 

the coffin from Francisco Yoxcum, the carpenter, for two dollars. Women 

and children stood In the doorway and along the right side of the oof fin. 

To the left of the doorway inside «a- an oidor woman^kneeled and alongside 

of her several children*   At the tine we entered there were in all about 

ten or twelve children , all girls* present.   There were ten women present 

including myself*   Juan Garcia stood on the left side of the eoffin and 

Juana Ronche stood on the right*   The tee kept up an almost steady stream of 

talk.   Juan Qaroia did most of the talking and I gathered from occasional 

words whioh I could understand that he was recounting what the woman had said 

to him before she died*    The sister of the woman was present*    Later when I 

asked 8* how it was that yesterday she had told me that the woman has no rel- 

atives, she replied that she did not know because the sister lives "arriba"* 

The sister sat on a small stool to the left and back of the eoffin and 

periodically would break into a wailing •   While she was wailing in a rising 

crescendo she would oall out her sister*s name and sometimes break into   a 

very rapid and loud stream of talk.   Shortly after we entered the house I 

heard her mention the word "extranjera" in the midst of what seemed to   be   a 

tirade*   When we returned home I asked 8* what the woman had been saying while 

we were there*   She replied that the woman had said something about mo*   I said 

I knew as I had heard the word*   No doubt 8* knew that I had heard this and 

it is interesting that of all the things the woman had said she thought I wanted 

to know what she had said about me*   She said the sister had complained that 

perhaps I gave the woman a medicine whioh killed her* "But Juan Qaroia said 

that she never came to see her eieter when she was sick but the fx¿ra¿n¿e£a, 

Ítt^eÍjB$aw*tP*ra ella y vino a7*r 80l° ooa P*11 franc#B 7 °*n «•"•.* 
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O.IIÁ 
"T también alia dijo que una vez ella fui a San Pablo con su hermana y ají* 

se peinaron". 

Manuel Pusul oame shortly after ve arrived. He stood outside the door ; 

when I left he thanked me for coming. He had tears in his eyes. S. told 

me that earlier in the morning he had come and looked up the boxes belonging 

to Conception and had put away her things to give to her son when he arrives. 

During the hour or so that we. were there two other women oame in with 

oandles. Each time a new person oame Juan Qareia apparently recounted again 

what had happened and onee I heard him say the word "espiritu". She sister 

started to wall when the newcomers arrived. This may have been coincidental 

only. 

When we returned home and I had asked S. to tell me what the various 

people had talked about she told first about the sister^then she said that 

Juan Garcia said that he had been giving food to the woman during her illness. 

But Uanuel Cortes did not know about it. He said that when she oalled him 

early in the morning she wanted to tell him everything that happened in her 

life and wanted him to eall the "T^f1?1! from the intendencia to have it 

written down , but bp the time they arrived she could no longer talk and soon 

died. She told him that she had lived with Uanuel Pusul for seven years. S. 

answered that during that time Conception and Vicenta Cortes got along veil 

living in the same house. The woman reoounted that she vas the true wife of 

Pusul booause whenever he went to the ooast she went to work with hia, when* 

ever he vent to the cumbrq she vent to work with hlj. When Pusul had 

the cofradías in his house she did all the work. He had,in the following 

order» La Virgin, Rosario, Sacramento. S. said "Ella se levanté cuatro veces 

ayer, lastima. Ella le .dijo a Juan que en la noche vino Manuel Pusul a su 

cama. Pero es seguro que Pusul no salió de su oasa en la noche. Juan dice 

que talves ella encontró eon el espíritu de ManjMl. T ella dijo cuando el 
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espíritu vino el le pregunté 'Porque hizo usted así?' 7, Juan dice, ella 

dijo que le contestó 'No se porque le hice pero cuando voy a morir no quiere 

que usted papilar oon la Vicenta.   No quiero pleifea*n 

S. answered that Puaul is very angry- at Manuel Cortes.    He says that 

Banuel had no bu8ines8"metersen with Conception.   He says that her son only 

went and borrowed the house for her froa Manuel and when Manuel comes back 

"he will do what has to he done" (he,.meaning Puxul himself).    S. continued, 

"She washed and ironed all Manuel's clothes for bin and then he left her to 

die." 

S. continued, volunteering, "Juan dice que cuando Clon le llamó , ella 

le dijo 'Mire,Vicenta está en frente de mi y esta comiendo dos huesos de 

gaBLna'. Si, ella supo que Vicenta va ^corner galina y hoy Vicenta ha comido 1 

Pero Juan dice que Vicenta no estuvo allá, pero 'Cion le vio y dijo también 

a Juan que Vicenta dijo que ella estaba comienda las piernas de 'Cion." 
As\e.«vt»» 

Although 8. had earlier said that Conception did not have sioa*ffi6 yes- 

terday , when we returned home she remarked that the "stomach of the woman 

was very swollen". She explained this by saying that the asientos had remained 

inside and that the woman had not been able to urinate or defecate yesterday* 

While we were at the house of the dead woman, Juana Rooche had bent down and 

tapped the woman's abdomen. It looked bloated, even though one could not see 

much except the outlines of the body and head. When she had done this there 

was a noise as though tapping on something hard. Juana also unclenched the 

fingers of the left hand of the dead woman. I got the impression that her 

position (Juana's) was one of an expert who knows about sueh things more than 

the ordinary person* 

I asked S* whether the sister of Concepción knew that I had given her 

medicine. 8* said that she only thought perhaps I had given her some but 

that Juan had told her I had only brought bread* I asked 8* what she had said 
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to the sister when she made this statement. 8. said she had also told her 

that we only took bread and soup to her. 8. knew very well that I had giren 

the woman three pills, one of which she had taken. She did not defend the 

medicine but in defending me had denied the giving of the medicine. Earlier 

in the morning when she came the first time 8. had told me that she had looked 

for the envelope containing the two remaining pills (yatren) and had found 

the envelope in a basket where the woman had apparently put them, but oould 

not find the pills. She ventured that they had probably fallen out on the 

floor. When later this accusation came out I wondered whether 8. had wanted 

to take away the pills this morning because of some fear that if they were 

seen I or both she and I might be blamed. I tried to assure her that the 

pill which the woman had taken oould not have harmed her and that probably 

by yesterday she was beyond being helped or made worse. S. seemed to accept 

this but 1 am not sure whether she was wholly convinced. 

I asked S. whether Vicenta Cortex was not afraid to appear "contenta" 

over the death of Conception. S. answered, "No, no piensa pero una vex 

o* 
ella vaAmorir." I said, "Siempre, todos van a morir una vex pero ningún 

sabe cuando? 3. said, "Así dijo la *Cion a Juan que todos vamos a morir 

como ella murió también." She continued, giving an example of one of Ana's 

chickens which might be walking around one day, not knowing that later that 

day it would be killed for us,"and so it is with us? she said. 

S. prepared lunch while I oontinued typing this mornings events. I 

noticed that she had set the table for two and asked whether she was not goimg 

to have lunch here. She seemed embarrassed and asked why I was asking. She 

then said she would not. I asked whether it was because she oould not or 

did not want to. She said she could but — did not finish. I asked whether 

it was all right with her mother if she ate here. She said it was. I could 

not discover the cause of her embarrassment over the suhjeet but told her 
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-that sinos she vas sow cooking perhaps it would be well if she could eat 

lunch here, that is if she wanted to and did not find the food too strange. 

She remained to lunch but did not seem at ease* 

During lunch we mentioned that Julian Cotuo had told us that his wife 

complains about his cooing home late in the evenings although he maintains 

he has been talking with the men.    8. said. "Everybody knows that Julian 

always has women.    Not so long ago there were demandas   brought by Elena, 

his wife, over two other women, Caterina B*ee and Ifadelena fit sí.-  Only 

a few weeks ago Elena went to the house of Caterina Iw£e and found Julian 

with her.    There was a demanda".   What happened? "4ke- Caterina was fined 

and so was Elena".    But why Elena, asked .Ben.    "Perhaps they were fighting 

in the intendencia or she called her bad names.    The women are always 

punished more than the men.   We women talk to much.   We talk without think- 

ing.    But when men talk they think of what they way." 

We heard someone crying next door and Ben guessed perhaps it was Ifadelena. 

S. said no,she thought it was Ieefceia   Josefa, Julian's daughter.    Ben eojV- 

mented on the temperamental nature of Ifadelena - one time she will be happy 

and five minutes later will be crying.   He compered her with Conception, 8*8 

little sister, who,he said, appeared more even-tempered.    8. replied"that is 

because 'Clon now has a little sister.    She was the same way^before.   And when 

Ifadelena'• mother gives birth to the baby, she will be better.   It is always 

like that when the mother is pregnant,   it is bad for the youngest ohild, it 

is somethag like mal ojo.   They always want to eat fruits.   They are always 
Ifadelena 

asking for fruits and other things because the fruits, for example, that/She? 

eate nourishes (alimentar) the baby that is inside her mother. 
in lengua -C^V-fc" 

Ben asked S. the name/of the sickness whioh one gets when they de^et 

give tortillas to dogs who enter while persons are eating.   This was occasioned 

by our neighbor's dog entering the room.    S. laughed and said, "No, no, it 
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isn't true that 'dog's-head' comes from this."    She agreed that eon» people 

say it does hut she vigorously denied it.    "What it really comes from", she 

said, "is from going out in the street in an angry mood."   Ben asked if 
(Ouxiflw) 

anger too was the cause of rajaduras in the palms.    She neither deniedt>r 

affirmed this hut said it came from aire.    Ben then suggested that more 

specifically it comes from the whirlwinds.    S. answered that this was true, 

that if one is going about in the streets or in   the fields and looks dir- 

ectly at a whirlwind by accident or design he is apt to contract this malady. 

It is better to go about one's business and not look directly at it. 

She laughed and volunteered that there is a belief concerning broken 

bones and dislocations.   (j was still nursing my dislocated ankle*) "When 

people talk inwardly , saying things to themselves,they will break a bone 

or dislooate a bone. For example you (meaning me) might have been saying to 

yourself 'It's late and we haven't eaten yet'".    I suggested that perhaps 

I had said "We had a fine time today ", wanting to see whether a "good" 

statement would also cause the paid result.    S. agreed   that I might have 

made this type of statement.    Ben asked whether Manuel Cortex should not 

have broken bones sinoe he is said "fe* frequently^talk to himself*    S. said 

"No, that is different, he is loop"*      Ben said that talking to oneself is 

like thinking, isn't it?   "No", she answered, "es aparte".   Then she gave 

a rationalistic reason for the belief saying that when one is talking to 

oneself it is easy not to see where one is going and therefore to stumble 

on a stone or something in the path.    s. left at It 30 P.M. 

Ibis afternoon we had our first big rain sinoe we arrived in San Pedro* 

It started first raining lightly, but at four o'clock it oame down heavily* 

The children next door were playing on the porch.    Isabela Cotue was here 

with them*    She was dressing a doll made out of a stiok with a bottle neck 

stuck on top for a head*   José Ihria Gomales came to get some more straw 

from the roof of his house.   He had a poncho around his shoulders* 
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At 4i45 P.M.    8. came in and offered to go to buy meat.   We decided to 

wait till the morning as it would not be ready for supper.    Ben had gone 

just a few minutes before to the intendencia   to mail carda and letters which 

j^ he had been writing this morning and afternoon*    8. volunteered that 

\\ vfyk       Conception was buried at three o'clock this afternoon*    She also volunteered 

*>•  yycjrjfr   that word had come by telephone that the San Pedro football team had won 
y*vV \Xtf^>   "     todaT •* Solóla but unfortunately. Jose Ifaria Gonzalez P. had broken his leg 

V ny/ seriously and might return hone today.    The team will go Thursday to 

Solóla to play.    Many teams came to Solóla to play todayi from Atitlan, 

Santa Lucia, Santa Catarina, Ixtawao&n, ek . 

8. says it is now going to rain for three months.   Today in San Juan 

they are planting milpas de maize, frijolee negros, blancos y colorados. 

Says they put on ulas when they plant in the rain.    Says Ana has some 

greens in a basket out in the rain in the yard.    Says these are eaten in 

Semana Santa.    Says tbyy will also eat pan con flores, miel blanca, hueros. 

pescados del mar,. 

8. joked about Ben going to see Ifaria Juarez, the old mother of Clara 

Rodrigues.    She saidv "I'm a characotela and in the night I saw when he 

left her end said he would come again when Ldisa «eta paseando." 

8. asked what Inglaterra ie.   We told her it is a country far away. 

Ben said there are many countries, like China.    She said "Tee , there are 

many Chinos in San Rafael and in Chioacao." She said they don't know how . 

to speak well.   When I imitated the tonal qualities of Chinese she said 

"Tes they speak like that".   Do they speak Spanish?   Tea, very well. 

Ben asked,"How do children learn languages?.¿fcüé the children here, how do 

they learn lengua!"   They learn it from their parents. "For example if 

yew-wewiá an extranjera baby were brought up here would it talk lengua or 

English?" asked Ben*   "Lengua, of course.   If you would take the baby left 
by the woman who died, it would talk English just as good as you*   People 

to" 

>4 

J—< ¿ «¿*.. 
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are not bora with language} they learn it".    Does everybody believe this?    J-r-Jlyyt' 

" Sure? 

fcV. OMISSIONS and OBSERVATIONS!  (Written by Ben)   „- j^r   ,] 
was D4P[ 

The rain that began at 4t00 P.M. were the first real rain of the season. Our 

sour-puss nabor Andres was caaght in the downpour for he came here home with 

his straw hat, his clothes and his horse drenched. Others were seen hurrying 

past with xerga (like a chimarra) over their heads. As soons as the rains cease 

children are seen in the big puddles scooping water into toy jars -and dishes. 

At the intendencia the intendente told me (Bfrn) *» response to ay inquiry,that 

the rain was welcome, it was good for the sewn main it was provecho. No, it 

would not come daily, only from time to time. I left word with Rafael in the 

secretarla to have our landlord Julian come over to discuss the repair of the 

office roof which leaked badly and wetting some manuscript and a typewriter. 

In the intendencia I also discussed with the first and fourth regidores the 

prospects of getting canoe sevice to and from Panajachel at the end of the week 

in order to visit the Solóla fair. They agreed that it could very readily be 

arranged. Tentatively we decided to leave Friday morning and return Saturday 

afterdayvnool. 

(It is now at 7i00 P.M. of this day and S is talking freely of cases of espiritas*) 

S. balked at going out into the rainy dark to retrieve a pot. I did it for her. 

She laughed at first but later explained that during the rain there is a plethora 

of espantos. Always it is this way. More especially, S. vividly recalls the sight 

of the dead Cion today and on this account is acarad. I ask her where the spirit 

of Cion now is. She explains that it is walking about the streets of the town and 

will do so for 20 days. It goes about with a pot gathering the spit and the seei 

snot that Cion had left in the Various streets and houses she visited during her 

life* Thus do all espíritus. These espíritus are dangerous to encounter. They 

are apt to grasp one or to blow an *fceé»-fa«« into on¿s face. The soared subject 

•5,r ii niftiViiM 
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contracts asientos and remitting. S. answered that never do espíritus do good) 

always harm. To assure us of their existence S said that surely we must have 

had dead persons appear in our dreams^what other than espíritus could these be? 

S. volunteered the case of Melchor Juares (not he of the cofradía) that 

occurred two years ago. Melchor was returning to the village and on the way net 

his brother José carrying a matate. Melchor greeted him but his brother did not 

respond, why dont you answer, for we are brothers? queried Melchor. This oc- 

cured on a Wednesday. When he got home he learnt that Jose had died on the 

previous Monday and that it was only the brother's espíritu that he had encountered. 

(No» espíritus never speak to one, only in dreams, answers S.) He learnt it in 

this manner. In the house he met his uncle U Clemente Juares and asked of him 

regarding his brother José. He was told that José was burled last Monday. That 

is a lie, answered Melchor, for I just met him on the lake shore; only he didn't 

talk to me| maybe he was enimeg enjmigo with me although» never have we quarreled. 

But it turned out to be true that José had really been buried. 

Did S. ever meet an espíritu? Never. Her father? Tes, in San Juan. L¿hg 

age? JpB.   About how long ago? About a year ago. What happened? Her father, 

Marcos, was returning from a trip to Quetzaltenaggo, tqpther with Manuel Gomales, 

brother to S's mother. As the road passes^ a certain aguacate tree in San Juan, 

the horse that^with them suddenly began to snort as if his wind were being inter- 

fered with. The horse continued to make gasping noises. It was the ghost of 

the Juanero, Domingo Yojcom that was strangling the horse. Ghosts can be soared 

by making a certain sign with the left hand but in his sudden fright Marcos- forgot 

about this. He made a cross of his belt and put this on the horse. This chased 

away the ghost. As the malevolent spirit went his way it could be seen that the 

trees and all bent down before itj it was a great wind and Marcos could heas it 

rush past. The horse continued to gasp all the home from San Juan. How is it 

known that the ghost was that of Domingo Yojcom? It is certain,for the incident 

occurred at the foot ox one tree where Domingo was murdered (hanged?). How long 

*.¿*.i*A*MÍ.J¡¡*Al¿ai-rt* 
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ago did he die? About eight years ago. But why is his spirit still about, why 

isn't it in gloria? Because he vas killed. And people who are killed never 

go to gloria? Neverj neither do people vho drown. The ghost of Domingo Yojoom 
many 

has been causing harm to/people for many years. Was he had when he lived? No, 

it was only because of the way he met his death. How long may this go on? For 

a long time, until we die. Did Marcos know him when he lived? Yes, well. 

S. volunteered, as well, the story of the ghost of Seoora, the former wife of 

Julian Cotue. Her daughter was with her when she died but she did not know that 
she 

.her mother was dead for/appeared to be asleep. Someone knocked on the door and 

got no answer. The door was not looked and they wla walked in. They tried to 

wake her but she was dead. Who knows how long ago she died for the daughter 

thought she was sleeping all the while. The next night Rosa Cox, daughter of 

Húmela llórales, dreamt could not sleep. All night the espíritu of the dead 
because Rosa's 

Secora was grasping her foot. This was 6*«/mother was enemiga with Seoora. 

The/were enemigas on account of Esteben, husband of U&neuela*  Manuela knew 

that Esteben had slept with Secora. 

S. told these cases of espíritus while she was washing the supper dishes. 

Once she got started she swept on with more and more feeling, supplying more 

and more details and incident after indident. it seemed that the subject and 

reality of ghosts has been vividly aroused in her mind by her view of the corpse 

today. At one point S. speculated that the spirit might oome to her because she 

saw the woman so recently. Lois asked why she should fear the ghost since S. had 

done her only good. She answered that the spirit might QOOB and ask, "Me perdone." 

Why? Beoause S. had helped her. (This vague points' needs to^be cleared up.) 

After S. had breathlessly told about Seoora (of. twa paragraphs up), and was 

hurtling through another incident, I began to ty£e as she went along. I was left 

way in the lurch writing up what she had said about Melchor and Jose (page 11). 

In the meanwhile Lois got going on the other^ypewr^tpr reoJaing subsequent incidents 

(pages 12 and 13), The last incident jshe rolate^was that of her father's experience 

which I reoorded after accompanying her-hoáe. Lois' recordings followt 
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"Once I&nuel Cortez^not the one who is loco-) hijo de Josefa Creadar 
f San Pedro  Cutsam 
Q>ablino Cortez? was his father)^ went to the  coast/    When he arrived he went 

to the house  of his relative Chico Sac  (Francisco), his cousin.    The women 

in the house,  including Chico's wife Maria,  did not tell him that Chico 

had died three weeks ago.    While he was sleeping on the ground outBide the 

house during the night he  saw through the fence his cousin Chico walking 

around the house.    He  said to him,' Chico go to bed,  go to bed, it is not 

time to be walking around.    Your wife will worry about you, go to bed Chico. 

But it was the  spirit of Chico and suddenly he blew air out of his mouth 

and disappeared into the air.    He  said,  Chico where did you go, where did you 

go.    He called the wife, Maria, and when he told her that he saw Chico she 

began to cry and told him that he died.    Hanuel started to shake all over 

and throw up and immediately he got diarrhea from fright because then he 

knew that he had seen the spirit of Chico.    The wife, Maria,  said it was 

certain that Chico's spirit had been there because khe  dreamed that he came 

into the house and touched her all over and touched the :baby all over and 

embraced her." ' \u« x.i •> 
(When t£& oldestvs0f brother Lencha died I didn't dreaaítü. 

"When my sister died I did not dream of her./ But I was little then like 

'Cion.    But before she died she told us that we should never be afraid because 

she would not do any harm to us.    And my mother dreamed about her after she 

died and in her dream she said she would not do any harm.    She looked like 

my little sister,  'Cion,with green eyes and hair like hers.    She too was - 

called 'Cion."    Her mother was triste    for her for  six months.  S. thought 

this was a long time. 

"Last night Ventura, my brother-in-law^ dreamt that he was walking in 

the  street with Chorna^    They were talking when suddenly she disappeared. 

He lost her and couldn't find her again.    It is a sign that something very 

bad will happen - and she is pregnant now." Does Chorna know that her husband 
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had this dream?    "Sure, but  she doesn't know anything,..   This morning  she  said, 

'Do you know, Ventura says he dreamt last night that he lost ma' but my mother 

became very triste because  it íB certain that  something very bad will happen. 

Vy mother says it  is so because it is the  second time that he dreamt  about 

this.    Once he dreamt that he  lost his coat while he was out on the water. 

If a person dreams that he loses his wife like Ventura dreamt it is a sign 

that  she v/ill arrive  in the cemetery.     Or if a wife dreams it of her husband. 

Or if you dream of losing an article of clothing it is a sign that you will 

lose a child or husband or wife or something can even happen to yourself." 

Ben writing* 

Thus end the incidents recounted by S. tonight. The last one to be typed 

vas the first one she told and vas typed after she left; it is the story about 

Seoora and Rosa. It vas told with many more vivid details but these eluded me 

by the time I got around to recording them over an hour after the telling. 

ADDENDA! 

First caller this morning was Julian Gotuc vho came in at 7tl5 with $13. 

in quarters and $2 in bills with wihie which to redeem the typewriter which I 

had bought for him through Uolina. Hee asked me to count it but I told him that 

I had faith in his ability to assemble the correct sum sinoe he vas village 

treasurer. I gar* him the receipt that the former owner, Mr. Rryta, had maid* 

out, what a small piece of paper, said Julián. He would make out a nice large 

factura and have me sign it, he said. Before taking the machine he asked me to 

show him how to fix the margins. He left satisfied. 

Then I returned from the intendencia at about St00 P.M., Juan Bixoul vho 

vas at his window asked to be allowed to look at a revista, I gave him a copy 

of Lit*. He did not yet return it. 

During a large part of yesterday and today, Graciela Gotuc has been weaving 

*«3P=*HtSISJ toy Delta of (mail?) leaves. She makes many of them, She is persistan^ 

(.Moles ^Apdl <ftuuujH\/aü i ff^t^MíUUi. ¡ Q&i*€t$J<OMU ¿MMJ**) 
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I go out on the porch and am surprised .to see Josefita about with 
4«00 A.M. 

a fire burning.    She is talking aloud. 

I notice Isabela Gonzalez prepared to go to. the Atitlan market. 
7 «00 A.M. 

She is walking tawards Ana's house with a basket of ripe tomatoes 

on her head.    Two daughters are with her.    One of them is carrying in her hand 

a. white bag, as if with maize. 

Melchor Juarez and Valeriano Navichok come in through the front door. 
7;30 A.M. > 

They accept my invitation to be seated.    They have come to ask a favor. 

In the name of our canton they are asking me to loan them some money.    The canton 

owes son» $8.75 to two Atitecan cerradores hired by the canton to cut down its 

share of the beams and other lumber required for the repair of the church roof. 

The cerradores are now through with their work and are expected to arrive today 

at the house of Juarez to get their money. They worked at the rate of 7/ per 
and 

vara of tendal.    By special collection a loans off a few people all but $2.75 

has been raised.    This is the sum they would like to borrow from me because * 

the cerradores are not of the pueblo and willing not be willing to wait for their 

money.    How do they hope to repay it?   By general collection withing the canton 

as soon as permission to do so is obtained from the .iefetura in Solóla.    When   — 

may this come?   Within two weeks.    How are the other cantones doing?   Tar shorter, 

but that is their problem.    How many cantones are theire?   Four.    (Tax had--told 

me I was wrong in recording that there were only four in San Pedro.    I later 

asked S and she too said there were only four.)    I loaned them $2.00.    Thaúksr •• 

they said, volunteering that they would call me to the next meeting dealing with 

the  church roof.    They left. 

Jose Maria Gonzalez comes to the cane fence.    I see him and go out. 
8 tOO l.M. 

He says he has come to invite me to witness his tile oven in action. 

It develops that 12t30 or It00 will be a good time.    He leaves. 
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8i30 A.M. 

almost 
Little Madelena Cotuc is playing in the yard with/equally little 

¿osefa Cotuc, her cousin.    They play with toy pots and moist dirt. 

They come inside our yard,  sit down and begin to play.    I approach them. 

Josefa looks as if she is about to cry at my coming.    I withdraw a pace and 

greet her with uaw* "awatz Josefita."    She does not answer.    Mádelena tells 

her te "awatz ta kátza-é?" ("hello,  sir, tell him!').    X had heard others say 

this many times to Madelena but this was the first time I heard her prompt 

sen someone else.    Of recent days Madelena has become very friendly, coming 

into our yard and even out house alone, even at night.    This dates from the 

day she and other children played with the brown doll we brought out. 

Elena Gonzalez, who is visiting, informs Lois that there is a 
9t00 JB.M. 

merchant with Totonicapan hai cortes.    He is called in.    He asks 

$4 and $5.50 for two attractive wool skirts.    Lois offers $2. and $3.    No 

sale.    When he leaves, Elena answers that it is true that women here pay 

as high as $4 and $5 for woolen skirts.    Most buy cotton ones for around $2. 

A girl named Madelena Gonzalez (mother» Ana Yojcom)  comas over to 

sell a dark blue man's shirt for $1.50.    It is in the form of two 

pieces of cloth not yet made up.    She agrees to sell it for $1.25, takes one 

of my shirts to know size, agrees to show us the cut pattern before it 1B 

sewn*    Elena Sonzalez interprets for here 

3. goes away to exchange the meat she bought earlier in the day. 

Lois calle out to her that she need not do it.    S., thinking L is 

angry, goes her way. Elena who remains behind says S thinks Lois is angry.at 

her.    Lois is angry since S has not been doing her housework but Lois aid not 

think S was aware of her displeasure.    Because Lois had made an unimportant 

remark about the meat S apparently adcribed Lois' anger to this cause,    it is 

possible that S had misjgivings about the meat she bought for she came, back 

with better meat and a story about the carnicero. 

9t30 JB.M. 

10 tOO A.M. 
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another 
S relates that one butcher may bring court action agaist the other.    One 

of the four butchers now has no store of his own; one is being built.    This • 

carnecero, Juan Se quec, rents the tienda of the carnecero Juan Chavajay.    Today 

instead of being present to cut meat for customers,  Sequec went to the cumbre, 

leaving his young son Francisco in the store.    This boy is only about 11 years 

old i according to S. and neither knows how to cut ma at nor has he written per- 

mission (license) to to so.    As a consequence the first-comers have been getting 

nearly all meat and nearly no bone when they asked for carne sito'huesos.    Those 

who came later, including 8 on her first tip trip presumably, got nearly all 

bone and cuero.    Complaints cams in and Juan Chava jay came to see what was wrong» 

It was he that gave S. the better cut on-her second trip.    That's her story. 

While S. was away to change the ma at, Lois said to Elena Gonzalez 
Ifi tmB A.M. 

that maybe next time she would buy ane of the Tot&capan skirts. 

"Para Susana?" queried Elena.    No, for herself, explained Lois. 
to 

A friend of Elena Gonzalez comes in/have Lois type a letter for her. 
10t30 A.M. 

She is Lorencia Coche, grown daughter of the outgoing first regidor. 

The letter is to her brother-in-lawAwho is in cuartel at the capital, expressing- 

&   \\P       concern over reports that he may not corns back from the city.    Lorencia could not 

Sf \tF speak Spanish.    She told her story to S who told Lois what to wiite.    Elena Gon- 
^4» ttill o. wtnuoAv rtAM»ee( art/red, »+i¿L 
.4^ zalez wasAstanding by.    As Lois finished this letter/Elena Gonzalez/asked 

whether we had any paper as she would like Lois to write a latter for her too 
•t» tur ár*na, «73¿I* G*+iu/ex a/i* M* ea«j*J€J 

but did not have any paper.    This lettei^ said the family would like-to know - 

..,.. how he is, getting along) that his. sister, Elena, is taking care of his wife 

and son and also asked whether he could not send a little money for his 

wife and son.    Both women ask S. how it is that there are two copies of the 

same letter*'   They are somewhat bewildered.    S. explains that we can make 

more than.-one copy at a time with carbon paper.    (Lois has made a carbon._ 

oopy of each of the two letters).    S. says the women asked because .they did;  ,   %"S 
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not know such a thing could be down? that the secretary always types only 

one copy.    Elena Gonzalez leaves her letter here saying she will con» by 

later in the afternoon to pick it up to take it to Ignacia instead of 

nailing it.      I*u.***t* ts ja¿*¿ ó •£&• t¿ty ~t> -nitf-^/iA, /trujutui &xxtc ¿it &uttn/e.fl, 
Elena &«A<*--l>e*.d**¿>y 

During lunch Lois asked S. why «he had changed her mind this morning 
D 

about selling two telas for a boy's shirt which Elena had in her apron when 

she returned shortly after seeing us buy the shirt material from Madelena»5-. 

S.  said that this material was intended for Elena's little brother Nicolas 

for Semana Santa.    The three shirts,which Elena had brought for me to see, 

were made to sell to tourists.    S. admitted that these were not as good as 

the ones made for their own use here.    S.  said that Elena had not intended 

selling the material for her brother's shirt but had it with her to take to 

Rosa Bixcul to have sewn.    Rosa charges ten cents to sew a small one and 

sixteen cents for a large one.        (  £OlS  UI^IT'N/G  hJOtyA 

Ben asked S. whether she had been visited during the night by the 

spirit of Conception, the woman who died yesterday.    S. answered that she 

had not but that' all night  she thought she felt  something behind hr but when 

she would look around there was nothing.    She volunteered that all during 

the night she could hear Puzul and his wife, Vicenta, fighting.    She  said :- 

Vicenta ridiculed (burlar) him all night because he got drunk on account of 
r 

Conceptions death.   We asked S. again what she knew of the relationship 

between the two women when they lived in the same house with Puzul.    She. -::. 

answered that she did not know, she thought they were always friendly.   Three 

years ago- Concepción left the house and at that time S. said she was in- 

San Pedro Cutaai\ and does not know why Concepción left.    She. thought her 

mother would probably know about that.    Later in the afternoon when I (Lois*) 

came to write up this discussion I asked S. whether she could find out about 

the conditions under which 'Cion left the household of Puzul*    S. replied. 
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that aha had asked her mother about it this morning and learned that  'Cion 

was not from San Pedro but came here from San Pablo at the age of seven. 

By that time she had lost both parents and came to the house of Manuel Puzul. 

I tried to find out who brought her to Puzul or how it happened that she 

came there but S. only said that the child herself went to Puzul and he took 

her in to raise her*    After he raised her and she grew older he began to 

have intercourse with her.    When she first cam» into the household Puzul was 

already married to his present wife* Vicenta Cortez.    S. guessed that 'Cion 

was about thirty or thirty-two at the time she died and since she left Puzul's 

house three years ago she had been with them for about twenty years.    S. 

said that the reason 'Cion left was that Vicenta went to sons woman» nan» 

unknown, who told her that it was not good for her to have 'Cion in the house} 

that in later years she might replace her "and such things".    Then Vicenta 

believed everything the woman told her and for that reason 'Cion was made to 

leave.    The latter had two children by Puzul. the first, Pablo, died.    Gavino 6»t4x«¿z 

is the one who is now in cuartel. 

S. answered that in San Pedro Cutaast the woman get their water from 

rivers which are near to the houses.    This discussion was still at lunch» 

S. answered that the courting customs are similar there*    But whereas the 

man here always approach the girls from behind, there the man "le agarra" 

from the front.» < The man there court the girls when they are walking on   - 
''"*" " on their heads 

the road with baskets/of things they have bought in Chicaoai.    S. answered, 

"Of course- their clothes are the same as here, they are PedranosJ'.    Co    ' 

they marry girls from here or do man here get wives there?   Tes, frequent- 

ly.    In San Pablo the men also agarrar the girls but a girl can only have 
-tix. <**yu»« 4¿»^\ 

one suitor.    If one should find out that another is couHingAthS^'men^will 

fight about it.   But here they have five, six or even seven*   No, they 

do not quarrel.    In fact if one gets to the playa first and spies the girl 

4'^.^^í 
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he will whistle  (demonstrating by cupping her hands at her mouth) to the 

others to come.    The one who calls the others goes first but they change 

turns.    If one is first one day he will probably take a later turn the 

next day.    In San Pablo they court the girls on the playa or on the road 

outside of San Pablo.    In AtitIan they buy their women.    They are always 

"robado" but the following day the girl's father will say to the father 

of the boy "my daughter is very pretty, you have to pay me twenty dollars 

for her".    If the girl is not pretty she will be bought for ten or fifteen 

dollars.    Is that good or bad?   It's not good because if the girl leaves 

in a few weeks she is paid for.    But perhaps the money is returned if she 

leaves in a short time?   Ah, yes the money is returned.  *They fatten them 

and kill them in Atitlanf   Is that true?   No, they say that herejthey 

ridicule them for selling their women like animals. 

After lunch Ben was called to go to tne hcuoo of Jose" Maria Gonzalez 

' to watch the making of tiles.    When S. returned with water after lunch. 

she said, "Vicenta (Rosales) says that Siena Gonzalez is always telling 

lies".    But I thought Vicenta is a good friend of Elena's.7   "Yes they 

are friends but sometimes Vicenta will tell Elena something and tell her 

not to tell anybody and the next day she finds out that everybody knows 

«bout if»    This was no doubt occasioned by the incident of this morning- 

when Elena/is''supposed to have told S. that I was angry at her because of 

the m»at•which S. brought.    When S. had told me this on returning with the 

meat after changing it I told her that I had not said anything about the 

meat to Elena* 

S. asked me whether I would write a letter for her. to a friend in 

cuartel in Guatemala. Just as we were getting ready to write the letter 

Elena Gonzale'z,who had been here this morning to have a letter written for 

her, returned bringing an envelope.    She had not had an envelope this 
morningand I said since we do not have many I would give her operand-¡shel 
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© uld return it later sometime.    She  said she liked to see me write on the 

typewriter and wanted to stay while I wrote S's letter.    She sat down next 

to nB at my invitation and S. dictated the letter to ms an a slow pace, 

most of it,  one word at a time with pauses in between.    Her manner and tone 

of voice was serious and I got the impression that there was a great deal, 

of feeling under the quiet, but very serious tone of voice.     It was not yet 

2i30 P.M. when S. left.    (Copy of letter written for S is appended to today's 

notes.) 

Ben writingt 

68s S's letter to "Chepe" seems to weaken our Ag-S hypothesis.    From the 

letter it appears likely that she hankers after someone in cuartel, either Chepe 

himself or his friend, whoever that may be.    It also seems to explain 68o S's 

hitherto inexplicable action of going frequently to the front door and gazing 

up the street.    This has not been happening of late but for about a week straight 

more than two weeks ago she went to the door on* the flimsiest pretexts.    It now 

seems likely that she was awaiting the return of some friend of reihtive from 

the city bringing worl of her special friend in cuartel.    The returning person 

she could have been re-wttrning ecpecting may have been her uncle Valeriano 

Naviohoc,  carnicero, or her cousing Pedro,  son of the carnicero.    S had Lois 

write the letter because, like the two others,  she wanted to take advantageyt 

the fact that Ignacia Ifendez was going to visit her son in cuartel.    Two days 

ago when she ventured to type some words on the typewriter for the first- time- 

(she typed my name), S commented tfait perhaps one day she could slowly type out 

a letter to Guatemala.    I had answered her that it might be more efficient to    - 

have Lois type it for her.    It was obvious that she would never be able to knock 

off a letter by herself.    Witnessing the other two correspondents may have quick- 

ened her interest in getting off the letter she may have been mulling- over,in ... 

her mind.    (Correctiont    Lois now reminds me that two day's ago S told Lo£s.!stb^t| 

^L«& JP«ti°n«d to her that Lois would write her letter.    In a ftfefanta 
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2i30 P.M. 
From the office Lois heard our neighbor Josefita singing the melody 

of "Long, Long Ago."    Lois goes to the. fence and sees Sosefita weaving-/ 

a huipil for herself.    Lois begins to sing the same melody.    Josefita registers 

surprise, seems pleased, talks to Lois about himnos in lengua.    Lois doesn't ••- 

understand most of what she is saying but gets the idea when J asks,  "There afe 

many creyentes in your country, aren't there?"    Lois tries to tell her that half 

the population are creyentes.    J. excitedly talks to her daughter Graciela Cotuc 

and her niece Isobela Cotuc who are at Ana's house, telling them about Lois know- 

ing the himnos. 

Rosario Pop, baby in arms,  comes into the house to visit with Lois. 
3i30 P.M. 

(I am still away watching the preparation of JM's tile oven.)    Rosario 

brings with her a gift of 4-8-pa*aanes 3 plátanos.    She asks about S and is told 

that she is not here.    She accepts Lois' offer to be seated. Lois brings out 

the doll and shows it to the baby.    Rosario asks how much it costs.    The 

baby doesn't react to the doll.    She is eight months old and is probably too 

young to be either pleased or displeased with it.    Petrona, the baby, wets 
Lois' 

on-ay lap as she is holding the baby.    Rosaria begs Lois' pardon but Lois 

says it is allright; that bab¿& don't know about such things.    She asks 

Rosario at what age children learn to go outside.    Rosario says at two or 

three.    S. had earlier said they learn by the age of one*    Lois asks"And 

until then they just urinate when and where they please?"    Rosaria-says yes. 

Lois aiks Rosari© whether she knew the woman,  'Cion, who died yesterday. 

Rosario says she did and went to see the corpse yesterday.   JBm got no infor- 

mation from her, just an expression of sympathy about the woman and her 

newborn baby.    Rosario said the baby was now with the wife of Rafael Gonzalez 

(schoolteacher) and that Manuel Cortez was having his meals cooked for him by 

Petrona (our washlady)..   Rosario said her little sister, Magdalena, is afraid 

to come here because LoJ 

thgee **gaB as a gift. 

o*c£ 
to come here because Lois gave her medicine*  When she left Lois gave her 
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While Rosario was in the house Our new little assistant Josefa cane 
i 

in to indicate that  she had returned from her week-end trip to the coast with 

her father.    She brought a gift of 3 paataaOB.    '(We had given her a gift of 
her 

a handkerchief a few days ago.)   Ufe tell/she may start to wark for us again 

tomorrow at 8:00 A.M. 

I return to the n«ve« house after having spent nearly three hours 
4:20 P.M. 

in the neighborhood of the playa watching JM build hi* up his tile • 

works.    While there I took extensive notes in pencil.    These will be transcribed 

as pages of today's notes.    When I returned Rosario Pop was' still in the 

house. 

Agustin Pop comes in the front way with the mail which has come in 
4:40 P.M. 

early.    He watches me open an issue of McCall's and of Life.    I give 

these to him to thumb through while I read +the two letters he brought.  (One 

from each of our JüLks.)    Rosario Pop is still here.    She leaves, Ag remaining* 

Alone with us, he pulls out a bottle of white honey as a gift.    He says he and 

his brothers collected it yesterday in the monte.    His little brothers about -•• 

a month ago had discovered a hollowed tree containing a lot of honey.    Yesterday 

the three of them went to gather it up armed'with bottles.    They hacked open the 
sting's 

tree, gathered some eight bottles of miel blanco, came away with bee-biies. 

It could be seen that the regiona around Ag's right eye was still puffed. - "Is 

that why you had your hair over your eyes?" asked Lois.    Ag became very embarr- 

assed, laughs in confusion.    He and I leave the house to witness the wedding..he"", ^ 

says is scheduled to take place in the intendencia at 5:00 o'clock this afteraooia., 1 

On the way there Ag tells me that his face was so swollen yesterday that he asked   <| 

leave to remain away from the office.    He said one of the three stings was above 

his eye*   When he unwisely scratched it the- swelling spread all round his eye. 

He continued to laugh embarrassedly in recounting this.    He says there .are two - 

kinds of.bees, those that bite and those that don't.    He recounts how he and.hi^   Jj 

brothers gathered up a huge amount of honey a year or so ago which they, 803,1*14^ 

.;$JMÉJfcfe^Ui&tlé but no ae received,a single,sting. 
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marriage to begin, 
I was away at the intendencia waiting for the wedding-eereaeaies 

5tl5 P.M. , p 

but Lois later informed me that at this time Florinda, Isobela and 

Josefa Cotuc asked permission to come into the house.    Lois invited them 

in and after they had stood around for a few minutes without  saying anything 

she gave them a magazine to look at.    They sat down on the floor to look at 

it.    Flordina turned to Lois and said she had heard that Lois knew some of 

their hymns.    Lois said she had heard them in the UnitedStates.    Florflnda 

said she had a book of these hymns at horns and would bring them over for L. 

to see.    After they had been looking at the pictures for a little'while 
muñeca 

Floriáda said quietly "awi «ae«a?" but not directing her question directly 

to Lois.    Josefa then asked also where the doll was.    Lois told Florinda that 

áie was afraid to show the doll to Josefa because the  latter would want to 

take it home with her and would perhaps cry as she could not allow her to take 

it.    Floriada assured L. that her little sister would not cry.    L. gave them 

the doll to play with.    Josefa kissed the doll and appeared quite excited 

over it.    When they got up to leave in about fifteen minutes Josefa resisted 

a little having the doll taken away from her and looked as' though fa e might 

cry but she didn.'t. 

In the meantime, I was hanging around the secrataria waiting for the- 

marriage proceedings.    I glanced through a late issue of a Guatemalan daily 

addressed to the comandante while Ag at his desk was writing something which 

I guess mayhave been his diary for   Rosales.    He slipt the sheets under the -:. 
' *   ' - '  'by 

the table cover.    The marriage was delayed somewhat/a meeting of the intendenta 
concerning '. • 

and the regidores tovelvtag the Solóla fair. •    - 

At-6 fcrfael Gonzalez and Julian Cotuc enter.    Baf invites me to enter with 
,0<? PtM*    them into the intendencia adjoining the secretaria to" witness the - 

proceedings which are now going to take place..  We file in, as do others.    The 

intendente opene the session by tinkling a bell on his fUg-drfcped table. - The     ^ 

secretary, standing to the right of him, begins to read the aviso in his husk^ 

y.t&Ll w¡S8ii& L¿ÍS¿tólÉÍ»,iktÍ!Íí5*tí.i.K n ?*h¿&¿<Já 
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voice. He next reads several sections of the national law regarding the meaning 

aa of marriage and the duties required of husband and wife. Thereafter the ***• 

intendente again tinkles his cute little bell, stands up (?), and asks the-bride 

and the groom whether all this is~ OK with them. They memble Yes. The secretary 

again reads something and the  deed is deea done.    The couple is married. 

The couple being married sit in the first bench immediately before the - 

intendente.    The boy is 20 years old but appears to be 16.     She is 16 years old 

but looks older.    She is wearing her rebozo around her neck; her hair is in rib- 

boned braids.    The boy wear an open ladino shirt and light ladino'work-pants. 

He wears no shoes.     (For description of the seating arrangement and listing of •••• • 

the attendants,  cf. notes for 4.1.41 and diagrams for same day filed under Exhibits.) 

The civil proceedings are terminated by having the witnesses sign the certificate 

read by the secretary.    All the others present including myself are asked to sign 

as additional (courtesy?) witnesses. 

We file out of the intendencia.    I expect to go home for it is now *i 
6t30 P.M. 

past  supper time.    Ify expectations are not realized.    In the meantime 

Lois is also expecting me home.    It is raining and she wonders whether to come 

to the intendencia to bring my slicker.    S. has come in to the house and when 

Lois suggests that she is going to call for Ben S. expresses fear at having 

to stay alone in the house*    Lois decides not to go and asks S. whether she 

has eaten supper yet.    S.  says she has not*    Lois suggests that the two eat - 

alone and-not wait for Ben.    As they are having supper S. kids L. about Ben's 

being away and tells L. not to be sad about it.    L* suggests that perhaps • 

Ben is drinking since he went to a marriage.  S. asks what marriage is taking 

place.    Then reminds herself that she saw Encarnación Chavajay today with a 

big basket of breads on her head.    These were undoubtedly for the marriage S. 

thought.    She Baid it is sure that they are drinking as it is customary. 
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I go out into yard and notice that our neighbor JoBefita is already 
2i00 A.M. 

gringing corn. A fire is going and ehe is whistling softly through 

her teeth. Later in the day S explains that Andrés left early for Quetsaltenango 

to complete the selling of his chide pease. Nicolas and, I believe, Alberto went 

also. That is why there was grinding so early. 
at U*iX^-r^a 

A man's sash is being woven next door. Josefita is relieved by her 
Forenoon 

sister Elena and by the latter's daughter Florinda. Josefita says 

she will sell the sash for 40/ if we wish it. S. says that this is the standard 

price for men's sashes. Lois later finds out that this sash is smaller than the 

regular man's size. 

Florinda Gotuo hauls out a hymn book; She and Lois Bing creyente songs, 

standing face to face over the cane fence, in the hymn book were songs with 

Spanish words accompanying the tunes of American songs,both religious and 
Spanish titles. At the beginning of the 

secular. The songs had Aae»áeaj^*4*leewe**-in«l*ded-*a«k-ga¥«-* book was an 

index listing the English titles of the songs from which the present hymns were 

adapted. Some of these titles were "America," "Home, Sweet, Home," "Lily of the 

Valley," "Holy Night."  Later in the day Florinda asked Lois why Lois did not 

visit the capilla. S. sa$d that she might do so sometime if it were OK for one 

who is not a prevente to do BO. (We go as Catholics here.) 

While S and her assistant cooked lunch and cleaned the house, Lois finished 
I 

typing the notes for 3/27/41. In the morning fien asked ¿osé Maria Gonsales, who 

was hauling away the last of the straw on the roof of the unaccupied house,-whether 

his brother Ventura was going through with his adobe-making plans in the face of 

the fact that the weather promised more rains. JM said that the large group of 

voluntary helpers assembled at the adobe site this morning, drank a few tinajas 

of atol, and disbanded since Ventura foresaw adobe-ruining rain. 

I straightened records in the office until Rafael oame ever at 10*45 A.M. 

i 
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10>45 A.M. 
Rafael Gonzalez arrives.    We go into the  office.    He answers that he- 

has done much work for Juan Rosales.    He spent three months going all 

over the village and the di stant fields making tewo large maps.    He  says he ha& * 

time till noon.    I type this as he  sits here, thumbing a recent issue of LIFE and 

smoking cigarets.    I explain that it goes more  slowly when I take material down 

on the machine but in the end it is quicker for me for I do not have to trans- 

cribe.    I tell him that jresterday's wedding was the first I witnessed and since 

T was in on the whole works I now want him to help me recall all that happened. 

Ra£ ans» that a notice of intention to marry has tijbe posted on the door of 

the  secrataria two weeks before the marriage takes place.    At this time the groom 

goes to the    secretaria to hand in an escrito on paper, sellado, purchasable for 

10/ (purchasable in Solóla or Atitlan), termed a fé de edad.    This was made out 

by the local secretary about a week prior to the posting of the aviso.    The secy 

took the data from el libro de naeiaeintc nacimientos which is in his charge as 

registrador civil.     (In Solóla the offices of secretario and reg.  civ, are held 

by separate persons.)    The  following data is written onto the fe de edad:    Names 

of the groom, his two parents, his two sets of grandparents, the camadron who 

assisted at the birth of the petitioner; the names of the two witnesses appearing 

in the libro de nacimientos; the age of the petitioners.    In short the fe de adad 

is a straight copy of the enty in the book of births.    The fe de edad is signed 

by the registador civil and by the intendente.    In this case the groom, Pablo 

Méndez C, age 20, appeared to take out both the proof of age for himself and 

for his bride, Encarnación (8hona) Gonzalwz Y.    This means that the boy had paid 

20/ for two Tápeles sellados for this purpose.    He got the money from his father, 

Alejandro Méndez G., with him he lives in Rio Sarco on the ©ast-lands.     (They 

have fields in San Juan and San Pedro which are rented out and they in turn rent 

lands in Rio Sarco on which they gnrow corn,  chili»,  cotton, and yucca.) 

Having secured the two certificates the boy next went to have some one who 
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could write prepare  for him an escrito.    In this case he went to Julian Cotuc. 

Most people do for their escritos.    Others who sometimes preparé escritos are 

Juan Peneleu N,  Rafael Gonzalez G. and Juan Bixcul M,  in that order of popu- 

larity.    Escritos are not only for marriages but for pleitos (inter-familial 

and in regard to property disputes).    The  latter type  is much more frequent. 

There are   only about 3 or 4 casamientos per year.    Strictly speaking only those 

persons are casados who are married civilly.    For these the word in lengua is 

k'ulani?    There are nnly twenty or. twenty five such in San Pedro.    Of all the 

others who are married only in practice and not by law it is said "tiene mujer," 

Some petitioners do not offer payment to/éhose that write their escritos, but 

the majority do.    On the average they offer 5 or 10/.    A few give 20/. 

The escrito para casamiento was written as follows.    The father of the boy 

had asked Raf to accompany them to Julian to have the escrtio made.    They arrive. 

The father says, Perdone,  que lo vengo a molestarlo.     Que me hiciera Ud el favor 

de  ir a testguar a mi hijo  que va a unir en matrimonio con Encarnación Gonzalez 

entre de 15 dias en la intendencia, municipal de este. 

Julian contestó:    Está bueno.    At this point the father and- excused himself 

saying as follows»    Bueno pues,  don Julian, me despido de üd.,  Que le venimos a 

molestarlo en su casa.    He took Julian's hand and bent over making a near-kiss. 

Raf also g&ve-h shook hands with Julian and the tewo went away to their houses, 

the boy remaining to await the execution of the escrito. 

At is customary Julian asks the boy whether he and the girl are in good 

health (4 formal question required by the law.    The answer is always Yes.).    He 
him 

asks then whether he knows how to work in the fields and whether the girl knows 

how to weave and to grind.    Finally he asks whether they are agreed to live to- 

gether.    The boy answers all questions in tie   affirmative.    Julian signs the 

paper.    So would the boy if he could write.    In this case Pablo affixed the right 

thumb print in lieu of signing, as is customary.    Witnesses are not necessary .     

when thas escrito is made. Raf called just for confianza.    Neo. are the 2 fe de edéV. 
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Having remained in the office till 12jl5, by which time I had laborious- 

ly written the previous two pages, Raf left agreeing to return at 2 p.M/ 

He returned at 2«30 and for a half hour I kept bin busy drawing two diagrams while 

I finished making some emendations in the notes yesterday. The diagrams are those 

of the *• seating arrangement in the intendencia and in the cofradía that took place 

in Pablo'8 wedding which we are here in the midst of describing. 

Why The civil ceremony began at 6«00 P.M. only because there was some other 

business in the intendencia (regarding the local exhibits at the forthcoming fair 

in Solóla, according to Ag), otherwise it might have beguna at 5i00 P.M. However 

it might just as well have been that the ceremony started at 8 in the evening. 

Several of the four regidores spread over the official table the bandera nacional 

which the intendente had asked the first regidor to bring for the occasion. Nor- 

mally the national flag reposes in one of the cofres in the cofradía of San Andrés 

housed with the first regidor. The intendente sent the message with one or two of 

whichever of the ten alguaciles that happened to be handy. Melchor Navichoc un- 

locked the cofre containing the clothes for the saint, brought it to the intendonóla. 

It is the first regidor, with the aid of any of the others,' that spreads the flag 

on the civil table. This flag is used only in cases of marriage. It is a symbol 

of the national law. It is not legally compulsory, only a local custom. 

The flag spread, all may now enter* Only interested parties are there. Others 

are not prohibited but they have vergüenza and never enter. (A diagram of the seating 

of those present in Exhibits). The bride and groom sit next to each other on the 

first bench. Padrino and madrina sit next to the groom and bride, respectively. 

The groom may sit on either side of the bride but always the godfather sits next to 

his oharge and the godmother to hers. She 

The wedding godparents are selected on the day the aviso is posted. This is 
two 

two weeks or more before the wedding and perhaps a week after the/fe de edad and 

the escrito was secured. At the time, the groom arrived in the seorataria with his 

three documents, gave them over to the registrador (really the secretary), left. 

The secy typed up the aviso which according to law is publicly posted in order that 
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any already existing spouse of either party nay complain and prevent the wedding 

that is about to take place. A person may have more than one spouse so far as 

the lav is concerned but «aly may not marry another if a present spouse objeots. 

On the day the aviso is posted or on a subsequent period but before the day 

of the wedding the wedding godparents are selected. In the present case, the father, 

Alejandro Méndez, came in ferom the coast to select the godparents. In the evening 

at 7 or 8, as is customary, he and his sone arrived at the house of Juan Péneles 

and his wife Clara Gómale*. They brought no gifts. «hey The father always speaks 

on behalf of the boy* He simply informs the man that within say IS days his son 

is to marry and would they please be godparents. In all the village only two 

persons are ever asked to be godparents« Julian Cotuo and Juan Peneleu. Their 

wives serve as madrinas. Raf answers that these people are-used serve because 

they are the most well-known in town, each having served as intendente (alcalde 

formally), secretary, treasurer. (Only Julian has served—is serving—in the 
perhaps 

latter capacity.) There are older, and/more venerable, men such as the principales/ 

but these men are the only ones who know of the laws and things mere secular. 

Juan and Juian never refuse and there never is a charge. It is true that Julian 

and Elena are Protestants but since the office of marriage padrinos is only a 

civil and not a religious function they do not mind. At present there are no 

mrrigge ceremonies in church, hence there are no padrinos of marrigge other than 

the two parties mentioned. *•*-**——— ••—!»«——*•»»•*.*——|m«^p——ah— 

tlMa-eaáriaoe. Raf says that according to the law that came out about three years 

ago, padrinos are not needed for civil weddings, only two testigo». But he believes 

the villagers will continue to have padrinas because it is costumbre. There are 

always two witnesses and these are in addition to the padrino». They nay be any 

persons. Friends are generally selected. In the present case Alejandro selected 

his friends Raf and flit» Julian. He came to their houses, without his erne son, 

on the same day the aviso was posted. It was on this same day that he and his a» - 

visited the godparents. Another reason Alejandro oame to town was to arrange about 

«sing the house of his brother Balbino for the evening .anfrttnnbXfJ» 

it Miihgi.fiW-'«A""a»-^-*rfigl <«3i*«afc..*i»«fcftfcft&»«f 
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In former times the selection of godparents was different. Ten or fifteen 

years ago there were long and drawn out conversations and pretty speeches between 

father and prospective godfather. This talk is called in lengua zarmén tsix 

(conversation-palabra). It still takes place in the entrega and the recibo of 

the six cofradías and the aeaee-ef-tfce first regidor ("oofradia" of San Andres)} 

it also takes place at the annual fiesta of the respective eefraidia cofradía. 

(Thus it would seem that there are «erne 13 occasions for «amén tsix during the 

course of a year.) 

Few people marry civilly. In this case it occurred at the behest of the 

bride's father. The couple united six months ago and went to live in the house 

of the girl's father, José Antonio Gonzalez, in Rio Sarco. The father has two 

wives, both ladinas. He lives with Elvina Arehlla, who comes from Santa Clara 

la Laguna. He also fights with her. The fighting is over his other wife, Manuela/ 

who hails from a finca called Madrid which is located near Chioaoao in the Departa- 

mento of tfasatenango, and who lives only a few blocks from the house of her two- 

timing husband. José Antonio fights with her also and the two women fight with 

eaoh other. You oan't • blame the recently married couple for not liking the at- 

mosphere in the house of the girl's father.. Both wanted to leave* They oame to 

live in a house located on the lands of the girl's father that are located in the 

cumbre above San Juan. In several days the irate father—Raf calls him Tono— 

telegaphed the Intendente of San Juan to arrest the son-in-law* Pablo, for forsaking 

(abandanar) his house* This was done. When her husband was put in cárcel. Encar- 

nación, ease to San Pedro to live with an aunt, Magdalena Petzey. The gloomy groom 

remained in jail three days* The father of the unfortunate lad was informed of his- 

fate through this Magdalena. He hastened to San Pedro and together with his brother, 
c 

Balbina, went to Solóla and sought out a lawyer (lioendlado). Alejandro can hardly 

talk Spanish} that is why he took his brother along. The lawyer prepared an escrito 

which the brothers took to the Juzgado de primera instancia in Solóla* The Juss, 

of this court this same day ordered the Juez de paz, of San Pedro (same person as 
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the intendente) ianediately to investigate the reason for ha the incarceration of 

the boy and to release him immediately. Allá se levantó el acta'que el muchacho 

no tenia motivo y se ordenó para su casamiento. 

In his telegram that put the boy in jail Tono had said that the boy raped 

(or abducted—raptado) his daughter, that he should therefore be put in jail pend- 

ing the arrival of the father «hoe would see to it that the boy married the girl 

officially. But Tono failed to arrive (Raf doesn(t know why) and the boy was de- 

tained three days until the San Pedro intendente arrived to set him free, even though 

the law prohibits the retention of a prsioner without charge for more than 24 hours. 

The crafty ladiae- secretario of San Juan asked the boy to give him $5.00 in order 

that he marry him. The boy had no money and besides this request was highjacking. 

The boy was brought food while he was in jail by his wife. The intendente of SP 

brought the boy baok free. This was before Balbino and Alejandro oould return from 

Solóla because the order came through by telegram. The attorney was paid 50/Í or §1, 

The day following the one on which he was brought baok here, the boy arranged 

with am a regidor to get the necessary papers sellados from Atitlan and immediately 

went to the secretaria to secure the two fe de edad as previously described. Raf 

gwe guesses that the father arranged to get money to the boy. 

Reverting to the seating arrangement in the intendencia when the wedding took 

place yesterday, we find that in additon to the couple and the godparents the 
•paternal paternal 

first bench was oooupied by/grandmother of the bride who took the place of the 
maternal 

dead mother and by the paterae! grandmother of the bride. Raf. says it is customary 

fev-4fc«-materaaa-«waRéJieth«v-ef-4he-eráde-«e-«e--ereeaet- for all the living grand- 

parents of both the bride and the groom to be presnt. Both grandmothers of the 

bride were present but their respective spouses oould not attend because they are 

dead. All the grandparents of the boy are dead. The mother of the boy would or- 

dinarily be present but she was busy on the coast. Mothers and grandmothers sit 

on the front benoh, mothers sitting nearest the children. The fathers and grand- 

fathers always sit on the bench behind, in no specified order* But men-folks 

never sit on the front bench with the women. The groom and the godfather are the 
*> , 

TJ"ftüfi¿H^"d&ifft-*ffe t-^nr 
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ekaya only men to sit on the front bench. Ihe women never sit other than on the 

front bench. On this particular occasion the two male lineal descendendts living 

and present did not sit of the rear bench because the hostility between the two 

fathers arising out of the arrest of the groom had not yet completely «- cooled 

off. That is why José Antonio sat on the dé side bench and not with Alejandro 

who occupied the customary position. Balbino, an uncle could have sat down on the 

rear bench but it was his gusto to sit on the e*fc«*> side (opposite side of Tono) 

The two witnesses and I sat on the side but we could have sat on the rear bench if 

we had so chosen. In other words the only fixed arrangement is of the couple, 

the godparents, the female lineal ascendants, and the civil officials. 

The seating order of the civil officials, starting with the one who is closest 

to the intendente and therefore the me*-ia first in rank, aret Reg.l, slnd., Reg 

reg.2, reg.3, reg.4, policía. So it was this time, except for the fact that the 

4th reg could not be present since he was out of town. The policía is always eveeeiy 

present. The acting Mayor and the alguaciles remain outside on the benches. They 

do on all occasions unless called in by the intendente or whoever is acting in his 

place. The secretary always stands and may be on either side of the table. The 

intendente is always seated before the table. Should he be absent the 1st reg. 

officiates but does not take his chair nor his post. He assumes a position at the 

table but to a side, the sindico and other officers moving up a bit. The interpreta* 

can be present or absent as he wishes. 

At 6i15 I asked Raf whether he cared to go home to eat now. He answered 

that he wasn't hungry and would suit himself to my convenience. Since 

Lois had come in to say that supper would ready at 6t30 I told him we would work 

another 15 minutes. We did this. I typed through the previous paragraph. Raf 

offered to come back in the evening to finish the marriage details but sine* it 

was just beginning to rain, he decided he would come tomorrow instead. He left 

through the kitchen. 

During the afternoon when Lois handed me an April-fooler note, I mentioned 

the import of this day to Raf. He said that there Is a similar day here, It falls 
on Deoimber 28 (he wasn't sure) and is called m dia de los inocentes. 

6t30 P.M. 

i4£*ikúUi¡ ii^wfcj****-<ffrf*. J*A*<*.»*itJ 
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2tl5 P.M. 

While I was busy in the office most of the day with Rafael* Lois was in 

house typing up some information given her buy S and making notations to be 

typed up later. She records what happened as followsi 

Lois writingt 

Ben was still in the office with Raf• I gave S. two handkerchiefs 
12i00 noon information 

telling her that it was a little present for the heiy she has 

been giving me which has been very interesting. S. looks at me quizzically 

when I give them to her. when I have explained why 1 gave them to her she 

puts her hands on my waist and squeezes me a little playfully. S. remained for 

lunch and stayed to.wash the dishes after lunch. She left at lti5 P.M. 

S. comes in carrying a bunch of fifteen large and beautiful bananas. 

She asks if we want to buy them for three cents. A man from Nahuala 

is selling them and she thought we might want some* We buy them and give a 

banana each to Josefita and to Ana Q. When I give the banana to Graciela 

for her mother» her cousin Florinda,who is sitting on "fee porch weaving, 

says Ntiax xun wws". Her mother, Elena, standing near gives her a slight re- 

proving slap but doesn't really discourage her asking. I get another banana 

and Elena sends little Josefa to get it from me. After Josefa has it in 

her hand Florinda still asks for one. I don't give any more. 

The three pages that follow (pp.10-12) were typed on the spot. This 
NOTE 

page is being typed on the day following. I now recall that in addition 

to the data that follow S told met 

It is said that a number of little girls, as young as 6 years, were going 

to Solóla to weave at the fair. On the subject of weaving mock belts of leaves 

S assured me that her tiny sister 'Cion could do this, (doubtful.) S. described 

with amusement how *Cion plays that she is cooking, weaving and talks to her* 

self when she plays. Lenoha and 'Cion are always fighting she said. When'Cion 

is playing with her real or make-believe toys Lencha always tries to break them 

up, kicking them with his feet. She described Lencha as being very "tonto". 

gjü^ii¡Skit.ttíítSa^ac¿tai¿;iAk¿L¡j 
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S. came in by the front door just ae I was buying ingertas from 

Juana Gonzalez, three for a cent.    S., later told me that Juana 

always goes around selling various things, meat, bread, fruits , which she 

buys in Atitlan.    S. volunteered that Juana has cracked hands and therefore ••- 

should not be selling.    Whenever a person has any sickness they are not allowed 

to sell.    Besides she doesn't have a license.    S. joked about getting a license 

for herself to sell things.    When I asked what she would sell she would take 

cigarette ashes out to sell.    When'Juana left X gave S. two injertas and two 

banana8.    S. protested slightly that I was always giving her things.    I said 

these were not for her but for her mother (joking).    She said perhaps we 

would write this afternoon.    I had planned to do other things but finding her 

so willing I readily accepted.    She went home to get her pants to sew on 

and returned at 3:00 P.M. 

S. herself suggested that I go over the information written by her on 

foods during the period when we were away in Guat.  City.    However she was ob- 

viously bored with this and complained of having a cold or. being sleepy (she 

does seem to have a cold).    She perked up somewhat while talking about the 

difficulties between- Solomon and Clara R. and seemsd even more interested 

in assuring me that Julian Cotuc has had eight wives and always has other 

women on the side. 

S. said that the reason Solomon left was because they, fought in her 

mother's house.    Clara wanted to take some medicine (wanted tocóme here and 

ask if ke had medicine) in order to start menstruating again because she ha's 

not menstruated for three months.    Although it hardly seems likely S. insists 

that Clara did not know that she was pregnant.    Her mother did not want her 

to take medicine nor did Solomon and they had an argument after which he left. 

However S. changed the reason for leaving, saying that-two weeks ago Solomon-, 

unseen by Clara , watched her talking to two muchachos on her return from this 

I^.    S.  says they quarreled about this and as a result 8Qlc^:M^.fc¿gS 
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S.  says Solomon and Clara lived together for four months.    Answered that they 

probably met at the playa or in the street.    S. insisted that Clara did not    - 

know, even jénow , that she is pregnant.    However I asked her if she had talked 

to S. about  it and if she had not told Clara.     S. first denied that she had but 

then laughed and admitted that she had told Clara and the latter had said she 

already knew as a girl had told her. 

S. volunteered that Josefita Gonzalez, our neighbor, told her today that 

Julian Cotuc had eight wives in the following orderi   Maria Chavajay,  Caterina 

Pwoc, Josefa Yojcum, Madelena Petséi,  Secora —- ,     Panelew, Amelia 

Chavajay and last Elena.    S. assured me that even now he has two woman whom 

he visits secretly, Madelena Fetsei and Caterina Pwoc.    Says Elena was 

married to Aniceto Cortez, brother of Vieenta Cortez (Puzul's wife), before 

she began living with Julian.    Aniceto died in the hospital in Guatemala of 

some stomach malady,  S. thinks.    S.  says Julian left children with all the 

women with whom he lived. 

S. volunteered that a woman named Gertrudis Pwoc - a Pedrana- was 

married to a man from San Juan about two years ago.    Two months ago a baby 

was born»    When the baby was three days old the husband of Gertrudis died. 

But before he died he left "dichos" with his wife that because of his child 

he did not want his.wife to marry again for a year and two months.    Now the  • 

woman wants to marry another Juanero, but her mother-in-law brought a demanda 

against her saying that she cannot marry against the words of her husband 

who .died.    The woman came to the house of'her father, Mariano Pwoo , here but 

was taken back to San Juan by alguaciles   from S. J. to have the matter 

straightened out*   Both the mother-in-law and the mother fought over the 

baby, eaoh wanting it.    The father of Gertrudis says it is allright-with him 

if she b.rings -the baby here to raise and if she gets married and brings her- - 

husband into his house.    However he says that if she brings the baby- here her'. 

iijrlaws-.muBt give her two skirts» .two huípiles.-and two belts for the .ye»  ^; 
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in which she will raise (crear) the baby.    S. says the woman íB now with her 

mother-in-law "pero siempre vive llorando.    Dice .que va tirarse en él lago. 

During the afternoon the kids from the Bixcul household as well as    - 

Josefita and her younger sisters and brother were at the door.    I gave them 

magazines and picture books to look at outside on the doorstep but every 

few minutes they would knock at the door, asking for different ones or ask- 

ing to be allowed to take them home.    Each one wanted one for him or her- 

self and werenot satisfied to look on with someone else,    while they were 

thus looking a man came by and sat down to look at the magazines also. 

S. suddenly reminded herself that there was a comerciante in the 

plaza today with ollas.    I had said I wanted to buy another large water 

olla to have on hand as a reserve in case the one we have should break* 

I asked S. whether she would want to go with ms.    She said, no she didn't 

want to go, giggling.    I asked why but she only answered that she didn't 

want to go there.    I said that I had frequently seen women go to the plaza 

when comerciantes are here.    She went but and cams back a few minutes later 

with a rebozo she had borrowed from Josefita next door.    S.  said she had 

only been fooling and would go.    I said 1 did not know whether 1 could put 

my shoe on yet, S. said she would go alone, and might have preferred it. 

She returned about fifteen minutes later while Petrona, the laundress- 

was here with the wash returned*    S.  said the ollas were only small ones and 

sot good*    Petrona refused to accept the sixty-five cents I offered her, - 

insisting that then  were three dozen and therefore she should get seventy-' 

five cents.    I finally gave her another five cents and she didn't bargain 

any further* 

S. said that a Clare Bo had taken the baby of Manuel Cortes, left by-the 

recently deceased Oonoeppion.    Pedro Pwoc, father of Manuel took it to the 

Clareño who lives somewhere in the cumbre. Somehow in the discussion I made   - 
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a joking remark about the fact that Manuel Cortes had no milk to feed the 

baby. S. retorted "No» he has no milk; he only has a liquid for making 

babies"• Petrona laughed at this, and 8. repeated it again. 

After Petrona left, at about 4|30 P.M., fl. said, "after Semana Santa, 

things «ill be different. I am going to wash the handkerchiefs and I will 

borrow an iron to iron them with". 1 asked whether there were people who 

have irons here. She said Manuel Cortes has one because "Cion used to wash 

and iron all of his clothes for him. 8. left about 4t45 P.M. 

I finally aeoeded to the yammering kids at the door. They had been 

howling for "wux" all afternoon on and off. I gave JooefiAa who was ene 

of the "howler!" sereral half sheets of newspaper to gire out. As soon 

as she was giren this responsibility she turned on the others snd told then 

to be quiet. After they had been given paper they continued outside the 

d> or asking for the magasines to look at* They were not satisfied with 

having one or two magazines for all to look at. Each wanted a magasine or 

picture book for himself or herself again. They then started clamoring 

for the doll. 1 also aoeeded to this and brought out the doll with a 

rebosa wrapped around it.  There was a general grab made for it and I 

gar* it to Joseftma telling her to let everyone play with it. Joseflita 

kissed the dell as though it were a real baby and all the others present 

followed suit.T Xaeh one kissed it and Rosa Cotuo who had bar baby sister 

in .arms gave it to the baby to kiss. Comercia had Pedro Rocofae in her arms 

and gave it t¿ bija. He did not seem to react one way er another, probably 

being too young, to recognise it as anything. Rosa's little sister put out 

her hands for iftfnen it was taken 44 away. Comercia seemed .most affso- 

tieaate towards the doll, although all were affectionate. Aoross the street 

in the Bixeul household the women looked out of the windows. The doll was 

shown to them snd they all made remarks about it being my child* Comercia 
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asks ae to nurse the dell. I pretended to do so, putting the doll under my 

sweater. They all laughed and olapped their hands. Josefita asked whether 

she could borrow the doll for a while to take home with her. I told her 

I oould not let her borrow it as then I would hare to let everyone do the 

sans who asked and some day the doll would get lost¿ I remarked that this 

had already happened with the balls and airplanes. I gathered that ehe 

retold the story in lengua to the others. 
B. 

While the girls were playing with the doll, Palas/ Bernadino and a girl 

of about 8 or 9 (name unknown) sat aoross the road looking at magasines. 

Palas was the most persistent requester for books, constantly ooming up and 

asking for a different one* He is so appealing to me that I didn't get 

annoyed with him although I well might hare had it been someone else. He 

would raise his voioe above those of the others and insistently and repeti- 

tiously ask for another book, then he would say "kan? kan?" (yes? Yes/) 

Rosa Gotue was most aggressive in asking for pieoes of paper. Although she 

was occupied with the doll, ehe would intermittently rush up into the doorway 

and holler for paper. I finally told Josefa that I oould not be giving papers 

out all day long and to tell the others to be quiet as Ben oould not work 

if they were to make so much noise. She did so immediately. 

Two men leaning out of the farthest window of the the four Bixoul 

houses ask to look at seme nagaiines. I send two magasines over with one of 

the children» 

I had taken the doll in and closed the deor and was just preparing 

to make supper when Fernandez Gonialei asks permission to enter* 

I invite him in, offer him a chair and a oigarette and ask if he wants to see 

Ben* He «ays he only oame "a pasear" and I say that Ben is unfortunately 

busy now. I didn't ask him how his business is, fearing that he might ask for 

a loan again* I did ask him where he goes on business* He replied that he 

iÜSLfiJfc 
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goes to Ifuatenango.    I asked Ma ho» he likes it there.   He says it is 

very "alegre".   I ask him whether he likes it better here or there.   He 

says he likes both places equally.   He says the people here are very "enable" 

but in other parts they are not.    I ask him about Sen Juan and   San Pablo* 

He says they are "bad people".   He volunteers his opinion of Atitlan.    8ays 

they are terrible.   I ask» say/ "they say there are many brujos in Atitlan". 

"Ah si, todos son", he answers •   He says everyone works very hard here but 

it isnot so in other towns*   I ask if they are good workers in 8. J. and 8* P* 

No, he answers.   What do they do there?   No se?   Solo van apasear?   Si. 

But in Atitlan they are good workers?   Tes.   What about San Pedro Cutían? "Oh 

they are the same people as here*   It is an alian of S* P. " Does he go there 

often?   Yes, he has three brothers there*   They are seven siblings here, five 

brothers, two sisters and two brothers live in S. P. C*   He volunteers that 

"Rafael, in the offiee there with Benjamin, is my sobrino".    I ask whether he 

is related to Juan Rosales* "Yes, he is my sobrino." 

He volunteers that many people would like to come to visit us but are 

either afraid or. ashamed to do so*    Says he is not afraid to talk to people* 

Says it isn't right not to be able to talk to ladinos i whan he was in Guatemala 

City onoe for a year he talked to everybody*   I said we would like to   have 

people oome to visit us and that perhaps in a little time they would become 

more aoous^peeV and would not be afraid or ashamed*   He asks "Donde esta la 

semanera?" referring to Susana*   I say ahe will be ooming in a. little rtible. , 

He asks how mud» she is being paid by the month*   I tell him two .dollars. 

He says that is good* 

He asks me to sell him a tall, empty wine bottle whioh is standing near 

the filter.   I tell him I em sorry but we are using it for water, new* "j Mc 

him what he wants it for*   Says he likes it, it is a nice bottle.   I give, him 

a aagasine.to look at and after he has finished with it he leaves*   It* is, 

Bute?*-» '- 
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Agustín P. comes in and after greeting me asks if Ben is here. 

6i30 P.M. 

I answer that he is in the offioe andis busy right at the moment. ' 

He tells me not to disturb him and I say that he will be out in a few 

minutes. I ask him what happened with the adobes which were made a few days 

ago for their new house. He says they are all ruined by the rain. 

Ben and Rafael come in from the of fioe, as already mentioned on 

page 8 above. Ben greeted Ag but Baf did not, Ag stays on as 

Raf leaves through the front door. Before going he says goodbye to Agustín* 

(Is there enmity between them or are we just imagining?) 

As soon as Raf leaves. Ben assures Ag of his indebtedness for telling 
6t4Q P.M. 

him of the wedding that took place yesterday, since it timed out that 
these 

Ben was invited t0 the costumbres that the took place afterwards and siaee are of 

interest to us. Ben added that considerable conversation took place in lengua 

and it was for this reason that Raf is now here to inform him of what whent on 

since Raf was also present. Ag quickly responded, Tes, Raf went since he was a 

witnessed* Ag added that he knew Ben would be interested, that he himself was 

greatly interested in the costumbres. Ben then told Ag that aooording to disous- - 

sions between him and Dr. Tax and between the latter and Juan Rosales it was agreed 

that the latter was no longer to be sent the drm-ii^M written up by Ag, but that 

these demandas should continue to be written beoause of their great ethnological 

value. 'Herjiafter Ag could turn the demandas over to Ben who would pay him for 

them. Ben asked Ag whether Resales had tola him anything about this agreement. 

He had not been told, he responded. Ben then suggested that Ag might want to 

write to Rosales mentioning what he had learnt in order to get Rosales* confirma- 

tion in the matter* Ag said that on the morrow he would write te Rosales* He 

said that heretofore he had been handing up his write-up of the deajandas every 
,-rv..,., •- 

week.   Next.Ag palled out a sheaf of yellow paper containing M pp..of olosoly 

ink-written copy describing the Semana Santa costumbres,   f had ooa^ssioned;,him| 
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to do this some time ago. Ha asked "to be forgiven for delaying so long in 

writing it. He said that he had started t0 write up this report two days ago, 

spending several hours on the task at that time, and that he had spent all day 

yesterday completing it. 8 arrived and heard the 1st part of this conversation. 

Ben asked Ag to go with hin into thee office where he gave him 35/ for completing 
the 

this assignment, figured at the rate of 25/ for / day and 10/ for the several 

hours of the other day consumed in the writing. Ben assured Ag that he was very 

gratified with the amount of data turned in. They returned to the house. 

Supper is ready and 8 is scheduled to eat with us by her own election. 

She is however wrapt in a conversation with Ag and it is a little time 

before whe oomes to the table. We offer supper to Ag but he says he has already 

eaten. We offer him a chair near the table. He accepts, thumbing through mag- 

azines as we eat. There is still some talking between him and 3. We do not know 

what is the subject of their intent discussion. We ask Ag to join us at ooffee. 

He aocepts. This time S does not use oas— in her coffee, Ag does. 

Just before we ate Clara Rodriguez appeared at the window. S and I talk to 

her. Clara says she just wants to look in beoause the light makes our house 

look so "alegre1*1. She asks if I em going to Solóla to Hie fair. I say I think 

so. She says she is going Thursday vhen Susana goes. 8. says Clara will not 

go if she doss not. I kid 8. telling her that she can't go because I won't 

give her permission. She pulls my head to her playfully and affectionately. 

She miados Bótreaa laughing, making fun of l^trona's protruding abdomen. 

Clara points to -me sad asks whether I have anything there. I tell her I'havén't. 

8. says "But Clara has". Clara very seriously swears by Cod end kisses her 

hand asking the sign of the cross, that & e is not pregnant. I ask her how 

she knows. She says she knows that she is not. 8. kids her some more about it. 

I ask Clara, why she hasn't come to visit us. S. says Solomon would have been 

angry at her beoause he would have f oared that she come to sse Ben. Clara afgg»' 

"Tes, ho was Tory bravo". She says, she will corns to visit mo t«pj$r¿£«> 
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Ag. leaves. We return the bottle in which he brought the honey 

yesterday and gire bin an injerta and two bananas which ha pat in 

Tina, laurina, and Leneha are just .outside the patio door. Marina 

crawls into the roen and the other a enter. 8. saya that Lenoha (6) 

and Naswan (8) (Juan) ware away all day in the monte alone gathering lega 

which they brought home on their backs with tumplinea. 8he saya they have 

anall machetes. They same home for lunch and went away again for'the after- 

noon. I show the doll to Harina at S's suggestion. It seems to hare no 

more meaning or interest for her than any other object. Lenoha asks for the 

doll. As I was about to gire it te him S. said "No, don't gira it t0 him". 

Again aha referred to him as tonto. Before they left the baby wet on the 

floor. %ey paid no attention to it, 

pages 2-8 and 10-12 were written on the day of ooeurrenee. The other 

pages were typed on the day following (4.2.41). 

Notes Diagrams of the seating arrangement in yesterday'a marriage 

proceedings ara filed under exhibits and bear the data 4.1.41. 
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Wednesday, 4.2.41 

7 «30 I.M. 
José Maria Gonzalez comes in through back way to ask the loan of 

7 »45 A.M. 

8tl5 A.M. 

$1.    He bought up s number of quintales of chick-pease for $2 per 

here in town and somehow or other finds himself a little short until he gets 

to Quetzaltenango and collects.    He will leave tomorrow.    I explain that loaning 

is prohibited.    He tries again.    I tell him that perhaps one of the reasons 

loans are prohibited is because if I give one man all the others will feel- 

gypped if I don't do likewise.    He. assures me that he wouldn't tell anybody.  -.- - 

I hold my own.    He leaves,  saying, It was only this that I cams here for (conven- 

tional phrase.) 

Peaty Isabela Cox cornss over to plead for a bottle in which to catch 

peneseas.    Lois loans her the'bottle. 

Our little assistant Josefita comas in on dancing feet with a tinaja• 

of water.    She says Good morning, enters saying Con permiso, wrinkles 

her nose as she smiles.    S. who is already here sends her for a second tinaja S 

of water.    She returns in 12 minutes, very fast for the trip.    She runs out to 

get a third jaf of water.    Returns in about 20 minutes.    Lois instructs her to 

clean the office.    S is away buying a beef tongue. 

Vicente Rosales comes in together with a relative of hers, a young- 
8t25 A.M. 

mother called Hela who is carrying 6 mos.  old baby girl trapt up in<- 

her rebozo., Vicente explains that the baby has mal de ojo (eye trouble).    Lois* 

administers eye drops*    They thank her and leave. ; »£, 

S. returns with a huge tongue weighing 2-l/2 lbs. bought at 8/j»r"lb. V* 

Lois looks in Settlement cook book to learn how to meie'the: tongue. 

She finds that it has to be cooked one hour and then skinned,then,put up- with-- 

vegetables. Instructs S. Lois is seated on bed arranging in'better•order-the 

various untyped notes of various previous days. Some notes have, been-penciled 

on pads, others written in notebooks. Lois extraots the appropreate leavef. .;f, 

is,together those for a given day, places them in a folder f ^'.9^ÉÍ^^ 

8»55 A.M. 
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As Lois continues straightening the records for past and unrecorded 

days and as Ben is fixing up blank triplicate sheafs with carbons 

10115 A.M. 

Ill30 A.M. 

to last for a day or two, a chubby girl 12 years old comes to the back door 
injury 

to ask for a remedy for a bad %wr toe/contracted two weeks ago from a stone,•- 

S. translating, the girl answers that she learned to come here from the midwife 

Maria Puac, whose daughter,  S volunteers, is now cured of her infected toes. 

Juana is this cured girl's name.    The girl chubby girl's name is Rosa Quiacain - 

(motheri Catarina something)    Girls remains seated on porch over fifteen minuted 

soaking foot.    Lois applies metaphin. 

We are short tomatoes. Lois asks S where we can get some.    S says her 
9t50 A.M. 

parents have some.    Lois says we will buy (no gift, please) 2 lbs* 

S. brings two lbs., takes l-l/2/ pay for them,  says this is the current rate. 

S vols that the toma$« season is now ending. 

Lois in kitchen to help S skin the tongue and prepare vegetables. 

Josefita, who answers she is 11 years old, is wiping dishes* 

From the kitchen Lois returnld to her work of putting past notes 

in order.    I type page #1 of yesterday's notes, paginate the 7 pages 

of information I. got from Raf yesterday (pp. '2-8 of 4/l/4l), complete typing 

page 8 of yesterday's notes, fill the gas tank of the kitchen stove.    At 11:30- 

Maria Rosales comes in with her daughter Maria Peneleu*    Through S she requests 

eye-drops for her daughter.    These are given.    She then asks us to apply die-- - 

infectant; to the dry volcanic sore in her palm.    Lois does this too.    She wants 

the sore disinfecied because she just returned from the plava where she washed.-- r. 

She. leaves asking pardon, tianumak.    She always says this on leaving.    Ifuay- others,' 

do likewise,    From llitO to lunch time, I help Lois in her straifhteriing-put. 

As the three of us finish demolishing most of the delicious tongue 
1:00 P.M.   Aa , •   '  1  

S remarks that she is sad at the thought that she will not be here 

tomorrow.    She is leaving for Solóla.    Her baby and her sister 'Tina"are also 

going.    She answered that men here eat more than the women.    I suggested that   ,^ 
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this might be because they work harder. As if in rebuttal S said that men go- 

to the field and do only one kind of work whereas women grind, weave, cook and • 

carry water—many kinds of work. Josefa knocked at the front door. She came in 

with a tinaja of water. It seemed as though she had been away only long enough- 

to eat or to go to the playa, but evidently she had done both. As the front door 

remained open we could see that she had come from the playa with a number of com- 

panions her age or smaller, each with a loaded tinaja. One of these was her 

sister Ana, age 9, who followed Josefa into our house and like her poured h«r 

her water into our olla. She contributed this water because she wanted to do so, 

S explained. The smallest of the water-carrying companions appeared to be 7 ya 

years or less old and toted a small earthenware tinaja. (Graciela's tinaja is 

of metal and is slightly smaller.) By li30 S and Josefa had both left. 

I resume typing these notes which so far are being typed within a 

 i~"S" half-hour of occurrence and Lois takes up completing the notes of 

yesterday} she starts typing page 13 (4.1.41). Before 2i00 I start typing up 

the untranscribed section of the notes for 3/31/41. 

3|QQ PtMl 
Daring the afternoon Be* continue/ to type the notes of ••31.41 

and Lois winds up the typing of yesterday's notes. At three 

o'olook a voaan who giros her name («hen asked) as Rosa Gonsales eomes t« 

our poreh. She asks Lois in lengua whether Ana Q. ie not at home* Bois 

replies that oho has gene t0 the niara,, laying alara in lengua, perhaps to 

fish. Rosa is oarrying a baby hoy, ago oleren months. Lois ask o his name. 

ROM «ays it .is Antonio Panelea and volunteers that his father died six • 

months» ago ot colentara. Lois guesses that this might ho a prelado, to « 

request for something but nothing else happens, perhaps because the. <^smaa 

apparently knows only a few words of Spanish and she and Lois oannoj converse. 

She notices a basket of ¿jmas on the poreh end asked for one just a* ¿pie 

was about, to offer one t0 her» Ana Q., Elena, Florinda, Isobela, Josefa 

rotura from fishing while Rosa is still here. Florinda looks civer -^he-fene 
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Rosa answers that her mot herb name was Rosalia Gonzalez but that she died. 

8ays Ana Q. is her aunt. This is the first tin» she has been here or that 

we hare even seen her. She says we hare a nice house and then leaves. 

As Lois puts up supper I go to the intendencia to inquire about 

possible passage to Solóla and about in-ooming nail. I find many 

men about the public building. In the o ampo eefie before the church some 8 

or 9 young men are practicing "foot-ballF These include gangling José Iferia 

Gonzalez despite his sore foot. On the sidelines stands Uanuel Cortez. As 

he passes me he says "good bye", appears rather haggard. When I answer him 

that I do not care to join them in practicing, he responds, Very Veil. 

Before the intendencia are seated many men, presumably all of them officials. 

The bench immediately to the right of the door leading into the court-room is 
left, 

crowded with regidores auxiliar es. Others are seated on the benehes to the right 

right The regidores are within. The sindico.. I am told, is no+ there since he 

went to Quetzaltenango to dispose of some chidepease. In front of the jail stands 

Lucas (?) watching the foot-ball players. He informs me that tomorrow'evening at 

5 P.M. he will be released and will no longer be incarcerated. He says he is happy 

to hear from me that we are not going to leave the pueblo for many months . 

Within the intendencia are several women, but no demanda is in progress. The women, 

are being charged with the duty of grinding corn in the convente (what day or 'days^)| 

I greet Agujtin, Julian, Rafael, Marcos Yojcom, others. Rafael and ifercos are 

going to the fair tomorrow. So is the intendente and most of the other officials. 

The office will be left in charge of the first regidor, who would rather go, but 

must remain. The interpreter (Agustin) will also reamain at his pest tomorrow. 

Rafael and others urge me to go tomorrow instead of waiting till Friday. 

The oanoes will disembark at jaival it is true, they say, but if Lois' foot will 

not permit her to walk from there we can rent horses to ride up. There are•some*. 

SO horses available at the finca Jaival. Rafael guesses that rental' of;a/hjCEsíeM 
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I see vendors on the school steps. Ag answers that they are selling honey 

and Jarros. He is correct, I find, when I go over. An Atiteoan is selling honey. 

He has a lot of customers. There are hardly any customers shopping for Jarros, 

ollas and tinajas laaid-e laid out by two Totonioape&os a few steps away. One 

girl asks the price of a Jarro and leaves. A woman is bargaining for an olla. 

I check again at the secretaria and finding that the mail has not yet «erne 

arrived I go home. We discuss the advisability of cancelling our Solóla trip. 

Lois and I are at the table eating supper. Ifenuel 6. Fuxul comes in 

to ask whether we are going by oanow to Solóla, i tell him we are 

undeoieded. He explains that the first regidor told him we are ordering a canoe 

to take us to Fanajachel in order that we might take a <•••"< «**t»  from there. 

(We had discussed this possibility but had not ordered it.) He adds that he wants 

to send his wife to see the doctor in Solóla. She is not strong enough to walk 

up to Jaival. Would we therefore take her in our canoe in order that she be able 

to ride from Fanajachel to Solóla? He answers that she is very weak, wont even 

drink coffee,only water, vomits up other things she tries. He answers that she 

has been ailing thus fee* for a month. (Her mortal enemy died less than a week ago.) 
again 

I tell Puzul that. Lois and I are going to the intendencia/in a few minutes to 

talk with the first regidor, that we will probably not go at all, that if do go 

it will probably be by horse from Jaival. He suggests that a camioneta would by 

be cheaper than horseback, saying the latter would cost some 50/ while the former. 

would come to only 15 or 20/ each. We point out that he overlooks the cost of 

paying the canoera to take us ««-fa* from Jaival to TsaaJuyu in Fanajachel. . He 

leaves saying he will return in a little after we have spoken to the regidor. 

Lois puts a shoe on her swollen ankle for the first time in over a week. 

We go to the intendencia. I remain there while Lois goes on to buy a 

medium-sited' Jarre for 5/ from the comerciantes. In the meantime I tell the first 

regidor not. to arrange anything for us since Lois* foot will not permit her .to.-gjo^t 

This- is unfortunately true. Her Zoot doe* not hurt much any nore but it is, 

gp$o fit ^s^:^^M^^^^^aJiM 

w p«a 
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Lois typing from here on. J 

As I return home Ana Q. is sitting in.front of her house with 

Graciela and Florinda. They «sk "p'azyt p'iwi?" (where have 

yon been?) I answer that I went to the plaia. Florinda, seeing the pitcher 

I had just bought, asks how much it oost. They admire it and examine it. 

She and Graciela also examine my raincoat and admire it. 

8. comes in and I kid her saying I thought she had been "robado" 

because it was so late* Just before we left to go to; .the inten- 

dencia  her mother oame here and asked Ben if S. were not here. When Ben 

said she hadn't come irea- yet S's mother said she must be "agarrado", 

demonstrating this by taking hold of Ben's wrist. 

Agustín and his. brother come In. Ag. asks if we will do him the 

faror of treating his brother's leg} that he now has a second 

out which he got today when a pole fell on his foot. I disinfect his outs 

with potassium permanganate solution and apply tincture of metaphin, then 

bandage. Ag. asks whether we are going to Solóla tomorrow. Ben tells him 

we are not. He replies "Es mejor". Then he. says that he isn't going either 

and will hare some time tomorrow as there will not be much doing in the 

intendencia as all the officials are going to the fair except the first 

regidor. 

8. washing the dishes does not hare a -view of the back door, but Ag. 

sitting at the kitchen table sees Uadelena (females (who was here on the 

31st with a shirt for Ben) come to the door holding her baby brother. 

8. knows that someone is at -the door but does not knew how it is. There 

is some whispered oonrersation between Ag.and 8. as he tells her who is 

there. Uadelena oomes in and stays for about an hour. She did not aunounoe 

any parpóse for her being here. Ag.'s brother loares at about 7t30 and 

Ag. remains. 

Ag. and 8* talk la lengua. Then he says she is triste 
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is still a prisoner. S. also says she is triste but it seeks doubtful if 

Lucas is the reason. She says she is triste because she «ill be away from 

here tomorrow end says she could not do her work all day long because of 

this. After she has finished the dishes we ask her if she will wait a 

few minutes while Ben types a letter to Juan Rosales whioh he wants S. to 

deliver to him tomorrow. Ben goes into the offiee to type the letter. 

Ifanuel 0* Putul comes again and asks if we are going by oanoe to 

Panajaohel. I tell him we are not going at all as I cannot put my shoe on. 

He asks why we are not going to Panajaohel. Ag. ejqilains to him in Aenma 

the reason for our not going. Puzul leaves. 

Ben eomes back into the kitchen with the typewriter and asks Ag. to 

assist him in writing a letter in Spanish to Rosales. S. and I retire t o 

the other side of the room. Tina comes in (without Marina-, whioh is rare) 

I tell S. I am disappointed beoauss I will not see her dressed up in her 

fiesta clothes. She says if I want to see them she will bring them over 

right now for me to see. She comes back in a few minutes bringing her new 

skirt, huipil. rebosa and a striped woolen belt, she takes them into the 

offio» and when I admire her new things she denies that they are nice, saying 

"No sirven". I tell her that I have a necklace whioh I would like to lend 

to her to wear at Solóla. She says "Yes, please, if you will do me the favor". 

I bring out the geld neoklaoe and she goes to the airrow in the kitchen to 

see hew it looks em herself. Then she says "Look at ay belt, it is very 

eoft". Thinking this is a positive feature I answer, "Tes, it is very alee." 

She says» "Ho, it isn't good, the other kind are better. Will you pitase 

lend me yours, the one Temas made for you?" I give it to her* 

S., Tima and I are in the offioe while Ben and Ag. are writing the letter 

in the ether room» A number of young boys com» to the window and talk to me 

There is a great deal of laughing going on and 8. says they 

ige^.tei.ge out with tbea. She, promts me,Jto.jay,yariojiS;|l 
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in reply to their remarks. One of "the things which I said which occasioned 

a great deal of laughter was "All right, I will'go with you". I did not 

know what it meant until after I had said it. 

We gave S. the letter to Rosales in which was enolosed letters to Tax 

and Xsobel Sklow which were to he delivered to ftonajaohel from Solóla to- 

morrow. Ben gave 8. money to buy vegetables for us and if necessary to 

pay someone to deliver the letters to Panajaohel. 8. and Tina left about 

8t30. I told 8. I hoped she would have a very enjoyable time, ¿gain she 

said she was going to be very triste. As she was leaving I went out on the 

poroh with her. She embraced me and then paused a minute as Ben came out 

to tell her something again about the letters. She embraced me again and 

this time kissed me on the mouth* 

Ag leaves and the day ends. 

(Pages 1-5 were written very shortly after the occurrence of the recorded 

events. Pages 6-8 written on following day from sketch notes.) 



8:15 A.M. 

Thursday 4.3.41 

Isobela de Cox comes in the back way with her daughter Anita to sell 

8i30 A.M. 

us aguacates.    Asks penny each.    Lois bargains, gets 2 for l/. 

Ifanuel B P.  Cortez arrives through porch to greet us and inquire after 

Lois'   sore foot.    He says he only heard recently about it and that it 

was badly hurt and that it grieves him much to hear this.    I assure him that it 

seems to be healing well.    He says he is very fcappy to hear this.    I give him 

the Mont. Ward catalogue to look at outside.    He sits on the «wing hammock and 

looks through it.    I join him while Lois and her twinkle-toes helper, Josefa, 

are cleaning the house.    He asks me about the catalogue and I explain him that 

it is distributed gratia to people throughout the States by a huge mail-order 

company and that the piente illustrations will give him a good idea of what is 

worn and bought in my country.    He comes to a page on which aro illustrated a 

great variety of colors of auto paints.    I take this occasion to get information 

from him regarding the native names for colors.    I point to each and ask him what 

this color is known as in lengua, next asking him to give me an example in nature 

to suit each color.    He complies.    The findings are listed under Exhibits (4.3.41) 

About 9:15 Manuel rises and greets me good-bye.    He goes into the house to shake 

Lois' hand as well.    Manuel had not visited us for a long tine.    This is one of 

the few timas hegteft on his own initiative. 

I lookiover the fence at Josefita weaving cloth for a blue man's 
9:20 A.M. 

shirt.    She speaks to Graciela who places on her head her little tin 

tim ,1a and leaves for the playa.    Josef ita notices snot running from Made lena's- 

nose, talks to her.    The little one responds by picking up her little apron that 

is lying on the porch and with thiB wiping her nose.    The mother smiles at ms 

in her usual self-conscious manner. 

The pasty ¿sábela de Cox returns, again with Anita, to sell Lois eggs. 

Lois buys 2 at one cent apiece, rejecting athird because it it too--*•••• 

small, over the pleadings of Isabela.    Lois also refuses the turkey eggs she offer^J 

•9:30 A.M. 
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9t45 A.M. 
Children are playing at a little distance.    They see me and run over, 

all except little  'Cion,  S's sister, who goes home.    I invite the four 

boys who come over to sweep up the yard and to empty the garbage which by now ie 

attracting countless little flies.    There is one short-handled broom in the yard-.. 

Bartolo Cox (father:    Pablo Cox; mother» Elena Gonzalez) takes this broom and goes 

to work.    The others stand around.    Forthright Lorenzo (S's niece) walks into 

the house and asks for another broom.    I give him one.    It has a long handle and 

is hard to wield but he applies himself zealously, as soes Bartolo.    Smiling Juan 

Chavajay and Atur (Ventura)  stand buy as kibitzers, pointing out where sweeping 

remains to be doen*    Atur sportB a stick,  like an alguacil.    The yard-cleaning 

is finished.    Bartolo tries to hoist the heavy garbage tin but cannot.    Lsncha 

(Lorenzo) tries and cannot,    fhe-n-aii I go over,  lift it aout of the crate in 

which it is standing.    All four get together,  succeed in heaving it, walk out 

in a body, their eight little hand supporting the flat bottom of the can. When 

they return Lois gives them two candies apiece.    They let out a whoop of delight. 

Agustin Pop comes in the back way while the children are about to 
9:55 A.M. 

take out the garbage can.    He comments that they are like semaneros. 

which, he answers me,  serve in the convento under the direction of the fiscal. 

I suggest and he agrees that the relationship of the latter to the semaneros 

(week workers) is parallel to *ha*-e the relationship between a mayor and hie 

alguaciles.    Yes, the fiscal is always an aold man because,  says Ag., it is : 

always the ultimate servicio.    The fiscal reigns in the convento.    There arrive 

at 6:00 A.M. his six semaneros.    They remain there all day, going home for break- 

fast, lunch and supper, and going out to do their various tasks.    Each brings 

with him a tecomate of water and a broom with which to clean the church, the 

convento, the streets along which the procesBion proceeds and the rastro where 

a steer is slaughtered daily for market.    The latter place is cleaned once every-•* 

three days.    The streets are swept each Tuesday and Sunday.    The church and convento -nj 

are swept somewhat on Tuesday, but the bag sweeps are on ?uesday-a»d Thursday 
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and Sunday. All cleaning is done early in the morning. The semaneros also 

are the ones who fetch pine needles from the monte to spread on the church 
mose 

floor before every fiesta and every Sunday. They also collect white meaee 

(musco blanco) which the tezeles use in Baking their monthly making of oil 

to burn in the church. Moreover each semanero is expected to gather monthly 

a pound of castor oil beans (Higuera) to give to these tezeles who gather 

for one forenoon each month in the convento to express the oil by grinding. 

Each tezel has to buy or collect three pounds of castor beans each time. 

Twice a week the semaneros have to go to the monte to cut fire wood (leña) 

for thd incense braziers in the church.' Fire burns there every day. It is 

the semaneros who jangle the bells every day at twelve and each evening between 

the hours of 6 and 7, the hour of oración. Ag knows of nothing else connected 

with the oraciónt hazards the guess that maybe the vie.iitoB know more about its 

significance. There are first and second fiscales and they alternate fortnightly. 

Each has his set of 6 semaneros who work fortnightly,»» rotatieng with the other 

set. The semaneros (and the fiscales?) are designated by the first regidor 

at the same time all the other members of the servicio are «selected. The 

semaneros range in age from 8 to 14. Those who serve as semaneros do not attend 
be 

school. For this reason many boys are anxious to/picked for this office. Every 

alternate fortnight the semaneros are free to work in the fields or as their 

parents ehoose. They are however obligated to aid in the cleaning of the church-_ 
fortnight 

and convento every Thursday and Sunday morning whether it is their twm-te or not* 

At 10tOQ A.M. I invite Ag into the office since I know by his statement 

of yesterday that he has several hours time now. While I an thinking of what 

data I wnat him to give ma he suggests that he would like to write while he is 

here since there is more to the Semana Santa wri proceedings than is contained 

in his write-up handed me two days ago. He answers that he would like to use 

the typewriter. He goes* to work typing with two fingers at the rate of aboirt- 

15 or 20 words a minute. He types till 12i20, refuses lunch invitation. I type 

up the above three pages, as the events take place. 
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During the forenoon Lois bought 2 injertos for l/ from Juana Gonzalez. 

She spent most of the morning with household duties and cooking as S. is 

not here.    Josefa,  our little eleven-year old helper,  is here to help.    Lois 

discovers that  she understands practically no Spanish at all, although we 

had the impression that aha did.    Lois went over to watch Ana Q. weaving a 

small blue and white striped rebozft.    Ana talks only lengua and talks most 

of the time while Lois is watching her.    Lois understands the  drift of what 

she talks about.    Ana asks where S. ia, whether we are going to Solóla. 

Lois answers in one word usually, dtf.  "Susana - Solóla",  "l&wotaktá, kasnim " 

points to her foot in answer to whether we are going to Solóla.    Isobela 

Cotuc comes in.    Lois asks whether she knows how to weave.    Isobela says no. 

Lois says to Ana "tenoij?/ tfarotakta kern?"  (Little? She doesn't know how to 

weave?")   Lois asks "Xaru axuna kern?" (what age weave?) Ana answers "Kaplaxux, 

ozlaxux."    Lois says it's too bad she doesn't know how to weave either.    Ana 

replies "But you can write so well on the máquina".    Lois then goes across 

the  yard to watch Josefita C. weaving a small rebozg, which she  says is for 

Madelena.    She asks Lois whether she wants to buy it.    Lois says,no» it is 

for Madelena. 

After lunch while Lois and Josefa are doing the dishes the neighbor- 

ing kids gather at the door shouting for "wux".    Josefa hands out pieces of 

discarded note paper and then magazines.    The hollering doesn't stop.    Lois 

doesn't open the door again but above all the voices can hear little Palas.B. 

Agustín returns and tells me that some men are drowning out in 
2 tOO P.M. 

the lake and that boats have gone to the rescue.    I take the field 

glasses and the two of us go to see what is happening. 

Lois writing»    I am typing in the office the notes of yesterday 

[4.2.4]) and the above page.    Manuel Cortez comes to the door and   • 

asks where Ben is.    I say he has gone away, I do not know exactly where*    Man- 

uel says "He went with Agustin didn't he? Jid they go walking? "   I tell him 

3»00 P.M. 
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they went to see what happened to the men who turned over in the lake. He 

aeems to be informad of the accident and then.- saying "Muy bien, pase feliíe 

tarde," he leaves. 

Ben returns from witnessing the lake rescue, bears mail he picked 
5:00 P.M. 

up at the intendencia on the way home andd relates the following: 

Ben writing: 

Grabbing the field glasses, I went with Ag to the rock that overlooks 

the lake behind the court of the four Cox'es. Par out in the lake we saw a 

small canoe containing two men and one man in themter hanging on to the canoe. 

Another and larger canoe containing more men was just pulling into the playa. 

Isabela de Cox asked Ag was what was up, and when she heard that a canoe had 

tipped over, clapped her hand to her face ans said something in a worried tone 

of distress. Her daughter had gone to Atitlan and she feared that the tipped 

canoe might be the one returning from the Atitlan market. It was not this 

canoe. I then suggested to Ag that we descend to the playa to see what was up. 

We went down and on the way Ag e tells me that according to wta. t he had heard 

a group of women say as we passed them, one man had already been saved and 

another was waiting out in the lake to be saved. On the beach many people gath- 

ered, eventually 2 or 300 hundred, the biggest grouping of San Pedranoe I had 

ever witnessed. The incident did not end until about 4 o'clock when all hands 

came in saved. At this time, after remaining on the beach more than an hour 

and a half, Ag and I ascended to the secretaria. The mailman had just arrived. 

Ag Believed him of his sack, opened it, recorded the incoming mail and handed 

me the NTTimss and several letters. I left, asking him whether he intended 

coming back to our house to finish up his typing fcf the Semana Santa data. He 

said he would follow shortly. As I exited I noticed that the two recued men were 
told 

being lectured in the comandancia by Juan Gonzalez. I *eil Ag to listen in and 

go home where I read the letters and started reading the NYTimes» At 5:30 P.M. Ag 

arrived. I discuss with him what happened and now at 6:^0 P.M/ I summarize» 
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The story of today's drowning as reconstructed from observation and from 

information supplied by Agustin Pop» 

Domingo Q is giret mayordomo in the cofradia of San Nicolas.    Andres 

Moxnay is mayordomo in the cofradía of Santa Cruz.    Both were ordered to per- 

form a mission by the first mayordomo of the cofradía of Sacramento (Corpus), 

who is first in rank of all the maeyordomos and hence has the authority to 

command all of the mayordomos of all the cofraidas.    In this case the two 

mayordomoa were ordered to obtain two bundles of tall canes  (canas) with which 

to construct decorative arches in the church for wt%e martes santa»    These canes 

do not grow here.    They do in San Marcos where they can be bought from private 

owners.    The Marqeños do not do much with these canes.    The people of Santa 

Clara do.    They use them for making baskets.    They either turn sow them in San 
buy 

Marcos or by them of the Marqueños.    It was therefore necessary that the two 

mayordomos row to San Marcos to get the canes. -   - 

The two men approached the first regidor in the intendencia with the request 

to use one of the municipal canoes.    If given, there is no charge for the canoe 

since all are empleados of the town.    The regidor asked how many were going and 

was told that 2 were going.    Since it was already 8*68 10:00 A.M. the regidor-   - 

refused the request,  knowing that by the time they would be returning there well 

might be too heavy a wind to make manageable a canoe with only two paddlers. 

Nothing daunted the two mayordomos went to the house of Felipe Chavajay to rent 

hiB private canoe.    He was not home.    The men told the women that they might use.-- 

his canoe.    The women answered that they were in no position to give such author- 

ization.    Ag guesses that Felipe might have charged 5/Í for the rental of the 

eefraiisB canoe.    This money would come out of the cofradía funds, as does the 

money for buying the canes. 

Domingo and Andres took Felipe's canoe without permission and went off. •• - 

They secured their two bundles of tall canes.    While in San Marcos,Andres stuffed 
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his rede full of hay (zacate) for hia steers,  of which he has three, thinking 

perhaps that he might not have time when he  returns to gatte r feed in San Pedro. 
(xocomil) 

The two re crossed the lake and were nearing home when a strong windjíblowing out 

of San Juan upset the canoe.    They were only a short distance from the point of 

land called el cabo de tahual.    Floundering in the water, the men called out for 

help.    Domingo managed to grasp the overturned canoe with his two arms.    Less 

fortunate, Andres was able only to grasp Domingo.    The wind continued to blow 

stronjy.    The canoe and the men rapidly drifted far out in the lake in the direc- 

tion of Panajachel.    The two bundles of canes and the rede of hay floated along 

with them for they were tied to the canoe.    Before leaving San Marcos, Andres 

had suggested that the heavy load of canes should be tied behind the boat and 

tugged home since they were took heavy for the canoe in view of the forcible 

wind.    Domingo disagreed, advising that it would be safe to tie them inside the 

canoe.    Domingo had his way for he was timonero and therefore in charge.    Had 

Andres had his way there would probably be no story to tell. 

The call for aid off cabo de Tahual reached the ear of one of the boys 

ashore.    People were fishing to the right or south of the cape.    In addition 

to female relatives, Manuel Gonzalez R. was coral-fishing with his two sons, 

Antonio and Rafael*    It was the latter,  age 19, who heard the  shouting. Like 

a fl«h flash he dashed into the nearest canoe which happened to be that of 

Diego Televario and ma¿e off into the lake alone.    By the time he afrived at 

the overturned canoe the wind had blown it aonsiderably farther out to sea. 

Andres was still clutching onto Domingo who in turn was grasping the boat. • 

But Andres was about to go under.    His strength was vanishing and his hold was 

slipping.    His end was coming but Rafael arrived first.    Domingo shouted to 

Rafael that he save Andres first.    Unlike Domingo, Andres could not swim. 

But the sea was frothy and Rafael himself was in peril.    He was in no position 

to save a life alone. 
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As Rafael dashed off alone, his father, Manuel Gonzalez,  sought put 

the next nearest canoe, that  of Francisco Navichoc, the butcher's brother, 

and started out.    He had hardly pushed off when he heard Francisco himself 

calling for him to came back and pick him up as well.    Francisco had just 

returned with a canoe-load of leña cut farther up the  shore.    No sooner did 

he reach his house which gommands a good view of the lake when he noticed 

two men clinging to an inverted canoe.    He-«wiek!y-daflhed He made tracks 

for his canoe but saw that Manuel had already taken it.    He called and Manuel 

returned to pick him up.    The two paddled furiously and arrived hardly a minute 

behind Rafael.    Francisco who was timonero pulled his boat alongside that of 

Rafael.    Sach grasped the  other's boat while Kanuel reached out pull in the 

swiftly sinking Andres aboard.Francisco's boat.    Ifanuel crossed into the other 

boat with his son.    Raddling alone, Francisco started for home with the shiver- 

ing Andres.    In the meantime, l&nuel and Rafael lent assistance to Domingo. 

They were unable to hoist him into the canoe but he was now able to hold the 

inverted canoe with one hand the canoe  of the rescuers with the other.    It was 

this view of two men paddling and one man clinging that Ag and I had observed 

through the field-glasses from the rock near the Cox menage.    Impeded by the 
immersed 

weight of ayroan, an inverted canoe, two bundles of canes and a bundle of hajr,    • • 

father and son were unable to row home.    Instead they were  steadily borne farther 

out to sea by the wind.    They had to await help. 

When Francisco Navichoc looked out of his window and saw the inverted b«a 

canoe he left hasty word with his 8 year old daughter Inez before running off 

to the rescue.    Instructed, Inez ran to the intendencia to relay the news to 

the primer mayor who was on duty.    The latter hastened to the house of the first 
his 

regidor who told the mayor to order *he alguaciles (or regidores auxiliaren?) 

to go home for their paddles and dash down to the beach.    All the large canoes 

were away either to Jaival or Atitlan.    The mayor and his three helpers got into-' 

a smallish canoe and shoved off.    On the way they encountered¿Francisco, returning, 
o further     .«.- 

with Andres, who advised them to get a bigger canoe for the waves were mean/out^| 
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It was the mayor and his men whom we saw through the glasses from our 

rocky perch when we observed a canoe nearing the shore. The rescuers dis- 

embarked, got into a canoe of more middling dimension» and sailed away. Ag 

and I arrived at the shore just as they were pulling out. The first regidor, 

the third regidor, and a host of men,women and especially children were crowd- 

ing the playa. Still shivering, f» m cold or from fright, was the timid-look- 

ing Andres Foxnay who had been landed by his rescuer just before we got to the 

beach. His v/ife was not there but his white-haired mother was on hand. With 
thrashed 

the belt he obligingly took off for her she %hi,ah«ed him on various parts of 

his body, mostly his behind, but she did so more formally than forcefully. 

The old lady neither smiled nor scowled. She was businesslike. Andres remained 

where he stood in quite resignation, a alight embarrassed smile occasionally 

playing on his lips. Some of the onlookers snickered mildly. 

(As I observed this scene I asked Ag to tell me why. He said he did not 

know. Later when we were climbing up the camino real on the way home and I 

asked him again, he explained that there is a belief that beating a person who 

nearly drowned serves to restore his espiritu which becomes lost or dislocated $?) 

on tumbling into the water. He added that children who fall and hurt themselves» t 

are often beaten lashed by their parents for similar reasons.) (Needs elucidation.) 
was 

One of the women on the beach was the wife of the man who has yet to be 

rescued» She was visibly apprehensive and nearly in tears. She asked some 

questions pleadingly. 

The wind blowing out of the shore aided the rescuers. The mayor and his 

men eeached the scene of peril in less than a lalf half-hour. They pulled   •• 
To help at the paddling 

Domingo out of the lake. /They also took aboard Rafael Gonzalez Ch., leaving the. 

the father of the latter alone in the small canoe. The overturned canoe was less 

tractable than the overturned occupant. For over 20 minutes the «a» large and. 

small canoes manuevered around the capsized vessel in an effort to right it and 

to attach it to the big canoe. The wind in the meantime, had driven the canoee 
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thev 
so far from the shore that/appeared to be no more than a speck xm the shimmering 

horizon.    Their circling activity could be seen through the field glasses.    Even- 

tually the canoers started for home, the large boat towing the overturned canoe. 

The boats were half way home when Juan Gonzalez came  storming down to the 

playa.    Several Atitecan comerciantes were resting in their small canoes which - 

they had just beached.    Juan bellowed at them to hurry out into the lake to lend 

assistance to the large boat which was struggling with a heavy wind and canoe in 

tow.    As captain of the company, Juan was acting for the comandante who was away 

at the Solóla fair along with most of the other people of authority.    At first 

the Atitecans didn't budge.   juan shooted something about having the authority 

to take them prisoners.    One of the men started off in his canoe, a second 

Atitecan sitting in vessel.    I asked Juan what good he thought these men could • 

do.    He answered that they could find out whether the man and the canoe had been 

salvaged,    A life and a canoe were at  stake.    The Atitecan paddled swiftly and 

well.Befere When they reached the rescue canoe the  seated companion transferred 

to the big boat to aid in rowing it back.    Alone in his canoe, the Atitecan 

turned again for the shore,  rapjdly outdistancing the others» boat. 

In the meantime, Manuel Gonzalez R., alone but unencumbered by cargo,  reached 

the shore at a point to the left  (facing the lake) of the crowd.    A host of chil- 

dren .streaked off to meet him.    Few of the adults did.    The carpenter, Ag and I 

were among the few %h adults that went to meet him.    Juan Gonzalez was using my- - 

field glasses at the time.    Manuel P.  Cortez, who had just came down to the Playa, 

was waiting to use the glasses.    The big boat and the returning Altecan canoe 

were still too far away for the unaided eye to make out what was happening.    I 
Gonzalez 

left the glasses with Juan/and l&nuel Cortez and went off with Ag to learn what- 

Manuel Sonzalez had to say.    In lengua he recounted how he had been fishing with 

his two sons when one of them, Rafael, hearing the shouts, went off with Diego 

Televario's canoe which Manuel was now hauling onto the gravel} how Manuel and, — 

Francisco Navichoc followed in the latter's canoe: how the two canoes got together .-Jf 
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to hoist the failing Andres out of the water on the advice of the more doughty 

Domingo.    All the work that Manuel and his sons had put into constructing their 

fish coral went for naught.    No fish were caught but a life was saved.    Manuel 

eaid he did not begrude the lost catch}  fish could be caught  some other day but 

the men could only be saved at the moment.    Manuel gave no evidence of being    • 

either excited or exhausted.    His clothes were dry and the felt hat which he ex- 

tracted from the bottom of the  canoe was only slightly wet.    He appeared to be 

a middle-aged man of sturdy build and dignified but kindky appearance.    His 

moustache was thick and dark.    He has served the village as intendente and as 

secretary,  said Ag later.    On hand was Diego Televario, the owner of the canoe 

in which Manuel had just returned.    He expressed approval of the fact that Rafael 

(l&nuel's son) had requisitioned his canoe.    Many times he nses the canoe himself, 

said Diego, and it was a stroke of fortune that it was on hand for service at 

the  critical moment. 

We left Manuel and went back to join the crowd waiting for the others to 

arrive.    Twenty minutes later the canoe came in with the rescued Domingo Quiacain 

seated in the  stern.    The mayor, his three alguaciles.  Rafael Gonzalez Ch. and 

the one Atiteca were paddling.    The paddlers crowded towards the front of the 
water-filled 

canoe, possibly in order to balance the weight of the evertarned canoe dragging 
two 

behind.    Out of the boat came the tew-tow bundles of tall canes and the bundle - 

of hay for Andres'  steers.    They were soaked.    So was Domingo.    His wife met him 

as he stepped ashore.    They did not greet each other.    There was no show of 

affection, remonstration or relief.    They were matter of fact.    The wife's only- 

action *• was to hand him an octavo of aguardiente.    He quickly took it, swallowed 

the contents at a gulp.    Next he took the bundle of dry clothes his wife was 
he 

carrying.    Re made his way to a beached canoe where/sat down to change his clothes 

and talk to the crowd e£ that pressed around him.    It was notable that the orowd- 

consisted only of children and women.    The men were gathered around the alguacile 
full 

and the canoe thay had just returned in.    Domingo changed his clothes in/view v 
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of the multitude.    But there was not much they could see.    He placed the shirt 

he took off in his lap as he pulled off his pants and pulled on fresh ones.    He 

extracted the wet  shirt,  donned a fresh one and was redressed. 

At four o'clock Ag and I clambed up the camino real again.    As I left him 

in the secretaria I saw Juan Gonzalez lecturing the two men who nearly drowned. 

In the name of the comandante who, together with the intendente, are endowed 

with the maximum authority, Juan ordered the two mayordomea placed in cárcel 

as prisoners until the inténtente would return in two days to dispose of their 

case.    They were incarcerated because they had gone off with a private canoe 

without getting permission to do so from the owner.    Such is the fate of 

martyrs.    And so ends the incident of the dawning, excepting only for the fol- 

lowing additions and corrections based on info got on 4/4/41: 

Manuel Gonzalez who aided in the rescue not only was secretary and na- 

intendente but is at present maestro de capilla.   (He should be a good informant.) 

It was not the mayor and his three alguaciles that went in the middling canoe. 

The four men consisted of one alguacil and three private citizens, one of whom» 

was our neighbor.    The mayor remained behind.    (Info from Domingo Q., martyr) 

Aguatin comes over, having cleaned up business at the secretaria. 

I go over the details of the drowning with him and write the episode 

recorded above.    He does a little more typing on his Semana Santa data. 

Graciela and Madelena Cotuc are looking through a the McCalla that 
6tOO P.M. 

Lois put out on the porch for them.    A double-spread auto ad exhibits 

a colored picture of a winsome female with a generous thigh exposure.    I point; 

to her saying "man¿ uxq" (no skirt).    Madelena responds by slapping the picture. 

I ask whether it is good that she has no skirt and both girls respond"ma^ts tá." 

ask Agustin to stay for supper.    He appears willing to be con- 

vinced.    We assure him that it is quite all right.    He accepts.    He ', 

eats a modest portion of all we give him but appears to be quite self-conscious. 

He takes no serving even if invited to do so but waits to be given a portion. 

5:30 P.M. 

6t 30 P.M. 
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At the supper table I ask the nan» of a man to whom he was, talking, a- 

sallow person in ladino clothes wearing a kerchief over his mouth.    Ag tells 

me this is Lorenzo Gonzalez who has two wives and malaria.    He deserted one 

wife and took another with iine- him when he went to the  coast.    There both 

he and his wife contracted bad cases of malaria from which they still suffer 

now that they are here.    They have a daughter but  she does not have nalaria. 

Does Lorenzo work?   No, he is too sick.    Where does he get money to live?   The 

wife he deserted has compassion for him and gives him money.    It is this gen- 

erous and rejected woman who sold me the shirt I bought several days ago by 

sending her daughter Magdalena. 

Lois writing i 

Discussion of Lorenzo Gonzalez led. me  (Lois) to ask Agustin tether 

malaria could be gotten only on the coast.    He said that it was contagious and 

could be gotten here by contact with people who have it.    Ben asked about 

San Pedro Cutzam.    Agustin said nearly everybody has it there and that one 

could almost recognize people who came from the  coast by their pallor and 

run-down appearance.    He volunteered that Marcus Yojcum,  S's father had con- 

tracted a bad case of malaria on a four-day visit to the coast and that 

Susana and her husband had both had bad cases of nalaria when they lived on - 

the coast.    He said S. had almost died and answered that she has not suffered 

from it again»    3. had earlier led us to believe that she had been on the 

coast with her father.    We asked what S's Husband had done on the coast.      - 

He was not sure but said they say he made as high as a dollar a day clearing 

fields of trees.    Ben asked for what purpose, bananas?   Ag. thought it might 

have been on banana or coffee fincas.    Ag.  said S's husband always drank 

very heavily and will probably continue to for the rest of his life.    He 

said that S. and her husband were  separated seven times during their brief 

marriage..    Says Felipe was very jealous of S.    Some, discussion about jealousy. 

I say that S. is very pretty and that she is also very intelligent,   agustin 
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says that is because  she* got around a great deal among Ladinos'while she 

lived in other towns where her husband taught school.    Ag, was not  sure of 

where they had lived but thought she might have been at Antigua among other 

places.    He volunteered that Felipe muffed an opportunity by failing to 

show up at school shortly after being appointed a Director of a school. 

The reason was that he got drunk.    Ben asked about Felipe's interest in the 

baby» Marina.    Agustin said that Felipe had sent a letter to S.  some time 

ago telling her to turn the baby over to his mother.    Ag. thought•Felipe was 

"shameless" for wanting the baby and not  supporting it.    He said that in 

case of a dispute between a husband and wife over a child, the husband 

generally gets the child if he is supporting it.    However he said it is 

customary for female babies to stay with the mother and male children to go 

to the father* 

After supper Ben and Agustin retire to the office to type.   As 
7,«IS p«Mt 

I am getting ready to wash the dishes Siena Gonzalez and girl 

friend Rosaria Q. accompanied by their brothers, Nicolas,.Filberto and 

Atur come in.    Elena asks where S. is.    I tell her that she has gone to 

Solóla and wonder whether it is possible that Siena didn'tknow - this hardly 

seems likely.    Elena asks whether she can help me with the dishes.    I thank 

her and say yes.    While she is helping me she asks why Josefa Y. isn't here* 

I tell her that I told to r she did not have to come at night as she is young.- 

After the dishes are don» l sit down at the kitchen table with Agustin's 

description of Semana Santa customs to continue with the translating*    The' 

three boys ask whether they can look at a magazine or picture book*    I give 

them one to look at and tell the girls to look at magazines*    However as it 

turned out I did very little translating,  spending more time taking down 

observations of what occurred.    X wanted to give Siena something for helping- 

me but felt that I could not very well give her something and ignore her girl 

friend.    Consequently I gave each of them a large injerta*    The boys looked 
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on enviouBly and since I didn't have any for them I gave each -a lima.    This 

did not  stop them - in fact probably encouraged them - to ask for candy. 

I said there was none.    The girls started eating their fruits and were 

asked for some by brothers.    Rosaria's brother,apparently angry because she 

refused him any,  slapped her on the head.    She is about fifteen or sixteen, 

he is about seven or eight.    Her reaction to this was to hide her face in 

her rebozo    and cry.    She didn't want me to see her crying and Siena tried 

to sit in front  of her so that I couldn't see her crying.    She was comforted 

by Siena, wiped her eyes finally on her rebozo and paid no further attention 

to the incident. 

Elena says Rosaria hasn't  seen the doll yet.    I ask if she would 
8:30 P.M. 

like to see it.    Siena says she would.    The three boys sent up 

cries of "Ai Chu" and    similar ejaculations.    Each kissed it several times 

with great affection.    Atur took it and danced around the room with it, 

imitating the  dance step characteristic of adult dancers.    Each boy wanted 

it and with son»  quarreling it passed from one to the other.    At first 

Atur and Nicolas were most demonstrative about it.    Then Atur said it was 

hiB child and the others followed suit.    The boys return to looking at the 

magazine, Atur holding the doll closely to him.    Nicolas tries to take it 

away from him and they fight about it.    Nicolas finally gets it and cradles 

it in his arms. 

The mayor and an alguacil come to the house and ask for Ag.    The 
fl»Q0 PtMf 

office. 

9>05 P.M. 

three talk for a few minutes and they leave.    Ag. returns to-the 

Filberto has the doll now.    He lays it down on its side on the 

nat and lies down next to it, hugging it.    Atur scrambles over and 

lies down on the  other side of the doll.    He also tries to put his arm 

around it.    Nicolas not to be outdone lies down   at right angles to the 

two, near their heads.    Atur says it (the doll) is his wife,  (Elena translated    ,: 

•* this flor n»  )•    Fitter*0 and Nicolas say the same»   Nicola»»pi,etendl.1?S;,t2.jb^i<^ 
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a horse, gets down on all fours.    Filberto places the doll on^Nic.'s back 

and says it is his "mujer". 

The five get up to leave.    Siena picks up the  doll and kisses it 
9tl5 P.M. 

very affectionately.    Each of the boys pick it up and kiBS it 

several tiras on the face.    Rosaria as usual is very shy and quiet through- 

out and hasn't participated in playing with the doll.    Elena embraces ra 

•around the waist.    They leave to go home, lighting a candle táich Rosaria 

pulls out of te r reboza 

Josefita C. comes over from next door and asks for a match to 
9>20 P.M. 

light her candila.    She and her mother have just returned from 

the capilla she tells me when I ask where  she has been.    I knew she had 

been away as she had her rebozo wrapped around her and it is not ordinarily 

worn v/hen a woman is at horns. 

After supper Ben and Agustín returned to the office where Ag completed typing 

his Holy Week addenda by the time he was called to the secretaria, and where 

Ben continued to work on today's notes.    On his visit to.-the playa this afternoon 

Ben made three miscellaneous obsecrations he. .wishes to append: •   • • 

(1) A very old and very white-haired woman was among those who came down 

to the lake to carry back a filled tinaja of water on their heads.    This old 

lady came unaccompnied. . . , . ~ 

(2) The ladina wife of the secretario and their grown daughter both»' toted 

regular water tinejas, Indian fashion.    (Did they go bare-foot?) 

(3) On the way up the camino real at the piint where the path* to our 

house/ diverges reserved a clueter of women.    Among them  was a girl that 

appeared to be about 12 years of age.    She was blind.    Only the whites of her 

eyes and alittle of the pink appeared in'her eye openings.    Immediately above   ., 
presumably made of cloth, 

each brow she wore a lavender crescent preBMaúsnta-pg-vtpyá/ I 5°* only a fl«e*inS 

look at the girl and my recollection may not be completely accurate.    Ag had not   j 

seen the girl and could not help me out with reference to the significance of   ••£* 
IfcfJlYendet crescents..      f, ,.   g * W^jjfcíjáStíía-'.   .' ..^l*,/^^^'" 
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7>45 A.M. 
Outside the front eheme door the daily, "wux" chorus begins. This 

time the three little Cox girls are seated on the threshold, Maria 

holding in her arms her little brother Bartolo who seems to be in good physi- 

cal condition now. I give each a small sheet of canary-colored paper. I ask 

Maria what it is that Bartolo has attached to the string around his náok. She 

opens his camisa and extracts an object that looks like a sacha*-bag. She an- 

swers me that the object is called a bolsa in Spanish. It contains what in 

lengua is called q'a.1is. according to Maria. This is the word for garbage, 

(is it for evil-eye?) As soon as I give out paper a host of little customers 

come patting over. Palas Bixcul, as usual, is most vociferous. Not satisfied 

with paper he asks for the picture book with the three little pigs and the 

wolf, then asks to change this for another magazine, etc. 

Lois asks the paper kids whether any of their mothers have eggs to 
8t00 AM. 

sell. Now that the Atiticos are coming around to buy up eggs for 

Semana Santa they are becoming scarcer. Encarnación Pop, who has not been a 

frequent visitor of late, volunteers to go home and find out. She returns to 

say that there are no eggs available. Celia (taselJa in lengua) Bixcul says 

that her folks across the way have eggs to sell. They bring out four and ask 

five cents. Heretofore we had been paying a penny per. Lois tries to buy 

them for four oents but the lady is not interested. Lois pays the price asked. 

At this four other eggs are produced and Lois pays another 5/. Yfhen Encarnación 

sees this she pipes up that her sister Rosario Pop has four eggs to sell. '(As 

of lOtOO A.M. she does not return with them.) 

Looking over the cane fence, as I come out bringing th a cot for Lois 
8i45 A.M. 

to sun herself in the yard (she has a cough and a sniffle), I observe 

chubby Uadeleána sitting on the ground busily shining a small mud-covered object, 
\ 

she has in her hand. She is wearing a tiny apron made of skabHz material, »bJLtV 

if 
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wtth light blue stripes. She moistenes a corner of the apron in her mouth 

with which to scrub the object. I ask her what it is. she answers that it 

is a piece of money (pwok). What is it worth? Un centavo,she answers. I 

ask to see it. She readily assents. It is the sixe of a Guatemalan penny 
coined 

but it is really a real e# twenty years ago. It was worth 1/5 cent. 

9tl5 A.M. 
Lois sees Desiderio Gonzalez approaching. This was the first time 

in well over a month since he was laid up. He appears wan. Lois 

greets him and asks him how he is. "Algo regular, gracias." He then says that 

he suffered with a bad stomach ache yesterday. His stomach is still not well 

and he asks to receive a purgo. Yes, he received the pill Lois gave his daughter 

Elena last night, but he apparently wants another. Lois brings him another pill 

and tells him to take it this evening after supper. I go out to speak to him. 

He answers that his stomach cramps may be due to eating tortillas now that he is 

up from bed but unaccustomed to heavy food. I advise him to go in for liquid 

foods such as caldos and atoles rather rathan solid foods. He asks me whether 

he should take the purgative pill now or in the afternoon. I reaffirm Lois* in- 

structions to wait until after supper. 

I ask Desiderio about his brothel's tiles and he surmises that the oven must 

still be burning for it is not yet a week since it was lit. I ask him whether 

the tiles are intended for the roof of the structure near our house whose roof 

has been stripped of its straw. He says they are, but that the house will prob- 

ably not be ready for occupancy until next year. I ask why hie Andrea and his 

son Ibnuel moved out of the house last February. He replies it was because- the 

house belongs to Chema, bis brother, who was only loaning it to the couple. But 

why did they leave when they did? Because the house is old and in danger of caving 

in. That is why Chema is remaking the roof. How long did his son and the latter*s 

wife and child live in Chema'e house? About a year. Where did they leVve before? 

With Desiderio as they are doing now. Why did they leave, because Desiderio*e 

•At i, *^Ú,¿&~m&U£ÍV^Í!#£*JB^l*f 
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10«45 A. M. 

wife did not get along with the daughter-in-law, Andrea?   Yes, said Desiderio, 

hie wife wanted Andrea to help with the house work but instead Andrea chose to 

•be walk around the town.    Accordingly, Desiderio told his son that he had tetter 

make arrangements to go elsewhere with his wife.   That is how it came about that 

they borrowed Chemts house.   Will the couple continue to live with the folks now? 

No, explained Desiderio, they are building a randhita for them olose by.   The 

walls are already constructed and they came out very nice.   He agreed to let me 

know when the house would be put up so that I could witness the event.    This will 

occur shortly.    I excused myself and went into the office to type the above 2-1/2 

pages of notes. 

¡Lois writjngt    Vicenta Rosales came over with her cousin Rosa whom 

she had brought here the other day for eye-drops for Rosa's baby. 

After putting the drops in the baby's eyes I asked Vicenta whether she wanted 

me to put drops in Uaria Fanelew's eyes too which are still a lit+le red. 

Rosa and her baby left.    Vicenta stayed on to ask if X would please do her 

mother -the favor of paying her the twenty cents additional for +he shirt I 

had bought for Susan Tax.    I had originally bought pants, belts and shirt for 

$1.00 t fifty cents for the shirt and twenty-five each for pants and sash. 

I had exchanged the original shirt for one a little larger for which she now 

wanted seventy cents.   However X had also returned the sash to her as it was 

too small.    She still had the twenty-five cents for the sash which theoretically 

should have been returned to me until she makes a larger one which 1 could 

buy later.    It took some detailed and repeated explaining to put the fact- - 

across to Vicenta that whereas X owed her mother twenty oents more for the 

shirt, she owes me twenty-five cents for the sash and as things now stand they 

owe me a nickel.    X am not sure whether she got the point or not.    But she said 

she would go and explain to her ¿other. 

I sat in the kitchen looking at "Suye Mora".   The "wax»' chorus 
10t*5 Atft 

resumed outside the street door and X finally opened the door to 

•'¿LíáMtAíi^Kt^iM^BU^^iJi^^. *í 
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hand out a couple of magazines. Comercia and Andrea (daughter of Juana Rooche) 

apparently wanted the doll hut only asked in quiet and rather hesitant tones 

for it. Children here hare rarely taken up or touched an object, including 

scraps ox' scrap paper and magazines, without asking our permission. Although 

they are very insistent in their request for permission they will wait to get 

it before touching for example a magazine which may be within arm's length 

on a chair. Palas B. is, if possible, even more persistent than others. Yet 

during this morning's session here with doll and magazines he came up to the 

table at which I was sitting and asked for a piece of kleenex that was lying 

on the table. He could easily have picked it up but he just stood there and 

wheedled and pleaded and didn't take it.- So far requests for the doll have 

been more cautious and more indirect. They will talk to eaoh other and mention 

muñeca and then look at me hopefully to see whether I will take the hint. 

When they ask directly to see it it is with more reserve. Probably they are 

afraid that since it is a more "valuable" object there is less chance of 

get+ing it. 

I gave the doll out. l"he following were heret Andrea, daughter of 
10»55 A.M. 

of Juana Rooche, Celia Bixoul, Comercia lixcul, Clara Bixoul (the 

mute girl) carrying the little baby that Rosa Cotuo is always carrying around, 
Sunu 

Josefa (our helper) Palas B*. , Julia Mendaz. Andrea sits in the doorway hold- 

ing the doll. For a time the others all group around her. There is not much 

activity with it.  Palas S. brings the doll to me, says it is crying and tells 

me to give it milk* ledro Rooche, (baby) doesn't give  damn either way about 

the doll. Comercia puts it to his mouth to kiss it. 

Ben notes that the children talk to us in lengua in spite of the fact 

that they probably realize that we don't understand it. This is probably 

because talking is expressive behavior with them and they don't stop to 

think whether or not we understand» 

g'^^-ajfa^^^^i¡a¡fciáiaiw*«^ 
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As Josefa is helping me with the lunch dishes, her "sisters Ana and 

Maria (Tawit) come in. Josefa says that Maria wants to look at 

the doll. Note: she doesn't eren say she wants to hold it, just to look at it. 

I give the doll to Ana and Maria. Josefa has seen the toy dishes in the cup- 

board and asks if they can play with one of these also. I give them a jar 

and bowl. These are about an inch and a half in length and in diameter, res- 

pectively. The doors are closed. At the front door they hear some other 

children. Josefa dad Ana motion tb Maria to keep silent. Apparently they do 

not want the others to come in. Finally they open the door. Maria, Angelina, 

Petrona, Bartolo Gox come in. Maria is busy most of the tine with little 

Bartolo. She tries to make hia crawl to her by putting his hat down an the 

floor in front of her. She holds out her arms, smiles, talks to him to en- 

courage him. She pats the floor with her hand and with his.hat. He crawl with 

legs stretched straight out and only hikes his legs a little. Does not orawl 

on his knees with legs bent. 

Two groups present. One near kitchen table and stove, other near 

dining table. Firstj Comercia, Josefa, Maria Y., Petrona, Angelina 

Palas. Second, Celia, Andrea, Atur, Feliz Yoxoum, Maria Cox.  Maria gets up 

and goes to oat near bed with Bartolo. Petrona get up from their group and 

follow her* Angelina looks at "Three Pigs". Celia looking at magazine. 

Calla attention of Andrea to big automobile on double page spread. Andrea 

looking at magazine alone. Atur looking at one alone. Josefa, Maria and 

Comercia looking at one. Palas looking at "Raggedy Ana2, calls Comercia to 

look at "Mariposa"• Maria C. calls the others t0 look at "ahile" in "Three 

pigs" (string of red and string of green plants hanging from ceiling in 

picture in house of little pig). Palas comes up to me and asks to leeev- 

borrow "Raggedy Ann" book he is looking at. (Josefa translates) Celia 

turns to picture of "laoandones" in magazine, Andrea, Josefa andComeroia look 

at it. Jo.afa is explaining something in lengua» Maria C„ sees and says "lacarr 

2135 P.M. 

flsfearjtjaíwtfJgrtkow-á *i<*^'d*LiKb¿aa¡ym±*>.^ 
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done". Josefa points to picture bottom of same page shoving a white man 

lying in a hammock with eyes closed. She says he is dead. 

Palas goes to kitchen table where doll is sitting. He takes it and 

kisses it several times, then puts it back. Grouping changed. Andrea, 

Angelin, Celia, Atur, on mat $2 (near dining table) looking at magazine. 

Maria C, Comercia, just beyond nearer to street door playing with doll. 

Felix, Ana, Maria, Palas, Josefa on mat # 3 (near stove), liarla gives Bartolo 

to Josefa to hold while Maria goes to close patio door as there is too ouch 

wind and I have asked her to close either of the doors. Josefa and Comercia 

moved over to mat jfe  and Josefa is holding doll, moving it's legs and arms. 

Comercia sitting next to her. Maria C. joins the same group, kisses brother 

Bartolo» dangles her necklace in front of him. 

Bells ring long and loud. Andrea perks up and I ask what it is. 

She pretends to hit one of the others and says "chicote". I 

say that it isn't today. Palas comes up to me with one book in his hand and 

asks to look at one. Josefa has automatically assumed responsibility now 

for handing out magazines and when I say yes she takes the one he has and 

hands him another from the pile. 

A man passes by outside with a sack on his shoulders. The kids call out 

something to him. I ask Josefa what they said, she translates, "Da me un 

ginea". The Cox girls leave. Maria 7. is oarrying the doll. In general 

they seem to have lost interest in. All are now «atoning me type. They 

interrupt me to listen to my wrist watch. Josefa and some of the others follow- 

ing here go to the clock on the table. Josefa picks up my little white apron. 

Andrea calls out "Ay ohu, tip'ilok". 

Josefa says Palas has been crying before he came hero beoause his mother 

whipped him and also his little brother beoause they broke an olla» Comercia 

holding Pedro R. standing to my right, jiggles him up and down affectionately. 

Maria 7. holding the doll imitates Comercia. The older girls ask me where my 
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earrings are and holes for earrings»    I show them a pair of my earrings*   They 

want £• to put them on.    Ask me to put on a necklace too.   Then they want to 

see all the things in the jewelry box.   They ask the names of our párente, 

Ben's brothers.    I ask them if they want to see piotures of Ben's parents. 

I show them snapshots of various members of the family.   They get most 

k excited about piotures of Ben and me.   Andrea and Celia ask for a cigarette 

while I an smoking.    I say they are too young.    Jokingly I offer one to 

five year old Ali Cox.    Josefa and Andrea, lay , "No, no he is a oreeyente". 

Andrea asks what is the name of my mother's mother.   They ask to see my dresses. 

Josefa says in the closet there are a lot of them.    Andrea offers me one 

of the toy jars, says there is coffee in it. Little Maria 7. is the only one 

4t20       paying any attention to the doll.    She holds and sits quietly on the floor. 

Comeroia lies down on mat jjZ and says she is going to sleep.    Palas, Atur, 

Nazuan lie down on mat opposite and pretend to go to sleep.    Comeroia and 

Ana try to take the doll away from Maria 7. She protests and won't let it go. 

Andrea asks for the little bell.    I tell her I can't give it to her.* They tell 

me to ask Maria 7. for the doll.    She gives it to me when I do, without a word. 

Palas standing in front of me, touches the typewriter.    Comeroia slap's him. 

Andrea playing with the doll now.    Is very possessive about it.   Won't give it 

to any of the others.       Palas and Atur throw themselves on the floor and say 

"Kowari",    Palas goes to the pile of magazines and when he touches them, Josefa 

scolds him.   He camas to me and asks over and over for a book.   Comeroia takes 

a wad of gun out of her mouth andfeives it to Josefa who chews it.   Throughout 

Andrea «alls me her mother (nu te).    Ben cornea into the house with a sartén he 

bought off a comerciante, answers that there are ather ataee things of interest 

to sell.   We usher out the children and both of us go out +o the school porch 

to inspect the wares. 

First it may be well to note what had occupied Ben up to the time he came 

into the house with the sartén. 

jgjwrtrtiiw- •'""1i"' ^•«^•'^^"^"-««-íi^^ J-a^-^Wi*a>áitia^<i 
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Ben writing* 

Until three in the afternoon I spent most of the day typing. When I heard 

the bells ring insistently at 3x00 P.M. I decided to go out and take a look. It 

turned out to be the usual Friday signal for the oofrades and otheis concerned 

to come to the church in preparation for the procession which was to be the same 

as on previous Fridays. 

. On the way to the intendencia I was surprised to see that the domicile of 

Salvador Navichoc had burgeoned out into a tienda. Salvador was behind the win- 

dow and behind Salvador was a newly made raok bearing tinajas, soft drinks, aguar- 

diente. Bundles of kindling wood were on the floor and bananas were lying on the 

window ledge. The "store" only consumed a corner of the house in which Paulina, 

as ever, was busily sewing. I stepped a moment to speak to Salvador and in res- 
ing 

ponse to questioned got the following information. He had opened his store only 

this afternoon when he returned in his own canoe from AtitIan where he purchased 

his liquor supplies. The tinajas, which Paulina later told Lois were selling for 

25/ (high), oarae from some other town. A license is required to operate a tienda. 

This costs $3.00 at the outset and 75/ each month. Salvador intends to stock beer 

for Semana Santa. He expects to maintain the store permanently. 

At the intendencia I found men on the benches but no one in any of the three 

offices. The comandante, the.secretario and the intendente were away to Solóla, 

as were most of their official subordinates. The intérprete (Ag) and the 1st reg. 

were both home. On the bench near the jail sat Domingo Q. who nearly drowned yes- 

terday when when he and Andrés Usxnay overturned in a canoe they took without per- 

mission. Andrés was inside the jail, although the door was open. Domingo said he 

was sad of heart and body as result of all the punishment he took in the lake yes- 

terday and asked me whether we had any remedy for this debility. I told him there 

was no remedy other MI than remaining warm. He informed me that Andrés was second 

mayordomo in the same cofradía as he, San Nicolas. (Ag had thought Andrés was in 

Santa Crux.) Ha also set me straight on the occupants of the rescuing boat which 

I had thought consisted of the «a$w and his alguaciles, (cf. notes 3.3.41., p.13. 

^-*^^^^^-taaáfe^>'A^.Jt.i; feTT^Jtei^uvaBtop^^ 
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As the men on the intendencia benches were having fun testing me out on 

lengua phrases, Ag arrived front his house.   At my suggestion we went into the 

church.    Loud drum beats were emanating from the church but besides the drummer 

who was sittin on the customary bench just inside the door, the church was nearly 

deserted.    Near the side exit to the convento up front 2 or 3 young semaneros 

are lounging around and three men Bit on a side bench.   These are (1) the second 

fiscal.Ahe Juez of Sacramento (or Corpus), and (3) one of the two mayordomos 

of the church (chaxales)/     The latter was rolling pita.   Great white cloths 

(linen,   aays Lois) were draped over all the  saints on either side  of the chubch 

and  over the huge enthronement in-the-fren* at the head of the  church.    These 

cloths were  draped  over the  saints last  Sunday.    The material is clean but very 

old.    It is tearing in many places.    Ag says it is of yore and was v/oven here. 

He says such weaving is no longer done here.    Undraped was the en«e conspicuous 

image of Christ which v/as soon to be taken out in the procession.    Also uncovered 

were the flower-bedecked cross and the wreath-girlied image  of the ax p'is.    These 

two would soon be carried out of the  church as on each Friday preceding.    Freshly 

gathered vines were stacked in the church awaiting Monday when all the cofrades 

would assemble  in the  church for three days to adorn the inside of the edifice. 

All wpuld work,  including the .jueces, the alcaldes actine as supervisors. 

Stacked against the side were a great number of green boughs known as o.ias de 

pacaya (iax k'ip).    In the baptismal side-chamber were lying many coils of 

rubbery ratwan or bejuco.    There were two varieties of bejuco distinguished in 

lengua as rez k'am   and qul.    These creepers serve secularly to bind together 
limp and 

houseparts.    On one of the altars was a pile of/raxy flor de coyol,  shaped like 

thick clusters of wheat-heads, and cut from local trees.    On the morrow these 

would be worked into leaf-wrapt bunches at the home of the fiscal for distri- 

bution to the attendants of Sunday's mass held in honor of the gathered greens. 

From the church Ag took me to inspect the convento.    It is a chamber with 

only a few things in it.    There were four apastes, huge bowls a yard in diameter 

.¡*t-t,. rtts¡0&j¿if,¿j nía;. 
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in which the texeles cook the oil for the ever-burning flame in the church.    In 

a corner of the convento were a few pottery containers filled with a reserve of 

oil.    The perpetual flame consumes four jars of oil weekly.    The   oil ofl which 

the wik wick feeds floats on water contained in a large glass vessel.    Oil reserva 

are ground monthly in an open shed behind the church built for the purpose.    The 

flame burns in a niche in the fore-part  of the church.    Present also in the 

convento were three or four huge andcbcorous candle holders.    There were two 

carrying stands bearing cloth-covered mounts.    Ag said they were thrones, not 

images.    Stored in the room was a large poster representing the rayed sun which 

Raf had made for the fiesta last December.    Also  stored there was a monstrous 

coil of cable-thick rope used for hauling home the annually-built communal a 

canoe.    In a storage wing of the  convento huddled some dozen badly charred 

wooden images of sub-human size which had been caught in the church fire of 

some forty or fifty years ago.    In the  same wing was ladder'stand which is 

used in the dramatazation of the Christ crucifixion. 

From the convento Ag and I went to inspect the  small structure behind the 

church and somewhat off to one  side in which the texeles do their ail-cooking. 

Then we saw the -shed affixed to the rear end of the church where these women 

grind the  oil-beans.    Against the wall were lined 17 grinding stones. 

Farther to the rear stood the new, gleaming-white,  one-roomed structure 

recently municipally-built to quarter the cura.    Ag pointed proudly to the 

wooden ceiling.    Within several young men and a boy were occupying the bench 
left 

along the wall to the rágh* of the entrance door.  In the corner across the room 
disused 

and to the right was a/large wooden bedstead.    There was a stool and a folded 

canvas cot on which the cura slept when he  stayed over. 

Behind the church were the crumbling walls of an ancient edifice, presum- 

ably the church that had burnt down before Ag was born.    Near us were 400 adobe 

bricks stood on end to dry and aligned in rows.    Ag explained that these were - 

made by Diego Tuch to return to the municipalidad,  from whome he had previously 

borrowed a like number when he built a house to hold a cofradia..  It seems the 
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municipalidad owned or owns 2000 adobes aa of which half were made by the 
employees, 

voluntarios and half by the munipalidad^     (To erect what?) 

Next Ag and I climbed up the stone  stairs to the campanario.    We inspected 

the three bells that toll out the time and announce all events of significance. 

The center bell was huge.    Its great weight was sustained by a great number of 

leather thoñgs.    I asked Ag whether so heavy a bell could be  carried across the 

the sane lake in one  of the municipal canoes.    He thought not.    But  once upon a 

time it must have been so carried?   Ag said they had bigger canoes in the  old 

days,  canoes capable of carrying  60 or 70 people.    And aren't there tree trunks 

large enough any more?   No.     (dubious) datum)    When the bells are not tolled by 

the agile  semaneros who run like monkeys up and down the belfry steps, they are 

rung by alguaciles or regidores auxiliares who tug the rope that reaches to the 

tree  standing at the corner of the civil building.    As is often the case,  little 

girls were scurrying around the ground under this tree picking up the falling 

purple flowers to blow and explode against the forehead. 

With Ag I went over to the stahool porch where two Totonicapeños were selling 
offer 

pottery.    I countered with a 3//when the merchant asked 5/'for a sarteen.    He then 

asked Ají but  quickly accepted my price when I made as if to leave.    I went home 

alone with the  sartén and informed Lois, who was typing spot observations of chil- 

dren playing with the doll in the house, that the same vender had on display well- 

made desert saucers.    It was 4:30 and we asked the children to leave in order to 

close the house that we could both leave for the"plaza",  as already stated on the 

bottom of page 7. 

The merchant asked 2¿ each for the  saucers,  immediately assented when 

4t40 P.M. , .*„....     v,-t• 
    Lois offered 4/ for 4 of them.    He had earlier angered me that he him- - . % 

self had paid 1-1/V for each.    Wily fellows,, these  "travelers" as parsons calls 'em. 

Lois left her purchases in the secretaria.    We went to the church that Lois might 

see the festal flowers and boughs.    She hesitated because she had not taken along 

her rebozo but Ag assured &er there was no wrong.    In the corredor between the '" 

church and the convento we encountered 5 or 6 of the iaZ2l§S, each with her stout 

fAa¿*idMtofjft¿&&jwj.a-**. . 
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candle soon to be borne and burned in the procession.    Lois recognized one of 

these women as the sister of Conception who had died about  a week ago in the 

house of Lfenuel Cortez.    This texel turned her back to us and said something 

to her companions.    The others responded to my greetings; this one did not. 
medicine 

It was she who had said that Lois'  p4-üe brought on the death of her sister. 

5>15 P.M. 
We waited near the church steps to witness the beginning <f   the pro- 

cession.    As we waited a bevy of kids besieged and greeted us.    The 

paraders solemnly issued from the church in the following order.    First was a 

an aged drummer pounding on a huge tambor borne on the back of a mayordomo.    On 

his right marched a man playing a slender flute.    Immediately behind was a 

trumpet player.    Following the musicians were four texeles, two by two.    Then 

came two mayordomos carrying the large blue-painted cross faced with red-flowers. 

Two more texeles followed.    Afte* them marched two other mayordomos bearing the 

the small ax p'is (he who is sad) image.    Next came the body of men cantores 

and the group of some ten texeles.    The last and loftiest exhibit was that of 

the life-sized cross-bearing Christ in scarlet robe,  carried by mayordomos 

and canopied by the .jueces.    The alcaldes and the fi scale ft each with his dis- 

tinctive  staff, brought up the rear.    At either end of the rear tier was a 

fiscal with his staff surmounted by a si silver cross.    Between them marched 

the alcaldes whose staffs were capped by white cloths, giváág the appearance    • 

of huge lollypops.    The staff-heads of the alcaldes were covered on Sunday along 
-up 

with the coveringAof the saints on the church altars.    This time only 3 alcaldes- 

took part in the procession.    The others were away from town on private mattersr- 
in Quttzaltenango \ 

to sell chick pease etnd-ether-predtwe, the first regidor suggested.a-íew-ntowfcee 

On reaching the  street the marchers halted, the Christ was rested on the • 

metate carpeting *ha* unrolled by mayordomos, the texeles turned round and knelt 

in a group before Christ, the cantoraB declaimed, their maeBtro (Manuel Gonzale,3}vr 

±fap*r 
read from a book.    Following the recitation came singing.    Thus they marched*halted. 

OMA. 
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5t30 P.M. 
We did not follow the parade since evey stop was a repeat performance 

*UMtmjfatti«a&¿»í<hÍÉÍt*it SmXkíuÉSlíL fe 

and since every Friday parade  (except that of the Fourth Friday) waB- • » 

the  same.    Tie went home tarrying a few minutes to talk to the first regidor seated 

on the bench before the intendencia.    He is very tall,  over middle age, has rubi- 

cund features^ nose especially) white moustache,  and a rather imposing bearing. 

He speaks Spanish better than most and speaks it rather fast, unlike most of the • 

bilingual villagers. This was the first time he had seen Lois since  she contracted 

her sore ankle in a fall nearly two weeks ago.    He readily engaged us in conver- 

sation,  inquiring about the progress of Lois*  ankle and how v/e had cured it.    We 

said Ventura Q. had cured it.    But what other medicines did we use/   IFone, we 

assured him.    He seemed surprised at this,  as if in wonderment that extran.ieroB 

could have reliance in a man who practiced a native brand of curing and was not 

endowed with a formal medical degree.    He was, however, pleased.    He asked whether 

we had seen his magic bone.    I was surprised to be asked this for both Susana and 

Ag had assured me that Ventura is touchy on this esoteric subject and never, never 

allows his mysitic bone to be seen.    The regidor,  on the contrary,  seemed rather • - 

surprised that we hadn't seen it for it seemdd that the regidor took it for granted 
said 

that Ventura always hauls out his bone to effect the cure.    He «ay« he carries 

it with him in a cañuela.    Like a magnet, the magic bone draws into place the 

fractured (and dislocated?) bones.    The regidor did not know how Ventura came 

by his charm but assured me that it was sent by God.    It is a pity that there 

are none to replace him when he dies for he is now quite old, volunteered the 

regidor.    He went on to tell us how people had telegraphed from towns afar to •• ( 

summon the services of this celebrated bone-setter.   (1st reg. wd be good informt-») 

We went home, Lois entering the yard ahead of me who lingered in the  street  - 

small-talking with Fernandez Gonzalez.    He answered me that his brother Desiderio's 

exhausting sickness was paludismo.    He answered that not every one who goes to 

the coast need get malaria.    He himself often travels to the coast and never-gets 

sick.    This is because every three months he cleanses himself with castor-oil. 

TneTus/ of this purgative wa-s recommended to him by a doctor once/. 
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Lois writing: 

While 3en was near the house palavering with Fernandez    I went on to 

the house.    But before reaching our gate was met by Graciela asking where 1 

had been.    I told her I went tfc the plaza.    Spying the four little bowls and 

pitcher I was carrying she asked me to give her one.    I said no.    As I was 

about to go in the gate  she came running out of her house,  sent by Tamplt, 

with a basket of hierba   moro which she  offered for one cent.    I bought them 

and at the same time gave her our .basket for the tortillas which her mother 

was making for us.    For the last few weeks we have been getting ten tortillas 

for a cent three times a day from Josefita.    Sach time Graciela comes to get 

the basket and delivers the tortillas. No-sooner did I get into the house 

than Lorencia Coche comes in with four eggs to sell.    The price has gone up 

from one  cent apiece to six reales.    I buy them and  she lingers on for about 

fifteen minutes or more, watching with inberest as Ben lights the  gasoline 

lamps and I light the  stove.    She  shows me how to prepare the greens, pluck- 

ing the leaves off the stems, using the  small flowers as well.    After I 

had washed the leaves and was about to put them in a pot to cook,  she stopped 

me by motioning since she speaks only lengua. Then with sign language and 

a few words I recognized explained that the water should be boiling first 

before the greens are put in.    She asked if I would buy a reboza of the kind 

die was wearing.    TOien she had been here the other day I had asked about the 

price of one like hers.    She now told me it cost three dollars .    I offered 

a dollar fifty and she shook her head.    Essentially there are two types of 

rebozo8 worn here.    One type is bought from comerciantes and cornss from 

Totonicapan.    They are made by men.    The other type are woven here and are 

predominately red alternating with black and white checked-like areas and 

may have in addition strips of orange, blue,  cerise of varying widths. 

Josefita    C. brings our tortillas over.    She notices that the 
5:45 P.M. 

lamp is lit and asks somsthing about six o'clock which I take 

|¡¡Ss¿gSÍ¿g^¿¡¡£^^^^ir¿i-•-—•*  ' mii^kxLe^íiJait^^^^^^-!f ^^'^"flfi 
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to mean that  she  is asking whether we light it at- six o'clock.     She admires 

it,  says "Kasap'él, tipilók". 

Siena Gonzalez appears at the window,    Ben opens the front door 
7;00 P.M. 

to let her in and is met by a gang of kids who spill into the room. 

Among the youthful visitors were Angelina and L&ria Cox and their cousin Elena 

Cox (daugh.  of Isabela G.). In a few minutes Maria's sister Siena came holding 

Bartolo.    Then Maria's lame sister, Rosaria,  comes to the door but does not 

enter.    She is terribly shy.    This.is the first or perhaps second time that 

she has come to our house.    Maria,who has been very reserved of late  (why?) 

warms up enough to ask me to show the doll to her older sister Rosaria.    I 

ask her to come  in but  she  stays outside on the steps hidden in the shadows. 

Ben leaves the room and with much coaxing she comes in and looks with great 

interest and admires it. 

Graciela and Wadelena at the  same time came in the back door.    They sat 

down near the doorway and did not mix with the other children who were here. 

Ben came  into the  room again and while   smoking a cigarette asked of Graciela 

"utz?/ o/ / rna/rtz tá?"    Graciela ansv/ered "ma/uta'fcá 6 ma utz ta".    Ben then 

asked the others whether cigarettes were good or bad and they all answered 

"utz".    The latter were catholic; Graciela is a creyente.    They all left 

at about 7:45 P.M. and Ben and I «pent the rest of the evening typing. 

Pages 1-10 typed on day of occurrence.    Balance typed following day. 
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Saturday 4.5.41 (L) 

Erasmus P* and Luciano G. com» to the yard and ask whether they 
8130 A.M. 

9t30 kiU 

could empty the garbage. I gave my permission without discussing 

the terms. While they were gone Lenoha G. and Juan Chavajay (the two mus- 

keteers) came in. They hung around until Erasmus and Luciano returned. I 

gave the latter two a candy each. Leneha and Juan looked so envious that I 

finally gave each a candy also. But in fairness to the other two who had 

done the work I gave smaller ones to the latter. However the older two 

did not see what I had given their little brothers, but only knew that they 

had also received candy. Erasmus was particularly angry and hit each of the 

two boys with anger. 

Agustin Fop comes with mail. .He and Ben small-talked. Our 

neighbor talked to Agustin in lengua and he interpreted her as 

saying that the intendente had just arrived at the playa. He asked Ben 

whether we had any spare boxes (from gasoline tins) on hand. Ben said we 

had one. Ag. asked how ¿uch it would cost. Ben told him that we are not ¿eu*> 

running a tienda and that he could have it free. Ag made a few more efforts to 

get Ben to name a price and finally thanked him for the gift. Ben suggested 

they go to the intendencia now that the officials were apparently back, since 

he wished to find out whether a grocery package from Solóla had arrived. Before 

they went, Ben offered Ag 20/ for the time he put in typing and accompanying hint 

to the playa a day before yesterday when the lake rescue took place. Ag protested 

that this sum was too much in view of the fact that the hours spent on the .playa 

were not constructive. Ben pocketed 5/ and Ag accepted the 15/.' They left. 

Ben writing! 

There was no evidence at the intendencia that the intendente had. (He 
IQtOO A.1I,   

did not arrive until shortly after noon.) I remained a half-hour ex- 
seated 

changing phrases in lengua with the/officiale and talked with Ag and with Juan Gonx. 

Of Ag 1 requested that he keep an eye on the comerciantes who come * the 
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make-shift plaza on the porch of the school, recording his observations so that 

I might eventually have an accurate picture of the periodicity and provenience 

of the peddlers and their products. Since Ag is •always in the secretaria in 

full view of the plaza he is in a good position to keep such a record without 

any trouble. Suoh a record however would fail to take account of the vendors 

who only make house-to-house stops, such as those who sell bread or lard or who 

sell out their fruits before they reach the market. This data will have to be 

secured some* other way. Ag answered that the majority of the comerciantes came 

from Chiohioastenango and particularly Totonicapan, that they characteristically 

buy and sell items as they go from town to town until they reaoh San Salvador, 

that they leave word with their customers on what day they may be expected back, 

that most of those that stay over sleep on the school porch but that some of them 

have posadas here. 

I asked Ag what might be the significance of a little bag I had seen worn 

around the neck of baby Bartolo Cox. I described it. He could think of no name 

for it in lengua) it is called a bolsa. Tes, it contains q'ajls and this word does 

mean basura but it also means zacate. Thus when Maria Cox told me that it con- 

tained q'ajls she did not mean that it contained garbage, as I had thought, but 

that it contained herbs. Ag said these bags of herbs are bought of comerciantes. 

The precise nature of the herbal contents is not known but it is known and it is 

a fact that this bolsa is effective in everting a evil-eye. (Could it be that 

Uanuela líbrales vas afraid to show her baby to Lois until recently «hen fes she 

acquired this charm for him?) 

Agustín ansered that «a the staffs of the fiscales were not cloth-covered for 

Holy Week, unlike the toffados* staffs, since these of the fiscales did not cor- 

respond to any saints. Unlike the fiscales, the cofrados or alcaldes house saints 

in their mayordomias. The staff of each cofrado bears a small representation of 

the appropriate saint. ' That is why i* the staff is covered, said Ag. Are the 

saints in the cofradías covered? No. Why are the saints in the church covered? 

Es costumbre. le any reason ever given for it, Ag knew of none. 

¡feafiai-^T-"-- '•-—•"-••^'1,-fn'^llTl1ÍTlMfl^^ 
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IB I was speaking to Ag in the secretaria, smooth-shaven Faseul Batz came 

in to ask something of Ag. I had not met him before. We went outside the in- 

tendencia where Juan Gonzalez asked what hour it waB by my "watch" (using the 

English word—I had told it to him over a month ago). This prompted Pascual 

to remark that there was such a word as "watch" in the language of Quiche. This 

led to discussion of the relationship between languages. Pascual said the lengua 

of Coban was incomprehensible to him. Juan Gonzalez next asked me whether German 

could be understand by people who speak English. I told him that the relationship 

paralleled that obtaining between the lengua of Coban and here, that the two 

were mutually unintelligible but were historically related. At this Juan G. 

wanted to know whether the people of Canada spoke the same language as those of 

America the United States. I told him that English was spoken in England which 

was parent both U.S. and Canada, the latter two speaking English in consequence. 

When I explained that Canada was still politically allied to the parent country, 

Juan «aid- asked whether the situation was parallel in Australia. I told him it 

was. At this point juan invited me to come into the comandancia where I could 

illustrate my remarks by reference to a map of the world that hung on the wall. 

We went in. I pointed out England. It is an island, then, Juan remarked. 

I pointed out the regions where English was spoken and where Spanish was spoken. 

And this is where the Chinese live? he asked, pointing to the correct place. 

Then I pointed out greater Russia, saying that it appeared at both wings of the 

map owing tfc the difficulties of representing a spherical surface on a plane* 

He seemed to comprehend the idea* When I pointed out various countries, he re- 
ing 

marked, There are then five continents? probably rcollectee something he had learnt 

in the past. He wanted to know what comprised the area known as Europe* I named 

some of the major countries, including Italy* And Roma? He did not seem to be 

aware that Rome was a city and not a country. I set him straight* 

On the subject of Lois' sprained ankle he expressed interest in the fact that 

I seemed to accept the credentials of Ventura Q* So did he, it seemed, but he saids 

that some people had no confidence because be held no academic certification. 
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Lois writing: 

While Ben was away at the intendencia in the forenoon Juana Chavajay - 

came to sell me eggs.    I bought eight from her for ten cents.    No sooner had 

I bought her eggs then Josefa Y.   (our helper)  said that Caterina Bixcul also 

had eggs to sell ns.    I told her that I didn't need any more  today.    Our 

next-door neighbors heard also that I had bought eight eggs and sent Graciela 

running in with some eggs.    When I refused them Graciela pretended to  spank 

ma, doing so lightly.    Ana Q., who seldom comes into the house,  came over and 

seemed to be bawling BB  out in a nice way (this I only gathered from her 

reproving looks and expression) for not buying eggs fan them.    Juana Chavajay 

v/as here throughout all this.    Attention soon shifted to three toys  sitting 

on the small table near the window.    I took out for the first tima today 

the toy black dog and the rubber rabbit which makes a noise when squeezed* 

Ana»especially, exclaimed with GJlight over these things.    Her grandchildren: 

Florinda, Josefa, Graciela and Madelena came in from next door, Tfcreir firBt 

reaction was one of astonishment - probably astonishment at  our having so 

many toys, rather than at the toys themselves.    They were  soon examining them 

and Josefa immediately appropriated to herself the doll.    She made as if to 

go out of the room with it and I told Florinda to have her play in the house 

with it.    Florinda said something to Josefa to which the latter started to 

cry.    She finally sat down, holding the doll, and stopped crying.    Madelena 

held onto the rabbit.    I started making the beds and this drew the attention 

of both Ana and Juana who admired the blankets.    But when they saw the rubber 

mattresses they oame nearer and cautiously touched them.    Ana then left thank- 

ing me.    Juana tried to sell me sons bread which she brought in a large basket 

(probably purchased in Atitlan) which I turned down.    The children left soon 

after.    Hfedelena broke into a wail when she was told by her sister to leave 

the rabbit here.    She continued crying on her porch for a little while» 

Josefa looked somewhat dubious but handed m the doll and didn't cry* 
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Ben, returning from the intendencia,   saw me talking to Vicenta 

in front of her doorway.    I had gone over a few minutes earlier 

to ask whether she had explained about the  shirt to her mother and whether 

it was satisfactory.    Vicenta had said she told har mother what I-said and 

it was all right.    I asked her the price of a man's sash which was hanging 

up to dry.    She replied that it cost one dollar; then asked "why don't you 

buy it?"      I said perhaps later on I would buy one and also pants for Ben. 

She asked,  '"flhy don't you put  on a .skirt from here? "    I said I intended to 

buy one and asked how much they cost.    She pointed to one of her mothers 

hanging up on the line and said it  cost four dollars.    The one  áie had on 

cost $2.00 she volunteered.    Another one hanging up cost Í2.50.    She said, 

"2ach one has it'3 price".    I asked the reason for the differences.    She  said 

the more expensive  ones had wool in thenu    She examined closely the necklace 

made of corks which I was wearing.    This was the first time I had put on 

jewelry here.    I suppose this was a result of having the kids look at it 

yesterday and ask me why I don't wear them as the women do here.    I had put 

on this morning a pair of white earrings and this novelty necklace.    Earlier 

in the morning it' had aroused much comment by the next-door neighbors. Tumpit 

saw it first and of course asked the price.    I said it cost twenty-five cents 

which was the truth.    She  said they are more expensive here,   costing a dollar. 

I explained that these things were cheaper in the U.S.    Soon after Ana noticed 

it and immediately Tumpit called across to her the price and that it came 

from "otra estado" and was cheaper there.    Vicenta, as always,  seemed rather 

shy, speaking very quistly, but she seemed to want to be friendly. 

Palas Sunu and Comercia in the house playing with the new toys. 

Palas has been outside the door most of the  morning.    I finally 

let him in and since Comercia was out there at the time told hr to coae in also. 

Since Josefa was about to sweep the floor I suggested that they go out on the 

back porch with the toys.    When they got out there Comercia motioned to Palas 

11 »00 A.M. 
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to be  quiet.    I gathered that either because  she was afraid of our neighbors, 

or perhaps because  3he did not want Graciela and l&delena to hear them and 

thought they might come over,  she obviously did not want the neighbors to know 

she and Palas were out there.    The two played alone with the  doll,  dog and 

rabbit for some time, with Josefa intermittently joining in or watching what 

they were doing. 

Comercia wrapped the rabbit inside the doll's reboza as though it were 

a baby nursing.    Then she  laid the doll down and put the rabbit at ,it'B side" 

facing and said it was nursing.    She pretended to feed the doll, the rabbit and 

the dog out of the little play dishes.    She  stood the rabbit  on the back of 

the dog.    I asked the names of the toys.    She answered:  "Tawit  (Maria)" for 

the doll, which is the name I had given it" the other day when the children 

asked it's name.    She called the dog "atzi(man) and the rabbit  "umul (rabbit)". 

Then she laid the doll down on it's back and the dog on top of the doll. 

I asked again what the various things v/ere.    She answered as above.    Then  she 

wrapped the rabbit inside the doll's rebozo again as before,.    Next laid the 

doll down, rabbit facing doll, nursing,  dog next to doll on the other side, 

facing the back of the doll and said they were going to sleep.    I left the 

scene for a few minutes and on returning found the following set-up: doll 

standing with right arm twisted back, toy pitcher on doll's head.    Rabbit 

standing behind doll on top of lying-down dog since the rabbit would other- 

wise not have been tall enough.%« This scene could be easily recognized as 

a girl being "agarrado".   (See diagram in exhibits).    Another girl, Tzaliz     - 

(father Pablo Cox, mother Alejandra ?) joined the others on the porch. 

When our neighbors dog, a constant visitor in our house,  came to the porch 

with her four little puppies, the children picked one up and played with 

it, showing it the toy dog.    They handled the real puppy rather gently. 

I had sent the children away a little earlier as we were preparing. 
liOO P.M. 

'llfíTIlffffffÉlIMBiftltiÉiTi' hi '^-^-^.^ 
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lt!5 P.M. 

3, «30 P.M. 

to eat lunch.    At this time Tina cane in with a big basket of vegetables, - 

a bunch of small finger bananas and a package of sweets from the fair.    Ben 

noticed that she gave two bananas to the kids next door on her way here. 

She left the basket and said  something about  S. aeing at home and left. 

Ben out on the porch was asked for bananas by Graciela.    Ben  said 

"coli", meaning "you already have  some".    Tumpit prompted Graciela 

to'answer that they don't have any.    I brought over four little bananas to 

them, four to Ana, andfour to VicentaB. 

Rosa Q., who had been here a few days ago to have a smashed big toe 

treated, came bringing two aguacates    as a gift.    She  Bpeaks only 

lengua. No one was here to translate.    I asked her "xaru raxil?"    She  nade 

a little  speech that ended up with something like  "muni raxil" and I knew that 

it was a present.    I asked her "regalo?". She  shook her head in assent. 

I put some metaphin on her foot wa.She thanked me and left. 

I stood at the fence looking over onto Josefita's porch, watching 

her weave an apron.    I said I don't know how to weave.    She invited 

me to come over and learn.    I went over, got on my knees and started to weave. 

Graciela assisted in telling me what to do.    Vicenta E.  came over from her 

doorway to watch me.    I got up after five minutes feeling that my legs would 

break under me.    Graciela looked at my knees which had the marking of the mat 

and seemed to be sympathizing with me.    Hlorinda also had been helping me. 

After watching Josefita a while longer I asked whether I could try again. 

This time I sat down with my feet stretched out in front of me.    I continued 

this time for about fifteen minutes, with the constant assistance of Josefita. 

I broke three threads of the warp and was afraid to continue as Josefita was 

beginning to look slightly irritated.    I thanked her very much and said I was 

was very sorry. 

Josefa and Florinda had been here allá" day with their aunt and grand- 

mother as their mother, Elena, had gone to Atitlan.    While I was weaving 

?*PP Pt«t 
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3tl5 P.M. 

Josefa suddenly started to cry with no apparent reason.    Florinda answered 

that she was crying because her mother was away at Atitlan. 

Earlier In the afternoon I heard Graciela crying loudly and what seemed 

to be complainingly.    Josefita answered (Josefa Y.  interpreting) that  she was 

Crying because Madelena had hit her.    This seemed somewhat  strange considering 

the relative  sizes of the two children.    While Graciela was thus sitting and 

crying pitifully i&delena went over to her mother who was weaving, put her 

arms around Josefita's neck.    Josefita smiled and didn't  seemed at all 

disturbed at Graciela'8 tears.    She may have reproved Madelena, but kindly, 

because after she had said something, the latter walked away from her looking 

' as though she would also start crying, 

Elena Cotuc home from Atitlan..   Josefa spied her and ran after her 

to grandmother's house, crying.    She was obviously glad that her 

mother was home and might have been crying as a complaint at having been left 

alone all day.    Ana told Siena that I had been learning how to weave. 

As Ben and I were typing in the office,  S.  came in looking as though 

she had just been sleeping.     She said she was very tired from the 

trip in the hot sun.    S.  said Sololi had been very alegre.  she volunteered 

that she and Juan Garcia had won the first prizes of "unos centavos" for their 

dancing.    She was very enthusiastic about the exploits of the Pedranos,telling 

us that they had won all the contests» football,  cross-country race, weaving. 

It turned out that she was a little over-enthusiastic as she amended her story 

to say that the Pedrano should have won the race as he was ahead all the way , 

but at the final lap the J&rqueñian overtook him.    She had slept in the 

teatro   and described a scene of general drunkeness, people sleeping on top 

of others, everybody falling over everybody else.    She answered that her 

father had not gotten drunk with the others as he does not like getting drunk* 

She told me in the other room that Clara Ri and her mother, Maria Juarez, 

had been fighting on the way to Sololi.    It seems that Clara had fooled her 

4:15 P.M. 
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into going, telling her that the canoe would surely go to Panajachel.    But 

when they arrived at Jaival    and Maria saw that  she would have to walk the 

long road up to Sololi she began to "regañar" her daughter and to hit her. 

As a result of their quarrel, Clara went off leaving her mother to get there 

at her own pace.    Maria did not arrive until the middle of the day. 

S.  stayed for about an hour and then left. 

Agustin cams bringing a small package which had arrived - our 
6100 P.M. 

postcards- requested from Carnegie in Guat.  City.    We were going 

to eat.    Ben asked Agustin if he wanted to stay while we ate and gave him 

some magazines to look at»    Agustin accepted the invitation readily and sat 

over on the other side of the room while we ate.    Ben wondered whether he 

was staying in hopes of seeing S. or perhaps expecting that mail might come 

from Rosales and since he knew that we were to receive a box from Solóla 

may have thought a letter would come for him together with our package. 

S.  came in.    There was no immediate greeting between her and Ag. 

But in a few minutes she went over and they talked quietly for 

a little while.    Then S. went to the street door saying "let's throw the 

rabbit outside".• This was obviously an excuse and it seemed prearranged as 

when she opened the door she immediately began conversing with someone out- 

side in low tones*    Since it was dark we could not see who was outside the 

door but the voice sounded like that of her cousin, Pedro tihavajay Novichoc. 

When áie returned to the room, in a few minutes,  she again talked to Ag. in 

lengua. (Perhaps reporting some news that she received from Pedro?) Is it 

possible that Ag. told her that the person was waiting outside to converse- 

with her, or that she had arranged sometime earlier to have him com» to %h» 

door, saying she would come outside at a certain time.    It seemsd like more 

than a chance meeting. 

Ag..asked again what the price of the wooden box was.    Ben had earlier 

told him he could have it and refused to charge him anything for it*    He 

7f00 P.M. 
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insisted that he wanted to pay for it.    Finally Ben told him to take the box 

and he would send him a bill later.    Aguetin left with the box at 7»30 P.M. 

Vicenta R.  came  in asking for S.  She extracted a letter from her 
BiOO P.M. 

belt which S. read to her slowly.    Siena Gonzalez arrived when 

they were reading the letter and stood at the door.    She might have been 

within earshot although S. was reading in a low voice.    I could not hear most 

of what she  said but from the few words I caught here and there It sounded 

like a letter from a suitor.    Vicenta thai   took out another letter and S. 

asked ma to   read it to them.    As I was reading the letter Nicolas Novichoc 

accompanied by his snail daughter cama in with our box from Solóla and 

letters from Juan Rosales.    He also brought two packages of sweets from the 

fair,  sent by Rosales,  one for us and one for Agustin.    S.,  Vicenta and 

I went off in a corner near the door to.finish reading the letter.    S.  said 

Vicenta has four or five  sweethearts in cuartel. I said it must be very triste 

for her here if her sweethearts are away in cuartel.  Vicenta hid her face 

and  giggled. 

Ben asked Nicolas to be  seated, gave him a cigarette and picture book 

while he read the letter from Rosales which concerned the disposition of 

the demandas which Ag. has been writing for Rosales (see file of correspondence). 

He remained here about fifteen or twenty minutes.    Ben paid him ten cents. 

While he was here Tina. Marina, Nicolas Gonzalez and Elena sat on the floor 

playing with the toys.    He was interested in the toys but his daughter did 

not participate.    She  stood all the time between her father's legs, leaning - 

back against him.. 

S. was in very good spirits all evening.    Tina also seemed in good spirits 

and was much more talkative than at other times.    Although understanding-Spanish 

(according to S.) Tina never answers in Spanish when she is epoken,Jo,arid same- 

times would not answer at all.    Lencha was just as aggressive as aJways.- --He      •, ;-' 

ran around from one to another, poking, throwing his arms around Siena and  - .¿¡ft 

¡to„knodc them over, ^^ea^jjfe^^^^l?'?-1?* 0^T^$'?SSB'*teAsK^" 
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Sunday, 4.6*41 

7t30 A.M. 
I go to the intendencia to await the beginning of the mase for 

the adornos. All the officials are gathered there waiting for the 

same. I exchange greetings withAost of them» including Ag, his assis't JM, 

the first, seoond and fourth regidores, the sindico, the intendente. S had 

said that the latter was among the many who were drunk at the Solóla fair and 

I thought I detected a certain redness in his eyes. He glanced through a daily, 

anstred that there was not much of news- importance or interest in the paper. 

The sindico, answered that he had spent 4 days in Quetzaltenango. Together with 

his brother, whose fields are separate, he disposed of 13 quintales ofgar abamos 

in the market during the four days. He said that the chick pease sold for 3/ 

by the pound and $2.50 per quintal. (Later in the forenoon our neighbor Nicolas 

Qansalei answered that the quintal price in Quetzaltenango ran to around $2.70 

and $2.80) Santos, the sindico, answered that while he was there *h- some 10 
more than 50 qq. of 

pedranos were selling/garbamos. He said that one leaves here at 3100 A*M. and 

arrives at Quet. at 6 P.M. The road is fairly level. 

I took a peak into the church. Only cofrades were there, arranging things. 

Near the front and to the left «as the saint whose day is being celebrated. Ac- 

cording to Melchor Juarez, 1st alcalde, who was seted on a beneh in the church 

along with some cofrade companions, this saint is oalled Domingo Ramas* (AnottferV- 

d^Rjuaas is his name). This saint is a rather attractive imaged- , >_ said 

about 1 ftV high,-wearing a velvet robe and lace underwear, mounted on a g^jU%. 

gainly burro, with abridle of gold filigree*   The riding- Ba^'^$:99T91^¿\Pn 

a oovered box whioh in turn rested on a carrying table, ribs of w^od^handles 
with v-'" 

protruding for* and aft. the same as/all other movable exhibit a. >.j*bnreaeh of 
'•"'''' to i" 

the four corners of the carrying stand rose giant sprays of jooyoU^ley^es'^ refer^if^if 

to as remajh^ Sp* and as raMi, in lengua, and taking the pli'd'ep'of^pa^iJje^eJi^^V'.^ 

in ¡other parts.. The base of each spraywas encircled with, fresh; rMñ|^e«s|vA*^ 

ÍS*r&i» wrqsgijg.p* the''mwrj^Bid. %9^e'8 ^^-V^^^&^J^^^É 
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Without encouragement Melchor launched into an explanation Of the role 

played by Santo Domingo in the erucifiotion and ascension episode. He said 

something about burros being set to eating men and Christ escaping into the 

sky and many other things but unfortunately my knowledge of Spanish was not 

expert enough to compensate for his faulty knowledge of the language. Sev- 

eral of the oofrados greeted me. Domingo Chavajay, alcalde of San Nicolas, 

offered his aid in showing me around. I returned to the intendencia. 

At this hour I entered the church along with all the municipal 

employees, *o-at*e»d-*he-fágst-»»e«T-helá-ta-henéy-e*-ths-adsy*se» 

to witness the collection of an 8/ contribution from every office-holder, 

public and religious. (Should total 79 providing each cofradía has its full 

quota of mayordomos—Jlí Gonzalez tola me while we were watching the collec- 

tion that some cofradías had only 3 or 4 instead of 5 mayordomos since men 

did not care to serve.) Near the entrance to the left stood a table around 

which the most important officials grouped themselves on benches. JM and I 

stood at the door watohing. Ag sat at the head of the table with his list of 

all persons and families who were expected to contribute. Seated before the 
and at Ag's right 

table to my left/rere oivil officials. Aoeross from them were ranged religious 

officials. Occupying the center of a long bench and thus before the table were, 

proceeding from Ag's right hand downwards (towards me)t maestro cantor. 1st reft». 

intendente, sindico. On the ends of the bench and thus beyond the table were. 

the 3rd.and Athe'regidores (end nearest Ag) and 2nd reg and nolioia (end nearest . 

me). Next tp theijgg^oia^sat one of the regidores auxiliares. On the opposite 

bonobVpróooé¿^       from Ag, were» alcalde of 8an Nioolaa.^of Concepoioñ.\ 

of Corpusj first fiBoal, alcalde of Santa Cruz, Santa.Antonio, Rbeai>io|; ¿ ohidal. 

The last three were beyond the table. Sitting in line with these-aha^littie báyond' 
'-'">'. • " •< \l$ffi   "•   ' T%' 

th« Msa^^of San Antonio were two Jueoes. those of Concepción ajid^ Corpus (the 

latter féj^íest^ from; me;)." On a smaller bench behind the. oofrados were seated 

four of the ^regidores auxiliares. On the other side of the ehurohxani|?n^al^.f^ 
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S. arrived while I was typing up notes. One of the things which 

8;15 A.M. 

8>30 A.M. 

we received from Juan Rosales from the fair was a long strand of 

varied colored paper balls.    There was  something hard inside each one.    I 

asted 5. what these were.     She laughed ans said nothing.    I asked if there 

were candied inside.     She answered "Yes, who gave it to you?"    I said it had 

corns from Juan.     3he  said,  "They cost four cents at the fair".    I showed her 

a small noisemaker with feathers on it that he had also sent.     She  said  "Yes, 

I saw a lot  of those, they were two cents. 

Graciela came  over with two eggs to sell for two and a half cents. 

I turned her down.    In a few minutes:  her cousin Siena Cox cama   over 

with two eggs also at the  price.    I didn't buy them. 

Elena Gonzalez  (for whom I had written a letter to cuartel last week) 
B;45 F.K. 

brought a half dozen eggs to sell. S. seemed so pleased with her- 

self when the woman agreed to sell them for a cent a piece that I didn't have 

the heart to turn her down and be cides I didn't know how long the price would 

be up at 6 reales and thought it would not be  a bad idea to do a little hording. 

I mentioned to  5. that v/e would be  giving two eggs this afternoon to 

the officials when they came around to collect limosna.  I had gotten this from 

Ag's account of semana sai:ta.  S.  laughed and denied that eggs would be given 

out.    I said that I thought they were always given in addition to the eight  cents 

from each head»    She  said"No,  solo ocho centavos} muchos no tienen huevos". 

I ask S. whether she thinks Josefa's mother will allow her to work 

here all this month.    S.  said she was sure it was all right  , that 

her mother had told S. that there is no work for her at home,    I pointed out  • 

that if she were here to help S. then  she could do the cooking and I could have 

more time for writing and also  she would have more time to get arid give me 

information.    I suggested that possibly Elena Gonzalez C. had been angry at. 

my asking Josefa to help S. rather than her.    S.  smiled in such a way that I 

8i40 A.M. 
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thought I had not guessed v/rong - that there had been 3ome talk between her 

and Siena about this.    I pointed out that much as 31ena was a good friend of 

ours that generally situations vdiere two friends or persons  of equal authority 

worked together it didn't work out very well..    They might  start  out friends 

but  one would feel perhaps that  she was doing more than the other,  or they 

might  quarrel over little things and therefore it was better this way having 

Josefa.     S.   shook her head emphatically as though to  say die agreed witfc me 

perfectly but her first response was "Well,  if there are two equal you would 

have to pay her the   same  as me - and that's too much". 

Josefita G.   (neighbor)  comes to ask if we want tortillas for lunch 
9:45 R.U. 

as she expects to go bathing and will be away around lunch time, 
(instructed by me) 

S. tells her/that we don't, need tortillas as we have bread today. 

10;15 A.M. 
I ask S. vh ether she knows where i could get the necessary equip- 

ment to  set up a loom for weaving.     She looks surprised and asks 

why I want  it.    I explain that I want to learn and that perhaps it is better 

for me to learn on something of my own which I won't mind  spoiling.     She 

laugh3 and says "Noy,you will be able to make pants for Ben".     She   says she 

will ask her mother for equipamnt as they have a lot of it in their house. 

I spent the morning from 8:00 a.m. until Ben came home from church 

at about  11:00 a.m.«typing notes for the day previous,    When Ben came home he 

brought three small bunches of ramas , each wrapped in a large green lance- 

shaped leaf.    S. put two of these up on the wall crossing each other, like 

swords.    She brought over the one her father had received a little later.- 

Today we thought Isobel  Sklow and/or the Taxes would visit us because 

when S,  returned from Solóla she reported having met both there and Isobel 

as saying she might corns  over to visit us Sunday. 

Pages 1 *e-*«p-e#-5age-S and 2 typed 4.8.41; pages 3 to top of page 

5 typed directly at time  of occurrence. Pages 5 to 8 typed 4.7.41. 
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1>30 P.M. 
Three boys at window ask to see the muñeca and the other toys. 

We open the door for them to come in.    This is the first group of 

boys to play with these toys.    The boys are as follows» S%w Salvador Novichok, 

10 5 Pedro Gonzalez 8 or 9j l&riano Gonzalez 10.    They come in.    I put the 

toys on the mat on the floor.    They squeeze the rabbit to make noise, put the 

rabbit on top of the dog, unwrap the rebozo from the doll, pull down the doll's 

diaper in the back.    Someone calls Salvador.    He goes to the door.    I get a 

glimpse of his mother, ehe gives him a resounding thwack on the back and he 

dashes off someplace up the  street.    In two minutes he calls the others and they 

leave with an Adios. 

Palas S. at the door.    Master of ceremonies he, invites Ana Y. and little 

Varia Y.    Ana wants to know what each is called.    I ask her to say but she 

says she doesn't know.    I say the doll is called "Tawit Yojxum".    She laughs 

says  "No,  it's called Tawit Paul.    The three take the toys to the door to show 

mother of Palas and another woman standing there.    Palas says ibll is crying 

I ask why.    Says it is crying for milk.    I pretend to nurse it.    Tawit takes 

the doll,  says it is crying and she pretends to nurse it.    She holds it like 

a baby. Tzaliz,  carrying baby Rosaría stands at a side observing and not 

participating.    Palas holds onto rabbit but gets interested in Time magazine 

on chair in front of me and calls to me at every turn of the page to look at 

zapatas, people^ etc.    Palas   hands me rabbit to nurse.    Rosa Cotuc enters, 

hair wet and tied up on top of head,  obviously just come back from lake. 

Basket on top of her head. Comes in, hand outstretched asks "Xun wux, xun wux". 

Walks out in a hurry when I say no.    Tawit and Palas looking at magazine 

together now.    Ana calls to Palas and tells him to go home.    I ask "pongit 

p'ivi (where are you going".  "Kopo xaij" she.answers.    "Noq tré?" I ask. 

Is he going home to sleep.    Yes,  she says, he is going home to sleep - Palas. 

Palas asks vhether he can take magazine home to show his mother*    I say yes. 

The three run off with the magazine,  seem very pleased. 
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Lucas 
0IS-C5x-Cotuc  ( 5 or 6)  comes in and is here alone for about ten minutes* 

He asks me first thing to nurse the doll.    Then asks for the bell.    Another 

boy about 10 pauses at the open door, looks in and comes in to look at the 

toys*    Says his name is Mariano Gonzalez.    I don't think it is the  same who 

was here a half hour ago. 

Palas returns with magazine.     Sits down and turns pages.    Mariano 
2tOO P.M. 

shifts attention from toys to b«ek magazine*    Palas calls a truck 

"lanche".    Says all the men are Ben,, picture  of soldier - calls it  "teniente". 

Mariano recognizes picture of a deer*    Didn'tknow that our rubber rabbit was 

a rabbit.    I point to a picture of a girl with very short  skirt above thighs, 

I ask utz o ma utz ta, Palas answers with great stress ma utz ta. Tawit 

asks whether she can take a magazine home-to her father*    I seem to be under- 

standing more of tiiat the kids are saying to me today than at other times. 

For one thing there are smaller numbers and it is easier to concentrate when 

one  says something*    Palas asks if he can change the magazine and take another 

from the pile*    I say he  can.    Picks out the newest magazine  (perhaps accident 

but he examined each  one before taking it) He is showing pictures to Lucas Cotuc. 

Palas keeps saying "xun chic arri".    Comercia comes in.    I ask her what this 

means.    She tells me it means "hay otro"*    Comercia asks to borrow one magazine* 

I refuse, not wanting to make a general practice of lending out magaziiBS and 

picture books* 

Ana Y* comas running in with magazine.    Comercia comes back.    Palas 

looking at color chart in McCalls.    Calls greens and blues,  "ret"/, 

purplish blue, morado, doesn't recognize difference between a'en and k'iak. 

He mixes them up*    Rosa comes running in asks to borrow magazine for her 

father.    I give in and let both her and Comercia take one for their houses. 

Palas sees pictures of three babies on a page, calls one  "Natun (his littla bro- 

ther, the other Alu".    Tawit comes in, Palas asks for a magazine for her*    I 

say yes, he, ever master of ceremonies, goes and pikes one out for her, ttey 

8»Q5 PfMt 
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Va sit down to look at magazines.    Liaría Ih,   sama age as Tawit  shyly asks for 

a magazine to look at.    Palas espouses her cause too and when I assent, rune 

to pick one out for her als> . 

Agustin arrives with other officials to collect limosna.    Agustin 
2:25 P.m. 

comes in with his list of households.    Ben gives eight cents and I 

put two eggs into the basket in which they are few eggs.    Ben gives cigarettes 

to all.    Agustin complains of tooth-ache.    I apply toothache drops on cotton. 

He thanks me and leaves,  says he will return later. 

^foen they left i-*«id-*he-ki«lfl-*«-ieaireS.  arrived.    The kids who had 

been in the house  somehow disappeared.    S. remarked jokingly that when éie 

is not here the house is always full of kids but when she comes here they 

always leave. 

I spent the next two and a half hours painting a water color of the 

"palms"(Ramas) which Ben had brought home from church that forenoon» and then 

a natural size water-color of a black and bay butterfly caught by Ben the 

day before. 

S. left at about 3:30 P.M.    Shortly afterwards the room was again full 

of kidB - the  same who had been here on and off earlier in the day.    I 

did not pay any attention to them as I was concentrating on my painting. 

They seemed to be concentrating on magazines. 

WhileNl^was painting, S., Clara Rodriguez and Elena Gonzalez cama 

itt, just returning from the playa. We asked whether they had been 

"agarrada".    They laughed and S.  said that she and Elena were but not Clara, 

We kidded Claraabout it and she joked about having many suitors, including 

two from San Juan and other towns.    Clara had a package of medicine (sal de 

frutas) which her mother had bought in Solóla, at the pharmacy.    She wanted 

to know whether I thought it was good medicine.    Her mother complains of 

"mal de corazón".    She seemed to think that 1 would know if the nedinine was 

good for what ailed her.    I told her it was probably all right (she had paid 

4:30 P.M. 
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five cents for it and I thought it would be a pity to have wasted her money). 

Ben said he  could guess who had been courting S. &t the playa»    He named 

Lucas and Francisco and *21ena added, yes, but there was another - Pedro 

Mavichoc.    I asked whether this was S's cousin.    Siena said it was.    Clara 

also confirmad thiB.    S.  demurred,  did not seriously deny it.    S. and Clara 

left, Siena remained.    I asked if it was true that Pedro had been courting 

S. Siena assented emphatically.    Elena said Clara was not courted.    Said 

her sweetheart's name is Solomon. ' I said that I had heard he left her. 

Siena thought he was returning and had only gone to Guatemala to visit his 

brothers and sisters.     She denied that he has another wife in Guatemala City. 

She was the one who had said this some time ago.    I suggested "they say that 

S. has a sweetheart in cuartel." Elena said "yes, Felipe" but he was her 

husband from w&om she is separated, it is someone else.    "Yes, the other 

one's name is   - - no me recuerdo".    Elena volunteered that she had 1B ard 

from Vicenta that the latter's brother-in-law Santos Pop has a sweetheart 

in Guatemala (he was in cuartel) and because of this Maria , his wife,  is 

constantly wrangling with him. 

As we were talking it started to rain heavily.    Elena noticed through 

the window that it was also hailing.     She became very much excited, ran to 

the door and then out into the yard to pick up the pieces of ice that fell. 

She seemed to be in a state of elation over this.    She continued to point 

out each piece of hail that she could see alight on the ground for about 

ten or fifteen minutes.    fl/h»B-we-re%«rned-te-the-ro«n-i-    She  said that 
through our window, 

she had seen/a boy picking up the hail also.    Ben «aid reminded her that 

they say the hail is the  "espiritu" of the corn.    She replied, "si, dice." 

i When we returned to the house I gave her a pair of gold drop earrings. 

She thanked IIB a«d- but did not want to look at herself in the mirror when 

I suggested that she  see whether she liked them on herself.    I also gave.. 

her eon» of the  sweets we received from the fair.    These were to take home. 
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31ena did not seem inclined to leave.    I suggested that  she also draw some- 

thing and gave her a piece of paper and pencil.    For soma  tiire   she protested 

that she did not know how and couldnot do anything.    I was busy with my own 

drawing and noticed that  she finally took the pencil and began drawing a 

house.    I suggested that  she could use water-colors also and she again 

protested that  she didn't know how.    I showed her what to do and returned to 

my own work, not paying any attention to her.    Then I saw that  she was using 

the  paints also. 

5. canB  in about five  o'clock and seeing us both painting said she would 

try also.    '.Then I invited her to do she also protested that  she wouldn't try 

because she didn't know how.    I handed her pencil and paper and left her alone. 

She decided to try.    At first  she picked" up a magazine and looked for some- 

thing to copy.    I suggested that  she just draw something from imagination. 

She  drew a decorated tina.ia with an annular, the kind she said are  sometimes 

sold on the  coast.    Both  she and Siena insisted that they had never before 

used water-colors but had used only crayons in school.    S.  used the paint 

box as a ruler in her drawing.    Vfoeh they finished their drawing  S.  dipped 

her brush into the red paint and tried to put this on Siena's face.    In the 

tussle that ensued S. got paint  on her own face.   (See exhibits for pictures). 

Sarlier in the afternoon, before the three girls had arrived, Rosa 

Cotuc came in and said her father asked whether I could type a copy of each 

of three songs.    She brought along a pa/d of paper and asked how much it would 

cost.    I said it would not cost anything. 

I typed up these three songs (see copies in exhibits). Rosa's 

father,Victor Cotuc,  is a creyente; the  songs were to be  sung in 

the capilla tonight.    At 6:C0 P.M. I took the  songs over to Victor Cotuo, 

who livea in the big Bixcul patio across the  street.    He was very apologetic 

and thankful.    This was my first visit into this patio.    It began to rain    . 

while I was there.    Luckily I had put on my raincoat as it had been raining 

5;30 P.M. 

fe*&tetoiw»aifl 
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intermittently.    I was not invited into the house but  stood outside on the 

"porch".    I was surrounded by the kids of the various households and the 

woman as well.    Victor Gotuc struck me aa being a very pleasant and friendly 

person.    He  spoke  Spanish well.    Juan Bixcul came over and joined the group. 

Victor asked whether I knew the Protestant  songs and I said I knew the music 

of some of their songs from the U.S.    Everyone was very much interested in 

my raincoat and cork nekklace.    They wanted to know the price of both.    When. 

I said the  raincoat cost  something between one  and two dollars, J,uan  said 

that could not be true as they cost seven or eight dollars in Guatemala. 

I assured him that it was true and explained that many things are much cheap- 

er in the U.  S.   Juan Bixcul then asked me the  cost  of the trip from the U.S. 

here.    Just at that moment three men arrived to' collect  limosna from one  of 

the Catholic households in this group.'   Attention was diverted to them and I 

left after they had gone, forgetting on purpose the  question which had been 

interrupted,    I returned to the house at 6:00 P.M. 
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8» 30 A.M. 
Lois and I visit the church to witness the preparations for semana 

santa. The drum is pounded and an occasional blast issues from the 

trumpet, as is usuali when there is activity in the church. On a bench are seated 

four primary principales. Other principales are directing activity as are the 

alcaldes. Like monkeys in colorful costumes, about a dozen agile young mayordomos 

are distributed at the crossings of the tall scaffolding that is being erected 

in the fore part of the church. The structure reaches from side to side of the 

building and nearly touches the «e white-draped saints at the head of the church. 

It reaches nearly to the lofty ceiling. The framework is built of pine-poles, 

freshly gathered for the occasion, perhaps on the first Friday (says a oofrado) 

in order that they may dry out. These palos are called tiax (pine) in lengua. 

Thee poles are erected in two rows, six in each, running from side to side of the 

building. Other poles are affixed cross-wise and still others run horizontally 

at different heights aloqgthe the two outside rows. The poles are tied together 

with rattan or bijuco (in lengua, k'am and quíl. The clambering mayordomos do 

the tying. When this is done, the green canes or cañes (in lengua, ax) which 

were brought from San Marcos by the San Nioélas mayordomee who nearly drowned, 

are out to size and tied to the framework of palos. Two at a time they run 

around the four sides of the structure, spaced at various elevations. These are 

not tied with rattan but with strips of leathery bark called tot61. The structure 
(or the building of it?) 

being built/is known as muliménto and is "oostumbre de antes." Eor two days the 
k'ip which means 

cofrades will be building this. On Wednesday it will be adorned with/o.las de paoai 

and with white flowers called ruwatfrt (lengua). 

In the church we were greeted quite warmly. An old principal expressed approval 

of our statement that we were not creyentes but Catholics. When I asked him why the 

saints were covered he said with dignified finality, "Ee costubre." He said that in | 

his youth the oostumbre of mulimento was identioal and that arrime as now there were 

the same 6 oof radias. 
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9t45 A.M. 
All sally *o "the in+endencia to drink atpl prepared w4*h by the 3 

tezeles of Sacramento and their three women assistants during the 

previous night with water fetched by the m&rdomoe. Only the more important 

officials entered the intendencia» The mayores, most of the auxiliares and 

all of the alguaciles remained on the benches outside. Inside the intendente 

sat at his table. To his right sat the 1st reg.. sindico, rege/ 2-3-4, myself, 

in the order named. My seat was immediately to the left of the entrance, facing 

inwards. To the left of the intendente sat the 1st and 2nd principales» Follow- 

ing these, and ranged along the long wall opposite the door, were the 6 oofrades 

in their order of rank and then at a little remove five principales, including 

the 1st fiscal saliente. Against the wall opposite the intendente sat the policia 

and the 5th regidor. The latter, Agustín Sicay, is a creyente. He drank atol of 

course but he turned down cigarets when I had the 4th reg. pass 2 packs e# around 

the room. He does however participate with enthusiasm in all activities taking 

place in the iglacia. as the intendente later told me approvingly. 

A file of mayordomos entered carrying 3 or more .lloaras of atol each. They 

were carried thus from the cofradía of sacramento about a block away. I believe 

mayordomos of all the cofradías aided in the carrying. Atol was handed out in the 

order of importance. When all had theirs in hand, the 1st alcalde rose and stood 

before the intendente. In lengua he delivered a speech, probably of thanks. 

Thereupon everybody drank. In between large gulps, eaoh shook the jicara gently 

as he held it in his right hand resting on the right ihik- thigh. Only the first 

alcalde seemed to be left handed (one out of 22 people). The shaking of the Jicara 
characteristic 

may have something to do with the/presence of lumps in the atol. Second helpings 

were served. Many drank only part of this second .lloara, handing the mug to one 

of the children that hung around the door waiting. 

After the drinking, the intendente said something in lengua about a purchase 

of a dosen lanterns for holding candles (Sp. faroli Z. naról), waving about the 

bill or receipt for the é-éee $6 they cost. After some conversation on this matter 

we all to inspect and admire the üOOlU laíá ou* ** th9 ohuroh* 
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In the church I asked José Maria Gonzalez the native name for the farolee 

which were made in San+a Clara. He said the word was par6l. volunteering the 

observation that in lengua "p" is substituted for "f", and observation of wh«4 

which I was aware but did not think the natives consciously realized as a gener- 

alization. JM also volunteered that the items were caled faroles in Spanish 

because they are made by faroleros, The reverse is true. 

The faroles will remain locked up in the church for use in that building, 

but may be used at night in the intendencia if there is need, aocorfling to an 

answer given me by the intendente. These and other such supplies are kept in 

a large wooden cabinet standing on the left side of the church. 

We returned from the church to chat before the intendencia. A good 
10»30 A.M. 

many of the men went over to the school plaza to inspect the wares 

displayed by young Bernardino Garcia. Meantime I gabbed with the intendente 

about creyentes. He said it is OK to be a creyente, but e "creyente de todos," 

meaning that one should know everything and «do everything. It is natural, he 

said, for a person to smoke and to drink and to eat. it is better to satisfy 

than to mortify the flesh for in the end it cannot be done. Of a sudden a per- 

son will give in to his repressed craving; so it is with the creyentes. He an- 

swered that a creyente could hold any public office except first regidor. In 

practioe the four regidores are never creyentes. The intendente excused him- 

self, walked over to see the merchandise. Soon I went too. 

Bernandino had on display an assortment of nick-nacks bought from Mazat- 

enango on the coast, (s. later said he goes every two weeks and it takes 3 

days). On a line strung between two pillar» of the school porchwere strung 

materials for blouses and aprons. On the ground were laid out pencils, pins, 

needles, ear-rings, combs, chioklets, bobby-pins, buttons, mirrors. The fancy 

of the spectators was caught most by a varied of circular pocket mirroer bearing 

on its back a bas-felief image of a cat or owl with colored-glass eyes. Muoh 

fingering and bargaining went on but little purchasing. The intendente bought a 
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"sorpresa" packet for 1/ and besides candy won a cheap pair of ear-rings. I'o- 

day was the second day that Lois wore her novelty necklace made of corks and 

colored beads. The officials of the town immediately noticed it, handles it, 

admired it, asked what it wost. Various women have been doing the same . 

Before we returned home we noticed that persons were gathering in the in- 

tendencia for a trial. The girl who had been placed in the cárcel yesterday 

on the charge of stealing chickens was brought in, as were several witnesses. 

On approaching our house I was greeted by our neighbor Nicolas G. 
11:oo A.M. 

who pointed to a large rooster asking whether we would not like to 

buy it for semana santa. I told him that this was Lois' concern. In the house 

S said that her father was going to Atitian on the morrow and could buy a ohicken 

there more «heyl cheaply than here. Earlier when S had informed Lois that every- 

body will eat chicken on Thursday (semana santa) she added that the mother of our 

little helper Josefa was going to Atitian tomorrow to buy a chicken and could buy 

one for us. 

When Nicolas spoke to me he was seated on his porch with his grand-daughter 

Madelena at his side watching the fish drying on several elevated boeards. Aoross 

the way Graciela was doing the same for another batch offtsh. Nicolas answered 

that a typical oaral catch for a day might be 25/ worth of fish* This of course 

would have to be divided among* those jointly^owned a oorral. In the house I asked 

S about corrals and she gave me the following information/ To fence-fish a group 

will start at noon and finish at about 3 P.M. Between 5 and 6 P.M. the fish are 

cooked with salt and naranja agria (I saw Josefita use tomato and chili). 'All 

next day they dry in the sun. V/hen enough are ready, say 3 arrobas, they are carried 

in a costal to Santa Lucia, Totonicapan, or Quetaaltenango t0 be sold in the market 

for 1/ per medido» She guessed that three arrobas of prepared fish might bring §3» 

When Lois and I passed the house of Paulina Gonzalez in the morning we stopt 

to admire a men's sash that was being woven by a grown girl there. Paulina answered 

that it was worth $1 but was releotant about agreeing to offer it for sale since, 
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she explained, it was intended for use in the family and therefore was made of 

Ifum rather than of the less expensive hilo used in the manufacture of items 

for sale t0 the tourists. She said that she oould make another lije the one 

now in the loom for 75/. Later S. told us that a sash of hilo should sell for 

40/ and one of IBna for $1. On the subject of men's shirks S said that it takes 

6 days +o weave the two telas required and that ?e//*e- 70/ worth of material is 

consumed. 

While we were talking to Paulina Oaenzalez the latter spied loie•nnovelty 

necklace the lat+er fingered it, asked its price, expressed admiration. The wife 

of Juan Gonzalez of the cantina had done the same. When she saw Lois passing near 

the store she called to her to step in and wound up asking to buy the trinket. 

Between lit15 and noon, I typed and Lois <üied-l«n4h helped S prepare lundh. 

S. ate with us as her want of late. Converation flows freely at the lunoh table 

and we often get good data from S at this time. (Until recently S. had been coming 

in with a tinaja of water just before supper time in order, we guessed, to be in- 

vited to stay for supper as well. Of late we have sought to discourage this practice 

by ignoring her presence so far as supper is concerned. Tonight we started eating 

supper at 6j30. S. was here, soon excused herself, went home to eat, returned at 

7t00 P.M. to wash the dishes.) 

Small talk with Susana at the lundh table yields the following infor- 

mation. In Atitlan the boys grasp the girls hand from behind when the 

girl is mounting with a filled tinaja, just as here, but there the boys have their 

faoe covered with a kerchief,, only their eyes showing, and moreover they follwow 

the girl right up t0 her house, holding her wrist all the while. S. seemed t0 

ridicule this practice. She also laughed at the halo-hairdress of the atitecas 

saying they wore horns. 

At lunch I mentioned that in the church I had abserved a carrying rack for 

corpses resulting from violent deaths. She answered me that such corpses were 

carried to the grave faoe downward so that the espíritu which is yet in the body 
would,not know where it is going and thus less ftflt ii u«i«mt«». Yes, there ares 

>4oaj|8 of killings, S said, and then told us the following fiase.sl 

It00 P.M. 
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On the subject of assassinations, Susana volunteered the following story: 

A man who went frequently to the coast on business did not believe hie 

friends when they told him that her wife had a secret lover who took advan- 

tage of his absences. When they assured him of this over and over again he 
sell tomatoes in 

decided to investigate He told his wife one day that he was going to/fche- 

Mazatenango. Delighted, the wife rose at 3 in the morning to make his tor- 

tillas that he might leave. She informed her lover. During the day a friend 

wa asked about her husband and was .told he went to the coast. The. friend an- 

swered that this was fine for now he would bring back bananas and other fruits 

that grow in the low-lands. At night the lover came to sleep with the wife. 

The husband had hid hims&lf in another house. At night he went to in- 

vestigate. The unsuspecting lover was urinating into the street. Only his 

penis protruded through the oraek in the door. The vengeful husband stole 

up to him and slashed off his organ. He picket it up and fled. 

The cries of the lover awoke the wife. He died too quickly to tell her 
bed 

what occurred. Under her grave she dug a grave and interred the victim. 

Meanwhile the avenged husband went to Santa Clara where he beguiled a 

femaile friend to cook the severed organ in tomatoe sauce. Next day at 2 p/M. 

he retted* His wife was expecting him for lunch. He had bought some meat on 

the way, he said, and would she care to finish what he had left over? She tasted 

it, asked if he cared to share it. He said No and she ate it all since it was 

prepared with tomatoes. Soon she was seized by a great thirst. She drank and- 

three tinajas of water. Her belly swelled and finally busrst. Thus she died. 

S. told this story with much relish, laughing in affect as she told of the 

cutting-off of the organ. 1 asked her why the woman did not call the officials 

of the intendencia when she found her lover dead. She guessed that there were 
in those days, 

no officiales a*-*ha*-*i»e At another point in the conversation S asked her when 

this incident occurred. She guessed that it was 15 or 20 years ago. 

W—JüLfiPilrtterfH,'- .'W^rf 
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On the subject of assassinations, S. recounts the following occurrence. 

Antena© José Maria Gonzalez (brother of Maria Antonio of the coast), 

calzado, schemed to retrieve the woman that Mariano tienae Gonzalez (brother 

of Valeriano Navichoc's wife) had taken away from him, one Elena Peneleu, 

now are our milk-lady. Chema (Jose Maria) invited Mariano to go with him* 

to the campo to collect honey. He said he knew where 4 bottles of it could 

be gathered. He also invited along a man named José who lived here but came 

originally from another pueblo. Chema not only took along an ax (customary— 
they 

to chop open the honey trunk) but a gun as well, for he said that there might 

encounter game on the way. En route, Chema managed +o take Jose aside and 

tell him that he would pay him to kill assist him in disposing of Mariano. 

They left Mariano sitting somewheres in the monte on the pretext thay they 

would bring back the honey-bearing stump to be soooped out. Then they dug 

a hole to teuy bury him. Chema returned, asked Mariano whether he would give him 

back the wife he took from him. The latter responded that it was his understand- 

ing that they had come to gather honey and not to quarrel. Thereupon Chema said 

he would give it to him and laid him low with a hatchet blow on the head. Mariano 

fell t0 the ground bleeding profusely but not dead. Chema climbed up a tree (?) 

and from his peroh finished off the competitor by pumping him full of bullets which 

Jose had crammed into the gun (at the moment?). They buried the blood rather than 

the victim and returned home» They professed to know nothing about Mariano until 

arrested some three days later when a boy smelled and found a body in the field 

which could be reoognized as that of Mariano. Both men were sentenced to 14 yrs. 

in the Guatemala penitenoiary where José died of hard work, Chema returning last 

May. He is now married to a woman from our of town. She Elena Peneleu is married 

(3rd time) to a man who is not angry at Chema since he was not involved at the time. 

The wife Chema had at the time of the murder, a woman called Elena, is now married 

to Pablo Cox. (Check this with Ag's earlier version.) (S told details of the gory 

death with apparent relish, answered that the reason José agreed to help in the 
moaey is because "people will do anything for money." 

.;,_„4*ra>B<iii JijnU^mttftiAl 
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Afternoon» 
Lois and I spent most of the afternoon typing. I typed notes and 

a letter. Lois spent more time +han J. did on let+er writing but 

also typed notes. While we were in the office at about 2:30 S rapt 0n the door 

saying that Vicenta, who was with her, would like to have a letter written, but 

"perhaps you are too busy." Lois accommodated them by taking a machine into the 

house and typing in Spanish what S dictated. The letter was sent to José Navichoc 

Gonzalez in «wa*ei cuartel and was signed by Vicenta, although the letter was 

to all intents and purposes sent by S herself. (Cf• copy of letter in Exhibits/) 

From this letter it appeared more likely than before that the party in whom S 

was interested was not José N.6. himself, referred to as Chepe in S's recent 

letter to him, but the third party alluded to as "your friend, wyou know very 

well who it is." (Is theis circumlocution meant only to keep Lois in the dark?) 

When Lois asked the girls how she should write the salutations S suggested that 

she write "Querido novio." Vicenta, who was ostensibly writing the letter, ob- 

jected to this phrasing, assented to Lois' suggestion to say "Querido amigo." 

And so Lois write it, S shaking her head and saying, "No ft» amigo; es novio." 

Lois and I went out to mail the letters and to see how far the decor- 

ating of the church had gone. As we entered the secretaria we noted 

that a demanda was in progress, that there was an electric air about the court- 

room* José Maria Gonzalez, officiating as intérprete in Ag's absence for the day 

(Solóla), rushed up to us, breathlessly said that it was very fortunate that we 

had arrived, that it was too bad we had not come earlier, that something "muy bonita" 

was about to take place.  Indeed something unusual did take plade. 

A moment after we got there, a winsome girl of less than 20, who had just been 

found guilty of stealing chickens, was solemnly led out of the court-poom by bothe 

mayores and all five of the serving alguaciles to be paraded around the streets as 

an ejemplo. Under her arms she carried two live chickens and two live turkeys 

she had stolen. The deputies marched her to the first corner and halted at the 

capilla there. The mayor shouted out to the great crowd of women and children that 

4tl5 P.M. 
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that 
quicKLy gathered/the guilty one had stolen fowls from her neighbors and that 

she was now being brought before the eyes of the public, loot in hand, to warn 

them of the fate that would befall the next one that should essay the same. 

The girl had a dejected, steeled look. The onlookers talked* Those that spoke 

to us as we mingled with them said of the ffirl "pobrecita." They said it was 

a cruel humiliation for the girl. Among the many that were there 1 recognized 

S«s mother, her sisters Chona and 'Tina, Elena Gonzalez, cantina-man Juan Gon- 

zalez. I spoke to his- the latter. He expressed commis/eration. He said that 

her action* was something that comes upon one of a sudden. Who can tell what 

turn their own "suerte" would take the next moment. The deputies walked around the 

town, decrying the girl at each of the other three capillas» tqking her even into 

side streets never traveled by public processions. 

We did not follow the girl and her guard. Many children did. From the first 

capilla we turned back to take a peak into the church. We noticed that there had 

been no progress since we had been there in the forenoon. (The cofrades in San 

Antonio later confirmed my observation by snswering that the mayordomos work only 

forenoons in decorating the church on Monday, Wednesday- Tuesday, Wednesday.) 

We left the church and waited for the alguaciles t0 return with the girl. 

The girl was in tears when she was marched back to the intendencia, still 

carrying the four fowls. She was returned to the court for sentencing. In the 

court-room were two women who identified the stolen hens as theirs, the mother of 

the girl, the husband of the girl. Her husband proclaimed that he would not take 

the girl back into *he his house, that he was through with h her. The intendente 

lectured her, saying in part that she would have to eat tortillas in her cell 

while all the others would have spend semana santa eating bread. The girl sobbed, 

said that when her sentence was completed, she would leave town to live with some 

relatives on the coast since she could no longer face the people here. The 4&¿«B« 

intendente imposed on her the fine of 15 days imprisonment. Her suckling baby 

would remain with her in jail. During the/days she would have t0 sweep the plaza 
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and carry many tinajas of water tor the plants in the court-yard. His attitude 

seemed to he as if to say, "Well, we'll find plenty of work to keep her busy." 

Her sentence pronounced the girl was led into +he jail. In lieu of doing time 

she had the alternative of paying a fine of $1.50 (or $2.75?). She did not have 

this sum. The girl's name is Dolores. 

While the sentence was rendered I remained in the secretaria lokking into 

to the courtroom through the door. I could not understand what was said since 

it was in lengua. JM 6. was listening intently at the same door and every once 

in a while he gave me a one-sentence summary in Spanish. When the trial was 

over I spoke to him about coming to the house at night to recount me the details. 

He said he would do so if he were not too busy. I suggested he step in to say 

he wasn't staying in any event. He agreed. (But he didn't come.) (in the evening 

Lois got more info re Dolores from S and from a relative of the firl: cf. below.) 

I asked what would be done with the chickens and turkeys huddling outside 

the intendencia. JM G said that they would be given away t0 some of the town's 

poor families. Don't the owners want to recover them? No, Why? They say that 

it is not good to lake back stolen*ttj¡*4«tee things. Why not? Costumbre. In 

their shoes would you refuse t0 take back the chickens? I asked JM 0. For my 

part I'd accept them, he laughed. 

(Principales were present in the court, is public censure a time-honored 

sanction which they advised the intendente to administeo?) 

On the way home from the court, Lois and I went somewhat out of our 

way to buy bread from Balbino Méndez. This was our first visit- t0 

the bakery-store. We were invited in by a young man. In a corner were some 

dozen sacks of flour; wrapt in a mat on the floor we* was a great pile of pan 

dulce of which Lois bought 6 for 5/. Is that all you wanted? the young man asked. 

It was. Like many another, he wanted to know whether we intended to spend semana 

santa here or would we perhaps go into Guatemala City? We would spend it here. 

He said something of having made a recent visit to the coast where there are many 

grfogoa and negrog. On being questioned he spoke favorably of the latter* 

5i30 P.M. 
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Lois went home to prepare supper. I stopt in to pay my first respects 

to the cofradia of San Antonio across the strBet from our house. I was 

immediately invited in by eae-e*-*h«-aa the man who turned out t0 te the .juez. 

Diego Bixcul, the handsome young oofrado or alcalde ("John Gilbert" Lois calls 

him), was sitting on the bench in a corner near the images, knitting a fine net 

for catching pepescas. The net he was working on was suspended from a line that 

ran across the roam or part of it. Diego offered me a chair. I accepted and passed 

out cigareta t0 all including the 4 mayordomos (one was away), all accepting. One 

of the mayordomos was perched in the window fronting the street, it was he that 

answered most of my question». The Juez sat in the traditional seat immediately 

to the left as one enters. None of the men was soing anything other than talk 

and there was little of that while I was around. They had however finished an 
for 

afternoon of lugging up many tinajas of water in readiness Ire the making of atol 

tonight. I was told that each of the mayordomos made 7 tinaja trips. Much water 

was to be used not only in the cooking of the atol but in washing it, they said. 

About 35 or 40 lbs of corn would be used. Two large flat baskets more than half 

full of shelled yellow corn stood on the floor. There was also a rede of corn in 

unhusked ears. From the usual cieiling "boloney-work" were suspended three bunches 

of wax-colored flor de coyol. Many bouquets of flowers bedecked the saints at the 

front. Near the saints rested several bunches of green bulbed plants wh of which 

each cofradia is expected to contribute two bunches on Wednesday when the floral 

decorations are mounted on the church scaffolding. One of the mayordomos said he 

himself had spent a part of today going out into the monte to pick one bundh of 

these bulbs. He answered that they were not plentiful. They answered me that the 

tezfeles would start grinding tonight at about 7, they would work all night, that 

each would bring a helper. They invited me to be on hand tomorrow at say 9t00 A.M. 

to drink atol. Tomorrow it was the turn of San Antonio and San Nicolas t0 supply 

atol t0 the officials gathered at the intendencia. The atol drunk today at 9 and 

at 10 was supplied by Corpus and Santa Crua respectively. Wednesday's atol would 

be furnished by Conception (Virgin) and Rosario. I asked whether fiifll was served 

,.,.A:n«u««¡¿ftt 
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Evening: 

last night in the cofradía of San Antonio as it was in some others.    I was told 

that it is customary for atol to be  served on the eveinings of Monday, Tuesday--^ 

and Wednesday of semana santa in 4 of the cofradías.    This was not so in San An%« 

Antonio and Corpus (Sacramento),  last and first inrank respectively,    why?    You^   •» 

guessed it: costumbre.    I asked why the ,jueces were not present in the intendencia/ 

during the atol-drinking.    It was explained that the .juez remains in his eefraida 

cofradía and drinks atol there.    (But there is atol in only 2 of the 6 cofradías 

each of the 3 days—?).    While I was in the cofradía 4 or 5 children were playing 

in the room unhindered.    These included bright-eyed Comercia Bixcul and little 

rascally Palas Sunu.    I left at 6:15 P.M. 

I typed all evening)ending after midnight in order to complete today'»-- - 

notes.    Lois typed a good part.of the evening,  detailing what had happened 

to her since supper in pages here numbered 13-16.    She went to sleep at 11:30. 

There was one intaruption in the evening.    Tomas Yojcom, who fortunately has 

forgotten about his vow to visit me every night after March 15 when relieved of 

his duties as alguacil, knocked on the door,   small-talked awhile,  switched to a 

suplicating undertone, asked to borrow $1.50 for two weeks in order to buh his    - 

wife clothes for'semana santa.    He said he would repay it after the holidays when 

he would make some money in negocios between here and the  coast.    I stuck to my 

story of mot being permitted to make loans.    He countered with suggestions that-—/^^ 

we could make out documents, that he could get his brother Marcos to Vouch for h.£í¡ij¡| 

etc., finally left when I repeated my story for the loth time. — 

ADDENDUM:. .During the day I mentioned to S. that I had often observed littl#|| 

Valerio Navichoc of the Salvador-Paulina menage running about the. house and the •','.is| 

streets in only a blue shirt. S explained that it was because he did not like 

to wear pants. She could not say why. Then she went on to recount mirthfully 

how a capricious turkey owned by Isobel do Cox once tweaked little Valeriano's     t 

penis while he was running around without trousers. 
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Lois writing: 

S. als* recounted the story of a woman named Inez Gonzalez  (formerly 

married to Nicolas Ujpán) who was mentally unbalanced.    A few years ago 

she gave birth "tío twin boys.    Thinking that they were chickens,  she put 
£ , killing thenu 

them into an olJLa   and poured boiling water over them/   She was put in 

V.SoJ.fl. 

cárcel here in San Pedro for twenty days.and During this time  she had to 

carry many tinajas of water each day to water the "park" in the plaza. 

She also had to sweep the streets and plaza.    '.Then released she went to 

the coast with her small daughter..   She has a Arown son, Mariano Puzul, 

living on the coast., who came to get her at the tin».    Z 

S.  said that this woman was always sleeping with many men off in 

the fields.    One day she said to her enamorado "Where will we go to ' juntarnos" ?" 

They decided to go to Santa Clara.,   Her-small daughter went along behind them/ 
and reported that she saw what they did. 
She left a small baby at home, sleeping in the hammock.    Iben  she returned 

her baby was crying loudly.-   She picked up the baby,  sat down in the hammock 

to nurse it and suddenly as she looked up at the ceiling Bhe thought  she 

saw many stars, "se descumpuso en esta tiempo,  como todo la casa estuvo 

mirando a ella".    At that time she was about twenty-five.    Nicolas Ujpán, 

the man she» lived with, was blind.    During the time  she lived with him 

she had many other lovers. 

S. volunteered that Rosario Q. was almost "robado" last night.    P^.^6-/^|| 

th>*;ej 

J , t», „ , l"n 

^ returned horns with her little brother, Ventura,, from, ohu^^ 

'.«You go into the house'I em going to the, '.Mff "¡ft**''- '$%fá 

¡land she went to meet her lover,*m^&S0$$M^?f<%- $ 

she met her alaqaS-b?o$»jp 

fs&^ipd for.    She replied that she was goiag tp*fc 

ending a short distance away arid ~áaj^d< JgS^ 

osario obediently, followed h%^r'oth^ 
••?£#: v * • '    -'... ¿h¿   - ^fpS 
|#díMt( gp. off any^y(<since^sj|^-ha^a|il?ax»|^^ 

ytiffi£& 

[aijdéd^J 
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Yes,  she says she will.    But there will be a demanda.    Why?    Her parents 

don't want her to marry him because he already leJTt two other women.    Do 

you think he is a good man for her to marry or not.    No, but maybe she 

doesn't know.    S. first  said that Rosario was scolded by her parents last 

night and then added that she undoubtedly was whipped also, as though she 

was not  sure that it actually occurred in this case, but that it was to 

be expected that she would have been. 

wjLth me 
8tQ0 P.M.    I asked S. to go across the  street/to see the tezeles'of the 

cofradia of Saw, Antonio (cofrado - Diego Bixcul) grinding corn 

for the atol they are saking for tomorrow morning.    When we arrived in 

the patio across the way a flock of familiar kids came running from all 

directions to greet me in íusty tones.    This attracted the attention of the 

various woman of the different households facing this patio, who also came 

out to see, no doubt, what I was doing there.    A's we passed the door of the 

cofradia I looked- in and saw a group of about ten or fifteen children and 

a few men singing by candlelight.    By the time we arrived at the  door of 

a very small annex of a larger house.    The women who had been grinding made 

a dash and with screams and giggles hid behind the door.    In a few minutee 

they wefit back to their grinding stones.    The women, all young, inside ware 

strange - I had not seen any of them before.    The women outside the house 

:J*í¡$b8 iiiáia. women I had seen many times before and had.greeted --» 

«¿^ima^másmm^ th^r windows of the .row of Bixcul nóú*e$roldB MJOM^^ 

asked me*whether I coul'd grinft ^¿eJÍ 

•  < V^:VV;tbat" 3&d^át-^f^how (to lengua) Then S.  said they^re^sJp^^^aidn'H    * 

&t IBI or smaller and filled with smoke*; 

/f ~'  %: '''íi^^B^ií^á^.'   .Iwent to+the vacant s^e. tó<^HÍ| 
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I began grinding, trying to do as I had seen the others do.    S. instructed 

me to use more force.    There was a constant jabbering and laughter, but when 

the hand stone slipped a couple of times they laughed louder and commented* 

Once the stone slipped and S.  said "Dicen que usted solo puede quebrar 

piedras".    The woman grinding next to me inspected the cornmeal to see if 

it was fine enough and said "Utz, nan".    S. instructed me to take water out 

of a bowl on the floor at the side of the  stone to put on the  corn.    She 

said "they say you should stay here all night".    I quit in about fifteen 

minutes when the moke got too much for my eyes.    As I left the women* 

standing around outside asked m to come in the morning at eight o'clock 

to drink "mats". 

This cofradía   has two tezeles rather than three.    The two are 

Maria Batzin and Teresa Fue.    The three helpers were Juana Paac,  sister 

of Teresa,and Petrona Batzin,  sister of ifa.ria.and Encarnación Sac»    The 

first two are paid helpers, getting three cents £«r each for the night's 

work.    S. explained that Encarnación is not paid as she is sent by the 

intendente.    When a third tezel is needed in cofradías where there are only 

regularly two, the intendente  sends someone to serve.    This is equivalent 

to*servicio but those sent to fill in are not nominated as are the  others* 

When we returned horns at about 8i20 P.M. Juana Pne came along with us* 

She speaks.no¿Spanish.    S.  said she wanted to see the house*    She and S.-"- ••• J;Av; 

ta^%||»^ felfeiñ lengua and then S. informad, me that Juana is the- sister-?^' 

inriaCo^ÍDWo^lV'-Me girl who was punished today for stealing óhiokens.      < VJ*S| 

.* ^MLssl^pfMdi-out what she thought about iti-^héó^d,:Ju^^^^.t^VC^3 

refer.tOiBpioites as "pobre, pobre izok", but could not undérstí 

iB'Vhüst her ,dÍ8i01*l,Íf-S?llf •?* rePPrted he** as saying that when Dplore{|,Vh'i|^^^|Sturned 

yfls*«P^s;^É0JR.,"at^iaJaM » Maria Puac (the parieran a reíatlve^fijl^t^, 

inflija h5ü^^¡^¿i^'wife was in jail'for stealing chickens, ' jfaaffe&fe _r *.:ftá 

/, .í:sJÍpM^o^h^a8_,weÍl,ao to the'rast of the family.    The hüsband'-.waéi^i^^.'ll 
%- '&;$&&&'•-••<&•&'•   V    '    ,„   * <  * , ",    >'- -w\'.<Y&?\¿)es!SSEm 
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about to eat supper, but was so upset by the news that neither he nor his 

father could eat.    The father (father-in-law of Dolores) told his son to    - 

disown the girl and not bring her back to his house.    He was very angry and-- 

ashamed for what people would sayi    Dolores' husband is reported to have said 

that he too was ashamed because people would ridicule and say that the family 

had been constantly eating stolen chickens.    Dolores' four sister-in-laws, 

however, were very sorry for her.    Today when Dolores was marched through the 

town Juana and her other sisters cried for her as they pitied her greatly. 

Juana said all the people are ridiculing (burlar) Dolores and saying that she 

stole many things before,  such as "dulces".    But Juana says they have never 

seen anything that she might have stolen and that she doesn't believe she 

atole the chickens either as she did not .see them.    She said that people should 

not ridicule Dolores nor be angry because that is her "suerte" and who knows 

but that something will one day happen to others - he who now ridicules her 

does not know what his own "suerte" holds in store for him.    Juana reported 

that the teniente felt sorry for the girl and will pay her fine  of $2.5p 

tomorrow.    In return Dolores will go to work as a maid for the teniente. 

She thought she would take her baby with her as it is still very young. 

I asked if it is true that she will go to the coast after she has worked 

off the fine.    Juana thought Dolores would stay on with the teniente. 

Juana does not think her hrother and father are justified in ejecting the- 

girl because it is not certain that she is guilty.    She gave the sane reason 

for thinking-that the punishment inflicted was too severe.   Although I could, 

not be sure that the interpretation of Juana'a feelings about the ease as- 

told by S. was exact, it was apparent from her tone of vpj.ce and expression 

that she was full of sympathy for Dolores. 

(Notes all written during day of occurrence.    Stories on pages 6 and 7 

typed within minutes of being recounted.) 

&¿i-'¿-¿í '•* 
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S. reports that when she talked to Dolores Sequec at the  intendencia 

this afternoon she asked ha r vihy  she took the  chickens and turkeys. 

Dolores answered that  she did not steal one of the turkeys but found it  in 

the  street and meant to return  it the next  day to its -owner.    The  owner, 

Juana Gonzalez went to Atitlan that day.    Dolores> while walking in the  street, 

saw the turkey and recognized it as Juana's.    The latter is a neighbor of her 

mother.    She met the young daughter of Juana who askedher if she had seen their 

lost turkey.    Dolores had the turkey hidden under her rebozo at the time and 

denied that she had seen it.     She claims, according to S. that she wanted to 

return it directly to the mother of the child the following day.    S.  does not 

believe that this was true.    Of the chickens she claims that her niece Dolores 

Sequec,  eighteen years old, brought the two chickens to her and asked her if 

she  could sell these two chickens for her to one of the ladinos here, because 

she claimed she needed money to buy Unas    varas jenero" for her son.    Dolores 

(the prisoner)  sold one of the  chickens to Marguerita Chavajay and one to 

Candia,  daughter of Petrona.    i/hen the case came up in court the  chickens were 

brought in.    Of the  other turkey Dolores claims that she did hot know (no 

sentió) when she took it.    S. thinks this is a pure and simple lie. 

Earlier in the afternoon we discussed with S. the possibility of 

paying the fine for Dolores and having bar come here to work it but first we- 

wanted to know what people might think of this.    S. at that time was obviously 

in favor of having the girl punished and reported that the women she had talked 

to thought she should be punished by remaining in jail because if she were 

not made to suffer for Tar crime she might repeat the crime again. 

Petrona Garcia, mother of Rosario Pop,  S. reports as having said "ella 

tiene sufrir sufrir su castigación porque talvez si ella va salir en un dia 

talvez ella va poner mas contenta y va hacerle otra vez.    Asi paso con una 

mujer mas antes cuando ella fue pequeña,  siempre estaba robando y cuando 

ella, alio en los calles tenia que tener amarrado los pollos en su pela.    la 
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vez cuando salió en los calles estuvo llorando y la segundo vez estaba ráándose. 

Ya no tenían vergüenza,   S. adds that perhaps the woman had "mal cabeza". 

To the punishment of walking in the  streets she  said Petrona "tenia lastima 

para ella porque yo no se  si voy-a vivir mas o no con mis hijas y talvez ellas 

pueden pasar como ella pas6. 

S's mother reported this afternoon to S. that Dolores stole un marco - 

16 ounces de-mai- weight., from the intendente.    Dolores sold it to Ignacia 

Méndez at this same time as she performed her other crimes.    During the demanda 

the other day, Ignacia was also called to the intendencia. How did she come 

to steal this from the intendente? She went to visit his wife at home and 

then took it off the table where it had been lying.    Did the woman see her 

take it?   No.  S.  says everybody thinks she should suffer, but there are  some who 

like    Uaria Rosales say "porque están castigándole  ,  los que han perdido los 

pollos  son seis, una Teres Puzul, pero ahora están diciendo que ella estaba 

robando muchos otras cosas, tiene hijz debe de lastimar un poca,  says she  shouldn't 

be punished in jail because  of- her child, but thinks it was all right to have 

her go out in the streets in order to let her know that she  shouldn't do it 

again. 

I asked S. about buying hilo to have Dolores do some weaving for us. 

S.  saidtomorrow we would buy hilo and the following day she would tell Dolores 

to hilar, but  suddenly she reminded herself that the day aftemee» tomorrow 

is Thursday and that on that day no one must da any kind of work.    They must 

not touch a machete,  or marimba,  "y ustedes no pueden escribir en maquina" 

solo la gente están andando en los calles with noiseraakers and at night there 

will be fireworks.    Only the women can make tortillas and carry water» 

I asked where Dolores would weave  S.  suggested that she could do it 

here in the corridor.    I asked if Dolores has the palos and laso for the loom. 

S. replied, "Si siempre porque es mujer". 
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As Lois was in the house talking to S.,  I lay in the'hammock  on the 

porch,   recovering from a slight case  of lassitude.    Graciela and 

Madelena Cotuc together with their thirteen-year old cousin Florinda Cotuc, 

cama into the yard.    I picked up Madelena and sat her on the hammock.    She was 

somewhat frightened at first but her sister reassured her.    I asked Graciela 

where  she had been today.    She  said she had been to Atitlan with her grandmother 

to sell tomatoes.    Interpreting for her, Florinda said there were many tomatoes 

now and that they v/ere  selling for. a half cent a pound in Atitlan.    Graciela 

felt the  cloth of my shirt,  commenting that it was good.    As she and her little 

sister left the yard she  said  something in lengua    which Florinda interpreted 

for me as meaning that I am an extranjero and therefore better than she v/ho is 

an india. Florinda remained,standing on the porch steps near the hammock in 

which I lay.    I asked her what  she thought of Graciela's statement.     She said 

it was not true, that all humans are equal before God.     She  is,   of course, a 

creyente.  I agreed with her.    I asked her a^out the attitudes of ladinos towards 

natives and vice-versa.     She  said they ea«h liked each other. 

I next asked her why her older sister, Anita, was crying this afternoon 

when we saw her near our house.     She answered that her father had whipped her 

because she did not want to sew on the machine.    In other respects Florinda 

defended her sister,  saying that she was a willing worker and weaver.    And 

what is Anita doing now? She is sewing on the machine.    Is she angry at her 

father? No,    I asked who in the Cotuc household could weave.    Florinda answered 

that her mother, Anita and herself knew how but that her 11 year old sister 

Delfina and of course the two younger girls could not.    No, Delfina doesn't 

weave anything.    I then asked whether this was the general situation for San 

Pedro, that of eleven year old girls not knowing how to weave and girls of 

13 knowing how to weave.    She  said that it was, adding that there are some girls 

much older who don't know how to weave.    She  said this in a sort of scandalous 

tone.    She could think of one such case, volunteering that seventeen-year old 
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Rosario Q.  did not  know how to weave.     I  suggested that this might prevent 

her from getting a husband and  she assented.    However when I asked her whether 

Rosario was being courted on the playa Florinda responded that  she had three 

suitors, volunteering in addition that the other girls make fun of (burlarse) 

Rosario.    Florinda answered that  she doesn't care to do other v/ork in the 

house either.    I asked her why she doesn't like to grind corn and she answered 

that perhaps it was because there were no muchachos around. 

Florinda answered that she gets up at four in the morning and grinds 

for several hours.    She  said her family eats at 5:00 a.m., at noon and at 

5tOO p.m.    When I asked her what kind of work she liked best,  she answered 

in characteristic 3. P. fashion that she liked to do all classes of work. 

She answered that she was now through with school having completed three years. 

She answered that girls are not courted until they are around seventeen or 

eighteen years.    Therefore Anita was not yet being courted. 

On the subject of fishing in coralitas , Florinda answered that their 

family is one of three that fish together, that they usually leave  for the 

rlaya at 11 o'clock and return around three,  a basketfull of fish being a fair 

catch.    They did not. go today but will go tomorrow.    She said the fish are 

cooked with naran.1a and salt but only remain on the fire for a few minutes. 

They are dried next day in the sun and accumulated to sell in the market. 

She  said her father sold fish for a dollar and a half in Mazatenango,  selling 

them at the rate of two cents for three medidas. 
20 

Florinda denied that espíritus of the dead haunt the. village for w* days. 

According to the "palabra of Dios,"/ she said, the espirit» ascend to the cielo 

in 3 days.    Characoteles however were very much to be feared.    Sicknesses caused 

by their frightening are cataros and mal de cabe«a.    She did not know about Atitlan 

but said that characoteles come here in tecomates from San Pablo, do 4 turns or 

somersaults (confirmad by S) and go into action.    Thejr are probably men rather . 

than women.    She volunteered that the mujer of Salomon, Clara, is a local aharaool&ffi 

!¡ing, herself into a foi°*¿*L°i^&^ 
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li30 P.M. 
We were told earlier in the day that  starting at noon today the 

dance floor would be  left nainly to the women of th e village. 

I.5a.rimba is being played for four nights and four days,   starting Friday night, 

in a house belonging to Santos Chavajay, tho   sindico, who loaned it for this 

purpose.    Few or no v.-omen participate  or look on at night, but the afternoons 

are  supposed to be for the women to dance.    Sach dance  costs a half cent and 

the funds go to the treasury of the municipality.    This is part of the 

semana santa costumbres.    S.,  Vicenta Rosales and I went  to "see what was 

going on".    Josefa T. cane along, carrying harina, S'e baby.    Out aid» tht 

houM war* a mofear of children, both boya and girls, about tan or f iftaan 

men and only a few girls and woman looking in*    Th* room in which th* dane* 
about 

was hold was/fift**n f**t long and about t*n f**t wid*.    Th*r* is on* door 

and a small window opposit* th* door.    Th* marimba took up on* comer of th* 

room, b*neh*s w*r* placed around th* walls and th* remaining spae* was for 

dancing.   Although w* had b**n told that this dane* was for th* women, th*r* 

w*r* mor* man than woman pr*s*nt.   When w* arrived, thr*«- middl*-ag*d woman 

w*r* dancing.    On* of th* b*neh*s was lined with young boys and th* floor 

was largely occupied by young man, dancing singly or in pairs.   Th* woman 

danced alen* in a slow, somewhat d*lib*rat* and stolid manner.   Th*y looked 

very «erious while dancing, although they joked and laughed in between dances» 

All of the man present were in varioue degrees of intoxication.   Some were 

quietly drunk, sort of stupefied.   Lorenao Geniales, one of Pusul'e/sen was 

slightly more intoxicated than son* of th* others, including his brother ' 

Ghana.    Chasm was somewhat gay» and had mor* bodily control than Lancha who 

swayed and staggered around when he danced.   Once his brother, Chema, got him 

off in a corner of the room and with the help of another friend tried to auiot 

Lancha.   Th* latter suddenly began to cry loudly and yell something which I 

couldn't understand.   He had a bad cut over his left eye which he got in a 

fight the night before with Santos (husband of Maria Bésales , y.no» blouse). 
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We stood outsido for about fifteen minutos, looking in.   Although Viesnta had 

eoas with money, apparently proparod to dance» ah* rofusod to go in.    It nay 

hayo boon that she would have gone in wore there not so many men inside. 

S. at first also refused to enter» although she had eon» there to dance, 

finally she and I wont in.    Her cousin,Pedro Naviehoc, danced with her. 

That is» he danced around her and in front of her, sins* men and women do not 

danos   embraced.    It was steaming hot inside this small room and when I made 

for the door Pedro cans over and plsaded with m» to stay» saying that if I 

loft S. would also loare.   We sat down and ho began telling me that S. says 

she is going to marry Lucas but he does not think she should because he is 

not a good worker.    I asked whom he thought she should marry.    Ho said another 

muchacho.    1 asked if Podro himself is a good worker.    He says yes of course, 

but she is myNprima hermana nothing can bo between us".    He asked if I thought 

she should marry Lucas.    I answered that she should smrry whomever she wanted 

to» that it was her affair.    S. was very eoy with him.    When he talked to her 

she hid her face in her rebozo and protested greatly against accepting liquor 

which he continued to offer her» but in the end she always accepted.    I 

accepted a few drinks and cigarettee from Chema Oonsalss C. 

For about a week ws had known that something was going on between S. and 

Pedro H.    Ho had boon coming around in the evening and standing outside the 

window or hanging around the corner of our house,   ^here wore whispered 

conversations and obvious attempts to make it all look nonchalant snd accidental. 

Thursdy night ^lena Oonsalss was present when S. was sating supper with us. 

8. told us that Podro had arranged to elope with Vicenta Rosales (robado)» 

but had boon unsuccessful because Vicenta could not got away.    She said it 

was because of this that he had boon coming around to talk to her (&•)•   When 

S. had her back turned». Blona whispered that S. was lying and told me that 

8. herself was going to go with Pedro» but was very indefinito about when.; 

Elena and 8. held long whispered conversations and it seemed that Siena WAS 
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confidant in whatever was going on.   When we rotuna d home from the danoo 

8. volunteered that Tieonta had not wanted to danoo because Podro «as in 

there and ¡that the two had fought and that the affair between them waa now 

all off.   This story about Vicenta in view of the circumstances seemed to 

have boon manufactured out of whole cloth.   We returned home from the danoo 

at 4tOO P.M. 

4.13.41    (L) 

I asked S. today if she was planning to go to the danoo again.    She 

said she was not.    In the afternoon Blena Oonsalez earns over and said that 

3. wanted her to go to the danoo with her.    8. excused herself about 2s30 P.M. 

but said nothing about where she was going.    Josefa wont along with her. 

I was in ths office» Blem was standing out on the porch.   Also preeent on 

the porch wore Bon, Rosario and a friend of hers who had com»-wit*» for 

medicine for an outbreak on her baby's face.    Josefa stood out in the yard 

near the exit to the street and kept motioning to Blena to come.   Blena 

put her hand up, palm outward, motioning that she should wait.    8. was out 

of sight, but a few feet beyond Josefa in the passageway.   Blena cam» la 

and said that S. wanted her to accompany her to the danoo, but that she did 

not want to go.   She said her mother had scolded her and told her not to 

go with 8. because she did not want her to talk to Pedro.   I asked why Bloma(s 

parents should object to her talking to Podro,   liona answered "saber". 

Z asked if parents objected to him because ho does not work.    She readily- 

assented that this waa the reason.   After about twenty Buratos Ben saw 8. 

walk aeross in the direction of her house, "looking ao mad/ »• » hornet". 

From this incident it osemed that S. had not wanted mo to know where oho was 

going, and that she would not go alono.   Ivon for 8., who often sayo she is 

"sin vorguensa" it would bo too brash to appear alone. 

Boa decided that he wanted to go and woe what the dancing was like. 

mgaa.ks¿.-^./ ¿^Cgg^^itta^iaiALgl^ak^d.,^^.^.^..^-^ pf&u. -AU.»j.f<p^.3%wfr juggg 
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At this point, S's little brother, Lancha can» in and called S]»na. She told 

him to go and get S* and tell her to con» along that we would all go together. 

Leneha then said something which Elena interpreted as "S. is only going to 

get water". This was obviously not the case but he had been apparently 

instructed. We finally told Siena to go and get S. and catch up to us. 

We stopped for a few odnutes to talk with the poniente and his wife 

on the way. When we arrived the patio outside the dance-room was filled with 

kids of all ages. The porch was crowded with women and young girls on one 

side and men on theother side. Inside there were only a few girls, including 

3. The room was filled with men and boys. There was hardly an extra inch of 

space between the people in the room. 8. was again dancing with Pedro who 

was a comical sight with a heavy black suit on, black felt hat, shirt ope» 

to the waist and perspiration pouring from him. in a few minutes S. come out 

on the porch with the rest of the women. Pedro followed her out and was 

either trying to tell her something or to ask her to go back to danoe. She 

got back in a corner of the poroh apparently trying to avoid him and finally 

knelt down in the corner with Pedro standing over her and talking to her in 

what seemed persuasive tones. 

Ben went inside and sat down on one of the benches. While he was in 

the room the women outside kidded me about his dancing with other women and 

asked me if I would get angry and scold him. 

At five o*clock the officials from the intendencia tropped over in a 

body and entered the already jammed room. I went in with S. for a few 

minutes but tried t0 exit Immediately because of the intense heat and close- 

ness and because of a oouple of fellows, drunker than the others, who tried 

to pull S. over *o danoe with them. Raphael 0. and Pedro came to our resoue 

as we were trying *© get out the door and pulled off the two drunks. When 

we got outside Pedro and Raphael followed us out and asked if I were angry. 

Getting out 0f the doom was no easy matter. The doorway is jammed with kids t 
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and women looking on and none will budge an inoh except when a drunk comes 

reeling toward "the doorway from inside which causes the onlookers to scatter 

with laughs and shriihs. 

In trying t0 get out 0f the room a stout muchacha tripped and fell in 

the doorway. She hurriedly picked herself up and laughed very embarrassedly. 

The crowd of girls and women burst into laughter at this sight and S. made 

no effort to subdue her voice when she ridiculed the girl as being "seca", 

(the opposite of fat, used as a taunt at stout women as well as women who 

are thin). The teniente's wife had earlier t0ld me that this was a very 

insulting thing to say to a woman. 

Rufino Rodriguez (does not use the name Rodriguez) brother of S's 

former husband, filipe, was one of the marimba players on this afternoon. 

He, like the others, was "bien socado". Ben reports that while he was inside 

Rufino broke into a long speech about the fundamental equality of all men and 

the "extranjero" being like the Pedranos. 

4.14.41 (L) 

after- 
S. reported this/noon that there were many women at the dance today who 

had gotten very drunk. She had heard that chema Gonzalez' wife had thrown 

her baby on the floor and that the intendente had beaten his wife well and 

sent her home because she was so drunk. (The intendente himself was somewhat 

drunk from the morning cambio in the intendencia). At about five o'clock 

Ben, S. and I went to see for ourselves. S. asked us to come by her house, 

apparently wanting her mother to see that she was going with us. She said she 

had promised her mother that she would not dance. The evening before when we 

returned Josefa had run over to S's house t0 get her tjnaja and when returning 

reported that S's mother was very mad because she had heard that S. had been 

dancing with Pedro. S. had been given permission to go and look but not to 

dance. Agustín informed us that it has only been in the last five years, 
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since "the introduction of the military service and the "eompania" that women 

have been attending the dances. He guessed that it might have begun the first 

year when the first young men went away to cuartel because the girls were 

"triste" for their sweethearts and husbands. He said that parents do not want 

their daughters to be seen dancing because people will gossip and say that the 

girl was not well brought up by her parents. 

Dancing in embrace as the men are doing now is also a new relatively new 

thing introduced since contact with the American style of dancing. Girls 

a«* do not dance this way yet but this too may change. On this afternoon 

Juana Rooche and her husband were present and the two danced with their arms 

about eaoh other. S. says she is the only woman who dances this way. Juana's 

daughter Andrea was present also, sitting on one of the benches. She kept 

asking me t0 light cigarette butts for her which she picked up from the floor. 

A small boy also picked up cigarette butts. 1'here were other children present 

whose parents were drunk also. There is apparently no shame felt either by 

the parents or by the child for the drunkeness of the parent, it seems to 

be totally accepted for men, although women who get drunk are subject t0 gossip, 

or worse. In Juana's case it is possible that she may not be subject to 

gossip because of two things which are really interrelated. She is a midwife 

and has a special status in the community not only because of her skill bat 

in addition this skill is considered a "gift of God". In addition she is 

quite masculine in appearance being larger than most women in the society. 

Her features too are less feminine than others. She appears and is said to 

be very strong. (See belief reported by S. re "strong women who want to do 

things that men doM). It is possible (purely conjectural) that dancing as 

the men dance and drinking represent expressions of "masculine drive" and 

that it is more acceptable beoause of her special status position. 

As we arrived this afternoon a young woman who oould hardly stand on 

her feet was being pulled out of the room by her angry mother who was literally 

pulling her by the hair and at the same time pounding her with her fists. 
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S. later informed us that the girl was kicked out by her in-laws with whom 

she had been living. The in-laws were indignant.at her behavior particularly 

because her husband is away at cuartel and she left a six-month old baby at 

home. 

The sindico came ^o the door and tried to coax S. into entering the 

dance floor. When she refused he came out and tried to make her enter. She 

ran off a little way, leaving her rebozo in his hands. He asked Ben and me 

to persuade her to go in but we tóld him that her parents had not given her 

permission and she would get whipped by her father if she did. He would not 

be assuaged but finally walked back t0 the room with an arm around Ben and 

me. He danced one dance with me - in native fashion - and for the rest of 

the afternoon continued to apologize to Ben and to seek hia assurance that he 

was not angry* He insisted that I sit next to Ben and when I first, refused 

to accept a drink from a bottle he offered he said he was sure I was angry 

because I would not drink with him. In addition t0 apologizing profusely 

he also kept repeating the following:"Yo soy sindico de San Pedro la: Laguna" 

Ben assured him of his good feelings for him and his complete confidence in 

him as a friend and an honorable man. Tono Gonzalez almost started a fight 

with the sindico, insisting that he was a better man. When things had quieted 

down and we were sitting next t0 T0no, he put his arm around both Ben and me 

and protested his affection for us because we had respect for the costumbres 

of San Pedro and had put on native clothes. He himself is oalsado. has two 

ladino wives and indignantly protested earlier that he is not a Pedrano fcíÉ 

but a Cobano as his mother was from Coban. 

Chema González 0* was dancing with his baby in his arms. His wife, 

red-eyed and obviously drunk danced with other aen who were present or alone* 

(to the afternoon of 4.15*41 Ben went ovar to MO Antonio Chava jay* The 

latter was still recovering froa a hangover which ho had partially succeeded In 

earing by carrying how a load of Jffl*_ that aorning* Ho had boon playing the 
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marimba at the danea all of the previous day.    Ha deniad that parents disap- 

prova of their daughters attending the dances.    He said the custom of sending 

out nn to ask women of the town to cone stems from the practice in formsr 

times when the mayordomos of the cofradias went out to bring women to the. 

dances.    In former times a dance was held in each of the eix cofradías during 

this fiesta.    The dances were free but a native drink» chiche, was sold.    This 

drink was prohibited by the(present)governn»nt presumably because the govern- 

ment gained no revenue from it.    The dances at the present time are run by 

two or three private men.    This time there were two or three.    The house is 

loaned but they have to pay the ip^yjt«frfrof- Then they have to pay the dty, 

municipalidad» a sum of about two dollars.    If there is any money left over 

above these costs they go as profits to the men who ran the dance* 

*¿aééaék*.t-¿¡ r h ¡ , 
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Additions to 4.13.41 and 4.14.41 

4t&3«41   Nicolas Bixoul trios to oonvert Bon to oTangolisn.    Incidentally 
he asked about how one goes to Jerusalem and what Ben knows about the place.    Says 
a man from Quetsaltsnango went there and in telling of the different places 
visited by this Quetsalteco speaks about them as separate placet "Holy land» 
Jerusalem» Bethlehem» Judea".    Says this man reports that the Jews live in Judea 
now and are not as bad as they were in times past» they are civilised now and 
are all very rich.   Ouesses that it must cost a lot of money to travel to these 
places and reports that the man from Quetialtenango (whom he knows) traveled 
there with a big suitcase full of money. 

4^4.41   The bells were rung early in the morning and the flag hoisted in 
the plata in commemoration of "Dia de las Americas". 

At 10 a.m. 3. and I went to visit Maria Rosales who had recently had a baby - 
about two or three days ago.    Present were Paulina» Maria's mother», Vicenta and 
M&ximina, her sisters, Maria Puac» partera. Maria Paneleu, 5 yr. old dau. by former 
husband (dead) and mother-in-law (ex) - mo. of dead husband.    W» brought pitcher 
of chocolate and 6 breads.    Served us chocolate when we cam* in and gave me the 
baby to hold*    Tampit, our neighbor was also there visiting and had Tamtal with 
her.    The latter cried because she wanted to nurse and mother refused to nurse 
her (explained mother herself). 

During the afternoon Agustín told me about the belief that lighting three 
cigarettes on a matoh is bad because the third child will die or the child of the 
third nan will die - I am not sure which. 

Nicolas Bixcul and his fater» Juan» working with helpers,  clearing ground 
across the street from our house (southeast) for a new stone house which Juan 
says he is building at a cost of about $100 for his son-in-law Victor Cotuc 
Juan and Nicolas deprecate malevolent epirite but avow that oharacotoloa exist. 

Juan deprecates myth about not burning alguaoile'e stick, says it is just 
wood and nothing would happen. He admits ereseaee of brujos   but lays harmless. 

/existence 
At noon we went to the intendencia to witnees the change of intendente. 

Antonio Gbavajay is outgoing intendente and Pedro Yojoom Chao is incoming int. 
Pedro wae drunk at the beginning of the business and drunker by ths tism we left. 
He insisted that we drink with him and wae amorous in his insistence.    Guiding 
hand of the proceeding a seems to be the comandante.    All deferred to him.    They 
went over the books to prepare a list of properties turned over to the new int- 
endente.    The comandante read the book • 
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While Loii wont bathing this morning I ambled «bout the twwn.    Ota* Mm, 

ealsado. «as working away on the ae« sita aereas the street where a stone house 

would soon rise.    He was pounding into pulver the lumps of earth that had been 

adobes before the old house had been tern down.    He was pounding with a wooden 

•allot (flajs).    Pounding the limps serred a double purpose.    In this way the 

ground was being cleared for the floor of the building-to-be.    In addition the 

powdered earth would serve as mortar to hold together the stones, with the 

addition of water. 

The worker has been living in San Pedro for only 3 months, haring been 

sent here from Totonieapan to push the cause of Protestantism.    For this mis- 

sionary effort he receives a modest stipend whieh he has to augment by pri-va 

rate efforts.    He ie paid for his labor in helping with the house*    The other 

4 who were working yesterday and who included Juan Bixeul and his creyente son 

Nicolas, are not paid since they are of the family, as I was informad by the 

TotonicapeBsm Jose Ssteven Tacan.   Ae soon as he mentioned to me that he was 

here on erevente business, in response to my easy questioning, he asked whether 

we mightn't help him out by typing some copiee of hjtmgoj.   I suggested he speak 

to Lois who might help him out a little later. 

From conversation with Jose I gathered that the house would not really be 

made completely of stone.   Only the lower portion would be of stone for there 

would not be enough,   the stones to be used were neatly piled near the site. 

Most of these had boon brought in, a cargador being paid for his efforts and 

each stone costing perhaps ssveral cento to hew out.   In addition to these 
sculptured 

rough stones there were four well shaped stones to sows as bases for the porch 

pillars and one huge sculptured piece for the door aren.   Joss guessed that 

these fancy pieces probably took at least a day to hew out and that they prob- 

ably cost between 50 and 80 cuts each. 
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In addition to the brought-in atones there «ere son» available froa the 

old structure which as every adobe building had a'ground layer of stones partly 

sunk into the ground in order that temblona may not undermine the adobe walls. 

The top half of the walls would be of adobe.    To this end many adobe bricks 

extracted fro» the disassembled house were en hand*    Half the old adobes were 

still serviceable the others being broken or crumbly. 

I asked Jose to point out to ns the house which Juan Bixcul yesterday said 

had cost him some 300 dollars to build.   He did.    He said the roof Ifrflfffff on 

this house cost over $1 each and that there were probably some 125 of them. 

Thus the roof might have cost (150 dollars but since the house itself was of 

adobe it is hard-to unlikely that the entire structure cost more than $200. 

Joss answered that that Iflflfrf" baT* *ae »*••"*age of being light and yet more 

durable than tile (teje.).    In quakes the latter spill to the ground and atinter. 

Moreover they sji.it if hit with a stone.   This is not the ease with the better- 

moored laminas.    laminae, are corrugated metal sheets. 

I walked a block and a half up the street to watch another house-building 

in progress.    Jose Ifcria Sonialei will receive the images of Sta. Cms on Ifcy 3, 

which most «anyone knows is the day for the 8ta. Crui Tfflfrlf and fifjta,.    Chema 

(Jose «aria) is therefore reconstructing the upper part of an old house to receive 

the cofradía.   One of the several assistants is his son.   He is putting Into 

place three or four sculptured base-stones for supporting the porch pillar*, 

used and new rafters are bding white-washed, presumably for use in constructing 

the roof which Chema said would be of ¿sjgna,.      Chema said he owned a group of 

four houses inieluding kitchens at the site where he was rebuilding.   In addition 

he owns a group of buildings including the one Juan Oonsalei is now renting for 

his cantina.    Chema added that Juan had informed him that he would vacate this 

store June 30th when he intended to maovs into Guatemala City (presumably to 

live on his eaweais*e\lary as Captain.) 
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There «as a demanda in progress this morning.    I saw the new 

intendente at his table and cantina-wwnor Juan Gomales seated on a bench. 

A woman was talking loudly.    When I returned to the house I mentioned this 

to S.    Not long after she talked to Maria Puae who informed her—and S in 

turn informed Lois—that a suit was brought against Juan Gomales for beating 

up not only his former wife but the latter's father as well when in drunken 

anger he learnt of the death of his child by this former wife a day before yes 

yesterday.    According to 8 Juan broke two ribs when he thraashed his one- 

time father-in-law.   Unfortunately there was no one I could rely on who • was 

present at the intendencia to report the case first hand.   Agustin was away 

on military practice and Chema (his ass't) was horns curing his goma.    While 

the ease was still in progress I asked Paula Gomales, as I passed the cantina. 

where her husband was.    She replied that he was away at military practice. 

She probably knew but didn't wish to tell me. 

While I was at the intendencia Santos Pop and the midwife Maria Puac 

came to the secretaria to record the birth of Santos' son born yesterday 

(mothers Maria Rosales).   The secretarlo said that each birth is followed by 

an entry in the proper book telling the day and hour and condition of the 

delivery, the ssx and name, the parents and midwife.    It must have been during 

this visit to the secretaria that Maria Puac learnt of the details of the de- 

manda, which she so shortly after communicated to S. 

Seated on a bench before the intendencia was Jose Antonio Gomales, bi- 

gamous uncle of Rafael Gensalei, who may still have been somewhat drunk follow- 

ing his Holy Week bender which resulted in bruises on his face and arm.   He 

(mis)informsd m that I should sock people who call my wife Imi •*»«• thii ia 

a bad word and that I should call myself Pablo tslx sines this is a good wort. 

As I was told by bystanders and by 8 the reverse is the truth,   there is now 

bad connotation connected with the native nan» ¿ug.   A certain young fellow 
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In town whose real nano is Podré Yojcom is often tauntingly called Pedro tiix 

because his skin is so white* It stems the word tiix has reference to a very 

white substance, hilo de china» 8 answered that Pedro who dislikes his nick» 

nan» is very youngs "he has only one child." (It is possible that there is 

sons derogatory or pejorative connotation connected with the native word for 

Jocote (q'innm) since S has several times jested that the Atitocos have among 

the» number those who bear a very similar surname, o'inftx.) 

In my morning walk I came upon Bafael Oonmles standing near his house. 

In answer» to my questions he informed me that he will be glad when he can 

resume his $10/mo. job as maestro again when school reopens Iky 5 since hiw 

routine will be more orgainised.    He receives regular pay for the two months 

of vacation.    Yes, he might one day become director, a job which now pays 

$15/mo., but who could tell since one never knows but that some enemy will 

give in stories that may result in his dismissal.    (This happened to Juan 

Rosales when his he was school director in San Pedro.)    In 1939 someone nearly 

got him in bad by informing the authorities that he had 2 or 3 women.    Rafael 

agreed with me that the matter of how many women a man had was a private concern 

and should not be taken into account e if a man «lema acquitted himself well in 

his public job.    He volunteered the info that he had been sleeping with a sister 

of Juan veaeaiee-Ree*e Rosales' wife.   No, Juan didn't ears particulaayj he was 

also sleeping with th^is seas sister-in-law.   Mo, Joan's wife Lola did not get 

angry about Raf's affair but another sister did.    Later in the morning S informed 

me that Lola had two sisters living with her when she and Juan were in San Pedro. 

One of these was a naoataa and the other served ae a servant to Lola, according 

to B. 

On the subject of cofradías Raf said that it is difficult to get 6 men to 

becomes cofradoe annually (the man originally nominated for San Antonio refused 

not many weeke ago) but that it wae different seme SO years ago.   At that time 

eome even kept a fipXcidi* *« * »seon& ¥"*•   *af guessed that a isfjfJS •*••*• 
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at leant a hundred dollars in a year. (Juan Bixcul had estimated a similar 

minimum figure. Domingo Chavajay, present cofrado of San Nicolas, had told 

me that it cost sow $50 or $60.) In the past only men of means and respectable 

age «ere nominated to serve as —yores. Raf. volunteered. Then they observed 

many costumbres. Now they only feed their three alguaciles one time a week in 

their cofradia-like house. Now many of the asidores are kids, said Raf} in the 

old days only venerable men were picked. I mentioned the in*» possible influence 

of the army service. Raf readily agreed that it was bringing about big changed 

in the outlook of the young men. He said they no longer cared very much for 

the cog£umbre_£ and for the traditional kige kinds of work. (Agustín had several 

timas assured me that military service was a groat underminer of respect for 

tradition.) 

Tor a while this morning I saw young Pedro Naviehoe standing in the street 

in front of the tienda he tends looking in the direction of our house. Of late 

8 has been doing e# a lot of looking up the street in his direction, I reminded 

myself. It now seems highly probable that I was wrong when I interpreted S's 

frequent visits to the door as anxiety over the return of someone bearing news 

from cúsate 1. Much more likely is that wh she was looking for Pedro who is gen- 

erally about and who is abviously attracted to 8, as indicated by his unconcealed 

actions at the marimba-dance lately. From time to time S had gone out into the 
side 

dark and remained just outised the doorway talking in hushed tones to someone we 

were quite sur* was Pedro. But 8 had effectively fooled us long ago by remarking 

that Pedro was Just her cousin. It is true that he and 8 are both children of 

first cousins through their mothers, and both insist that this is too close a 

relationship to make marriage possible,but there is no doubt that there is a 

running play of courting behavior between them. It is still possible that not- 

ithstznding hdr flirtation with Pedro, S's coy stimulation of Ag's interest in 

her underlay his quarrel with his wife and in-laws and that 8* s interest in Ag 

flagged in favor of another or others, Pedro included. 

r',r^ffiP*']Sifi"'aaa>í¿s^í::*L'"at-- 
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today 
Susana's father Ihrcos brought a «'fTf^flft against her/as a consequence 

of her having been robbed from under our noses last night (Tues.) by her 

"cousin" Pedro» 

Tuesday evening during dinner Ben and I decided definitely that Susana 

would have to be punished in sow way for the extremely careless and unthink- 

ing manner of her work.   For about a week she had been working» or I should 

say not working as though pre occupied with other things all the tiae.    During 

the days of the fiesta which occurred during this week I had.been somewhat 

indulgent in my attitude towards this but when the fiesta was over and she 

seemed to be getting worse instead of better we decided that some action was 

necessary*    Tuesday afternoon we had already discussed telling Susana to 

stay horns for two days - without pay - and return on Friday with her mind on 

business.    I was going to speak to her about it during the afternoon but 

since she would have to return in the evening to wash the dishes we decided 

to wait until the evening. 

After dinner as Ben and I were sitting in the house Susana asked us if 

we didn't have a lot of work to do*    We interpreted this sudden solicitude 

as wanting to get rid of us so she could talk to Pedro.    By this time we knew 

that she and Pedro were interested in each other •    The first day we went to 

the dance (Saturday) I asked her when we returned whether it wasn't true that 

Pedro was enamored of her.    Her first reply was "But we are cousins» no sirve 

casarse con un primo hermano porque la gente van a burlar"» but then» perhaps 

fearing she had already said too much» she said that she had no idea that he 

might be.interested in her. 

At 8tOO p.m. Josefa cams to ths office door and without coming in said 

"con permiso".    I asked her whether Susana was in the kitchen.    She answered 

"saber" and when I said "tell Susana to com» in here before she goes horns 

I want to talk to her"» Sossfa again answered only "saber" and looked quite 

upset. 
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attributed 
Wé interpreted her apparent disturbance to the fact that Susana «as 

probably outside the door talking to Pedro.    It seemed obvious that she was 

an accomplice in Susana'a plans - whatever they were - because during the 

past few days there had been a great deal of whispering and secret conversation 

going on between the two girls.    It was also obvious that there were other 

young aecoapliees fren the fact that almost every day end more than once a day 

one of two young boys - about 14 or 15 years old - had been coming to the door 

or encountering Susana on the street and appeared to be delivering merbal 

messages.   We had seen these same two boys hanging around a great deal with 

Pedro*    It is possible that in addition there were others of the younger 

children, including Susana's brother and sister, who knew what was going on. 

There were several adults to whom we talked later who said they knew that 

something was going on between Susana and Pedro because they .had been ssen 

at the Siftia together talking and on the day previous - 4.14.41 - had walked 

down the central street of town together in broad daylight.    It happened that 

I had looked out and also seen them walking down the street, and mentioned 

this to Bon «ft MM*— We both speculated that this was highly unusual behavior, 

since an unmarried girl never walks down she street with a man, particularly 

a possible suitor, and for that matter a nan and his wife also never walk together* 

Shortly after lunch we went to the intendencia and found Pedro sitting in 

front on a bench "arestado" end Susana in the jail.    When I first approached the 

barred door she hid in a corner but came out when Pedro earns to the door and I 

had talked to him for a few minutes.   Although Susana looked far from happy -she 

joked somewhat ironically about her companion in jail - the Judas left over 

from — "fflp ffflffra fiesta.    She told me that her father was threatening to send 

her to Solóla to prison for a year because of his great rage but she insisted 

that he had nothing to be angry about sines Harina had been staying at Andrea's 

(paternal grandmother's) yesterday and that the baby had been kept there last 

night) moreover Andrea now refuses to turn the baby over either to Susana or to 
her parents* 
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Contrary to her story we had been informed by S's father that Marina had spent 
the night at his house, crying all during the night. 

As I vas standing near the jail door tercos came over and asked Susana in 
lengua, in a furious tone, "where is the money" and when she remained silent he 
made a statement as if threatening her - I heard the words"Solo]a"and"one year;1 

During the trial I sat in the intendencia, having asked permission pre- 
viously of the intendente.    However during the proceedings I heard the  secretary 
whisper somthing to the intendente about "extranjera" and Agustín later re- 
ported him as having told the intendente that it was not proper for me to be 
present* 

Although I did not understand most of what was said I heard Marcos refer to 
Susana as a "chuchu" for having left her baby "abandonada" and again mentioned 
Solóla and one year.    The thing that- struck me most about the proceedings was the 
fact that everybody seemed to talk at the saos time and yet no one seemed to 
mind this fact.    This was as true when the intendente talked as when the others/ 
did*    The intendente did not call people to order to tell anyone to stop talking 
while he was talking, but nevertheless a settlement was finally reached whereby 
Susana was fined - her action not being interpreted legally as abandonment of her 
child,    then the question of the fine was raised Valerian», who was to pay it for 
her, bargained with tl>e intendente, getting up several times to kiss the latter'• 
hand, and succeeded in getting the fine lowered somewhat.    Susana and Pedro left 
immediately, going to Valeriano's house and Val. remained to take care of paying 
the fine. 

tercos told us that all during the time Susana had worked for us she had 
never contributed anything to her parents.  (She had been handing me a line all the 
time about turning aver all of her money to her parents, had succeeded in getting 
me to buy her a new blouse for semana santa with this story and just a little while 
earlier in jail had told terina that her father had never given her the prize 
money she won at Solóla in the dance contest).    tercos had apparently then re- 
ferred to this money she earned and perhaps the prise money also when I overheard 
him earlier.    He said that Susana had been telling them all along that she was not 
yet paid but when she ran off and got married he knew that she must have had her 
money.    Since she had a dollar coning to her still for these two weeks in April 
we did not know what to do about the money*    Rightfully it seemed that we should 
give it to her since she earned it but at the same time it seemed that her parents 
had some claim from her since they fed her and took care of her baby during the 
months she worked for us, without any compensation to them.    Hé passed Valeriano'* 
house asked to talk to Susana, who cams out from a room where she and Pedro were 
eating.ana At first she said that she wanted the dollar for herself but Ben 
without mentioning that he knew of her past conduct re money asked that he b* 
allowed to give it to her parents - sort of compensation for her leaving.    She 
agreed and ks went over to see Dolores who repeated the sass story Karoos had told 
re money so Ben gave the dollar to her. 

Being somewhat in a position of parent with reference to Susana I felt angered 
at her deception on various counts, lonesome also for her company and sympathized 
more with the parents than with her. 
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Friday, 4.18.41 (1) 

This morning Elena Gonzalez came to the front door with a shaving-mug 

full of blue mats without any chili. She said her father invited me to come 

over t0 witness the final stage in building the new house for his married son 

Manuel. I spent the forenoon at the house, watching what was going on and talk- 

ing to the men and the children that stood around. 

Some thirty men worked until about 11:00 A.M. at which time the house was 

completed. Before, after and twice during work all the men t0ok tim© off to 

guzzle mats with plenty of «hiii chili. Five women, each paid 3/^ worked during 
night 

the «gh* preparing the atpl. Elena said they were paid by her father since 

Manuel has no money of his own. She also said the women worked in her house 

while her brothers and fatherw went to another house "to sleep, that of Domingo 

Yojcom. Deciderio and other male helpers carried the .jicaras from the house 

in which it was made to the house under construction, not far away and command- 

ing a good view of the lake. 

The adobe-making and the wall-constructing costumbres had been consummated 

sometime in the past. Mozos had previously been hired to prepare the materials 

for the making of "the gabled roof. On hand for the morning was a plentiful sup- 

ply of poles of various lengths and girths, many coils of rubbery k'am (rattan 

or bijuco), a considerable supply of kul (a kind of bi.1uca made of bark strips) 

and a large quantity of sag kix (maguey). There were thus 3 kinds of natural 

binding materials. In addition there was a great stack of straw bundles made of 

a wild grain called k'im. 

The base of the house was of mortared cut stone. The four window-lvss walls 

were of adobe and mud. Above this some 18 or 20 men quickly put together a peaked 

lattice work of poles t0 support the thatch. The poles were bound together with 

k'am. The lattice-work' was supported from the inside by 6 notched poles resting 

on stout supports laid across the tops of the walls. In addition t0 the men who 
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half covered the/slanting sides of "the roof-frame there were soae 10 on "the ground 

who kept flinging up coils of k'am in response t<, the shouts of the diligent werk«* 

workers. Among those on the ground were Desiderio, hil older brother Nicolas, 

his son Manuel and Juan Bixcul. Those on top included our neighbor Andrés Cotuc, 

Bartolo Yojcom (twinkle-toes' father) and San+os Pop, also a neighbor,  Y/hen 

the tying of the poles was completed the men came down t0 enjoy the third mats 

serving before reascending t0 fasten on the thatch. 

A ring of 18 men arranged itself around the outer and lower edges of the 

roof-frame. Ground workers flung up small bundles of k'im (thatch) each held 

together by a twist of straws which the workers pulled off and discarded. At 

they same time they flipped up coils of kul with which t0 tie handfuls of e** 

thatching onto the roof poles. Only the first and neithermost round of thatch 

was tied with kul. The succeeding and par*4y overlapping rounds of kul were tied 

down with strips of sag kix. The final, tip-t0p layer of thatch was again fast- 

ened with kul. In all there were some 9 or 10 overlays of thatch. Each bunch 

was snuggled next t0 its neighbor with the cut ends downwards and tied at its 

middle t0 a horizontal pole. The ties were hidden by the succeeding rung of thatch, 

The thatch hung well over the walls forming a generous eave on every side. As 

the men worked their way to the top they crowded each other more and more until 

they ii¿*eraly—1 literally jostled each other at the short knife-edged top. 

At this point however, some descended by means of the two long notched poles 

that were leaned against the foof by the floor-men for the purpose. Ultimately 

all descended on these home-made ladders. The house was now finished. The *ird 

tired men sat in the shade, drank their last serving of mats, chatted at length. 

There was no inspecting of the work as it progressed. Evidently it was 

taken for granted that each would do his bit conscientiously. At the end however 

before all the men had come down from the top, several persons entered the house 

to spot defective thatching. The bright sky shown clearly through several narrow 

openings at one of the corners. Juan Bixcul poked a long thin stick through th«« 
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each of these faults in succession. The protruding tip of the stick guided 

the workers on top t0 tie in additional handfuls of thatching. "They're not 

careful," commented Juan Bixcul. Maybe they are inexperienced, I ventured. 

He answered, "They're not inexperienced when it comes t0 drinking mats." 

The men worked in their usual barefoot costume of pants and shirt. In 

addition many had a Nahuala "skirt" of wool tied about their pants, preesuj- 

presumably to guard against tear and dirt. These must have been quite warm. 

I was told that these Nahuala affairs cost 50/ or $1.00 depending on the fine- 

ness of the weave (?). Santos Pop answered that the people of Nahuala are 

very bravos and always fighting, even resorting t0 the use of stones in their 

battling. Later I confirmed this opinion by asking Bartolo Yojcom who added 

that they do not like to talk much unlike the people who talk readily. (They 

say here that the Atitecas talk a mile a minute and Susana at least said that 

the Atitecas counter with the taunt the the Pedranas talk like sick ones.) 

Bartolo also informed me that it is cold in Nahuala which can be reached at 

10 A.M. if one starts out afoot at 3J00 A.M. He said few people from here have 

occasion to go there. He said that nearly every family there had its own tux 

(temazcall while here they are less common. 

On the subject of temazcales (we were leaning against one) Bartolo remarked 

that neither he nor his wife ever cared to enter one. Yes, they do say it is 

good for curing illnesses in general, he admitted. But it is too hot. A half 

hour earlier Susana's brother Erasmus and his friend Luciana Gonzalez both claim- 

ed that they never entered a temazcal after their first or second try. (Yesterday 

Elena Gonzalez had answered that she had been to temazcal the previous Sunday 

*ith two female family members and with two men one of whom/ was Agustín Sicay.) 

A small group of children hung around the new house. These included 

Deoiderio's 2 young sons, Filbert0 and Nicolas., Luciano Gonzalez and his brother 

Juan Chavajay, Erasmus Yojcom, Lorenzo Yojcom and Concepción Jojcom. The last 

2 were only intermittant visitors. At one point Lorenzo hoisted 'Cion and fell 
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Friday 4.18.41    (L) 

Today I acquired my first godchild in San Podro.    I participated in 

the baptism of Muiuel Gonzalos Roxic, grandson of .Ignaeia lfendes.    Bon was 

present but only as an observer during the baptism. 
Roxic 

Yesterday» 4.7.41» Elena/ daughter of Ignacia Ifendet cane over in the 

afternoon while there happened to be present several other people» casual 

visitors*    After being here for about a half an hour, Siena Gomal»i C. in- 

formed me that Siena R. had a "mandado".    1 asked her what it was and took 

her in the house to find out as sha seemed somewhat embarrassed.    With 

hesitancy Siena Roxic then asked if I would do her mother the great favor of 

becoming a godmother to her » Siena's» little baby brother.   As it turned 

out» on my questioning she explained that the baby is the child of her older 

brother who is now away in cuartel*    I said I would be happy to do this but 

there was some question about my not knowing the right things to say in ehureh. 

Siena R. offered to bring over a catechism which she had at home.    On the 

advice of the teniente's wife» whom I visited that afternoon» I memorised 

two short prayers and most of another» much to the delight of the kids who 

came around and the older women as well.    Jossfita» our little helper, told 

everyone who came' around with great pride that I knew thee» prayers in Spanish 

now. 

That same afternoon after Siena left«saying she would come to call for 

me dn the following morning to attend the baptism» her mother» Ignacia» ceno 

over. As if ignorant of the fact that her daughter had already asked and of 

my acceptance (she was surely not ignorant of this) she said she had come to 

ask a great favor - whether I would be godmother to her little grandson» I 

again aeeepted with "mucho gusto" and spent some time talking with her after 

that about the "Susana affair"* 

This morning Siena R. appeared here with the four-month old baby boy. 

•e found out from Candis» Rafael's wife» that the baptisms would not take 

place until four p.m. in the afternoon*    Siena had brought fifty-two cents 
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together with the baptismal record,filled out by Julian Cotuc.    Thete I was 

to give to the priest at the baptism.    Elena left the money and the paper with 

m» and said she would return in the afternoon* 
Ten Eleven 

EI9V9B babies were baptised this time.    Twelve» including the one brought 

by lhria Pwoc who turned up later» after all the others had taken place.    Those 

present who were godmothers and godfathers were:    Bafael's wife Candia who is 

a ladina.    She baptiied the twins (Navichoc).    Chona, wife of Valeriano 

Navichoe also baptiied two infants - not twins.    Chona had also been godmother 

at the last baptism which took place about a month ago when the priest had 

been here.   Ifcreus Yo¿eum » father of Susana» also baptiied two infants. 

Juan Panelew was godfather to one baby.    Several cofrades   stood nearby watch- 

ing.   The priest read something in latin- prseamabiy for several minutes. 

Several times he made crosses on the infants with some kind of salve. Two 

prayers were said by the godparents assembled.    By the time 1 realised they 

were all saying something it was too late to find out what it was - whether 

it was one I had learned - it was all over before I could make out even a word. 

The second - "Padre Nuestro" - I said» but if I had not said anything I'm 

sure it wouldn't have made any difference what with the howls of the babes» 

the mumbling of everyone else» and the singing going on up at the front of 

the church by the afternoon songsters.   When the baptism was over Siena cams 

over and asked us to come home with her.    (I forgot to mention earlier that 
Just before going to church 

I had put on the baby/a blue sweater» bought in Guat. City and earlier intended 

as a present for Susana's baby which had never been given to her). 

Elena went en ahead of us when we neared her house»   After she was out 

of sight and we were almost there» we saw her little sister» Celestina looking 

out for us end then make a dash for the house apparently to infom them that 

we were arriving*    Ignaeia received us » saying "cha nu mak comadre" and the 

same "compadre" to me and then to Ben.    She didn't actually kiss our hands» 

but it was obviously the gesture which is made in respect situations - some 

kiss the hand and some bend over but don't kiss. 
:-4l 
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She took us into the first room of the house, the same where I had been 

«hen I visited them once before and had watched Elena weaving.    I was offered 

the hammock to sit in and a snail chair was brought for Ben.    X box was dusted 

off to serve as a table.   Siena came in with bread but Ignaeia excitedly told 

her to put a serviette on the box before putting the bread down.    Two cups of 

chocolate were then brought in.    we were each given two breads on plates» 

we were left alone to eat.   then Ignaeia passed the door I asked her why she 

didn't come in and sit with us.    She thanked me and thereafter whenever she 

addressed either Ben or me used the term "comadre" or "compadre",    we did the 

same*    we each ate one of the breads and left one on the plate.    Ignaeia 

said something about our having a child but ventured that one was "mas contenta" 

without children because they might become ill and die.    Referring no doubt 

to her own daughter for whom she says she still grieves,    we were there for 

about a half hour and as we left Ignaeia again said "chanunak" to each of us. 

About two hours later as Ben andl were standing in the plan near the 

sehoolhouee buying a petate    from a «—p^o^ffrf - Comercia Bixoul earns running 

up and called ms to come home because Elena Roxio was at the house.    Since she 

spoke in lengua   I could not understand what it was all about» but understood 

only that Siena was at our house and wanted me foreomething.    When I arrived 

at home I found Siena there with a basket of breads» six pieoee of chocolate 

and a bowl of sugar* 
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Manuel P. Cortez answered me that he had heard of such things e£ as 

nahualea and volunteered the following story which he said was historical: 

An aged and anxious mother had an idle son. She sent him to cut leña 

hut he returned with nothing. Desperate she asked her neighbor who was a 

successful hunter to take along her indolent son. He agreed. The hunter, 

the idler and a group of hunting companions gathered in a ranchita off the 

road that leads from Ban Pedro to the coast. The neighbor told all the e 

others including the aragante to wait in the ranchita together with the 

dogs, guns and other hunting paraphernalia while he went off alone (to 

scare up the game?). The aragante was curious to learn the way of the 

hunter. Remaining out of sight he followed the hunter and saw all that he 
a 

did. The hunter traveled to/spot where two poles were planted. He took 

off his sash and fastened it to the two poles. Out of his bag he extracted 

his virtud which was the paw of a tjgre. This he put on glove-wise, sus- 

pended himself from the taut sakh, spun round 4 times, then 4 times in the 

opposite direction. Thereupon he assumed the form of a tigre, in this guise 

he stalked and easily killed whatever game came his way. After piling together 

the slain animals he returned t0 his poles and sash and changed back into a 

human by spinning around in reverse direction. When he returned to his com- 

panions he asked of the idler if he had witnessed what had happened. The 

aragante denied that he had but finally admitted the truth when the hunter 

said that it was quite all right if he knew, that the companions were aware 

of his curious ability, and that it was only required that the secret pass no 

further. The aragante e« was willing to keep the secret and expressed his 
master 

wish to/the hunting tactics of his neighbor. The hunter said he was willing 

to have the curious idler use his miraculous tjgre par but that he must guard 

against one thing. When he becomes a tjgre and kills with his claws he will 

find that the blood that drips over his paws will induce an intoxicating urge 
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to taste. This impulse he must stifle for if he tastes the blood he will 

become a tjgre pure and simple. The aragante agreed to follow the advice. 

With the aid of the tjgre claw he spun around his sash until he was trans- 

formed into the body of a tjgre. All went well until he was powerfully 

tempted to taste the blood that stained his paws. He was unable to e±4 

resist the oarnal urge. Weakly and pitifully he returned to the hunter 

who sensed what had taken place. The latter informed him that he was now 

condemned t0 remain a tjgre and that the hunter was absolved from blame 
The tigre cried but could not answer for he had lost his human faculties, 

since the apprentice had not followed his instructions./ Though they bade 

him stay behind the animal followed the hunters back t0 the village. The 

old mother rushed out to the returning party to find out how her son had 

fared. She was told that he had not returned because he had suddenly turned 

himslef into a tjgre and had triedto slay (or frighten?) the hunters and they 

had therefore left him behind. The sad tjgre however kept haunting the village 

until the authorities knowing his identity but knowing that nothing could be 

done about it and realizing that iw was improper to have,a tjgre roam the town, 

had him chased into the woods. Xt is not known what fate overtook him but it is 

quite likely that he was killed a long time ago by someone who forgot or did not 

know his identity. 

This is a true story of the past, said Manuel p. Cortei, but at the present 

men do not turn themselves into animals (except as oharacoteles). 

Manuel knew of characo-M.es from first hand experience. Once he enoountered 

a characotel (q'isénQ late at night with no moon out when he was wanting in the 

streets. The characotel was in the form of a large black dog. He knew it was 

no mere dog since it hounded him right t0 his door which he successfully olesed 

behind him in time t0 keep out the would-be scarer. Manuel's fright was not 

severe enough t0 result in any infirmity. Manuel admitted that charaooteles 

possess the power to enter through the walls and to drag or carry a sleeping 

man out of his bed dumping him in a corner of the house 
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In the first part of the forenoon Lois and I took a spin about town 

to inspect several houses under construction.    We found Manual Oonzalet 

bringing •fj'Tfj" of *•*•' to pour over the floor of his recently constructed 

«tea» adobe house which, as his father Decide rio comentad, "salió bonita." 

The water was intended ts harden the floor surface.    Manuel «earned well pleased 

with the house and replied that he would movei into it within 2 or 3 days. 

Next Lois and I walked over to the house of Ventura Geniales, brother of 

Daciderio, who was preparing to construct an annex to house the cofrafl|§ of 

San Antonio which he would receive on may 3*    Ventura and a grown son were 

oaking steady trips all morning between the house of our neighbor ana-hie 

brother Nicolas Oontalet (Ventura's brother) and his own house, carrying 

on their backs stones to serve as a foundation.   The heavy stones were toted 

on the forward-bent baek and held in place by ropes passed over the shoulder. 

Sometimes two stones at a tina were carried.    The stones were paled in the 

yard.    Construction work had not yet started.    The intended site was now taken 
corn stalk 

up by a /A6i/-encloeed hen run of service in the seeding season.   The stone 

foundation would be sunk a vara deep, Ventura said.   A good stone foundation 

was essential, he said,to resist the rains,the burrowing of anisáis and the 

temblors.   Nicolas was not charging him anything for the stones which up to 

now merely littered Nie's yard. 

The adobes for Ventura's house were prepared but were still in the place 

near the slfJBL «here they had been molded some time ago.Ventura's first attempt 

to make the adobes was called off on account of impending rain.   The adobes 

were not made near the house site since soil was not available.    It is consid- 

ered preferable to haul the dried adobes one at a time than to carry the dry 

earth aforehand to the house-site.    Ventura said he would hire 2 moioe in addi- 

tion to his mayordomos to carry over the adobe f. 
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The roof poles and thatch «ere not yet on hand but would soon be brought 

from the monte by the 5 mayordomos and the Juez who customarily assist in the 

building of the house for the new cofradía.    Thus Felix Gonzalez who will receive 

the cofradía of Sacramento in June is going to hare his mayordomos help him 

build syspeeial house for the occasion eren though he just got through having 

one constructed privately, according to Aguatin, with whom I spoke later in 

the forenoon.    The least an entering cofrado will do is rebuild the fe roof of 

an already existing structure» as Joss lferia Gonzalez is now doing in prepara- 

tion for receiving the inages of Santa Crus. 

As Lois and I were admiring the view avaaiXba available from Ventura 

Gonzalez' yard a great group of private and public oficiales in dark blue 

sack-coats marched past us on the way back from the muelle to where they 

had accompanied the cura who left for Tianjuyu in a motorboat together with 

the famector de sanidad, both of whom had been here for several days.   Agustín 

detached himself from the group and accompanied us home where he remained 

chatting until noon. 

On the way back Lois stopt at Agapita Cortes' tienda to buy a package 

of mentholated ?PolarH cigarets.    I commented that this stone-built edifice 

must have been expensive, knowing that even a modest one sosts in the neigh- 

borhood of $100.   Aguetin agreed, adding that Agapita was one of the son of 

a the now-dead father who was the richest man in town,    unlike those who now 

have money, smid Ag, this father was liberal in his donations, giving as high 

as $15 or $20 on single occasions. 

On the subject of stinginess, Ag volunteered that there is growing dis- 

content with the present first regidor who gets angry when he is expected to 

come through with customary personal financial sacrifices, the most conspicuous 

ease being his refusal to stage the usual fiesta of San Pedro dances.   Ag 

answered that it was his belief Melchor Navichoe would be removed. 

It is said, Ag reported, that in days gone-by those who bad money had 

it buried with them instead of distributing «it to their descendente, a very 
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bad practice.   Mew thora is one aged comadrones, but formerly there were two. 

The one that died buried her money somewheree.    Her sen came from the coast 

and finding where it was hidden dug it up.    So Ag was.told. 

The long-continued ringiang of the bells and the occasional rockets* Ag 

answered, were to announce and celebrate the cura-led mass this morning.    The 

•ass was of special significance, he said» because a communion of son 50 

young men and women 10 to 24 years of age, more or less, took place during the 

mass.    This was the first communion in Ag's memory.    Therein* may have been 

sons far in the past.    The communion took place as a result of the request 

placed with the cura some tins ago by the youths involved.    More wanted to 
Only 

participate but were barred because they were married,    fine Juan Peneleu 

took part (organiser?) for ha was married in orthodox fashion (esjmjliSSia)* 

At the beginning of the mass the boys and the girls entered the church in 

separate groups each holding burning candles.    They exited 'similarly.    During 

the services thsy sang songs.    In the middle of the mass the priest partook 

of the sacred host, as usual, but this time [all the communicants did likewise, 

as well.    But the communion (Ag used the word comulgar) most more than a mere 

church affair directed from above.    It was also a fiesta. Tha night before all 

the interested parties contributed money to buy corn, chickens, coffee and bread. 

In addition they contributed their services.    The boys brought lana and leaves 

for $ajaj*a,«   tha girls worked most of the night grinding corn, dooking the 

chic/kens and doing other culinary take tasks in or near the convento.   They 

worked most of tha night.    In the morning their was a huge amount of food to 

be publicly servad in three sessions under the shed behind the shuroh.   Tha 

girls involved dished out and the boys served.   At the first table sat the 

alcaldes and all tha civic employees including the interprete and the ajgua.- 

elles.   The regidoras auxiliaras were awy-e- away on duty.   The second serving 

was for the mayordomos and .lueses. Ag believed—he left after the first serving-- 

while the final round was for the communicante.   Ag wasn't there but he is sur» 

that tha boys and the girls did not eat together.   They never do. 

mx-^^^^^ji¿n¿ii^^i^^s¿.¿/;'] 
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Agustin said "that boys and girls attend school "together in San Juan 

because there are so few pupils. He said he was ignorant 0f any attitude 

towards this practice but guessed that those who would disapprove would do 

so on the grounds that the children might not be bien criado. 

I recounted to Ag the story given me last night by Manuel P. Cortez 

dealing with the curious aragante who was forced to remain a tigre when he 

disobeyed instructions not to taste the blood of Ms quarry. When i wound 

up saying that the fate of this being was not certain Ag went on to tell me 

the details of how this tigre had been killed by cazadores sent out by the 

authorities when they could no longer tolerate the extensive slaughter of 

their animals. He had heard of my story and said that it occurred ¿a sub- 

stantially the way 1 told it. I asked Ag if he knew of other tjgre cases. 

Ag then told of an incident that occurred 4 or 5 years ago. At that 

time some men from the coast came here to collect pine needles since they are 

not available in the low-lands. On the way back they encountered an old man 

but thought nothing of it. At a certain wooded and dangerous spot on the 

road home they suddenly came across a tjgre standing stark before them in 

their path. Frightened they dropt their cargo and beat it back to San Pedro. 

Next day they stt out again* When they arrived at the place where the pine- 

needles had been dropt they saw the same old man rising from sleep in exactly 

the spot where they had seen the tjgre. ?hey knew then that jt was he who 

had really transformed himself into a tjgre. Unlike Manuel, Ag had not heard 

of the term nahual in this or in any other connection. 

I had asked Manuel in connection with his story whether a virtud, as for 

example the tjgre pay. was still efficacious if transferred. He had said that 

it was if transferred willingly. Ag answered this same question by saying that 

another could not successfully appropriate a virtud, that the owner could assign 

jt t0 another but only for selfish ends. Thus the one who takes over or loans 

the virtud is testjned t0 an early death and the years that he loses are added 

t0 the life of the owner. Did the xwador who gave the aragante his magic pa» 
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know tha* he was consigning the other to his death? Ag thought he must have 

and agreed that it was probafeably in order t0 lengthen his life by shortening 

the others. Ag added that a zajorin could similarly gain life at anothers 

expense by transferring his virtud t0 the other. 

Ag said the old-man who frightened the pine-carriers was a man of another 

town who had come t0 live in San Pedro as mozo and who had later moved to the 

coast and has probably since died. 

Ag told of another tigre incident! Hearing of a tigre who had devoured 

some travelers from another village, a group of valiant hunters from this town 

once banded together to kill the marauder. The night before setting out the 

leader of the group dreamed that he. killed the tigre. He told his dream to 

his 6 Qi 7 companions and they agreed that it was not only an omen of suoeess 

but that the details of the deed as revealed in the dream were the ones to be 

followed in the chase. The men, armed with lanzas spread out and converged on 

the animal as soon as he we« was spotted crouching on a limb, The howling of 

one of the dogs who refused to go any further drew attention to the animal. 

Proceeding as in the dream the hunters disposed themselves in a certain fashion 

an arranged their spears in a certain way (the form of the cross was somehow 

involved). This set the beast t0 shivering) he was made "cold", ThUs was he 

speared and finally dispatched after he had shewed up a pack of dogs and torn 

up vegetation and trees in his death battle. One of the hunters had hid himself 

during the critical battle. He was chasticed for his vowardioe by having to 

carry the animal back to the village. This story did not involve transformation. 

Tjgres or jaguars do not normally occur in this vicinity but it is known 

that they sometimes come to the volcano to cross over and drink the water of the 

lake. This is known from the rare presence of tracks and from the cries as of 

a drunken man. The tjgre is the most dangerous of animals. Their is said to 

be an animal called a lion but he is less dangerous and is «mailer, something 

lige a dog, said Ag. 
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From tigres the talk turned to snakes. I mentioned t0 Ag that there are 

those in my country who eat snake meat, (it is sold canned in the Chicago 

Stpp-and-Shop). He said that some people on the coast eat the meat of culiebras. 

This is dangerous, not because of the venom,, but because snake-meat induces 

a great thirst and if a person cannot control himself he may drink beyond his 

limit, contract an inflamation ^flanade-) and die. This information threw sud- 
the 

den light on S's story about the unquenchable thirst caused by eating ft dis- 

guised penis of her dismembered h' lover. I told this story to Agustin but he 

said he had never heard of it. (Could S have been imaginative enough to have 

fabricated the incident on the spot? if BO, page Freud on castrating females.) 

Ag answered that he knew of no other animal other than tjgres into which 

men are said to transform themselves (characoteles apart), such transformers 

never injure people, he answered, They may however cause fright as in the 

case of the pine-carriers and the old man. 

On the subject of fright, Ag answered that even insanity can result from 

a scare. 1'hat is why it is bad t0 make a sudden call or «hout when there is 

person about who is sleeping or Besting. He. may be frightened out of his mind, 

said Agustin. 

Ag suggested that the word characotel was not t0 be found in the dictionary 

(correct) for the Hispanic word was duende (dictionaryt elf, hobgoblin, ghost). 

Ag learned this when working with Rosales. They ran into a non-local Guatmealan 

who had never heard of charaootjles wut who readily knew about duendes. 

In the afternoon and evening I typed. Events involving Lois are typed by 

her and are included in +odayb notes (of. below, pp. 7-/3 $•• Those who came 

to the house in quest 0f medicines during the day included lord-fauntleroy 

Francisco Rodriguez who asked a pill for his father, a grand-daughter of 

Manual Gonzalez Fuzul who asked a remedy for her little sister Usjicana who 

accompanied her, our neighbor Ana Q who reoieved yatren for dysentery and 

later sent over a slice of papaya. 
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At 7t30 a.m. today Maria Panalau and her step-brother Palas earn over 

with a email pitcher of neat and cabbage and four frvUfrfcpf (aup'an).   The 

latter were wrapped in green leaves and brought in a cloth.    This gift waa 

part of the «a«t•*»»y in connection with the birth of Maria Rosales' son. 

Just a week ago today,at the sane tine that S. was trying to get Elena 

Gonzaloi to accompany her to the dance, Rosario Pop who was on our back 

porch, informed me that Maria had no doubt given birth.    We had noticed Maria's 

husband, Santos, going in and out of the house , carrying in spadefulls of 

dirt.    Rosarla had also seen the partera. Maria Puae, enter the house during 

the afternoon*    Outside the house were little Paneleu and Maximina*    Later the 

same day Susana had announced that Maria had given birth to a boy* 

The following day» Monday , at lOiOO a.m. Susana and I went over to 

visit Maria, bringing her a pot of chocolate and six breads.    Maria Puae was 

there at the time and left shortly before we did.    when she left, Paulina 0* 

mother of Maria, kissed the cartera'a hand, saying "cha nu mak"*   Paulina 

gave me the newborn infant to hold shortly after we came in.    1 was somewhat 

surprised at this since having heard about the fear of evil-eye.    Our neighbor 

Josefita Gonialei was present with Made lena.    Made lena wae fussing for some 

time at her mother because her mother refused to nurse her* 

Paulina gave one of the breads to Maximina, Vicente and ate one herself 

with chocolate.    .There were other breads and chocolate, apparently brought 

by one of the others present*    She gave a cup of chocolate to Maria who sat 

up in bed. She gave Susana and me each a cup of chocolate also*    Josefita was 

already drinking some when we arrived.   Aleo present was the grandmother of 

Maria Paneleu, mother of Maria Rosales* first husband» who died*    . 

Susana and Vicenta went outsideto take for a few minutes*   When Susana 

and I returned hems she told me that Vicenta had been telling her that the 

previous day when Maria had delivered the baby she, Vicenta, had been sent off 

to watch the dance and returned home to find a baby born to her sister* 

J.^J-' ^/^¿ibASi,U-'*Mi^&^á 
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When we arrived at Maria's house little Paneleu with sons excitement 

said something which was interpreted by the others as meaning "there is a 

baby here".    She seemed pleased» clapped her hands and smiled.    Susana said 

"Ella está contenta ahora» tiene hermano". 

While I was holding the baby I remarked that it seemed to resemble 

•aria.   Bw*-wh~   Everyone present agreed that it di/d, including Susana. 

But «hen we got home she said that to her it definitely looked like Santos, 

tb» father. 

Last night» 4.19.41» at about 9t00 p.m. while we were typing in the 

office» 1 heard loud laughter of girls in our yard.    I went out and found 

Vicenta, Siena Oonzales and the older daughter of Salvador Naviehoe» laughing 

and saying something about having been frightened by the dogs in the yard* 

They didn't say why they happened to have con» over here but answered that 

they and a fourth helper were grinding corn and would be up "all night" doing 

so.   Two «robas (25 lbs. saeh arroba) were being ground.   The corn was ground 

three times.   Elena 0. eaid that a big basket of tortillas   would be sent to 

Maria Puae.    She would also be given chocolate» bread» meat and aguardiente. 

In addition to the fffr'^lTg (gifts) for the partera, gifts are also sent 

to those relatives and friends who visited the mother during her week in bed. 

Today *• asked Elena and Vicenta what time they had gone to bed.    Elena went 

to sleep at one a.m. and Vieenta at three.     Apparently "all night" does not 

generally mean after 12i00 p/au   but until one a.m. which *•-   begins "morning". 

This morning while Agustin Pop was on the porch talking to Ben we sear 

Maria Rosales up for the first time since her confinement.   The Wc^fjuuferej" 

described above were to celebrate the termination of the week she spent in bed. 

Maria Puae washed Maria Rosales* hair in a basin out in the yard.   Pauline 

and some of the children looked on.   This washing of the hair by the BUUtDL 

is alto "costumbre". 

owls *•!• eJiiliill'HI 11114 llu ••«•* 
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At about lOsOO a.m. Cecelia Yojeom came to «ell ms a huicil.    She had 

com» over yesterday afternoon for the first tin» wanting to sell a skirt and 

raboio.    She said she lived next to the house of Antonio Chavajay and saw us 

visiting there yesterday.    It is possible that she heard that we had been 

discussing having BOB» boys shirts nade by Antonio's family and guessed we 

were now in the narket for clothing.    During the past week two other girls 

cane here attempting to ssll reboios and men's pants.    It nay be that putting 

on Pedrano clothing during the fiesta was the cause of these people coming. 

Previously no one had come to the house to try to sel 1 us articles of clothing. 

Ben and I had frequently remarked and joked about it saying that we would 

probably have to hire a launch and come here as tourists to get to see the 

clothing that was made to sell to tourists.    On a few occasions when we were 

around and things were being offered for sale to visiting tourists» we were 

also asked to buy.    On her first visit» yesterday* Cecelia volunteered her 

name and the names of h> r mother and father - they are Uaria Ih and Ttlix 

Yojcum,    She also volunteered that she had gone to school and could read and 

write Spanish.    Her spoken Spanish was fair. 

This morning I told her I didn't want this type of huipil made out of 

heavy cloth as it was too warm but might buy one of a lighter weight.    She 

said she would boy the hilo and make one of the other for me for the price of 

one dollar.    She answered that she has no brothers or sisters and although 

she first said she had no husband she changed her mind and said her husband 

is away in fyir**1 - She herself is about sixteen she thought.    She was not 

sure about whether she end her husband would get together again when he re- 

turns here in July as they separated before he went away to cuartel. The 

reason she gave was that his parents are very "bravo" and therefore she 

returned to her father's house.    She said they did not give her her clothing 

when she left there and'when she returned home her father bought her two 

skirts at two dollars each, a new reboto for one dollar and two h^lP11** 

at one dollar each. 
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She asked how much Josefa is getting paid here and then told me at 

some length about knowing all the "oficias" and said she had worked at one 

time for the present teniente.  She asked if I knew how to cook and I said 

I could not eook the dishes that are eaten here» but those of our country. 

She laughed and said "if I come here with you I will show you how to cook 

the dishes here".    It seemsd obvious that she was fishing for a job here 

by this tin» but I did not speak about it in any definite ten».    She said 

she bad left the teniente    after a month because his wife is very, "bravo". 

She said that she had been told that "the señorita» Luza, is very anable 

and talks to the people here."   The ladinos here,  she said, do not "dan 

casa/ a nosotros, dioen somos indios.   No quieren hablar con uno de nosotros." 

Later when Harina was here I asked whether Cecelia had ever worked 

for her.    She replied, "No she is a liar, she only came and worked one week. 

At the end of the week she didn't show up and when I sent to find out why 

she didn't com to work she said she wouldn't work any more.    She is very 

lazy."    She volunteered that about that time she ran off and got married but 
in 

her husband who is/guarj&l left her. 

*H¿¿*-i¿i¿¿¿. ¿A»Hfc. ^M+j+m****/** , J&3 HvfatksjM 
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Among the children at the door this afternoon after lunch 

Me? were Maria, Angelina and Petrona Cox*    The others were Comercia Biscuit 

Palas Sumí, Ana Tojcom, Rosa Cotuc, Clara Cotuc.    These same children have 

been here ovsry day for weeks*    They come to the door early in the morning and 

if we open it, immediately begin asking for the doll, the dog and the rabbit 

and books to look at and «a?- scrap paper.    The first two are the most 

persistent visitors and Palas the most persistent requester.    Frequently we 

find it necessary to shore them out and close the door when they become too 

annoying or we are otherwise occupied.    But any time we open the door they 

immediately appear.    These are our closest neighbors, except for Graciela and 

Ihdelena Cotuc on the other side of us*   Ana began coining frequently since 

her sister, Josefa began working here.    Their little sister maria is also a 

constant visitor and is quite talkative now, although before Josefa came to 

work she was shy.    There are other children who frequently appear also but 

the above-named are the most frequent visitors. Rosa Cotuc seldom appears 

without immediately asking to be given something.    If she doesn't ask for 

paper she recently has begun asking for tin cans.   When we tell her that * ere 

are none not occupied now she insists that there are* 

The Cox girls have been erratic visitors from the very first*   After 

not showing up at all for a long time they resumed coming but Mil were very 

much more reserved, particularly Varia, who seemed to set an example in manner 

and attitude for her younger sisters*    During the last week she opened up 

again and has become more friendly.   Even «hen less friendly she is generally 

•ore aggressive than most of the other children*   When the door is opened 

other children usually stay at the door and ask permission to come in.   Maria 
frequently 

and her sisters/rush in and "take over", picking up toys and other things 

without asking permission, as others generally do*   But even when manifesting 

this type of aggressive behavior she has at ths seme time on oocasion refused 

to say a word when talked to and seemed to be actually unfriendly in attitude* 

Petrona, whom we have earlier described as being somewhat delicate ooeme to 

be growing quite rapidly now and has put on weight.    She now gives ths impres» 
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sien of being a lusty child.    She has becon» quite talkative, moreso, in fact 
on 

than varia.    Petrona still responde te the least pretext by throwing her head 

back and arching her baek.    She invariably laughs or smiles and eeems well 

pleased when she does this* 

•aria asked me this afternoon , in lengua, whether I would buy some 

tomatoes*    She refuses to talk in Spanish most of the time, although she 

knows that we do not understand lengua*   However it was not difficult to 

understand what she wanted as I knew the word for tomatoes (skoJál.    I 

then had some discussion with her in lengua about whether they were ripe and 

large.    She assured me they were both*    I went over to her house as she 

indicated that I should come and get them.    This was the first encouragement 

I had received to visit her house*   When I arrived I found the entire family 

at home,   father greeted me from inside the first room where he was measuring 

out grain in a pail*    Muiuela was very friendly and little Bartolo was readily 

handed to me when he stretched out his arms at me. Maria seems to reflect her 

mother's attitude toward us.    I had not seen Ifenuela for several weeks until 

the other evening when 1 opened the door and much to my surprise found her 

sitting out on the step with Bartolo andPetróna.   At that time she explained 

her presence saying that Petrona had said "let's go and visit Louisa"*    She 

did not want to cons in the house.   Ben was talking to someone inside - Antonio 

Chavajay - when she was here*   I wondered whether Susana leaving had anything 

to do with the apparent change in her attitude, or whether it might just be 

due to the fact that at present Bartolo is in good health and there may be no 

suspicion or fear of evil eye* 

I bought two pounds of tomatoes which Ifcnuela carefully picked out* 

As I was sitting and visiting with them lfcrina, the wife of the üfiüftíf. 

came in*    She said she had com» to the house and not finding as there had 

com» to find a» as the kids had told her Aere I wait*    I left with Marina 

and as we earns baek to the front door the children from aeróos the street war* 

sitting in our   doorstep playing with the doll*    «ferina asked if they wouldn't 
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break It.    I replied that they are pretty careful and probably wouldn't.    She 

apologised for coning to "take up my tin" saying she knew we were busy.    She 

complained of being "triste" which she generally is when I have seen her. 

She asked if it was true that Susana had not said anything to me about going 

off with Pedro.    1 said she had not and that she had told us that Pedro was 

her cousin,    ferina said Susana was a "mentirosa" having also lied to her about 

the prise money she won at Solóla for dancing.    This conversation had taken 

place here.    ferina askedSusana how much she had won and Susana had replied 

that she did not know as her father had gotten the money and not given her any 

of it.    Susana's father liurcos told ferina that he had given the money to her. 

ferina said she knew that Susana and Pedro were going together for about three 

or four months.    Solomos, Clara Rodrigues' ¡ladino husband had reported to her 

having seen Susana and Pedro go into a small house,which is about fifty yards 

back of our house, at night.    Clara's mother had also reported seeing them. 

In Solóla, ferina said Susana and Pedro were together all the tins.    Didn't 

Susana's father get angry?   Mo, he didn't know about it.    He was at the slftM 

and they were off at the orilla,    ferina said Pedro was formerly married to 

Rosa, daughter of Antonio Chavajay.    She said that Valeriano did not want her 

in the house because she is very lasy and they separated.   After this marriage 

broke up Pedro and Susana's sister Ghona were "novios" but Cmona was "afraid 

of Pedro " and quickly married her present husband*    I don't know how ferina 

got mr information.    I said that Susana, in spite of her faults, had been 

very goodoompany for me/   jl because of her quick wit and intelligence, 

ferina said, "Tea, she knows Spanish well".    She said its is well satisfied 

with the amid she now has, Petrona fendes, a girl of about nineteen. "She 

doesn't think about the muchachos and when she goes to the fiftUnanages to 

go before the'agarraring* hour and comes back quickly." This pleases ferina 

and although the men around the lr*Tf^Wf1f tell her that Petrona is aore like 

a nan than a girl she says it is better for her if she doesn't like the men. 

ferina stayed for about two and a half hours 

<dn1tWl-nwBtl''li)'i"i"(T^i' r 
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Rosa Cotue cones to the open door still carrying her baby sister 

whom she has been carrying around all morning,    she talks to Josefa 

for MYeral minutes in lengua and from the serious tone of her conversation 

and one or two words I gathered that something was amiss.    I asked what they 

were talking about*   At first both answered "saber" but finally Josefa said 

Rosa had been telling her that Comercia was "maltratando" Josefa.    She said 

that when she came and askedto borrow the doll Josefa answered no.    They said 

Juan Bixeul was also"aaltratando" bat I couldn't get out of them what.he said. 

They continued to talk again and I gathered that there was more to it than 

they were willing to tell me.    I heard myself referred to several times - 

"señora".    I asked whether they were also saying things about mi.    Rosa said 

yes but later said they were only talking about Josefa. 

Present - Rosa Cotue with baby Delfina, her brother Lucas, Palas Sunu, 

Angelina Cox, Maria Oonsalex carrying younger brother, Rafael Gomales*    Rosa 

and Maria insistently ask for paper.    I tell them they can look at the pictures 

but can't have them.    They continue begging for sometime but are distracted 

from this by my typing and stand watching me*     Maria asks for an orange. 

Oranges are very scarce and we got some this morning brought by Vareos Tojcom 

from San Marcos*   Angelina also asks for an orange*    Palas sits in the doorway 

contentedly holding the doll and calls out to his mother to look at it, calling 

her "catal" and to his little eousin "eion". 

later I have a conversation with Josefa about the relative amounts of 

work men and women have to do hers*    It always ended with the same statement 

by Josefa that both work equally hard* 

After lunch while Ben was talking to the same children at the front door 

Graciela came is to ask whether we wanted tortillas for supper.    She went to 

the door but only stayed a minute/* She has newer mimed with those children 

and as a matter of fact rarely plays with others except her own sister but 

sometimes with her cousin Isabela Cotue or Canducia Cox.   unlike our neighbor 

across the street who are hero all hours of the dayk Graciela doss a 
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I told the kids to go out on the baek porch, to take the toys with then 

because they are making too much racket in the house «hile I am doing the 

dishes with Josefa. They seem to hesitate but go out there anyway. Ibria 

Cox takes the role of leader and tells the others what to do and apportions 

the toys* 
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lfenuel Cortas visited and.on the subject of the rich and the poor said 

that rich men out of consideration for the poor don't admit they are rich* 

"Poor men work very hard, if they heard that rich men are rich all the time 

they would feel bad". 

lfcnuel says a boss works very hard looking for workers - "to manage it 

is worse than to be poor because there is not so much responsibility."   No, 

he wouldn't want to change places with a moio "because there won't be anything 

to eat".    But when asked if people die of hunger here he said "no, they can 

always find work on a coastal finca if necessary, but the climate is very 

bad} there is lots of sickness   and one can die very easily".    Believes that 

rich people who live on the coast don't get ill because they are better 

acclimated and have money to buy medicines in order to prevent sickness but 

a poor man has no money to buy medicines with if he becomes ill* 

Ihrina and Alfredo Lemus left on horseback early in the morning for St* 

Clara to meet the jofo-politico of this departamento of Solóla*   The general 

with 7 or 8 aids is coming to San Pedro to make an annual inspection of the 

municipal books and to visit the town*    I was to have gone with ferina and 

Alfredo but the horse got balky when I got on and before I knew it I had 

landed on the ground*    I did not go along with them* 
arrived 

The General and his aids and Ihrina and Alfredo retorne* about 6i30 p*a* 

In his honor the village officials spread a magnificent table consisting of 

chicken (requisitioned from the local eititenry), freshly caught lake fish, 

orange juice punch, rice, soup, etc. Visiting officials get everything free* 

While the guests were dining inside the intendencia which was brightly il- 

luminated by one of our gasoline lamps, the marimba played outside and many 

citizens crowded round the door to listen to the marimba and watch the Gen* 

dine* After supper the General appeared to be somewhat bored sitting in the 

dark in a little booth outside the town-hall.   He accepted our invitation to 

visit our house,    with him came the justice of peace of Solóla, the ejojyidjnjul 

and his wife* 
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The General invited us to join him at bathing today at the "crytalinea", 

(nach'kok) - a strip of sandy beach below San Pablo, preferred as a bathing 

beach because the lake has a sandy bottom at this point for some distance out. 

At 8i30 a.m. this morning we got into the official launch and spent the fore- 

noon at the beach.    The officials of San Juan and San Pablo came down to 

greet the General and there was a Pableno marimba company playing.    Ihile the 

General and his group went on from this beach party to visit another town, we 

returned home with one of the three native canoes. 

When we had corns over to the beach in the launch in the morning I was 

somewhat surprised to see Elena Gonzalos C. get into the launch too and 

thought that she might be going along just for the ride, though this seemed 

unlikely.   Before we had reached the beach she told me sadly that she was 

going to Solóla to live» to work for the General's daughter.    Said that the 

General's daughter had talked to her on the playa earlier in the morning, ask- 

king whether she wanted to go along to work with her.    Ruefully said that she 

had accepted at the time on the condition that her parents give their consent. 

Her father had given his consent and so now she was on her way.    During the 

tine we were at the. crytalinea, Elena sat huddled under a tree, looking very 

miserable and when she waved goodbye to us from the departing launch she looked 

ready to cry any second.    Later in the afternoon her father, Desiderio, came 

over in a dither, saying his wife is crying, can't eat and wants her daughter 

back.   He claims there was a misunderstanding* that he was asked for permission 

to take his daughter to Solóla, but only at the last minute when El. was leav- 

ing ha was told that she was going to Guatemala City, since the General's dau. 

lives in Guat. and not in Solóla.    Is gave him no advice.   He went over to see 

the cjjmanjanle, Alfredo , returned and reported him as having bawled him out for 

wanting to go back on the deal, saying "she is comprometido now and what will 

the General think of us here,"   Besides Alfredo pointed out all the advantages 

which would fall to his daughter in being in Guatemala, she would be con» edu- 
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Late ia the evening as we were preparing to go to bed» Desiderio can» 

over with his wife, Agustina and their young son, Filberto.    Agustina was 

crying and so was Filberto.    Desiderio said helplessly that he did not know 

what to do, "tanto que esta regañando mi mujer y solo esta llorando y no 

comió todo el dia, con esta puede venir un enfermedad de repente".    He carne 

for the purpose of asking us to write a letter for him to the General, but we 

did not wish to get mixed up in this affair and suggested that some member of 

the family go to Solóla personally to see the General.    He explained helplessly 

that he could not go becaues he is still weak from his recent long seige of 

illness, that his wife could not go alone since she cannot speak Spanish and 

his older son Ifcnuel is very angry with him for having let Elena go in the first 

place and now is not talking to him*    He insisted that a personal interview 

seemed the only way to solve their problem and that if Des.  could not get Ifcnuel 

to accompany Agustina to Solóla he should look for someone who is going to the 

Friday plata tomorrow to go with Agustina as an interpreter and if necessary 

pay for hie services.   W» told Des. that in case he was short of money for the 

purpose we would lend him 10 cents.    He readily accepted the money and left, 

saying he would see that his wife went somehow. 

Earlier in the evening Agustin visited and volunteered that Antonio Chavajay 

(who owes us money) is a very much disliked man in town, disliked by everyone 

including his own brothers.   He told about Antonio's run-ins with the former 

intendente, the treasurer, with Valeriano and Pedro Navichoe.   Pedro was mar* 

ried to Antonio's daughter by legal marriage.   There was a separation which led 

to a long drawnout suit brought in Solóla by Ant. Gh. against Valeriano and which 

ended up with Antonio losing the suit and being ltft with a $25 debt to a 

licenciad^ , Hontefiorti.    Since Antonio had no way of paying this money he made 

a deal with Hontefiorti whereby he would have access to Antonio's daughter, Bosa 

(who had separated from Pedro)* 

This evening we received a tf^gram from the Taxes saying they would visit 

us tomorrow - Friday* 
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Early this morning our neighbors went to the fiesta at San Vareos.    Tattpit 

however remained ho» (she is pregnant in the seventh month).    Host of the of- 

ficials went but the first regidor and the sindico re mined at home to take 

care of things and they paid us an early morning visit.    In the discussion the 

following points were brought outt 1) robado form of marriage is costumbre, 

"everyone does it now".    2) 1901 - 1920 the period of the me£dajBiej$£f_waa a 

very bad time» many people died from having to work on the coast where the 

climate was very bad. 3) The present Gonzalos are offspring of a ladino» 

Jose Antonio Gonsalet a Spaniard who earns here several generations back. low- 

ever they said the names Cortes and Rodriguei were indigenous , but the first 

regidor said the Ifendes and Morales came in from other towns. 

The Taxes» Isobel Sklow» sad friends (Isobel's maid and Catarina, friend 

of Taxes) visited us during the forenoon» bringing along a lunch.   They arrived 

about 9*30 and left at about 12130 after a picnic lunch on the beach.    Isobel 

spent most of the morning looking for cortes and discussing her weaving deal 

with members of Salvador's household.    Since I had to show where to go I was also 

occupied with this business.    Sol was in a hurry to get back as he expected an 

informant that afternoon. 

Daring the afternoon Julian Cotuc and little daughter, Josefa, passed by, 

returning from San Vareos.    Julian said only two larga and one small canoes - 

about 30 people - went from here.    Said it wasn't "yxy alegre".   Brought us 

a gift of 4 liens and some cookies (riaouj¿). Arranged to have Julian writ* on 
development of protestantism in San Pedro. 

te arranged to have Haf.'s brother, Chema - an auxiliary regidor - buy 

&&£ for us in Atitlan for Bedfield's shirts» 

Arranged to have Rafael make a map of the town and tent away for paper. 

Jaw Juan Bixcul and told him to come in tomorrow to talk about work. 

During the evening, Dolores - wife of láureos Yojcom - here with baby for. 

eye-drops for latter. Tina with her, brings gift of 4 bananas and 5 injertas} 

seems embarrassed and though mother isn't in hurry to go , urges mother to 
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Rosario Pop came to the house with her baby at 8i30 a.m. today as a paid 

informant for the first time.    This followed a discussion I had with her 

yesterday at her house.    When she arrived this morning I was busy administering 

to a boy of about 10 brought here by an older sister, Theresa Puae, with a 

bad infection on the sole of his foot just underneath his toes.    I asked 

Rosario to wait a few minutes.    She was the first person, other than Susana 

whom I had approached for information as such.    She remained here until 11»00 

a.m. and there were few interruptions.    During these two and a half hours I 

asked her questions concerning foods eaten and the manner of making them. 

I started on this topic since I felt it would be the one to arouse the least 

resistance from her and her husband whom I. guessed would ask her what kind of 

information I had wanted.    She seemed neither enthusiastic nor bored during 

this time, giving information readily in response to my questions.    I felt no 

resistance on her part but she did not volunteer information. 

At 10»15 a.m., the baby,who had been sleeping for about an hour, awoke. 

Before falling asleep it had been perfectly quiet.    After waking up it began 

to squirm about a little on mother's lap.    Baby is eight and a half months old. 

At this time as Rosario nursed the baby I took the opportunity to ask her when 

she nurses the baby usually.    She replied that she nurses whenever the baby 

wants it.   How does she know when the baby wants to be nursed?   When it cries. 

Does it always moan that it is hungry when baby cries?   Yes.   But doesn't tto 

sometimes cry for other reasons.    Rosario thought that her crying was always 

a sign of hunger and estimated that she nurses about eight or nine time* dur- 

ing a day. 

From the following information obtained about the diet of this family 

I gathered that they are relatively poor.    At the end of the interview I learned 

from her that he* she ha. been married about a year and a half, her husband 

ea« her. about five years ago from SoloU (ho wears Pedrano clothe.) to look 
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for work and stayed on here because he liked it better here than in Solóla. 

He rents milpa land and himself grows only corn.    All other foods consumed by 

the family are bought.    In addition they find it necessary to buy some corn, 

the amount bought I did not learn. 

Omission: While Rosario nursed the baby on one breast I noticed that 

she manipulated her other breast with her hand. She did not nurse the baby 

on both breasts at this tine.    I did not learn why she manipulated her breast* 

Tortillas (wajfy) Ifateo (husband of Rosario) brings home once a week 

a reda, of natorcas (pakojil).    Rosario did not know how much a roda contained 

but said she used fifteen maioreas to make two days1  supply of tortillas for 

two people  (herself and husband only as baby does not yet eat these).    She 

estimated that in the house of her mother they use about thirty maioreas for 

a day and a half for eight people, including three or four children.    It 

takes Rosario one hour to shell thirty maioreas.    The maiie. corn off the cob, 

in lengua is called ataosxkar.    The first step in preparing corn for tortillas 
ts'o? 

is the making of nixtamal (««.¿«i).    Rosario make s nixtamal three times a week. 

She makes it at 3t00 in the afternoon.    In the house of her mothert¿xtajftl 

is made every day.because there are more people to feed. 

To make nixtamal.«the corn is put in a castilla (ik'ol) with approximately 

one ounce of cal. (This amount of cal for the amount Rosario cooks when she 

makesnLxtaoal) The corn is covered with water and cooked for an hour and a 

half.   This cooking with the cal serves to take the shells off the kernels 

of corn*   When eool, the corn is washed three times in eold water in two 

olla»    (p'ajoy).   How it is ready for grinding.   At this stage it is still 

called TrtrtfBfllr *»• ni**«*l *• ground three times.   A little eold water is 

added when grinding.   When it has been ground the third time it is formed 

into large balls - bolms.   The com already ground is called in lejgua. "q'or". 

Rosario grinds for one hour in the morning, beginning at 4i00 a.m.    She 

grinds again at 3i00 p.m. in the afternoon.    However she later answered that 

¿¿•¿foj ¿m^JÍi;:i*£&¿*tctlÍá¿*. 
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she sometióse grinds enough in the morning for the entire day.    Tomorrow, she 

said she will grind enough in the morning for all day because she will be mak- 
uses 

ing nixtamal in the afternoon. She approximated that she makes four pounds of 

TTlfitttTTll •»cn day*    She makes between thirty-five and forty ^art^im daily. 

She said she makes thirty tortillas in the morning because Mateo takes along 

eight or ten for lunch in the "campo". But this calculation seems a little off. 

Rosario said she gets up at 4t00 a.m., Hateo at 5tOO a.m. and they have 

breakfast at 6t00 a.m. 

SUP'an or *an»]<^aft - a variation of tortillas, are made from the sans 

o'or or maja,.    Instead of rolling the dough out into flat "pancakes1* it is 

rolled into round sticks and wrapped in leaves of the corn ears - joo..    They 

are put into a basket and can be kept until ready to cook them.    For twenty 

or twenty-five tamalitas one cup of water is used.    They are cooked in an 

olla and cooked for one hour wrapped in the leaves. 

Atol - *á«t*e (ch' arte), not to be confused with atole  (mats) which is 

drunk on ceremonial occasions, is made for ordinary consumption.    Made of the 

same niTrtftF*"1 but ground four times in stead'of three. To one handful (puna) 

of q* or four or. five cups of water is added and cooked for two hours in a 

small jfc£££.    Sons add chile and anis ground together, but Rosario said she 

does not because she doesn't like it. 

Of the above dishes made of corn only atol   may contain things which 

have to be bought* chile and anis.    (Prices of these will be given below), 

etherwise Unless one has to buy corn then no cash need be expended for the 

staples of the diet.   Except that cj¿ is bought to make rJiirtg"*1- 2ftl *• 

bought in Atitlan at one and a half cents for two pounds.    This amount lasts 

a month.    It is sometimes sold by comerciantes coming to the village here. 

Beans     - (kinuV)    second to tortillas in the diet of the natives. 

I asked Rosario what dishes they would eat today.   This morning they ate 

a half pound of black beans.    This was cooked yesterday afternoon and takes 

#^^&^t^'¿jte¡&l£%jite&te¡t¿h,%,. : 
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three hours to cook*    Beans are cooked with a little water.    Rosario said she 
xfcey«* xnikAt 

cooked with the beans also the head of one large onion/(green onions) out up 
(ik) 

and four chile/ two for herself and two for lfateo.    In addition they ate 

tffrtl'111'*-    Whenever * have asked anyone what they ate they rarely mention 

tortillas, as though it were so taken for granted that it is not necessary to 

mention it*    When I asked if they ate anything else she said no.    I asked if 

they didn't drink coffee/ Yes, they drank coffee before eating.    After eating 

they drank a little hot water. 
(capé) 

To about three cups of water about two tablespoons of coffee/are added 

and about one ounce of dulce  (kap).    This is cooked for about half an hourin &fl 
.iarro. 

Rosario buys green coffee and toasts it on a comal over the fire for 

fifteen minutes.    When it cools it is ground twice and takes about a half 

hour to do this grinding* 

líate o takes along a tecomate of water, his eight or ten tortillas and a 

little salt which he carries in a small bottle. About one tablespoon of salt 

lasts a week.    He eats a little of it each day when he eats in the field. 

For lunch Rosario will eat chilmon (same word in lengua and in Spanish.) 

She will use three, medium-sized tomatoes.    These tomatoes (skoya?) are toasted 

for a few minutes on a comal.    Remove from fire and peel.    They are then 

ground with two toasted chiles,a small onion, finely cut up and a little salt* 

She will eat about five small tortillas with this dish and nothing more. 

No, she doesn't drink coffee for lunch because she doesn't like it.    Some 

people drink coffee for every meal* 

For supper, which they eat at five or six, she will prepare two eggs 
(manteká) 

fried on a little mantoqua/in a sartén (saltern), mixed with one onion cut fine. 

To this she will add the following mixtures Toast two tomatoes and peel. Cook 
in a small OIJA 

five or ten minutes/with two onions, cut up and three chiles. After cooking 

machucar.    Mix eggs with tomato mixture.    Serve in a taslp. In addition to 

this they will have atol, and tortillas. 

Rosario answered that she buys meat between four and six times • month* 

• '¡¿••.¿..JjX'** Af .,.. 
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Beef» of which she buys a half pound at a tin», is cooked in the following 

manners    wash a half pound of meat well.    Put in an olla with two cups of 

water.    Grind four chile, three tomatoes, a pinch or two (perhaes-att-etmee) 

of achote  (k'uxft) put this mixture in pot with meat.    Add a sprig of 

o-iflnfrtrn (same in lengua).    Sometimes cabbage is added as well. 

Since Rosario's husband does not grow anything other than corn they 

must buy other foods.    They buy beans here from neighbors and when they can't 

get them here, feet them from AtitIan. or other places,  ordering with neighbors 

who go to plaiae in AtitIan, Santa Clara, or Solóla.    Black beans are now sel» 

ling in AtitIan for two cents a pound.    They can be bought here for two or 

three cents a pound. White beans are now selling in AtitIan for three cents 

a pound and here for four cents.    Rosario estimates that she uses about four 

pounds of beans a week - when she can get them.    This depends also on whether 

there is money to buy them with. 

Chile comes from the coast and can be bought in Solóla, Atitlan or Santa 

Clara.    Chile is three cents a pound.    Rosario uses one pound for three months. 

It is occasionally sold here by comerciantes. 

Rosario buys two pounds of green coffee for one month.    It costs four 

cents a pound in Atitlan.    It can also be gotten from Santa Clara* 

She buys tomatoes here from neighbors at a half cent a pound. And onions 

from neighbors here also for a half cent or a cent a bunch, depending on the 

sise of the onions. 

Fish is bought from neighbors here who catch them in corralitos   and 

sell them already cooked and dried out in the sun.    They are bought at the 

price of a penny for a snail medida.    For two cents she gets about fifty 

tiny fish.    To prepare them she toasts them on a comal for a few minutes and 

mixes them with ground tomato.    She says fish are not caught in liny and June 

There are none in these months because "hay que semblar dicen". 

If Rosario doesn't have beans to cook for breakfast she makes chilmon. 
Beans are also eaten for other meals. 
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During "the forenoon Ben was closeted for some "time with Rafael who 

brought a list of women in town who could speak Spanish, giving the degree 

of literacy by place on the list and also indicating those who would speak 

Spanish and those who could but will not speak it because of "vergüenza" • 

Ben had asked for this list the previous day with an eye to hiring a maid 

but more important tor +he possible women informants.    At this time Ben 

discussed with him suggested questions for writing on "life-cycle" and gave 

Rafael some questions which I had prepared in Spanish on birth.    Several 

times during +he day he came back to consult with Ben and late in the 

afternoon brought several pages which he had written on pregnancy and birth. 

Once during the afternoon he came to let us know that a merchant was in front 

of his mother's house, selling .laspiada which he knew we wanted as we had 

discussed getting hilo and the possibility 0f having his sister, Jesusa, weave 

for us.   We had just commissioned his brother, Jose Maria Gonzalez, to buy 

hilo for us in Atitian «&*«v«aythe following day.    He was t0 have bought it 

today but did not go as the municipal regidores as well as the would-be marketeers 

were turned back by the rough lake. 

During the morning while Rosario was here talking with n» I noticed 

Siena Gómale i walk by, back from Solóla and apparently retrieved from the 

General's daughter by her parents «ho had gone then the day before*    She 

came over during the afternoon and said she was glad not to have gone to 

Guatemala because it was so far, but that she was now thinking of going to 

stay with her older married sister on the coast.    When her brother-in-law 

heard that she had gone to Solóla he suggested that she go to the coast with 

him instead and help out her sister.    However,  she said, her father and 

mother do not want her to go away but to her it doesn't natter either way. 

I finally asked her whether she wanted to come and work here and she said 

yes, she didn't want to go away at all and her mother had said to her in 

Sololi, "Why do you want to go to Guatemala, cone back and go with the 

,-^U JJnw» •«atLi.v^ij^M^wV • 
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Señorita (meaning me)".    When I began discussing with her the work here and 

the hours and what would be expected of her she kept her head down, appeared 

to be nervously counting the dots on the table cover and kept muttering under 

her breath "okuri".    I had to call her attention to the fact that I was talk- 

ing because the counting was distracting me.    She didn't ask what she would 

get paid and I was surprised that one nade no effort to bargain with me when 

I told her how much we would pay her*    I asked her if she wanted to ask her 

father whether it was all right and she replied "No. he says I can come here 

with you if you want me".    I told her we would give her one  dollar a month 

but that if she learned fast and did her work very well we ¿.might give her 

a little more.    I decided this time to set an incentive» but as she did not 

seem too concerned about her wages 1 don't know if it will work in her case. 

A little later we sat out on the back porch.    Her little niece. 

Gustina Cox came over and sat down also.    She had come over alone from Siena's 

house which is about a block up from here - tothe north.    A few weeks ago 

I had raised my eyebrows in Gustina'a presence.    Now she imitated m» but 

quite extremely, rolling up her eyes until one could see only the whites and 

putting her finger up to her chin.    She resembled one of the colored photo- 

graphs of the puppets on the cover of esquire, with her rather large head 

andNpoppyHeyes«    As she was sitting down, her skirt worked itself up so that 

the tops of her thighs were visible.    Elena said something quickly in slengua 

and laughed.    I caught the word "p'il" which I knew to be "female genital". 

I asked Elena what she had said.    She giggled and said she had told Gustina 

"Benjamin va quitar su p'il".    Then with great amusement she asked Gustina 

"p'akovi ap'es?" (Where is your genital/ or vagina).   When Gustina referred 

to her mother as Andrea I asked Elena if she always calls her by name and not 

"mother".   Elena said she thinks Andrea is her sister and grandmother, her 

mother.    Gustina had been nursing up until recently.    I had seen her nurse 

about two months ago the last time.    I asked Elena whether Gustina still 

nurses, she replied that she doesn't - she doesn't want to. 

.^ ..»«i»a£¿t^wfcfcAaiiteaji3fci^kiaw^^^kflA.«j-M-Á 
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If it is true that (Justina thinks Andrea is her sister and her grandmother 

her mother does this relationship to her real mother differ from our society 

in only a linguistic sense or in other respects as'veil?   We had been told 

at another time that Madelena next door also thinks her mother, Josefita, is 

her sister and Ana Q, her grandmother, her mother. 

Oustina got up and went out into the yard»    When she wanted to come back 

to the porch Siena told her to go around the hammock and repeated several times 

this instruction.    I heard the word "Q'isom" (characotel) mentioned and to 

make sure asked Siena if that's what she said.    She laughed and said it was. 

I inferred from this that in instructing Gustina she had used this word to 

frighten her into obeying.    Oustina did not comply immediately but finally did. 

Children we have observed, upward from the age of Angelina Cox, frequently 

refer to characoteles.  sometimes during the day but mostly at night.    At night 

they seem to be more jittery and afraid than during the day. 

I asked Siena who Gustina's playmates are.    Gustina is about two and a 

half or three.    The playmates named, four or five little girls of similar age 

live in or near the same house group and most of them are soma kind of relative/ 

on Siena's mother's side.    Little girls seem to stick pretty close to home 

and generally play with their sisters or other girls living in the same house 

group who generally are relatives. 

I got the following information from Siena on names of household utensils, 

large stone for grinding - ka.¡ hand stone used to grind with - ro'akai comal - 

xot£f large olla used to contain water - ahakachlk rajan. » tinaja - kajcuj 

man's tina.la - kura?   Siena said in her house there are four üfiajaji..   Although 

her older brother and his wife and child have now moved into their own house 

she counted Andrea's two tinajas and first said there were six.    Of the four 

Ur«,1»" 1» h»r bouse, three are large, one small. Her youngest brother Nicolas 

uses the small tinaJa.    Her brother Pilberto uses a smallish kura.. Their large 

man-sited kura   is loaned to her brother lfanuea. 
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At about 4tOO p.m. in the afternoon while Rafael was here the small daughter 

of Maria Puae came over and asked whether I would go to see the old man who 

we once gave medicine for.    His other foot is now badly infected. We waited a 

few minutes until Ben had finished with Rafael as I did not want to go alone* 

As we were leaving the)f house we saw Fernando Gonsales out in front of Uaria 

Rosales' house.    We spoke to him about building a new gate out in our back 

yard.    He had originally made the fence and gate but the neighbors' dogs had 

several times succeeded in chewing away the bottom of the cane gate'and finally 

beyond repair.    He* however, said with annoyance,  "Oh, it's the patojos that 

are always breaking it" probably reflecting the attitude of our neighbors as 

Alberto had said the same thing before when we complained about their dogs 

constantly coming in and breaking the gate.    He said he was going to the coast 

but would return the following Tuesday and would make a new gate.    We asked 

him to bring us some fruits fram the coast. 

We went to the house of Uária Puae to have her go with us to see the 

old man.    She pointed out a new house built of stone, next to the house they 

are now living in - also made of stone.    We had been told that her husband is 

a rich man and from seeing these houses it would seem that they must be*    Their 

houses are "arriba" with a good view of the lake.    They are going to move into 

the new house and but we couldn't get what they are going to do with the old 

house.    It was a long walk down a winding and rocky path to the little cans 

houss of the old man*    He looked very old, his skin was yellowish and waxy 

looking.    He could not get out of his bed alone but had to be helped onto the 

chair.    The infected foot looked awful and the other leg which had healed also 

had an infected portion on the calf*    Iferia made no effort to show the fact 

that she was disgusted at looking at his foot and with the burden of having 

to take care of the old man*    She said in his presence,  "I don't think he 

will pull through it - I think he will die, don't you?"    She cams to the 

house with us to get some permanganate mixture and gauie and cotton.    She 

«!*^¿i^*á¿~>£¡&M*;*í:Jl*-.**t,i¿1L.*.„ „y 
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We asked her what the old man thought - would he live? She said he thought he 

would live, he doesn't want to die.    But hopefully she added "Always those who 

want to die live but those who want to live die".    She eomisserated about the 

old nan complainingly, "poor thing he is all alone, doesn't have not one daughter 

or son here» his daughter is on the coast.    He is a poor nan."    later it seemed 

that she said he was her father.    But she appeared to have no feeling of identi- 

fication with him and never referred to him as her father.    She was obviously 

irked at having to take care of him, send him tortillas and have one* of her 

children bring water for him each day and now with this foot which needed 

dressing every day or so she was definitely annoyed.    She said"I am very triste 

because there is so much work to do and I have to take care of him.    And you 

know I have my cases (she is a partera), right now there are eight or nine 

woman I have to take care of".    She also complained "1 am poor, I have no house 

my husband has his house but I have nothing".    She said her mother and father 
fifteen 

had gone to live on the coast and left her here all alone.  She was sixteen 

when she married her present husband and claims she was never married to another. 

She had her first child when she was sixteen.    She had eleven or twelve children 

but only five are living now.    Although she said her parents went away and left 

her here alone she was married at tha time according to her account of when 

she married.    She said she was courted by her husband in the home of her parents 

for three months.    He brought a load of lena to the house of her parents.    There 

were "Ttw*"1'»" and he can» to live in their home at the end of the three months 

and they lived with her parents for two years.    This type of marriage is called 

"ft. ¿««tro" (kopa Jaiy). 

TOien we were walking back to our house with Iferia Puac, Cecelia Yojeom 

came up and walked along with us saying she had been to our house and not 

finding anyone there went to look for me.    She brought another huipil that she 

had at her house and wanted me to buy this one.    I said it looked too small 

for me but she assured me it was big enough and had all the virtues.    Ifaria 

shook her head behind Cecelia's back indicating it wasn't good at all* 
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After aha had been sitting here and talking with OB for some time I discovered 

why she had been so generous in her advice about Cecelia's huipil.    Her little 

daughter suddenly appeared with a huipil of Ifexia'e which I finally bought 

after much bargaining for $1.25.    However as the sleeves were a little tight 

she took it home to have her daughter fix it and said she would send it back 

tomorrow.    Ifaria said there are the following kinds of huípiles, differentiated 

by how thick the material is woven* koxaJ - a fine weave, lightweight material} 

pim or pichón - the heaviest of the weaves; lag'an. - in between the other two. 

The white linen used for small ruffles on the sleeves and for collar on the 

neck is called .leñero £ambjagta(no lengua word).    Red trimming on the sleeves 

called ^ixton.    Colored wool trimming around the neck - ruk'ul. 

Somehow we got on the subject of animals of the coast - while discussing 

the relative benefits of San Pedro with the coast San Pedro.    Ifaria had been 

there and didn't like it all.    She spoke with fear and horror of the animal 

3{pu.1tsin - which Rafael later explained are toads» also of p'alam - tiger 

but both she and her little daughter expressed more fear of ko.i r'fllfln which 

she said are in the mountains - these are wildcats. 

During the evening after we had eaten supper, Lorenzo Gonzalez C,, bro. 

of Chema González, cam» in for relief of a tooth-ache.    He is the tooth-puller 

in town and said he could not pull his own tooth.    He said there were none 

others who knew how to do this.    However we had been told that his brother, 

Chema,could also pull teeth.    I put some medicine in his tooth.    While doing 

this, another youngish man came in» went over to Loncha, greeted him and while 

they talked, held hands as seems to be customary, particularly in the case of 

young boys end men - less so of older men or little boys.    I heard the second 

one say he had a stomach ache  (in lengua).    When I asked him about it he 

seemBd embarrassed, laughed and finally said he was going out to get some 

guara that it is good for a stomach-ache. 
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Informants 

1.    Agustín Pop.    Cams to the house at 8*30 'a.m. and remained until 

10i30 a.m.    He came of his own aeoord without any apparent reason.   Ben spoke 

with him in the house regarding the kinds of information which he had 

supplied Juan Rosales.    The point of this was to avoid Agustín supply types 

of information for us which he has already formulated previously.    Towards 

the end of thisconversation Ben referred to the typewritten instruction sheet 

prepared by Tax for Rosales in order to make the questions more systematic. 

Discussion of the points covered by Agustín was not completed in this session. 

2.    Rafael Gonxalsi 0.   At 9t30 a.m. while Agustín was still in the 

kitchen talking to Ben, Rafael cams to the house and Ben ushered him into 

the office where I had been typing up notes given me yesterday by Rosario Pop. 

While Ben talked to Agustín I disousssd with Rafael naming systems of children 

and suggested that he write on this»    While giving some illustrations he 

mentioned the fact that Ibria Rosales who is married to Santos Pop is ths 

sister of Inei who was Santos' first wife.    Inez died soms .years ago.    I then 

asked him to write about cases similar to this and what psople said of them. 

I also asked him to list nicknames, their meanings and where they could not 

be translated into Spanish to try to explain why these names were given. 

I gave him soms preliminary and brief suggestions about the subject of 

child training with reference to learning to crawl and walk, Including attitudes 

of parents to this learning situation.    When Agustín left, Ben took over with 

Rafael while I went into the house to talk to our cojeara., Ignaeia Ibndes   - 

who had just arrived.    Rafael stayed until 12t00 p.m.   Ben amplified the 

instructions •f-whai-vs-wrrte-ap   I had given Rafael but spsnt most of the 

morning systematically interrogating Rafael on the subjects he had already 

gathered Information for Juan Rosales.   Ben again used Rosales instructions as 

a guide.   Re found that Rafael like Agustín had done work on the majority of 

the topics.    It seemed that Rafael had been Rosales* chief informant for the 
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first six or seven months of Rosales'  stay and that after Rafael left to assume 

a job in Solóla, Agustín Pop took over as chief informant and assistant. Ben 

suggested in addition that he write up eases of ladino-Xndian marriages and 

of local and non-local Indian marriages» paying particular attention to what 

the people said of such marriages.    He also asked him to write up eases of 

incest and marriage between relatives of different degrees. 

At 2t00 in the afternoon, by agreement, Rafael returned to complete the 

review of topics covered in his work with Rosales.    He left at 4t30 p.m. On 

the subject of stories Rafael answered that he had gathered voluminous infor- 

mation on tales of old times including stories about t¿£ gone.1 o and JJo ¿gyj&fi.. 

Rafael readily substantiated Ben's account of hew the melons that contained 

rabBit dung» of the cuprit who was caught by means of a wax dummy» and of the 

manner in which the coyote was tricked into substituting himself for the 

imprisoned rabbit.    Ben had got this story sarlier from Chema Gonzalos P. 

Rafael answered that it may be true that the rabbit stories did occur in the 

past because everybody knows about them.    He also said he had written up a 

series of stories about Pedro Urdimalus who also lived way back when and 

played tricks on the curas who were rather dumb in those days» As an example 

he cited the case of the Ingenuous cura who was tricked into holding down a 

hat over Pedro's foeees under the assurance that it was a paloma of seven 

colors.    Rafael said he had not heard of "tfiVllf but said that he had written 

up the story of the successful hunter who killed coche ¿e monta by converting 

himself into a lion.   And of his comadre's son who had to remain a lion when 

he disobeyed the injunction to taste the blood of his prey.    This story 

volunteered by Rafael appeared to be a variation of the one recounted by 
P. 

Uanuel/Cortes a few days earlier, except that the lion was substituted for the 

ilgfll u>4 that instead of being shot in the end the hapless son was finally 

retransformsd into human shape through the ministrations of a cura. 
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Ben writing» 

I (Ben) also briefly related the story S had told us about the vengeful husband 

who gave his wife the ew* severed organ of her paramour disguised as appetising 

meat.    Raf replied that he must have heard the story because it sounded familiar 

although the details were not retained in his meme'ory.    When I east about for a 

word to use for penis in telling the story he suggested "chile" saying that this 

was current here.    (It is possible that this association leads to the belief that 

eating the penis would induce insatiatiable thirst.)    I mentioned to Raf that 

snake-meat is reputed to induce a great thisst as well (Ag had told me so.)    He 

said this was true» that he had tasted snake meat on the coast and found it more 

delicate than chicken.    He agreed that the   thirst induced by eating snake might 

not be quenchable by resorting to cold water but that the drinking of warm water 

effectively satisfied it. 

3.    Juan Bixcnl.    In response to my suggestion of two days ago Bixeul 

arrived at the door at 5t50 P.y when house-building activity had come to an 

end for the day (he and aids are constructing a stone house kitty-corner from 

ours for the family of his daughter and son-in-law.)    I took him into the office. 

First time.    I quickly explanined that I am here to write down the customs here 

and illustrated by saying that I wanted to know about such things as activity 

in the cofradías and the order of servicios.    I told him I would pay him between 

25 and 30fl per day for dictated or written information.    (I had solicited his 

services because Raf had once told ms that he is one of the few men people go to 

have ese* esorito» written! he is therefore capable of writing.)   He responded 

by trying to sell himself to me.    He said that he had occupied important offices * 

that he had been host to the cofradía of frf ?"f0elH- •*•• >    •** that h# TOS ther* 

fore well-informed in regard to the public and private servicios.   He would be 

bus# *11 week but ^ would reserve the following Sunday for a full-day of writing. 

Tie did not specifically formulate the things about which he was to write.    He 

hurredly excused himself at 6t00 P/ll.  and dashed out into the rain to cover 
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mud 
the freshly laid mortar and stones of the new house.    The impending rain was now 

cooing down quite hard.    Others had already done the covering with a few old 

roof laminas standing by for the purpose. 

la.    Aauetin Pop.    Before Bixcul daho dashed out of the office Agustín 

had arrived in the gala with some mail. . He remained while we ate supper, joining 

us. at coffee.    1 large part of the time he reviewed pictures in the issue of 

LIFE he had brought.    Before he left we discussed suggestions for fulfilling 

his assignment.    I assigned him the job of writing up the human body, its parts, 

functions, beliefe, illnesses, etc.    He said that he would be busy all week 

with the exeption of Wednesday when he would start on* this topic.    The subject 

was one on which he haed*-d had doné no work when Rosales was here.    Agustín 

was in the house between 5*45 and 7s00 P.M. 

Lui->)      Visitors     At about 8 «15 a.m. the older daughter of feria Puae, the same 

who cams here once for a cure for manchas, came with the huípil I agreed to 

buy yesterday when her mother was here.    I gave her the $1.25 we had agreed 

upon but she did not make any move to leave.    She sat down and did not say 

anything.    I didn't ask her what she wanted thinking that might scare her 

away and sometimes people just sit and finally ask for something*    She does 

not speak Spanish*    When Agustín cama in she was here and during the time 

I was in the office with Rafael, while Ben talked to Agustín, she remained 

sitting on the chair near the door*    I had finally given her a magazine to 

look at*   When I returned to the sala from the office she was still there* 

I asked Agustín to ask her in ^emcua whether there was anything she wanted* 

He did so but she said no.    When he left she finally said there was a 

rebota   at her house.    I guessed she wanted ma to buy it.    I told her I didn't 

want it and she remained for about a half hour longer.   When Ignacia Ifendei 

came in, this girl was still here. 

Ignacia came about 10*00 a.m. and stayed until lit45 a.m.    She asked 
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whether I knew of a remedy for a girl of sixteen years who had not yet gotten 

her me nee e,  (costumbre - she called it$.    She said she had come to ask for a 

friend» the mother of the girl, because the woman could not speak Spanish and 

besides "most people here are ashamed to talk to ladinos".    I asked at what 

age girls generally get their menses.    She replied at fourteen or fifteen, 

sometimes thirteen.    She said this girl is very sick, she has pains in her 

stomach all the time  (abdomen probably) and is very swollen.    I asked what 

was swollen.    Her face is very swollen.    She has been suffering for about eight 

months» a year.    She is also very "flaca" and only wants to sleep, she can't 

do any work.    If she starts to grind she tires in a few minutest    She can carry 

one tinaja of water a day, she can't weave because she tires right away. 

As she was telling m» about this the mother and girl can in.    Siena Panelew, 

from whom we buy our milk, turned out to be the mother of the girl.    The girl 

has a rather pallid completion but there was no evidence that her face was 

swollen.    Neither the girl nor Siena P. speak Spanish.    I asked the girl if 
stomach region 

anything hurts her.    She said yes and pointed to her abdomen.    She answered 

that it always hurts. I told them, through Ignacia, that I did not know of a 

medicine to make her menstruate but I could give her something which might 

relieve the stomach pains.    I gave her soma calcium lactate pills with direc- 

tions to take before meals.    Shea 

Then Siena P. complained of pains in her head and said she has had them 

on and off for eight months.    She answered that she does get chills and some- 

times fever.    She   perspires a great deal.    I gave her four quinine tablets 

thinking she might have malaria.    During this time Hurla Puae's daughter was 

still here.    Ignacia had her youngest little girl, Mudelena, with her.    I 

heard Ignacia tell Elena P. and her daughter and also Uaria Puae's daughter 

to go (hat, hftt).    They left and she remained.    She immediately asked me what 

Maria's daughter had been doing here.    I did not want to tell her that I had 

bought a huipil so I talked about Ifcria'e old father who was sick and the 

fact that they had come here for medicine. 
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Sha then said, "Is it true that Elena Gonzalos (special girl friend) is 

coning here to work for you?    I had just arranged this definitely with Siena 

yesterday and thought it was pretty quick for the information to have gotten 

around, unless Siena had been saying earlier that she was coning here, before 

I had agreed.    I answered that she was.    Ignacia asked why Siena had gone to 

Solóla.    I said I didn't know and asked her.    She said that "people say she 

didn't really go as a servant for the General's daughter, but to marry his 

son".    She said that she, herself, however did not believe this and added, 

"The people here are very bad, they are always talking about other people/. 

Ladinos don't do that, do they?"    I said I thought they probably did.    She 

again repeated that the people here do not like to talk to Ladinos, they are 

ashamed and afraid.    The others will talk about then.    All this was said with 

an air of disapproval of the villagers.    She said that if a woman talks to a 

laáiaft they will say she is going to marry with a ladino. Is this bad?   Yes, 

they talk a great deal, like in the ease of Clara, they say she does not 

have "vergüenza", she married a ladino, they always say that if a woman marries 

a ladino he will leave her as soon as she has a baby.    Have there been other 

woman here who married ladinos? Tes, Jesus, the present wife of Vicente Navichoo 

lived with a formar secretary.    But he left her (tirar) when she had a child. 

On former occasions Ignacia had expressed counter-identification against 

the "Pedranos" as she did today.    I asked her whether she had always lived in 

San Pedro.    Tes, she always lived here but her father was a Totonicapan Indian, 

a baker, who earn» here as a young man and married her mother, a Pedrana, here. 

His family later followed him here.    Did people talk about her mother when she 

married a man from another town?   Yes, they certainly did talk.    They always 

talk when soma one here marries a person from another town. They say "The 

Pedranos aren't good enough for her - or him".    But it is worse to marry with 

a ladino, they talk even more then. 

I asked Ignacia whether she would have time and would care to assist ma 

by giving ma information about costumbres. I said we would of course pay her 

*^>3tf^»t»fe*3ta*fe«iforfftrifey* 
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for her tins.    She seemed eager to do this and asked whether we would begin 

right away.    1 said I would visit her in a few days to arrange about it as 

at the moment I had some other work to do.    I was expecting Rosario to come 

back the following day as we had arranged and thought I would continue with 

her for a few days. 

Dolores Sequec (the girl who had robbed the chickens) came during the 

early part of the afternoon» ostensibly for more medicine for her baby» although 

she had medicine for today»' which we had given here yesterday.    She asked me 

to sell her various things she saw» first the decorated tinaJa. then an olla 

out on the porch» then another tinaja.  She said she had fallen down earlier 

today and broken her tinaja and now does not have anything to carry water in 

and cannot borrow one because the people here are "very bad " and won't loan 

anything*    Asked where her/ mother's tinaja was she said she didn't have a 

mother» that she died three years ago and then with a pitiful expression said, 

"I'm all alone» just me and my baby in a house.    And I don't have even a penny 

to buy my tortillas with". Then she asked me what we use our petate for • 

On the floor» I answered.    "Oh, poor me» I have nothing to -sleep on» only on 

the bare ground".    By this time I was getting quite fed up with her obvious 

begging and lying and reminded her that she herself had told me when I talked 

to her the day she was arrested that she had a mother*    She made a sign of 

the cross and swore that it wasn't her mother, but her sister» who has since 

gone to the coast.    She then said she wanted to work here for me but I told 

her we didn't need anybody.    She finally left» but later in the afternoon 

returned again when Agustin had come with mail.    I asked her what she wanted 

and again she said she wanted some medicine for the baby - cough medicine 

this time,    we had given here more cold pills earlier in the afternoon and 

told her there was nothing more to do* She left immediately.    I guessed she 

might have wanted something else» but on finding Agustin hers did not want to 

ask about it. 

^.^¿¿•im.frídsis^xíáíiH^^'^.:^ 
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Josa Maria Gonzalez, brother of Rafael, came about 4)30 in the afternoon 

bringing hilo and fruits and vegetables he had bought for us in AtitIan. He 

brought as we ordered, red, green and yellow hilo. He kept insisting that he 

could exchange the yellow if it were not satisfactory.    When we asked why it 

shouldn't be satisfactory he said there was a yellow that was better.    Why 

hadn't he bought the other then?   This is very good, but he would change if 

we wanted.    We couldn't get anything more than that.    When Ben offered him 

a nickle for his services and four bananas he refused the money and the fruit 

insisting that he didn't want anything for bringing the things.    In the end 

he took what was offered him and left. 

While Jose Maria was here the creyente missionary who lives with the 

Bixculs, or at least is there frequently, cams in and asked whether I would 

type three copies each of several songs.    He did not bring paper.    See 

exhibits for copy of songs.    He offered to pay, or rather, asked how much it 

was when I had finished.    I didn't charge him anything for it. 

I brought two bananas to each of our neighbors, Josefita G. and her mother 

Ana Q. 

These notes written up 4.28.41 during morning and finished in the evening. 

iSfcfeiiKi&^.Mto»..,» 
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Monday, 4.28.41 (1) 

In the forenoon I wrote letJers, filed notes in the office, went to 

change a $5.00 bill at Valeriano's butcher shop, watched the building of 

Victor Cotuc's house. The large stones used in erecting the waits are 

faced on only one side. Two faces of stone are erected, outside and in, 

the rough edges sometimes touching in the center, more often leaving room 

for mud and rubble (small stones) as filler. No cal is mixed with the mud 

used mortar for it is too expensive, according t0 Juan Bixcul. Juan said 

"that a roof of straw lasts only some 5 or 6 years while one of te#ja or of 

lamina is good for a lifetime. Valeriano who was standing by answered me 
nearly 

that some ten years ago roofs were made/exclusively of straw. Now the trend 

is away from straw since it leads to conflagrations, a few of which he remembers. 

Those helping in the house-building included Luis Méndez who is presumably 

paid (Raf thought 30/ per day) since he is one of the 6 or so men in town who 

are skilled at guiding house-building and in aligning the.walls. I saw him 

chipping away at the placed stones to give them a better vertical suface outside. 

In the morning Lois cooked and typed. 

In the afternoon Lois and I visited about making arrangements with different 

parties to weave cortes for 3 boy's shirts requested by Dr. Redfield. We arranged 

to have the carpenter's wife weave a red shirt for 25/. This price enabled us 

to arrange with Raf's wife sister Jesusa and with his sister-in-law Gertrudis 

Chavajay to weave 2 other shirts, one green, one yellow, at the same figuré al- 

though they had earlier asked 40/. When Rafael saw the yellow hilo brought us 

ysterday by his brother Chema he said that it would not hold its color well. 

We therefore bought a pound of what he said was a superior dye and Lois said was 

a superior color at the .tienda of Pascual Bats* 

In the afternoon too I went to look for Jose Antonio Chavajay to try to 

collect my overdue corn loan of $5*00. His wife and daughter Rosa told me he 
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was away "to the coast and would not be back until tomorrow. When I asked what 

he was doing there the mother prompted the daughter in lengua and the latter 

told me in Spanish that he had gone to visit a sick brother. He himself had 

told me on the previous Wednesday night when he was playing the marimba for 

the visiting general that hie wife and youngest child were quite sick and that 

he could not settle the corn loan until after they recovered. On visiting them 

now it seemed that both/ the "patients'* were in good health. 

Ranking alcalde Melchor Juarez stopped me as I was leaving the house of 

José Antonio Chavajay. When I answered him that I was just paseando he wanted 

to know what j had wanted at José Antonio's house. I told him that X was looking 

for someone who would do an errand for me in Solóla tomorrow—a half truth. He 
had 

then said that he «he a favor to ask of me and that if i were not too occupied 

he would come to the house at 7 this evening. He did not come, possible owing 

to the heavy evening rain. 

In afternnon I noticed that Julian Cotuc was batting for the secretario 

in the secretaria. The secretary was away for in Solóla for several days. I 

asked him when he would find time to work on the assignment I had given him, 

that of the Protestant movement in San Pedro. He suggested that it might be 

better if he told me what happened for me to transcribe since I could probably 

type faster than he could and since he was always quite busy. I told him t0 

let me know in advance when he would have a free day or apart of a day. 

There was. a demadda in progress late in the afternoon involving the woman 

who had earlier been weeping in jail ae- where she had been placed as a result 

of abusing another woman, according to the intendente whom I me* oasually. X 

passed Raf's house and told him t0 write up what was happening in the demanda. 

He said he knew what was going on and would write it up. I also advised Raf. 

t0 postpone writing data and t0 begin making the map of the village. He said 

he would start in the morning. 

X asked Ag what language his little sons talked. He explained that they 

spake both Spanish and lengua. In the house only Spanish is spoken but the 

jflMa^aWMtfiMiBaMtA^i,^ • i-iiiihi<iiiitfi^Miiiiti<iTft>-ni>i iT=iftfrftftMit 
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the influence of play-mates leads them them tt- talk lengua otherwise) Raf 

explained. He illustrated by saying that he might say to a child, "Go to 

(grandmother) Rosalia and ask t0 borrow some dulce." This message would be 

given in Sp. The child would ask the grandmother in lengua. In addressing 

the father or the mother (who speaks only Spanish) the child answers in Sp* 

On the way back t0 the house from Raf's I spoke t0 cantina-man Juan Gonzalez 

about this imputed bilinguality of Raf's boys. Juan said they spoke lengua 

regularly, admitted that they knew some Sp. I suggested that maybe they did 

not care t0 speak Sp having verg^- vergüenza Just as women have. Juan countered 

with the suggestion that it «as only because the boys did not know much Sp. 

Raf claimed that the children learned Sp. first. 

During the afternoon I peaked into the newly completed tile-roofed house 

of Chema Gonzalez which would soon house the images of Santa Cruz. The room 

was bigger than any other cofradía I knew of, being about 14 varas long by the 

owner's estimate, The room was bear. Decorations would go up in a day or two. 

On a table were stacked what appeared t0 be a hundred large red-brown malacatones 

(Zi kaxlank'um) which had been bought on the coast for 3/ each and carried here 

on 4 bestias. Chema said he had spent some $2.00 on their purchase. When I 

asked him whether all 5 mayordomos went to fetch them he answered that the ¿uei 

went as well. Later in the evening when I heard the beating 0f drums and the 

exploding of rookets, Juan Bixcul, leaning out of his window, answered me that 

411 this was in connection with the forthcoming fiesta of Santa Cruz on Friday 

and Saturday (May 2 A §),    it is oustomary, he said, t0 beat drama and fire 

rookets 4 days before a cofradía fiesta. Juan added that there were atol-drinklng 

ceremonies this evening at the old oof radia of Sanaa Cruz. During the main 

ceremony all the cofradías would participate. 

Caught in the evening's downpour were the first mayor and an alguacil. 

They took refuge for a few minuses in the lee of our opened door. I gave them 

cigarets. The mayor was very friendly. 

ju-.ni ttmhai^f^f^"- * 
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During the forenoon Lois no-ted the following incident and made the following 

contacta (Lois writing), 

As I was typing in the office at 10tl5 a.m. Graciela and ttadelena Cotuc 

walked, in ana asked for a banana.    Graciela said it was for Madelena.    Iff» 

answered no.    Graciela asked "najtret" (why?) I replied "nalatre? (saber) as 

I had so often been answered by others when I ask "why?".    They left and 

a few minutes later as I stepped out on the porch I heard Ma.delena crying* 

I asked why she was crying and Graciela answered quickly "for a banana" and 

then said something to me which I didn't understand but could easily infer 

from her tone and gesture was uncomplimentary and might have been "you are 

stingy (miserable)"•    Her mother» sitting there too, reprimanded her, though 

not too seriously, calling her "nal criada".   A little later, lfc.delena earn» 

over alone and standing in the doorway, called out in her strident voice 

nkap', kap'" several times - the word for dulce, a kind of brown sugar which 

is bought in large cakes.    I gave her a piece of this and again heard 

her mother call her "nal criada", but not as if she meant it.    We have observed 

on numerous occasions that she will prompt the children to aak for things but 

in our presence she.will chide them as though she had nothing to do with it. 

At 10t30 a.m. an old lady came to the door asking for medicine for 

headache and cold.    I gave her a few cold pills with instructions.    She asked 

the charge.   As a rule people still ask the cost of medicines although wo 

have never charged any of them. 

At UiOO a.m. another interruption as I was typing.   Siena Gonzalos, 

(for whom I wrote a letter to cuartel) was outside on the porch talking to 

Dolores Soquee.   Elena asked for medicine for headache and cold, I gave her 

the cold medicine.    Dolorso stood around for a while and finally Siena said 

she wanted to know whether we had aealtafudoi this is the oil which they 

buy from At it Ian to give to babies*    I said we had a^gui ejejsj£, but not 

arudo.    Dolores left without saying anything more* 

U^^¿;I¿¿¿«X¿J¿í¿¿í**J1^\,,^ 
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11i15 a.m. Rosario Pop cane asking «bather I would buy a chicken belong- 

ing to htr sister.    The reason her sister «anted to sell the chicken «as that 

she is sick now with diorrhea and the old complaint of her heart which is 

attributed to her "tristesa" over the death of her husband,    what would she 

do with the money she got for the chicken?   Use it to buy medicines with. 

What kind of medicines? Saber» she'll find out from the people what kind of 

medicines to buy.    Where will she buy them?   They can be ordered from AtitIan. 

I gave her one yatren pill and told her I didn't need a chicken for the next 

few days but would see later.    Rosario was supposed to have come here this 

morning at 9i00 a.m. as per arrangement the previous day.    I asked her why 

she hadn't come.    She said she had not yet finished weaving a pair of pants 

for her husband and besides she had to go bathing in the lace.    She said sie 

would be busy for two days and would then com» again. 

Dolores Sequec cam» back again while Rosario was still here.    Again she 

asked about the oil and 1 explained through Rosario that we have oil.    Dolores 

can understand as much Spanish as Rosario but somehow doesn't seem as willing. 

Rosario told her it was good that she had given this oil to her baby and it 

helped.    She told me that it was for evil eye and that oil is always given 

babies for evil eye.    I asked how they get evil-eye and she promptly answered 

"from pregnant women". 
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In the morning Lois cooked and typed diary for 4.27, wlyiile I typed a 

little on diary of 4.28 but spent most of my time.filing and doing other m9« 

miscellaneous things in the office. 

Immediately after lunch, from 12«30 to 2i00 Lois and I took an extended 

walk around the town.    As we passed Raf's house we noticed that he was dining 

together with the school directorEdmundo and his wife who had Just corns into 

town.    They were eating crab soup, a dish in which the savory soup is far more 

important than the meat-scarce crab itself.    We atopt in at the home of the 

carpenter who as usual was busy making some wooden object in front of his little 

mud and cane house which looked older than its 2 years.    Inside his wife was 

winding our hilo on the hilador for making the shirt telas we had ordered. 

We talked, kidded and left in a few minutes.    On one of the paths leading to 

the playa we met three alguaciles earrings water back to town.    I accompanied 

them back to the home of the first mayor where the housewife was busily weaving. 

I watched the three men greet her, enter, pour their water into the bit 4Ila- 

olla and leave again for the lake.    They told me that they bring water to the 

mayor's house twice a day, early in the morning and in the aft, and that once 

a week each of the 3 makes a 2 hour trip to get lena.    They eat all their meals 

at the house of the mayor.    This of course is every over week.    Opposite the 

kitchen in which they left their water supplies was a tiny cofradia-like struetu* 

with the usual sane-work gate and, benches around the walls and paper festoons 

on the ceiling. 

While I followed the alguaciles to the mayor's house, Lois went down a 

rocky decline to answer the summons of a group of women who knew her name but 

whom she had not met before. A woman pointed to 2 infants, saying that they 

were twins and that Lois should donate mix breast mill to one of them (cus- 

tomary hers). A girl standing by exploded the gag by gesturing to Lois that 

the babies were the respective properties of two women who were present. All 

laughed.    Lois left. 
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Wé passed the house of Agustin who was reclining in an inside hammock. 

The father was resting on an outside hammock.    All greeted us, Ag coming out 

with a copy of his newly bought Sp. dictionary in his hand.    Since the adobes 

they had built were destroyed in the rain they decided only to remake the roof 

of their house.    Some of the crumbled adobes, especially in the doorway were 

replaced and her» and there was a chink of fresh mud.    The old roof had been 

stripped away.    Most of the materials for the new roof were on hand4    rafters, 

poles, steaw which was piled in the form of a house with sloping roof to whed 

the rain.    Near Ag'e was another house house under construction.    It was large, 

newly made of adobe.    The two end walls did not stdp at the eave level as is 

customary with straw-roof houses but continued up in the shape of an inverted 

"V" as for a file roof.    However, from the heaps of straw spread looslely over 

the poles that formed a sort of ceiling it could be seen that a thatch roof 

was intended.    Ag suggested that the adobe walls were made with the «ultimate 

intention of converting a straw into a tile roof.    He said the house belonged 

to one Ifoxnay. 

There was quite a bit of house-building in evidence.'   We stopped for a 

few minutes to watch 10 men at work laying the masonry substructure for adobe 

walls which would grow into a new house for Sebastian Ixmata who was one of the 

workers.    Another was Chema, if3-* brother*    Anether-was-Ventara.    The men who 

carried hoes of mud for mortar had their right trouser leg rolled up to keep a 

the garment from getting soiled.    It is a marvel how men can keep «hite pants 

relatively clean despite engaging in all kinds of dirty •««- jobs. 

On the way home Lois stopt and bought 12 wool-decorated white serviettes 

off Paulina Gonzalez.      When I later presented her with a $5.00 bill she sent 

Vicente somewhares with a key to return in a bit with change and several single 

bills.   While I wondered at their having this reserve, Paulina said of me that 

I mast be rich (p'vom) since I had a $5. bill.    The purchase was for $1.75. 

A few steps beyond cantina-man Juan Oontales was puttering with the 

¿•Ua^&M«a^VS?''fc&W 
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sewing aachine.    He asked to borrow our screw-driver.    I asked him to com with 

me to get it.    He ordered his wife to come with me.    She followed carrying her 

baby as always. 

Between 2t30 and 4s30 P.M. Lois typed diary for 4/26. At 4s30 she made 

spot notes on a children's play group that had formed in%« our house (entry). 

I made the following informant contactas 

Rafael»    Can» into the house several times during the day to report pregres 

on his making of the town-map which he began today.    On ansmeü 8-l/2xll sheet 

he had made a sketch of the street plan from memory and spent all day pacing e 

each of the blocks to get relative proportions.    Next he will reproduce this 

sketch, corrected, on a large sheet of aheap paper.    By applying carbon to the 

back of the large sheet  (or using carbon.papers) the outline will then be traced 

onto the bristol board*    later the houses will be drawn in.    On one of his visits 

I paid him 45JÍ for his services through yesterday. 

Santos Chava.1ays    I visited the intendencia.    Marcos Yojeom came out and 

asked whether we didn't have a remedy for Santos who was suffering a head-ache. 

I indicated that Santos should come along.    He got up off his bench inside and 

accompanied me home where Lois gave him pills.    I offered him a eigaret and 

chatted with him.    It was his first visit in bur house (except i*r once when 

he was drunk).   After a bit I directed the conversation to the matter of cofradía 

preparations for the fiesta of Sanilta Crux (entry).    He is friendly, a little 

shy and speaks. Spanish rather too imperfectly to make a very useful informant. 

He is a very likable person.    He is 30 years old. 

Aaustint    Cams in at 5i30 and ancepted our invitation to join us at coffee, 

leaving at 7t00.    In the course of talk he said he would not be able to write 

data for me tomorrow as earlier arranged since he had to go into the monte to 

dig up bHuco for their new roof.   This may have been the purpose of his visit* 

We conversed about espíritus (entry).    He recited without provocation what he 

knew of a jlfff*1?* *hat n&d *aktn Pl»«" yesterday while he was away in the 
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In theeve/ning I went to the intendencia In company with Agustin who 

was on hie way home from our house. There we arranged with one of the private 

citizens.who was leaving on the morrow to fetch the maesUS from Solóla, to 

buy us a pound of butter. The rowers were rounded up by the mayor and are 

paid by the maestras. The intendente came into his candle-lit office while 

I was "there and engaged me in a conversation over the cos* of a gasoline 

lamp such as the one I loaned the intendencia for the evening of the gener/al's 

visit. He said that monthly expenses for candles sometimes reaches the figure 

of $3.00. Gasoline would certainly not cost more. 

When I arrived home from the intendencia I found I&lchor Juarez in the 

house awaiting my return. He was talking t0 Lois. She got good data from 

him on religion (entry). He had come to. ask a favor but being a gentleman 

of the old school he gave not indication of his wants until late in* the 

conversation, at which time he broke into a supplicating and hushed t0ne and 

in set phrases announced that he had come t0 molest me for a favor, etc. He 

asked that I loan him $3.00 with which t0 pay for the costumbres in his cofradía 

that will take place on the forthcoming Friday (fiesta of S. Cruz). I explained 

him that I neither had the money nor was permitted to make personal loans by 

my patron. He accepted this explanation without further insistence. In his 

general conversation he had said that on Friday he might go to Solóla in his 

capacity as a prlnoipal to see whether he could expedite the granting of official 

permission *o-allow the town t0 take up the public collection for the rebuilding 

of the church roof, since the rainy season was fast approaching, if not already 
of 

here. He answered that the present comandante was not eé* as good/nfteart as the 

past 0wn, a coronel, who t0ok t0 heart the needs of the local oitisenry. (This 

is contrary t0 the usual opinion which holds that the present comandante is much 

to be preferred because is far less bravo than the old one.) The present sec- 

retario likewise does not care t0 put himself out for the natives, Melohor an- 

swered although he is not as bad as the last eeoratario. don Angel. Melchor 
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volunteered that "the general had left word that the school house and the 

housing of the maestras should quickly be repaired. This order was troubling 

the new intendente, he said, for it was now t00 iate t0 cut down the necessary 

timbers. Now it might he necessary to wait until after the impending rainy 

season or at least until the canícula of July and perhaps part 0f August. 

Melchor said the outgoing intendente. Antonio Chavajay, should have arranged 

earlier and in time about the getting of the beams. Mel answered that the 

past and present intendentes were, igual. When I asked him whether Antonio Ch. 

who now working in his fields, he answered pontifioally as if he were Culture 
their 

itself speaking, "Si pues, somoB t0dos trabajadores aqui." All had ¿he»* own 

lands and *heáe corn and beans, he exaggerated with a reverential assurance. 

Melchor would make an excellent informant from the point 0f view 0f 

typifying magnificently the folk mind. When he speaks the pueblo speaks. 

He has the dignity of years of honored service on his shoulders. He is far 

from shy about talking. 1'he only draw-back is his amateurish Spanish. T0 

him "he goes" and "he knows" are "vamos" and "conozco," respectively. Still 

he might be worth gaveag- a trial, especially in regard t0 things religious. 

This day's'diary typed on day of occurrence and day following. 

NC^Ei Starting today the diary, which heretofore included all observations 

and data, is being streamlined, the emphasis resting mainly on the 

nature and oiroumstances of the informant contacts, crossreferenoes 

such as "entry" in parenthesis referrring to notes filed H«*A under 

the appropriate topic heading, in accordance with suggestions made 

in a letter sent by Dr. Tax on 4/25/41 (cf. letter files.) 

't^S^SÜt^lÁ. 
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4i30 P.M.    Maria Cox, Petrona, Angelina, Comercia Bixcul cone in and play with 

doll.    Maria has the doll all the tin».    She takes off it's diaper 

and Conereia takes it and pretends to he «ashing it*    Says "choiy, congana 

choij" (foeces)*    When she has finished washing it, rubbing it up and dom as 

women do on the rocks, she folds cloth up and puts it on her head*    Pretends 

to dip tiny toy pitcher into water, as they do when filling tinajas and puts 

it on top of her head* Maria holds doll over tiny toy bowl and pretends to 

wash its head and then rest of the body*    Rosa Cotuc, Clara Cotuc» Cecelia 

Bixeul come in also*    Rosa asks for pieces of paper bur finally forgets 

about that ans plays with the others*    Maria places two thin pieces of cotton 

between babe's legs soli's).     They go into the office to talk to Ben*    When 

they corns back in here Maria brings doll over and asks ms to give it aceite 

comer, says Ben gave it evil-eye*    Maria holds doll wrapped in some handker- 

chiefs I gave for the purpose.   Asks for a handkerchief to wrap around it's 

head, says "'ntioni rwi, congana ntioni".    I ask why it's head hurts.    Maria 
Rosa 

says "shat paji" (it fell down).    Oemereia goes around hitting the other 

children with her rebosa.    I don't find out why*    Maria brings the dotl over 

and calls ms "comadre".    Comercia brings toy pitcher and plate and asks me 

to eat it, calling ms "comadre".    I pretend to be eating bread and chocolate* 

Maria again says doll's head hurts and also it's stomach*    Play is somewhat 

interrupted by appearance of sindica for medicine for headache*   Another men 

also came in uninvited, door was open*    Children leave at 5x00 p.m.    Palas 

Sunn who has come in in last few minutes makes little Tawit cry by hitting 

her*   Ina Yojcom, older sister of Tawit, pounds Palas a couple of times on 

his baek.    He laughs, runs away and runs back several times to tease Tawit* 
Cotuc 

Madelena/and Anita Cox, the little oousine, playing out in the patio       sticks 
-Cxtup'   .,_ „. pretending *o row with/ 

^during the. morning.   They stand on a small wodden plank/and holler as loud 

?u* ,^^w can Ffo de , jo de" a variation of "Jo t»e, " which íB what the 

rowers call out t0 each other in canoes. I asked the two kids in lengua 

where they were going. Madelena, prompted by mother replied "Santiago" 
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Data on Religion gotten in casual conversation betveen Lois and Melchfor 

Juarez, first alcalde. On this evening he came tp talk to Ben but finding 

him out stayed to wait for him* I (Lois) asked him whether it was true that 

the fiesta of Santa Cruz was starting tomorrow. He said it was starting 

day after tomorrow and then asked whether we celebrate this fiesta in our 

country. I said we do not celebrate it the way they do here, that although 

we have the same saints the costumbres are different. I mentioned again 

that the saints are the same and of course there is the same Catholic church. 

He then asked? "Who do you think are better the creyentes or the oatolioosf 

I did not want to commit myself too strongly either way and tried steering 

a middle course, saying n0f course, we are Catholics and the Catholics think 

they are better but after all we all have the same god and perhaps it is 

the person's eharaoter that counts". I did not realize how dangerously like 

a creyente I was talking until he replied "Here we don't have anything to do 

with the oreyentes. They leave the church and aooept (comprometer) the 

creyentet then they say that we all have the same god and that the saint axe 

only pieces of wood. They are representations, it is true, but who will 

show the little ones, if we don't have the sainte? How will they learn? From 

tiny ones on they see the saints and in the fiesta of our Señor who died for 

us they see how it happened so they will never forget. The creyentes don't 

want t0 take part in the fiestast "they don't follow out the costumbres of 

ancient times. That is very bad because "the principales say "the costumbres 

will continue on in the future as they were in the past." All this he said' 

with great sincerity and emotion. He talked about costumbres as though it 

were a holy concept itself. 

I said that some people say the creyentes don't want to spend the money 

that one has to spend in the servicio as when one has a cofradía. He whole- 

heartedly concurred with this. He said he is now the first cofrado and will 

now have gone all through the servicio, he was alguacil, mayordoma, first 

-iftl 
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regidor, second alcalde, firs* alcalde, ^hls lis* was no* a complete lis* 

of his offices. He spoke with pride of his succession of offices. When I 

mentioned that his present office is very "honorado" he concurred. He said 

one has to spend money and set a good table for the mayordomos when one has 

a cofradía. He mentioned meat and bread as special foods that he has to buy 

in the fiestas for his mayordomos but then added that the mayordomos learn 

all the costumbres and what is right and when they are older they will also 

have mayordomos to feed. I asked if it is true that In former times there 

was no Intendente, but in his place the first alcalde. "Ah si, but six 

years ago Vbico changed it". I suggested that perhaps this did not please 

the principales. He replied, "Ah, but they respect the government". I 

suggested that of course one has to respect the government but not necessarily 

like the change. He did not commit himself on that but added somewhat 

wistfully that before the first alcalde had his saint and the costumbres like 

a cofradía. 

He said when he was serving as a mayordomo he went to the coast to bring 

the malacatpnes (kaxlanlftinO. the "baloney works" that are used to adorn the 

ceiling of the cofradías. He said they always use sixty of these. I said 

that I had seen the new ones brought this week to adorn the new cofradía of 

Santa Crut and there were more than sixty. He said very definitely that they 

always have sixty, it is costumbre, but if there are more than they can use 

them to replace any that have to be replaced, but if there are not enough 

they have to go for more. I asked who does the decorations on these as we' 

had noted that they have designs in white painted on then. He said the 

mayordomos paint them with oal and water and If a mayordomo can make letters 

he puts letters on some but if they can't then they just put designs. 

I asked if these have any other purpose besides adornment» "No, they are 

adornments, siempre es costumbre (with great finality)} es de muy antigua 

los malacatones." 
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Informants     During the morning Ben consultad with Rafael for about a half 
fafrel ft, 

hour about the map which Rafael is working on*    later in the day 

as Ben was passing his house, Rafael asked him to come in and again consulted 

about the map. 

Paulina 0T    During the afternoon while we were both typing, Paulina Gonsales 

cams to return a screwdriver she had borrowed.    She remained for 

about a half hour, during which time we asked her questions about nursing, 

pregnancy and toilet training of children.    Having heard that her husband, 

Juan, is going to Guatemala City to live in June, Ben asked if she were going 

to Guatemala in June.    She replied that she is not going but that Juan is 

going with the "compañía" when they go to the national fair.    Assuming that 

he had now changed his plans we asked whether this meant that he was going to 

return after the fair. No he is going to stay on in the city.    And she won't 

go with him?   No,  she will stay here.    What is she going to do here?    She will 

stay in the tienda. Juan will pay the rent for her.    He will also send her 

money for the baby.    She will then only have to buy corn?   No, he planted 

corn in San Pablo.    He had mozos plant it for him.    She will use this corn. 

She will keep the tienda but will no longer sell aguardiente because there is 

no money to be made on it.    People don't drink, except in fiestas. She didn't 

commit herself on how she feels about her husband's "desertion" of her, but 

she said she hadn't told her parents yet about his plans because she is ashamed. 

She hid her faee in embarrassment when she told this.    When I suggested that 

she might marry someone else since Juan isgoing away she said she will never  ' 

take another nan, "they always leave a woman when there is a child".    Doeen't 

Juan like his baby?    Sure he likes it, he says he will send money for him. 

As she was leaving I asked her to come into the other room for a minutes. 

I asked her whether she would have some time to help me with information* At 

'***¿ÍAL*± ,^^fbjOAtt 
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first she suggested waiting until June when her husband leaves but then she 

suggested that we could spend some tins together talking on days when her husband 

goes to Atitlan or for military instructions.    I asked whether she had given any 

information to Rósalas and she replied that she had not» but had talked with 

his wife who visited her frequently.    She asked whether I could coma and see 

her the following day at the tienda as her husband would be away and she could 

not leave the tienda alone.    I started to tell her about paying her but she said» 

much to my surprise» "You don't have to pay me just for talking to you".    When 

I explained a little further she said, "Well, we can arrange about that later." 

Manuel Corte i    Cans to visit at 7 «00 p.m.    Ben took him into the office and for 

the first time spoke to him about writing up data and getting 

paid for it.    Ben asked him whether he thought he could write up what he knew 

about espíritus discussing at length the variety of sub-topics that might be 

subsumed under this heading.    Ben spoke to him about the relationship of the 

espíritu to the live body» to fright, to dreams, to death,- about the fate of 

espíritus when the body is murdered, drowned; about espíritus of animals and of 

men who can turn into animals.    In rehearsing the type of data that might be 

acceptable Ifenuel surprised Ben by asking whether it was all right to discus* 

"strange noises" that one sometimes hears.    Ben net encouraged him to write 

not only about such things but to record his personal dreams as well which he 

seemed quite willing to do*   When Ben told him that he would pay him at the 

rate of twenty-five cents a day, Manuel asked whether he couldn't raise it to 

fifty/ cents.   The answer was no.    He wanted to know how many other informants 

were writing for us, whether he would be recompensed for time taken in inquiring 

after information to be recorded and many times queried "solo esto?", that is, 

he wanted to know whether this was the only information we wanted, despite 

Ben's frequent assurances that this was quite an extensive topie and this was 

no time to look ahead that far •    Ben had the feeling that he would ba a diffi- 

cult person to deal with, perhaps finding frequent occasion for feeling gypped 

or neglectsd.    The hope is he might give good data on his own (deviant)   •»!*• 
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Other Contacta     During the forenoon Agustin Pop's mother cans with a large 

bunch of onions for which she refused to take pay»    She is a 

very friendly person and I always regret that I can't speak lengua when I see 

her.    She seems warm and good-hearted, like our conception of a real "motherly 

woman".    My not speaking lengua doesn't deter her from talking it to me with 

a great many smiles and friendly pats.    The previous day when Agustín had been 

here.I had mentioned that I would like to buy some onions from his mother if 

she still had some to sell. 

On the way to the intendencia in the afternoon to post a letter we stopped 

a few minutes to talk with Salvador Nnavichoc who answered that it takes three 

days to weave the two telas required for a shirt.    Ufe had previous information 

given by several different sources that it takes six. 

Fernando returned from the coast in the afternoon, bringing a pineapple, 

a coaoanut and a papaya which we had ordered.    Our maid, Elena Gonzalos, his 

niece, advised me privately that he couldn't have paid the prices he told us 

he had, that they really cost half as much.    He came in and sat down and 

announced that he wanted to platicar a little while*    Ben took him out on the 

porch and spent forty-five minutes with him getting some geneologies. 

Jose Maria Gonzalei C, back from the coast also today*    Ben asked him 

what he had gone for.    He answered "only because he wanted to (gana)" but 

then added that he went to attend to six steers there belonging to his mother* 

In the evening the daughter of Jose Maria Gonzalei G. cams to ask for 

medicine for her father's toothache.    Asked her to have father come here for the 

medicine.   A little while later Chema came for toothache drops. (See entry on 

geneology and property)*    He spoke with great pride of Rafael, his younger 

brother, saying that he knows everything, knows Spanish very well, can paint, 

fix things, is generally very intelligent* 

This was Josefita'e last day with us as a maid.    I paid her and gave her 

a picture book of animals.    later in the evening her mother earn» over with the 
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two younger children, Ana and Davida to return a pickle bottle she had borrowed 

earlier in the day for fishing.    She pleaded to have me sell the bottle to her 

and was assisted by Ana who was just as insistent as 'her mother.    She only 

ceased finally when Elena appeared and interpreted to her for me that perhaps 

I could get another bottle and would then see about it later on, but that this 

was now in use. 

gojais     Siena Gonzalez C. informed me this afternoon that her mother learned 

from Candida, wife of Rafael G. that the Beatriz, one of the returning 

schoolteachers has now returned with a newborn baby.    The father of the baby 

is Juan Rosales.    Rosales' wife is very angry and is "maltratando" Beatriz and 

Juan.    School has been closed for the past two months and will resume May 15th. 

tfiacalianaoua   During the early afternoon a group of children came to play. 

(See entry Play Group).    Ben lifted little Angelina Cox up by 

the hands and Graciela Cotuc called out warning her in-i "your guts will burst", 

translation of lengua obtained from Bixcul across the way. 

Ben spent most of the morning typing and from 8:30 to 10x00 p.m. also 

typed. 

I spent the morning and part of the afternoon writing a letter to M. Usad. 

I sent the letter off in the afternoon*    During the evening I wrote a report to 

the Committee for the Study of Dem. Praecox with a forty-five minute interruption 

when I stood at the door talking to a group of young boys. 

As I was typing this report several boys can» to the window and as usual 

asked me in lengua what was I doing, why, where is my husband, what is he doing, 

ete.    Some of them, bolder than the others, knocked at the door and asked to   ' 

come in.   "I finally opened the door and stood on the doorstep talking to them* 

One fellow, about eighteen did most of the talking, speaking fairly good Spanish. 

He had two injertas wrapped up in a handkerchief and gave one of them to me. 

He had been here before for. treatment of a badly cut lip - during holy week. 

He asked how long we will stay here, will we return again some time, why do we 

have to leave, why don't our parents come here, do they have dances in our 

JPtalilHa"tei'-irtls-ii i rffaiiihftWllflWif 
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country similar to the  "torrito, venado and conquiste"?   He assured me it will 

be very "alegre" here in the Fiesta of San Pedro and that there will be dances. 

He is in the "compania" and is going to Guatemala City in June, for the first tins. 

No, he would rather not go to cuartel   because he wants to be in San Pedro 

"KB mi pueblo aqui". 

The At itecos talk in a peculiar manner, as though they were drunk.    The 

Pablónos and Juaneros talk "confusedly".    In other pueblos they don't like 

ladinos, but here they do. 

He seemed sincere about believing that in the United States they eat 

naturales and he would therefore be afraid to go there.    He, like many others 

pointed out that it is so far away, as though that in itself made it dangerous* 

A few minutes later on the subject of coyotes, of which he said there are many 

in the nearby mountains, he said they were•dangerous because "comen gente". 

He assured me this was true but did not know of any cases. During the rainy 

season they come into the village more frequently and kill chickens and turkeys. 

He characterized coyotes as being stupid animals, tigre is also stupid, but also 

dangerous. Doesn't believe that rabbits were ever smart.    Only animal mart- that 

is not completely stupid is the dog which is smart enough to guard a house. 

When I excused myself and bid them all goodnight, they left goodnaturedly 
fourteen year old 

with goodnight greetings in jangua. Bartolo Cox,/eon of Isobel Gonzalez,,follow- 

ing in his mother's aggressive footsteps pushed himself into the doorway as I 

was closing the door and began asking me questions in lengua.    I finally had to 

close the door in his face. 
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Today was the final day of the fieata of Santa Crux. The marimba was 

being played all day in the new cofradía.    Their were numbers of drunks in 

evidence all during the day and several times during the day I ambled up 

the street to the corner tienda of Juan Gonzalez to watch some of these or 

a little farther up the street to the cofradía to watch the dancing and 

talk to some of the girls and women clustered around the windows and door 

of the cofradía. Since this was the second or third day that many of the 

men had been drinking there were more obvious drunks today than yesterday 

and the day before. 

During the forenoon the first regidor came to visit while I was up 

the street talking to Paulina Gonzalez at the corner cantina.    He remained 

about an hour chatting on various subjects and it was not until the end of 

his visit that Ben became aware that he had a request in mind.    He said he 

was repairing his house, now the cofradía of San Andres and that he was 

temporarily short two or three dollars.    Ben truthfully explained to him 

that we were low ourselves at this time and, less truthfully, that loans were 

prohibited by our "patron".    He did not persist further but suggested that 

there might be another occasion for making a similar request and perhaps at 

that time we could meet   his need.    In the course of his general conversation 

he gave Ben a list of the years of servicio   he had donated,  (entry)*    Ben 

asked why he had accepted the nomination for first regidor since it not 

only imposed a severe financial strain but required a double term of office. 

MeIchor responded that he was in no position to réruee since the law empowered 

the village to enforce acceptance.    Since he had been given the, cofradía of 

Rosario five years ago, he will now need only Corpus in the future-to 

complete his servicios, .since his present tenure of San Andres counts as a 

cofradía.    He will therefore not have to go through the customary intermediate, 

step of housing either Santa Cruz or Concepción.  (Dictated by Ben). '   * 

I talked for a few minutes to Paulina who was obviously displeased^ at 

théjiífeyakj»rfl|te of her husband*    He earns up as we were talking and Paui^^a^ 
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went into their store.    He fondled his baby affectionately and very sadly 

said that he was going to send his son to the United States to study and 

learn English and he will become a big liceneiado in Mexico or in the U.S. 

"Si Dios da vida.    Dos mis hijor se murieron.    Ojala que Dios da vida a 

este hijo. Pero si mueren no hay que hacer nada, es según la suerte". 

He looked as though he were about to cry and pointing to his heart region 

he confided that he had been drinking because of Ms dxiiiculties. 

While I was talking with Juan and Paulina, Francisco Chavajay, the 

first principal staggered over from the cantina next door (Valeriano's) 

took a bottle of guara on credit and after several minutes finally settled 

down on the step of Juan's tienda where he dropped off to a drunken sleep. 
chin 

He remained sitting here, head resting on chest, through most of the day. 

During the afternoon Chema Gonzalez, the new alcalde of Santa Cruz,  came 

staggering by the  corner with Balbino Mandez.    The two attempted to talk 

to Francisco and to pick him up.    However they were in no condition to hold 

another up and Francisco promptly rolled off his corner seat into the  street 

and was left there for the rest of the afternoon. 

During the early part of the afternoon Ben and I went up to the 

cofradia to see what was going on.    It  seemed that the mayor domoB Af the 

cof. went out at various times during the day to call on women who had 

been at dances previously and who might have money for dancing.    In addition 

they grabbed women at the windows and doorway - that is if they had money. 

Fundamentally the dance is a business proposition and one person said that 

the reason they concentrate on getting women to come to the dances is that 

they know that men do not have money because they spend is all during the 

year, but the women save their little money for fiestas and will spend it 

all at one throw, just on dancing. 

Ben and I were persuaded to enter.    We were greeted affectionately, 

Chema placed Ben*a hat on the saint of the cofradia and chided him for not 

coming to dance the previous day*   We were each given a drink which we 
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Balbino Méndez did a solo danoe which was *he mos* vigorous dancing I 

had seen here. 1* was on *he verge of being uncontrolled and resembling a 

man "having a fit". He jumped off the ground, raised his knees high;, leaned 

over so "•'ha* he touched the ground, made vigorous reaching movements, jig- 

like steps. He made grinning, scowling and various other faces. He made as if 

"to grab ^he fee"*- of children and women siting on benches around %e room. 

Later in *he day we saw him again dancing in the stree*, wi*h *he same energetic 

movements and ?again scaring the children who were standing around, 1* was 

hard *o "'ell whether he was angry or jus* in a high s*a*e of elation. 

^he second principal was in *he cofradía when we were *here, looking as 

though he would collapse any minute. He bore up for par* of the day bu* 

finally ended up in the "gut*er" nex* *o his fellow-principal. Francisco Ghavajay. 

Several *imes during *he afternoon Elena heard reports that her father 

had fallen down because he was drunk. A* about 5:00 p.m. as' I was standing 

outside talking casually t0 Chema Gonzalez and Santos Pop, Desiderio came, 

or ra*her was propelled by supported by abou* six or eigh* children. He was 

a sorry sigh*, even somewha* comical looking as he was dragged along by *he 

kids, his legs buckling under him from *irae *ó'time and doubled over wi*h his 
¡ 

hands practically dragging along the ground. Chema, looking a* his older 

brother, said "pobre, pobre hombre - como puede embolarse tan mucho". He 

spoke disapprovingly of *he whole business of getting drunk, saying i* is very 

"feo". He suggested the idea that in our country people don'* ge* drunk like 

they do here. 

During *his day Ben was laid up a good part 0f tne ¿ay wi"th What seemed 

like dysentery. I had similar symptoms bu* not as bad and no fever. During 

the evening Ben had fever. 

Agus*in came over during the evening with a hangover, asking for medicine 

for himself and also for the child of a relative who had fever. Agus*in t0ld 

the s^ory of how he go* drunk yes*erday, saying *ha* he was invi*ed by a 

neighbor *o spend *he evening wi*h him and wi*hou* realizing wha* would happen 
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accepted one drank and 'then another. Before he knew wha"t wha* was happening he 

was drinking more and doesn't remember wha"t happened after "tha*, bu* was "told 

"tha* he fell down four "times and was "taken home. Yes, he answered, his wife 

"me regañó mucho, y "tienen razón las mujeres". This was *he second ocoasion 

on which we had known Ag. "to have go^en drunk (exeep* on *he occasion of "the 

death of his wife's grandmother) ; bo^h "times he said he had go^en drunk 

agains* his own will. 

He asked for wri^en instructions on his assignment "to wri"te on "parts 

of "the body" which we gave him briefly. He was qui^e formal in "the manner of 

requesting medicines and his instructions and seemed embarrassed "to confess 

•tha't he had forgo^on wha* "they were. 
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8i00 a.m. 

8t30 A.M. 

Agustín came in bringing mail and seven closely written pages of 

his assignment on "Parts of '''he Body". 

Clara Gonzalez (formerly mistakenly referred to as Rodriguez) oame 

in with a relative, Petrona Ridriguez. 1'he latter oame up and 

kissed my hand when she arrived and on leaving. She spoke no Spanish and for 

tha^ reason Clara came ^o request medicine for her. Her left 9yQ was badly 

inflamed and somewhat swollen. I put a drop of eye mediiine in and had her 

wash her eye with boric acid soluHon. 

Clara volunteered t0 Elena that she had now gone back t0 Solomon. Elena 

relayed the information to me and after that clara talked about it in Spanish, 

addressing her remarks t0 me. She said that she and her mother had been called 

to the intendencia yesterday in a demanda brought by Solomon because she 

deserted him. He denied having done anything which would justify her desertion 

and therefore the intendente advised her t0 return t0 live with him and 

threatened her with punishment should she refuse. She said her mother also 

advised her t0 go back to Solomon. She however is "triste" now "because I left 

my mother all alone in her house". But Solomon is "contenta" now, yesterday 

he was very "triste", why did she leave him? "El nunca hace nada, de veres, 

nunca me pegó, solo que la Gloria y Consuela y la Marina siempre maltratando 

y ráándo mucho - siempre siempre maltratando". 

Petrona's sore eyes was the subject of much laughter and joking which 

Clara finally explained t0 me> with some embarrassment. Clara suggested that 

Petrona was suffering from mum ts'j? (dog penus) an eye condition, which -she 

said is caused by looking at dogs cohabit, "petrona is always watching dogs 

(much laughter). Petrona protested. Clara then kidded Elena accusing her of 

doing the seme, Elena happens t0 have a sore eye now also. Elena denied this 

saying as though she really meant ¿t, «No, tengo miedo a mirar"• Why is she 

afraid, I asked. Clara answered "Ella tiene miedo de Manuel Morales**. 

On the subjeot of cólico. Clara said that her mother suffers from this 
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frequently. Her description of *he symp*omsj she feels a large ball (*he size 

of her fis*) in her ches* (pointing *o her ches'''). I* rises up *o *he *hroa* 

and one feels *ha* i* is going *o ge* ou*. If i* does ge* ou* *he persofa dies/ 

because '''his ball is *he anima (in Spanish, corazón) - *his description is *he 

same as given yesterday of Jesusa by her brother Chema Gonzalez. Native *erm 

for cólico is aye wal. Clara said *he cause of cólico is quarreling, aggravation. 

Manuela Morales brough* over *wo corses which we bough* and ordered a 

man's shir* *o be made of i* and a child's sash which Emanuela is,also going *o 

make. 

I wen* over *o see Ignacia wi*h *he purpose of buying ano*her man's shir* 

if she had one, *o send back wi*h *he ^'axes. Ignacia insis*ed on having me 

si* on a chair although I had already made myself comfortable on her doors*ep 

She and daugh*er Elena were bo*h weaving when I arrived. Elena was weaving 

*wo bel*s a* one *ime. Ignacia was weaving a whi*e and navy blue rebozo 

She had no shir*s *o sell, explaining *ha* she doasn'* have enough money *o 

buy hilo for ex*ra shir*s, bu* she does occasionally sell rebozos in A*i*lan 

or Solóla. We cha**ed abou* various *hings. She complained abou* *he men 

of San Pedro (see wri*e-up). 

She served me a cup of coffee and a bread. She mentioned *ha* *he 

.lloaras in a reda suspended from *he ceiling would serve her sis*er for *he 

a*ol in *he fies*a of San An*onio on June 3rd. She seemed surprised and 

pleased *ha* I knew abou* *he cofradía changes and *he oos*umbres. She said 

Elena had been released from serving as a *exel. She asked fon medicine for 

Elena, saying *ha* the suffers from a continuous cough, o.1t> which re*urns 

abou* every fifteen days* 

Re*urning home from Ignacia I passed Clara 6. s*anding in iron* of her 

house. I 8*opped and *alked *o her for a few minuses. She was very friendly 

and pu* her arm around my wais* as we s*ood and *alied. She said *ha* women 

here work harder *han men. ^ha* ladina women and I are "ápar*e" and can'* 
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do *he work '•'ha* ''he women here can do. She was surprised *o learn *ha* I 

had done any work a* all. 

She discussed her quarrel wi*h Solomon again and *he ladinas (see wri*e-up). 
laughing, 

When I lef*, a* *welve o'clock, she said,I be**er hurry home or Ben would 

bea* me for no"1 having lunch ready on *ime. 

Af*er lunch Dolores Sequec came over asking for medicine for a stomach 

ache. I gave her a pill for indigestion and was thankful *ha* she didn'* a*- 

*emp* *o remain. 

Then *he daughter of Jesusa Gonzalez appeared asking *o buy some "car- 

bonate" - some of ^he bromide I had given Jesusa yesterday. I *ook one 

bromide and won't over wi*h her. TThen 1 arrived I found Jesusa in bed, head 

s*ill bound up wi*h a red bandana. Her husband, probably suffering a hangover 

and remorse was in bed, siting up, nex* *o Jesusa, also wi*h a red bandana 

^ied around his head. He had a bruise over one eye, probably go**en while 

drunk yesterday or *he day before. Candida, Rafael's wife came in while I 

was *here. Jesusa's mother and older sister were also presen*, '•'•'he mother 

asked whether we could give her some more of *he same medicine la*er in *he 

day. I explained *ha* i* was strong and could no* be *aken *oo of*en. ^'hey 

^hen suggested *ha* a purgative would be good in order *o give her an appe- 

*i*e as she oanno* ea* anything now wi*hou* vomiting i* up. They said "'hey 

had sen* *o A*i*lan for a purgative bu* when Candida asked whether I could 

give *he same one I had given *o her mother onoe *hey were anxious *o have 

i* and I guessed had probably no* ye* sen* *o A*i*lan for any. 

On *he way back I s*opped for a few minu*es *o *alk *o Paulina Gonzalez 

who asked where 1 had been and why. Everyone always asks *ha* inevi*ably. 

She said *he reason Jesusa "se incomodó es porque su marido quiere ir a cuar*el 

en Junio". • This was difieren* from *he s*ory we go* yes*erday. She said *ha* 

in oases of cólico *he"corazón pesa muoho" and 1 asked if *his was *he same as 

*he espirl*u. she denied *ha* i* was. 
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Ben me1 me as I was talking xo Paulina. I was 8*111 searching for shirks 

Paulina showed me "Wo *ha* she had bu* I did no* buy *hem because one looked 

worn and Ben did no* like *he o*her. We lef* and s*opped in a* Salvador's 

*o see how Redfield's shir*s were coming along. Paulina asked me for bu**ons 

bu* I *old her I didn'* have any. La*er in *he af*ernoon ííaximina delivered 

*he *wo shir*s finished, bu* wi^hou* bu**ons. 

I *hen re*urned hone bu* in a while wen* ou* again shir*-hun*ing, *his 

*ime *o Chona 6. wife of Valeriano/ Navichoc. She did no* have a large shir* 

bu* her sis*er or sis*er-in-law from across *he yard came over wi*h *wo 

oor*'es which had jus* been woven and washed. They looked like •'he real s*uff 

and I bough* *hem for $1.50 bu* lef* i* for her *o sew up in*o a shir*. I 

bough* a smaller shir* from her for Jamie Redfield for .50 When I bargained 

for $.45 she chided me, saying '•Wha*'s five cen*s *o you, you have plen*y of 

money". I also bough* a small ou*fi*, pan*s, shir* and sash *o send *o our 

niece wi*h *he ^'axes. ^'heee I bough* from Chona for $1.00. They commen*ed 

be*ween *hemselves for qui*e some *ime on *he fac* *ha* I could undere*and 

lengua and speak i*. Jus* one or *wo words pleases *hem grea*ly and *hey 

overes*ima*e *he amoun* I ac*ually speak. 

I can now unders*and more of wha* *he general *opic of discussion is 

when o*hers are speaking lengua. 

0*her visi*ors during *he af*ernoon werei Ger*rudis Chavajay who *ried 

*o sell me *wo jor*es for a shir*} a ladino comercian*e sen* over by Marina 

abou* shoes - I ordered boo*s from him. Domingo ^uoh oame over suffering - 

from various effects of his long drunk during fies*a of 8an*a Cruz of which he 

is firs* mayordomo. We gave him *wo cold pills. Chema Gonzalez came *o ask 

for ano*her bromide for his sis*er J-esusa. I explained *ha* she could no* *ake 

more of *ha* bu* gave *wo purga*ive pille which *hey had reques*ed. earlier. 

He also *ook *he yellow hilo bough* in A*i*lan *o exchange bu* said he did no* 

know whe*her he could change i* a* *his la*e da*e. Domingo mentioned among 

o*her Bymp*oms *ha* his hear* hur*. 
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Late in "'he afternoon Ben wen"* *o *he intendencia *o arrange abou* a 

canoe for Sunday morning and *o call for us Monday morning, I* was some *ime 

before Ben go* an audience because *here was counting of *ax money going.on 

inside. The *hird regidor finally came ou* a* Agus*in's suggestion and 

assured Ben "•'ha* all would be arranged jus* as he wished i* and a* *he same 

price of $1.25 as we had paid *he las* *ime» Agus*in la*er *old us *ha* *he 

*hird regidor had said *ha* we were very fine friends of his, "como vecinos," 

he would do anything for us. Buoyed up by liquor he said in *he intendencia 

*ha* *here was no need *o consul* wi*h anybody else as he would *ake i* 

upon himself *o order our *he regidores auxiliares. He added *ha* i* migh* 

be be**er if *he firs* regidor (who is really responsible for *his) were 

approached he migh* *urn down *he reques*. Agus*in said *ha* *here are always 

conflicts of au*hori*y be*wéen *he regidores. Agus*in guessed *ha* i* would 

be charac*eris*ic of *he firs* regidor *o begrudge *he municipal canoe *o 

ou*siders on *he grounds *ha* *hey migh* be needed elsewhere. 

As Ben lef* *he intendencia a woman en*ered and a demanda began. In a 

few momen*s Salvador Navichoc was summoned in, presumably as a wi*ness by one 

of *he alguaciles. 

As we were ea*ing supper Agus*in came in presumably *o awai* commen* on 

*he seven pages of "eye and nose " da*a he had brough* in during *he morning. 

He aocep*ed an invi*a*ion *o *ry *ea and agreed wi*h Ben *ha* i* was "algo 

regular'*. We jíiecussed *he recen* drinking on *he par* of *he firs* and 

second principales. Ag indicated *ha* Cosme Moxnay, 2nd prin,was s*ill drinking 

*ho i* was well pas* *he week-end fies*a of San*a Cruz, and *ha* i* was his ex- 

ample and, in par*, his *rea+s *ha* kep* *he in*enden*e and 2 of *he regidores 

bolo!. Ag answered *ha* *he jus*ice administered by *he in*enden*e suffered as 

a consequence of *he in*enden*e's drinking. 

While Cosme Moxnay'was rich and fairly well liked, Francisco Chavajay was, 

Is* principal, was rich and disliked. Francisco is old and is feared because 

of his,repu*a*ion as brujo, *he complemen* of his renown as zajorin. Moreover^ 
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Francisco is stingy, according *o Agus*in. 0 f his wealth, Ag said *ha* 

Francisco has 2 corn cribs we- bulging wi*h muí» from las* year and '''he 

year before. His shirks are spun of whi*e yarn and his pan*s bear no decor- 

ations. He makes fun of *he waxiy majori*y who have bright shirks and decor- 

ated trousers saying *ha* i* is a pure luxury. His own house has a s*raw roof 

and he ridicules *hose who have roofs of Hie or lamina, saying *ha* i* is an 

extravagance for which *hey can pay only by using others' funds. 

^he  parents of bo*h Francisco. Chavajay and CoBme Moxnay were no* rich, 

answered Ag. The 2 principales achieved *heir weal*h through *heir own efforts. 

Yes, i* is "true *ha* *hose who are rich usually are so by *heir own doing and 

*ha* *he offspring of rich fathers squander *he money and become poor. A con- 

spicuous case is *ha* of one Coche who was very well off. He is now dead and 

his only son who is now on *he coas* is broke. Similarly *he children of Felipe 

Chavajay are no* rich as is *heir father. 

Ben spen* a few minuses af*er supper "talking *o Ag in *he office abou* his 
c 

par*s-of-*he-body wri*e-up. Ben *old him he was well pleased wi*h his progress 

thus far, paid him 25/ for *he day (yesterday) he pu* in writing up *he 7 closely 

wri**dn pages, advised him *o indicate hereafter *he sources consulted. Ag 

lef* a* 7»00 P.M. *o a**end military ins^c^ions. 

Ana Q. asked me *o go over and see her sister, a very old woman, who is 

sick for *he pas* week - her hear* hur*s. Her sis*er, Manuela Morales was 

kneeling on a shelf-like bed which was closed on one side by a pe*a*e. She 

looked very old and feeble and I had some misgivings abou* giving her medicine 

for fear *ha* she raigh* die soon and we migh* be blamed. However *here was 

no way ou* of i* very well so I dissolved a cold pill in a li**le wa*er which 

she *ook. Ana asked if I would re*urn *omorrow. I agreed. Ana was going *o 

*he *eraasoal in *he Bixoul pa*ip and invi*ed me in. I looked in and saw a 

fire burning in one corner, *wo benches and so much smoke *ha* I couldn'* look 

for more *han a few minu*es. Ana urged me *o come in *oo bu* I lef* and re*urn;ddr; 

borne 
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During '•'he evening Susana and her sister-in-law passed by and shopped in 

for a momen* ou* of *he rain. Susana said *hey were coming from *he escusado. 

If '''his was so "'•hey had gone a long way from home *o '''he escusado. Ben recalled 

having seen Valeriano exiting from an escusado which is located be*ween our 

house and ''•he house of Pe*rona Garcia. Susana greeted me wi*h a hug and began 

Celling me in very animated and fas* manner "Did you hear *ha* Chona go* 

socked in '''he eye?"(Chona being her mother-in-law^ Chona had sen* her daughter 

*o collec* "Wo pop bogles from a lad named Juan Gonzalez, nephew'of Chona. 

He had bough* *hcm during *he fiesta of San*a CruZ. Failing *o collec* *he 

bo**les, Chona wen* herself and was me* by *he door by her angry nephew who 

hi* her in *he eye. His mo*her came in and hearing wha* happened began *o 

scold and hi* him. Chona wen* *o pu* a demanda on him immedia*ely bu* when 

*he alguaciles came *o call Juan *o *he in*endencia he was no* *o be found. 

I asked Susana when she would come *o visi* me and she replied "*omorrow". 

When she lef* she embraced me again wi*h qui*e a hug. A li**le la*er when 

Elena lef* for home she embraced me also al*hough *his is not cus*omary wi*h 

her. I wondered whe*her she was jealous of *he affec*ion shown by Susana. 
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I spent the norning in bed with a cold.    Ben talked with H&nuel Cortez 

in the office for some tins.    ?.anuel brought ten pages of material he had 

written as an assignment.    After discussing the material itself Ben explained 

to him that he would be paid on the basis of three cents a page, Manuel asked 

whether he could not be paid five cents a page.  Ben replied that he could not. 

Ifenuel said "Well then this is ray first and my last work for you" and returned 

the pencil Ben had given him.    Ben paid him thirty cents and informed him 

that we now had an empty five gallon can which he could buy if he still wanted 

it.    Iknuel bought the can for ten cents, but not until he* had asked for a 

lower price* 

During the afternoon we went out and took random pictures. This waa 

our first picture-taking experience in San Pedro.    Everywhere people, parti- 

cularly children asked for money, held their hands out when they bagged. 

Didn't appear to be angry when we didn't give it to them.    This was particularly 

true of those whose pictures we tried or did take.    But  others offered to 

let us take their pictures for a sum of money, most just asked for "puac", 

some for a few cents or nickel. 

TThen we returned from our walk Rafael cane to bring some data he had 

written.    He also came to ask whether we would care to contribute to a fund 

which is being privately raised in order to hire a marimba band with other 

musical instrumenta from Totonicapan to play for a sarabande here in the 

fiesta of San Ftedro.    This would be the first time that a professional 

band would be brought here.    Those who are raising the $36.00 to hire the. 

band hope, of course, to make money on the dance.    Ben paid Rafael one dollar 

for work but did not contribute toward this fund now as we were short of 

money. 

In the evening Agustin cane to ask whether we wanted to send a message 

or letter to Juan Rosales in Solóla as he was going there the following day. 

.,•*& 
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I spent the forenoon with household duties and baking a cake  (the first 

one nade here in San Pedro)  in the oven which came from the Taxes last night. 

First thing in the morning Ben went to find Aguetin Sicay to have him bring us 

some vegetables from At it Ian.    He was not at home but Ben met Chema Gonzalez 

on his way to the intendenciat who eaid he would deliver the list to Agustin 

Sicay who would be at the intendencia at this time. 

Taxes compadra and brother of Juan Rosales , Luis Noj, cams in this a.m. 

asking whether we wished to send a message or letter to Sol Tax.    When Ben 

returned from his errand with Sicay he found Luis here and wrote a letter to 

be delivered to Tax.    Luis said he was going with the San Pedro canoe to 

Atitlan this morning and would be going home from there. 

After lunch Ben cut, rolled and filed film and wrote some letters. 

I found Comercia Bixcul, Graciela and Nadelena Cotuc playing together on the 

porch of the Cotuc house.    This is the first time I have seen Comercia playing 

over there with them.    I took a number of Leica shots of the three children, 

together and individually,  showing them at play, but learned when I took the 

completed roll of film out that it had been used before. I took more pictures 

a little later of the same group.    Comercia played at making fire, using a 

small fanmade of cane  (like rétate) about five or six inches long, to blow 

up the fire.    They played with an assortment of toy pitchers,  dishes and 

pieces of porcelain, remnants of broken dishes.    They played going out and 

buying "kaxlánway" and "culandre".    Madelena arranged three stones and put a 

small basket over them.    In reality three large stones are used on which the 

comales are put. 

I was practically on top of the children while taking these pictures* 

They played up to the camera and were somewhat self-conscious, but their play 

was not essentially altered by the presence of the camera as it continued 

in the same manner in which they were playing without the camera'«presence* 

Before taking the pictures I had watched them for a few minutes onobserved 

from behind our cane fence* 

••"ft 
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At about 3tOO in the afternoon I heard someone crying loudly out in the 

back yard.    Anita Cox was walking in the direction of her house with blood 

pouring out  of her nose.    She was crying bitterly.'   Ben brought out cotton and 

cold water and I laid her down forcibly with her head back.    By this time her 

mother cama running from across the road and a crowd gathered around, mostly 

neighboring children and a few women from the Yojcom, Gonzalez Puzul group. 

Isabela Gonzalez, mother of little three year old Anita began a tirade of 

indignant and angry speech at her sister Josefa and the latter's child, Madelena, 

who was apparently the cujprit.    Siena G.,  our maid,  later told me that Isabela 

had been "maltratando" her sister Josefa,  saying she has a brat of a kid who 

is always mistreating her own daughter Anita and besides is very "little" (an 

insult apparently).    Josefa answered that Anita is not to come over here any- 

more and that if she does she will hit her. 

During the excitement Madelena stood inside the doorway by her mother, 

looking guilty and angry,  sort of defiant about it all.    Josefa didn't seemed 

at all concerned about her niece except to get angry at Isabela1s jibes. 

Grandfather, Nicolas G.,  standing around, an observer to the whole thing, 

didn't seem to take either side particularly, but didn't seem upset by Anita's 

mishap.    He pointed to a small hole in the ground and somewhat humorously 

explained that Madelena had tried to "meter" Anita in it, putting her head 

down and starting to throw dirt over her. 

On previous occasions involving Ma.delena's pranks with her cousins or 

sister, Graciela, Josefa has always taken a pretty indulgent attitude. 

Yesterday as I was out An the porch I saw Ifedelena suddenly pick up a pie.ee* of 

a tile brick and threaten to hit Graciela with it, for no apparent reason* 

Josefa, who was present, didn't say a word.    Graciela winced, blinking her 

eyes, as one does when expecting a blow, but she didn't do anything to prevent 

it.    Finally l&delena hit her with it on the back.    Graciela burst into loud 

and bitter crying.    Josefa paid no attention to her and seemed to be chiding 

Made/lena^but in good humor. 

•:A-&* 
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Graciola is always very protective and unselfish toward Madelena, no 

doubt reflecting the accepted attitude towards a younger sister.    Graciela is 

always at Ma.delena's heck and call.    Madelena , for her parti hardly moves a 

stop without "Chela".    When Madelena comes over here and sees something un- 

usual she calls "Chela, Chela".    When they are looking at a picture book or 

playing with the toys, it is "Chela, Chela".    The situation appears to be as 

follows* 

The mother's time is largely occupied with household duties, grinding, 

washing, cooking, weaving.    The burden of taking care of the youngest child 

therefore falls to an older child.    In this case there are only two children 

which somewhat simplifies an understanding of the relationships*    Graciela, 

learns at an early age that in order to gain approval and acceptance she 

has to cater to her little sister and take care of her» wipe her face when she 

falls down, wipe her nose when it runs, play with her, pick her up when she 

cries, fasten her skirt on when it falls down (which it does frequently) share 

any rewards or gains with Madelena.    Madelena be coins s dependent on Graciela 

for her attention.    We have never seen or heard of Graciela hitting Madelena 

but Madelena frequently hits her older sister when she is cranky or displeased 

with something.    She lords it over Graciela but at the same time learns from 

her, mimicking Graciela in what she does when they play.    One of the most 

obvious and characteristic teaching-learning situations is that in which the 

older sibling^ or any other person or child, related or unrelated, prompts the 

younger child, who may be a baby or an adolescent, to greet or address a third 

adult.    So with Graciela and Madelena, another of Graciela's functions is'to 

prompt Madelena, "awa nan kache?e" or "ova ta kachefe" or numerous other 

phrases and answers.    This seems to become almost automatic.    The older ones 

always promptsthe younger ones and the younger ones always respond to-the 

prompting, we have never-seen it to fail*   Even when a two-year old child has 

been crying, it will respond to to the prompting as though it is conditioned 

^lí'í^y^&tÉáf'lSf oorrexrt aboye statement.    Graciela .sometimes slaps 
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During the afternoon I called to Fernando Gonzalez P. who was out in 

the yard to ask hiir. about fixing the gate to our back fence.    For the third 

time the gate had been demolished by the  dogs belonging to our neighbors 

though no doubt the handling of the gate by people coming in and out was a 

contributing factor as the gate made of cane was not too sturdy.    Fernando 

picked up the remaining pieces of the gate and flung it violently down on 

the ground,  supposedly illustrating what our visitors do when they come in» 

He shouted "People are crazy, they are animals not people.    You should tell 

them not to come here so they wouldn't break the gate",    I walked away and 

left Ben to arrange with him to make another one. 

During the evening Agustin came and brought with him the list of 

household heads from Rosales in Solóla* 



^S73 
Sunday, May 18, 1941 

Excisemen"1* of ''he ibrenoon was ^he back fence gathering of neighbors *o 
hear 
here Elena de Cogue's s^ory abou* '''he stolen i+ems her daughter Florinda had 

recognized in +he house of the ladrona Dilores Sequec. These items included 

a cup of ours.  (C¿. entry) . Some fotos of the gathering were taken. 

At noon, Maximina, daughter of Paulina Gonzalez P., came over t0 announce 

tha* Salvador Navichoc had already returned from Panajachel and had brought a 

ietter for us if we should care ^q call for i*. Shortly after lunch we s^p* 

in*o his canfina as we were on ^he way ^o ^ake some fo^os from ^he pa^h *ha* 

leads up the hilj. ^o ^he southwest of ^own. From Salvador we learn* ^ha* he 

had lef* here a* 3 in ^he morning and had arrived ^o wake up Dr. ^'ax a* 6 P/ll/ 

and had returned wi^h a le*ter and package of gift groceries from "^he '•'•axes 

as early as 11 A.M. Qui^e a fea* for a round ^rip.. 

Before we lef* *he house for ^he fo^o Vip, our neighbor Juan Bixcul, 

sligh+ly drunk (ocoaeiont injured wrisa), insisted on giving me his copy of 

•••he dance of the Conquista to read now +hat i+ was +yped and returned by Juan 

Rosales. I •'•old him we were on +he way out and that I would look at it mext 

morning. He said all right, bu+ when we returned in +he middle of +he af+er- 

noon he lost no time in giving it +o us. 

In the evening of a rather uneventful day (our excuse was +ha+ it was 

Sunday) Agustin came over with mail and remained for some time. We talked 

about war and+he U.S., rather than about ethnology.  We may be imagining 

but he seemed unduly dispreet about giving us any informa4-ion regarding é"- 

vents of the day. When we brought up topics of occurence instead of being 

the mine of information as he had previously appeared to be, he tended to 

reply +hat he had not been around, that he had not heard about this or a- 
be«*-*ha*, 
bout that, etc. lie may be imagining. Also, our girl Elena was around the 

house a good part of the time and •'•his might have meade him hesitant. 



•tSi* Monday 5.19.41    (L) 

Most of the morning was spent in connection with Dolores Sequec who 

came here with Plorinda Cotuc to return a cup she had taken from our house 

without our knowledge.    In addition to trying to gather what was going on 

and being said by the  crowd who gathered here we also took a few pictures 

of the groups.     (See write-up). 

Ben spent a good part of the morning reading the manuscript of Dance 

of. the Conquistes loaned by Juan Bixculj an English abstract is entered under 

notes. 

At 1:00 p.m. Ben took a roll of film of Maria, Petrona and Bartolo Cox 

on our back porch while I took typewritten observations at the same tiro. 

I wrote letters to our folks in the office, above the din of kids' 

voices out on the back porch.    I also wrote notes during the afternoon on 

Susana.    Sarly in the afternoon I went over to visit Susana*    When I got to 

her house I found her sister and mother tending their respective babies. 

When I asked where Susana was they seemed to hesitate and looked at each other. 

Finally her mother pointed to the other room and motioned me to go over there. 

There was no observable difference in Susana now from other times.     (See entry 

for her account pf what happened to her). 

late in the afternoon the sandal-maker came with sandals which we had 

ordered about a month ago. 

Agustin earns with mail as we were eating supper (which is the time he 

usually comes).    An alguacil of the comandancia came to see him here,  saying 

the in comandante had not received his newspaper today and thought that a 

mistake had been made; that hSs paper was given to us*    Agustin tpok our 

newspaper, which he had just brought, to show the comandante and returned in 

a few minutes* 

a Sololateco resident of San Pedro, José Far, came in after 8t00 p.m. 

asking me to type two copies of a creyente song from a copy I previously 

typed* 



tyíns 

Tuesday, 18 
May 20, 1941 

Before 8 A.II. I spent a fraction of an hour with Rafael who had come into 

the house to hand in notes he had written up on death customs, the case of *he 

forced "pajay" marriage of Inés Navichoc *o a Juanero, and 7 notebook pages of 

diary dealing wi*h *he following incidents: (1) the plain1 of *he principales 

ab'ou* *he failure of ajpjin*ees *o report for cofradía du*y and *he failure of 

*he incumban'' firs'1 regidor *o anything abou* i*j (2) *he case of *he ownership 

dispute centering around *he ceme*ery panteón mean* for *he dying Manuela Morales} 

•{I "told Rafael *ha* I would read "these notes a li*-le la*er and he lefx. 

From 9 *o 10s30 A.M. we scrolled abou"t "town, gree*ing innumerable people, 

and "taking several fo"tos. Before entering "the house again, Juan Bixcul answered 

us *tha"t his hund continued very swollen and *ha"t "the pain i* occasioned him had 

already driven him "to drink some 20 ochavos. 

I spent the balance of *he forenoon reading "the no*es *ha* Raf had handed 

in as well as "the 18 no*e-book pages of material on apodos,he had nhanded in on 

"the 16"th of "the month. (Rafael had been given a list of topics on which we wanted 

data and he had entered a series of notations in his notebook as reminders. He 

has ever since been grinding out material systematically.) 

After lunch we took a walk and returned It 30 P.M. Little Nit a cox had a 

temper tantnum and Lois took spo* notes and fotos (cf. entry). From 1:30 "to 

3i30 I continued reading Raf's data on apodos and on finishing "this I wen* in*o 

"the sala *o ge* similar da*a from our girl Elena. She was hesi*an* a* firs* bu* 

gradually and amid»much embarrassed giggling gave some 20 apodo-oases. I also 

go* from her a parial Hex  of oases of marriage *ha* reoen*ly Saken place. Bo*h 

of *he8e da*a are recorded on separa*e whixe 3x5 cards and filed in a folding 

envelope. 



^n(o 

5.20.41 (2$. 

A* 3130 Lois and I wenx for another walk trough uhe "^own,  returning in abou* 

an hour and a half.    As we entered our house we noticed xhax Agustin Pop's wife 
bringing 

was fca*kgág.baek Rosario Pop's baby niece which Agustin's brother and sister- 

in-law had made an unsuccessful effor+ -to adopt.     (df,  en+ry re Babies) 

Elena Raxic, the grown daughter of our comadre Ignacia Méndez,  came over 

at her mother's instanoe to borrow 50/ for an unexplained purpose.    Lois politely 

refused. 

Late in the afternoon I wrote and mailed some le+ters.    Yihile at the 

secrateria I suggested +o my any-day-now informan-*- Chema Gonzalez C. +hat he 

drop over to the house today or,tomorrow.    Yes, tomorrow, he hastily assured 

me, adding tha+ he had "bascante" notes .to hand in.     (He pomises more readily 

+han he comes for some unknown reason).    On the way back Home, Rafael asked 

+ o return v/ith me.    Once in the office he explained +ha+ he wanted +o see on 

what page number of diary he ended off so +ha+ he might go right home and con- 

tinue recording,  since he had spent some in+eresting hours gathering +he latest 

dope on the bizarre case of Susana (which see).    I told him he had en/ded up 

v/ith page 23.    He went off,  saying he also had a lot of dope on Dolores Sequec, 

ladrona (which see).    As he went I told him I had read his material handed me 

in the morning and that I was quite pleased with the amount of detail and that 

he could hardly overdo his attention to minutia».    He was glad to hear this, he . 

said, for Juan Rosales had sometimes t0ld him the reverse, that is, not t0 write 

excessively. 

Af^er supper Maria Cox and Filber^o 6.C. looked a* a ttgaa magazine in our 

house and played a game dealing with good and bad pictures and good and bad 

"suerte" (of. entry).    Good-looking Gertrudis Chavajay, bringing her baby with 

her, came t0: ^he sala in ^he evening t0 get drops for a bad eye. Accompanying 

her came Manuela Gonzalez  (Raf's sister), also with a baby in arms.    In the 

course of their conversation wi^h Lois ^heya* asked why we had *• separate, bed^ 

ted,about t», subject.   <W '—— *>»* •*— •"""* " *^?SB 
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Monday 6.2.41   (L) 

Momlngi 
I spent the morning writing letters. 

Maria, Angelina, Bart* C. arrive at It00 p.m. to play on back porch* 
Affcernooni 

Maria placed one doll (maleQ behind the female doll as in looal 

courting. Then put them down on mat facing each other, saying they were sleeping. 

I sent Elena on an errand and saw her stop in Maria R.'s doorway for some 

time. When she returned reported that she. was oalled by aunt, Paulina, who 

bawled her out angrily for having told me that a skirt,which Paul, tried to sell 

me,would fade* On the previous day Vicente had brought the skirt over and I 

refused to buy it, suspecting that it would fade, else why would they want to 

sell it. El. after V. left, did tell me that it was good I didn't buy it as it 

would surely fade and that is why V. wanted to get rid of it* Paulina told El* 

that I went to see her after yesterday's incident| that when she asked me why 

I hadn't bought the skirt I answered that El. told me it would fade, - pure 

fabrication. Also Paulina told El. that previously it had been all arranged, 

that I had agreed to buy the skirt for $2.50, until El. "snitched". This also 

was pure fabrication on P'.s part. Paulina threatened to tell Elena*s father 

and warned her that she intended to sell me other things which also might fade 

and that if she or any other neighbors came with things to sell, El. had better 

keep quiet. I asked El, "What if she did tell your father, what would he do?", 

Eli "Va regañar ma y decir 'porque esta deoiendo que cosas van a distinguir*'". 

I assured El* that I had not spoken to Paulina at all. had not even seen 

her* I don't know whether El* believed me as she kept repeating over and over* 

"asi dioe Paulina, que usted lleg6 oon ella y cuando ella le pregunté porque 

no va comprar la corte, usted le dij6 que Elena dioe va distinguir. " 

I visit comadre. Ignada M* She is outside talking with women 
2t30 P.M. 

relative. Ig. invites me in and as always, brings a chair for me, 
19 

however I prefer to sit in hammock* Daughter El*,grinding corn la the room* 

Ignaoia kneels in front of grinding stone and makes suban as she talks to me* 

Says they use 10 lbs. of oorn dallar for family of 7 or 8* tay* suban.are 
greater quantity cooked at same «a», ^gouse less lfJB»*jl^ jy'Slil^ 
da nosotros* auohos oficias, pero les ladinos no. **&Jf " 

% 

a 
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8:00 A.M. 

Tuesday 6.3.41    (l)  (L) 

Elena cams back from an errand all excited about a marriage which 

is to take place at 10 A.M. today between Maria Ih and Fernando 

Yojcom,  creyente a.    Elena reported that there were great numbers of women 

grinding corn at Fernando's house, (also Maria's house  since the two have been 
had 

living together long enoflgh to have/several children).    Elena reported that 

there would be great numbers of women at the juzgado, watching the marriage 

ceremony; that it is nont.umbra for women to appear at the .juzgado in cases 

of marriages, although they are forbidden to go there at other times, except 

if involved ill a demanda. 

Our neighbor Josefa, who rarely comes in to our house, was apparently 

sufficiently excited about the occasion to come in and tell us about it and 

ask us to go and watch the marriage ceremony and to go also to the capilla 

where part of the celebration will take place. 

Graciela and IA.delena came in during this time.    We-were eating break- 

fast.    Already aware that I do not like to have them playing in the house, 

particularly when we are eating, they withdrew to the porch with the dolls. 

However they sat in the doorstep and looked in through a small opening in 

the doors.    Graciela,  of the two, actually seemed more interested in looking 

in, but when Madelena gade  some noise, Graciela scolded her angrily telling 

her to "come away from there". 

¥• to the house of the oouple, assembled «oro moot of oréente pooplo In 

town»   Bon,took pictures here end at the int endonóla after all sallied from itjfc 

Ye were invited to sit in on marriage oerenony, oondueted by int. who warned 

epuple of seriousness of any transgressions of the law*   Everyone present ' 

signed the ¿goj* All, or at least, aost of town's oreentes were present* 

Leaving int. they went to «Hjfljfl^ to sing for about two hours.   Trén/t^ere 

adjourned to house of the oouple to eat (not drink) and the celebration con- 

tinued into the. night, eating and singing* 



ifSIt 
(2)  Tuesday 6.3.41    (L) 

Afto raoont 
Ag. arrived about 2t00 p.m», after friendly chatting, Ben invited 

*Yrrtnm 

him into the offioe where he worked with him from 3i30 until 6iOOf 

getting information on "Life Cyole". 

During afternoon I got information from El. on   cooking and diet in their 

house.   This led to her telling me that in fiesta of 8.P. they give present of 

oreads, 10 or 15 oents worth eaoh to Paulina, Rosalia, Chema , on father's side, 

and to Rosario Cox, mother's older sister.   They do not give presents to other 

relatives because the others don't give presents to them.   Also get informa- 

tion on temascal, bathing practices of infants and young children, Bleeping 

arrangements of family, oharaootoles(specific individuals known to be), and 

fwuits which are bad for females., 

Drums going att night at Sacramento one or two hours.   For 10 days 

before fiesta of Sacramento, drums played for few hours every evening. 

Ben visited Vioente N. to pay him for bring package from Panajaohel. 

Vicente refused to accept money for this.    Vioente said his last servicio 

was ¿uei.   Brother Valeriano exempt from servicio beoause he pays tax for his 

butcher shop.    Bro. Salvador is not exempt beoause his tienda is in Paulina's 

name. 

Supplement. L. roll f B S (43,44, 1-8) 

43   t    Scene ^inrwrtio where lives Maria Hi and Fernando YoJcom. jercyentes. who 
are being^aarried legally today.   All the protestants^tfrtown are in or 
around the pttfcio.   The bride bedecked with new clothes and looking 
flustered, as though she weren't the mother of four ohildren, is bustl- 
ing around, earrying^baskete of ¿amantas frojB/one house into the other. 
Siena says that when thereis a Protestant wedding or fiesta of any kind, 
they eat a lot (eostumbrespand sing.   Another Informant has said, ? "jrhih 
or oyentes have a funeral they^are^ not^sad, they have a lot to eat and they 
sing". 

44,It   Alguacil making pita in fronfof intendehciaf a common sight for municipal 
employees in servicio who^e» around for mahy^hours with nothing to do. 
Voluntarios from San Pablo in front of comandancia, after drill. 

2-8 »   All or most of creyentes in town attend the marriageNteremony in intendencia. 
Tomen sit on^benohes and men stand around the walls.   Envéndente gave rather- 
lengthy talc in lengua, pointing out to the couple their impossibilities 
and penalty for breaking the marriage law, after secretary re^d various  ¡ 

of lav in Spanish. All the men present who could write <Hjñ|djthe ^, 
_foeeedings at the end. We were, asked to sign also. Then they filter ' *" 
and went up to the capilla,(pee #f)Invited us to, come i»,tm¿Bi 
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Wednesday 6*4*41    (L) 

9t30 - 12i00 Chema in offioe with Ben, on subject of "Life Cycle". Also 

handed in eight pages of diary 5/20 - 5/31* 

During morning El* reports that Domingo Yojoom deserted his wife, Ventura 

COK (younger sister of Sl*'s mother), last night, taking young son, Feliciano. 

When asked why he left El* replied, "He beats her all the time, maybe tie is 

looking for another woman"* Later in the morning I notioe various women, inol. 

Ventura talking exoitedly in Cox patio* El* goes to find out what they are 

talking about* Reports that there is a demanda , that Domingo wants to return 

home but Ventura doesn't want him because he beats her, but she wants her son 

baok. Says, "el intendente le regañí mucho at Domingo porque esta pegando su 

mujer y llevé su hijo, tiene qué, pagar multa*" 

I send for Catarina B. to ask whether she will weave shirt for Ben* 

She agrees and says she will call me in when she arranges hilo on hilador. 

She wants me to see how much hilo she uses so that there will be no question 

of her keeping any of my hilo* Still says that the carpenter's wife must have 

kept some of our hilo as the telas did not require the amount of hilo I gave her* 

El* informs me that Andrea's baby will be bathed tomorrow, says 

I can take pictures of it* 

Paulina 0* in asking us to sell her some paper for using in their tienda* 

Give her newspapers without charge, she does not stay more then few minutes* 

Comerciante from San Pedro Z* who comes regularly about onoe a month comes 

to the door* I previously bought native napkins from him* This time, no sale* 

El* volunteers after he leaves that he oourted Chona Feres. With some question- 

ing it comes out that until a year ago, for about two ysars, he same here 

frequently and for long periods of time} he slept with Chona, "oomo su mujer ella" 

brought many presents, olothing, money, Jewelry, bread, ohooolate, and fftuara for 

her father, other items for all members of the family* Finally he wanted to 

take her with him to San Pedro Z* but Maroos deoided that he didn't want him for 

a son-in-law* People said it was a shame beoause the family had already ^runk 

Afternoon» 

jL'A*fS^^cm»^i/^u,££iii^^»* *£*& 
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(2) 6.4.41 (L) 

guara with him and besides had accepted money and many presents. When the 

suitor returned expecting to take Ghona back with him as his wife, to his 

great surprise and fury he found her married to her present husband. Walking 

on the road to San Juan he met Chona's husband, seized him and wanted to kill 

him for stealing his woman. Ventura oried out and fled, arriving home he 

scolded Chona for having t>ld him that she was free when she already had a 

husband. The rejected suitor put a demanda on Marcos, who had to pay a fine of 

four or five dollars because he had accepted an equivalent amount'in gifts, or 

more. 
Ben in of fio* reading Chema's and Raf's notes. 

2t00 - 4t00 p.m. 
Ben to intendencia to post letter, meets ex-intendenté. Ant* 

5'OQ P.M. 
Ch., talks to him about the danoe which is being rehearsed 

at Juan Chavajay's. Juan Ohavajyy is the sponsor (produoer) of the danoe - 

venado. Ant. Ch. is the director, the person who teaches the dancers their 

words and steps from the book. This is entirely a private venture, will be 

put on for the fiesta of corpus and again for the fiesta of San Pedro. For 

the first time in history (they say) the first reg. is not putting on danoe 

for fiesta of 8.P. , therefore this private group will take the place in the 

regular fiesta. Those who danoe, do so entirely out of "voluntad" - admits that 

it was hard to find twenty-four dancers. Each one pays for his own costume 

and his own maintenance during the time he is dancing. Juan Chavajay only has 

to feed the flute player. 

Raf. came during supper - he was drunk and anaounoed it to us. 

Reason for being drunk is that he had great "colera". It seems 

that two boys fought in school, one was pretty badly bruised. The boy's 

mother, Paulina Sicay, arrived at Raf's house just as he was in the midst of 

his lunoh, called out to him from the street and began insulting him loudly, 

saying that he was not fit to teach in the sohoolf «hat all he did was get 

an enormous salary (10) from the government, and for what? This gave him a 

great "colera", he plaoed a demanda on the woman, who was sentenced to five 

days in Jail, then he got drunk* 

6tOO P.M. 
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Raf. vest on to tell about the suit of Vasileo Tuoh, age 45, for Raf's. 

sister Manuela (Nela). Last night at lit00 p.m. Basileo, accompanied by some 

friends, knocked loudly at Raf's door, getting him out of his bed* Vasileo 

said he had oome to ask Raf's permission to marry Nela; he offered £uara, Raf 

refused and told him it was too late to discuss it, but Vasileo and friends 

insisted. Raf finally conceded to then and drank with them* He then went 

aoross the street to his mother's house, woke them up and told mother that 

he had given his permission for Nela to marry Vas* Chema, older brother was 

also called in. Nela, in the meantime, ran to hide away with Candida, crying 

and protesting she didn't want to marry Vasileo. Raf* referred to his sister 

as "Nela, la puta", in telling the story. He oontinuedi "I dragged her out 

and told her that she is going to marry this man, and if not she will hare to 

look for another plaoe to live* She continued to refuse and I kicked her out 

of my mother's house"• Where is she staying? "Oh, probably with Gertrudis 

Bhavajay" (his sister-in-law). 

^,~»i<<w^Vt^i >i,r'1i^.)¿vj,^«<ai.,ij,tiM;i,^aK.,; ,.„ -   •;-..,. , irWanMU>tu««rihfc^ wf-- v« rit-»J4. 
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Thursday 6.5,41   ./V|s--«n\ 

ftorningi    L. goes to oee Fetrona, asking her to come for laundry.    Pet. asks 

why El. wasn't sent.   Frequently makes remarks which imply that she 

thinks El. is getting off too easy working for us.    Arriving at the house, Pet. 

has to pass thru number of kids on front doorstep.    She says» "A mi no me gustan 

los patojos, hacen mucho ruido y mucho molestia, a mi no me gustan!" 

Of lengua she sayat "No me gusta la lengua, muy feo, pero es útil saber 

unas palabras porque si una va maltratar y quiero contestarle." 

Nicolas CU, bro. of El. comes to inform L. that Andrea's baby being bathed 

at 9t30, L. asked to be informed..   (See entry for write-up - also pictures)» 

During a.nu B. read and made notes on Bunsale's manuscript on "Man's Fate" 

part of her Chichi, manuscript. 

Ele. says Ventura Cox's husband, Don. Y. has returned home with little son 

Feliciano - all is well again* 

A B. spent some time writing letters and packaging flashlights, film 
Afffrernoont 

and arranging to have typewriter taken to Atitlan tomorrow to be 

fixed. 

Kids playing on porch most of the afternoon (see entry re Uaria Cox dropping 

baby Bartolo). 

Laurencia Sac asked L. to write letters for her to brothovin»*aw in cuartel. 

One letter written in name of eister-infflaw, mostly dealt with complaint that he 

had not written to his father all the time he has been away} asking him to write 

to his father to beg permission for wife to continue living there} there is no 

one to bring in the corn for her and he has never asked his' father to take care 

of this for her§ thanked him for the dollar he sent and asked for more, as he 

knows there is no one to take care of her.   Second letter written by Laur. herself 

just general greeting and regards from various members of family. 

After Laur. left, El. told I» i "muchos hombres vienen dormir eon ella. Dioen 
que ningún de los muohaohos quieren agarrarle porque saben que ella tiene muchos 
hombree - solo uno, Francisco - si le agarra.   Dicen ella no va oasarse, ningún 
quiere casarse oon ella.   Nok sus padres no saben porque ella esta dorndende 
en oasa aparte eon su hermana." 

e^eitJtíAatii^iXMjrM&t^ii^lí 



4-5-8+ 
Friday 6.6.41 (L) 

T'T'TT'lfH B« continued with Bunzel manusoript. 

L. went over to see coral , made by his father for baby Alu to learn 

to walk» Catarina said Alu sleeping at that time. Asked whether L. could take 

pictures of him when he is trying to walk. Cat. says yes, little later take them, 
(see entry and Leioa shots). 

L. talks to Catarina B. and husband Manuel Sunu. who are making rope. 

Victor Cotue is working on his new house in same patio. His wife bordering pants 

for him. They suggest that X take pictures. Manuel 8. says jokingly to Juan 

B. also present "she should pay me like the extranjeros do when they take pictures.'* 

L. laughs and says on the contrary he should pay her. Juan says, "No. when you 

take them back you will make lots of money on them because you will make movies 

like the kind they have in Guatemala." L. explains that she is taking pictures 

only for own interest and show friends at home how life is here, and will not 

make money on them, that this is not moving picture machine. • Victor points out 

to J.B. that he knows ours is not moving picture camera as he has seen one. J.B. 

says, "well, not her but others who take piotures make a lot of money'*• (J.B. 

probably continues to believe we are going to make millions on these piotures). 

See Leioa of piotures of rope-making* 

No kids around this morning - it is a pleasure. We told Elena to tell 

kids we are busy tody. They became too great a disturbance for working lately. 

No content to play by themselves, continuously demand attention and things j 

newspapers, other magazines or just scrap paper. 

El. gives L. some information on learning to walk* 

Afternoont SI. gives L. information re birth, pregnancy, aooount of the children 

living and dead born to her motheri knowledge of sex. menu for that 

day in her house. 

te*t4.a¿—i&ijalfo' iWilrtu WÜ;t-J»iUU.«AW.. 
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Sunday 6-8-41 

All men in the village were informed to be, present today to sign a 

petition calling on President übioo to stay on for another term* It was 

oalled in the oofradia of Santa Cruz, rather than in the intendenoia to 

inorease the appearance of informality» Inside the room Julian Cotue read 

the petition eulogising the president and beseeching him to continue in 

office during these pariese times* Shortly after the signing began the 

three male schoolteachers walked in in a body* Edmundo* the director, 

nade a little speech in praise of the president's past performance and 
citing the urgency of the hour* Tterupon he signed, as did Rafael and 

Salomon* They left immediately 

villagers displayed neither enthusiasm nor displeasure. 

The 

^Supplement L. Roll § C 8    (7-25^ 

7-8    t Ittguel —. tinker from Santa Lucia fixing one^of our pots on our 
porchVvjpáflfra fcaeáges He made the new facones for the church* 

10-121 Rafael's lit^bedaughter* Marta^-playing in front of her house* 
Rafael's mother-in-law, PetteUa (our washlady),. 

16-27t Men outside of the cerra 
petition is golng^on* 

of Santa Crui where signing of the 

23-25t Man from^Stf; Catarina (acatalála) obvfche corner near St. Crux. 
sellipgoorn to an At it eco. (Siena reoo^hA^ed the man as an At it eco). 

21     vfilena points him out as a Pableño who lives here^and who is oalled 
"fiiSüESÜt O^S fcellybutton), but doesn't know his" 



M-St* 
Monday 6-9-41 

We want for a walk early in the forenoon, and on returning home notioed 

some excitement going on in front of our window*    Viotor Gotuo's new house 

had just been completed a short time*    Iferia Juares went to the intendencia 

to complain that he had built his fence in such a way that the rain water 
baok 

would come down right at the «¿4e of her house and would get in through 

the cracks*    I took pictures through our window of the officials examining 

the stone fence*   The oomioiones said that it would not enter her house but 

nevertheless instructed Juan Bixeul (Vic's father-in-law who built the house 

for him) to divert the outlet closer to the road*    Juan said loudly that 

the old lady was just trying to "¿oder" him beoause of envidio and then 

in anger said, "she's just an old charaootel". 

Later we watched for a while aa Catarina, Vic's wife arranged hilo 

for a short for Ben on the hilador (q'inap'al).    I tried it for a few minutes 

but found it harder than it looks*    Although there were many kids around and 

praotioally on top of her, she paid no attention to them, and did not seem in 

the least bit affected by the noise* 

Later in the day we went swimming and bathing at the playa* 

»z and Juan Bixeul re property 
standing up on stone fenoe is 

.th his official staff (ZS£J|)*** 

Soenos 
for lena* 

s of dead tree 

. ••¿~ua«taj«.AAAJifc« 



M-S^T 

Tuesday 6.10,41 

Day before the víspera of Corpus*   We were visited during the morn- 

ing by dancers - masked and costumed - who dance in the streets today and 

tomorrow before the mera fiesta and on the day of the fiesta*   They go 

around to private houses, cantinas, tiendas, comerciantes, begging for 

money, fruits, candies, cigarettes, anything and everything*    Some of them 

carry whips, and if refused will go through pantomime of getting very 

angry and will pretend or actually whip a person, though not toó hard*    In 

one oase during the fiesta one of the dancers landed in jail as the result 

of having whipped a child who was pestering him*   When the dancers are 

given something as result of begging they sometimes get down on hands and 

kneew, kiss one's feet, roll over,    dance around.   They do not talk but 

make signs with hands and shake heads*   This dance - The Venado - is the 

only one in which it is customary for the dancers to go through the 

village begging* 

Supplement L. Roll ff C2 (28-42 short roll). 

28-30 i^Sqnoers in our yard asking for money, we told>Wem that we «fluid 
give^lAsto them tomorrow since there arevtruree days of it and we 
didn't waSrt»4o start being pestered^triday. 

31 t    Petrona Peneleu, wl 
Rosa* 

Coolas Bixoul in her window with baby, 

32-42    t    Ana Q. givJjsg*Tamtal (grandchiíd>*^bath in front of her house. 
TamtaJ^tfrying most of the time* 

gnpple-nt^ltoll S Cl (26 exposures) 

See supplement to diary of 6*11*41 - notes for this role" 
'under 6*11*41* 

6«pwie«ta»-U-a»4i-#-6» 

bakenly put 

nfem.Jtn Jtaa-L^.- ^i^a¿4<^^i^»^&aBS^-MOtt-*K'B 



ifSM? Wednesday^11.41 

i>XU*MJOa&¿± 

(7^ -i, \ 

This day was the viapera of Corpus*   We spent practically the entire 

day watching, jartloipating in and taking piotures of the activities. 

This was the second day of the venado dance and as on the previous day 

we were continuously hounded by the dancers for handouts of money, cigarettes, 

or anything we happened to have in the way of fruits, candies.    On this day 

two new dancers appeared, called by El. the plxoar.    Both were men} one was 
native 

dressed as a woman, with a fatuous, pink-cheeked mast,/skirt and blouse and 

head oovered with handkerchief and hat, also carried reboso»   The other charac- 

ter, a man, looked like a tramp, wore discarded ladino clothes | had wooden 

mask, grotesque looking, which is not rented bftb owned by the man* 

Ben took color piotures of procession to outgoing cofradía} piotures in 

the patio of dancers, observers, and of. procession from there to ohurch.    L* 

took regular Leioa piotures of similar, subjects, also of the saints of the 

six cofradías who were all lined up in the patio of outgoing Corpus, under 

temporarily erected shelter, decorated, with flowers* 

Supplement L. Roll # Cl (26 exposures)   (this roll belongs to 6.10.41) 

36    1 Luorfre^a Naviehoo (daughter of Jesusa Os and Fran* N*) holding baby 
half-brother (son of Jesus and present husband Fran. Pon/fJac).    Luoreoia 
came and asHjl to have picture taken* 

Rest of the piotures areNtaken in the patio of oofradi&of Corpus (Melchor Juares) 
First frame (40) men are carrying poles into the natío where a shelter will be 
erected to house the saints whtah are gathered^fcere during the fiesta* 

43-44 t Monkeys in the dance (k*oy) 
1-2 t Dancers shaking rattles at Betaking for pennies} while he tries to 

keep them from touching the 
3-6     t Lions (p'alum), deer (venado) and^aonkeys. 
7-8     t Marimba (old tecomate J/pe) played bysJuan Chavajay who is "sacking" the 

danoe* 

Other danoere seen are king with long ourls and queen, carrying umbrella* 

L* Roll C6 (40 frames} #13 missing). 

11     t    GraoieZa C. peering in at turkeys under basket while mother turkey watohes* 

12*    x   Manuela 0«.(wayward sister of Rafael) with Luoreoia, daughter of Jesus** 
14-15sJromen observing the festivities in patio of e»-Corpus from across the street 
16-17K EtfJaE dancers 1 man dressed as woman - they crack jokes (vaudeville style,) 
27-31i    Images of saints lined up under temporary shelter set up by mayordomos on 5 

pT¡u of 6.10 (Torpones - ase page 3 «f fiauel Girs write up of Corjeus.). 
32-381   Incensar is swung in front of saint, wife ¿¿cofrade of Corpus in 

tihite veil an* téseles, prey together with others* . 



Mornlngi 

10 - 12»00 

Fieeta of Corpus 

Ben in offioa with Chema 0* - information on "Life Cycle", 

Thursday 6.12.41 (L) 

(lis- vt) 

L. took pictures of procession on the corner near our house* 

Afternoom  Ben took pictures of Mntrega of corpus to new cofradía, aocompanied 

by Raft pictures of dancers also* 

On three occasions Raf. pointed out girls in the crowd» suggesting that Ben 

take their pictures, saying they are beauties* One of these was Clara G., 

wife of Solomon, the teaoher. Later when she passed nearby Raf. said half- 

jokingly to her, "Yo te quiere", Ben said, "but she is the wife of your friend, 

Solomon." Raf, laughed and said "they aren't married, she's open game." 

We sent presents of breads (about 6 to eaoh) and.bananas to the followingi 

Julian Cotuo - our 1*1. who sent us presents in the past of papayas* 
Ignaoia Méndez - comadre - gift relationship on small scale 
Vicenta Qonz. T.- " 
Rafael 0.     - informant and friend 
Agustín Pop   -   "    "  " 
Ana Q,       - neighbor - long established gift relationship 
Josefa 0*     -   "      n   ti      ti     N 

Manuela U, M    gift relationship, smaller scale than above. 
Josefa de Yojcom    "    mo. of former helper 
Bixouls      - neighbors - separate gift to eaoh household 
Manuela N. de S. - because she was around and «egged for some when she saw others» 

and asked. (asked) 

We received platefull of sweet potatoes from J.B. brought over by Maria B. 

Evenly Ag. arrived with a badly bleeding toe. He had stumbled on a rook in 

the street on corner near our house and came over. Bathed and disin- 

fected and bandaged it. It was very painful. 

Comandante and his wife came to visit that evening! we iaui visited them 

during the afternoon for few minutes and asked them to come over. Ag, left 

not long after they arrived. 

u»^S¿n«at, **í*£í.*tj-ii&*r*¡ simmmmái^a 



H^o 
Friday 6.13.41      ¿7-,^ 

L. visitB Bixoul patio. Preparations going on for San Antonio oambio 

on Sunday. L. invited in to second house where present are Cat.Bix,   • 

dau. of Diego, making tortillas| Manuela Naviohoo, Gat. Bix, grinding} Cat. Mbxnay, 

mo. of Juan and Diego sitting on floor, feeding tortilla and ooffee to little 

Alu, one yr. old child of let Oat. Conoepoión, daug of Manuela N, Palas and 

Atun, all present too. L. is given little ohair to sti on and porcelain pitoher 

of ooffee with two breads. 

Jnei of S.A. enters room and kisses hand of the old lady. Toxelea return 

large baskets full of tortillas and cups. They each thank Cat. Bix who is making 

the tortillas. When Diego's wife entered room the texelee kissed her hand. 

Mayordomos also came in returning baskets of tortilla and cups. Two ""•¡r'^fT'T 

brought in a -^frtfl (Jura) each, of water. 

The women, as usual, asked I» questions about how long she is married and 

why she doesn't have a baby. They Manuela kidded L. saying that one of the ILB.'s 

in room then with the tinaja just emptied in to large water oil, wanted to sleep 

with or marry L. 

Protestant members of the household were not around, did not seem to par- 

ticipate in work for cofradía. When leaving the bread which L. had left on the 

plate was wrapped in napkin, insisted that she take it. 

L. then went with El. and 0e*eroia B. to house of Madalenea Matiar to see 

weaving of Ben's shirt. Cat. B. had prepared hilo but could not do the weaving 

at this time because baby was not well. Madalena's daughter, 16 or 17, a big 

husky girl was doing the weaving out on porch of house. Was doing good job, 

strong, hard strokes. Two younger children asked for money. Mad. says Li 

should give dau. present of 1 cent for good job of weaving she is doing. L. 

says will not give money but if it is very good when finished will give daug. 

a present, T^n nf Tljfttgt 

Present of extranjero is from Viotor and Gat. We had ordered some but 

they refused to aooept money* 

Oraoiela walks into office while Ben is working. Spying magaiines whiph 

BOmO^TOVn-JUVA-VSriOUB^JClaS.:- J ¿ ,. „i *        t  * ~-»¡i K-Mj&fHS&gti 



^ (2) 6.13.41 

Evening! 

Ben working on expanse accounts most of the day. 

Afternoons We pass house of Edmundo, teacher, ask wife about baby whioh we 

heard from Marina, was sick. L. being manipulative tells mother 

she ought to call doctor, that medicines from farmacia may not be right since 

they don't know what is wrong with baby. She is very cool to suggestion and 

appears to resent it somewhat - not surprising. 

Later L. passes again and stops to greet Marina and Albertina,talking 

about native care of children in. a plainly derogatory and superior manner. 

We go over to intendencia to try to arrange for a portador to go 

to Fanajaohel to pick up grocery box at Tsan Juyu from Kosaks. 

Official mission happened to be going. 'Teniente not very helpful at first, 

finally agreed to have one of the men go to Fanajaohel for -the box while the 

others performed their mission in Solóla. Juan Rocohé came home with us to 

get note asking that box be given to him. Juan R. said that he had asked 

teniente to exouse him from mission as he is first nud. of San Nicolas and 

would have to take part in ceremonies tomorrow, being celebrated in all 

cofradías in «o*»-e*-go>p»et víspera of S, Ant. Said teniente said that 

wasn't important. Juan R. seemed disturbed about this attitude of brushing 

aside as unimportant the "costumbres", but at same time said that he has to 

respect the orders of the teniente. Said they always called him for official 

missions as he is the best timonero. 

Elena was exoused this evening from dishes, on her request. Says she 

was nominated by ¿n£. to assist texeles in San Antonio. Asked if she wanted 

to go said it wasn't up to her, that she was nominated| but when L. pointed 

out that if she wanted to she could oblige her to work this evening, El 

said, "Oh, but they have so much work there and no enough to help them", 

it was just a way of finding out that she probably wanted to do it, altho it 

meant staying up most of the night grinding. 

éJ.i^'ltfafrTftVjy.VihiMft^l^.WitÁ^iigÉM^'HJa^fa^ 



^a 
Saturday 6*14.41 

(j-it. V/| 

Uft^WfTJ 
El. arrived, reported that aha did not got to bed at all last nightf 

that she vas in San Antonio until 5a.o: Told about hearing a 

oharaootel during the night while they were working, (lee entry). At 10a.m. 

X.dismissed her to go home to sleep with instructions to return at 2p.m. 

L. saw Susana talking to Maria R. in latter*s doorway. L. out on the 

poroh for some time, was sure Susana deliberately avoided acknowledging her 

glances and pretended not to see her* 

Graciela called over to L. asking for an orange or banana for Hadelena 

who had fallen down and was orying* Request was ignored because it seems 

the more we give the more they expect. In a little while Graoiela came 

over and asked again for a fruit, continued to ask "%4pa tyaj xun, tyaj xun ---" 

not being able to think of anythig at the moment to ask for, but just asking 

as though for the sake of asking (annoyed L. notes that they seem to have 
whenever 

developed conditioned reponse to ask for something eke they see us)* 

Ben in office , filing, budgeting, writing letters. 

L. takes pictures at outgoing San Antonio of cofrades and saint 

inside the cofradía. 

New batch of print» arrive and we spend most of afternoon looking at 

Afternoon» 

them. 

TOl,*"'ti1Tffl 
We go to San Antonio to witness the texeles. dancing and drunk, 

they are supported by Diego and other cofrades who are not drunk* 

They get drunker, cry louder, protesting that they do not want to leave the 

house which has been like another home for the past year* Relatives of each 

try to persuade them to go home, but they refuse, fighting. Finally when 

they are hardly able to stand up, they had to be literally dragged out by 

nud.'s who escorted them each to her house* We escorted one, who was 

dragged most of the way heme, wailing, eryingf institutionalised foroible 

ejection - texeles in their protests and mournful wailing, said they were 

leaving a "mother" and a "father" - like break/up of familial relationships* 

•Mfe,t,'am¿a,BU •-^'^^%^'a^<ÉuJ^iM¿am«aiatiAi^iaMti^a 



fS?3 (2) 6.14.41 

About 9t30 p.m. when we arrived home, Raf. came In to visit. Discuss the 

scene we have just witnessed. Raf. explains that during the year they become 

attached to the members of the household, as though they were real relatives; 

always addressing the alcalde as ta and the wife, (in the case of Diego B., 

perhaps his mother) as £e( and when they have to leave at the end.of the year, 

they feel as badly as if they were being taken away from their own mothers and 

fathers| also same with the mayordomos. 

The conversation led to family relationships. Raf. said that father in 

general is the one who administers punishment - generally whipping. Mothers 

punish less directly, more often tell father when he returns. Mothers don't 

punish as much as they are softer-hearted, they do everything for children, also 

take a great deal from them. "Look at me,, did I care if my father was siok, or 

did I ever worry about him? No, but my mother - that's a different thing. When 

any of us children were siok who sat up with us and worried over us - my mother. 

And when she is siok or in trouble I feel for her and worry about her. 

On stealing by children, Raf. said he was sure that praotioally all children 

steal small amounts of money from their parents, sometimes food* When he was 

little, his father had a bakery, he used to steal breáis. Why did he have to steal? 

Was afraid he would be refused. Told at some length about an incident of his 

childhood* He was sleeping at grandfather's house, stele something and never forgot 

the whipping which resulted, (see autobiography 'or details). Says that children 

buy fruits, candies, other things to eat from tiendas or" vendedores. He see them 

in school eating things which he is sure were bought with stolen pennies. . Is quite 

sure it is the same with girls* Sometimes parents come to school and ask teacher 

to punish child for stealing* (and for o-ther things?) Says his twin brothers, 15 

steal everything in sight from their mother* Opines that very rarely do children 

steal from houses other than their own* is this because of psychological, or 

practical reasons - it may be maek too difficult to steal from others and danger 

too great* 

* -, ^ad.nkva^*tt^Afc^ 



Morningi 

Sunday 6,15.41 

Petrona, Raf's mother-in-law brings three tamalees it ie birthday of 

Afternoon» 

Raf's little girl, two years.    She leaves'immediately and as we sit 

down to eat the tamales for breakfast, Raf.  arrives bringing notes with him. 

He takes ooffee with us.    Ben spends an hour with him in office, discussing 

his writing autobiography.    Raf. answered that he had written it for Juen R., 

but that after Juan saw it it got lost.   The notes he turned in this dayt 

(a) completed assignment on medicinal plants 

(b) write-up of the night of 6*10 when the dancers stayed up all night, 

(o) diary for several days, 

L. brought a picturebook as gift for Raf's little girl. From near their house 

we watch procession in patio of the churoh. 

L. gets kinship terms from El. when we return home.  (See entry) 

L. continues to get kinship terms and also terms of address from El* 

As various children come to the house, questions them,  (some thru El.) 

to find out if they know kinship terms.  (See entry) 

We watch procession of entrega of San Antonio, accompany procession to new 

cofradía at house of Ventura Gonzalez P.    Crowds of women and children in patio 

and on fringes of patio, drinking matz.    L., standing near door is invited in 

to new cofradía and watches first the two alcaldes dance, then the secretaries, 

then the mother of outgoing alcalde and wife of new alcalde dance. 

Ben took pictures of procession, two women as they embrace in the street, 

the two women drinking in procession, scenes in patio of new cofradía. 

Diego's wife was ashamed (tiene vergüenza) to take part in procession and 

drink, therefore his mother took her place. Never see Diego's wife outside of her 

house, except when she goes for water* 

Ag. comes to hand in nine pages on "Head", part of his write-up of 

"parts of the body".   Remains about an hour and drinks ooffee with us. 

Ben spent some time winding fila, had some trouble with cassettes* 

Graciela comes, in and remains until about 8p.m. when she is called by father 
who say. "cha ka »ak*7 (S.. entry)  fawjifa qu* buté, <¿uZ^t£u4   \        '   '' 

Evening! 



H- ¥°\5 
6.15.41    (2) 

Graciela wanders in, hesitating at the door, asks what we are doing as 
an entry»    She "as visited previously in the evening but never remained very 
long.    Ben goes over and talks to her;  she puts her hand in his pocket and 
then in the other pocket, pulling out a paper from his pocket.    She  suggests 
that she will sleep with Ben in his bed.    Then puts hand to his chest and says 
he had "tsum". laughs and says "but they are small, Luxa has big ones".    In 
answer to my question "do you want to drink milk?"    She laughs then says she does. 
When she is asked does she really want to sleep here  she says ehe wouldn't sleep 
here because she would bring niguas into the bed.    Elena and I sit on the beds 
and after talking a little while, Graciela comes over to the bed and with a bold- 
ness in contrast to initial shyness this evening,  she lies on the bed.    Siena 
likes this idea and does the sam».    I lay on Ben's bed and Graciela says "no, 
don't lie there, that's Ben's, this is your's " (the one she is on). I suggest 
that I will stay in Ben's bed and sleep with him (my sleeping in a separate bed is 
frequently remarked on here since they sleep all together in one bed).    Graciela 
laughingly says that Ben will kiss .and embrace me (translated by Siena who also is 
laughing).    I then ask or suggest that Andres does the same to Tampit.    Grao,  says 
he doesn't.    "Does he kiss you though?" to which she answers,  "Mo, I'm not his wife". 

When asked her preference as between her parents and grandparents she answers 
that she doesn't like Tampit, "she beats me a lot"} for the same reason she doesn't 
like Alix. though Tampit is the worst of all.    No,  she doesn't like her grandparents 
either.    But when asked which she liked best or which she disliked most she changed 
her tone and says "uti Ana Q.  she doesn't- beat me" and the same for her grandfather. 
When Alberto's name was mentioned her negative reaction was immediate and strong, 
only a little less strong than mention of Tampit evoked.    "No," she very definitely 
d>esn't like Alberto because he only fights with her and, but he never fights 
with Tamtal, he likes tamtal a lot.    Of all,  she says that she likes little sister 
Tamtal the best»    Again answers that between mother and father,  dislikes mother 
more because she hits her more.    Mien asked whether she likes their horse, Amos. 
Laughs as though the idea is ridiculous and says, "he is only a horse not a person". 

I put an arm around Graciela and kiss her on the cheek.    She seems a little 
embarrassed but then kisses me on the cheek.    Grac. and SI. talk about the mattress 
and pillow (air inflated).    Grac. puts mouth on mattress and says it is like tsum 
(same word for breast and for rubber balloons). 

Asked where she sleeps, she replies that she sleeps with Alberto.    Tamtal 
sleeps with Alix.    Demonstrates "here sleeps Alix, here Tamtal (right next to him)   ' 
and over there  (some distance away from Tarn.) sleeps Tampit* 

Why does Tampit beat her?    "When I don't do mandados she beats n» and then she 
tells Alix when he comes home and he beats me too." 

Is Tampit going to buy another baby? (Didn't know that at this moment she was 
in labor). "No, she's old now".    But would you like to have another sister or bsothef 
Yes, "tipiloq'yaki".    She then asks why I don't buy one.    Says Benjamin is good, he 
is not bravo, will never beat it.    Says the same about me. 

Would she like to go with us to the U.S.    No, is afraid, there is a man who 
eats people , is very fearsome, has a human face  (or head) like a wristwatch on his 
hand.    Her aunt, Siena, told her about it. 

Where do babies com» from?   AH-ajfkwa-eays     They are bought from an a.lkuau She 
would like two boy babies» 

(typed from notes written exactly as above same evening after Grac. was called 
by father). 



4tf? 6 
Monday 6.16.41   ^ 

Graciela knocks on the door loudly and announces, when L. opens it, 
Mornlngi 

"there is a baby in our house with Tumpit - coli yaki pa woohoch, 
6i00 a.m. (.. 

xin Tumpit", looking very pleased and grinning. She asked «a to 

come over and see it. I.hesitated going over the first day as f knew there are 

beliefs that it is bad for the baby. X.finally decided to go anyway and found 

Andres in the house. (Although when tasked Grao, who was with Tumpit she said 

no one was there). Andres invited me in, tho not enthusiastically. Tumpit 

sitting up in bed, looked healthy and- showed no signs of weariness or pain* 

She handed me the baby which was bundled up and told me that it was "bought" 

last night at 7«00 p.m. (We had not heard a sound frofr their house last night, 

altho at other times we can hear voices and Mad. orying). 

Grao, laughingly, told mother that I had asked^whether they were going to 

buy another baby and that she had answered "No, Tumpit is too old" but "now we 

have one." 

Tumpit said Maria R. would oome over to nurse the baby as she has no milk yet. 

Grao, oomes over again and asks Ben to oome and look at the baby. He does 

and notices "sour-puss"Acarrying a hoe outside. He has new clothes on and sweeps 

the yard. 

Grao, comes up to me and half-whispering asks me to give A handkerchief to 

the new baby. Baby's head always tied around with large handkerchief or wears little 

woolen cap, or baby bonnett - handkerchief most common. She looks surprised when 

I bring a large flowered handkerchief over to Tumpit for baby. Later I give 

some flannel material to Ana for the baby. 

SI. says her father was called in by Andres in the evening. Says Andrea"is 

going to give milk to the baby. 

Notiee a woman gathering up a large basket of clothing which she is presumably 

taking to playa to wash. Andres kisses her hand, says "cha an mah". El. says she 

is Andres' sister. 

egjQQ Ailfa Ana briaga over bowl of chicken and broth and some tanalitas. 



457 7 
(2) 6.16.41 

Uroo %t% 

Afternoons 

I asked Tumpit what they would oall the baby. She said they didn't know yet, 

then asked me what name day it was according to the almanac. This was surprising 

as they are oreantes. However later in the day learned that baby was called Anita, 

after grandmother Ana Q., (kaxel) . 

Andrea and Juana Rooohe, partera, seen going off to register the baby at the 

intendencia. 

First reg, his alguacil, sfodioo'a alguaoilf another unidentified offi- 

cial, come around to neighbor's porch. They are taking,a census of 

all male persons between ages 18 - 60. Beg, says there are 468 sedulas (paee- 

identifioation book) for males between these ages. Ag. later guessed that there 

are about 30 males over 60 yrs. of age. 

We visit the cofradía of San Antonio (outgoing). The cofrades drink, 

talk a little, but for the most part are silent. One of the two 

drummers asleep over his drum. They have apparently been up all night. Present 

and somewhat pickled are the intendente and his friend, Juan Garcia. Ben and the 

intendente get into a long and amicable discussion. Ben sends for an octavo and 

for cigarettes. From time to time drinks are passed around by one of the nud.'s, 

the intendente getting visibly drunker. At the outset of his conversation, the 

int. huftbly explains that he is only a half-educated nan, but as the drinks soak 

in he loses his humility , and begins to assert his abilities. He explains how 

he alone was picked by the jefo-politioo to serve as int. in Nahuala | that he is 

only man with proper qualifications for the job which he holds now. Tho Ben 

heartily agreed, he" insisted on calling over Juan 0. té bear witness that there 

was none to oompare with Pedro Tojcom Chao. Juan lauds him highly. The int. 

enumerates his 11 years of servicios. 

Another topic of conversation which, the int. brought up was the subjeet of 

oreJMgejBy Hi» big poin1a/xa« tbe- £e*t that humanB were only clay and must therefore 

indulge the oravings of the body. The oreantes, it seems, aspire to an unnatural 

role which amount s to a denial of their earthly origin. Indignantly the int. 
asked, "How oan one ever work off hie colera if he doesn't drink?" 

)irHftiSflHit'i'íftf,í"~T''''''f'i '- • «wtiJMfnfflMgto 
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Late Afternoon 
We stop at the int.. notioe article by Sanidad in "El Campesino" 

which eayB that eggs are better all around food than pork or 

other foods.    Ag. doubts this statement, but says he doesn't know w^y they would 

say it. 

Uanuel Cortez, opens conversation about the war.    Says Russia was strong but 

was weakened by a famine about 10 years ago. 
•fi«.eulí¡> 

We walk up to tienda of Felipe Chavajayjrho in very extravagant Spanish 

tells uj he is honored by our visit. Talks a great deal about god and the church. 

Returning home as we pass window of San Ant., Diego asks to borrow $1.00 

for drinks. Ben donates 10 cents for an octavo but doesn't lend any. Diego thanks. 

L. visite San Ant. again and watches women of the household dancing. 

They are not yet drunk. Some of them ask Lois for drink. She sends 

one of the children for an octavo for the women and herself returns home. 

About 9i00 P.M. L. out in our back yard ¿[ears woman's soreams, then child 

joins the woman and ories loudly. Hears man's voice and guesses that some husband 

is beating his wife. Sounds seem to come from house where lives mother of Rosario 

Pop. 

Evening! 

'JuUSLoiMsJr 

*a-ll"t-J"'-  vr.«jA...I^MJl,u. j«.ii^¡.MHtfcM»Íl 
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Morning » 
L. sent El. for Rosa Garcia, wife of Juan B. re sewing up shirt from 

jaeiliyaMKflftfuMwrtliti 

finished cortee.    Rosa explains that sha is helping with the grinding 

and cooking for San Antonio but will do it tomorrow. 

Catarina B. came over and when asked about doing another corte for shirt said 

she would weave for us after the fiesta of S.P., busy now. Remained to talk. 

Very soon asked why we don't accept protestantism.    Says her father doesn't 

because he won't give up drinking.    Says Victor wrote a letter to U.S. and received 

answer saying they were very happy to hear about creyentes here. She would be 

afraid to go to U. S. - has no money, doesn't know the language.    But Victor 

wants to go to U.S. 

Conversation was carried on in lengua.   El. occasionally interpreted. Cat.'s 

small son, Lucas, with her , continuously asked for candy and papers while they 

were here.    Cat. paid no attention to his constant nagging. 
L. 

Little while later, Cat. called to ae from doorway of new house and asked if 

X would loan $4. to buy a skirt from com reíante here today.    I.went to ask Ben 

who was at San Ant.    He said we should not loan it to her as we are refusing other 

loans, but if i wanted to could buy the skirt, letting her buy it from us when 

has the money in three days, as she said.   While explaining this to Cat. thru El. 

Juan B, oame to door and answered for Cat. that she would do it that way. Juan 

said Victor is going to sell corn tomorrow and day after and will pay in 3 days. 

When they left El* said, "Are you giving her the money (she already saw me*give it 
her 

to Cat. who said she was going to buy the skirt and would show it to •»)? She 

isn't going to buy a skirt} she told me that she wanted the money for something else 

but wouldn't say for what."   I.pointed out that it was a little late to tell   ktr 

after money was given. El. said Cat. had bought a skirt last week.   Ben sent for 

Victor who said the skirt had been recomendado before but not paid for and man had 

come for money today.   He. seemed embarrassed about the whole thing and on the way 
avoid 

out made a face at El. as if to say "I was oaught?áa-a In order to «afetftart *ke 

-the appearance of a loan, Ben suggested that a) he return the money or b) we 
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Aftemoont 

Ben visited part of the morning at San Antonio - only men present at that 

time. They all sat or walked around somewhat apathetically and sadly. The 

women were busy cooking and bringing water. 

We map houses in our canton, pacing out» allowing five paces per 

square of lined paper. 

Returning to our house at about 3tOO p.m. we saw a number of women standing 

in the street and heard loud wailing and screaming of women in the Bixoul houses. 

Those outside were just onlookers or listeners. After lunoh the entire household, 

including women, began drinking. It did not take long for the women to get 

drunk. We went over and as on all previous visits were warmly welcomed in by 

Diego. Diego's mother was well-composed, altho she was also drunk. His wife 

carried on worst of all, shrieking, collapsing, wailing. Gat., Diego's daughter 

oried and wailed, nursing the babysat the same time that she was being somewhat 

amorously comforted by the secretary, Manuel Oonz. Juan Garcia was present} he 

seemed to be a constant guest during the several days of celebration and farewell" 

ing at San Ant. Uanuela N., who is distantly related to the household, but always 

assisted with grinding when there were ceremonies during the' year, wailed and 

clung aggressively on all available men around. Diego's son, Nicolas, and the 

youngest md. walked and fell arm in arm in the street and in the house. When 

one of the other mds less drunk wanted to take the youngest md home because he 

was unable to stand any longer and had out his head in a fall, Josefa, Diego's 

wife, became violent, clung to him, and he to her, soreamed and fought when 

they dragged her away over the ground. She oried out that he was her son , that 

she was now losing her son as if he died. 

Valeriano N., well stewed, wandered in with a large bottle of guara which 

he passed out. Diego was almost sober, but Juan B. was quite drunk. Valeriano 

said he was going to live in San Juan because the people in San Pedro didn't 

like him and were molesting him. Said he was being particularly wronged by Raf. 

whom he was going to get fired from his teaching Job. Said Raf. spreading story 

that Val. short weight ing meat which )w sold Petrona. 
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Evening! 

(3) 6.17.41 

At supper, Raf. in with notes on Susana and on his quarrel with 

Valeriano (see diary for 6.17.41 of Raf1a). He left in short time. 

El's father, Deoiderio oame over and took rather long in leading up to 

a request for $2.50 advance on El's pay for June and July in order to buy 

her a skirt for the fiesta of S.P. Was told we would give El her pay for June 

tomorrow - $1.25 hut oould not advance for July. He stayed around until 8i30 

and there was some discussion of classification of foods by hot and cold. 

He talked about two different classification, espeoe and raro; in the first 

category were listed yellow oorn, tortilla and beef. In the second he men- 

tioned pop oorn, bread, pork, crab soup. 

Ag. oame in to ask if we had.anything for him to do in Solóla tomorrow as 

he is going on offioial mission. Nothing -for him to do. He and Deoiderio 

agree that Valeriano is always seeking suits and trouble - has paid fines up 

to $4. This was occasioned by Val's wife, Chona, who oame to door and asked 

if Raf. were here. 

at¡3¿&t&£¡*tea*i£^^^~¿*ikrtil*e¿>i**tm*ití¿¿ ^^•¿¿*f£*^!LKÍ&^m£*4*!amto^^~«*&*Mi~&**&& 
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Ben spen+, the morning and the afternoon out in the village maki drawing 

houses for village map. He was called over by a group of women in the patio 

of Juana Rooohe as he passed. When he approached them, one of the women 

asked for a penny for the baby in her arms. He refused and was urged by 

Juana to give five cents. Vflien he refused she called him xuy (miserable ). 

V/hile working near the house of our comadre. Ignacia Méndez Ben was 

called in by Elena, her daughter. She offered him a chair and Ignacia gave 

him some cold limeade to drink. This was the one touch of generosity from 

our neighbors in an otherwise somewhat harrassing day during which we were 

both separately besieged by an irritating amount of begging. 

I spent the day at home, sewing a blouse intermittently. During the 

morning various members of the household and saliente cofradía of Diego 

Bixcul (cofradía of San Antonio) came over asking to be shown our photographs 

and to be given magazines. Juan Garcia, marimbero, who had been celebrating 

(drinking) the termination of the cofradía here with the Bixculs pointed out 

that this was the first time he had ever visited us in ourhouse. He pointed 

out that therefore he should be given a present of a magazine. When I said 

that there were not enough magazines to give to the eight or ten people in 

the room he said "Oh, don't give them any, just me, just me." I finally 

acceded and gave away sections of the New York Times which had pictures. 

As eaoh one received his, he teased the others heat the one he gob was better 

or there was more of it* 

Manuela Naviohoo, sister-in-law of Manuel Sunu, our neighbor, spent the 

day over here on the porch of Victor Cotuc's new (as yet unoooupied) house, 

preparing hilo on the hilador for a shirt for Manuel Sunu. He will wear it 

when he goes to Guatemala with the "voluntarios". 

During the afternoon as she spied me in our front doorway she called to 

me to oome over and sit near her. No sooner did I sit down when she began 

asking me for candy. The other women nearby took up the request, when this 

proved unsuccessful she next asked me to give her one of the dolls* Her 
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asking is not merely a request made once or twice, but a persistent wheedling 

then demanding. I left in a few minutes deciding to steer clear of Manuela. 

However a little later she called to me again and- I returned. This time she 

asked me if I would baptize her child, Josefa, in the fiesta of San Pedro* 

I told her that I had already been asked to baptise two other children but 

would be willing to accept hers also if she wanted me to. She asked who the 

other children were and then if I was paying for their baptisms. It is well 

established custom that the parents pay for the baptism here. I replied that 

+he parents were going to pay. In' a little while she asked, if I would lend 

her fifty cents for two months. Since she does not speak Spanish I was at a 

loss to explain why I could not lend her fhe money and simply responded "no." 

She then asked me to give her bread saying "tay aj xun kaxlanwauy, inin 

pobre, mokota puac", in a most pitiful manner. By this time I was thoroughly 

disgusted with Manuela and left* 

Shortly after this incident, Maria Cox, came in on her way home from 

school. Her first greeting was "give me a candy" in a bold and brusque 

manner. I ignored her request and a few minutes later when several other 

kids appeared and set up a persistent howl for paper, candy and bread, I 

lost my temper and replied "Solo tayaj xun, tayaj xun, es todo que ustedes 

saben." This quieted them but left me feeling no less irritated. By the 

end of this day X was completely disenchanted, fed up with San Pedro and the 

Pedranos* 

At about 8130 p.m., to add a final touch, Francisco Puac, oame over 

asking to borrow $1*60 in order to pay his fine. He had and his wife had' 

each been fined $2.00 as the result of a demanda he had put on her* They 

had been in jail, that is she is jail and he arrestado, thus paying off 

twenty cents a day , for two days* He appealed to Ben first on grounds of 

being his "kaxel" (since Ben is well known by the Pedrano name of Francisco). 

Manuel Cortez, walking by and seeing the door open and Francisco P. in 

here, took this opportunity to oome in. He was shortly dismissed with the 

Vil 
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At about 8t30 a.m. Juan Bixoul, our neighbor, approached our front door 

which was open and asked if he had permission to. enter as he wished a word 

with Ben. He was in an obvious state of intoxication but not so bad that he 

couldn't walk around or carry on a conversation. He started off by sayfing 

he had come to ask the consent of Ben to the marriage of our maid, Els na G. 

to the nephew, Nicolas, of Juan. Nicolas lives in the house of Diego as hie 

own father, Andres, is dead. Juan said he had talked to Elena's father and 

it was all arranged but he wanted'to ask our permission so that we would not 

be angry at having our maid taken away* Elena claimed that this was the first 

she had heard about it, that there was nothing to it, that Nicolas had never 

spoken to her about anything that would suggest a desire to marry. In addition 

Tina has told her that Nicolas is intending to go to cuartel for a year. 

Juan B. spent the forenoon here, talking mostly about, his wealth, 

his brains and other things to reflect well on his status. -(fiee-netee-See 

appended notes for conversation.) By the time we were ready to eat lunch he 

was drunker +han when he came in and refused to leave, insisting that he 

wanted to stay for lunch» He slept by the table while we ate lunch, when 

he woke up about IrOO p.m. we both took him home* During the rest of the 

afternoon he kept coming over here ever few minutes, wanting to come in and 

talk and to offer drinks to Ben. Ben went out during the afternoon to 

work on houses for the map, mainly to avpid having to entertain ff.B. any more* 

Elena reported that while we were both out he came over several times and 

banged furiously on the door, and swore because she told him we were not here* 

At about 5p.m* he came over with a friend, also drunk, whom he introduced as 

being from Panyavar. Ben tried hard not to let them in but finally had to 

accede and let them in for a few minutes during which they insisted that he 

was angry and didn't have cariño and he insisting that he was not angry and 

had lots of cariño but had lots of work to do also and couldn't drink with them*. 
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He succeeded in getting rid of them shortly. 

At the same time that Ben was getting rid of these two , Rafael G. came 

in the back way and I invited him into the office. He complained that he had 

been writing some incidents up when he wae interrupted by Valeriano N. and 

some other drunks. We both agreed that it was very irritating to have a lot 

of time taken up by the visits of drunks. 

It 3t00 p.m. met Juan Gonzale z on his way to playa to look over his 

milpa there. He asked us to accompany him and we did. We spent until 4j30 

with him . He talked about the effects of various foods, frequently mentioning 

vitamins. He said that of all fruits, the mango is best liked and is the one 

fruit which can be eaten in great quantity and at any time, without danger 

(also oranges). Of pitaya, which is in season now he said it was overly rich in 

vitamins and if one ate more than one or two it would cause harm in the 

stomach. He said it is costumbre for anybody to enter the field of a person 

in order to pick fruit. No one says anything if people pick fruits from his 

trees, as long as they don't step on any of his milpa or dirty up the field. 

Touching anything else besides fruit is prohibited by law. 

At the end of this day I was even more disgusted than the previous day 

and I was anxious to get away from here for at least a few days. We were still 

waiting for a reply from Franke of Tzan Juyu to our letter asking for a$90 

rate for a month. We decided to wait and see if a reply would come tomorrow* 

At 9t00 p.m. after we had been in bed and the light out a knock came 

at the front door* J.B. again insisting on having "two words" with Ben. . X was 

frightened and didn't want Ben to open the door but he finally did. J.B. 

came in and asked to borrow a dime until the next day to buy a' drink with. 

Ben gave him the dime, greatly relieved that he could be gotten rid of that 

easily. J.B* kissed Ben's hand and apologized profusely* 
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8t30 A.M. 
Ben went to see the procession coming from +he church with 

the saint San Antonio whicfc was being turned over now for a year 

to the new cofradia of San Antonio - cofradot Ventura Gonzalez P. 

9«00 A.M.   V/e went swimming, leaving the house the back way and taking a 

roundabout path in order to avoid Juan Bixcul who had been 

perched on our front doorstep since early this morning, waiting for us to 

open it. Elena had seen him out there and warned us. However when we got 

to the corner of center, at the cantina of Juan Gonzalez, we walked right 

into J.B., Chema Gonzalez (cofrado of S. Cruz), Domingo Tuch, drinking and 

already well intoxicated. Domingo's younger brother, Diego, had died during 

the night and he stopped us and asked whether we were coming up to his house 

and to the interment. We said we would get there in time for the funeral. 

At the playa a mother and three young daughters came to wash clothes 

on the rocks nearby where we had bathed. They addressed us by name and 

asked for money, then for hairpins. We didn't comply. 

lOtOO A.M. Returned from the playa on a very picturesque, rocky , shaded 

path. Ben stopped off at the house of Domingo Tuch and I went 

on home, saying I would join Ben in a little while. Juan B. and Valeriano 

N. were assisting the mourners by joining in the drinking. They seemed like 

professional mourners, whose only reason for being there was that they happened 

to be on a drinking spree and took this opportunity to- find drinking company. 

There was quite a lot of sexual joking, particularly at the expense of Domingo 

Tuch who had spent the night in jail because he had been caught sleeping with 

a woman, by her angered husband. When M. Too approached the house to join 

women in religious singing, the men prompted Ben to say various phrases in 

lengua, which he did not repeat. They were obviously along sexually sugges- 

tive lines. 

When Ben was offered a drink someone suggested that perhaps he doesn't 
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drink, Juan 6. hastened to assure them with great amount of exaggeration the 

amount of drinks Ben and he had consumed together yesterday. mhen when he 

had accepted that drink and was offered another, Valeriano said, "That's all 

right he already had a drink" (the general manager). Someone urged Ben to 

buy a drink for Juan Chavajay who was dozing in the hammock, joking afcetrt 

that he was a "real brujo" and would "brujar" Ben if he didn't buy him an 

octavo. 

10t30 A.M. Elena and I arrived at the Tuch household to find the men outside 

continuing with the drinking and a sort of systematically timed 

wailing going on inside the house by the sisters and other females relatives 

of the deceased. 

(IJEIGA BEGINS )   The cofrades arrived to take away the body. The procession 

headed by a mayordomo carrying a large black cylinder mounted 

on a staff, having a skill and orossbones painted on the black cloth. 

(Elena says it is called rey pascua and that the people never mention it's 

name). The coffin was tied to poles by which the mayordomos oarried it. 

The female relatives (also drunk) followed directly behind the coffin, wailing 

and clinging to the coffin. The cofrades walked behind. Cortez, the young 

marimbero, well stewed himself, kept handing out drinks to the men in the 

procession and continued this at the cemetery. Eight or ten terteles went 

ahead with their tinajas of water. The wailing of the women increased as 

the coffin was lowered into the prepared grave. A few girls and women who 

had accompanied the procession, singing religious hymns, intoned a prayer.' 

They were not related. The cofrades stood around in small groups, talking, 

drinking and joking.  One sister, Rosa T. oarried on more than the others, 

flinging herself on the ooffin. Two mayordomos lowered the coffin in with 

ropes, then flung in a little dirt. The men and women standing around threw 

in dirt, then the two mayord's. went about quickly covering up the hole. 

TShen it was filled again the texeles brought their tinajas of water which were 
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poured on. Bartolo Jojcom asked whether it was true that in our country 

no water was poured over the grave. He said he had seen funerals in other 

villages and no water was used either. He didn't know why but said it was 

a "costumbre aqui siempre de muy antigua". 

During the afternoon Ben wrote and mailed report to Soo. S.R.C. 

and I typed diary of 6.18.41. 

4t30 P.M.  (LEICA) I took three or four exposures of children in our. back 

yard weaving belts of leaves. 

6:00 P.M. B n from intendencia with mail, puper and letter from Marion Koblitz 

replying that photographic equipment receipts had been given to 

Marion Lambert who brought our camera down f/or us. (Marion doing a picture 

of rural education in Mexico). 

6:45 P.M. Ag. comes while we are having supper. He remained all evening 

until 9:00. T/hile Elena was still here washing dishes a lot of 

kidding about temascal. People who go in for frequent bathing in temascal are 

dubbed "waoh eajol" . This is a phrase ascribed to the residents of Sa.Catarina 

Ixtahuaoan, who are reputed to like temascal so much that they enter in the 

dread middle of day* and never bathe in rivers nearby. Ag. held that men and 

women here never go into temasoal together. Elena said that in the temascal 

of Agustin Zioay they do. Ag. said something in lengua and both laughed. 

As I was taking Elena home she said Ag. had joked about women and men going 

together saying, "Perhaps voy agarrar las muchachas con sus p'il y talvez 

ellas van agarrarme con mi nunaq' (penus)". Elena laughed then volunteered 

a synonym for nunaq' - tsi kin . I said that I thought this referred to 

dogs. She laughed loudly then and said it was the same. 

The information got+en in the rambling talk with Agustin is recorded 

separately under notes/ (Espiritu del maiz—military service—kinship- 

personal destinies—sickness: mid-day peril). 

OMISSION: Dolores Puac brought her son with ailing leg for treatment 
second successive day. 
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8tOO A.M.    Lois to see Manuela M. re having new skirt  sewen. Manuela combing 

and cleaning hair of Maria before  sending her off to school. 

Wraps sash around Bartolo's arms, .pinning them to his sides and puts him in 

hammock which is bedded with some cloths.    Bartolo eyes begin to close as soon 

as he is in hammock, however he wakes up as he  seejiis me and Man. takes him out. 

When I get home decide not to have skirt done after all as this would mean 

cutting it and would prevent using it for other purposes «hen I get back home. 

Send Siena over to tell Manuela I8ve changed my mind.    Elena reports Man. angry 

says I am only "foiling  (engañar)" her. 

9t00 A.M.    Dolores P. with son, third consecutive day, for treatment of badly 

infected right shin.    Dol. very humble and kissing both Ben's and 

my hand all over the place.    Promises if her son gets well she will-have him 

do errands or go to Solóla for us or anything we want. This time gave her sons 

bandage,  cotton and solution of permanganate with instructions to have son 

sun infection and then disinfect and bandage with clean  cloths for the next 

few days instead of continuing to come here every day. 

8»30 A.M.    Florinda Cotuc,  spending this week with her relatives next door while 

Josefa is in bed with newborn baby,  cams to door asking for loan of 

one dollar for Andres C. to pay for the costumbres for garlara, J.R. Ben said it 

couldn't be done, 

Ben spent forenoon organizing notes and file in office» 

I spent most of afternoon typing diary for 6.19. and 6/20. 

5:30 P.M. Ben and Lois to call for mail.    Chema G.P. told Ben that the civil 

officials will go out in body tomorrow to collect eight cents from 

every family for expenses of fiesta of S.P.  Says if they don't have eight cents 

will not accept partial .payment but will wait until they get it. 

Receive N.Y.T.'s and local paper. 

6:15.. P.M. .to 7TOO Supper. 
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7ton P.M.    Siena G. Msndez,de Cox with yearold Josefa in arms, accompanied by 

two other children» Bartolo - 10,Rosa - 12. losa and Bartolo im- 

mediately begin asking for paper, Rosa asks in name of baby, Josefa,  saying 

she is "santa"  , a twin, although, the other twin died when one week old. 

After about fifteen minutes mother asks for medicine for Josefa whom she says 

is a year old.    Has had bad case of diorrhea for past three days.    Has had 

it before and other times.    No,  does not have hard bowel movement,  only 

diorrhea sometimes.  Says foeces is (choy) like  "o'hp" (tog - the lengua word 

o'hp is translated into Spanish as both tos or catarro).  It seems that the 

foeces is likened to "o'hp" when there is a lot of mucous present which is 

equated with mucous discharged when there is cold. 

Elena says Gustina has the same kind of diorrhea and is very sick, 

"talvez va morir, es muy pequeña ahora Gustina,  solo quiere dormir, no quiere 

andar y nada,  solo dormir.    Su cara es muy enchada y también su pied.". 

7«30 P.M.    Dismissed Elena G.M. with her children who nade  several last attempts 

to get papers, unsuccessfully. 

8:00 P.M.    Raf.  came in and found us reading the NyT. which was spread out over 

the table.    Said he had come to ask if we would "sell" some  of our 

old newspapers for decorating the wall in the house where the dance will be held 

in fiesta of S.P# Replied we would see  later on in the week.    Asked him to 

try to find someone who knows something about early life and family of Dolores— 

Sequec as we didn't find anybody who knew anything about her previous to recently 

He brought map as requested by Ben. 
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Sunday, June 22, 1941 

At  5:45 A.M.  Geraldo,   Julian Cotuc's son© by a wornBr wife,   cams to the 

back door to ask a loan of $1.50 for Julian,   saying that the latter was now 

drunk and needed $1 to repay a loan to his "brother"  (may have referred to our 

neighbor Andres Cotuc who had unsuccessfully asked for a $1 lona yesterday in 

order to pay for today's costumbres, the baby now being a week old).    I did not 

loan him the money.    Later in the morning, Florinda Cotuc replied that Julian 

had returned from Solóla last night at V P.M. and that the lake had been rough. 

I asked our girl Elena whether she thought it likely that Julian was drunk 

and she thought it was because it is cold in Solóla and often the people  start 

drinking theire.    At night when Florinda saw me using a flashlight to go to the 

toilet she requested that I loan it to her for her father who was supposedly 

visiting with Andres next door and who she claimed had a short mandado.    An hour 

later she brought it into the house with thanks. 

Her baby a week old, Tampit was seen on her feet today.    Graciela waved me 

in to look at the infant  swinging for the first time in the indoor hammock well 

covered with cloths.    In the house was gigantic Juana Rocche who started right 

up asking when ,1 would buy a baby.    The price  she answered was $80.    Lois arrived 

and she went to work on her.    Then the midwife washed Tampit's hair out in the 

yard and readily gave permission for Lois to take a few Leica shots. 

During the course of the forenoon Lois dickered and finally bought a 

pair of native men's pants (90/) and a woman's belt  (40/¿) from Dolores Sequec 

(not of the chicken fame).    Elena says she always weaves things for sale. 

During the day, as well, a girl named Josefa Cortes,  came several times in 

an effort to sell a necklace,  saying her mother (Rosa Coche) needed the money. 

Tho she came down from 50¿ to 30j¿ Lois found the price too high.    She refused 

the suggestion to accept the necklace as security against a 15jtf loan. 

As we were finishing lunch Florinda, accompanied by Graciela, brought 

us a gift of chicken-in-soup and several large leaf-wrapt suBSan, as Tampit's 

return gift now that she was out of bed.    They gave us a tulul earlier in day* 

;-=ÍÜÍ£ifiíí£¿ 
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Florinda replied that  she, her sister Anita, their aunt Isabela and their 

grandmother Ana had remained up until 2 A.Ii. preparing food for the Tartera 

and others.    31ena said tb midwife was given the  customary 50j¿ for her ser- 

vices but  quickly added  "saber cual trabajo." 

Lois and I typed  in the afternoon,  Lois on diary of the previous two 
nearly 

days and * on notes.     In the afternoonAthe whole intendencia staff came past 

our front door as they were doing the village to collect the 8j£ per family 

contribution for the fiesta of San Pedfo expenditures (candles, bomb's, etc.) 

I asked the group how much they v/ould like of me.    The tall first regidor 

quickly responded,  "Según su voluntad,  ei quiere 20/ o 30/¿."    As I placed the 

conventional 8/ in the outstretched hand of an alguacil, a laugh went the 

rounds together with the statement  "ru taq!'  (he knows).    The escribiente 

(Chema Gonz.  C.) placed a check in the pppropreate place on his Handwritten list 

of names, and the group went on.    Several men carried baskets containing eggs. 

Many housewives gave eggs as well as money.    In honer of this collection costumbre 

marimba played in the  patio of the intendencia during the afternoon and evening. 

Before the afternoon was over Lois went to bed with a cold. 

In the evening our new comadre,  Vicenta Gonzalez, came in with our ahi.iada 

requesting aceite to cure evil-eye.    The child looked normal.    We gave it mineral 

oil.    I asked Vicenta to sit down.     She remained about 20 minutes.    We compadre- 

comadre'ed each other and she bent the baby to have it kiss my hand as she left. 

Another late medicine customer was little Angelina Cox, accompanied by her littler 

sister Pettonal*   .1 dropt medicine in her inflamed left eye and wiped out several 

little white clouds of matter.    Before our girl left we gave her medicine to rub 

into her sore hip* 

Our visitor of the evening was Wanuel Cortez who remained over an hour al- 

though Lois made evident signs of wanting the lights put out so she could go to 

sleep and although I remained standing and never offered him a seat.    He said 

not.only he but most others looked forward to the Guatemala exedrcizes, that a 

late t^legramJLndicated   the soldiers would be transported by bus, that the 
-•-->i,\.i-«jíLí._v'fi;_>wjn¡Q!(ji prqb. go on despite the, draft.. .....* 
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Monday 6.23.41 (L) 

(Vl-li) 

No notes for diary for this day, exoapt a few notes under topioal 

headings» reoord of work handed in by Ag.P. and recollection of one or two 

incidents. 

Information from El. on traps used to oat oh dogs who try to get into 

fields to eat green corn (elotes).   Trap in lengua called plaq'ohe .   Meat is 

put into the trap and when dog goes for it large stone released which falls 

and kills dog.    One doesn't tell a neighbor that his dog was oaught in the 

former's field and killed, but when- dogs don't oome home for some days the 

owners say, "talvaí entro en plaq'ohe". 

El. expecting older, married sister to arrive from coast today.    She will 

oome with husband and children and stay for the fiesta of   S. p.   El* says that 

brother of her brother-in-law is novio of Vioenta R. and that latter will return 

with him to coast as she has deoided to marry him. El. says she likes her sister 

better than anyone, that sister also likes her best, but then adds that latter 

also likes brothers.   Mother likes sister best of all the children beoauee 

in fiestas sister always sends hilo for mother to make herself a new reboio1 

All during afternoon El. looking up the street and up on mountain side for 

sister.    She looks also through field glasses.   Alberto a. and his bro.-in-law, 

P.Cox return from the coast at same time and tell Elena that they have passed 

her sister «ho stopped to nurse baby and will be along in a little while)* 

Sister rode on horse, oarried youngest child.   Husband walked and five year old 

girl alternated* 

Alberto had informed Ben the other day that he was making trip to coast 

alone, had done so one* before.   "Muy alegre" on the coast, said Al* 

Ag. earns in the evening, at supper time as usual, drank oof fee with us* 

Handed in twelve large handwritten sheets on "parts of the body". Asked for $1*00 

as he had not yet reoeived money owed him by Juan R* and needed some then* 

Ben paid him the $.71 owed hia for work done and *^--" c*— ^-^--"-^--^ /ir"^ 

1*30 im tm dajiu 
Information from El* •» oharaeotel who visited them lart **»• 



ft It 
Taesday 6*24.41 (L) 

No diary notes to be found for this day, but from letter written to 

our families I learn that this was the morning we went to San Juan for their 

fiesta* Many neighbor» and El* had assured us that we should certainly not 

miss the fiesta of 8* J., that it would be "muy alegre"• We took a leisurely 

walk, taking pictures along the way* When we arrived in San J*, found small 

plaza, typical stands with dry goods and knick knacks, few vendors selling 

ak'at (white, pink, brown, hard candy) and atiteoos selling peaches and 

bananas, also oranges. 

We bought fruits and candy for friends, took some pictures in plaza and 

of procession. The Fedranos kept saying how small the fiesta was, that it 

was not at all "alegre", particularly sinoe there was no danoe • This was 

the first year that no danoe was put on for titular fiesta* Lots of kids 

followed us wherever we went and apparently had heard of our lengua names 

and ability to talk, boisterously tested our knowledge of lengua, pointing 

to objects and asking us to name them. Onoe El* stood behind me and prompted 

me, apparently wanting me to live up to my reputation* 

El* said the costumbres in 8* J* were "muy aparte" from those in S.P* 

with respect to titutlar fiesta» t texeles in 8* J* wear long white veils in 

the procession, they straw flowers along the way, the mat» there is different* 

it has foam (rpuluw) on top* Altho she personally doesn't like the mats 

it is better than San Pedro mat». Juan B. thought it was "algo regularW, worse 

than San P. mat». El.'s statement -that it was better I suspected sine» it, 

was mad» the day previous when she was obviously trying to get us to go to S.J. 

as she wanted to gO| e.g. she saidt "nobody works tomorrow in S.J. or S.P* 

it is a sin to work", altho she admitted that women still made tortilla» and 

oarried water} then "everyone in S.P. will be going to S.J." 

li'^n^Nt&^i'^'&fai^si 
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i" Sefl i I'on      hn'isim j       J 

We want to see the ?airt""frfft at San Andres (first rag.),        ''7 
yao - Atoo P.M. 

aeeoapanied by Muu Corta t who oaae to Tie it at just aa wo war* 

leaving (fortunately)*   WJian Ban aakad hia if thara was anything to aaa ha 

replied in the negative» apparently not anxious to go.   Ban took piaturaa and 

I joined tha woasn» wives of tha regidores, who wara handing out aati froa a 

•aparata house.    They kiddad a» about drinking it and BOB» wara surprised that 

I drank any*    I handed it to one of tha nearby children after drinking half* 

They Invited na inside.    I accepted and .was aotioned to ait on a larga patata 

where aat tha woaan who superriaed tha aaking and ladling out but didn't do 

any work*   These wara the «other of the sindico, who eeemod to be f iret in 

nn—uiul. tha wives of the second and 3rd rig'a* Tha 1st has no wife and Dolores* 

wife of tha 4th eeeaad to be doing a lot of work. 

Shortly after ooadng* annual aakad Ban if ha wanted to leave,    then Ban 

replied that he didn't* Manuel said, "uuy bien" and stayed on following Ben 

around wherever he went» rather silently» left with ua* 

We atop off at ftnt.. snn.C* «till in tow* Ben arranged with 

hmrina» wife of cosan, to piek up #T5 for ua in Start • at 

Carnegie.    Be also borrowed ton dollars froa her which she was perfectly willing 

to have ua use as they intended leaving it in house hare anyway. 

ifQP - St8Q ft* 
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Ben gave Ag. $1.30 as per his request and request of Dolores G. de R., 

who same day sent note from Juan R. asking that Ben give this money to Ag* for 

Juan* 

Ben paid Rafael G. who happened to be around int. at same tiro, one dollar, 

for work done during the month* 

When Elena came to wash the supper dishes she informed us that Catarina 

Bixeul (husbandt M. Sunu) had that afternoon at 2:00 p.m.  "bought a baby". 

Cat. had carried water at ltOO p.m.    Juana Rocehé, parj&re,, "bought it for 

her from an extranjero".    "But there are no extranjeros   here today", I said. 

"Tes, they say they did, that the extranjero esta escondido/t they also say 

the extranjeros are very bravo and will cut off the head of any child who 

looks when mother is buying the baby." 

íes carrying bundles of 

Supplement to Diary 6.26.41   L.Roll D4 

First costunftrweof fiesta of San Pedro; procession of 
cañes, flowers ano'fcmjRankum to decorate San And "* 

#38 one drunk consoling anot! 

#12,13   wife of fourtl^Jwglclor, Dolores*TSe«gales, washing slnnw 

#16    o«e-eJp«1Iewife/ of a regidor going out witfi^i^oher of mat» to deliver it 
louse of one of municipal officials or principa" 



H4I7 
Wednesday 6.&/.41   •£•>   (0 

(l-Sr-Hf) 

8ome time ago I had asked our neighbor Juan Bixcul whether he would 

ever have time to write up some costumbres for me*' He had said he was 

willing but that he was afraid I might not understand some of the words 

he used for my knowledge of Spanish was incomplete. I answered him by 

showing him the Bp-Eng dictionary and demonstrating how it works* Though 

he had sinoe made referenoes to what a marvel was a dictionary and how he 

was anxious to buy one in order to learn English, he never made any mention 

of having any free time to write* He obviously had free time* I could observe 

that* Moreover he had boosted of it when he came into the house drunk a little 

less than a week ago (June 19). I infer he isn't as much of a hand at writing 

as I had inferred from the fact that he is one of the few persons to whom 

petitioners sometimes come for the petitioners of escritos, (it is his left 

hand that is sprained and still swollen after many weeks.) 

Early this morning I saw Juan standing around in front of his house* I 

asked him whether he would like to help me out by giving me verbal information 

regarding the present fiesta of S.Pedro. He said he was willing and suggested 

that I send our girl Elena to call him in when I was ready. This I did at 9*30 

A»H* 2s45 P.M. We worked 3 hours in the afternoon and 2 hours in the evening 

ending up at the late hour of 9tl5* Juan showing signa of sleepiness* 

I went into considerable detail with Juan and ended the day wit ho only a 

portion of the fiesta proceeding recorded. Time did not seem to pall on Juan* 

He responded readily and with some degree of initiative* Between discussion 

intervals he waited quietly while I typed away, occasionally thumbing through 

an ilftetrated dime-store booklet on North American Indians by Dan Beard* I 

asked him whether he would be free tomorrow* He replied that he had to go to 

the monte in the forenoon but that he would be available in the afternoon* He 

agreed to inform me when he was ready* (He did not return*) 

The forenoon was spent doing little things in the offiee and receiving 

Rafael who brought in a 5 sage write-up of Jan Pedro costumbres, as per assign- 
ment as well asTSs pages of His autobiography* ' 

l -t^ottauíA^J».»; fr^^^^.gitatto'fU^ w^ ,. wt^^afetEftaa^i* 
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(A) Thursday 6.26.41    (L) 

¿Jh.   Ban spent this aorning writing letters. ( 7-Mi) 

I had a lengthy conversation with Siena and girl friend, dan. of Maria 

Garcia about menstruation, (see entry).    It started by friend asking as, 

proapted by Siena, if I would go bathing that day.    I replied that I wouldn't 

for this reason.    There was sea» giggling and eabarrassasnt, particularly on 

part of girl friend.    I suggested to Siena that perhaps they had thought 

"extranjeros" didn't have aJkosu    She laughed and said that that was girl 

friend said - she was surprised to learn it. 
AT 

Basing Saasnoon there was a prooession ef with two saintst San Pedro and 

San Pablo to house of the first regidor» We wateh it froa our house» together 

with a few neighbor women who are watching it froa distanee. llo^- U%*> fcuAJuZ**.. 

y^i^iy^'..,. • ..-w^.^: 
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4t00 A.U. 
Bugle started and continued for an hour or more, Bounds of running 

feet, people talking out in the street. The "voluntarios" were 

leaving by launch to cross the lake to Panajaohel from where they would he 

taken on camionetas the following day to Guat. for the annual military show. 

7i30 A.M. El. running exoitedly to our door, calling us to come and see - 

"todos los voluntarios se fueron en el lago y ya regresaron el 

teniente y Marina". This was quite unintelligble to us out we gathered that 

something unexpected had happened and rushed out, On the way down El. 

elaborated further saying "se quebró la lanohe con todos los voluntarios y 

ya regresaron unos". This was still not very clear but I pictured the launoh 

splitting in two, overburdened by the large number of men, and -the men all 

floundering around or swimming around in water. We discovered what had happened 

when we got to the shores the first and smaller launoh had .gone ahead safelyi 

the second, large one , developed motor trouble, finally motor stopped completely 

and the men yelled to people who were on the shore. Quickly canoes were sent 

out from S.P. and some oame over from San Pablo also to bring back to shore the 

men on the boat. When we arrived many were already on shore and they were 

towing the launoh over to the dock. Marina and Louisa Garcia who was going to 

accompany her to Quat. were both frightened and shaking, particularly the latter* 

Many women appeared on the shore and several, including Ag'e mother, were crying. 

While the driver worked on the motor, the men remained near the shore and the 

teniente kept aa#ng that they had sent for another launoh. He did not appear 

exoited or harrassed and handled the rather large number of people with humor, 
given 

oasualness , yet when an order was em embed it was dene so with firmness and 

authority. 

Luisa G. was taking the opportunity of Uarina*e going to get to the city 

in order to buy a sewing machine for her family and incidentally to "pasear**. 

She was visibly shaken by her morning adventure and both she and mother insisted 

that she would not go thru with her intention to go unless another launoh earn*. 

i¿«SL«Muii«¡g{flfflMÉtttaM<aj|fl^^ 
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Ben took ploturea, of returning canoes, women crying} it made him feel 

guilty to take +he latter ae it appeared like a cynical intrusion on a solemn 

occasion. Some of the women turned away their heads or covered then if they 

observed Ben» other didn't see and others didn't appear to mind. 

When the bee* motor was fixed everyone was ordered back into the boat and 

they set off again with enthusiastic shouts and cheers. Up to the last moment 

Luisa refused to go and mother refused to let her, but after persuasion of 

Harina and comandante, went. Neighbors later said that Harina "regañí a la 

Josefa y Luisa " and thought that she had been forced into going. This might 

have been half true but one might expect ouch a statemeyfat in view of the 

general dislike of Harina. 

Later it was also said that grandmother of Luisa, who has same first name, 

scolded her own daughter furiously for having let the girl go, saying "she had 

no right to let her kaxol go off alone on a dangerous trip end to a big city 

without her mother"• 

W *tMj 

8130 A.H. Returned home, sent El. for met». She returned with pound ordered 

plus additional pound of same (lomo chiquita) sent as present by 

compadre. Ventura Tuch. 

Learned from children in street that baby of Edmundo, the teacher, 

had died this morning* I went over immediately, returned later for 

Ben, home about Hi30 A.U. Sent El. over at 12i00 with food for their lunch 

as both too upset to think about preparing food* Other ladinos in town visited 

during morning when I was there. BalbinoH., close neighbor also came, as well 

as Uanuela Sunu and a Juanera who stopped in for a moment. Native children 

stood around door out of ouriosity, Edmundo asked them to come in but they 

drew back laughing. Chema G»C* came with second regidor. Latter in official 

oapaoity to testify that baby died of natural causes and to ask father to come 

to intendencia to state what baby died of. Chema came along, no doubt, to 

speak for the reg. who spoke only little Spanish. Hundo terribly suspicious 

o¿ chema, resented hie coming, resented having to go and report. 



«/tai (3) 6.27.41    (L) 

Both parents repeatedly expressed opinion that doctors probably couldn't 

hare helped baby and asked for confirmation of this.   Wife cried and recounted 

many times events in life of baby during last few days, but huBband's behavior 

seemed abnormal*   Even at other times he vas observed to be mercurial in 

mood and unstable.    Now he was- looked bewildered one minute, angry the next, 

taking offense at the most harmless statement, extremely defensive, mercurial 
tears 

in mood changing from «vyaog to laughter*   He repeated over and over his fear 

of what his family, who are in Coban, would sayi that they would think they 

had not taken good care of their child* He said they would bury the baby the 

following day and asked us to be present. 

In this   latter connection there was a great deal of talk on this and the 

following day re the burial of the baby on the second day.   The nativas said 

it was bad, the body would decompose and smell if not buried immediately.   There 

was only little rationaliiation for the very strong feeling expressed against it. 

Also, both El* and her mother added it was very bad that baby had it's eyes 

open (cotton plaoed over them) because it would then call other youngsters to 

join it in death. 

2t00 P.M.     Paulina 0.1U in to borrow screwdriver*    She left when El* arrived 

altho Invited to stay and talk*    Said she would return later.   Asked El* whether 

Paulina had greeted her or whether she was still angry*   El* said P. and said 

goodbye to her but is still angry "saber" why, exoept beoause of Vicente. 

from this discussion El. led to giving information about P's* eneuresis (see entry). 

8ame afternoon information scoured from El. on her knowledge of pregnancy, -birth, 

and sexual relations, (see entry). 

I visited lfundo again during the afternoon. 

Hundo and wife oame, apparently seeking ooapany, ostensibly to return 

dishes I sent over with lunch.    Stayed on so I served them as we ate 

supper also.   He talked excitedly, attention flitting from one thing to another, 

bursting out into exoited laughter, then shortly afterwards crying.   He continued 

to disouss futility of   -yudLc&c^M t-&*3&», /^ tf ^cuí, ' 0¿&Uu« tf^ 

5130 P.lf. 

^ ^Mei.- 
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Hundo talked with lndignanoe add disgust of the "unfeeling indios" who 

are not bothered if a ohild dies.   When Ben tried to explain that perhaps they 

felt just as badly but had certain beliefs which prevented them from showing 

their feelings as much as others, liando brushed this aside angrily saying that 

they were no better than anímale .   He then started to cry again protesting 

that he didn't care if the whole world saw him cry beoausena pieoe of his heart" 

had been taken away. 



%93 
Saturday 6.28.41    (X.) :9       \ 

81OO I.M. Wo go to Mundo*» for the funeral. Sra. Beatrix, schoolteacher and 

we are only ones to arrive for funeral. Balbino U. comes in - he is 

oloee neighbor and also oofrado. He informs Ifundo that cofrades are taking oare 

of burial and leaves to bring the cofrades. Mundo who seems to want to do 

things his own way - anything to be different from the natives - doesn't wait 

for the cofrades to appear but hurries us all off. He has ordered school boys 

to carry the small coffin, painted by Raf. Wife didn't like it as it was some- 

thing of a lark for the boys and she was afraid they would drop it. Finally 

as we neared the oemetery Hunde took the box himself and carried it. 

Two mayordomos had dug the grave. As regular procedure had not been followed 

they looked around helplessly for a few minutes as no rope was available for 

lowering coffin into the deep hole. One of them finally got down into the hole 

and with some difficulty the box was handed down to him. Mundo and wife also 

raised some question about the position of grave and the coffin but mayordomos 

had their way and plaoed it with head west and feet east. As this was going on 

the three alcaldes of the three less important «*»+—>\\y appeared. In plaoe of 

the texeles who ordinarily bring several tinajas of water to be poured over the 

grave, one girl, particular, came. After the two m.d*'s had covered over the 

most of the grave and it was time to put on the water, oonfusion and anxiety 

developed en the part of the natives who were present. The three alcaldes 

looked anxiously down the road, thinking someone else might appear with water, 

but probably no more had been arranged for. There was a great deal of whispered 

disoussion among the alo.'s and m.d.'s* The m*d. who was working on the grave 

with the one tinaja of water which had been poured on, oould not finish - he 

had built up the orator for pouring water into but oould only rake up a small 

quantity of mud with the water of one tin. He appeared pusiled and gave up* The 

other awd* took over and finished off the little mound, after Edmundo had informed 

them that he intended having a cement mound made anyway* Ho wddn't seem ooneerned 

about the absence of water, but very obviously it was a catastrophe to the natives* 

' v,aUkei&iit* *JJ   sfcfetW ^•nti     aw.    •^aU^.a-tmr-w-U [ tg^afocw^¿»w^ifr *^«*^"t-  _.«>*: 
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W> AtMt 

The children who were present each kissed a handful of dirt which the/ 

-thre into the grave before the m.d.*s threw in their first shovleful.   The 

ohildren also nadé sport of this, many of  them seizing up many handfuls of 

dirt and kissing eaoh, tho actually only one is the practice. 

Leaving the oemetery with the others we left them and went to the house of 

the first rag. to see the preparations and decorations being made for his cofradía. 

The nud.'s had been up the night before without sleep, making flower decorations, 

putting up malaoatonos. end most of them looked groggy and worn out* 

from there we stopped off at the intendonóla which was decorated with k/jp 

on the pillars and cielos over the doorways. Pine needles were on the floor of 

the int. end also of the church. 

El. and I visit Oat. Bixoul , who has had a baby three days ago. 

We take a pot of chocolate and basket of breads to her. Juana R.. 

partera is there and I hare opportunity to observe what she does to baby, (see 

entry). 

I got Borne information from El. on   menstruation, mal oJo and masturba- 

tion, (see entries). 

Chema G.C. came to see Ben in offioe, bringing seventeen pages of 

diary notes, largely a series of demandas.   Largest amount of work turned in by 

him thus far.    Ben paid him for this month* s work* 

After supper Ben, El. and I went to walk in plata where stalls were set 

up for fiesta,   unusual experience for El. to be walking about town at 

night.   We bought eandy, altho nothing more exciting than that, El. said the, eve. 

was "muy alegre" as tho she really meant it. We took her hem» and found mother and 

older sister plucking feathers from chicken and turkeys preparing for fiesta tomorrow. 

Afternoon 

^MJL^^J^-% $-¿A>UJ   L. • R*4JL D Z   &-M • •»<*) 
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Ven*** 

9t00 AtMi 

(l) Sunday 6.29.41 (L) '¿_„.„) 

We appeared on this day in Pedrano clothes. As we watched ye#*ie- 

a procession and appeared on the street for the first time during the 

a.m. neighbors oonmented with pleasure and some amusement on our oostumb* 

When we walked up to the plaza the out-of-towners stared, whispered, laughed 

but on the whole seemed not displeased. 

After the misa there was a prooession which we watched from the corner 

close to our house. The priest was in this prooession and walked 

under a red canopy which was carried by m.d.'s over bin. At our corner the 

prooession stopped at the papilla. Flowers plaoed at four oorners of capilla 

before priest entered to pray. 

We oontinued on up to plasa where we bought fruit and other items* 

Returning home about 10»00 found Petrona lia&sar waiting for me to take her 

baby to church to have baptised. Found out from Candida that priest would 

baptise at lltOO a.m. Petrona had oome several days before and asked me to 

baptize her baby. No ceremony or present involved in her request, simply 

stated request with several "chanumaks" thrown in. She is married to Pablino 

Cortes and baby is Rosalia Cortes, five or six months old-. Petrona left to 

return at lltOO. 

UanuelaQ., sister of Raf. came and asked me to baptise her baby also. 

With hers there would have been four but El. told me night before that Andrea*s 

baby could not be baptised beoause it had "choy" and would be in danger of being 

exposed to gasea of many people at church. Incidentally asme day asked for 

fifty oent loan for bro. Han. which I refused. Later only realised loan was 

probably for baptism and "choy" was an excuse. XI. *e aunt Vent, did not have 

money. When Pet. arrived and we were on way to churoh we stopped •*• to pick 

up Manuela's baby. Una. not there but grandmother, Rosalia, said baby had 

"choy" and would not be baptized this time. El. went along with me and tho 

Pet. hesitated about going to church, finally decided to go along - mothers  

usually don't go. Pet. brought along a real baptismal dress which was too small 

for very plump baby but it covered front of her and Pet. was satisfied. 
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Ben took pisturas in plaza of dancer» and then pictures of me holding baby 

in front of ohureh| also pictures of priest. 

Coning out of ohuroh ran into two couples, tourists, who didn't quite know 

what to make of us.    I went ahead to our house with the baby and El., Ben stayed 

in plaza of church, talking to touits and taking pictures, pet, went to her own 

house but in about ten minutes appeared at our house with a large basket of 

bread, some sugar, end chocolate.    She took -(he baby and left.   At this point 

Manuela came breathlessly to say she did want baby baptised that mother hadn't 

wanted to bother oleaning him up as he was dirty when I came and she wasn't there. 

Sent El* to ask priest if he would repeat baptismal oer.    Priest agreed as there 

were a few other latecomers.    I damned over to Man's, picked up her baby and 

to ohuroh again. Man* didn't go along. I.asked her at first if she wanted to but 

she looked embarrassed and uncomfortable so I told her to stay behind. 

I returned baby to Manuela, Ben still remaining around ohuroh plaia.    I 

was in a hurry by this time but they asked me to sit down.    I was served choc, 

and two breads.   This was the most unceremonious of all our experiences with 

the ceremonies of bapt.    I eat on stool practically in doorway. Rosalia busy 

serving food to various out of towners.    Ho present was sent later. 

Leaving Rosalia's I joined Ben and the tourists who stopped off at our house 

for a few minutes .   We then accompanied them doro to their launch»   On way up 

from plaia - 12|30 we were met by Petrona M. asking us to come to her house. 

We went and found husband, Pab. Cortes chewing as though he had been interrupted 

in eating.    Ben excused ourselves for interrupting him but P.C. replied eolemnely 

that the costumbres must be done*   He and wife quite young looking, goodlooking. 

Cortei is well to do family.   House into which we were shown apparently not used 

for cooking as walls were white and not blaokened by smoke.    It was spotlessly 

olean and things rather neatly arranged.   We were brought bowl of water with 

a olean tort, cloth for washing and drying hands.   Then served choc, and breads, 

while hosts left the room.   Later, after we had returned home Pet* brought again 

basket of bread, remainder of what we had been served,    j g^her %*#$* 
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Returning from Cortez we found Fernando 6. curled up asleep in our hammock 

Afternoon 

where he had been all morning, uninvited. Ben took a picture of him 

just as he woke Up and finally as he made no effort to get up I asked if he would 

vacate the hammock so we oould use it* 

Ana Q. brought over some chicken stew and suban • SI* arrived also with 

chicken and suban. We lunched on these gifts. 

I sent fruits to next door neighbors and all during day gave fruits 

and candies to children who were around. I went to see-priest to 

ask if he was returning for the octavo as we would like to go with him to Panajaehel. 

Found him in midst of game children were playing! a large paper bag tied up 

between two poles, each child takes a turn, blindfolded, trying to hit the bag 

down with a stick. One boy finally broke it dcwn and kids made a mad dash for 

contents - peanuts - which fell to ground, one little boy getting his faoe pushed 

into dust until he cried.  Priest then gave out small silver pendants with string 

to adolescent boys and girls whose names were read from a list by Juan Faneleu. 

Priest told me that he was leaving S.P. tomorrow morning to go on visitación 

on horsebaok, would return to S.P. Wed. afternoon and would leave for Fan. after 

lunch on Wed* He agreed to take ue along with him* I took pictures of game* 

Ben spent some time rolling film as we had used up supply of out and rolled 

film. 

Ben and I went to listen to marimba and danoe. Ben took some pictures 

and I danced several danoes with Pedro N. who had asked Ben's permission. 

His two boy friends, also oalsados, also asked to danoe with me. One is son of 

Chema 0«, alcalde of 8anta Crui, other is son of Chema*s brother. 

5t30 P.M.  On my way home heard ories and asar people gathering in patio of 

launtel CLP* - three way fight between Uan. 6.P., son Lencho and son 

Chema, which ended in Lencho being carted off to jail forcibly, (see entry). 

Edmundo and wife came for eye drops for wife who is suffering from badly 

inflammed eyes. 

Spent the evening at home alone, except for visit of Si's mother who oame 

4tto PIMI 

•tAfli .um-a fij*j-a- ¡í^i tutj 
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Today being a national holiday 

Monday 6.30.41 (L) , •  \ 

dia de soldado ?) we went to witness 

exercises held at int. School girls all worse white blouses or huipilas. 

dark blue-green skirts) boys wore green shirts, oarried their wooden guns. 

Children were inarched around oenter of town, girls and boys separately, two by 

two, then lined up in front of int. All municipal officials sat on benches 

facing children* Intendente rang a little school bell to announce opening of 

exercises and for each number on program. Dance of venado was going on simultan- 

eously in patio of church nearby. Girls and boys made rehearsed speeohes 

extolling the republic of Guat. They wore given with meohanioally learned 

gestures • One little boy forgot before he could get started, was told by 

principal, tolohor Juarei, to go back to his place) halfway back suddenly 

remembered, rushed out to front and gave his speech. Group of five or six 

schoolgirls sang a song to which they did a little danoe step holding skirts 

with both hands. Then the exeroiees were moved to patio of church where 

the boys marobed in military drill and performed various military exercises. 

Earlier in a.m. when I asked El. why the sohoolgirls were walking by twos 

aooompanied by teacher up main street she replied, "oh they are just going to 

pasear, they always do that in the fiesta". 

Ben took pictures of these exeroiees. 

We visited first the marimba band at the house of Doau Tuch, bro. of 

our compadre. Doorway and window crowded. Inside Juana Rocche and 

husband dancing, separately. Few other women, several couples of young men, 

seme very drunk, lurched around but others somehow managed to steer dear of 

them. Stayed here for one danoe, then left and stopped off at int. Only the 

offioials, and not all of them, present. Place had empty and depressed look. 

The imported marimba had really stolen the show of this fiesta, drew the big 

orowds and left the Int. practically deserted. The marimberos, drafted by the 

municipality, nevertheless had to play all during the fiesta and could neither 

enjoy the satisfaction of an audienoe of any sise nor abandon their own playing 

to enjoy that ef the others. We talked for a while with the officials and 

danced two danoes, native style. 

Aftwwff» 
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From the lnt« we went to the imported marimba* The dancing at this plaoe 

heretofore had been largely "American " style, oouples of mixed sexes and similar 

sexes (male) danced. In these dances participated mainly younger men of town, 

schoolteachers, visiting ladinos from other towns, visiting natives from other 

towns* This time when we arrived we found a change in that the dances were 

alternately for men and then women, few or no oouplew dancing* After some time 

reverted to the more modernised couple-dancing, maestras had arrived and some 

others* 

We returned again to the dance and remained until 12i30, spending most 

of the time danoing, tho Ben had opportunity to rest (danoes were 

interminably long) while I.danced with Chema and others* We noticed neighbor 

Andres Cotuo standing in doorway observing all during evening, left at llp.m. 

This is against rules for a oréente - to watch danoing, but apparently didn't 

deter him. 

Our gasoline lamp was used this evening for the danee* 

Boning 
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Entiles for July 1, 2 and 3.   July 2 we left the village to 

spend part of the month across the lake In Panajachel, retaining for 

several hours on July 13* 

;    i 
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Elena arrived as ws were still sleeping*    Through the closed door 

12t30 P.M. 

asked for permission to go to the misa, which «as granted* 

About 9s30 a.m. as El. had not yet returned Í sent for her and was told 

that she would not be back until the afternoon as she had gone to Sen Juan to the 

misa*    I realized that she probably had explained this earlier but through the 

door and half asleep we hadn't heard that.    Her father later explained that she 

was told to go by the mayor who had gone out rounding up girls to go over there* 

This was the octavo being celebrated in San Juan. 

During- the morning I got Josef* T. to come in and help me as we had to start 

packing and arranging the things in the house for our departure the following day. 

Elena arrived* looking frightened and stuttering nervously as she 

explained that ehe had told us in the morning that she would be "gone 

for half of the day if she went to San Juan. , She had apparently already heard* 

that we were planning to leave tomorrow.    I told her about it sad explained that 

we would be back in a month*   A little later I found her crying and she refused 

to be convinced that we were returning.    This kept up all during the afternoon* 

£t30 P.M.    Chema (chip) 0* came to say goodbye» having heard that we were leaving* 

Deeoderio «ame shortly after and apologized for Elena's absence during 

the morning*    He stayed to visit for a while and drank coffee with us* 

During the afternoon Ben sent for Chema who came over slightly intoxicated* 

Ben explained about our going away for a month and asked Chema to continue working 

during his absence. 

after-ceepor-we •waifcod-cver ee the The voluntarlo» «ame heme late in the 

afternoon, the second boatload in the evening*    The word immdiatdly got around 

that four who had gone with the company had stayed in cuartel, saying nothing 

of their intentions to their families before leaving*    This accounted for the 

few women we saw on the road, crying, when we went down to greet them* 

After eupper we went over to visit the fa—'"dfintf- taking along a basket 

of vegetables which would not be used, and oelleeted from them the #75* harina 

had brought us from Carnegie. 

**. u -wi ¿tidi***,* asata^ 
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8i30 P.M. 

Returning hone we found Elena'• entire family, including visiting coast 

sister» in our house.    They had coas over for a farewell visit. 

We asked the company if they «anted to go with us to hear the aarlaba» 

as we had proeri.sed we would be over there during the evening, when 

Raf's bro., Chema, «an» to borrow our leap again for the dance*    We went over 

to the a&riaba but the weaon stayed outside as there were no woaen to be seen 

in the hall, except Chena*s sister froa the coast and the woaen who had been 

involved in a pleito earlier in the day with Salvador.    The latter was very 

intoxicated and it was a pitiful sight to see her staggering and lurching around» 

pulling by the hand» her bewildered, weeping little girl of about five years. 

The rooa was crowded and the drunks seeaed aore uncontrolled than previously. 

We left there after a few aoaents. However returned about 9t30 p.a. to find the 

rooa almost eapty.    We arrived in time to dance the last dance as the band elosed 

up.   As they were packing up their instruments, Juan 0. rushed in inf oraing Cheaa 

that the intendente had granted permission for them to go on playing thru the 

night without paying a license.    The band however refused to continue playing 

since they felt they could not earn enough by putting in any aore tiae and were 

already shorted in their payaent since the dance had not turned out as suocessful 

financially as anticipated and had earned about nine dollars short of tho $36 

contracted for in bringing them froa Tot* 

burlier» 6i00 p.a. on the way to intendencia to get aail» passed house and 

tienda of Salvador N.   There was loud crying and voices to be heard*   People were 

standing around listening to the argument taking placo*   Siena told us that Sal- 

vador had quarreled with Paulina because she had gone to the danos*   When we 

got to tho int. we learned that a foraer inhabitant of 8.P. but now of the coast» 

was arrested» pending a demanda» brought by Salvador for "maltratando" him. 

Susana described this woman and also Chona,1 another t sister froa the coast 

as "putas", added that the wives were angry at husbands for spending their aoney 

dancing with these weaem. 
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Ben adds* 

In the afternoon I walked over to advise the- intendente, sindico and 
other officials in the Juagado of our plans to leave tomorrow for a month. 
I took pains to leave the feeling that I was certain to return. They ap- 
peared to accept the information without any show of feeling. The inten- 
said that he would be pleased to arrange to have several people on hand 
to help us carry the baggage to the boat when we left. 

At the intendencia I also ran into Julian Ootuo who advised me to 
remove everything from the offioe into the large room sinoe there was no 
protection for the glass window of the office. I had planned to do this 
but for another reason* The roof over the offioe had leaked on occasion 
and I didn't want to imperil books and paper. Justifying his advice. Julian 
added that the great majority of Pedrahos were honorable people there is al- 
ways a small percentage in every town that oan not be trusted. It struck me 
that Julian's was a more realistic attitude than that of the multitude whioh 
automatically say that the people are "muy amable aquí" and would never touch 
a thing. Julian documented his advioe by citing the case of a San Juan ladina 
who had $75 stolen from her house in her absence. Julian's anxiety was no 
doubt based on the fact that as owner of our house he was in some measure 
accountable for what happened to it* 

It rained hard at night. It was very dark. This did not stop our 
oompadre Ventura Tuoh from reeling into our patio "bien socado" to express 
his profound sadness at the news of our leaving. He was so drunk he could 
not walk without tossing like a storm-driven ship. He had been drunk before 
hearing of our departure* Now he cried that the news had affected him so 
deeply and so direly that he was driven to drink. Two dozen times he implored 
me to return that "our daughter" be not left without "parents." Two doien 
times he kissed Loisvand my hand and two dozen times he kissed us both on 
either cheek. He was maudlin drunk and he now had a fine justification for 
embarking on his bender* Many times* Por eso. estoy chupando* He was so intent 
on his lachrymose leave-taking that he paid no attention whatever to our repeated 
assuranoes that our going was only temporary. I finally supported him to the 
gate. After a final cheek-kissing, a final plea for perdón and a final kissing 
of the back of the hand* he staggered away. I treated him with all patience. 
In the midst of his tearful entreaties he offered to sell us his olothes for 
drink money* I donated him an octavo we had in the house as an expression of 
my oariflo. 

People are quiok to find noble reasons for drinking* .Juan Bixcul hai said 
that it was his sprained and paining wrist that had forced him to his late' long 
periods of drunkenness. As tomorrow's notes show, the intendenta was pretty well 
piolad when he arrived to escort us to the launch. It was only out of tristeza 
he confided in me that he had been drinking* 
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From about 7t30 a.m. until 2j30 p.m., +he time we left San Pedro with 

the visiting cura, we entertained friends and. neighbors who came to say goodbye. 

Fortunately there was not much packing left for this day, however it was some- 

what difficult locking up and getting out because of the number of people in 

the house, including Juan Bixcul, well intoxicated, who held onto Ben, protesting 

tearfully his love for us and his great sorrow to see us go. He made a formal 

speech in Spanish as we finally succeeded in getting our baggage and the visitors 

out on the back porch. 

Despite all our assurances to the contrary everyone who came over was sure 

that we were going away for "una vez" and would never return. V/e thought we 

had convinced Elena and our neighbors next door that we were returning in a month 

but up until the last moment they, as well as all the others, including Raf. and 

Chema asked if we v/ere really coming back.anaAHrhough on the previous day Ben 

had carefully explained to chema about our returning and discussed with him 

the work he wanted him to do during this month. Y/hen Chema came on this day 

he expressed his doubt about our coming back. Ben again explained at some length 

in the office and assigned him to keep a daily diary, to write on "parts of the 

body" and marriage, deaJh and other aspects of "life cycle". 

To Raf he assigned also a daily diary, fiee duties of all the empleados 

of the municipality» 

Several women,- whose names I didn't know, came to ask for aspirins during 

this morning,-for future use. Ana Q. also asked for aspirins and some of the 

mosquito repellent which I had given her previously to use in massaging her back. 

She asked for a little wine for daughter Elena who was suffering from colera 

because her husband had beaten her. Josef, and Ana also drank wine (apparently 
women 

not prohibited as guara is). To other/visitors we served guara mixed with 

pop} straight guara to the mm. During the morning X noticed Susana standing 

in Maria R's. doorway. I sent Elena to ask her to come over. She was friendJy 

but reserved and looked unhappy. I asked her if she would like to keep a 

diary of daily events, limiting her notations to a few words and the names o    ^ 
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persone involved in the events,  since any great amount of writing would be 

impractical in view of her limited writing ability.    She accepted the assignment 

willingly and I gave her pencil and paper.    I mentioned paying her for her 

work but didn't state a specific rate.    She came into the house, after we 

had talked in the office, and stayed for some time.    She left but returned 

shortly before we left.    At this time she followed me into the house as I was 

rounding up last minute packages and embracing me began to cry.    At this moment 

Elena came in and also began to cry. 

Elena had been crying on and off sinoe we had told her about our going 

yesterday,    I, too felt very depressed since yesterday and close to tears. 

Thus when they started to cry I' joined them.    I assured Elena +.hat we were com- 

ing back and that she would come back to work for us if she wanted to. 

Paulina and her daughters were in and out most of the morning.    Paulina 

was called to the intendencia to justify her action in leaving Salvador's house. 

She returned to our house after the demanda,  crying and upset, although she 

had hot been fined anything because their's was not a legal marriage* She and 

her daughters continuously discussed amounts of money with great excitement. 

They might have been referring to moneys which she had claimed as hers. Money 

was the central topic of their heated and tearful discussions. 

The intendente, third and fourth regidores, and Agustin Sicay, «agaxu/^ 

oame during the last half hour and escorted us to the playa. The intendente f 

somewhat intoxicated, also made a formal speech and was tearful and affeotionate 

in his repetitious farewells.    He pointed out that in all the time we had' 

been in San Pedro there had never been any difficulties with anyone (a record), 

and that while we were "ladinos and extranjeros" and not one of them, but we 

were "fine people".    During this day this was a frequently repeated sentiment  i 

"we were not like other ladinos, we talked their language, we put on their 

dress, we always made them welcome in our house, we talked with them", things 

which ladinos never do. , , #.-.v-, 
Th?Jg: refused to accept *e money Ben offered a8 payment i^the 
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aUfflWMlB "bo carried our baggage down.   After a great deal of insistence he 

did accept this»    But there was not any doubt in our minds that this «as 

a sincere gesture of generosity.   They aeeepted only fifteen oents as payment 

for carrying our things down» altho Ben triad to give more} and after muoh 

insistence aeeepted thirty oents for three octavos for the empleados, as an 

expression of our cariflo. 

Manuela S. up to the last asked for various household items and the doll. 

But despite my refusal, on grounds that we were returning and would' still need 

these things* she expressed great sorrow to see us go and said goodbye with 

tears in her eyes. 

Manuela V. held little Bartolo up to me and sadly asked me to kiss him 

goodbye and said little Bart* would now be asking for "Lusha* but I would not be 

there. 

As X walked out of our yard and shook hands with various women and children» 

and kissed some» I began to cry and on the way down SOB» of the women who accompanied 

us» with tears in their own eyes, comforted me»and saying I would be back there 

soon.   A great number of children accompanied us» some carrying small packages» 

the others fighting to be allowed to carry something.   Oraeiela, Maximino and 

others of the girls also cried.   Ben too» finally fell in with the mood and shod 

a tear. 

As wo pulled away in the curses, launch» ho expressed his liking for the 

Pedranoo and added» "but the Atiteeosf they are mean people"•   Later we were told 

in Panajaehel that the Atitecos bad thrown the priest cut recently» saying, that 

they wanted to do things their own way and could got along very well without him. 

A^^^a^l^^ 



Sunday, July 13, 1941 

(*?-is~-«n 
By official launch borrowed by permission of the departmental 

-1efe on agreement to for gas and oil ($1.95-.-plus 40c tip), Lois 

and I arrived in San Pedro at lltl5 today and left there at 4»15 

having successfully accompliced our twofold purposet 

(1) To stimulate old contacts into writing up ethnolgeeiai 
logical reports in our absence and to make new contacts for same. 

(2) To assure the town that we really had not left for the 
united States as most of them feared and that we were going to re- 
turn to live in San Pedro around Agust 1st as we had said earlier. 

Ifaln pur«pose was the first.    I talked sudcessively to each 

of the following persons, privately in the office,  saw that each 

was properly equipped.with writing material, made specific the task 

I had in mind, gave each envelope and stamps to send in whatever 

work was available within one week: 

(1) Agustin Popi    He told me that he had been sick in bed 
for 5 days and for that reason could not only not do any work till 
now but could not even answer my letter until the day before (see 
letter file).    He indicated his willingness to work, said he still 
had plenty of paper, didn't need pencil as he had a new pen which 
he bought in Guatemala for 60c when the voluntarios went to town» 
still had ink that Juan gave him, needed no money in advance. 
Written tasks to be done: 

(a) Write up Rufino-intendente-Jose/Antonio 
pleiwe-aata pleito data that developed following on 

the fiesta of San Pedro.    Ag vol'd this 
info verbally when I asked him the news. 
(See diary notes by Chema and Raf.) 

(b) Complete his essay on parts of the body. 

(c) Write up San Pedro fiesta ceremonies. 

(2) Rafael Poníaleit    Handed in 42 note-book pages on 
demandas and other diary proceedings, requested and received 
50J onaccount, accepted another pencil but still had sufficient 
paper.   Assignments» 

(a) Continue his diary. 

(b) Continue his autobiography 

(c) Write up parts of the body 

(3) 
bearing on 
Rufinos difficulties 

— Qtm»al»i!    Hjttided in 19 pages of note-book pages 
eos* troubles Jfith his ia-lw«- sons-in-law and on 
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(3) flh^nfr ran««ni««t   *Huided ia 19 pages of diary notes bearing 
on Marcos' troublea with his two son-in-laws and on the case of Rufino 
and (much) company.    Readily accepted the 30/ pay offered.    Assignments) 

(a) Continue his diary (It ,is not as good as Raf's) 

(b) Write-up fiesta of San Pedro ceremonies (-?-) 

(c) Continue where we left off in our interview 
work on Life Cycle and especially* 

(d))Write up the case of his own courtship and 
marriage as well as that of his brother Lencho. 

(4) Antonio ChavaJav (ex-intendente)*   First formal effort to 
arrange about getting data from him.    Seemed very willing and. appeared 
arrange quick to comprehend what I wanted.    Told him that we would have 
some vis-a-vis interviews when I retunred but that he could anticipate 
these by writing up some data.    Readily agreed.    In giving him his 
assignments I gave him examples of the information I wanted on the 
first two of the following countsi 

(a) Domestic Animalsi    Knowledge, lore, beliefs. 

(b) Local knowlege and opinions regarding neighboring 
cities—eccentricities» characteristics, ete. 

(e) Diary recording of whatever happens of interest 
(purposely ommtted guiding illustrations to see 
what kind of data hw would select to record.) 

(5)   A. Victor Cotuc (creyente):    First formal contact, 
and with comprehension assented to assignment of writing upt 

Readily 

(a) History of the Protestant movement in San Pedro 
being specific as to dates* persons, reasons for 
conversion, difficulties* opinions regarding 
Catholic practices and public opinions against 
which Protestants had to contend, beliefs hela 
by others which Protestants believe superstitions 

Of) Diary notes (unspecified)    (Accepted paper but 
said he had a pencil of his own—not character- 
istic of ten Pedranos.) 

(6)    Rufino ChavaJay (cantina man)t    Saw him in his cantina on 
our way baek to launch.    Spent little time ainee it was beginning to 
rain hard.    Handed him letter of instuctions I had written previous    - 
day (see file) which he read slowly in my presence—to himself.    Said 
O.K.    Took paper and stamped envelope.    His assigmentsi 

(a) Domestic animals 

(b) Diary notes (practically unspecified). 

Last three are new.contacts. All but Ag (who writes for Rosales) 

were asked to write diarioe in the hipe of (l) finding a good diary 

man amongst them, (2) of getting material on which to make a methodo- 

logical note regarding reliability of native scribeB 
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In addition Lois secured some verbal infornation from Susana 

who came over to the house on Lois'  suggestion to her husband, Pedro 

Navichoc, who showed Lois the letter she had just received from Lois 

(see file for July 11).    Lois talked to Susana whil in house while 

I was interviewing men in the office.    All during our stay there were 

crowds of children and woman in the patio, in the door, in the house. 

They swarmed in to greet us as soon as our launch arrived.    Three or 

four woman ran out with clothes itmes to sell on hearing a launch 

arrive.    These included our girl's mother Agustina Cox de Gonsalei, 
brother 

her siter-in-law's wife Andrea Rooche,    fattish Cecelia Yojcom. 

I had privacy in the office though I might have been overheard by 

the men outside arisiting and awaiting their turn.    When clowning 

dancers came into the patio to antic and ask for money the people 

cleared out of the house long enough for Lois go get in a little 

private session with Susana.    Elana, our girl, had been bathing when 

our launch arrived.    She came to the house shortly after we did with 

a tinaja of water though of course we didn't need it.    People at first 

thought we had now returned for good.    Elena overheard Susana giving 

Lois some of the local lowdown and found occasion to give soma to Lois 

as well. 

After opening up the house, I left for the courthouse where I 

greeted the comandante, secretario, first 4 regidores (intendente not 

around at the moment)» Ag, Chema (my scribe), Antonio (ex-int,) and 

others.    Ag, Victor Cotuc, Antonio and others were seated at a table 

registering a crowd of boyish faces from neighboring towns who were 

obliged to enroll for the 4th company.    I took Chema back with m» to 

the house and made arrangements with Ag and Antonio to coma over to 

the house later.    This they did.    Bmt came over in response to word 

left by Lois when she went to his house to arrange for the boatman's 
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lunch.    Victor promptly cam» over when I sent Elena to hie house across 

the street from ours to ask him to do so.    Rufino I saw on the way out. 

Two or three of the men to be interviewed waited in the house, smoking 

cigarets we gave them, talking to each other, looking at pictures in 

books (the Eskimos are  still a favorite), while I asked one at a time to 

with me into the office excusing myself before the others.    One that I 

did not invite into the office was Uuiual P.  Cortes who came over early 

and remained to the last, 
and 

Cups of chocolate/ coffee and bread were brought us by our neighbor 

Ana Q. and by two comadres, Ignacia Ifendez and Petrona Ifetsar.    The latter 

brought with her a daughter—-older sister of our godchild-- who became so 

attached to the tiny chair we gave her to sit on that she refused to leave 

without it.    TOB offered the mother the use of the chair during our absence 

but she did not take it.    To the crowds of children Lois distributed caady 

brogught from Panajache1.    Small food gifts were given our comadres.    On 

seein others bring us chocolate, Elena hastened horns and did likewise. 

Lois writings    Information from Elena t    On overhearing me discuss 

with Susana, plans for getting information during the month, Elena hastened 

to recount some incidents which had taken place. 

(1) Paulina G.P. returned to the house of Salvador N.    She eloped wi th 

him during the night, leaving daughter, Vicenta, with Maria.    Vicenta oried 

all last night for her mother and is still crying about it now.    V. says 

she is ashamed to return to Salvador's house and doesn't know what her mother 

could have been thinking to return to him. Says she will now marry Lucas 

because there is no one to buy skirts and corn for her and Lucas has prosdsed 

to provide well for her.    El. thinks he has lands "»d is no* Poor» 

(2) Elena R., daughter of my comadre, Ignacia 1C, is now married.    Her 

husband entered their house several days ago, bringing two horse-packs of 

lena. 

(3) Luí, li&na. wife of Chen» Gonialei spent a night la jail as the 
result of fight with husband over Vicenta whom he asked to dance during 
oetavo fiesta. 
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Susana recounted the following* 

(1) The comandante will remain in San Pedro (probably not true) and will 
marry hie sweetheart who lives in Uazatenango where live his parents.    Harina 
is very angry about this and quarrels all the time with him. 

(2) Schoolteacher, Beatrix, who left for Solóla today for good, is going 
to be divorced from her husband, from whom she is separated some time.   He 
became angry at the time she had a baby, of which Juan Rosales is father.    She 
had relations with many men in San Pedro, including the ex-intendenté, Antonio Ch. 
Had relations with Juan Rosales in San Pedro during the time his family was still 
living in Solóla. Said Beat, was being transferred to another position. 

days 
(3) Susana's baby, Marina, died four aeitfcfee ago.    She did not go to the 

house of child's grandparents R-Ch. as the old lady is very angry at her.    S's 
parents went tho.   They had asked to have the baby given to them some time ago 
since both S's mother and sister,' Chona, have milk, but Andrea R. refused to give 
the baby either to S. or to her parents.    She believes baby died because (a) they 
did not take good care of it, (b) because Rufino's wife is pregnant, and accord- 
ing to belief (?) child in womb will kill living baby) amended it to say that 
if child in the womb is male and living child, female, death will result for the 
second.    Says old man, F.'Ch. angry at his wife and scolded her saying she should 
have returned the baby to it's mother to raise until it was older. 

(4) 8. and Pedro now living with his grandmother, but intend returning to her 
father's house in a few days - no reason given. 

Candida told me that Beatris had been fired (not transferred) and left 
S.P. this morning, crying.    She is going to consult a lawyer in Solóla in order 
to get support from Juan Rosales for her infant wf which Juan is the father. 
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Monday, Aug. 4, 1941 

(Lois and I write separate and complementary reports for today) 

I had contacts with throe of my informants as follows: 

1. Victor Cotuct    Greeted him (a) as we arrived at 7:15 A.M. at the muelle 
where he was seeing off a group of creyentes from other 

parts who had attended the local week-end session; fl (2) at noon near his (and 
our) house when he showed me an enlargement of a photo a tourist ire had taken 
of him and sent as per promise from California and when he said he would have 
tiros to tatyc to me tomorrow afternoon; and  (3) at 5 P.M.  in front of his newly 
occupied house freshly bestrewn with pine needles (in honor of the  creyente 
confab I suppose) in which his wife his wife was occupied with her children. 
A metate wall separated off part of the large room (bed-room?).    At night 
singing emanated either from his house or that of Nicolas Bixcul or both. 

UntilX a month ago we had only a friendly off-hand greeting relationship 
with Vic/tor.    When we visited S. Pedro from Panajachel on July 17 I made 
a writing arrangement with him (cf diaxyfor 7.17).    In compliance he submitted 
9 pages of matersfial which .I received by mail in Pan.  on 7.22 and 7.31. 
Of these 6 were on Protestantism, 1 on events of the day, and 2 on corn- 
culture, all in accordance to my letters sent from Panaj  (cf.  files and 
interview of 7.17).    He writes well and legibly, tends to generalize a little 
to much.    This may altered when I get a chance to have a several-hour 
typing interview with him, giving him an example of the greater specificity 
I want. 

2. Agustín Pop.    Having greeted us earlier in the day he returned at 6:15 
as we were sitting down to supper.    He accepted coffee  in- 

vitation. We went into the office where heianded me 7 large  sheets concluding 
his essay on parts of the body.    I paid him for thés (2l/) together with the 
72/ he earned by submitting the 24 pages of material to Pan.  on 7.20 and 7.28 
¥8JB- in accordance with may correspondence (cf.),    I deducted the 50/ I had 
paid him by mail and added 27/ as good will bonus to round off the  sum of 70/. 
Thi3 he accepted and paid me for the 6/ of stamps I had given him and which 
he wanted to retain.    I refused his offer to pay for the cold pills I had sent 
him by mail.    He  said he had been too occupied in the  secretaria to write more 
but now that Chema was back from the eeea costa he might have more time. 
We agreed upon the following written assignments:       > 

J (1) Sins and circumstances preventing entry into heaven (sudden death, 
easy virtue on part of women, etc.), including cases. 

(2) The case of the bewitched tree near the playa which Elena/ had said 
caused the sicknesB of which Diego Tuch died. Ag added that curas 
are said to issue from it at certain times.  (The word cura seems to 
cover much the same ground as a.1 kum or za.iorin, a force for good 

. and evil.) 

3. Deciderio Gonzalez.    On coming out of the office in the evening I find him, 
as well Manuel Cortes (what againl) visiting in the 

house while Lois is typing today's diary.    Manuel remains looking at LIFE while 
I go into office with Dec. who had written 2 pages of diary notes for July 
while we were gone, tho not asked to do so.    Though I spoke to him often I had 
never used him as an informant before.    Since he wtites well I will now use him. 
We had a genefal talk 7:30 to 8:15 P.M.  in which I tried to decide for what.I 
should use,him.    We talked about the ataque suffered by Rosario Q.    He said-a 
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son of A§ustin Sicay's mozo has experience attacks.    Knew about the attack 
suffered by Pedro Navichoc and said he appeared to be recovered from it. 
Hadn't heard specifically about  Susana being called by the  spirits to help 
them nurse the orphaned babies in heaven but added the  signif info that 
espíritus generally cajole their victims by saying they have more flowers 
up there than they can water and more babies than they can nurse without 
additional help.    He related an experience he had bad with espíritus during 
a half hour in which he hie had died during his grave illness earlier in the 
year.    A señora (American he thinks) lifted him out of his bed with a long 
metal hook and rested him in her launch in the  sky.    With this they went 
through sky and water to Jerusalem and after that to turco where they visited 

strange people.    Finally the tóora returned him home in the launch.    He opened 
his eyes and saw his wife and children crying because his espíritu- had left 
him.    I decided that I would record all this psychic data in personal interviews 
and have him write-up something easier while I was busy with other informants. 
To show him how I wanted data written up, 1 arranged to have him come in to- 
morrow 6-te 4 to 6 P.M. after returning from the  cumbre where he has to clean 
milpa (second cleaning).    Says has only two more days work there.    Tomorrow I 
plan to start with him on domestic animals.    I told him he'd earn 25/ for an 
8-hour day. 

(4) Chema Gonzalez C.    During the day I was told he was still in the 
coast-lands, but on entering the secretaria I 

saw him seated next to Ag dispatching the mail.    As I entered he hid his head 
in his arms.    He had failed to send in any data by mail during July as promised. 
Previous to going to the  coast his mother's death and the attendant alcoholic 
upset/ presumably helped him forget to write.    I greeted him but saw no more 
of him today. 

(5) Rafael Gonzalez.    He too had not sent in work as promised.    He had 
been sicjj part of the time and still showed some 

evidence of a cold.    We greeted him and family  (Candida looks pretty pregnant^ 
in front of their house late in the afternoon and he came over at 5:30.    Went 
a half hour in the Office.    He handed in 13 pages of diary, / 3 pages on 
parts of the body, 2 on the Octavo of San Pedfo.    I paid him the 61/ balance 
I owed him for the month.    Assigments: 

(1) Catch-up on diary entries and continue same. 

(2) Complete autobiography. 

(3) Record sample attitudes towards the recent creyente convention. 

During the afternoon we visited the intendencia but the intendente and the 
regidores were busy so we had no opportunity to greet them as yet.    OusidB 
a flook of lesser officials were huddled around a copy of LIFE we had loaned 
Agustín earlier in the day.    Agustín Sicay pointed to an add in which fruits 
and vigetables were with human heads were flowing out of a cornucopia.    He asked 
for an explanation.    I explained that it was a drawing and not a foto and that 
it might therefore be only a joke or a cable, although I could not be certain, 
and that I had never seen any such mixed creatures myself.    There—he said 
with scorn— the people-here say that such beings exist in your country. 
When the page was turned to a luptuous spread of Dorothy Lamour in shorts, the 
primer mayor reached out to pat the behind of this soldiers'  delight.    The others 
made sexy ah's and leers. 
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Morning 

6-7tOO A.M. 

7t3O-12t00 

(L.)     Monday 8.4.41 ($) 

Cama over to San Pedro from Panajache1 in launch.    Salvador N. 

returned with us.    On the way over he asked to borrow money*, O5^^1 v 

talked on the following subjects which are written up topicallyt the conference 

of the creyentes held in San Pedro, attended by about 100 persons; funeral 

of Vicente Cortez, wife of Manuel G.P.j    espíritus; beliefs about fruit peel- 

ings. 

Arriving at dock found large group of local and visiting "believers", 

latter returning the launch we came in.    Two alguaciles    of the comandancia, 

assortment of children, male and female, and couple of the local "believers", a/X 

carried our baggage up. 

We arrived in the house, unpacked and received a stream of visi- 

tors, small and big.    Rosario P. was one of the first visitors, 

reported husband ill, was given cold pills.    When she left referred to start 

we had made in getting information t "Estei que hisimos aquel tiempo, quiere 

seguir?"    Volunteered to come tomorrow, but told her I would let her know 

when to come* 

Chema G.P'a wife - informed that husband was "paseando" on the coast, 

joked about his looking for another woman. 

Pedro Nav. - responded that they are "triste" today because his father, 

Val. N. was nominated yesterday for cofradía of Rosario - always priste 

because of the expenses involved, but he advises father to accept because 

people will ridicule if he doesn't. 

Ag. P. came with mail - talked with Ben in office for a time about 

recent events of the village* 

Manuela N. cams in - didn't ask for anything! Thought we weren't coming 

back. 

Neighbor, Tflmpit, brought pitcher of chocolate* Mother, A.Q. not home. 

Remained only when invited to sit down. 

Paulina &. with daughter, Juana and grandchildren.    Asked for treatmsnt 
of Paneleu's infected toe.    Told her to return at 2x00 p.o» 

rifir- ¡ifjrtrtfeifmm 
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Tumpit than asked for treatment of Graciela's foot, told her also to 

come in afternoon. 

Elena arrived early to work.    Brought a page', written on both sides of 

short diary notes written by father.    Not arranged for but  she had overheard 

me discussing with S.  recording daily events.    Said there were many more 

things to write that her father would continue. 

Latter part of the forenoon relatively quiet for unpacking, most children 

had gone to school and others left when given a fruit. 

Madelena Matzar,  comadre,  stopped in to ask that we visit her daughter, 

our comadre.    We agreed to do so in the afternoon. 

Gave all women visitors fruits as they left -^customary return gift. 

Aftera«en 

12t00 P.M. 
ManvC.  came just as we were about to eat lunch  (seemed charac- 

teristic).    Profusely asked about our stay and health.    We excused 

ourselves to eat lunch which was on the table. 

Afternoon   After lunch,  Candalaria G.   , to ask what time we would arrive to 

visit comadre  (same as above). 

From 10 to 20 children around all afternoon;  didn't have time to make 

any observations, they were getting under foot so I set them to drawing. 

Erasmus Y. turned out to be the most ardent "artist"; in the evening when it 

got too dark to see on the porch he asked for paper to take home with him to 

draw on.    Some children left to go to school at 2:00, Erasmus informed that 

he left school two weeks ago, didn't like it and was beaten.    He stayed, 

Andrea Pitsay (dau. of partera) also absorbed all afternoon drawing.    Two . 

young boys returned on way home from school to draw again.    Other children 

revelled in looking through number of "Life" magazines lying around* 

4tOO P.M.    We visit our comadre, were served coffee and bread.    Baby awoke 

taken out of hammock and given to me when I put out hand.    Left 

present of brightly-colored wool cap. 

Next v 7 
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Next visited I.M., comadre. - this relationship continues, altho she 

informed us that her son, father of our ahijado, who returned from cuartel 

one month ago, separated from wife, who refuses t'o return to live with him. 

She has their baby. Her father, Fell G., doesn't let her go, says "soldiers 

are not good workers". However from Ag. who visited again in eve. learn 

that father-in-law. is asking to be paid for the year in which he maintained 

his daughter and her child. 

Daughter, Elena is married now| husband, Mariano Rodriguez , came into 

y\ their house (pa .iav) brought no leña. 'The day before he entered he came to 

the house but Elena at that time was in Jail. Andrea R., mother of Rufino 

accused El. of receiving money from Ruf. in payment for sleeping with her. 

In int. Andrea called her "puta salada? El. spent two night in jail. "Como 

Elena e.s cuñada de Rufino ella habí6 con el, pero son mentiras. Rufina no 

tiene la culpa, es su ñama y su mujer". When Mariano arrived Ig. for her 

cólico told him to go look for another muchacha, but he said he would wait 

and returned next day when El. was released. Elena had cólico and Mariano 

embraced and kissed her. 

We then went to see Raf and Candida, stayed for a few minutes and 

went on to intendencia. Said hello to Ag. and Chema and those outside on bench. 

Officials occupied with what appeared to be ^Arande, in progress. 

Arrived home, invited in by Victor and his wife in doorway of thetr 
5»30 P.M. 

new house. 

Raf* cam» 5i45 and spent some time in office with Ben* 

6»00 P.M.    Ag* cams and had coffee with us as we ate supperi went into office 

with Ben*    In the meantime, Ifanuel Cortes and Desederio 0. arrived. 

I began to type and gave the two men magazines to look at.    Also present 

were Tina B., Alu, ComerciaBJ Erasmus^ who busted in aggressively* 

When Ag. left, Ben asked Desfderio in office.    I continued to type until 

(diary) they came out.    At that time we excused ourselves from all to go is 

office. 
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Information given 
Elena during day 
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Juana G. with baby, Madelena for eye drops for baby; accompanied 

by Juan and Luciano.    Announced we were going to bed so she left* 

n by)     Rosaria Q. is ill, cries out at night and cries all the 

time.    Father won't say what is wrong with her but 

she is like bolo, perhaps loca. 

She heard the women on the playa say that Vicenta R .  is going to have 

a baby, perhaps it is true, they say so.    Her mother doesn't say anything to 

her but the women were talkin on the playa» 

Maritjjjt, wife of the teniente..went to Solóla today to see the doctor* 

El. worked for mother of Mundo one week.    One day Marina arrived complained 

of pains in stomach.    Mundo'a mother told her she was going to have a baby 

and should call in a partera. El*  overheard and saw when alguacil went to 

call Maria Puac who went to see Marina.    Later Mundo's mother told El* that 

Marina is sick because  she  is going to have a baby.    El.   shocked that an 

older woman would tell this to her* 

When I visited San Pedro two weeks ago, without Ben,  some of the women 

said perhaps Ben left me and has another woman now.    El.   saw one of the 

girl tourists wearing Ben's hat (he had loaned her)  same day and recognizing 

it said that maybe he has a sweetheart and I don't know it* 
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Between 7:$0 and 8i30 A.M.    we ate breakfast and received visits as 

follows: 
X A.S. brot turkey egg gift. 

(1) Ana Sunu with daughter Conception Bixcul for curing infected toes 
of latter.   .This Lois did after having woman wait while we finished eating. 

(2) Ijfgnacia Méndez,  our comadre. with her two little dau.s.    Came with 
above ma and dau, acting as intermediary.    Save her coffee and bread and toys 
to her dau.s which ma put away in rebozo for later despite  clawing and yam- 
mering of the children.    Maybe they'll break them,  she ans.d.    Ig is our comadre 
by virtue of a grandchild we never see  since its mother is separated from its 
father who is Ig's son.    Still the'relationship seems to be  such that Ig's two 
little dau.s are our ahijados in effect.    We feel especially obliged tb them 
because Ig is our comadre and I think Ig feels that way too.    We never see Ig's 
husband and don't know whether we'd call each other compadre or not.    Don't 
even know same about pa and ma of our technical ahijado. 

(3) Juan Bixcul, just turned creyente  (how long will he stay on the wagon?), 
to ask favor.    I comply giving him a gasoline box and can for one day's use in 
San Juan. Says he, son-in-law Victor Cotuc, and two mozos are going to water 
their two cuerdos of coffee to offset the withering effect of the verano (the 
canícula has been on for some time now and people are non* too happy.)• 

(4) Susana comes in at 8:30 ms in hand.    Lois invites her into office 
while I type  (now) in house.     Susana respondsto L.s invitation by saying she 
will have only two hpurs now, this before Lois can tell her how long she wants 
her.    They go into office.    (Lois writing): S.  dictated scattered diary notes 
from written notes she had made.    Dictated so that I could' take  literally on 
typewriter, except occasionally went on to tell the whole  story.    Was friendly, 
but non-committal when I asked about herself»    At the end of two hours I 
suggested pay-rate of fifteen cents for eight hour day and that she return 
day after tomorrow.    She said, "No, better tomorrow,  or are you busy".    I 
said in two days would be better because there is still unpacking to do and 
other work.    Asked her to continue keeping daily diary of events. 

Afternoon»    Lois:    I went with El. to her house after lunch to see an olla 
she offered to loan us as ours leaks.    On the way home 

stopped to greet Manuela Morales.    Bartolo, large and chubby, reached out to 
me as he had always done  in the past on seeing me.    Manuela asked whether 
it was allright to send him over to play . 

2:00- 3:30 p.m.    I typed ,  completing diary of yesterday, with interruptions. 

Following visitors came:    Isabela G.  de C. with baby for 
eye medicine.    Complained of bad cold herself (medical card made). Medicine for 
both. Apologized for not coining yesterday to see me. 

Juana G. with baby, Mad.  for eye drops - baby,   (medical card) 

Maria R., husband,- Santos P. with baby for eye drops for baby (med. card). 

Maria Paneleu to ask if we wished to buy milk again.    Agreed to resume. 

4:45 P.M.    Baf.  cams   , apparently just to "pasear".    Ben busy so I gave him 
magazine to read. 
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Ben: 
Chema G.   came  and handed in 43 pages of written work - surpris- 

1-1;30 P.M.      ing as it had been assumed that  since he  sent nothing to Pan. 
he did nothing, especially as we heard of mother's death and 

that he went to the  coast.    In addition to the 80.cents he earned for the 
month was given 20 cents for goodwill, making one dollar.    Future assignment» 
1) continue diary 
2) write-up of mother's funeral, property division. 
Was given a gift of toy for little boy. 

Later»        Juan Bixcul, asked to keep the box and five gallon can another day. 
Gave information on curing of his hand. 

\ 
5:30 P.M.      Desaderio G., just returned from work,  unable to keep appointment 

for 4»00  ¡p.m.    Arranged to come tomorrow to work here for entire 
day with Ben. 

Evening:     After supper Comercia and Tina to report that they had an olla for 
me to loan - asked before knew that one was available from SI. 

Went over, greeted Josefa and Diego Bixcul, very friendly , borrowed the olla. 

After dinner, El., Tina,  Comercia (her constant pals), Fil. Nic. in 
house. 

6t45P.M.    Vicenta and l&ximina to ask if I would go see their mother, Paul, 
who is sick - "le duele mucho su corazón".    Replied that  she had 

been crying "all day" yesterday over daughter who died five yrs. ago. 
Salvador said Paul,  saw a picture of her daughter yesterday she had not  seen 
for a long time,   (medical card).    Agreeing with Lois,  Salvador said she should 
not cry not only because the  dee* occurred long aeago but because will whin^k 
Paulina had been quarreling with her husband. 

7tQQ P.M.    Tono Chavajay fails to appear for an interview as agreed earlier 
in the day when I (Ben now writing) met him near the intendencia. 

He had said he could not come during day since had work in field to do. 

7»30 P.M.    Vicente Navichoc comes with son asking great favor of a $1.00 loan 
for one week.    I give him 50/ having him sign agreement to return 

it as stated.    Needs it to pay his two mozo» who are cleaning milp a and 
sewing garbanzo.    Will have money when returns from Guatemala where will sell 
some huipilás to a shop for $1.25.    Says wife can(t weave now cause had a 
baby boy only 20 days ago—named Valeriano for his uncle.    Dau now 13 is out 
of school "but" is a good worker, haé been weaving for one year.    Says it is 
hard to support family with 7 children.    Thru Juan Rosales was able to get a 
clarinet  (or saxophone) in order to earn more money than"with a how.    He was 
learning to play it when he lost it in the lake 3 yrs. ago come Dec. when 2 
men drowned adnd he plus 3 others saved self.    He mourns this loss and the 
money it might have brought him.    To earn money he prepared the stones for 
Victor Cotuc's house, earning ''only" 25/1 as it worked out—-some $6 in all. 
His fam. uses 2-l/2 qq miz a mo.  (30 qq/yr.)    Last year he rented 25 cuerdos 
off Herrero (coffee estate to be) at 1/2 rede Fer cuerdo ($6.25) and paid 2 
mozos for 3 cleanings (yes some fields require 3) which came to some 60/ per 
cuerda ($15).    He reaped some 40 qq ($40).    This means he had 20 left for  self. 
He said that when mozos work for corn they have to get paid when work is do/ne 
and not when crop is finished.    Vicente offered to do any mandado we might have 
when he goes to Panajachel next Sunday from where he goes to G.C. Monday to 
return on Wednesday.    Sunday he may get Casa Contenta orders for cortinas made 
of men's pants telas. 
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During the morning the  following persons visited: 

7:30'A.M.    Desederio G. arrived by appointment and spent the morning in the 
office with Ben,  giving  information on domestic animals,  until 
12:00 . 

7:45 A.M.    First reg., Ms Ichor Navichoc after greeting us on return to S.P. 
asked for medicine for paludismo.    Said the sanitary inspector 

had left him some  quinine to take, but it hadn't relieved him.    Ben greeted 
him and returned to the office.    Spying a small cardboard box,  Nav. asked 
whether it weren't vacant now,  obviously making a bid; then asked how much 
it cost.    I gave it to him.    Offered him a magazine to read; he got up and 
left, taking the magazine with him,  saying he would  read it at the int. 

8:30 A.M.    Pabla, wife  of carpenter, expressed pleasure at our return. 
Produced a broken bottle, and asked to buy one to replace the 

broken one which was borrowed for fishing.    Told her I had none and El. 
explained that the ones I had were broken(lying for me).    She repeated request 
several times,  supplicatingly,  left in half hour. 

Andrea Tuch with Gu6tina, who cried when she saw me for few minutes, 
suddenly stopped and asked where Ben was.    Asked for eye medicine for baby. 
Told her to bring her over. 

I spent the rest  of the morning unpacking, arranging the medicine 
cabinet and generally straightening up. 

11:30 A.M.    Party of tourists came to the house - some we had met in Panajachel. 
Women  : Andrea, wife of Chema^Ctíipi Slean's ma,  others, and 

young girls and children came to sell items, nothing sold. They left about 
12:15. 

12:30 P.M.    Madelena l&tzar,  comadre, to ask if we wanted her to weave for us. 
Said daughter had sent her to ask for weaving work.    Gave her 

present of some fish, told her we would give her a shirt to weave in a few days. 

1:45 P.M.    Isabela G,C. and Canducia.    Isabela in her own inimicable style - 
over-effusive and whining, asked for treatment of Canducia*s foot, 

and medicine for Bartolo laid up with bad cold.    Left  shortly. 

Ben spent from 2:00 to 6:00 P.M. with Desiderio again in the office, 
information on the turkeyf 

2:30 P.M.    Josefa Pits*yt(mo.  of Tompitsty) in with sore foot  (right).    Sole, 
inside, peeling,  cracked and sore.    Applied medicien (medical card). 

Apparently quite painful because she walked on the outside edge of foot. 

3:00 P.M.    Victor Cotuc asked to see Ben.    Asked about having Ben write a 
letter in ínglish for him to an American who sent copy of photograph 
of Victor taken in San Lucas. 

Called Catarina B (Vic's wife) at this tima re making shirt. 
Arranged that  she would arrange two shirt, weave one and Madelena M. the other. 

4:00 P.M.    Francisco Yojcom,  carpenter visited - asked for Ben, was told he 
was occupied at the moment.    After few minutes small talk asked to 

borrow a magazine until tomorrow - may have had another purpose in mind» 

4:45 P.M.    Marcos Yojcom cams, Ben came out to greet him.    Marcos asked if 
Ben would sell a pair of discarded pants as he wants tu give them 

to a mozo*    Was told we would look and advise him tomorrow* 
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5:00 P.M.    I went to visit Manuela G.,  comadre, to bring present of colored 
handkerchief for ahijado. Rosalia and lían,  greeted me with "comadrE", 

Manuela got up from grinding, bent low over my hand, tho didn't kiss it.    I 
was rather surprised as she had struck me as treating the relationship most 
lightly of present ge- comadres, but she  cams  closer to kissing my hand than 
did others, who fluke  sort of half gesture.    Rosalia complained that the baby 
has diorrhea.    Told Manuela to bring him over for medicine  (one  of the responsi- 
bilities of the relationship).    She didn't come today. 

Next went to visit another comadre,  Vicenta G., married to V. Tuch.    When 
I got to doorway of new house  several women working inside called me and 
pointed to our ahijada.    Mother wasn't there.    I unthinkingly said "Ay chu" 
but immediately added "ma utz ta,  xitsél", kissing the baby on cheek.    Women 
laughed and said.to each other "rotak" referring to the fact that I knew 
that one  shouldn t praise a baby.    Left present of camisa. 

On the way home called to by neighbors v/ho live just below Tuch.    Bought 
a man's belt for 75 cents,  after some bargaining and explaining how much 75 
cents was in lengua  (oxi juvinuk jo?o). 

5:30 P.M.    Returning met Rafael just  coming to our house.    He brought in soma 
pages of diary; told with great gusto about love affair of Chema G. 

with new schoolteacher - altho referred to him as very good friend.    Stayed 
on porch looking at magazines while we had supper.    Had coffee with us, left 
about 7:00 P.M. 

7:30 P.M.    Siena's older sister with little Diego for oil -"estomago enchado, 
le duele".    Didn't want worm medicine - gave mineral oil.    Ventura 

Cox accompanied her with Feliciano also. 

I was typing diary while they remained here, El. washing dishes.    They 
called me to door to see  "culto" going on in house of Victor    Cotuc - meeting 
of "believers".    I went out and approached window,  others were looking in. 
Agustin Zicay,  sitting inside near window asked me to corns' in.    I said I 
had work to do.    Ben later said that we  could not afford to be  seen going 
in to one of their meetings, even if only to observe, because people change 
from day to day and it might be hard to convince people that we were not one 
of them .    Pascual Batz read sermon, Agustin Zicay then stood, all men and 
boys  stood,  closed eyes  , women too closed eyes and lowered heads, and Agustin 

z.  intoned prayer.    Singing before  sermon was read. 

9:00 P.m    When "believers" left the meeting Victor came in to have Ben write 
his letter. *Is writing up the meeting.    Nominated secretary of 

the congregation and therefore is very busy now. Will work with Ben tomorrow 
afternoon. 

Luisa Garcia came to ask if picture I had taken of her some time ago was 
here.    Told her not available right now.    She asked for medicine for hoarse 
throat  (medical card). 

Bernardo Garcia, Nicolas B. big and little here.    Bern, asked why I don't 
"acceptt    I explained that I am Cath. NicolaB.said, Yes she is Cath.    Seriously 

said he wouldn't every change, yes would have a cofrade when older, if God 
grant s, {[(,<., 

Catarina B.  in with baby Delfina for medicine for bad cough and cold. 



m.Ti Thursday 8.^.41 

Morning» 

8>3Q A.M. X went up to pay the 75 cents for a belt bought yesterday from 
neighbors of Dom. Tuch. Altho they agreed on 75 cents when I 

arrived wanted one dollar. I finally agreed to paytanother five cents but 
not having it with me told them to send for it. When the girl arrived a few 
minutes later, asked for 10 cents. I gave her the five agreed upon. 

11 I worked with Susana, taking on typewriter diary notes for period we 
were not here.    Arranged with her to return Saturday at sans time» 

Ben spent the morning cleaning out the  sc$reroom,  in order to make it 
possible to use the room for interviewing purposes when we both have to inter- 
view- at the  sama time; also to get at boxes to start advance packing. 

Ben spent the afternoon in the office interviewing Victor Cotuc on the 
subject of corn culture in the lowlands. 

During the afternoon Rosario F.  came at noon, altho was supposed to have 
come during the morning.    Said áie had to go to the playa to cut leña.    I 
told her I would come to her house at 2*30.  She agreed. 

At 2«30 I went to Rosario's house.    Her little  sister, Madelena,  out in 
front of the house called out that Rosario was not there but had gone to her 
mother's.    Going back I passed thru the patio of Vieewba Ignacia Mandei 
who called to me and asked where I had been.    When I told her she asked what 
business I had with Rosario.    I said I just went to visit her»    She complained 
of sharp stomach pains which she has had for 20 days,  since the death of 
Vicente C. when Ig. drank guara. Told her to come over for medicine. 

Returned home, passing house of rosario's mother who told ms  R. had gone 
back down to her own house. 

Rosario came  soon out of breath,  said she had had to go and wash.    I told 
her to go on ahead and I would follow.    I was at that time doing some packing 
of gift items. 

3-4 P.M.    I'spent in Rosarios'/house getting the names and uses of household 
equipment.    She  lives in one room, there is no bed.    I sat in hammock. 

She was grinding corn for the evening tortillas and explained that enough would 
be left over for the morning.    It was simple getting information since her 
household equipment is of a minimum and probably represents what is absolutely 
necessary.    Only half of the room was occupied with her things, in the other 
corner were things   belonging to the owner of the house, which she never uses 
because they belong to the owner.    Arranged with her to come following morning. 

Josefa Pitsay came againto have her foot treated, brought gift of * eggs* 

Tumpit,  our neighbor asked to have Graciela's eyes treated.    They are red 
and watering, also pus issuing,  since we returned from Pan.    In addition she 
criqd a great deal this morning, worsening them.    About 11»00 A.M. I heard her 
crying next door, then xhe shrieked and continued to do so, and I could distinct- 
ly hear someone hitting - presumably her.    This kept up for about 15 minutes 
and she continued to cry.    Siena explained that she said she lost one cent 
of the four her mother had given her to buy something with.    However    later 
Elena told me that Graciela had stolen two cents from her grandmother and for 
this reason she was so severely beaten.    Said she bought bananas with it. 

¡atettfer^Safo^Vv* ití)iS¿Éltoú¡intt#ta¿*)taiiíiiUt 
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While I was visiting Rosario, Luisa Garcia came over, asked me to return 
to our house where her mother was waiting for toothache medicine.    I told her 
that as x had just  come it would be more convenient if Ben did it as he was 
at home.    She hesitated and finally agreed.    'JThen she left Rosario said that 
Luisa said Ben was talking to Victor and she was afraid to disturb them. 

Rosario went on to say that perhaps she was afraid to disturb Ben because 
one never interrupts a ladino when he or she is talking or they will get angry 
For instance the teniente's wife,  if she is talking with someone and is 
interrupted by a third person (Indian)  she will look very angry. 

Ignacia Méndez came  over for medicine.    She asked again what I had to talk 
to Rosario about, I interpreted this as jealousy, both from her intense interest 
and manner which was somewhat suspicious.    I explained that I just "platicar" 
with her como she  is one of the few women who speak Spanish, like Ig. herself. 

Evening»    Rafael came at dinner time,  said he did not know whether he would 
have time to work with Ben over week end as he might have to go to 

Santa Clara to paint a saint and (pake a throne for the fiesta of S.C. 
Ben assigned work to him on the  following topics to be written when he has times 

1. Continue with autobiography 
2. Characteristics of peoples in neighboring pueblos 
3. Continue with the diary. 

After supper Ben went to see Antonio Chavajay, was told he went to 
military instruction ; wife agreed to tell him to come following evening at 
dinner time. 

7i30 P.M.    Two young men, about 20-25 came.to the window,  called in to Elena 
asking whether I had medicine for a tooth-ache.    Pedro Chavajay, 

who had the toothache,  spoke little Spanish and seemed shy.    Friend, Feliciano 
Gonzalez did the-' talking for him.    Since I had never seen him before I asked 
whether he had been away at cuartel.    He said no, but then laughed and said 
he just returned in June from a year in chartel.    Intends going back in Jan., 
so does his friend, Pedro.    Says about 30 will go in J^£an. Why is he going? 
There is nothing for them to do here, don't have land, no work.    Besides it 
is triste here, the people only talk lengua, not Spanish.    Says more Pedranos 
go to cuartel, they want to learn Spanish.    Says now the mes who have been in 
cuartel    don't have to serve in cofradias as mayordomos because they have al- 
ready loaned service to the government.    He didn't seem much perturbed but 
agreed that little by little the costumbres are getting lost.    I joked about 
the plight of the poor girls left in the town when all the young; men go away, 
he laughed and,said they would marry girls in Guatemala. 

Chema G.  (Chip) came while the boys were here.    There was some discussion 
about the U.S., houses,  streets, water faucets., etc.    He told a story about a 
priest from here who was supposed to have gone to the U.S., took his serV^nt. 
When they arrived in a city the bells rang, people came and wanted to buy the 
servant  (native) to eat him.    To save him the priest changed him into a parrot* 

^j 
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Lforning: 

A few minutes before eight a group of about six boys (who had been coming 
lately to draw) passed here  on way "to school.    They asked for paper to draw, 
saying they would bring the  drawings back. 

During the morning Rosa Cotuc came in to have her eyes treated. 
Graciela Cotuc came in for eye treatment also. 
Catarina Bixcul came in and asked to see photographs.    Showed a few,  includ- 

ing ones of hr and husband making rope.    She askedfor one and hit me playfully 
when I said I couldn't give it to her. 

Josefa Pitsay came for treatment of foot. 

Ben and I spent the morning packing up all our goods bought in Guatemala, 
including boxes, Ben finished arranging storeroom. 

Rosario P. had appointment to come at 8:30 but didn't  show up until 11.00. 
Said she had work to do so I told her to corns at 2:30. 

Afternoon» 

I spent from 2x30 - 4»00 P.M. with Rosario,  getting information on occasions 
when presents are given, and information re her marriages. 

ing. 
Ben spent the afternoon with Victor Cotuc, getting information on corn -raic- 

Various children came during the afternoon,  drew pictures,  looked at magazines. 
I made no record of their activities, except records of their pictures, as I was 
otherwise occupied. 

Antonio Chavajay cane about 6:00 p.m. by appointment to discuss future ap- 
pointment for the following morning, half day. 

Ben had arranged with Victor Cotuc to come tomorrow morning, but went to see 
him, told him not to come tomorrow.    Sent word to Desiderio G. to come for the 
afternoon,  starting at 1:00 p.m. tomorrow. 

Evening: 

I typed diary of previous day, which took about one hour and ahalf. 

Raf. came in , having just returned from Santa Clara where he had spent the 
day.    Said he has to go there again tomorrow and will return  Sun. night.    Will 
make a throne for the saint and paint it.    Says he got paid a dollar and a half 
recently just for painting the face, hands and feet of a saint in Santa Clara. 

Subject of dangers of middle of the day came up.    R*f aaid that this, time 
of the day is particularly dangerous in the campo because at *^is hour al1 «ha 
snakes come out.    Middle of the day is also dangerous for pregnant women, but       ^ 
even worse is eight p.m. when the spirits of th «f^J "" 5°££ houses (ST   • 
This time is also dangerous    for anybody.    Thespd^ leave^their hou     ^ 
houses in which they lived when alive and to which they return eac 
sally out in the streets to go to the appointed place  (the cemetery) where 
they reunite. 

tw (&J^YI '^-^fJ v^yJUu^ ly* &&& J| 
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Morning i 

Ben spent the  morning working with Antonio Chavajay from 8:30 - 12:00. 
They worked on the  subject  of "the cat" - domestic animals. 

I spent from 8:"0 - 11 A.M. with Susana continuing on events which have 
occurred in the village recently,    !Vhen we had finished and she  said there were 
no others to tell about I suggested that  she tell me about her marriages as I 
wanted more information on the  costumbres of marriage.     She then reminded her- 
self of the present difficulties between Chema G.  and his wife iferia,  over 
Hortensia, with who$ Chema is having an affttair.    This seemed a ruse to escape 
telling me about herself.     Said her father had agreed to write down the things 
which are told a couple when a young man is entering "pa jay". 

I spent the rest of the morning, preparing lunch, took care  of one patient, 
young girl with a bad toe. 

Afternoon: 

Ben spent the afternoon with Desederio G. working still on the subject of 
the "turkey", but getting other material out of that context - interesting data 
on practice with reference to  symbolic   sibling  cennibalism. 

Gerónimo Coche, a young man,   came with his mother, 
ache and I applied medicine. 

He  complained of tooth- 

I told Elena several  stories, e.g.   Cinderella,  little red riding hood, 
Little black  sambo,  Jack and the beanstalk.     She listened with intense interest, 
seemed to take the  stories as real occurrences and asked me to tell her others» 
'.Then I asked her to tell me  one  in exchange  she   said she  didn't know any.    Tina B,, 
neither knew any stories. 

Spent from 4-5 p.K, writing diary of yesterday and this far for today. 

5  ;  6:0^ P.M,  T spent at the intendencia,  waiting fcrthe evening mail to arrive 
with the carrier.    Greeted  sindico,   int.,  first reg. and two 

scribes. 

Additions    (written by Ben).    1. In addition to completing data on the cat with 
Antonio Chavajay,  started on knowledge  of and attitudes tovvards 

people of other villages.    Typed one page on San Juan  (incomplete), appointment 
made for informant to return tomorrow afternoon.  Asked and got 51 cents earned, 

2, In addition to completing info, re turkey with Desiderio G., began 
info, on subject of espíritus, getting a little over one page (incomplete). 
Assigned informant  : 

(i)  complete his essay on the  cow .    Today handed in six pages which 
he claimed took forenoon to write,  dealing with the  cow (incomplete)  .    Agreed 
to pay on basis of penny and a half per page. 

(2) write up in detail story of his dream told me earlier in which a 
ladina whisked him to distant lands in an aerial launch, 

3,    Yesterday's arrangement to have Victor Cotuc in office this forenoon 
called off last night in favor of interviewing Antonio Chavajay for first tine. 
However visited Victor for a moment in the morning and asked him to coma  in 
house when through with the topic of the recent Protestant meeting.    late in 
afternoon came in house with considerable material saying there was a paragraph 

busy tonight with proresiant Business In Sa,J, or two left for tomorrow 
4. Ag.  in (ft. with lOp. essay - wjtch, trflfl 

.,"things which keep people from getting into heaven". 
Will resume writing Mon. on 
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7i30 A.M. Elena Paneleu, our milk lady, arrived for weekly payment. She is 
charging us four cents a quart. El. had advised me that everyone 

else pays three cents. I told El. to ask her if. she would lower the price to 
three cents as there were others who were willing to sell it for this, E.P. 
held to the four cent price and I told her we would let her know later whether 
we would continue. Yihen El. wentT to buy meat she also stopped off at house of 
Gert. Ch., (older sister of Ant. Ch.) who has a cow with two milking calves. 
Gert, informed El. that E.P.'s cow has not been giving milk for some time, calf 
is a year old or more, E.P. has been coming to Gert, every morning, buying 
milk at three cents and reselling it to us for 4 cents. 

8:30 - 9t30  We went for a walk, first to the lake, on the San Juan road. 
Ben took a picture of a woman who stopped in the road to ask me 

about medicine for headache. From above we could see many women and girls 
washing, bathing; one woman who passed said they were also fishing. 

From there we walked to the intendencia, then on the way home stopped to 
greet Paulina R. A neighbor visiting her offered me a pair of earrings for sale, 
Ben said in lengua that I did not have holes in my ears, using the word jul 
which in lengua means"hole". This led the women to some lewd joking, Paulina 
stringing together unrelated words to say "Mas nim, ntioni pajul". 

Rosario P. did not keep her appointment for 8:00 A.M. as she went to the 
playa to wash. She arrived here at 10:00 A.M. and I worked with her until 11«30, 

During the afternoon Ben worked with Antonio Chavajay on opinions and 
knowledge of other towns. Found Antonio relucti.nt to talk about individuals in 
San Pedro when occasion came up to talk about particular cases of Pedranos marry- 
ing outsiders. 

Rosario returned at 1|40 - worked with her until 3i30, continuing on 
information regarding daily activities. 

4i00 P.M. I went over to see Ig. M, to arrange having her come here as informant. 
She was weaving a rebozo and asked if I wouldn't buy something. She 

and dau. Elena do weaving for sale,- to tourists who come here , sometimes 
Elena ges to Atitlan or Solóla. , or they send things with her nephew, Jose Ch. 
(our porter) who goes to Solóla every week. 

Complained still suffering from abdominal pains. Said she was afraid 
to ask me for medicine because I wouldn't accept payment and she had no way to 
repay me for it. I told her to send little dau, to get pills, which she did, , 
Discussion ran along same lines as previous times,how difficult the work of the" 
people is here; that the people here are afraid to talk to ladinos or to visit 
them (meaning me)that the people here are bad they talk about others, say the 
extranjeros eat Indians. She agreed that it was only story about extranjeros 
eating people, but added that there are some people, "mas lejos", who have horns 
who do eat people, V/hen I asked her whether she would have time to come over 
tomorrow morning. She answered defensively, "Con mucho gusto, no estoy ocupado 
siempre, que cree usted que todo el dia estoy ocupado?" 

5:45 P.M. Deciderio G. arrived as Ant. ch. leaving. Dec. brought in 16 written 
pages, e» his dream he lad while 111. Had worked most of today on it. 

He asked to be paid for this work, saying Juan had always paid him as work done, 
Ben explained that he pays by the month but would pay him before. Gave him' 
83 cents earned so far in all. 

Mwtittiiiiitei^i^-^-^^^^fe^^^^^^fau, a^iJtaaátetoatfeajiíM&iaií^»^ - •- -"^ra^üÁAi^ai 
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Antonio Chavajay was not sure whether he would oome tomorrow afternoon or 
not but  said he would send his daughter with a note in the morning to say. 

6:00 P.M.  I went, to the intendencia to mail letters I wrote to folks at 5:30. 
""""~~~~~"    Picked up daily paper and a telegram from H.  Cotton sent from Huehue. 
saying to  expect him here on Wednesday. 

7:15 P.M.    Julian Cotuc with wife and three younger daughters paid us a visit. 
Youngest  child very animated,  also mats of spoiled child,    I gave 

the children a toy - jumping clown.    Julian mentioned the circus.    Ben brought 
out magazine   (Life) which had pictures of circufl.    Julian didn't bother to 
let his wife see it, until Ben suggested that he.move over next to her so & e 
could.    We drank coffee and then Julian asked whether Ant.  Ch. is working with 
Ben.     Ben assigned him the typewriting task of describing the funotion and 
content of each of the official books or records in the court-house.   This he 
said he would do.    He was given paper and carbons, as well ás used carbons for 
his own use.    Said he was thankful for this since they are stingy onfluppSfes 
in the court-house.    They left about 8t30.    We loaned them the flashlight. 

Additions:    Victor/ Cotuc came in late in the afternoon with the completed 
write-up of the recent Protestant meeting.    Said he was going 

to San Lucas tomorrow to straighten some matter regarding ooffee quotas.   Will 
go buy Atitlan canoe and from there by land, probably reversing the procedure 
the following morning. 

teAaWiaiaaAataBAa^aft ¡M¿**..'
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ji       Before dav/n bells began to ring. They repeated ot^intervals. An 
important mass was being signalized. The maestro capilla was leading an 
impressive mass with all civic and religous officers present and clumped in 
their customary places. A good number of the principales were also attending. 
Then the parade issued complete with big drum, chirimía and drum, standards, 
7 or eight saints, texeles and candles, boys and girls' choruses, cantores, 
incensor boy, civic and private officials and principales. It issued into 
the streets going up the hill to the west and making the long counter-clock 
circuit past the four capillas. The saints represented were mostly the same 
as before but the specific images paraded were mosty new to me. They were all 
saints from the altars within the church whereas previously most of the saints 
were from the cofradias. First went a tiny representation of St. Antonio. 
Others were St. Bartolomé (new to me), St. Pedro, St. Juan, Sta. Concepción 
and Sta. Dolores. The female figures occupying the terminal places of honor. 
I raadd notes, took pictures and kodachrome pictures of the parade. I noticed 
that only were the saints of the homelier variety but none of the people wore 
their holiday clothes nor had bothered to have a haircut, the maatro capilla 
excepted.  Antonio Ghavajay, ex-int. who paraded among the officials told me 
that a second and similar parade was planned for later in the day and would take 
place if the int. gave his permission (Yes, he must OK all processions, says). 
A few minutes later he told me permission had already been given. 

The second procession of the day took place at night by light of candle and . 
farol. It too went the circuit of the streets. Why twice? Veil, the people 
want it that way. LaBt year a similarly prolonged canícula similarly made necea- 
esary a rain-invocation mass and parade. The creyentes ran it down, Antonio 
Ch,P. had told me but they were left with their mouths open when the parade was 
answered by immediate rain. In fact the tail-end of the proeession got caught in 
the downpour, Raf. scoffed at the creyente scoffers who said it was only a 
coincidence. Tono said that the didn't believe but they surely profited because 
the rains didn't pass over their fields. Nbt only that but all the ngighboring 
villages profited from the timely and efficacious costumbres of the pedranos, 
said Tono. Someone agreed with my suggestion that the prolonged draught was a 
divine punishment. No, not for pecados oomitted in daily life here in town but 
for insufficient care of the crop. 

In the afternoon I filed in the office and spent several hours reading some 
of the reoent written data submitted by informants, esp. that of Deeider/io. 
Decid, came in for assignments for tomorrow (we are going to Santa Clara for 
their annual fiesta). I assigned him (a) the horse and the mule, (b) char- 
acteristics and temperament of the people of neighboring villages, 4*} He Baid 

he will write all day tomorrow. 

Lois spent the morning looking at the parade, doing house-work and typing 
diary notes. Her afternoon was occupied by interviews with Rosario Pop and with 
comadre Ignacia Méndez, the latter for the first time. From It30 to 3:00 Lois 
got Rosarios day-routine data and a little data on the Chicken. From 3t00 to 
5t00 Ignacia gave her some data on the Chicken but the conversation quickly turned 
to pregnancy, birth and menstruation. Ignacia talked very willingly. Once the 
talk had veered to things feminine, there was praotically no prompting. Lois 
rarely interrrupted her with questions. In this first interview, Lois wanted her 
to «arm into the subject which she certainly did. She would have run right on 
had not Lois ended the interview. Ig. arrived while Lois was still busy with 
Rosario Pop* The two informants met on the porch and each doubtlessly knew that 
tha other was there for the same reason. In view of Ig.'a earlier questioning 
my visiting Rosario, and characteristic personal competitiveness Lois guessed 
this situation would resultin feelings of competition between the TWO. 
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At 1:45 I visited Rafael in his house to recover some paper which he was 
not using at present mid which I wanted to give Agustin since the latter was 
running out of writing paper. Raf was lying in the hammock, his shoes off— 
probably wearied his feet yesterday in walking to,and from Santa Clara to paint 
a saint (Did you ever paint a saint?). His very pregnant wife sat in a corner 
and talked to her three children. His mother-in-law busily ironed clothes (Lois) 
Raf. explained that the girl companion of his daughter and youngest child so far 
was the daughter of his brother Chema who *as born only 1 day apart from Raf's 
little Marta. As was there sitting on a chair Raf's sister Jesus came to sit 
on the bench in front of his house, suckling her baby. On my suggestion he asked 
her about the custom of swiping a child, whose younger siblings have died,with 
a black chicken and then giving him the chicken to eat that he now may have no 
further need of killing his baby brothers. She said she knew about it. when 
Raf's wife Candida had occasion to go out of the side door she made a long circuit 
around the farther end of the hammock in order to avoid passing directly in 
front of me. Pregancy belief? Debilitation of a man? On leaving with Raf« 
he for school sinoe it was 2 bells*-I aked about a polished aroheological adz 
with which his on was playing. He said it was de antigua and that it was one 
of the stone objects that used to come down in thunderstones in the old days. 
He said he had some others in the house. Yes, they were aftgo delicado but this 
adz had been handled so long that it lost its potency and was now harmlss. 
In the old days also, he told me there used to issue from a certain old agua- 
catal now standing on land owned by his brother Chema tiny little humans or 
tjteres called tzui in lengua. They don't any more. Later when I aked Chema 
about his aguacate tree, he seemed puzzled, thought maybe the things of old 
were suponel. admitted they might be tjteres. 

Agustin came around 6 P.M. returning with us from the intendencia. He remaind 
thru supper, sharing coffee and bread with us. He seemed reluctant to go home| 
by half-jokes led up the subject of quarrels with his wife. He said he never 
quarreled with her but that she was very jealous. He wouldn't mind her accusa- 
tions if true but they weren't. Why did he have a mouth if not to greet people 
civilly when he met them? Aid what was there in that for kin her to start heck- 
ling him? He was all very innocent and with equal ingenuousness fell into the 
happier topic of the songs he was learning off the new ladina schoolteacher 
Hortensia who made such an open play for Chema the scribe. He showed us a copy 
of a latest hit which he said he had typed but I could see Hortensia's initials 
at the end of the lyrics. Moreover Ag had a bright red shirt on, as well as hol- 
iday pants and fancy sandals, clotheaJje has never before sported outside fiesta 
oocasions. He talked of the 150/Hor?fnsia had and of how she could sing English. 
Somehow he didn't reite all this to his wife's jealousy. When Lois asked him 
whether he would be pleased if his wife left him, he shook his head affirmatively. 
He left at 7»45 after Chema had arrived and *e»&¿Hea-e«*e¿ae» gone. He commented 
that the worst thing about Chema's frequent absenses from duty was thet he didnSt 
give fosewarning. 

Chema arrived at 7t30 and Remained a while in the hammock while we were 
still talking to Ag. I left Lois with Ag while I went into the office with Chana. 
He handed in some 20 pages of materia, again to my surprize. Tomorrow he goes to 
the coast to look after harvesting some corn. He returns Friday, he said. Yes, 
his brother Lorenzo and his half-bro Adrian had interests in the coast too but 
they were on the lazy side, especially Adrian. 

Raf* came in about 8«30 and remained for about 15 minutes, 
material, including his wiite-up of today's rain-parade. 

He handed in 
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5:3C 
Te left with the  comandante and his wife and Siena for Santa Clara, 

'L   today being tho titular fiesta there.    Te v;ent by canoe to each kok* . 
and frorc there ascended to Santa Clara in about 2 hrs. 

'Then the  canoe  landed at the  shore   (pach kok)-they were not able to pull 
it all the way up to the beach.    The front  of the  canoe was a few feet  short of 
the  shore and  since vie had  shoes on there was a slight problem presented.    One   of 
the  rowers  (regidores axiliares)  lifted the   comandante  out  on his back.    Ben 
jumped over with the help of a stick.    Then I.'arina called to  one of the regidores 
standing  close by her in the water ar.d  said,  "Come, take me on your back like  he 
did with Alfredo".    The  ran pulled back,  looked extremely uncomfortable and 
protested,  "Mo, tengo vergüenza".    Te  finally were able to jump out, but this 
incident was a valuable  concrete example  of men's fear of becoming manso    by 
haying a woman do one   of a number of things - this being one of them. 

On the  road going up we encountered many people,   some  families'with babies, 
from San Pablo and other places.    For the first time we  could   really appreciate 
what walking these people have to do. 

At the top of the ascent, where the road levels off on a plateau, we came 
to a small "station" in the  road:    a flat  stone, blackened with fires of zajorines' 
candles; pine needles and branches forming something like an enclosure  ; and on 
the ground a small branch.    Here the tired traveller sits down and whips the 
pain" and tiredness out of his feet before going on.    This place is efficacious 
because of the power of the  stone  or the cross to which  zajorines come. 

Te met a great many Pedranos,  including small children, too big to be carried, 
yet who seemed too small to make such a climb.    However they didn't  seem to be the 
least bit bothered by it.    No doubt because they had cone to a fiesta.    Nicolas, 
Elena's little brother,   said it was all very alegre, and didn't mind the  climb, 
but when he had to go out and work with his father in the  fields, he cried that the 
climbing was too hard. 

During the morning and afternoon there was dancing in 'the intendencia *« 
in which only ladinos participated,  ifenuel Cortez and Juan Gonzalez «#-Sa»-PedF« 
were the  only two  Pedranos who came in and sat- down.    I didn't  see  Juan dance with 
anybody but Manuel  danced with a short,   stout,  rather unattrac ive v/oman who wore 
ladina clothes. 

Instead of buying things for Elena,  such as sweets,  I gave her five cents to 
spend and later four cents to buy lunch.    Of the five cents she told me  she bought 
ak'at. and riakil and bananas but didn't tell me how much of each.    Of the four 
cents she  said she bought tortillas for one cent,  coffee for a cent and meat for 2c. 
As we were not with her during the day I could not observe what she did buy with 
the money.    Online trip home in the canoe she continuously ate ak'at which she 
carried in her rebozo.    She  offered me a piece  (quite a sign of generosity) which 
I didn't accept but told her to take it home to her mother.    She laughed and said 
no she would eat it herself.    I don't think  she took anything home to her folks. 

Elena and 
At 3J30 P.M. Ben e.ná/1 left.    Alfredo and Marina stayed behind.    Marina wanted 

to go but Alfredo wanted to remain and dance all evening.    He told me half-jokingly 
o take Marina along with us and leave him alone.    However he said she wouldn't 

go without him.    As we had gotten just outside of the village we looked back and 
saw Alf.  and Marina coming along.    Alfredo walked on ahead and as we began the 
descent, he was soon out of sight.    Elena came up and told me that    Marina, who had 
fallen behind, was crying*    When she caught up to us she said,  "Where is Alfred? 
He is hiding himself someplace at the side of the road and when we pass he will go 
back to the dance."    Ben and I did not take her seriously at first, but she repeated," 
it very angry and with great assurance that this is what he had do,».    However we^ s 
soon caught up to him.    Marina had a bad cold, it had gotten worse during the a£tfVí¿ 
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She looked quite miserable and unhappy.    Alfredo didn't talk to her but walked 
on ahead most of the time.     She cried again on the way down and then told me 
that Alfredo was fighting with her because he  didn t want to leave the  dance. 
She had come into the dance  room and found Alfredo embracing  a girl, who Jferina 
earlier in the day had pointed out to me as a "bad" girl,  indiscriminate with man. 
Another comandante who had come along with the Gerferal was trying to pull the girl 
away from Alfredo, both were  somewhat drunk, and both becama  very angry.    Iferina 
fearing that they would get into a fist fight pulled Alfredo away and insisted on 
returning home.     She  said,   "Los hombres latin americoe son muy malos todos". 
Earlier in the day she had told me that  she  is three months pregnant, that  she 
was afraid, alho she wanted to become pregnant and that Alfredo was very happy 
about it.   She  said that the military men are worse even than the others hero, 
and pointed out the example  of the General who had come today with a young girl 
who acted stupidly kittenish regardless of who was present.    Jferina said that 
the General has a new girl friend every few weeks,  every time he goes anyplafie he 
take8 a different girl along. 

7e  returned home at 6:00 P.M. ' Sent fruits and sweets to Ig.M, Ros.P, Maria R., 
Cat. and Vic.C, Tampit G.,  Josefa Pitsey. 

Raf.   came  in the evening .     Said he had changed his mind about going to  St.   Cl. 
as he heard the General was there and would  stay late.    He was afraid that if he 
went he might get drunk and-be  seen by the General who would sack him from his job. 
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El.  informed me early this morning that neighbor Tamplt was crying because 
she and Andres had had a fight-, 31.  guessed that Andres had beaten Tampit, altho 
she  didn't have any evidence. 

8:30 A.M.    Susana came, but I could not interview-her as v/e were expecting a 
friend who had telegraphed he was coming this morning.    Arranged with 

S. to come tomorrow morning at 8«00 A.M.     She  stood around for soma  time talking 
to TJlena, but in the  doorway,  did not  sit down inside.    T did not invite her to 
as 1 wanted SI. to finish her work and as long as S. was there  she worked even 
slower than usual.    Finally S.  told me  she had a mandado with ire.     Said that 
Pedro asked her to ask for a loan of fifty cents for a month.    I told her I could 
not lend her any money, as she well knew, but could pay her what she had coming 
thus far for work.    She agreed to this readily.    I paid her 34 cents.    El. had 
told me that S.  said Pedro was angry about her coming here.    If this is true 
I wonder whether S.  is going to continue as an informant, and didn't ask for the 
loan as a tactful way of getting har pay so that  she  could quit.    She herself 
may not want to go as the last interview I questioned her about her own marriages, 
or rather asked her to tell me about them .    She  quickly shied off to discussing 

Chema that tima.    Another possibility is that Pedro intended making her quit and 
she wanted to get the money before he  could ask  for it.     Still another possibility 
that 21.  fabricated the story about Pedro not liking, it because  of her own compete- 
tive fears of Susana perhaps gaining a foothold as a friend, and may even fear that 
Susana might replace ler in her job. 

be 
8t45 A.l!.    Rosario Pop cama to visit.     She' knew I was going to/busy this a.m. 

Just  cans  to visit.    Didn't thank me for the fruits until I asked whether 
her little  sister had delivered them, as I wasn't  sure  she would. 

9*30 A.M.    Friend cams to the house.    V.re walked out to the plaza with him and then 
up past Dom. Tuch's.    Dora, and Manuel G.  making rope.    Dom.,  as usual, 

called frantically to us,   only to ask the  same   questions in lengua when v/e get there» 
"where are you coming from, where are you going, what are you doing,  etc." 
Te met the  other tourists who had come in the launch also,   spent the  morning talking 
with them as they wanted to see  our house and one  of the men had been told by Dr. 
Cole he might run into u<3 in Guat. when he had taken course in anth.  this sumrrer at 
TJ.of C.      -&V. HvyfJi   A   &UU> 

12tl5 P.M.    7/e accompanied them part way down to the   launch.    On the way back 
passed Juana Rocche who asked if we weren't tired from yesterday's walk. 
She asked if we danced there.    'Then we asked her she said no,  she didn't 

because  she had no money.    However we pointed to the new bull she had bought yeat. 
for $7.    ?!lhen I said my legs hurt from yesterday's walk she suggestively instructed 
Ben to rub the back of my thighs,  demonstrating by using her arm as an example* 

Concepción Pop waiting at the house when we returned, to have her foot treated. 
Told her to come back after lunch» 

2:30 - 4t30 P.M.    I spent with Rosario,  getting information.    Told her to tell me 
daily activities for yesterday.    Having had a little practice 

she didn't need as much prompting as previous occasions when I had to keep asking 
"what did you do next?, etc. "    However we verged off from this topic many timBs, 
discussing at one point, working on fincas, and at another, matters of fern, hygiene. 

R. burbled lower lip v/ith right index finger to amuse baby 
molich. 

called this 

2:00 - 6»00 P.M.    Ben worked with Deciderio in the office,   í Dec. relating circum-      if 
stances of his first marriage,  spending most of the time telling 

what the testigos say when the couple are getting married pa.iay - the  speeches ^ 
which are said in xaramon tsij. r&& 

é&&&fffiiife#^^ 
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3tOO P.K.      Agustín P.   came, bringing- mail which arrived early today.    Ben 
gave him $5.00 an alance for Rosales from whom wo  received a letter 

(in Spanish) 8.11.41 late at ni^ht,   sama tima that Ag.   received one  also.    Ben 
¡?ues3ad that AP. brought mail today thinking that he  could get the money when 
he  cara.    Ag.   still wearing: his holiday clothes.   (Does Hortensia have anything 
to do with it we wonder - if  so,  no good may come to the  $5), 

4i30 P.IJ.    I went  over to ask Victor Cotuc whether ha could come tomorrow.    He 
agreed to come  over to see Bsn at 8:00 a.m.  tomorrow and  spend half 

day.    Then Vic.   said he had heard that a brother of Ben and 3ome  other of our 
relatives came to vi3it us today.    After I had assured and reassured him that 
they were not relatives of ours, that we  didn t even know them, except for one, 
who was only a friend, he  confessed that he had felt rather put out to think 
that we had not presented our relatives to friends here.    I remained for about 
30 minutes talking about U.S.  - answering questions of Victor.    Subject of rich 
nan'who give money for studies of various kinds came up.    In the end, Victor said, 
"But they say that  in the holy land everybody is very very rich",    t said I 
didn t know when he asked if I knew whether it wa3 true. 

"Tien I returned home and started to prepare dinner, Iferia and Bartolo Cox 
were  outside  on our porch.    Maria very cuiet lately, hasn't been around as much 
as at earlier times.    Maria very rpou'd of her baby brother, wanted to show me 
that he  could stand alone, however*he  flopped down into  sitting position im- 
mediately. 

Ben outside talking to Juan Bixcul and Victor for a few minutes, remarked 
that Manuela Navichoc seems to make about 10 trips flflrwater a day past our window. 
She passed by at the time and thus occasioned, the remark.     Juan Bixcul said she 
carries water for his household.    Laughed "pityingly" when Ben asked if 3he  gets 
paid.   "Si pues", half cent  a tinaja  (pityingly that Ben shoudl ask such a question). 
She  is mozo he  said, her husband is a jornalero,   owns no land. 

eveningt 

Siena's sister Ana C. with children, Diego and Rosa, and Ventura Cox with 
her 3 children, came in the evening» Ana for oil for Diego (diarrhea),aspirin 
for herself, heada'che}  Ventura-oil for baby,  Josefita. 

31. explained that sister Ana is going to coast tomorrow with two children 
to supervise the harvesting of husband's milpa as he is away in cuartel; there is 
no one to harves-t^the corn and she is left without money or corn.    Trip will 
take her most of the day tomorrow,  leaving early in the morning she will arrive 
in S.P.  Cutzan late in afternoon. 
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Systematic Information - Ben 

Ben spent four hours v/orking \.ith Victor Cotuc, continuing on discussion 
of "corn raising". 

He spent "the afternoon, 2-6 P.M. interviewing Desiderio G., continuing 
account of his marriages. 

Lois 

Didn't work with informant in "the morning. Spent three hours in "the 
afternoon with Ignacia Méndez, getting information on "fem/finine hygiene" and 
began account of Ignacia's marriage and births. 

... 

El. arrived this morning and related that her sister had left f0r the coast 
crying;  she didn't want t0 leave and it was such a hard journey with two  small 
children.    During the afternoon when'it looked as though it would rain Elena 
expressed concern for her sister.    In the evening reported having heard from Santos 
Pop that he had seen her sister when she arrived in Ghicacao in the afternoon. 

During the morning I had no informant because Susana did not keep her appoint- 
ment.    At  9a.m.  I sent El. t0 ask Susana whether she was coming this morning. 
El. reported Susana having said that she could not COjpe t0day as Pedro had only 
gone t0 get leña, would be back early and therefore she could not come.    Said she 
would come tomorrow.    Late in the afternoon I sent El. t0 confirm whether Susana 
will come tomorrow, in order t0 arrange with another if she doesn't.    El. returned 
reported that she hadn't gone in because Pedro was yelling - that he and Susana 
were fighting and she was afraid t0 go in. 

I spent the morning writing the diary of 8.12.41 and most of 8.13.41, which 
finished in the evening.    I read and arranged some notes of informants. 

Ignacia came alone during the afternoon, but her two children followed her 
and for a while were bribed with bananas into  staying out 0n the porch.    The younger 
however, would not  stay outside and kept  coming' in.    This caused some disturbance 
to the flow of the'interview as Ignacia would stop every few minutes t0 speak 
sharply t0 the child, telling her t0 go out; then she would bribe her with promise 
of bread.    Hortensia passed in the street while Ignacia was here} the latter 
recognizing Hortensia's voice as she talked with her sister, made a wry face and 
remarked that she is going after all the men in the t0wn.    Said she wanted t0 marry 
Pedro Pitsey, s.on of Juana Rooch$ but he just robbed a girl. Eustaoia, the other day. 
"Why does she want t0 marry with a natural anyway?", commenced Ignacia, disapproving- 
ly.    She did not mention Chema - perhaps doesn't know, tho not likely. 

During the evening the son of Vicente Navichoo, brought fifty cents, repayment 
for loan which Vicente promised t0 repay t0day or tomorrow.    This was the second 
loan returned on time.    The first being Julian Cotuc, 

After supper Raf came, about 7»00 P.M.    He asked for his pay and Ben gave 
him one dollar.    He stayed for just a few minutes and left. 

We went int0 the office at 7»30 and worked until lOtOO p.m. reading notes, 
I finished typing the diary 8.13.41. 

Sent letter and two dollars enclosed t0 Dolores with younger bro. of Jose 
Chavajay, wh© will^y ?¡ie]4v^r.,it t.qmorr.ow in SoloJLá. 

Tí nt- JV*" -       TJ 
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Systematic Information; Ben 

8 - 12, four hours, with Victor Cotuc - continued on agriculture. 

2 - 6 , four hours, with Deciderio Gz. - continued account of marriages. 

Lois 

8 - 10 , two hours, with Susana Perez G. - reported family quarrel involving her- 
self,  Pedro and her in-lawsj quarrel this a.m. between Luisa, wife of J.A.  Chavajay 
and the latter's older sister,  Chona Ch.j  gave information on club-footedness and 
on menstruation. 

. Asked S, when she arrived whether it is true that  Pedro does not approve of 
her coming here.    She laughed and said, "No, we are not fighting - Pedro and I - 
but his family is fighting with us."' At 10 a.m.  she suddenly stood up, asked for 
paper t0 write daily events on and left, without saying when she would be able   t0 
come again. 

At 10:30 Chema Gonzalez C.  came in, asked urgently for Ben.    I took him into 
the offioe.    He said that his father-in-law, Manuel Gonzalez had been suffering 
from "mal de ojo" and because of the great pain from this started t0 drink early 
this morning and is continuing t0 drini.    He still did not make clear what he had 
come here for.    I asked what   they wanted t0 do about it.    He hesitated then went 
on to say that the man is sick, that when he urinates it is very painful (may have 
hesitated talking to me about this).    Ben came in and Chema repealed the story. 
Asked whether there was some medicine t0 give him.    I explained that alcohol is 
very bad for any urinary inflammation.    Chema said, "Asi oreo yo, talvez va morir". 
Asked whether they couldn't stop the man from drinking,  Chema answered that they 
could not, not until he stopped of his own accord.    He left immediately with medicine. 
Altho I offered medicine for his eyes,  Chema said they didn't need this.    I wo-Id 
guess the old man didn't start drinking for the reason Chema, gave - might it he 
related t0 the quarrel between Chema and his wife. 

Sent El. t0 ask Rosario whether she would come this afternoon.    Last time she 
was here she did not make it  exploit whether she would come in morning or afternoon 
El. returned saying that Rosario cannot come in afternoon, will come tom0rrow morning. 
However Ignacia is coming in the morning so other arrangements will have t0 be made. 

During afternoon I typed diary for 8.14.41 - first part 0f 8.15.41 (today) 
and wrote letters. 

2t30 P.M.    Graciela sitting on her porch crying because she had stubbed her sore 
toé and it was bleeding profusely.    Her mother , prepared to go to the 

playa, was standing by muttering a stream of invectives at Graciela over the 
inconvenience, complaining about all the work she had to do, that Grac. is a>lazy 
good for nothing, she has no eyes in her head t0 see where she is going.   However 
she asked me if I had medicine for it,    I asked her t0 get a bowl of water.    She 
went t0 get it, continuing t0 fuss about the inconvenience it was causing her* 
After I had washed, applied iodine t0 the toe and bandaged it, Tampit asked El. 
to ask me if it was all right for Graciela t0 go to the playa.    I understood that 
she wanted her t0 go. but Grac. didn't want t0 go,    X said it was all right if she 
wanted t0 go.    Tampi"* said, complainingly,^but she doesn't want t0 go, she's ,so 
lazy "saq'or".xX 

£¿45 P.M.    My comadre, Vicente Gonzalez, came bringing a gift of quite a large 
piece of meat - 1 or 2 lbs.    She came in, asked El. t0 ask me whether 

we would not lend her husband, Vent. Tuoh, $6.00 t0 buy a steer which he wj.ll sell* 
Told her it was prohibited, but that vent, could come and see Ben tonight at 7p.m.; 

^•^^"'yEBhitoirtta&i jj£ftggi£y¡)¿ijÉÉH 
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7tOO P.M.      Our compadre» Ventura Tuch» arrived talked for about 45 minutes about 
various aspects of butchering before getting around to asking about 
the loan.    Said he had been a butcher in San Pablo, traveled there 

every day from here and returned home every night.    Gave this business up because 
peeple in San Pablo don't buy much meat» he killed, a res about once every 5 days» 
then they didn't buy it all, the meat would spoil and all together "no sale la 
cuenta".    Told about his ability to buy good beefs» has been going to the coast for 
a long time to buy beefs for his brother, Domingo, but Dom. has never paid him 
for all the work he did for him.    Therefore Ventura is now setting up his own 
butcher shop, in Valeriano's shop - they are building a partition to house two 
shops.    Yes, the other butchers are sore because an additional butcher in the field 
cuts down the earning days of all the other butchers, except Valeriano, he doem't 
mind because he will be getting rent from Ventura.    And so he got around to telling 
that he needed five dollars to make up the balance of 18 which he  owes for the 
last beef he bought.    After telling him that it was prohibited to lend money 
and besides we didn't have five dollars to lend him (true) we broke' down and loaned 
him one dollar on the promise to pay it back in two weeks or less time.    Our 
excuse to ourselves this time was that he is a compadre and he sounded so honest 
and sincere about it all.    However so did everybody else in the past, whether it 
turned, out that they really were or not. 

>'•$ 

Wirtff^ii-^itáffilte' 
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Systematic Information» 

Bent   4 P.M. hrs with Desiderio-   continuing with marriage history 
Lois» 1-1/2 A.If hrs w Rosario-   Ber day; her memorias 

"      3 P.M. hrs w Ignacia- Sex infos birth * pregnancy 

Submitted in writing» 

Desideriot Case of Rosario Cox (inc.)- 6 pp. (900 wds) 
*           »     "       " Rosario Q.  (P.S.)- note (100 wds) 

Tono Chavt On bestias                             - 2 pp (800 wds) 
" On cattle                                - 2 pp (800 wds) 
" Diaryt    Principales* session 1 p. (400 wds) 

Commentt   Deeid asked for his pay to date in order to pay his abilidadi 
received $1.24.   No specific appointment made. 

Lois made appointment for tomorrow with Rosario and for day after 
with Ignacia.    Latter asked to loan Lois' fishing bottle saying 
psople had told her Lois had one but that she had been too shy to 
ask about It until now.    Lois donated it to her (comadre). 

Tono Ch. sent over his written work with a daughter and a note. I 
wrote in reply that he should continue and should avise me when he 
would have free time to work in office with me. 

I spent most of the morning takine apart and cleaning the generators on the two 
Coleman lamps which were leaking and lighting only fliekeringly. 

Just before lunch there was a rush and clamor of women in children outside our 
door.   They gathered before Victor Cotue's new house.    A boy af about 11 had re- 
ceived a deep, gash on the temple from a wire wielded by a playmate.    He stood 
trembling in the street while women gesticulated and children gated.    The boy was 
the younger brother of Victor Cotuo.    In a few minutes his mother took him into 
our house for treatment.    Ifcny spectators orowded after*    Lois cleand the wound, 
disinfected it with a tincture of metaphin, bandaged it and told the mother to 
return in two days*    The offending boy and his mother were present too»   The 
frightened mother spoke about "arranging it is the courthouse."   Our maid later' 
explained this naant that the mother had taken the other mother to the intendencia 
to put on reoord the injury so that if the boy's face should «well and cause his 
death it would he known who bore the blame and should suffer the consequences. 
Otherwise if he died and the mother answered it was a result of such and such an 
incidence she would be rebuked (punished?) for  neglegt in not having made im- 
mediate notification.    (Siena's story, remember). 

Late in the afternoon Tina Tojcom came to return the fishing bottle her family 
had kept for some 3 days tho having promised to return it sooner.   As a gift she 
brought a doten freshly-caught peneseas.   Neighbor Ana nosily asked from over the 
fence what she had brought.    I diverted the issue by replying that Tina had been 
courted on the playa for the first time today.    This was true.   Siena and other 
smaller girls were discussing it.    Chema Contales, caltado'ed sen of the alcalde 
of Santa On», was the suitor.   Siena explained that Tina was too bashful to say 
anything.   What did the boy say to her?   Little bright-eyed Comería Bixcul (agelO) 

É^^^^^^^^i^mii^M^^«^^AfrlmS^''^-^''ii-'if¡í'¿ 
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you 
quickly answered in lengua.    "I'll give/a nice blouse, and a nice akirt, and 
a nice shawl, and nice ear-rings, and nice neadace; I'll provide you with meat 
and nan francés.etc.  "    Comerza knew the line.    I understood the lengua nouns and 
moreover she touched on another girl the clothes items enumerated.    Tina is about 
12 years old. 

Chema the ch'ip knocked at our door in the evening.    He quickly produced a 
sheet of paper on both sides of which he had pencilled a write-up of tomato culture. 
Maybe you could use this, he said.    Out of the blue, all this.    Obviously he got 
wind of the fact that others er were writing for me and this was his unique way of 
offering his similar services.    His writing is rather on the poor side.    This dis- 
couraged me from accepting the gambit.    I accepted his offering with thanks and we 
talked of general matters for several hours until we both got s^leepy.    Lois was 
typing a life-cycle resume in the office m anwhile. 

I brought up the question of the church-roof collection which,had been pending 
for many months now.    Chema said that one of the flies in the ointment was the unreason 
able attitude on the part of the principales that all should contribute an equal 
amount regardless of his means.    Since several hundred dollars are involved the burden 
on many families would be so great that too many would back out all together.    Better 
would be for the rich men to give generously and let the poorer people add what they 
can.    In the main the rich men are the principales.    The local rub is a dead parallel 
with the s* tax attitude of the rich in the U.S.    They want the poor and the rich to 
pay alike  (pro-sales taxes, anti-scaled income taxes).      The oldest prin's are the 
richest and most miserly men.    Francisco Chav is a skin-flint, ownes four tro.les of 
corn.    Felipe Chavajay has plenty too and is equally niggardly.    So is old man/ 
Ixmata.    No, Manuel Gonzalez Puzul hasn't got so much, outside of land holdings. 
Chema said the church-foof issue is around a decade old now.    Thrice have the villagers 
given of their sweat to chop down monstrous rafters and haul them laboriously from the 
monte only to have them rot away near the church ¿~r   dissipate themselves in other 
petty uses.    And all for want of the money with which to buy nails, paint, carpentry 
service, etc. 

I mentioned that Chema's wife's grandfather Aniceto who must certainly be a 
principal/ never appears at principal meetings*    This he confirmed and replied that 
the old man is fairly poor.    Yes his days as a shaman are over.    People don't consult 
him any more.    Tes, they say shamans have a limited effedtivenesst    12 years.    Do you 
really put any stock in shamans and brujos, Chema asked me in a way that indicated his 
own skepticism.    Being from another pueblo I wouln't knew.    But in general you are 
sabio, he insisted, and in lesser words pressed for my opinion whether this was a 
creditable class of phenomena.    I replied that Ventura Q who cured Lois'  sprained foot 
certainly had a genuine virtud.    This he endorsed.    Therefore, I went on, if such a 
thing a virtud doss exist for one man it probably exists for others.    Presumably 
therefore there nay be some genuine shamans even though many or most might e*en by be 
fakes.    Como Bios »• prand». I added, the little I know pales before the vastnesses 
beyond my ken.   This note of humility side-tracked the issue of what I really thought 
of za.1 orine».    To test the extent of Chema's skepticism I ran the conversation through 
other classes of supernatural phenomena.    He had no doict whatever In the •§#ee**veaess| 
reality of charaootesos. citing cases, personal and otherwise.    They were however more 
prevalent in the days of yore.    He credited too such things as the issuing of mystic 
animals and dwarfs from old trees and certain cerros on strong days, the vengeance of 
certain dead, the haunting of slain men's ghosts.For no money would he sleep for one 
night alone on the exact mountain spot where a Pedrano was murdered some 15 years ago, 
for what good is any amount of money if one does not emerge alive?   He denied that this| 
cursed spot affects corn for he cited the fact that a certain Juanera got a fine yield 
on the very spot.    He recounted an incident of long ago dealing with a Juanero who 
saw many chickens, turkeys and other fowl on a hummock just beyond San wtuut Juan. 
To the spectator's amazement a little man with a whip of cadenas pvppod out of the 
hill and herded all the fowl right into the hill.    The man ran to advise the officials 
in the juzgado.    The ladino see'y grabbed picks, hoes, machetes, companions and rushed 
out to dig up the hill.    They found nothing but their excavation can still be seen. 
This all happened on a "strong day." 
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Sunday, August 17, 1941 

Systematic Information: 

Lois:    1-1/2 ^.M. hrs. w Rosario Pop:    Life-Cycle data (weaning, etc.) 

Miscellaneous 

This forenoon by gov't decree all villagers had to present themselves 
at the courthous* to cast their votes for three delegates of the state of 
Solóla who will serve in a subsequent presidential election.    Forewarned by 
the town crier, each adult male had previously gone to the secretaria to receive 
a certificate certifying that he was a member of the community in good standing 
and signed by the secretario.    In addition he had received a printed ticket listing 
the three men for whom le was to vote.    The listed names were of ladinos of Solóla, 
one bachiller and two doctores.    In being asked for whom he wished to vote, a per- 
son would say for these, handing in the slip.    Before the election I asked Victor 
Cotuc what would happen if a man said he voted against the selected panel.    Ach, 
said he, who's going to get in trouble over a matter which concerns him so little? 
Two days earlier \faaaDeciderio Gx showed me the slip of candidates, I asked him 
what was the purpose of the poll if the result was known aforehand.    He surprised 
ms by saying,  "Somos como caballos; we are driven down the barranca and up the 
arranca."    I was surprised because to all outward appearances the Pedranos are 
satisfied with the administration.    Ifcybe- most of them really are. 

Voting is apparently under the auspices of the military organisation of 
the federal gov't.    The polling district is identical with the local military 
district with S.P. as its seat and including B.Juan,  S.Pablo and S.lforcos.    To- 
day only Pedranos voted.    Tomorrow and next day men of the outlying villages 
within the district will vote.    Before  S.P. had a comandancia the Pedranos had 
to go to AtitIan to vote.    TheJtyLwas an arm of the policía (?) there.    The algua- 
ciles who were engaged in announcing the election were those of the comandancia. 
In the evening Lucas Tuch made announcements from the capillas. 

Voting was compulsory.    Victor said men were forewarned not to be absent 
today.    He himself was intending to leave this morning to go to S.Lucas but had 
to defer his trip until tomorrow.    He  said infractions might be punished.    If a 
man needed to leave very urgently, said Victor, he might solicit permission of the 
intendente.    If the case had merit, the int. would submit it to the secretarlo 
whose decision ofi the matter was final.    Because it was a national rather than a 
village affair the see's word overrode that of the int.    But those who got per- 
mission to leave had to arrange to take out their voting certificates and to vote 
on returning, said Victor. 

Forced to attend» the men of San Pedro gathered before the courthouse in 
thick crowds and made a social occasion of it.    Ifeny dressed up.    They talked and 
listened to the marimba playing in the plaza under command of the comandante.    The 
principales formed a knot a little removed from the rabble.    M»n stayed longer 
than just to vote.    Some were drinking.    The marimba played on into the night and 
in the evening thre was dancing in the intendencia strewn with pine needlss.    I 
took some pictures of the eeeasien morning voting and of the 4th company simultan- 
eously drilling in the church plata under Antonio Chv P.,  sub-lieut.    Under him as 
captains were Pedro Nav. G. and one other. 

Our afternoon was not productively spent.    We learned from Elena and other 
sources that Rafael had returned drunk from Solóla whither he had gone Friday to 
collect his monthly salary ($10), that he had spent it all on drink in Solóla, that 
his wife Candida was crying, that the money was spent on or an account of the latest 
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town threat, the new school mistress named Hortencia.    According to another 
report he had spent it on a different novia he has in Solóla.    During the 
day Raf was seen sitting and half-redining on the corner in Centro, along 
with several other equally-pooed out companions. , As I passed and stopt for 
a moment Raf made a weary attempt at humor by calling Tomas Yojcom seated at 
his side by the nickname of t'ot'. This word, meaning conch in lengua, is used 
by the Ifexeños as a word for vagina.    The idea seems to bet    Tomast m»x (short 
for Tomas and for Uixeno): t'ot'.    At the same time Chema the scribe passed 
with a handkerchief around his neck and his nose red.    Yes, he told ms ha had 
taken cold pills the night before but they had ddne no good.    Rafael quipped 
that he took the pills and then went to spend part of the night with Hortencia 
and that that whs why his cold was no better.    Chema said someone had been with 
Hor. but that it was Raf and not he.    No,   said Raf., he had seen Chema kissing 
hór a** night. 

Right after supper Chema the. scribe can» over for cold pills.    I gave him 
several, suggesting that they are ineffective if one does not go to bed early. 
Don't worry,  sdd he, such will be the case.    As he left in the dark he went not 
for his house but in the other direction.    BS While he was still in the office 
he told HB he had run out of topics to write about.    I tole him to write: 

(1) The  story of the man-eating moro on a coastal finca. 
(2) His life from adoleecence until pre-marriage w emph.  on how he 

got his sex information. 

At 8:00 P.M. the comandante and wife came to the house by previous 
arrangement.    They looked at our Leica pictures and drank tea.    The comandante 
seemed eager to leave for the intendencia to hear the marimba.    Walking there, 
Marina told Lois in private that she feared Alfred really wanted to dance with 
Hortencia.    When we looked in at the dance we saw some $ girls being danced with 
by Pedro Nav. Gz., Manuel Corbz,  Chema Gz  (don of cofrado of S.  Cruz) and several 
other ladinoized swains.    The girls were Hortencia and her visiting sister, the 
school-mistress Consuela and her visiting sister Olorfiia, and the gawky daughter 
of Carmen the directora.    The latter was dancing with Salomon, teacher.    As we left 
the door to ene'ter the comandancia whete Alf was anxious to show me his solution 
to a military problem (battle of Gettysburg), Marina commented, "Que fea, ellas 
bailan con los indios."    Lois and I went in to dance.    A few minutes later we 
learnt that the Somandante and wife had gone home.    (Her victory)    We returned 
to dance.    Between music Pedro Nav. told me that the poor musicians were playing 
at the commmand of the comandante and that nobady had given them anything to drink. 
He was intently leading up to his bold suggevtion when the music started up.    Like 
mad he left me and grabbed Hortencia for the dance*    Manuel Cortez asked Lois to 
dance, was turned down, asked again, was turned down.    Finally Raf made a collection 
from some of the less recalcitrant dancers.    I had no change, so borrowed 5/ off 
the intendente who along with the sindico was a seated spectator* 
Omissiont •   •• 

During the day Julian Cotuc surprised me by bringing over a closely type- 
written page describing the contents and function of the Heg*«%re-ee-N*ei«eta»- 
Libro de Nacimientos kept in the court-house. He asked for my approval before 
proceeding with similar descriptions of otter official books.    Fine, I assured him. 
He changed his tune from last time when he protested he was not going to « this 
for money.    Now he said if I could do him the favor of having him earn a little 
something working for ms betimes ke would be grateful for the assistance. We set- 
tled on no pay-basis.    Lo que Ud dispone, he told me.    I gave him more typing paper, 
both for first sháets and for carbon copies.    Also gave hi» some used carbons as 
a give-away. 
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Monday, August 18, 1941 

Systematic Information: 

Bant    4 A.II. hrs n 
Lois» 3 A.M. hrs i 

" i 1 P.M. hrs * 

Mlacelianaoust 

Deciderio»    his marriage history (oont.) 
Ignacia    :    pregnancy and birth 
Rosario    t   har day (inc.) 

Lois interviewing of Rosario was cut short by the surprise appearande in 
our patio by Ifarjorie Kelly of the Ü of C anthropilogy dep't and a friend of hers. 
We spent the next hour gossiping about departmental news over tea in the kitchen. 
We accompanied them to the pi msuslle to see them off and gave them one of our 
typewriters to take with them into Guatemala City for repair (the letter "t" was 
on the blink).    On the way down to the launch Manuel Gz Puzul approached me for 
a 50/ loan so that he could take advantage of the launch and go to Panajachel and 
from there to San Lucas on a mandado returning from there next day by way of 
AtitIan.    The money was for boat fare.    I gave it to him.    He ran home for his 
matate, missed the boat by seconds and finally caught it on the rocks of the 
promontory. 

Late in the afternoon we decided to visit the playa to observe courting. 
Pickings we» slim. On her second trip Vicenta Rosales was aggarrar agarrado 
by Lucas who had been hanging around waiting •£ for some time.    She changed her 
path of ascent the second time apparently in order to encounter him.    flfe spoke 
to Lucas while he was waiting.    He asked whether it were true that Siena is 
comprometida to return with us to our country.    Then he  said he would marry her 
but she is not willing.    He would come into our house if she would marry him and 
the two of them would work for us.    Then he as much as said he would marry any 
girl if she were willing.    Perhaps bashful at our presence, he disappeared into 
a cornfield.    Soon we found him behind Vicenta farther down the path.    She stood 
impassively in the path, her tinaja of water atop her.    Her right hand reached 
back and was held by his right hand.    He stood directly behind her, monotonously 
reeling out set speech in lengua.    She did not turn around, answer or bat an eyelid. 
This quaint still-life lasted for some 30 minutes.    From below them wa saw Salvador 
Navichoc and his little son Valerio going in their direction.    We guessed that he 
would tip off his wife who was Vicenta'8 mother. 

After supper Vicenta can» into our house.    She remained for an hour.    She 
was more communicative than usual though far from garrulous although she has a 
fair command of Spanish.    Her little "brother" (nephew) Francisco (Palas) came in 
shortly after her.    Siena and she talked in lengua.    Siena told us Vicenta would 
be robbed «englth tonight at 8 by Lucas from in front of her sister Maria's house. 
She said her mother would doubtless com» to pegar her in the morning but she would 
hide from her.    There might or might not be a demanda.    Her sister Maria, who knew 
nothing of her plans, came in a little later to pasear with us.    She is a rare 
visitor—coincidence.    Will Vicenta really be robbed tonight? 

Shortly after Vicenta andsister Maria went home at 8, Rafael and his wife 
came to pay us a visit, the UM&laík time they had appeared together as a couple. 
We guessed that he might be trying to make up to her after his recent money-spending 
bender in Solóla (if the facts were truely given us).    They we-r looked at some of 
Laica fobs and drank tea.    They went home after about an hour.    Purely a social call. 
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Tuesday, August 19, 1941 

Systematic Information; 

Bern      Deciderio, 4 A.M. hrs.x    His marriages ,(cont.). 
Lois i    Rosario,      1-1/2 P.M.":    Genealogies 

Miscellaneoua: 

Feeling ill this morning, Lois sent over Elena to call off an appointment 
with Susana,  seeding word that she should come in 2 days. 

This morning before our maid arrived Lois gave back to Tampit the two telas 
we had brought from her mother yesterday thinkgin they were a pair.    Tampit 
at first refused to receive them for fear her mother would regañar her when 
she returned late in the day from the Octava of Santa Clara.     -Dutifully she 
went so far as to claim they were alike, though her husband muttered they 
were not a match.    Lois forced her to accept them. 

1 spent the afternoon at letter-writing an office-ordering, 
son»  of the long-hand data that had recently come in. 

I also read 

Rosario spent most of the afternoon in the house socializing with Lois altho 
some systematic genealical recording was done.    Rosario and her baby both seem 
to have a pleasant time when they come here.    At first Rosario was reserved* 

Unexpectedly Manuel Gz Puzul cams to/repay me the 50/ he had borrowed yesterday 
for launch fare to Panajache1 and thence to San Lucas to settle a coffee quota 
affair. He had just gotten back by way of AtitIan.    In full view of spectators 
he shoved a dollar bill at Lois.    She called me out of the office and I made 
change for him.    This makes the list of payers of debts»    Julian Cotuc ($1 once)) 
Ventnr Vicenta Navichoc (50/)j    Manuel Gz. Puzul (50/1 once).    On the contrary 
my list of dead-beat debts:    Jose Antonio Chv C.,  $2.50 balance of an original 
$5 loan made in March or earlier;    $2.00 owed by the elders of the canton who 
had to pay cerradores around March.    More recent debts of possibly dead-beat 
character!    $1 loaned to Salvador.Navichoc 2 weeks ago and which was supposed 
to be returned within 2 days:    $1 loaned to our compadre Ventura Tuch 4 dayB 
ago and due in another 3 days. 

The latter loan looks dubious owing to the fact that it was probably borrowed 
not to anticipate the sale of final parta of a steer as represented but was in 
some way owing to the argument he had with his brother Domingo Tuch, details of 
which I did not hear about until today.    According to Desiderio, Domingo had 
recently forced Ventura to sell the tegua he had bought off Valeriano with $15 
he borrowed off the brother a week or two ago through the brother's wife when 
Domingo was busy with his mayordomo duties.    So Domingo recouped his loan deep 
pite Ventura's claim that he had that much coming from Domingo in return for 
trips to the coast buying steers for him and aid in his butcher shop.    Though 
he returned the money, Ventura started a suit to recover his alleged salary debt. 
Desiderio thinks it was decided that Domingo should arrange to pay him something.. 
He may have borrowed our money to help repay the $15 he borrowed off Dom's wife. 

Vicente was not "robbed" last night.    According to reports, her brother- 
in-law Santos Pop was passing by at 8:00 just as Lucas Tuch was hanging around 
to elope with her.    Said he to Vicenta, Better tell him to go home.    I'll tell 
your mother and there will be hell to pay.    So she called the whole thing off. 
Toneight at 7:00 she came to hur house again, this time carrying Maria's infant— 
a cute rascal who has already learnt how to smile and beam.    Consuela and Palas 
came with her.    No, she's not going to be robbed any more by Lucas.    Pasó su 
guBto?   Yes» besides her ma will regpar regapar her.  (Sudden concern.)    Her mother 

cams over too in few minutes but left before Vicente who left at 8:00 P.M. 
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Wednesday, August 20, 1941 

Systematic Information 

Bent 
Loisi 

Decidorio, 4 A.M. hrs.t 
Rosario    ,  1 A.M.    "    J 

Hie marriages 
Genealogies 

Miscellaneous: 

Lois ill today,  remaining in bed most of the time with a cold and constant 
sneering.    Rosario interviewed from bed though mostly a social visit.    Paid Rosario 
her 15/5 balance due to date. 

Our neighbor Ana Q came in this morning while I was closeted in office with 
Deciderio.    She spoke about other things, leading up to the question*of the two 
blue shirt telas for which we had paid her $1 day befon yesterday and given back to 
her daughter Tampit yesterday morning against latter's will when we discovered that 
the two cloths did not match and that Ana had gone off for the day to the Santa 
Clara octava, doubtless spending the dollar we had given her.    Ana's settlement offer 
was not a generous one.    She said that she would give back the dollar when she had 
it but that this would not be until some 6 weeks hence when her husband would go to 
the fiesta at San Lucas to sell tourists the shirt made out  of the rejected telas. 
She has no money now and will have no money until she liquidates the shirt (sic). 
Nor could she make another tela to match the one Lois had based her purchase on for 
she had no money to buy more hilo.    What made Lois angry was not so much that she 
could not recoup her dollar indefinitely, but Ana's attitude that Lois would never 
have known that the cloths were different had not some malicious neighbor tipped her 
off.    Why, they both have yellow in a field of blue,  she said, in protest to Lois' 
statement that the pair was no match.    Far from expressing awareness about having 
pulled an unsuccessful shady deal, she waxed indiganant over the fancied fact that 
Lois had been tipped off.    That Lois would notice the dissimilarity herself was out 
of Ana's mind entirely. 

In the afternoon, I straightened up and filed in the office.    I also typed 
the diary for yesterday and the day before, basing it on pencil notations made on 
days of occurrence.    Lois continued sick. 

Near supper-time I went to the courthouse for mail.    Not arrived yet*    The 
secretario was busy packaging the votes cast in the election of state assemblymen 
during the previous three days.    Pedranos had east 407 votes on Sunday.    Juaneros 
had east 298 votes Monday.    On Tuesday there were 268 votes east by residents of 
San Pablo and San Ifareos.    Some 30 straggling Pedranos' votes were included in the 
latter two days' tallies.    Thus 437 local males over 18 voted.    Since voting was 
compulsory this is probably nearly an exact figure /for the adult male population. 
"Muy delicado," said the sec.  of the ballots and therefore they were being taken to 
Solóla tomorrow by himself, the iAntendente, the sindico and the teserero.    , 

Around 7t30 at night I returned to the courthouse to see whether the mail 
had yet come.    I knew that Ag and Chema would still be busy filling in the voting 
book so that it would be ready to go to Solóla early in the morning.    On each page 
of this book vertical lines provided 10 boxes for entering the vote of 10 men.    A 
vertical line through the middle of the page divided each box into two sections. 
Into the left-hand section had to be written the names of the three men each voter 
chose to vote" for ««^representatives to the national assembly (law-makers).    The 
other section contained the signature of the voter or his name plus the name of the- 
person who signed for him.    This last was usually that of the secretario tho the 
comandante appeared to have signed for some.    The signature entries were all made at 
the time the vote was cast.    But the left-hand box had been left empty in the rush 
of aotivitW.    Now at night some 5 people were taking turns writing in ow andovsr    . 
athousant•im*sthe san» three names/   (Gave Chema 2oJTon account asks*" for In a note 
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Thursday, August 21, 1941 

Systematic Information: 

Ben : Victor C., 4 A.M. hrs: 
Desiderio 4 P.M.  " t 

Lois 
Data Submitted i 

Victor C.t 
Desiderio: 

Assignmentst 

Victor C.: 
Desiderio: 

Cédula, jornales, taxes 
Cédula}    His ^ferriages, (cont.). 

Highland Corn Culture, IIf        6 pages    (2400 words) 
Case of Rosario Cox (completed) 42-1/2 pp.   (6375 ") 

The Pig (all data concerning) 
The Advent of sag k'im corn to San Pedro 

Miscellaneous: 

Lois was in bed nearly all day with a cold, though she sneeced less today than 
yesterday.    Susana came to work but stayed for a one hour social visit instead, 
helping Siena prepare the crabs sent over as a gift on the comandante// (Lois 
sent a return gift of a piece of banana cake).    So Siena doesn't know how to 
light the gas stove, commented our former maid.    (That afternoon as Lois slept 
she lit it for the first time, having demonstrated great fear at the that on all 
previous occasion).    Rosario Pop was also a social visitor during th forenoon. 
She came to borrow the bottle for fishing but stayed on.    She left however before 
Susana came.    There was some talk about q'aq'  ruk'al. a sort of inanimate naWual 
which rare perene have from birth.    Later Lois talked about this to Susana.    Both 
refused to talk much about this before Siena who agreed that she was too young. 

Early in the morning we  sent over hot permanga/nated water for Andres' very painful 
foot—an outgrowth of an animal bite some 8 days ago.    Late last night Tampit sur- 
prised us by coming in and borrowing 10/ with which to buy an octavo to ease the 
raging pain of her (creyente) husband.    She said even Chela was crying in sympathy. 
Indeed the girl's eyes were well-bedewed.    Yes, he admitted today, Esteven (Cox?) 
had picked the sole of his foot to draw blood, but little had come out.    In the 
afternoon Tampit came.over to suggest that she would repay last night's dime by 
way of 3 days* tortillas.    OK. 

In the morning Tampit volunteered that her mother would weave a mate to the one 
tela we liked of the two we rejected yesterday as a mis-match.    Change of heart. 

Lois slept from 1-3 this afternoon.    Elena suggested that Lois do not fall asleep 
again.    Reluctantly admitted she feared Lois might die if she did this*    Apparently 
sick people shouldn't sleep to much.    I suppose sleeping just abets the willing*ss 
of a wea- sick corazón to leave the body.without returning. 

In the afternoon Rosario sent back the bottle she had borrowed along with the 
gift of an egg. 

As is his want of Thurs nights, Jose Chv (son of Domingo Chv C) cams in for his 
note to Juan Rosales' wife in Solóla who would buy vegetables tomorrow for him to 
bring back to us.    In addition I gave a note to Juan Rocche asking him to pick up 
the repaired typewriter I am hopinjwill ariive tomorrow in Solóla. 

I spent the evening reading the daily paper given me by Vareos Yojcom in the absence 
of Ag and Chema both of whom were playing socoer along with Perdro Nav., Luis Mender 
and others in the church patio.    Rufino Chv was refer**.    After reading the paper 
I caught up on diary typing, writing the diary for Aug 19, 20 and today. 

. iL-¡¿j*iAtid£k&i¿íljA 



HrCT + 8.21.41 

Additions to Diary» 

6»00 A.M. 

left. 

Our comadre, Patrona Matzar (wife of Pablino Cortez) cane bringing 
4 tamales as a gift in celebration of the 3rd birthday of her 
daughter Juana.    Stayed just long enough to deliver her gift and 

6i00 P.M.    A San Juanero (last name Chilotia), his wife and their 2 yr. old 
boy came here asking for medicine for the baby.    He is one of a 

twin*    The other, a boy also,  is in good health reports the father, but thi» 
one is sickly.    The boy's abdomen was very swollen and I guessed he had worms. 
Parents at first wanted only castor oil and hesitated about giving anti-worm 
medicine, but finally acceded and it was given to him.    They said they had 
been sent here by Juana Peres (a San Juanera who came here selling tomatoes 
several months ago,  speaks Spanish very well and is very aggressive). 

'      I 

iií^mUífkfttí 
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Systematic Information: 

Friday 8.22.41    (l) 

Ben t Desiderio Gz.    4 £.M. hrs:    genealogies 
"        Victor Cotuc      4 P.M.    "        genealogies 

Assignment» 

Desiderios    A case of ru q'aq'-jlf'al»    Elena 

Lois« Ignacia Méndez 2-l/2 hrs, A.M.   : her births and dev.  inf.  on children. 
Rosario Pop        1-1/2    "      P.M.   i  sig.  of dreams,* q'ao'. 

Miscellaneous» 

Ignacia Méndez arrived at 6»30 A.M. bringing a gift of 4 elotes.    She sug- 
gested that perhaps I was not well enough yet to work - she had had an appointment 
to cons this morning to work.    However I assured her I was quite well,  so she 
said she would return in a little while. 

As Ignacia left Rosario Pop arrived to ask for medicine for herself as she 
complained of "dolor de corazón".    Siena, who was present, asked Rosario if she 
was sad about something,  "ut p'isoni".    Rosario replied that she was but did not 
indicate what the cause was.    Made appointment with her for same p.m. 

Just as she was about to leave Ignacia returned and the two met.    Ignacia 
wanted to know whether Rosario was here to do the  same kind of work.    When I replied 
non-commitally that she was here for medicine, Ignacia volunteered that Rosario and 
her sjrster were both ill as a result of the bad way in which they had treated their 
mother when she remarried.    Illness interpreted as punishment* Ignacia was persis- 
tent however in wanting to know whether Rosario was not coming here to "write" 
with me.    I said that she was, that we got information from any who were willing to 
come and able to give it.    When she was leaving I asked her whether she could come 
again tomorrow afternoon or Sunday morning.    She replied "voy a pensar si puedo 
venir" and with that she left.    I do not know whether she was displeased about 
the fact that others are coming, but I considered it a possibility since most 
people manifest jealousy on the  slightest pretext. 

Late in the afternoon Ghona Perez came with her baby for eye-drops.    Said 
she is going to the coast Sunday with her husband to bring in her father's corn. 
Tina is going along to take care of the baby and help Chona as there.are several 
mozos who have to be given food every morning.    Tina told SI.  she was sad to leave 
her "novio" - Jose M. Gonzalez  (calsado)»who has just this last week begun court- 
ing her at the playa. 

Catarina Bixcul came in at the  sane time with Delfina for eye-drops.    Cat. 
volunteered that Delfina is very cranky because  she does not give her milk anymore. 
(Cat. is pregnant, in about 6 month) Says she is two years old now and eats every- 
thing.    Delfina cries a great deal, does not walk, is sickly, has skinny arms and 

% spent the evening, after supper, reading newspapers and magazines that 
had arrived from the United States that afternoon in the mail* 



H-lTIt 
Saturday 8.23.41*(l) 

Systematic Information i 

Bent    4 A.M. hrs. with Desiderio on geneologies. 
3 P.M. hra. with Victor C.  on geneologies. 

Loist    2 A.M. hrs with Susana - on q'aq'.  significance of dreams* 

Submitted in writing! 

Desiderio:    Case of rnq'aq'al        - 4 pp.   (600 wds). 
Nic's flight -21pp.   (3650 wds). 

Assignments!" U PAi4tsi**Ai'.<+     - 4 /»*s   (^9&*  wi/*) 

Victort    Nicomedas' nine dead babies. 
Nicolas Bixcul's brujería death 

Desiderio >    Cases of ataque, ^ocura. 

Miscellaneous! 

Rosario Pop cams early in the morning, bringing a present of 3 elotes. 
Yesterday I got information from her on. "first-fruits" costumbres.    Could die 
have taken this as a broad hint for a present?    She volunteered that Mateo 
had been called during the middle of the night to be told that he was 
one of those nominated to carry part of the comandante's baggage to St.  Cat. 
Ixtahuacan.    Order came thru late last night for comandante to be changed 
to that town,  switching places with comandante of that town, who comes here. 

Rafael G. cams as we were breakfasting, with a broad smile informed us 
that his wife gave birth to a baby boy at 2 A.M. Ben arranged to have him 
come and give Ben a haircut at 1:30 P.M. 

I went to visit Candida, taking some white flannel material, talcum powder, 
absorbent  cotton ,  for the newborn baby.     She indirectly asked for some 
aceite comer for the infant,  saying that it would eat nothing for 3 days 
until her milk appears.    Won't ask another woman for milk because all those  she 
knows have babies several months old,  she is afraid the milk would hurt her 
baby. 

Candida says she had Maria Puac, partera, deliver this baby.    She is very 
kind and patient, in contrast with Juana, who delivered two of Candida's babies. 
Juana,  she says, is very brava, beats the women if they don't deliver quickly. 

Then I went on to visit the comandante and his wife who expressed much 
regret at leaving here.    Marina's chief complaint about St. Cat.  Ix. was that 
she heard the natives there are "muy feo con huehuechos y sus ropas negros". 

ltOO P.M.    Agustín Pop came to say that we are invited to appear at the coman- 
dancia to take part in the despedida of the comandante - Alfredo 

Lemus.    We went along with hip and stayed for about an hour, leaving despite 
strong protests of the assembled officials and comandante, who by this time 
were beginning to show the effects of drinking.    Since Ben could not stay and 
refuse to drink he chose to leave so as not to get drunk. I invited Marina 
and Alfredo to have  supper with us at 6 p.m. 

6i30 P.M.    Alfredo and Marina arrived, juBt recovering from the effects of 
drinking all afternoon.    During supper Edmundo burst in, usurped 

the conversation in his near-hysterical manner, greatly exaggerated by state 
of intoxication.    Spoke deprecatingly of "indios" all the time to my embarrassmsa^^ 

,<&li>-'>~&M«ft..iSHA¿? < rf.bJ^rt.»mfcAlÍ¿^»JflW<»Jai *J£m «U^jhri-E 
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Edmundo then got up and rushed off like mad,   saying he was going to arrange 
about having the marimba played in honor of the comundante's leave-taking, 
A few minutes later he returned with Lucas T.  and Pedro II.  saying it was ar- 
ranged.    They asked if they could bring the marimba to our house.    V/e left  it 

up to Alfredo and he preferred bringing it here.    The marimba was brought but 
it was some time before the marimberos got here,  but the ti:r.e they did it was 
about  8:00 P.II.  or later. 

The only girls and women present were Elena,  Vicenta R.,  I/aria R.,  and 
Juana Gz, all of whom stood outside on the porch peering in the door.    The 
men who came in and sat  do'-.n were Juan Gz.  (cantina owner) and 1,'anuel Cortez. 
Chema Gz. Cz.  and a boy friend stood at the far end of the room near the door, 
together with a group of other fellows about  same age.    In both doorways crowded 
boys and men, mostly young boys though.    Since IJarina and I were the only two 
girls present to dance with there wasn't a great deal of participation,  since 
the boys didn't want to dance alone,   although Chema and the calsado Chema danced 
together.    Alfredo suggested that the girls come in and dance a. native style, 
but they hung back, refusing.     Vicente said her mother would whip her and besides 
girls "never dance at night,  during the day yes".    Edmundo heckled Elena for some 
time trying to get her to enter and dance,  finally she did but  only when I began 
the same style dance.    íüonuel Cortez asked me to dance and when I refused,  giving 
the excuse that I was tired, he insisted several times thr.t  I dance,  either being 
too insensitive to feel rebuffed (this was the third occasion where -1- refused to 
dance with him) or thinking that by sheer insistence he might get his way.    L'arina 
also refused to dance with him.    Later Elena remarked that  she was glad I didn't 
dance with Uanuel, that Llaria R. had said when they saw him go up to me that 
she hoped I wouldn't dance with him,  "he's bad, and besides he's crazy". 



M-tlS' 
Sunday 8.24.41 (l) 

Systematic Information: 

None 

Submitted in writing» 

Desideriot 

Julian C.t 
Miscellaneous; 

Birth of a za.lorin - 7 pp. 
Marcus becomes a za.1.-ll pp. 
gao k'irn - variety corn2 pp. 
Book of deaths. 1 p. 

(1050 wdsj 
(1650 wds) 
( 300 wds) 
( 550 wds) 

We got up rather late, this being the morning after the night before - 
we had the marimba here last night for the farewell party of the comandante. 
Lois spent the morning cleaning house with Elena.    Ben tried to keep out of 
the way and escape being called in to help,  stayed in the office reading 
the newspapers. 

After lunch Ben took a nap.    Just at the time that he was sleeping the 
church bells rang announcing the death of a villager.    El. and I out on the 
porch while the bells were ringing.    El. told me to go into the house and 
watch Ben because it is dangerous to leave a person alone who is sleeping at 
the time that a person has just died - there are  spirits of dead around. 

Rosario Pop visited with her baby, asked for eye medicine for baby* 
Stayed to visit for a while. 

I washed my hair - commented on seeing my reflection as I looked into the 
bowl of waters    Elena said that it was not good to look at one's reflection 
in water fthoy say',' she doesn't believe it to be true) because one will dream 
talk in their sleep, will become ill, will dream of looking into water. 
Rosario confirmed this belief but also does not believe it to be true* 

(of at»*) 
During the afternoon Deeiderio brought in three write-ups^and asked for 

"carbonate" for stomach pains which he gets after eating.    No "carbonate" 
so gave him a pill for indigestion. 

7i30 P.M.    Julian Cotuc, wife, two youngest children,came to visit for an 
hour*    Julian turned in one page of typewritten work.    For the 

second time he stated his gratefulness any money-earning opportunity we would 
give him, intimating that since Agustin Pop is still doing quite a bit of 
work for Juan, he could get us various data from the records*    Ben brought 
up the subject of the libreto write-in dodge and found Julian on the govern- 
ment side of the fence.    Not only did he think that the write-in was an 
Elicit practice but that the present system'requiring 4 manzanas in order to 
acquire a certification, was beneficial all around. 

In response to question prompted by Tax/'a letter, Julian answered that 
the few still births that occur are entered directly and only in book of 
deaths. 

Youngest child Josefa was gay and animated ae during last visit.    I 
brought out a banana for her which father and mo.  said she could not eat, hav- 
ing taken anti-worm medicine (Julian bought in Solóla) yesterday.    Josefa 
opened her mouth wide and a loud wail came out, which was only stopped when 
I gave her a bread which mo.  said she could have, but didn't give it--to her, 
tho wrapped it in her little rebozo. 

During the evening Lois'  cold in full swing again, probably as result 
of last night's dissipating* 



H*n 
Monday 8.25.41    (l) 

Systematic Information» 

Ben»    Bee Victor Cotuc, 4 P.M.  Hrs.  - Kinahip system and attitudes» 

Work Turned in» 

Victor Cotuc - four pages on, domestic animals ,  "the Pig", 1600 words. 

Miscellaneous» 

Lois down in bed again with a bad cold.    Therefore did no interviewing. 
Desederio came by early in the morning to inform Ben that he had to appear at 
the Juzgado and therefore  could not work here today^^»*—-!*»'»  U-J <L*<**m*J%) 

Rosario Pop came early in the morning, both for treatment  of baby's eyes 
and for information session.    Ben fixed up boric acid solution for baby's 
eyes,  Rosario visited for about an hour, but no systematic information of any 
kind gotten. 

During the time she was here Rosario's baby urinated on mother's lap. 
Rosario, aB always, had a clean cloth to change the baby.    This happens 
practically every time she is here, her skirt gets wet, but she doesn't seem 
to mind it. 

Ben went to mark up an item on our budget posted on the wall.    As it fell 
down to the floor, Rosario said that Ben would die, because when something 
falls down it means that  spirits of dead people are about. 

Victor Cotuc sent over a present of a pound or so of freshly killed 
pork.    He butchered his hog and is having Valeriano sell it for him in his 
carnicería.as a free favor.    Five months ago he bought the pig in Solóla for 
eighty cents and has since spent about $1.50 (six arabas corn) in fattening 
the hog, in addition to herbs with only labor cost.    He was willing to sell 
the hog for $4 now but was offered only $3.50.    As it is he will realize 
about  $6.00, over $4 of which will be for lard at 10 cents a pound. 

9»30 A.Mf    There was a mild but very perceptible tremor.    TO» went  outside 
into the yard but not before a second tremor came.    By the tims 

we got outside all the neighbors were already out.    Elena was visibly scared, 
said she was afraid to go out of the house because they say that the doorway 
is the first to fall down and she thought it would do so this time.    Tampit 
, our neighbor, out in the yard holding her 3 month old baby, pulled it's 
legs.    Siena said this was to straighten them   as an earthquake ( raigan) 
makes a baby's legs crooked.    Other neighbor, Maria R. cried from fear of the 
quake. 

Maria Toq/ came to borrow two cups and two saucers.    At first refused to 
tell what they were for, but finally said they were to serve chocolate to 
a visiting ladino compadre,  since we are extranjeros she figured our dishes 
would be appropriate for a ladino.     Said she would return them at 1 P.M. and 
did so« 

Francisco Rodriguez came for eye-drops, 
was mimicking his direct, piping Spanish. 

Before he was out the door Elena 

Omission»       Tampit asked if we would give anti-worm medicine to Tamtal. 
7tOO A.M.    When they came in for the medicine Tamtal surprised us by standing 

quietly with her mouth wide open.    She took a tablespoonful with- 
out a murmur and licked the spoon of honey I gave after the medicine contentedly 
Tampit asked about food restrictions, and each time during the day that she 
wanted to give something - even only water, came over to ask if o.k. 



4U» 
Tuesday 8. 26,41 (1) 

Systematic Information» 

Bent 4 A.K. hrs with Desiderio 
4 P.U. hrs with Victor C. 

Lois: None 

Submitted in writing» 

genealogies 
genealogies, kinship behavior». 2 hrs. each. 

Chema t Chema learns about sex       - 4pp. (800 was) 
" Man-eating Lloro - 2pp. (400}wds) 
" Rain mass - 3-1/2 (700 was) 
" Quarrel - Susana v.   Chona - 5-1/2 (llOOwds) 
" 3 Demandas llpp. (1900wds) 

Desiderio» Epilepsy:  Prudencia 
" Loco» Baltazar (inc"^ 

2pp. 
14pp. 

(400 wds) 
(2800wds) 

Miscellaneous» 

Lois recuperating from a cold today did not have any interviews. 

1»30 P.M. Maria Puac arrived. She was here for some time before she said that 
Rafael had sent her over. The previous day Ben had spoken to Rafael 

at noon, asking him when he saw Maria the following day to ask her for some 
specific stillbirth cases so that Ben could check the records for Tax. Rafael had 
said that Maria was away in At it Ian that day (yesterday). When she arrived Elena 
was not yet here and we carried on a limited discussion with-her (limited due to 
language difficulty) in which she said that she has been practicing her profession 
for three years, that she was sick, almost died, before she went out to practice 
but since she began she has been very.well* She said that she had gone to Solóla 
to get a certificate to practice as a midwife and that because of the high costs 
involved many women who were born to practice were not doing it. Therefore there 
are only two parteras practicing and there is a great deal of work. Although she 
said it 7/ould be better if there were more parteras to take care of the women, sha 
there is no doubt that strong competition exists between her and Juana Rocché the 
other one. 

Y/hen Elena arrived I heard Maria tell Elena that Rafael had told her to come 
over here and she was wondering what we wanted of her. At that point I asked her 
with Elena interpreting, whether she would be willing to spend a few hours giving 
me information about her profession. I added that since she could not speak Spanish 
and I could not speak lengua we would need an interpreter. She suggested Rafael. 
At this point Victor Cotuo who was scheduled for an afternoon interview with Ben 
arrived at the front door. The situation became somewhat embarrassing as I did not 
know he was outside the door and asked Maria about using him to which she answered 
that she was ashamed to talk with him as interpreter and it would be better,to have 
Rafael, when Ben indicated to me that Victor was listening at the door I called 
her into the office and suggested that since Rafael is busy teaching school we had 
better look for a woman. IThen I suggested lgnacia, Maria said, "She doesn't know 
any more Spanish than I do". Then I suggested Susana to which Maria complied, 
lgnacia is a cousin of Juana and has used her for her last child. Susana's family 
uses Maria Puac, but I hadn't suggested her first as Maria had once severly criti- •».- 
cized Susana to me, saying that she was a very lazy good-for-nothing girl, Maria 
was satisfied to have Susana, saying that she was ashamed to talk with a man and that 
a woman would be much better. Since Susana could not come this afternoon an appoint- 
ment was made for the following morning. 

During the evening the mailman - Regino - arrived with our typewriter from 
Solóla together with a letter from Dolores Girón R. 

wuttHwrnitf r-wíi^-^8•! 
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Wednesday,        August 27, 1941 

Systematic Information: 

Ben: Chema Gz Cz: 
"     t Victor C      t 
Lois» Susana : 
"      t Maria Puac  : 

4 A.M. hrs.í    Kin behav.(2 hrs.); feeler session re sex 
4 P.M. hrs. j    Genealog. '•      ;      » »        ••      •< 
1-1/2 A.M.": Dreams;    2-l/2 P.M. hrs.  interp for Maria Pc. 
2-1/2 P.M. hrs.:    her start as midwife}    pregnancy. 

Submitted in writing: 

Victor C. 
Rafael Gz 

Nicomedas'  9 dead chil. 
Autobiog.   (cont'd) 
Birth of his dau.   (inc.) 
Diary XIJ 

- 8 pp. (2400wds) 
-10    " (1500 "  ) 
- 5    " (1000 "  ) 
- 2    " ( 400 "  ) 

Assignments; 

Chema Gz.Cz 

Rafael GzGz 

Victor Cc 

Legend of Diego Votan (Atiteco) 
His l/2-bro Adrian's odd sex cases 
Luciano Gz, transvestite  (also assigned to Raf) 
A case of mother incest,  Juan Gz 
A case of daughter incest, Nic,  Cotuc 
Fran.  Chavajay's incest with his dau-in-laws 
Luciano Gz, transvestite  (also assigned to Chema) 
A case of homosexuality: Nicolas Rocche 
A case of homosexuality: Ormundo Ovalla/ (ladino) 
The book of black magic and how it lores men to cemetery/pse] 
Necrophilia:    the S. Pablo saj. who had intercourse w a cor-i 
Luciano Gz, transvestite  (also assigned to Raf & Chema) || 
Manuer*Ixmata's rape of an 8 yr old girl 
Pedro Yojcom:    misogynist and raasturbater 
Ormundo Ovalla:    homosexual when drunk.   (Raf too) 
A case of sodomy:    Mateo Peneleu and the mare 
Francisco Garcia and the goat:    a case of sodomy. 
Siblings and chickens 

Miscellaneous: 

Like Victor yesterday, Chema was given the incest test today (sex behavior). 
Both times 2 hours were spent including the follow up «* for cases.    The so-called 
test consists of a few dozen cards on each of which is typed a different sanguinal 
or affinal relative.    I ask that the cards be stacked in 3 piles labeled "very bad" 
"medium" and "mild".    TOien this is done the man is asked to redivide each of the 
piles in turn.    This is repeated until I can assign each card an ordinal number 
(for the particular interviewee in question).    If he says these 2 or 5 are' igual, 
I let it go at that.    Next I tell him to divide all the cards into two groups: 
those of which 4»ee«*-eases he knows of one or more cases and those which never 
occur.    Victor onl) had two of the latter type; Chema had few more.'   Finally I 
make a listing of illustrative oases for all those cards put in the first pile. 
From these I assign or will assign written work ,to be handed in for the sake of 
saving tin».    Though Victor had stacked the card reading "with one's daughter" 
in the pile for which he knew cases, he appeared not to taew-e* remember such a 
case when I came to th* final operation.    ( Very likely deliberate forgetting 
since the classic case is that of his uncle Nicolas Cotuc.)   ' 
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8tl5 A.M. Susana arrived but Lüaria Puao did not. Therefore I interviewed 
S. for about two hours, although only about one hour of this time was 

spent in really working.  Susana looked and acted very sleepy. She explained that 
Pedro had gone to the coast and she had gotten up at 1 a.m. to prepare tortillas 
for him to take along. Then as we were talking about something she suddenly stood 
up walked to the window and began looking out and not paying attention to what we 
talked about. After this she brought up the subject of Ignacia, finally telling 
me that Ignacia is pregnant (tho not how she knows it). Finally told me that she 
too is pregnant in the 4th month now. Since I had suspected it I wasn't surprised 
and said I was glad to hear it. She said she didn't want to have any more babies, 
that it was too dangerous. After a little while she got up and without saying 
anything walked out on the porch. I followed her and vie had a brief rest period. 
Then I asked her into the office and she obliged readily. The m&jor and most 
important part of this session was spent on her recounting a dream she had which I 
took down verbatim. I, then asked her what the various elements of the dream meant. 
Although she gave explanations she hesitated, did not speak freely, finally switched 
the subject suddenly by *«4ii»g asking whether I had heard about the woman who 
drowned in San Juan this week. It turned out that the woman didn't drown, but 
nearly did. 

The most striking thing-about the interview with Susana this time as well as 
the last time was the unchanging quality of voice and manner in telling all incidents} 
she told her dream stated that several people would probably die, including her 
father (because of a dream he had) ; that she dreams all the time of Marinaj that 
she is pregnant and doesn't want to be, that the woman nearly drowned in San Juan - 
all with a lack of surface emotion, a monotonous, rather bored manner broken only 
by an amused expression and smiles frequently. Though one could not say that there 
was a complete dissasociation between affect and content there was enough of it to 
be immediately noticeable. In contrast to her baavior when she worked here, in 
all of our recent contacts with her she has acted shy, talked very little, quiet in 
an apathetic toneless manner. Yesterday Elena remarked after Susana had left that 
Susana "doesn't talk much: when she is here, like she used to. She is ashamed to 
come in, says she has vergüenza to come here". Didn't explain why S. might be 
acting this way. 

Early in the morning Desiderio came to report that his wife had given birth 
to a baby girl at 11 p.m. the night before. He had a faint odor of liquor and 
asked for the money he had coming for work with which he bought more liquor later. 
During the night he had bought five octavos after the birth of the baby. He 
described his wife's condition as "algo un poco regular" and told about the dif- 
ficult time she had had three years agoj that she almost died and that the baby -éíá- 
die lalei' en» ^0<t $  S-íttfúam 

V/hen Elena arrived, shortly after her father, she told me in a conspiratorial 
manner that when she arrived at her house last night on leaving here she pushed in 
the door which was closed and was promptly pushed outside by her father who'bawled 
her out asking why she had come so early. She replied "but it isn't early, it's 
late, why, what'6 the matter? " He told her not to ask any questions but to go over 
across the way to her cousin Ventura's house and sleep there. El. then said that her 
mother had said I might come and look at the baby right away. I didn't have a chance 
to go until tk«¿«fo>eme«aMLV/hen I got there I found Desiderio sitting in the hammock, 
with granddaughter Gustina on his lap. Andrea, daughter-in-law, working around the 
fire; Andrea, Chema's wife sitting on the bed; Ventura Cox nursing herbabyj Ana Q. 
visiting and holding the .3 month old baby of Andrea Tuch which was large, chubby 
for it'8 age and had an unusual amount of hair. The baby was handed to me by Andrea R. 
I kissed it and held it for a while,while everybody began the familiar strain of 
"Why don't you buy one, Ben has lot's of money" over and over again. Ana Q. and I 
were served coffee. When she was served hers she thanked Desederio and Andrea T., 
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and again when she handed back the pitcher from which she drank. I followed her 
exaaple. Uhen I handed my pitcher back Ventura said in lengua that I had probably 
not drunk nine. Andrea assured her that I had. I brought cotton and *bs«pfe«Hfc 
t< lcum po'.'der for the baby. Desiderio asked for aceite comer and also for some- 
thing for the eyes of Andrea's baby. They thenked me for the things I had brought. 
'.Then El. went home 4*i at noon I gave her both of the things requested plus a large 
handkerchief to be used on the'baby's head. 

During the afternoon Petrona come with our laundry and asked whether I could 
now give her a dress for Candida as I had told her when she came for the laundry 
that I had one for her and would get it out. Rafael came in the evening as we 
were having supper (he joked about coming in time to eat but I offered him nothing 
as he always comes at this time and I thought it was inconsiderate of him as he 
knows it) he said nothing about the things I had given his wife or the baby when 
I visited her. The rule of etiquette seems to be that one thanks the giver when 
a present is received but does not mention it again, it would be bad taste to do so. 
In the office he handed in his written work and was given further assignments. 
'.Then I (Ben now typing again) made mention of IJanuel Cortez1 girl-grabbing as 
v/ritten up in Raf's material, the latter said, "Yes, he's always that way. '.Thy 
last Thurs. when my traida from Solóla was sitting with me in the rotula. Manjtel 
came over and flung his hands around her."  Raf said his girl-friend came here 
with her brother who sought' a marimba company for Solóla. (No, price too high) 

Ag confirmed Chema's information given earlier in the day that the women in 
£an Pedro are on the frigid side, only some 5 or 6 .being caliente. Unlike Chema 
he didn't think the ladinas were much better. Like both Victor and Chema, he said 
masturbation was unknown here, both in boys and adults. He was not even able to 
give me the one case given by Victor that proved the rule.  He had observed a 
Solóla ladina masturbate with a large candle but he had never heard of female 
masturbation in Son Pedro.  He confirmed Chema'e claim that human flesh is said 
to be muy sabrosa should one venture to eat it. He has eaten cat twice and found 
it very appetising (learnt from ladinos). Said that people say that eating cat 
immunizes one against brujería, laughing as he said it. Denied he had eaten it 
for this reason. Volunteered, as had Chema, that horse-meat is said to be savory 
too (neither ever heard of it being eaten here). Replied that both cat and horse 
probably are on the elado side. 
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HWÍ 
Thursday 8.28.41    (l) 

Syatematic Information» 

None 

Miscellaneoust 

6i30 A.M.  Susana arrived at the same time with our milk delivery. After 
hesitating a moment and in a somewhat embarrassed manner, reticent, 

she said her father is going to AtitIan today and wants to know whether he can 
buy anything for us. This seemed a little strange in view of the fact that he 
had not done anything like this for us since Susana had left our employ. How- 
ever we asked for tv/o cents worth of bananas. But when Ben had given her the 
money she did not leave, remained standing in the doorway.  I guessed that she 
wanted something else but didn t want to ask Ben. I went over to the doorway 
and at that moment a girl came by selling tomatoes. Susana hastily remarked 
that better ones could be bought in. Atitlan, and cheaper. She then said "I 
would like to go to Atitlan to pasear un poco". Y/hy don't you go the, I asked», 
knowing by this time full well what she was waiting for. T/hen she did not ask 
I asked her whether it was money she wanted. Yes, she said, si me hace el favor. 
I gave her the 16 cents she had coming, but she still remained. Finally she said 
"couldn't you give me a twaaty-five cents and I will do more work for you". I 
gave her a quarter then instead of the 16 cents and she left. A few minutes later 
as we were wondering whether she was really going to Atitlan or had just used 
that as a ruse to get the money, she walked by our window with her basket on her 
head, in the direction of the canoe. 

Both Ben and I spent the morning reading the N.Y.T. brought together with 
a letter from his folks and one from Mary Halpern, by an alguacil this morning. 

Just before lunch Ben went out to see about collecting three debts. First he 
spoke to our compadre, Ventura Tuch, who readily gave the one dollar borrowed a 
little over a week ago. Then he went to see Salvador but was told that he had gone 
to the coast for a week to bring in corn. Next he went to'the intendencia to see 
Chema. Asked whether Chema would ask his father, one of the two leaders of this 
canton, about the 2&Q  Ben had loaned the principales some months ago. Chema 
first suggested talking to Melchor Juarez but when Ben advised that he had already 
been talked to and could give no satisfaction, Chema agreed to ask his father. 
All the officials of the intendencia and comandante as well had gone over to San 
Juan to see the secretary who had injured his foot badly and was having Ventura Q. 
set it for him.  -, 1«^/XíA.«I .^J^* ^t^UA1 

Victor Cotuc came over here this afternoon and is spending the time writing 
in our house«*» he says there are many interruptions in his own house. 

Ben and I typed diary for 8.26 and 8.27 and today's during the afternoon. 

4»00 P.M. Susana's brother, Erasmus>came to deliver the bananas and tomatoes whioh 
Susana bought for us in Atitlan* Whereas she had seen me turn down 

some tomatoes early this morning because they were medium and not large ones^she 
had bought the tiny tomatoes which are cheaper (very possibly less than the amount 
of money I gave her). The bananas too were less (6 for one cent) than what they 
sell for in Atitlan, so that she no doubt gained a cent or two on both deals. 
This annoyed me greatly, especially since I was already irritated by her devious 
method used earlier in the morning to get the money. I decided to use her for 
the five hours she now owes me and not to use her thereafter as an informant be- 
cause of her dishonesty. 

Maria here with Bartolo Cox. He can raise himself to standing position now by 
holding on to chair or to a person. Maria smiling proudly all the while as Bartolo 

"performs". 
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Going to the intendencia I (Ben now writing) was overtaken by Antonio 
Chv Coche to whom I hadn't spoken for some Months since he last deferred my 
paying the $2.50 balance on the $5 debt he contracted a half year ago. Be- 
cause he should have reason to avoid me, I was surprised that he did the op- 
posite. But it was not to repay me the money. He immediately began to tell 
me of the misfortune that befallen his house, how his wife had gone to the 
intendencia to settle a family grievance all very amicably, how the alguaciles 
came to summon him just as he was on his way to Solóla on an important mandado, 
how he resisted and was apprended in Solóla by the policia, how he received a 
20 day sentence when brought back here, how he had to pay $5 or $6.fine to be 
released after remaining in jail and breaking rocks for 4 days, and how his wife 
too had to pay a fiae of $1. (This case written up in other notes). Therefore 
he concluded he could not pay me on account of all this expense. However, when 
I asked him how he had managed to scrape up all this money he said that his 
nephew Domingo Tuch ("couBin" he had said) extended him the money. Y/hen I asked 
Antonio to repay only $1 of his debt he said he lipped to collect some money from 
a ladina in Santa Lucia one of these Sundays and that he would therefore have 
the money in 2 weeks. OK, said I, not believing him thoujtfgh. 

All this was near 5:00 P.M. Shortly after, as I returned to the house, 
crochety Nicolas Gz Pichilla, our neighbor, came over to ask for the loan of 
$1 for one week to pay his habilidad (alternative: 6 days road work). I took 
hiia in the office and offered him 50/ which he readily accepted. 

Elena Gz de Cox and 3 kids came in after supper and hung around for a long 
time, just a visit it appeared. I showed them home along with Elena at 8t00. 
Before leaving Elena asked Lois for medicine for her mother whose stomach pains 
her. Lois told her that her mother was delicado now that she just had a baby and 
Lois' medicine might not be good for her. Lois did not wish to assume any liability. 

Oh yes, when I went to the intendencia around 5:00 I was surprised to find 
JSgustin back from the coast. He claimed he was not tired although he had wyfalked 
virtually all day* Nor did he look exhausted. He said he was away 3 days to 
visit a sick grandmother in Cutzan who was dying of old age. He did not wait for 
her to die as he might have, hó said, because the pato.io accompanying him only 
had 3 days permission to be. absent from school. (Maybe Ag went to get some 
Cutzan data for Juan Rosales.) 

?.•':.'•]•':'  ons-f*; 
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Friday 8.29.41    (1)     (/J) 

Systematic Information» 

Ben:      a«n« 1 eve. hr. - Rafael - incest test 
Loiat    2-1/2 A.li. hrs with Susana - incest test 

"        4 P.M. hrs with Desiderio Gz - Two oases of deviancyt Baltazar Prudencia 

Submitted in writing» 

Desiderio Gz 
Rafael Gz 

Assignments» 

Rafael Gz 

t Baltazar - a case of loco (cont'd). - 10 pp. (IGBOwds) 
Attitudes on old parturients 
Odd sex cases 
Autobiography (cont'd) 

- 2 pp. ( 400wds) 
* 12 pp. (2400wds) 
- 5 pp. (lOOOwds) 

San Pablo characteristics 
" At it Ian.      " 
" San Marcos    " 
" Ask brother Chema re Ximon 

Ben did office work», organizing, reading and filing data/ most of the day. 

Miscellaneous» 

 ^  fTiad an appointment for the morning with Maria Puac,  Susana to interpret. 
Uaria didn't  come but  Susana did,  although I almost thought  she might be ashamed 
after the purchase she made yesterday for me in AtitIan.    But she turned up and 
made no comment about the things bought or the cost.    Her manner today during the 
time spent here was again somewhat unresponsive but less so than yesterday.    Again 
she appeared not to have her mind on what she was doing or saying here and was 
constantly distracted by outside noises or conversations.    Onoe she stopped what 
she was doing suddenly, got up leaned out the window to hear what our neighbor, 
Tampit and another woman were discussing on the porch.    Hot being able to hear 
very well from inside she went out on the porch without  excusing herself or saying 
anything.    TChen she returned she said that they were talking about a woman who 
had quarreled with her husband,  subsequently locking him out at night when he 
returned home, but said she hadn't been able to hear irhe names of the people in- 
volved. 

6»30 P.M. After supper I sent Elena to buy bread. When she returned she talked 
excitedly with Petrona who was standing outside our door about Manuel 

Gz - brother of Rafael - being severly beaten up by his older brother Chema for 
his oarelesnees in letting their two horses enter a San Juan tulpa. The horses 
were taken in custody in San Juan for eating Milpa and the family now had to pay 
a fine of one dollar to have the horses released. As she was telling about it 
the wife of Chema Gz came running breathlessly asking for medicine for Chema who 
had been struck with a bad case of "colera" as a result of the incident • V Mañuela, 
younger sister of Chema came behind his wife for the same purpose. I took the 
sedatives (used in previous cases of colera) and went with them. Found Chema in 
his house, sitting in the hammock, hunched over. He made no movement or sound, 
except an occasional groan. His wife and sister, Manuela,seemed mostly perturbed 
about him, fussed around getting a cup of water in which to dissolve the medicine. 
The others present» Paulina G., Nicolas G., (aunt and uncle), Rafael expressed 
sympathy for his condition but were more conderned with talking about the stupid 
trick young Manuel (one of the twins) had pulled in getting the family fined the 
dollar. Rafael with an'air of superiority and laughing, said that his brother ChemaV* 
was a weakling,that such things always affected him, whereas he, Rafael, was very fl 
strong and even if someone killed him he wouldn't show his anger and feeling that r ^ 
way. He told me that his mother, across the way, was in the same condition,, as a„ 
Chema, also having a severe attack of colera. We went .over to fee &ffiyd!fl¿3-owed $» 
by the visiting relatives.   The^ room Was lull of adults and small au^jgfo£¿k¿ 
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Rosalia was kneeling on the floor, her head hung limply, on each side she was 
being supported by a woman holding an arm. Every now and then she would jerk 
back violently, flinging her head back as though it were loosely attached to her 
nhoulders. A dish was a* on the floor in front of her and everyone was waiting 
for her to vomit. Rafael said to me, "it's good if she vomits isn't it, I say 
that there is a.big ball of #i« phlegm in her chest and it would be better if 
it came out". Naturally I agreed that it would be good. He then announced in 
a few minutes that his brother, Chema had just vomited in the other house and 
was now feeling a little better.~ Rosalia had her eyes cloBed. The jerky 
movements in which she flung her head and body backward were accompanied by a 
moaning cry s '.'ay ley" she would cry in a rising wail. Ho one seemed upset about 
her behavior, though they expressed sympathetic concern that she was having an 
attack of "ranima" and viere  grateful for the medicine I had brought. However there 
was much talk back and forth about the incident, how it happened, how bad lianuel 
was, and one dollar was the most frequent phrase heard. Also- there was some jokiig 
and laughing among the onlookers who were all relatives or friends. Ana Q. came 
in and this gave a new opportunity to tell the whole story all over again. 
Meanwhile someone finally suggested picking Rosalia up and putting her on the 
bed. The two women lifted her up, giving no support to her body, but just dragging 
her by her arms. Short of the bed she collapsed on the ground, noone paid much 
attention, the two women waited a few minutes, then pulled her up and got her 
onto the bed. Although several men were around, including her grown sons, Rafael 
and Tono, none of them made any.effort to assist in getting her to the bed. 
The two women assisting her were Jesus, daughter; and Gertrudis Ch., daughter- 
in-law. Gertrudis stayed on the bed and- Rosalia leaned her head back against 
Gert.'á shoulder as it appeared she could not lie down prone. Y/hen she tried to 
do so she would start up violently, clutch at her chest and throat, fling her arms 
out as if grasping onto something, finally during the half hour or so I was there 
she quieted down gradually, but continued periodically to groan and start up 
but with less violence. 

During the time that I went to see these two, Ben had gone to see JoséAnt. 
Chavajay (ex-int.) and arranged for an office interview llonday. In explaining 
why he had not had time to come before he said he had no one to do little things 
around the house for him, such as getting zacate for his cow (he has no grown 
children). Yes, he said, he has younger brothers, but they all have families 
of their own to maintain and can't help him. 

Later in the evening while Ben was talking with Raf. in the office I 
asked Elena what she had known about the pregnancy of her mother. I encountered 
a great deal of resistance, shame and embarrassment on her part, but she finally 
admitted that she knew about it. Once she started to talk about it, though n e 
balked at each new topic, she displayed excitement and curiosity, charaoteristic 
of a child talking about forbidden things. In the end when she left to go home 
she turned back, put her arm around my waist (as she usually does) and whispered 
"tomorrow I will ask Vicente more about why babies are born and I'll tell you." 

tí^^^^^'^^^^^^m i^mií^i-i^eea^iit^Si^^h^ii^^hiáÉtM^Ui^^í^^^Si 
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Saturday, August 30, 1941 

Systematic Information» 

Bent Chema    t 4 A.M. hrs: 
n Victor   t 2 P.M. hrst 
Loist Desiderio t 4 JE.M. hrs: 
"  t Rafael   : 2 P.M. hrst 
*•  • : (2 P.M. Hrs t 
"  : Baria Puacj 2 P.M. hrst 
Ben t Agustín  : 1 Eve hr : 
Submitted in efliee writine 

Races (2 hrs); general feeler (2 hrs) 
Colera 
Commentaries on Baltasart insanity case 
School data 
translating for Maria Puac) 
false pregnancies; miscarriages 
incest test  (did not get cases as with others) 

Nicomedas'  Case  (post script)   t    Viet ort l 
Victor        t    Black magic book 4 

A case of child rape 3 
A case of masturbation 1 
A case of a transvestitet    Luciano Gz        2 
Cases of sodomoy 2 

Rafael        :    The St. Miguel Dance 5 
Agustin      :    Things that block one's way to heaven     fa 

Other towné:    AtitIan (inc.) 6 
Chema          t    Nicolas Cotuc:    daughter incest 3 

Juan Gonzalez Qt    mother incest 3 
Luciano Gzt    transvestite 4 
Adrian Czt    his sex choices 12 
Francisco Chv:    dau-in-law incest 3 

Beciderio t    Insanity case:    Pedro Puac 7 

pp. (300 wds) 
"  1100 

800 
"   300 

600 
" 600 
" 1000 
" 900 
" I860 
"   600 

600 
" 800 
" 2400 
" 600 
"  1400 

Assignmentst 

Chema 

Desiderio 
Victor 

Adrian:    his pranks 
The experience of 2 Pedranos in building a nmximon 
The  story of the flight from fire of the saint S. Pedro 
Domingo Yojcom who died' of failure to exercise his virtud 
Sra Pop (ma of ex-int) and the cerro fortune 
Listing of cerro cases (magical) 
A case of ataquet    Chema Gz.  Chavajay 
Cases of irregular behavior between various relatives 

Miscellaneous: 

Tfa decided to try using Raf instead of Susana as translator for ifaria Puac 
the translator.    It was a happy thought.    In oases where Ifaria hesitated to state 
certain practices for fear of running afoul of the national law which is muy delicado, 
Raf in lengua urged and reassured her.    Lois felt she got more and better data than 
she could have gotten through Susana. 

At 4 P.M. Agustin cams over, the first time in quite  some time.    (He has been 
very busy getting up data for Juan Rosales.    For 2 days he was busy writing up material, 
he got in his recent 3 day visit to Cutzan, altho Ag said it was on account of his 
grandmother's illness (sic).)    At the tin»  we were both closeted with informants, I 
in the office, Lois in the storeroom.    I went in and asked Ag to return or wait.    Ht 
chose to wait an hour until I finished with Victor at 5 P.M.    He-handed While 
waiting he chatted with Elena and looked at Life magazines.    He handed in the written, 
work as shown, said he is very busy lately owing to  0) activity in the secretaria,, 
(2) activity on behalf of Juan R.    After giving him the incest test, to which he 
attended with more apparent balance of judgment than most others, I spake to him a 

ÉálÉMÉMimtím^mm]^^^^^^^!^^^*^^^,, Mi•,iu7*jxn&M&¿riañirf&y¿m üi-to&ftflhJBfer* 
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bit about mstters of magical days.    Although he reported that it is said that 
those who inquire into the days of the  old calendar nay be punished by illness 
or death, he took a sort of knavish delight in intimating strongly that he knew 
the day names, having worked on them with Rosales^   Though he  smiled and said No 
when I asked whether he weren't afraid to  speak about it, he did talk in a hushed 
tone of voice.    Tes, he said that he knew from his expereince with Rosales that 
the local calendar was nearly a dead ringer for the one of Chichicastenango.    I 
pulled out the one from Chichi which I had copied out of BunsL's ms.    He looked 
at it with some enthusiasm and readily suggested the pronunciation variatioas-- 
this without suggestions on my part. 

I asked Ag how he has been getting on with his wife lately.    He said that 
things were  still bad, meaning that she was still quarrelling with him for no good 
reason.    He indicated he might have her leave him once she  recovers from her present 
ill health.    He denied that he was interested in"any other woman and was sure his 
wife didn't have another lover.    He, said he would let me know when he had time to 
do work for me. 

«a^fiiflteÁ&jRftlIH! 
^M^Ui8fc»^tmV^l.iV.aaate%ir;li»'antt>ifl S»liiífw«Thii&l BíM'i ^^«WiTt tfiiWiiWi i-1-A¿;, ñ <ft«.an 
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Sunday, Auguat 31, 1941 

Systematic Information 

Ben»    l-l/2 A.M. hrs:      Rafael        » planning a new town map 

Submitted in Writing: 

Deciderio: The case of Ana Sequec 
Rafael      t Candida's confinement  (post scrpt) 
" t Autobiography (cont) 
" : Diary:    3 cases 

9 pp. (1800 wds) 
3 pp. 0*800 " ) 
8    pp. (1600 "    ) 
10 pp. (2000 "    ) 

Miscellaneous: 

At night Chema the ch'ip* youngest brother of Des/iderio, and hereafter 
referred to as Chip to distinguish him from Chema the Scribe,  came in to verify 
tomorrow's appointment.    It will hie first  session as an informant.    Lois will 
use him/ tomorrow. 

Yesterday I had asked -Victor to let me know when a resident of Santa 
Lucia came around for I wanted to interview him about their reputed practice 
of cousin marriage.    Such marriage is more or less taboo here, but 3 out of 
3 people I asked here told me that it was the thing in Santa Lucia.    This aroused 
my interest because of the academic discussions regarding the likelihood of 
patritineal clans having prevailed in the are Mayan area and regarding the 
former existence of cross-cousin marriage here as revealed in the kinship 
terminology (Bggan).    Today Victor called me into his house where a Luceño 
was sitting.    He spoke no Spanish.    Through victor I asked him specific questions 
with reference to his own family, who might marry whom, and v.v.    Upshot was that 
cousins other than offspring of 2 brothers might well marry.    Parallel cousins 
through fathers could not for "they have the same name."    Cross-cousins or children 
of sisters could marry.    He guessed that about one third of the people of Santa 
Lucia man» were married to cross-cousins.    I paid the man 3/ for less than an hour 
of information. 

In the morning our comadre Mineela, Raf's sister,  came to borrow $1 to 
pay for the horses that had been captured yesterday day-before-yesterday in San 
Juan when Mstnuel had carelessly allowed them to encroach on milpas*    The horses 
had been released on promise to pay.    We loaned her 50/ and later told Rafael 
to warn her not to say anything to others since loaning was against rulse laid 
down by my patron.    Right after Minus la came a young woman with a half-familiar 
face came to borrow a dollar*    She was very insistent but did not suocee/d.    She 
did not state why she needed the money. 

When Rafael brought in his written data and I glanced at it I questioned' him 
on his recorded statement that he had counseled Chema'B(scribe) wife to tolerate 
Chema's affair with Hortensia.    "Como el es hombre, hay que aguantarlo," he told 
me he said to her.    There is just nothing to do about it.    DHe did however think 
it was uncalled for of Chema to bear up his wife and son on account  of the sweatie. 

In the forenon we went to the playa to bathe, but not until all the above 
events (except that of the Chip) had taken place, in the afternoon I spoke to 
Rafael again and did a little puttering around the offioe. After the afternoon 
rains stopt Lois went over to see fl Anita Cotuo. In the morning her father had 
corns over to tell us that hse had a sore throat and they wanted Lois to look at 
her* Lois sent over medicine with her sister who was wating here when we returned, - 
from the beach at noon. Nevertheless, both Tampit and Ana kept asking through^ 
Elena when-Lois would go over-to-see her. Ana even said to Kenaifl»x^««£T»i«,i-..i-, 
'^^^^^^^^ing^eveWthmghjit.the^omnt it was raining hard.     ••^||>^ 
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Yé?^ 
Monday,   Sept.  1,  1941 

Systematic Information; 

Ben  : Tono Chv Pop 
"      z Victor Cc 
"       : Rafael Gz 
Lois:. Chip 
••      : Deside#io 

Submitted in Writing: 

Desiderio 
Assignments: 

Desiderio 
ti 

Chip 

Political Organization- Intendente: 4 AM hrs 
Kinship- brother behavior       : 2 pm hrs 
Map making- remedying old one    : 2 pm hrs 
Death and Spirits              : 4 am hrs 
Cases of Epi/lepsy (2) and Insan(l) 3-l/2pm" 

: Epilepsy case: Chema Gz Chv 

Runaway child: Agustin Gz Pop 

15 pp.   (2250 wds) 

Epilepsy:    Vicente Cortez to Blara Puac to Isabela 
The native who was nearly eaten in the US. 

During the day Susana's brother cams  over to ask whether we wished to buy 
tomatoes.    7/e did not.    In the afternoon Suaafaa came  saying,  "Here are the 

eggs you told Erasmus you would buy."    Whose nuts?    Lois didn't buy the eggs. 

Today's was the first formal interview with Chema the ch'ip. here called Chip. 
Two days ago when he   stopt to chat with me at the gate I suggested that he come 
today for work.    He had indicated his desire to work for us some time ago by 
volunteering a sheet on tomato culture.    Yesterday he came to the house at night 
to be assured that I still wanted him to come.    Lois interviewed him.    He is a 
willing and cooperative informant but there is some  difficulty with his Spanish. 
With misgivings, we assfcied him a written topic.    His Spanish writing will probabj: 
be toprnisepslt to be  read without difficulty. 

As Elena vent home at 8 o'clock she appeared to remind herself that women were 
grinding at her house  in pr^aration for tomorrows 8th day costumbres.    This meant 
Lois should  corns along for a visit.    ?fe  found a house full of women, nearly all 
carrying babies or with a big girl to carry thejá the baby for them.    Four v/omsn 
worked vigorously over their grinding stones,' all facing together.    They worked 
by flickering candila light.    A cat was heard climbing on the mae'ke-shift ceiling 
of crowfed canes.    The women looked apprehensive,   said c'isom in questioning voices 
Desiderio beat the  ceiling canes with a stick to chase away the  intruder^,  said it 
was probably only a cat.    The mother was still in bed with the baby Wiind the *em- 
perary rétate screen.    They offered the baby to Lois who held it for some tin», 
kissing it on the cheek as is the custom here.    She answered that it did cry quite 
a bit because it wanted milk but that hse had very little.    Her husband put ia. that 
she had a scarce supply due to her advanced years.    The mother asked thru Elena 
to be advised what to drink or take to improve her milk supply.    Lois could give 
no advice.    There was no hesistancy in speaking about these things before their 
young sons and all the assorted children assembled, although matters of sex-and 
details of birth are  supposedly carefully guarded befare- from children arid youths. 
The women who were to grind corn all night were not paid.    They were repying debts 
earlier rendered by the mother in kind.    Now when Desid's wife had her baby the 
others knew to repay their obligation.    Desiderio himself remained in front of 
the house a good part of the time, talking to a young neighbor named Pedro whose 
wife was one of the workers inside.    They stayed up all night. 

Desiderio showed me the stone into which they always pour the water that 
becomes tinctured with corn mjlk—upen—and answered that it would be a jecado 
to throw this out since it was corn after all.    It is always given the hens and 
pigs.    It is sabroso^ and nourishing for them since it has the strength of corn. 

* .í¿.'M.r-,*M*¿>»SAt&mtH&k<i^¡vr*t*'-.\„~*'^ ~j   ,u- ixaftatarfTfi^rnn it. liniirtft 
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Syct e-ratic infor ration: 

Ben:  Desiderio 
Rr.fael C-z 

Written v/ork handed in: 

P.II. hrs 
P.]'.. hrs 

- Marriages (cont'd). 
- Out aheeking nap 

Desiderio Domingo Ghilotia 
a saint 

Ventura Cortez - 

characotel 

xfcaca case 

/ho stole 
8pp. 
2pp. 

(1200 wda) 
( 300wds) 

ascellaneous; 

Lois  sick in bed today again with a bad cold which is no-/ on the chest. 

Bartolo Yojcora,  neighbor,   came in as Ben was eating breakfast.    Asked if 
we didn't have any knives  for him to sharpen.     Stayed on and  drank coffee which 
Ben offered hin.     Said he had come in only to ask if v/e have papel sellado as 
his brother's littl". girl is expected to di6 so.ie tine today and they need this 
kind of paper to :nake an official declaration to intendencia v/iien she does die. 
Continued to  stay on when Sen told him we don't  have this kind of paper. 
Ben asked if he would be glad or sad when he sallies from his servicio as .jueg 
of San Ilicolas,   in about a week.    He said, without  any hesitation, that he would 
be very clad because "tanta molestia"     (we were glr-d to have gotten this  ex- 
pression only a -.reek before the ca-ibio when in the conventional  "cry"  session 
they •.."ill    mourn having to leave). 

Later in the -.íorning  "3en observed the family next  door distraining corn - 
? amp it  and Graciela working in the  conventional way - but Tadelena, too small 
to force the kernels off with iier hand was pulling then out with her teeth,  one 
by one. 

A little later Tad.  and -frac,   ca :e over here and we gave tnem each banana, 
Tompit wouldn't  let '.'ad.   eat hers,   saying she shouldn't  eat fruit because she 
.took anti-worn medicine  (over a week ago).     She finally broke off a tiny piece 
w/iith which liad, wasn't  satisfied and began to  cry.    She cried for some tine 
and then said something in a very angry voice,   conplainingly, to Alberto  stand- 
ing on their porch.    El.   said she told him "why don't you go to your own house, 
get  out  of my house" - altho we didn't  learn why she was angry at hin. 

Y/hen Raf.   came here to  call for Ben to go out  and work on the nap Vicente 
and Elena were here.    Raf. talked to them for a few minutes.    The two girls 
kidded him about his sweetheart.    Vicente told him she had found a letter in 
the street in which he was referred to and something about his sweetheart  in 
Panajachel'.    He laughed loudly and put his face down in his arms as though 
ashamed. 

During the evening Vicente came over bringing-the letter to show me.     She 
said she found it  in the street in an envelope.'    Perhaps she did,  but it   seen* 
difficult to lose a letter without noticing it drop.    Anyway it was addressed 
to "chatia" an affectionate term,    leaning little cat,  and could have been meant 
for any of the schoolteachers   (female)  probably.    From this the two girls began 
talking about men who have sweethearts - it  see:ned easier to pick out those who 
don't have them.    Of our neighbor,  Andre, they laughed and said he is "mudo" - 
doesn't talk to anyone.    Vicente said that if when she is married if her hus- 
band should be good to her,  give her clothes and anything she needed and not 
beat her she wouldn't mind unfaithfulness with another woman. 

after Vicente had gone Ble na continued talking about tMj^u^ectan^aid 
"the women here say that the men here go to San JuSn to  DU/ eio«      irom tins 

lead to other sexual symbols of other towns._ 



4-m 
7/ednesday 9.3.41    (l) 

Systematic Information; 

No interviev/g 

táit erial handed in: 

Victor Cotuc  :    Colera cases -  list 1/2 
Death  of "ic.   Bixcul -bruj.   13-l/2pp.     (#f00wds 

Ch'ip Gz 

i.'i s cellaneous» 

Priest and Loro story 
Tiger killing story 

2FP. 
2pp. 

(400wd8 
(400wds 

3; 00 A.M.     Slight earth tremor which was over by the time we  reached the door. 

7;00 A.M.    Bartolo Yojcom ,   our neighbor,   said he was ashamed to ask yesterday 
when ^lera  was around but  "the  only reason he  came was to ask to borrow 

one  dollar".    Needs the money to make good his word for Costumbres in his cofradia, 
of which Domingo Chavajay is cofrade,    loan v/an not given on grounds that it is 
prohibited. 

8iOO A.M.    Rosario P. with baby -  she  came to eflk borrow bottle for fishing, but 
stayed for about half hour talking.    I told both Ros.  and olería that 

last night - during the night - the dogs had opened the gate and also our front 
door, that Ben had gotten up to close the door and had seen nothing.    Both 
assured me  it must have been a characotal.    SI.  then reminded herself that  she 
had 3een a cat jump into the  other room of our house laBt evening v*ien she  emptied 
the  garbage.    Both  said there  could bs no do^bt that  it v;as a characotel because 
obviously a dog couldn't  open the gate nor a door.     (Z'e have  neon the  dogs open 
our gate,  although  it  seemed impossible to us at  first that they ever could). 

3lena said  she dreamed last night that Vicente  Gortoz (dead wife  of  Puzul) 
cams to her and tried to grab her to take her along with her.     Says her skirt was 
very old and full of holes.    They  say that when one  is rich and has fine  clothes 
here that when they die they have  only torn and  old clothes to wear.     Says she 
herself would rather have nice  clothes here than wait until she dies. 

Ben went to the  intendencia to check birth  record, after Ag.  P.   came  and 
said that he was afraid to look into th9  older records as the   secretary might 

" regaña", that one  3hould ask for official permission. 

At the intendencia Ben talked to the intendente about the long delayed rains. 
Intendente answered that it was probably true that people are being punished 
because about 10 years ago they burned the  corn on the coast.    No?/ being punished 
for this disrespectful and sinful treatment of the  corn. 

9:30 A.M.    Elena's brother came to tell me that partera was at their house to do 
the costumbres - mother getting up from childbed today -.    Ihai   I 

arrived Juana had already bathed the baby.     She had just given it medicine and I 
saw the burning embers on the floor near her,  over which she heats the pad put  on 
the baby's navel, also her fingers when she moulds it's nose.     She was binding 
the sash around it.    Tfaen it was all wrapped up she handed it to me, then took 
a rope and taking hold of the rope from which hammock is suspended began to beat 
the hammock (beating out a lot of dust incidentally). Her rythmical oración, 
accented with each stroke began "Ay dios,  Jesucristo   " lasted about  one 
or two minutes.    When she was finished, put in the hammock a bedding of old 
clothes - man's jacket, pants, pieee-«f then put the baby in and draped rebozo 
over.    Next went outside to wash Agustina's hair.    She did a thorough job.    As 
she was doing this, 7/ith neighbor st     .. -»•   d    • 

. aBdiB8 b* they *alked about lfada Puac giving 
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information to me,   saying it was "muy delicado, tsel".    later when I asked Elena 
she said it was "mentiras, talvez Juana quiere venir poreso dice asi".    That 
was what I had thought  since  she had given infortmtion to Juan  Rosaes. 

Juana, as on all other occasions on seeing me,.kept  up a persistent persuasion 
telling me to "buy a baby",  that  she would buy it for ma.    Finally she asked me 
if I was pregnant,  "coli?"    "Tien I said no,   she  came  over and put her hand on 
my abdomen, whispered "coli costumbre?"    Yes,  I told her.     "shupayil I  " she  said* 

When the hairwashing was over we returned to the house.     Juana lit  some pon 
(incense)  on a piece  of an  old olla, put  it under the bed, kneeled on a small 
petate at the  side  of the bed and began a long and vigorous  oración;    I caught 
the names of several women saints  (perhars those who are  supposed to watch during 
the. 8 days) and numerous other saints.    Then I heard her refer to "principales" an 
name a list  of women - probably parteras now dead -.     She talked on for about 
10 minutes and when I was suddenly called out by Siena,   she was still talking, 

10i30 A.M.    I was called out by Siena who said that  SOUB tourists were looking 
for me at the house.     Shortly after I returned to the house Ben 

also returned from the  intendencia.    We  spent the rest of the  morning with the 
visitors and afternoon until 3:00 p.m. 

During the afternoon Concepción Pop (foot patient) brought a gift of black 
beans, asked for treatment of her foot,   said  she would return tomorrow for the 
treatment. 

31ena Paneleu sold us a sandia  (watermelon),   stayed around for a while.    When 
I offered her a piece  of it  she refused to take  it.    Agustin came  in, hand some 
and explained that when  one brings a present or sells  something it is not right 
to accept  some  of it back.     She  did however ask for tne  seeds.    21ena and Agustin 
also took some  of the  seeds.    Agustin brought  at this tine a present of a mojarra 
he had caught at noon. 

Just before  supper I went to the intendencia to  see  if there was mail.    Find- 
ing none I went  on and visited with the wife  of the new comandante who was out on 
her porch with the  secretary's    wife. 

When I returned Raf's mother-in-law, Petrona, brought  over a gift of 3 
chuchitaB - cornmeal dough wrapped around áome meat, heavily spiced. 

Ben spent from 4 to 6 P.M. with Raf.  correcting the houses on the map Raf 
had made  soms time ago.    As they walked around Raf. was more interested in calling 
out to the girls passing by than in correcting the map. 



WH Thursday 9.4.41    (l) 

Systematic Information: 

Bon:      Desiderio    Gz 
':!-¡    Agustin Pop 

Rafael Gz 

Lois:    Rosario Pop 

4 A.M. hrs - History of marriages cont'd, 
2 Í.M. hrs - numbering houses on map 
2 P.M. hrs -  correóting map outdoors 

l-l/2 A.M. - incest test and attitudes 

Miscellaneous: 

Siena arrived a half hotir late this morning.     Says that usually she gets up 
at 3 a.m. and finishes making the tortillas at  5 a.m.    This morning she didn't 
get up until 5 but didn't spend two hours grinding and tortiando because made 
less.     She and brothers ate   sk'ok',' mother and father ate  fresh tortillas. 
Since  she had to carry water for her house  and here arrived lats. 

Rosario arrived a little  late,   said Mateo had just  gone for leña and she 
could only be here an hour.    However she  stayed an hour and a half.    When asked 
about next visit  said she  could not come until Monday as  she is busy embroidering 
a napkin and tablepiece  for Vicente Navichoc, which he    is selling in Panajachel. 
She is getting 15 cents for the two piece.s,  and said it would take about five 
days for the two pieces, tho not all day any of the days. 

She returned in the afternoon, bringing the larger piece which she had already 
finished.     Said   she had worked on it about 4 days.    And will now begin on the  other 
smaller napkin and   spend about 3 or 4 days,   depending on how many hours she works 
each day,  in any case has to be finished by Sunday.     She  and Siena  quickly began 
a word battle, as usual,  each accusing the  other of saying various suggestive 
things,    '".'hen Siena  said she had gone to bathe at lunch time,  Rosario imputed her 
as having said,   "I went to wash my genital  (p'il)".    Rosario then  suggested that 
perhaps  she washed with pumice  stono and illustrated haw  she had rubbed hard her 
genital.    Then added that perhaps she had used lemon.    'Siena  said  "no,  lemon 
hurts".    Rosario.immediately replied,   "she must know she tried it",    ^lena then 
said,  "No, with a knife T washed it".     (Lemon,by the way,is used to wash- rinse the 
hair,  it  is rubbed all over the hair when soap is rinsed out). Elena,  denying all 
the while,  and accusing Rosario of the   same,   said,  "she  is going to wash hers and 
teiteo's too". 

11:45 J8.M. 

Candida* 

Petrona,  Raf's ma-in-law, brought a gift of ground black beans. This ie 
two gifts in two days.    It may be in return for the dresses I gave 

).iOQ P.M.      Haf.  came to borrow a typewriter,  used it here, to write a speech he 
will present on September 15th, national independence day of Guatemala. 

(See carbon). 

I spent some time during the afternoon writing up diary of yesterday from 
pencil notes» 

3:00 P.M.      Lucrecia,  12 year old daughter of Jesus Gz  (Raf's sister) walked by 
our house crying,  stood outside near the door.    Siena offered to find 

out why she was crying  (at various times I have asked her to find out why neighbors' 
children cried).     She reported that Lucrecia had been beaten by her mother, who 
then threw her clothes out after her and told her "you can go and find posada 
someplace else, you needn't  corns back here anymore".    Says mother, told her to 
fantof^f usf1-1" " FranciBC0 Navichoc (bro.  of Salv.,  Val.,  Vic. and former hue- 
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Asked if she was going there says she doesn't know, but is afraid to because 
his wife would scolcl her and be angry that she would come to stay with them» 
Luc. says that once before she ran away and stayed with her grandmother, Inez, 
for a week and during that time her not her carne crying everyday to get her to 
return home.  Says her mother is very bravo, Rosalia (granrao.) , uncle Chema 
are very bravo. Rafael is not, I.Ianuela is not. ' Her father isn't but his wife is. 
Her grandmother is good cince she took her in that time. It was with some dif- 
ficulty that I got from Elena a story of why Lucrecia had been beaten. She 
first said she didn't know, so I told her to ask; after she had been carrying on 
some conversation with Lucrecia in lengua I'd wait for her to tell me what was 
said, but she didn't say anything. Then I'd ask "well what did she say? " and 
we went through the whole thing over again. Finally she toM me t'hat Lucrecia 
overheard ].'.anuela"maltratando" Rosalia, 15 yr. old daughter of Chema, calling her 
"cara de perro, caca de perro su cara" , wker causing Rosalia to cry and say that 
she was going to tell the intendente. Lucrecia reported to her grandmother, Rosalia, 
what she had overheard Manuela saying at which the grandmother became angry at 
Lucrecia. Then Jesus, mother of Lucrecia, came in and was bawled out by her mother 
for Lucrecia's eavsdropping, whereupon Jesus sailed into Lucrecia beating her up 
for tattling and ending up with throwing her clothes out and telling her "because 
of you my mother is now angry at me". A 

A little while after. Lucrecia had come in hor younger half-brother came 
here, asked whether she was here, saying her mother was looking for her, wants to 
beat her again. Elena met him at the door and very convincingly and without any 
hesitation assured him that Lucrecia wasn't here and indicating that she had 
passed here and perhaps gone up the road. Lucrecia stood apprehensively, biting 
her rebozo, in the shadow of the corner'and when the door was again closed she 
sat down on the floor in the corner. 'A few minutes later Chema's young daughter, 
Rosalia, came around the back way and asked if Lucrecia was here. Elena again 
repeated the same story. Rosalia looked as though she had been crying. 
Lucrecia made no move to go but when asked where she would go said she would go to 
Inez' house. '.Then I suggested that perhaps her mother would easily find her there 
Elena said, "maybe Inez will hide her and.say she isn't there when her mother comes 
to look for her". About 4:00 p.m. someone knocked at the front door and at the 
same time El. and Luc. said they heard Jesus calling outside - it was not clear 
whether it was she at the front door or not.' As I opened the door Lucrecia, 
before she saw who it was, backed slowly toward the side door and just before it 
was fully opened was hurried out on the porch by Elena. She looked as though si e 
didn't know which way to start running. It turned out that it was not her mother 
but some kids at the front door. But her mother had come into our patio and been 
told by Tampit that Lucrecia was in our house. Lucrecia ran off looking around and 
to the side all the while, Elena said she would take a roundabout way to her 
grandmother's. 

I asked Elena whether she had eger run away from home when her parents beat 
her. Said she didn't because she had no place to go. ^en I suggested that ái e 
had many relatives she said they wouldn't have taken her in. Finally said'that 
once (during the time she was in school) her mother beat her very hard so she 
ran over to her aun$,Paulina, who took her in. During the afternoon as she was 
sitting and eating her father came looking for her, grabbed her and beat her again, 
she got away and ran in the direction of San Juan. On the road to San Juanxa, 
man grabbed hold of her and held her until her father caught up with her. Says he 
crouched down trying to escape the blows, this time her father "really" beat her 
hard and took her home. What was all the beating about? 

One day she was sitting in the hammock holding her little baby sister who 
was big enough to dance up and down on her lap. Suddenly the two fell out of the 
hammock, the baby falling so that her head hit a rock. The baby immediately got 
"ohoy" - "pero mucho;" and fever and after-a week.it, died... Says that her father 
told her not to tell anyone because it was veryn*delioado"if the int. found, out ^r-fj 

be put in jail for killing her sister. 
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Systematic Information 

Ben:    Desiderio    :     i A.I-,  hrs 
Rafael          :     "  *YA.  hrs 

Lois:  Ch'ip             ;     i -.1".  hrs 

:    His narr: 
:    ¿.c;o ciioci 
:    Death 

.a^es 
measuring. 

•'.'ritten qryt^r^f.^ t,nrnp¿,¿n.>. 

his  rister 
José Yojcom 
Ixuatu bro.  - :   CÍS. 

Victor           ¡    Antajioso  - 
ii                             ii            _ 

M                             it            _ 

7pp.     ÚlCCv/ds) 
l-l/:   ( '5'OOv/ds) 
1-l/r.   ( 500v/ds) 

Assignments  c;iven out: 

Desiderio    :    Life  of Dierto Coche 

Miscellaneous: 

Jtane»       As I (Ben) was standing in Viator's house, speaking to him about an 
assignment, I looked through the backyard door and saw little Tawit Yojcom about 
to burst into tears.    Palas Suma remained olose at hand and as she gushed into 
wails and tears he started out of the yard.    He had hardly gone a few paoes when 
Tawit's older sister, Tampit, came running out of her house, plied Tawit with 
a lead question as to who had hurt her, and almost at the same moment, made after 

- fleeing Palas, whom she overtook on ono side of Victor's house»    She promptly 
pulled his hair and having left him crying returned to her little sister* duty 
done and all within a matter of seconds* 

Tulis Chavajay, wife of Tono Gz. brought little two-year old daughter Rosalia 
in this afternoon to ask if I could remove a pebble from left nostril*    Rosalia 
cried every time I tried to get near to see what I oould see*   Apparently Tulis 
had in mind some medioine which would make her sneeze, but didn't think about - 
taking it out, kept asking whether I didn't have a medicine*   They had tried 
putting a hollow tube up the other nostril and blowing into it, which is supposed 
to drive something out of the opposite nostril, but it didn't work*   They also 
had tried putting some tobacco from cigar up her nose to make her sneeze but it 
didn't work*    I finally got a look and eouod see what looked like something 
foreign in the nostril, but it was quite far up*    I couldn't try to take it out 
with a tweezers or toothpick for fear of hurting her or jaiming it in further as 
she kept pulling away, jerking head and body this way and that*   When I suggested 
to mother that with help of Ben and Chip who was present we oould lay her down 
and hold her so that she wouldn't move, Tulis looked quite helpless and said, 
"but she diesn't want to, she won't let you do it".   Finally 1 convinced her that 
it could be done and still with some hesitation she put ROB* on the table and 
with assistance of the others held her quite still while I extracted the pebble 
with a toothpick which was no trouble at all onoe she was still* 

Jesusa Os* (Raf's sister) came in the evening with her children for eye 
drops for youngest*   Ricardo, about 8 years of age along with mother*    Jesusa 
asked if we didn't have medioine for a tooth abnormality of Ricardo.    Only someone 
with a somewhat magical idea of medioine would ask for it as a oure for a 
physical anomaly*    She didn't mind at all ridiculing him to his face, nor did the 
others, saying over and over again that it was very ugly and how would he look 
when he grows up and it gets worse*   He, already self-conscious tried to keep his 
mouth closed while smiling or laughing, but will have to make the best of this 
ridicule it seems which is not spared*    Abnormality t    an upper incisor had boldly 
out through the gum at a point 12 to 14 mm* above the alveolar level*   This was 
either supernumerary or the deciduous incisor ^e still present* 
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Systematic  Information? 

3en:    Victor Cotuc •r  P. 1.1.  hrs Kinship 
Lois:  Deciderio  C?z ?. &.;:..  hrs  ' Rosario  ;juicain  "   fan: 

"   :  Rafael T, P.L.. hrs education -  formal 
3en : Tono Chavajay 4 A.LI. hrs Response for the dead 

V.'ritten Assimnents: 

Rafael 

Desiderio 
Victor 

School attendance  data and  character description of 10 pupil: 
Temperamental differences of the sexes. 
List  of physical infirmities and causes 
'./rite-up of sun, moon,   stars,   similar phenomena. 

'"ritten work turned int 

Victor C. :  Luis C-z -  case of anta.iiosa 
Desiderio :  Vicenta Gortez Coche 
Ohema Gz :  Dieco Votan I 

" Die^o Votan II 
" Ia.xinon, the S.P.  failure 
" Domingo Yo¿com -"- kinr of cerro 
" How Lian.  Gortez  cot rich 
" How Teresa Puzul found wealth 
" I-iracle of San Pedro 
" Adrian's tricks 

pp. 
pp. 
pp. 
pp. 
pp. 
pp. 
pp. 
pp. 
pp. 
pp. 

ÍS 900 was 
SCOv/ds 

lóOOv/ds 
l^OCwds 

."OOwds 
óOOv/ds 
SCOv/ds 
SOOwds 
800wds 
40Cwds 

Informants had told us yesterday that the noon hells teille tolled of a responsio 
to he offered the following day (today)—the ealendrie day imox.    This morning the 
bells tolled long and early.    We asked our maid and/ she supplied us with the mis- 
information that the response was being given by Chema Gomales, he of the two 
ladino wires.    Ben went to Raf's house at 7:30 to ask him but he.didn't know.-   Said 
he; I'll ask Chus.    He did and returned with the reliable inforamtion that the 
memorial service was for the defunct Batsin.    Ben went into the church and saw the 
services get under way but left soon for Tono was at the house waiting for an inter- 
view.    Besides he' could hardly pay attention to what was going on since Edmundo 
entered the church and insisted in detracting his attention to a book he was reading. 

I entered the church at eight o'clock and observed the mother» the grown son and 
the grown son of Batsin) the maestro cantor and two assist arts including young Hi; - 
a good part of the cofrad»s and jueces, the taj Diego Chac.    In the center near- 
front of the church and lying on a petate IH a bae blaek cloth whose only a« relief 
was a oonspieuous red cross with pennanted or notched wings* points.    I counted 
45 penny candles framing the cloth.   At the altar end stood two large eaaMs candles. 
Between these was erected the rev pascua.    Other small and large candles were dis- 
tributed throughout the chuch.    The cantor was in the midst of saying padre nostres 
when I entered.    The wife of the deceased on her knees placed a penny on a white 
cloth bag moved from candle to candle by an assistant to the cantor.    The cantor 
sprinkled the candle with water taken out of a large silver vessel held by an 
assistant.   When the pater nostre had ended an assistant picked up the penny and 
placed it in a silver plate.    Thie was repeated for every candle, including those 
in other parts of the church.   The ceremony was now over.   A moyordomo gathered up 
the staffs of the eofrados.    Be Bartolo Tojcom came over and explained that the 
reason for holding this service is to release the deceased out of "cárcel."   He 
also pointed out the participants. — 

On the way home I stopt in the courthouse to talk to the first reg. who rhetorically 
asked whether it were not true that in the U.3. men don't know how to work with a hoe 
and women do hardly any work. - Vy denials didn't seem to convince him. 



i^loo 
Sunday, Bept.  7,  1941 

Systematic Inforiation; 

None. 

Information Submitted 

Tie side pic 

Asaip; menta: 

Rafael 
ti 

Miscellaneous: 

The  life and death of Mego Cocho     :    £6 pp  (3900 wda) 

School attendance  data  (typed instructions given) 
Tempremental differences between the  sexes 

Desiderio handed in the above assignment  still incomplete  in order to 
collect his pay to date   (45/)  since he had to pay a mozo who was doing the  second 
corn cleaning at 16-l/2 / per jornal  (mozos are abundant now). 

Chip:    Came  in at night to get his pay to date and enough more to total 
a dollar in order to pay his vialidad.    Admitted that he would not be punished 
for not paying this federal semi-annual tax for some months to  come under the 
new regualtion, but  said the  intendente was urging people to pay up.    In Remained 
staisfied with his pay to date plus one anticipated interview of a half day (44/ 
in all.)    Tn chatting got  other information  (cf Uspiritus—case  of I.fenuelas panteón) 

Rafael:    Did  several hours of map measuring and compass reading but  seemed 
not to welcome my instructions as to how to go about the making of the town map. 
His attitude  saemed to be that he knew all about it having done it. before for Juan 
and that it was therefore a humiliation to be told.    Tn connection v/ith the  Chema 
incident   (cf next below) told how Juan ftraSSiSi had once heeded his wife  Candida's 

yplea that he give her Raf's informant  pay since he was now on the  outs with her and 
was drinking up his earnings, how Raf haé registered no kick but how he had made  it 
a point to do no writing all next month,  answering  Juan when asked that he had work 
to do in the field  (the  polite-reprisal technique).     Showed us a letter he had 
received from a Panajachel sweetheart   (ladina aged 18) who works at Tzanjuyu in which 
she  complained that he had been neglecting her fcately and that he had been having 
a godd time with a Solóla querida instead. 

Chema:    Figured only indirectly in today's events.    His wife Maria brought 
in a letter and left immediately.    Tn the letter  (cf files)  she advised me that 
since Chema had taken up with Hortensia he forgot his children and all and turned 
in not one  cent of the money she knew he was earning on my account.    She urged me 
to pay her the money I owed him for his presnt work.    Raf, who visited in the 
evening to borrow eye medicine for his new-born baby, admitted having written the 
letter at her instance, answered that he thought it might be well if I showed 
Chema the letter and discussed the natfcer with him.    He Rafael assured me that 
Chema was stiH¿w4v4ng-nigh*ly visiting Hortensia nightly.    Raf added that hi» 
own brother Tono slept with Hortensia also.    Raf appeared interest in Lois'  story 
that Hortensia reputedly visited Juana Rocche daily imploring her to allow her to 
marry her son/ Clemente who is supposed to have fled to the coast to avoid the 
husBy.    Raf said marriages between natives and ladinas seldom last because the 
ladinas who are used to light work such as teaching or office work cannot long 
endure the kind of work their husbands expect.     So it was with Raf'B father who 
was married to a ladina for a few years.    His own marriage is an exception.    Raf 
said the ladina wives of his cousins Chema and Tono were in another category ror 
they were brought up to work hard on the coast. 



^10 
Sept.  7,  1941  (2) 

Tono:    ^as  supposed to have  come this morning to work but  sent his daughter 
with a note   saying he had to go to the campo along with the  capitán for military 
drill duty.    I sent back a note telling him to advise me today when next he would 
come but he did not respond. 

Julian:    I met him in the  irt endencia when I went to arrange for the   sending 
of 20 elotes^ to Juan Rosales' wife with the mail-man.    He ans'd that he had been 
very busy but might have time in a day  or two to write a few more sheets 6f the 
assignment I had given him.    Then he manoevered the  conversation around to the 
rate  of pay T might arrange, mentioning that Juan R had pa£d or offered to pay him 
50¿ per day while paying others 25 or 30c, but that he had been too bsw- busy with 
other things to work much with Juan. 

Rosario;    Came in with her baby this morning to return a dish in which Lois 
had given her cooked chick peas yesterday.     She  stayed a while to visit.     Said her- 
husband  left today for a week's work on the  coast and that her younger siblings 
Sncarnation and Ifenuel will now sleep in her house  cause   'tengo miedo quedar solo.' 

Susana:    Came here at 7 A.H. to stats  she was going to Atitlan and would 
we like to re comandar anything.    '.'.re  did not.     She then borrowed ar our small 
handled basket.     She  answe.red she was going to the market to buy thiig s but would 
not say what.     Strange,  for women go to sell and what eould they buy unless for res*k 

Tfrria: "fes supposed to have come i;oday but apparently could not since she 
had to sweat-bather the wife of Pascual Batz (creyente) who was rising from her 
child-bed,  according to information brought by Siena who was Bent to Iferia's house. 

Lois spent most  of the day preparing her second report to the Lev/is' 
Committee.    T spent a large  rnrt  of the  day tinkering with nap-making notions 
nnd  scales. 

Around 3:30 P.I.'. Siena cams  running  into the house with a  smirk on her 
face to report that the  old  lady ifenuela T'oral^s had just died and that lots of 
people w>?re gathering to mourn her at her house.    Rafael later  said it vras good 
she died for she v;a3 a bad women, having been naan to his g#andmot]« r 31ena 
Pichilla when the  latter was living,    ^lanu. .-portad that the mourners v.*ere 
(l)  or neighbor Ifonuela Morales,   (2)   our neighbor Ana ^,   (3)  Paulina,  dau-in-law 
of the deceased, and  (4)  Iknaelu I'orales,  daughter.    The  latter is said to have 
carried on most,  30bbing that she was now left alone with no/ one to take  care  of 
her.     Chema,  in this connection,   said that women's crying has little  reference to 
whether  or not the  deceased wa3 a deserving par son, but was amattor CT  whether 
or not they were strong of heart,   si aguantan.    The  idea seems to be/ that if 
othe&s are crying,  visitors will ?er-in* fall to crying.       She died around 3 P.M. 
and will be burfed tomorrow.    Raf said that  only in the  case  of death from in- 
Cectious diseases is there a rush to bury a.person immediately,    Siena reported 
that the new- deceased wore new garments,   including huipil and earings and necklace. 

There was considerable activity around the intendencia late in the afternooh. 
In the church Fatio the  capitán was playing soccer with the  local boys.    All the 
officials were eroded in a knot before the  intendencia watchin Ifercos ani oth®rs 

prepare *he freshly caught mojarras for sending to the general tomorrow.    By# the 
time I had lefit five of the largest fish had been halved with a machete and were 
lying on huge green leaves from the coast.    A dozen lemons were on hand andJuice 
was being squeezed onto the fish halves in generous portions.    More grr coast leaves 
were on hand for wrapping the gift.    Between the intendencia posts was strung a 
gargantuan fish-net made of imported cord (90¿ per pound), excellently woven and 
weighted on the bottom by many lead sinkers.    Julian, the  owner,   said he had spent 
6 months,  spare time, making the net and estimated that it was worth some $18. 

Off Siena Lois got valuable data on early se: 
Kn0wi edge 

(cf. notes) 
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Monday,   Sept 8,  1941 

Systematic InforcHtion 

3en:    Felcho.r Navichoe 
"    :    Victor Cotuc 
Lois    Desiderio Gonzalez 

2 am hrs 
4 pis hrs 
4 pm hrs 

• gonealogios 
kinship- husband and wife 
case  of Rosario Q, 

Sumitted Assipninent s: 

Julian Cotuc 
Rafael Gonzalez 
ti 

it 

ferriage Re 
Salomon and 
San T'krcos 

•    San Pablo 
Diary xiv 

;ord 
Clara 

3 pp.   (2Ó00 v/ds) 
8 »    (1600    "  ) 
6     "     (1200    "   ) 
9 "     (1800    "   ) 
4 "     { 800    "  ) 

New Assignments: 

Julian Cotuc 
Desiderio Gonzalez 
» 
Victor Cotuc 

T'arriage cases 1940-1 
(Complete case  of) Rosario Cox 
Epilepsy»    Domingo Q. 
Cases of sudden riches  (listing) 
Antonio and Andres Nav: they fear ladinos 
Domingo Yojcom:    he  cant measure or count change 

New Informant;    Melchor Navichoct    As he has done onjy about twice before, Mel 
dropt in around 8 A.)' "solo para saludarles.".  It was opportune 

for my morning appointment with Chema the scribe fizzled.    We chat.    He tells me 
that the recent  seige  of death and disease probably results from from the fact that 
fdksT folks nowadays have too little respeto.     (There is no noticeable increase in 
death and disease, but I suppose that when a man gets to be  61 and his companions 
naturally start dying off,  death and disease seem loom larger.)    People lack respeto 
for their parents and for the  saints (a coupling that well illustrates the  statement 
that familial sanctions are flavored with religious notions—"the  sacred").    The 
fallin? off of respect is evidenced by the growth of a creyente movement, the apathy 
towards church and. attitudes in the home.    Mai ascribes the let down to the  church 
fire of 1894.    For eleven years a Mexican padre had been in San Pedro and had learnt 
the language  (comparing us to him is a favorite theme of Mel).    Daily he taught the 
doctrina.    Prom this sprang respect.    When the  church burnt the padre left  (was—or 
nearlywas— jailed in fact).    Since then there has been none to teach the doctrina 
and thus the slackening of resp ct and the  consequent dire tiroes. 

Ifel says the convento was leveled by the earthquake of 1903 which he well re- 
members, having-been 23 at the time.    He  says that when the new church was built short- 
ly after the 1893 fire the Pedranos were not able to hoist the heavy bells back onto 
the roof of the church.     (He doesn't know how the men of old did it.)    Therefore the 
bell was rung from the patio for several years.    Finally the present church annex 
was built to serve as a belfry.    He says a tax of $2 per family was levied to rebuild 
the church.    I aak.him whether it is true that San Pedro the saint fled from the fire 
and communicated «if a Pedrano in the monte one day.    He throws up his hands and sayB 
"saber." 

He said something about the founding of San Pedro.    I thought he said this saint 
landed in Sununa and made the  lake when he landed.    The present site of San Pedro, he 
seemed to say, was not really the one San Pedro pickedj it was Sununa.    Then he added 
to my surprize  (and 2 out of 2 people so far failed to confirm it) that Sununa was once 
the communal property of San Pedro whose residents raised corn and beans there; but 
«£at JÍ ^as 8?ld *? Santa 9•* (and haa 8*nce been put to fruit growing) as a result of some drowniags in transit or something. B 

¡^ifrrteW,-n;,Wwua^^,W^rtM^ 
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Mel3 statement about the  orcin myth and about a former 3ystem of communal 
property caught my interest.     T therefore asked him to step into the  office for a 
while  so that T might record it.    He  came in,   commented that T had a lot  of books 
(about 20).    Hll in English,  I hastily commented.    I asked him how he knew about 
Sununa and about San Pedro's coming.    He  said ^it was told him by his grandfather. 
Thereat I began to make a brief genealogy of his family.    It turned out not to be 
brief.    He  seemed to make intelligent  responses and to heve a good memory.    For 
nearly two hours I made genealogy cards.    Around 10:30 he  said he had to leave. 

Mel had to leave because the the ale of San Antonio  (Ventura Gz P) had in- 
formed him that he was  short  2 texeles.    Tfel therefore had to nominate ?. temporary 
texeles this afternoon to start grinding for the costumbres which beging'tomorrow 
with the váspera of San Nicolas.    Later he will nominate two permanent texeles to 
fill the posts vacated by the  2 girls who rocently got married.     One married a 
mayordomo so she had the best  of reasons for quitting.    The  other just  quit  cause 
she became a housewife.    ytel said there was no reason why texeles were   single women 
except that it is now hard to get married women to serve.    Former married women 
accepted the post, he  said. 

As he went  out,  I told-him T would make a not  cf hie timo and would pay him 
for his information.    He  surprised me by insisting,  apparently in a genuine manner, 
that ho  came only for a social visit and would not  consider being paid.    I never- 
theless repeated my statement.,  adding that  it "'as a pecodc for me to get  systematic 
data v;ithout paying for it   ,  according to th° rulas defined far   me by my boBS.    He 
left.    T suggested that after the  fiesta wc right get together again.    Thus a new 
informant— maybe. 

Julian Cotuc exceeded my expectations by cowing over with three thickly typed 
sheets of information on the  contents of the marriage book in the  courthouse.    He 
cara  in at 6 T.V.  ju-t as Victor had "'elked  out  from his afternoon session.    With 
Julian came his two youngest daughters, the youngest  of the .two just 8.3 animated and 
prar.kful as ever.    I gave him LIPS tc reod while T ate supper.     I saw him looking 
for along time at diagrams of the Hueso-Gorman "*ar.    After saténg T picked up his 
typed sheets which- he had laid on the bed near which he   sat.    At this moment in 
walked Raf and the hyper-active Edmundo.    I greeted them,   suggested to Lois that she 
help Edmundo out in his English(Burlitz)leeson (he had his book along), and invited 
Julian into the privacy of the office.    There I made a deal with him to pay him at 
the rate of 10¿ for a full page  (about 650 words) informing him that this v/as consider 
ably above the rate I paid anyone else  (1/Í per 100 words).    He seemed satisfied but 
was undemonstrative  (he is a shrewd business-man).    He readily agrred to the future 
assignment of getting up a property listing,  since he had the data in his house, he  sdid| 

Rafael Gonzalez motioned to me that he wanted to see me in the office as I 
reappeared with. Julian, who promptly left.    Raf motioned when Edmundo was not looking 
In the office he asked clarification of a typed assignment Lois had given him con- 
cerning school attendance. 

Chip came in last at night to tell me that hw would like to call off tomorrowSs 
appointment for he was suddenly busy. 

i iwiiÉÉiiiii'^^r*^ki^teri^ibteiit m ('•frtifiííiifHliiiráaiiillittéi 
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Tuesday 9.9.41    (1) 

Systematic Information! 

Bern    Agustin Pop      í    3 P.M. hrs    -    numbering houses on map 
Lois: Rosario Pop      i    3 £.i;« hrs    - hearth Í: fire, family obligations, 

mother's daily routine. 

Written Information in 

Desiderio :    Life of Diego Coche (con)   :    pp. 27-42    (2400 wds) 

L'.iscellaneoust 

7>00 A.LI.    Petrona Ilatzar,  our  comadre,  come with baby for treatment of letter's 
eyes.    B-by looks unusually fat and contented.    I.'other (Pet.) has 

same placid and good-natured appearance and manner, though nothing dull about 
her - quite a contrast with her mother (Kad.) who is a boisterous,  aggressive 
woman,  but also shows cheerful nature. 

Rosario  came  for formal interview.     Says she is lonesome for I.-'atéo, wanted 
to go along with him to the coast  but he refused to take her,   says"demasiado 
molestia".     Says he will have no trouble in getting work on coast, will no. doubt 
have found á* "a patron" the first  day he arrived.    Ho work to be found here now. 

After interview said Elena complained to her of "dolor en su p'il".    Siena 
said she felt as though there was a ball,  like an .egg in her upper thigh.    They 
said this comes from having a small animal - Vzblaxh (weasel) - cross one's path. 
If one sees the animal she should cry out: xatnutsat £*kbin.  clapping hands at 
the same time  (*I have seen a^ffebin").    But if the animal passes unnoticed this 
illness will result.    If the person cries out  and claps hands the illness will 
go to the animal.    Cure:    roll a disgrained corncob (heated) with the  sole of 
the foot,  at the same time hitting the lump with flat  side of machete, then 
throw cob out  into middle of the street. I!o, the illness .will not go to a person 
passing by or picking up the cob.     (Story confirmed in detail later by AgustinP/) 

11»30 A.LI.    Visited by ^missionaryAwho  came across from Panajachel today to 
teke pictures of the "flock" here.    V/e had seen him in Panajachel. 

He stayed for lunch, but first went out to take pictures.    Ben went along took 
pictures also.    He made some rare remarks during visit here - re commercialism 
of natives  (they count the money put  into the collection)  "yes, we'll have to 
get that out of them,    they don't yet understand that the money is for the lord". 
Talked about "tribes"^and of inability to have two equal leaders said they would 
have to grow out of it. 

P.M.      Lois took some pictures of proceedings of fiesta (San Nicolas) at  Santa 
Cruz cofradía.    On the way stopped to take a picture of Liaria Hi!s little 

girl carrying littler brother on back - she stuck out hand and asked for tfisto. 

Edmundo's mother-in-law met me on the way home and returned to the house, 
asked for medicine for feet.    None, but gave some advice.    Then asked for cotton 
and eye medicine to send to her daughter in S.Cat. Ix.    Didn't give medicine, 
suggested she get it there,  she repeated request for cottonj    (thought this 
was pretty nervy of her).    Offered to do cooking for me.    Speaks in overly-sweet 
obsequious manner.    Told her I had letters to write so she left,  saying she wouM 
be back. 

Graciela in to borrow 15 cents for her mother.    Gave it to her and arranged 
to take it out in tortillas.    Told Tampit it w,ould be three.ti^f.a dayJor five 
days.    She couldn't figure it out, asked her father for confirmation,    waen ne 
did she expressed amazement to her mother that I knew how to figure it out* 

*átám'tí*&iMm Hé^if^mím)Í6eit^ti¿ii^MnuM)iméM^,mi^k^rtr#^ 
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Elena's mother  (Agustina G.)  cane  over asked for medicine for the two-week 
old baby,   says  it has fever.     Shortly after she left,  Elena can» with water. 
Went home after depositing the water but  immediately returned.    Stood around 
for about  10 minutes finally with a burst  as if t'o get  it  out  and over with saié 
her mother would like to borrow 40 cents for a week,  but was ashamed to ask far 
it herself. 

Agustin,after finished working with Ben.on the map,  showed no inclination 
to leave.    VHien I asked how he was getting along with his wife now, seemed willing 
- rather anxious to talk about  it -.     Says that  it is certain that  she v/ill 
leave, in fact only today at noon when he got home she was ready to leave,  but 
he persuaded her to stay.    His parents do not want her to  leave now,either. 
His and parents' concern in having her stay now revolves around the fact that  she 
is pregnant, will probably deliver in a month.    If she were to leave now he would 
still be responsible for support of the baby for six months after it was born - 
probably also for gastos of confinement .- and in addition people would talk a 
great deal and say he had kicked a pregnant wife out of his house,  even though 
she is the one who wants to leave.    To any suggestion that perhaps they might not 
separate after the baby comes he was definite and positive that they surely 
would, that  even when his wife is not  angry with him she says,  "lastima that I 
am going to leave you".  Says he would not try to stop her ae they have moved 
back and forth between his and her house four times.    That his friends ridiculed 
him the two times he followed her to her- father's house, but  at tike time he 
said "that is my suerte".    Says that, after baby is born if. they separate it  is 
his responsibility to support  it for 3ix months - total of 3 dollars for the 6n©8. 
If the father wants to claim the child (rarely do if a girl) he must  support 
it for six years at the end of which time he gets the child. 

One case he knew of concerned üaria Paneleu,  child of l.'aria Rosales.    Her 
former husband, Agu'stin Quiacain died.    His father is paying the expenses for 
Paneleu and also supplies clothes for the mother,  as she is taking care of her, 
"Tien Paneleu is six she will pass over to pat em-1 grandfather's house.    Asked 
for any other cases of boys or girls who passed over at age of six to father's 
or grandparent's house in same manner as it-would be interesting to see if any 
marks of this change in the personality would be noted.    However he said he did 
not know any. 

Said there is always a struggle between parents of boy and girl when they 
want to marry.    The boy's father doesn't want to lose a v/orker, the girl's 
father is motivated in wanting to keep the daughter feeeaaee by the fact that 
he is afraid after á few months of marriage she will separate from her husband 
and come home, probably with a baby or one on the way, he wants the son-in-law 
to come into the house because he gains a worker.    The boy's father doesn't want 
him to leave also because he says he will get  chased out of the in-laws house 
and this-trill "upset the family arrangement when he returns". 

Said, when asked, that in general he believes men are less bravo than 
women, though answered that his father is very bravo and his mother less so. 

Evening»    During the evening kids in the house : Tina B.,  Com.,B, Rosa Co., 
TQmptisay, Tanot.    Got information from them on what they classified 

as "k'an" and opposite,"nakanik"- parts of the bodyk fruits,  sun, moon. ¿<e«r*u£*) 

liaria B. wa's brought home from outgoing cof. San Hie. by mayordomos, jue-*-^ 
her sister Cat., and Petrona P. She was being dragged along, crying and walling, 
was put into bed and continued in a most infantile manner to cry out (see write- 
up) and was comforted as though she were a baby by Rosa (wife of Juan B.) Rela- 
tives and friends (women)  stood around laughing. 

.nduMfrMttrtH «.Muí mám»tííMíS»áMim6ií¡ktáMim¡^M^iU£m <Unil¡*iM&i> 
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Tallen v/e returned the kids  cane v-ith us again -  except Tainpitsey and Tanot 
v/ho v:ent hone.    Comercia started off playing the game of being robbed by a • 
sweetheart,  having ne be the runaway raid Ben the  suitor.    They kept repeating 
the play over and over again,  different  ones taking different  parts,  but 
Gonercia was most persistent about being the girl.and no sooner had v/e gone 
through the cycle when she would go over to Ben and put her hand out  for him 
to grasp saying "let's do it over again".    The game got quite hilarious with 
Ben doing an energetic job of clowning from which Elena got a stomach ache from 
laughing so much.    We finally stopped, though the kids seemed perfectly willing 
to carry it on endlessly. 

As we ushered them all to the door including Elena the bells began to ring 
for eight o'clock.    Elena said it was pecado to go out in the street at this 
time as the bells ring at  eight for the muertos v/ho are walking about in the 
street now  (their spirit*) we waited until the bell3 stopped.    They all told 
what the bells say»    k'um-k'um a¿-a¿ ik'ow-ik'oy ch'imav-ch'imay ts'in-ts'in is-is. 

1 

JLfrn '¿An- *L<3uuO 
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September 10, 1941 

Systematic Information: 

Ben t    Desiderio González:    Genealogies :    2 am hra. 
"      »    Victor Cotuc t    Geneal (1 hr); Kinship (3 hr)    4 pm hrs 

Completed Assignments»    none 

New assignments» 

Desiderio Gonzalez»   The drow^ng of Lucas Cotuc, creyente. 

Comments» 

Lois typed diary for Sept. 5, 6, 9.    Daring the afternoon Lois got informa- 
tion from Elena regarding relatives'of he» who were k'an and motives for so classi- 
fying them.      Lois also did filing.    Her medicine clients included (l) our comadre 
Fertona Matzar who came over with a gift of black beans and with her fat baby for 
eyedrops,  (2) Catarina Bixcul for eye drops,  (3) Clara Fuac with her son Lorenzo 
Cotuc for eye-drops,  (4) Elena Gz Rocche for swollen-lip medication,  (5$ Desiderio 
who asked for cough pill through Elena. 

Late in the afternoon Ag came over to borrow the stapler in the name of the 
comandante.    Ají regidor (Catarino Par) returned it. 

The last hour of the interview with Victor was spent in his house in order 
to get genealogy assistance from his wife's grandmother, the 70 year old Catarina 
Uoxnay—a vigorous old lady.    Victor asked his wife to go for her but met the old 
lady half way.    She asked him why I wanted to know about dead forebears but she 
needed very little pursuasion.    Incidental information got from her was that San 
Pedro if anything was more populous in the old days.    Way back there were only 
three rich men who gained their wealth on the abundance of labor since all the 
others were poor and on the rich yield of the land.    The three men were  (l) Lorenzo 
Gonzalez,  (2) Mariano Puac and (3) Juan Ghavaj.ay.    She added the last name as an 
afterthought.    No, they did not find their riches pepinado, as is said of some of 
the later rich men.    There were more rich men a little later—those who are now 
dead and include Manuel Cortez and Mariano nimachi.and many of whom are said to 
have found their fortune pepinado.    There were no robado marriages in the old days. 
First person to rob his wife was Nicolas Rocche and all the vecinos had vergüenza 
for the method.    Most marriages were pedido, some entrado.    She was told by her 
elders that ill former times all marriages were pedido.    The groom's family paid 
20 pesos plata for the bride, a figure which Victor says means $10.    (But this 
wouldn't fit with the statement that most of the people wer poor.)    Back in her 
days whole families, especially the children would be wiped out by viruela, much 
less of a threat today. 

In the morning when Lois went into the house from the office she smelt her 
toilet water on Siena and on her voluntary assistants and companions, Tina and 
Coaerza Bixcul.    Siena stoutly denied knowing anything about, a foolish thing to 
do with perfume.    She asked Tina whether by any chance she knew about it*    Tina 
said No but when Siena's baek was turned motioned to Lois that Siena did it (that's 
friendship for you).    She made no acknowledgment but when she realized that Lois 
knew the truth she looked shamefaced and seared.    She walked outside»    Her com- 
panions followed her out*    Lois heard Tina reproaching Siena for having taken a 
false oath.    In her anxiety to ward off Lois'  suspicions, Siena had done something 
ordinarily doesn't do, she had «aid implemented her denial by swearing taskuri 
a San Pedro.    It is a sin to say this in deceit. 
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Thursday, September 11, 1941 

Systematic Information» 

Ben t    Desiderio Gonzalez t    Genealogies t    2 am hre 
Loiet    Rosario Popí Ma's conversion} child development      t    3 am hre 

Complrtfld AflBigiMBBtBi 

Rafael Gonzalez 
H 

Chema Gonzalez 
•i 

n 
n 

New AseignmentBi 

Desiderio Gonzalezi 
Chema Gonzalez : 
" t 
M » 

Commenta i 

Sohool data 
Suitt Valeriano vs Juan Chv 
Suits Bart Too vs relatives- 
Suit t Rufino ve nephew 
de Pop: found fortune 
Impedido oases 

t 13 pp (2600 wds) 
( 600 
(1200 
( 600 
( 400 
(1200 

V) 

The fiesta of San Nicolas- the routine 
List of colera cases 
List of child runaways 
Animals del pueblo and their contenidos 

Early in the forenoon Chema the scribe came into the office bringing in 
written assignments. He said he had no time to stay. Just before him his wife 
had come for medicine for pink eyes. I told her I had received her letter bjrt 
that I hardly had a right to give Chema's money to her. If I did so he would 
quit working. She seemed to think this might be a good idea (Hortensia then 
wouldn't get it.) She said he beat her up as late as last night, banging a 
small chair against her shins. She said he was going to the coast soon for a 
spell. Said he knew of her visit here now, had sent her in fact, and was coming 
with data in a moment. I told her I would talk to him at least. He came and 
I shoved him the letter his wife had written, telling him that I was in a tight 
spot, that I had no interest in settling families affairs, but I didn't want to 
antagonise his wife, although I realised that what he gained was his. He said it 
was a lie that he had anything to do with Hortensia, that Rafael, to whom HertMe 
Hortensia hardly talks, is at the bottom of it all, sending messages to liarla that 
she come to his house to hear him tell on her husbands, that his nights are spent 
with Rufino or with Tono, Raf's bro, that he does give his wife some money, that 
he never asked her to leave the house* He admitted that there was trouble but said 
the fault lie with Uaria and Rafael. In a week he was going to the coast to get 
away from it all* He would ask permission to leave hie servicio for a month or 
two. Ho said he wanted to take along a lot of paper and assignments to write for 
me. He had nothing in particular to do there, other than to supervise some 4 mozos 
while staying with a cousin of his dead mother.  He agreed that he would'give a 
little of the money I would pay tto before leaving for the coast to his wife to 
keep her from grumbling too much, though admitting he would need most of it for 
himself on his trip. (His story flies in the faoe of all the evidence—re Hortesn* 

Lois found Rosario more responsive than formerly and willing to give family 
quarrel data about shioh she would heretofore have been vetaetaat hesitant. 

I spent the afternoon filing and Lois spent the afternoon wroking on her 
report to the Lewis committee* 

Ana saw me hold Rosario's cute baby* In lengua she commented (Elena telling 
us) that Ro'sari) was sin vergüenza to give her baby to me, for it might dirty ma* 
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This is characteristic of Ana and daughter Tampit who always find means of 
indicating that the extranjeros are just too good for most of their humble 
ways. Elena says Ana tells visitors that they ought to be ashamed to visit 
the extranjeros, that Ben gets very angry at visits. Envidio or means it? 

Tampit whacked Chela lustily late this afternoon (see other notes). Said 
that she was very k'an and sao'or and afilada. On the other hand little Taratal 
was getting a lot of indulgent attention» We were told that she was to make 
he* first tripjf to Santiago At it Ian in the conloe tomorrow, accompanied by her 
grandmother. Ana. She was beamish over the event* I asked her what she was going 
to do there and a lot of other questions. But it's no/ use. Within earshot. 
Ana missed not a single aooasion to prompt the girl even when no prompting was 
neoessay. Ant Tamtal repeated like a viotrola. She knows her masters voice. 
Any f older relative or neighbor is a child's master in this respect. Never 
does an older person overlook an opportunity to answer for a child. A child is 
given no encouragement whatever to think, so far as I can see. All the right 
answers are dinned into * it with monotonous repetieirtion. When Tamtal repeats 
well, Ana thinks it cute, laughs, calls across to Tampit. At Tamtal's young 
stage she enjoys a brief period of premial sanctions—approval expressed not 
so much verbally as expressively. Once this method of inducing learning had 
brought about its desired result the child is expected to do little tasks without 
further approval. If this results in a let-down or balking—as with Chela- 
she is brought into line by negative sanctions nearly exclusively. From then on 
the child knows to avoid doing thingsthat will bring shame or scolding or ridicule. 

During the day and after Rosario had left with Petrona, Chela asked Lois 
%e whether she would like to hold their baby. Her mother who probably prompted 
her said 'mal oreada' —the yes-no technique. Lois held the baby. 

Rafael came into the offioe at night. He showed me a second letter in a 
few/ days he nad received from his ladina querida who works at the Tzanjuyu. 
She palpitated for him in 2 pages. Yes, he would answer her this time but fore- 
saw no i "mediate occasion for getting to/ see her since he could not get permission 
to leave his teaching post. But maybe an occasion would suddenly come, or better 
still, maybe she would come here for a visit as she contrived to do not too long 
ago. Raf came to borrow the sketch map of the town to plan further block measuring. 
He picked out all the scrap paper from the basket to use as notes (when one side 
was blank) and to give to his children to play with. 

Add ohelat I observed her sitting in the yard refusing to heed her mother's 
calls that she come to the house for a take. Surly passive resistance. 
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Friday,  Sept.  12, 1941 

Systematic Information: 

Ben :    Tono Chavajay 
"      i    Victor Cotuc 
Loist    Susana Perez 

Completed assignments: 

Victor Cotuc 

" (all but 1st 
" of those en- 
" tri«B should 
" have beeh for 
" Sept.  11) 

New Assignments: 

Victor Cotuc 

:    Responsio 4 funerals :    4 am hrB. 
:    Child training :    3 pm hrs. 
:    Diary incidents :    3 am hrs. 

: Bart. Yojcom- Bound riches: 4 pp (1200 wds) 
: Ventura Cortez:    rex kamik: 1    "  ( 300    " ) 
: Knowledge: sky and sun        : 4    " (1200 
: " : moon : l-l/2( 400 
: " :  star» i 1        (300 
: 2 Nv bros: they fear ladinos l-l/2( 500 
: Chema Gz.: found fortune    i 2        ( 600 
: Diego Tel: " " : l-l/2( 500 
: Santos Chv» cerro case : 2-1/2( 700 

: Andres Cotuc's property division 
" : Grandpa Puac's    " " 
" » Prpperty division in general 
" : San Juan land acquisition and troubles 

Comments: 

Tono sent a note with his daughter saying he could come today if 1 said OK. 
The note came at 7 am. I said Ok tho I had to send Desid a note thru his daughter 
not to come this morning and to come tomorrow instead. I made an appointment for 
tomorrow morning with Tono who needs money. I sent a second message to Desiderio 
asking him to come tomorrow afternoon instead of the forenoon. Tono asked foe an 
80/. I gave him 86/e which included a 50/ advance in pay. He told me that he was 
now realizing $1.80 on his milk cow; the new comandante bought 2 bottles of milk 
every morning for 6/. 

Susan was more communicative this morning. Lois thot she looked less harried* • 

Elena told Lois that Chema the ch'ip had a heavy argument and scuffle yesterday 
as a result of Andrea's observation of him talking to Maria Hi on the playa. It isn'T 
clear whether lferia was talking of "talking." Chip came over tonight with his dau <• 
whose lips are clearing up. He asked about tomorrow and I told him we had better • 
wait until Monday for an interview and that even that day was uncertain since it was 
national independence day. He gave some excuse for not having forwarned me that he 
was not going to keep yesterday's appointment. As we stept onto the porch Venus 
was sinking into the hills. He said this star was San Jorge and was not the same 
as Santiago, the bright morning star (?). He said the sun and the stars rotate TV. 
around the earth and that the stars become invisible by day due to the superior 
brightness of the sun. He said a bright San Jorge forewarns of a cold spell—possib- 
ly within 15 days. The tilt of the moon (when not full) indicates rain data.    ». 

In the evening Chema the seriwe paid a brief visit asking for purge pills for ¿ 
his wife who had inflamed eyes (sic), when he went out with the pills he walked 
for the street and not for his house (from the back-yard). Has Hortencia got a 
a bad stomach? 

On the way home from getting the mail, Juan Garcia who was at the capilla 
with ventura Tuch rebukedme for not lendin him 10¿ to cure his goma, "Y si asuro?" 
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Saturday 2.13.41 

Systematic Information» 

Bejsi 
Tono Chav. 
Desiderio 

4 A.U. hrs. - Political organiiation 
4 P.M. hrs. - house cards, genealogies 

Written workrrtturned ini 

Desiderio t    Rosario Cox - Second marriage 26 pp. '(3900 wdsl 
"                 San Nicolas - fiesta routine 36 pp. (5400 wds) 

Victor t   Aj kum and the key 7 pp. (2100 wds) 
Rafael «    lfaria de Ibanet 4 pp. ( 800 wds) 

"                     Diary XV 4 pp. ( 800 wds) 

MftMlhwwm» 

Lois was in bed today with a cold again. 

During the evening Agustín and Rafael were both here during the same 
time, though Agustín stayed on after Rafael had left.   They were obviously 
cold to each other, we thought, and shook hands in the most fornal manner, 
barely spoke a word to each other* 

Agustín stayed on to visit and talked about difficulties with his wife , 
along the san» lines as previously! that she is very brava, is bent on 
leaving him and he is sure a bust-up will take place in the near future. He 
fears he will not be able to get another wife, because girls will say he 
has been married and perhaps bsat his first wife or was very mean to her and 
therefore she left him and besides will say he is old now. 
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Sunday,   September 14, 1941 

Systematic Information;    no interviews 

Assignments Completed i 

Victor Cotuc 
Desiderio Gz 
Chema Gz.  Cz 

New Assignments: 

Chema Gz Cz 
Victor Cotuc 

hie- Inheritance:    left by his grandpa! 
Lucas Cotuc: evangelist drowned ; 
Francisco Fop:    he found fortune ¡ 
Manuel Gz 
Knowledge¡ 

:    '/    •• 
the owl 
the buzzard 
the lizard 
the  spider 

Knowledge: fly,  louse, ant, etc animals 
" : rain 

7 pp (2100 wds 
13 " (1300 " 
3 . " ( 600 ") 
1 ( 200 " 
1 ( 200 " 
5 (1000 " 
2 ( 400 " 
1 ( 200 " 

New Informant:    Manuel Gz Rz.    Yesterday on finishing his interview in the office, 
Antonio Chv Pop stated that his mother-in-law had suggested that 

perhaps el gringo could use the services of her husband in writing up some data. 
Tono told her he would mention it to me.    Tono ans'd that the subject had come up 
as the result of a debt repayment.    He took the money I paid him yesterday to his 
suegra to pay a corn-loan debt.    She asked him where he had .gotten the money.    He- * 
told her.    And easy work too, he added.    So she suggested her husband.    She  said  • 
he has spare time and he needs spare money.    I was glad to hear this for I had been 
told that he writes well and I know that he  certainly knows the pol-rel costumbres 
since he now holds the august and perrenial post of maestro capillo and lacks but- 
Corpus to eempleraent complete his complement of pre-principal cofradias.    I told 
Tono  (yesterday) that I would visit his father-in law the -following day.    Today at 
4 pm Lois and I paid a visit to his "cofradia" which adjoins his house..   It was   • • 
raining.    He invited us in.    He made an effort to be courteous and ingatiating. 
We discussed his'revered charge, the custody- of the sacred books.    Though he opened 
the little box seated on the altar and in which were housed the ancient breviaries, 
and though he readily handed me  several of the decrepit volumes to. inspect, he made 
the observation that only he was empowered to handle these sacrosanct books in his 
sacred and lifetime capacity.    Should others take, handle  or rob the book or books 
the cantor would promptly die,  so closely bound is his fate with the articles of. 1» 
his faith.    He would not say whether harm would befall the interloper but ads said 
that none of his assistant cantores ever touch the bibles.   (Susana, later, on being 
asked, denied that death would fall upon the cantor but that blindness would be 
visited on whoseever touch the bibles, and that such cases are reported for the 
past.)    The altar for the books is identical with other altars in cofradias, as 
are all other house trappings (cielo, paper cut-outs), except flor the absence of 
malacatones and images.    A^seU*a^-W**le-ewdie-«f-dried-gwe««-he^fl-fr«^*h'e 
*««#-ee#«*e-*he-al*a*.    A multiple ear of corn hangs from the ceiling before the 
alabar.    He said incense and candles were burnt before the alar.    He took out a 
bundle of pon for my inspection.    Never does he have to make costunfores and his 
singing assistants are not the equivalents of mayordomos, neither providing aid 
nor alimentación for the other.    The maestra capilla is however the recipient of 
mats' tinajas during ceremonial occasions.    Finally we discussed the prospect of-» 
his working for-me.    HeasBured me that once he assumes a task he sees it through. 
Since the following two days are holidays (the 15th a national holiday—indep^-and 
the 16th a locally ordained dia de campo at paehakek* pachaqoq) I suggested that   . 
we would arrange to get together to decide on an assignment within a few days.    OK.., 

1^6¡drtfcayqfeutfc¿«a¡aU.aawfe 
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One of the hooka handed rce by Manuel was a Breviarum Romanum published in 
1763.    Another book with bttekram leather jacket had the date page missing.    There 
seemed to be at least five biblical tome», all venerably battered and all in latin. 
Ifenuel asked of several books in succesion whether the writing were not in my lan- 
guage.    I explained him that English and latin were muy aparte.    He apparently did- 
not realize all the valomes were printed in the same unknown tongue,    for he would 
keep coming up with the voiced expectation that the following book was English after 
all.     (Confusion may be due to the word extranjero and the inference that all things 
and persons so qualified are of the  same order.) . ' 

(9/25,  Susana:    No, no harm would come to the cantor if another touched or 
took one of the sacred books, but it is said the teacher will be blinded.    V/ell, 
if an aid had to carry the book,  it would probablyAwrapt for him in a pa&aela. 
pañuela (a resourceful guess?).    When I asked Susana in h what the books were 
kept she replied that she had been told the other day by Concepción Chv, aged 
widow whose son Chema Gonzalez will soon hold a misa for his deceased father, that 
when she went to Manuel to inquire on what day jmox would fall, Manuel opened a 
bo» reposing on the altar and on referring to book he took out replied that imox 
would next fall on Friday,  Sept. 26.    (Bibles and calendario in some compartment 
actually and mentally.) 

(9/25, Desid:    Yes,  ill may come  of tampering with the sacred books.    Gives 
a case.    His half-brother Ines Batzin living on the coast wished to copy hymns 
from the local books in order to perfect his ability as maestro cantor en la 
costa.    He commissioned one Juan Gonsalez to do this for him.    Permission was 
obtained from the  S.P cantor of the time, probably Nic Chv.   "Two years later Ines 
became stubbornly ill.    A saj told him it was because of his traffic with the 
revered books dating from muy antigua and the time of by-gone principales.    The 
zaj suggested ewste that costumbres be made but on a day appropriate to the 
sacred book.    This was done en la costa and Ines recovered.    He still lives. 
The book has its day—perhaps batz or e.i--and on these days, incense and candles 
are burnt by l&nuel,  said Des*    He could not confirm claim that cantor would die 
or that intruder would suffer blindness.    He repeatedly stressed that the books 
were of muy antigua and therfore were delicado.    The costumbres of Ines were for 
the purpose of appeasing the aroused ire of the dead principales.}   No, it might 
be acceptable for an aid to handle the book if given permission by the cantor.) 

Since Chema had said he was going to the coast in several days I offered 
to pay him the $1.24 earned to date.    Having in mind his wife's plea of several 
days ago, I suggested that it might help me if he would tell me what part of the 
money he intended for his wife in order that I might therefore hand it to her   • _ -1 
personally and thus forestall any recriminations from her while he was away from 
the village.    He suggested that I retain 50¿ to give her.    OK.    I gave him th» bal. 

In the morning we read US papers.    Morningfc exitement was the news of'the-   - ( 
nominations for Concepción.    Elena and visiting Rosario Pop discussed the seletions. 
Among them is an informant, the 6hip, but he will not assume office until December. 
Earlier the first reg had explained that the nominations were made so far in ad- 
vance in order that the nominees could take advantage of the fair in 
I was enchanted with the name of the juez-to-be» axrom (Gerónimo).    I joked that 
I liked it better than my present local title, palas.    Friends and neighbors en- 
thusiastically obliged. 

Afternoon 
Mernteg and evening Lois wprked on her report.    Today we observed Chela   •   : 

grinding in the house.    For one week now,  says her mother.    At 5 pm we attended   •/ 
the drill, salute and flag-raising (by Tono Ghv Pop) as a forerunner of tomorrow's 
national holiday.    The comandante sent over to borrow one of our lamps to aluminóte 
marimba which stated in the evening to continue thru the nite—in the courthouse. 
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Monday 9.15.41 

l«u>J 

Systematic Infornation? 

None 

Miscellaneous; 

Today is the celebration of the independence of Guatemala - 9.15,1821.    The 
Celebration actually started yesterday afternoon with the flag raising.    (For 
program of events of 9.14 and 9.15 see documents). 

At 9tOO a.m. we joined the assemblage which was going out to the "campo"- 
a level field some distance above the level of the town -, we did not  we the- 
earlier ae*ivitioc in the town pinta.    Those who participated in the fiesta were 
the town officials (present were some cofrades), the marimberos,  school teachers 
and their relatives (ladinos), school children, the comandante. The town popula- 
tion at large was not in attendance .except for a few women who sat some distance 
away at the edge of the football field, and various non-echool children scattered 
around who were accompanying their fathers. 

At the edge of the field was erected a large temporary shelter under which 
sat the officials and the ladino relatives of the schoolteachers.    The "voluntarios 
lined up in the field and the children in front of the soldiers.    The intendente 
opened the exercises with a few words.    Julian Cotuc then read a declaration of 
rights which was probably the declaration drawn up at the time independence was 
won.    One of the articles expressed the «ennee belief in Catholicism and it seemed 
somewhat ironic that Julian, a creyente,  should be the one to read it (church and 
state are now separated).    At frequent intervals, Juan Peneleu gave an individual 
"cheer" for Ubico and the government and started clapping which was very thin. 
Shortly after ceremonies had started the mayor arrived, followed by six women 
carrying tinajas of fresco.    The women were nominated for this day's servicio. 
At the end of the stand where the/ tinajas were put there was a slight disturbance 
laughing and talking at the arrival of the fresco,   (affect over food) 

Manuel Cortes, whom we studiously avoided, was out in front and making him- 
self conspicuous as usual, doing the most vigorous job of handclapping. 

Josefa Cortes, one of the schoolgirl speakers, forgot her speech halfway thru; 
paused, shook her hand in characteristic anxiety gesture,  screwed up her face, then 
repeated a few sentences and went on to finish.    All children gave their speeches 
with mechanically learned gestures, trailed off on the last few words, talked'     - 
breathlessly.    Rafael Os. and Hortensia, teachers, gave prepared speeches that    - - 
were also given mechanically.    Edmundo gave a prepared speech which was preseated 
very well, in an informal and conversational manner, the only one to which I could 
really pay attention.    He spoke of the evils of the Spanish conquest by force, 
the new people - ladinos - who emerged £>om the combination of the two races - 
man's love of liberty. 

The schoolgirls danced around a "maypole".    Andrea, daughter of Juana Rocché 
was the only one who was scolded by the teacher. At the end of the dance she walked 
off with the others with a sullen expression on her face. 

Bananas and oranges were passed out to all the children and then to all others 
present.    Noticed that some men ate bananas, covering it with hand (shams associate 
with eating in public).    Children showed no such behavior in eating their fruits, 
tho many saved them to take home. 

At the end of the exercises two Pedrano teams played soccer.    Atitecos'were 
scheduled to play but did not arrive.    Agustin P. said they were afraid to come 

and be shown up - they won championship, but San Pedro should have won." 
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Afternoon» 

Wife of Domingo Chavajay - sister of Ignacia láendez - came over to 
3iQQ P.M.    aek for loan of 30 cents.    Ben explained at some length policy re 

lending money,  she finally came down to 25,  saying her son Jose, 
who brings our vegetables from Solóla every Friday, would repay it in services. 
Finally gave her 10 cents advance payment for Jose and gift of two oranges to 
ease the blow and she left. 

4t45 P¿M.    Maria Gz., wife of Chema - the scribe - here to ask Ben for fifty 
cents which Chema had agreed should go to her and had told her to col- 

lect.    However she was afraid to take the money,  saying that he had told her to 
come for it yesterday, but now he is drunk, is dancing with Hortensia in int. 
and is afraid he will beat her up if she takes the money as he may repent having 
let her have it.    Ben told her to take it, that it was all arranged, she started 
to cry.    I asked her why she doesn't go back to her father's house if she is BO 
unhappy - Elena siys sne goes to the playa and ories all the time, just sitting 
or walking by herself, Maria says "talvez voy a morir, mejor si voy a morir" 
so says Elena *    Maria can't return to her father's house, although she wants to 
because he and her mother both say "when you left here robado to go with a man 
you didn't have two children, now you have two children, if you want to leave them 
for their father to maintain,good, you can come back, but don't bring two more 
children back for us to maintain, we have enough of our own". 

5i00 P.M* Victor came over to submit some work.    Has head wrapped around with a 
white towel (hotel type), says he didn't  sleep all night, nor did 

father-in-law, Juan, who also has head wrapped,in a sut. 5T.  couldn't work today" 
because up all night with cunada who was sick.    After some questioning it  comes 
out that she has suddenly gone insane,  only few days after birth of a baby. 
Victor asked by Ben to write up case as it develops.    Viator agrees. 

Eveningi    Ben writes letters and his report, Lois works on report. 

9100 PiM. We go out to find Valeriano to give him letter and flashlight to take 
to Guatemala City tomorrow, where he is going to visit son in cuartel. 

XIe are sending for money, repair of flashlight, pictures to be developed, and 
groceries, stationary and medicine, to be sent back by camioneta, but money to 
be brought by Valeriano.    Valeriano,  son Pedro, Chema, Raf, Edmundo, Ventura T. , 
Pedro "£ - intendente - all in front of Val.'s tienda, all slightly stewed.    Raf. 
very silent and quite cockeyed suddenly whirls and walks unsteadily away into hie 
house, few minutes later makes unsteady exit and crosses to passage into mother's 
house.    Chema disappeared quite suddenly while we returned home for flashlight 
to give Val. Wé talked for half hour or so - Edmundo doing most of talking in 

his own inimitable style - and then went home • 
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Tuesday 9.16.41    (l) 

Ws went on a picnic - dia del campo here - for which we receired a formal 
invitation from the comandante  (see exhibits).    The picnic was held in a 
wooded grove below San Pablo, a short distance away from "the erystalines". 
In general those who participated were the ladino'schoolteachers and officials 
from San Pedro, San Pablo, San Juan, San Marcos, and the native officials of 
the intendencia of these towns. 

Ben went off with a group of about six men who went fishing, leaving the 
playa here and skirting around the  San Pedro shore in a canos.    Siena and I 
waited to go in the canoe taking the schoolteachers or officials.    After wait- 
ing a short tins the schoolteachers came down, accompanied by six small girl 
pupils who were being taken along to help with chores connected with the cook- 

ing.    Then Vicente Rosales and Jesusa ? appeared and told Elena that the intend- 
ente had nominated them to go along also to build the fires and wash the dishes. 

There was some difficulty about the getting the group launched in a canoe 
since there were too many to go in one canoe and the rowers , wanting to save 
themselves a second return trip, tried to convince all to go in one canoe and 
met with great resistance and scolding by Hortensia and her sister, especially , 
who refused to go in the canoe the rowers picked for them, saying that it was 
full of water, would leak and they would all drown. After some arguing back 
and forth the schoolteachers went in the canoe picked for them anyway and SI. 
and I went in a smaller canoe along with the five or six schoolgirls and Vic. 
and Jesusa. 

Great quantitites of foods meat, vegetables, tortillas, coffee, were taken 
along and were cooked in huge ollas mounted on stones over fires.   Xgustin 
Sicay seemed to be a general manager of the whole show, taking a leading role 
in arranging things, settling minor difficulties, etc    The schoolgirls brought 
soma firewood and helped with peeling the vegetables, etc., but I couldn't 
discover yet what Vicente and Jesusa were supposed to be doing as they did just 
about nothing so far. 

About 11*30 the fisherman showed up with their catch, lfcich had been pretty 
big and the fish were cleaned on the shore by men and added to the pots to cook. 
In tho meantime I went swimming with Bisa, ajost of the schoolteachers (women) 
and Elena and the schoolgirls*    When we returned it was time to eat.    A large 
petate , rather several of them, were spread on the ground, already covered with 
pineneedles, and we were invited to sit around the edges of the mat, together 
with the captain and his wife.    Ta intendente and sindico sat at the  same mat, 
but the other native officials and miscellaneous men around ate in a separate 
group while the ladinos all ate around this large mat.    Manuel Cortei, however , 
who manages always to be where the ladinos are, this time was seated at the 
mat.   1» ate out of large bowlst everything, meat, vegetables, chicken, and fish 
ended up by being cooked in the same pot and made a delicious stew. 

After the lunch had been eaten , Vicente Jesusa and Elena, who had eaten 
apart, were asked by somebody to take some dishes down to the  shore of the lake 
to clean out and wash.    Vicente and Jesusa hesitated, seemsd unwilling, finally 
complied*    I followed them down there with a pail of water which I meant to 
change for clean water*    When I got down there they had not yet started to do 
anything about the dishes.   After five minutes or so, the captain, intendente* 
secretary, sindico trooped down to the beach, said something among themselves 
about taking a canos ride (just to pasear) and I heard the intendente say to the 
captain, "it's all right I got two Pableños/ to row for us".    Then quite casually 
the intendente asked the three girls to go along for a ride with them*    I was 
amazed at their ready compliance in view of the fact that a woman or girl will 
go a mils out of her way sometimes to avoid just passing a group of men (that 
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nay be slightly exaggerated) and here to suddenly see the girls with slight 
hesitation going off "to pasear in a canoe" with    five man seemsd to mo the 
height of folly or thoughtlesness for local girls*    I was frankly irritated 
with Elena because I felt responsible for her and she had not asked m» whether 
she c/ould or should go, but just went ahead with -the other two.   Also it 
struck me that if they were going on an innocent canoe ride they might have 
asked m» to go along since I was together with the three girls. Anyway the 
two girls who were supposedly sent along to wash dishes were doing a good job 
of not washing dishes as they went off in the canoe leaving the dishes behind 
with no concern about their so-called duties. 

About two hours later while I was dancing with Ben on the green where we 
had previously lunched, I saw that Elena had corns back with the other girls 
and shortly after that we left for home,    luring the danciig   there was a little 
side-play between Chema and Hortensia.    He danced one dance with me first - to 
make things look all right (later Maria told me that on returning home Chema had 
said he danced only with Luisa) , then Chema, standing on one side of the grove, 
made eyes at Hortensia who was over at the opposite side, silently inviting 
her to dance with him.    Finally he went up to her and she danced with him. 
We left after this dance as the picnic broke up. 

All the canoes waited to leave at the same time, the marimba of San Pedro 
which was in one of the large canoes played part of the way back. 

On arriving hone I asked Elena casually where they had gone on their 
canoe trip.    She seemed flustered, embarrassed and told me that she didn't know 
why she had gone, just "de repente" without thinking she had. aceeeded because 
Vicente was willing and urged her to go too.    However,  she  said, when they had 
gone but a little way she repented when she saw the men making passes at the 
other two girls - denied that they had at her because she was farther away in 
the point of the canoe - and when she heard the int. whisper in Jesusa's ear 
"qopanasoq'" she became very frightened and said she wanted to go back.    The 
intendente became annoyed and asked her why she wanted to go back and she re- 
plied that she was afraid perhaps Agustin Sieay would tell her father and he 
would beat her.    The intendente replied, "a caso yo no soy el intendente, que 

vamos hacer con usted?"   But the intend sindico said that perhaps it was better 
she leave if she was afraid since "de repente puede venir su enfermedad de 
un asusta" and she got out as the canoe approached a large rock just off the 
shore*    As she got out, Jesusa followed her, also repenting by this tin», but 
the intendente made a grab for her which she escaped, nevertheless getting her 
skirt wet in the water asshe made her getaway.   Siena kept repeating over and 
over, and even the following day. "pero Vicente no tiene miedo, y cono no tiene 
miedo ella?".    Says she pushed Vicente on her way out, telling her to go too, 
but Vicente made no move to go and sat tight*    Said that when she was on land 
she saw the cap. and sec* with their hands on Vic's breasts and Vie* made 
giggling protests, "but she didn't go out with us, no tiene miedo ella." 
According to her story, Elena and Jesusa waited near the beach for about an'hour 
and were met by Vicente who cam» back walking, alone*    She scolded them for 
not staying with her and leaving her alone, but El* said she in turn told Vie* 
"como no tiene verguensa usted y porque no salió con nosotros".    Says Vicente 
denied that anything had happened, except that they went riding in the canoe, 
but later reported that Vicente had gone into a corn field with the m»n and 
that one landing they had gone into one cornfield but met a man working there 
so they went over to another one*   Although she didn't say that Vie. had told 
her, Siena guessed that Vic. had had intercourse with the men, and said she 
thought it likely that she had been paid for it.    When I suggested that Vie* 
might have been inform»d before the picnic as to the nature of the "work" she 
was to do, by the intendente, SI* agreed that she too thought so since Vie. had 



mis 
Wednesday 9.17.41 (1) 

S^fff.ama-tic Informa^ioat 

No interviews. 

Work turned iqt 

Desiderio* Martin Puao lloxnay t death deserved 6pp. ( 900wds) 
Manuel Gz P - Inheritanee (inc.)) 3pp. ( 500wdsj 

" - H     • ..      )    7pp#  (2ioowds) 

W.gg9llanaQUg» 

Chema Gz.C. failed to show up for 10 a.m. appointment for instructions 
on work he waB to write while on coast. Earlier in day Ben heard that trip 
was delayed until Saturday. The report soon came through that he might not 
go at all - reported fcy Ag. who sarcastically said, "why should he with two 
sweethearts here (Hortensia and a native girl whose name was not mentioned). 

Ben spent the day writing his report to S.S.R.C., 

Lois spent the day writing her report to Committee for Study of D. P. 
33rd Degree Scottish Rites, N.w. jurisdiction of Masons. 

7/ith one  of his little  daughters my  (Ben writing) new informant 
Manuel Gz Rz  sent over a note asking that T come to him to give him his first 
assignment  (cf diary 9.14).     I sent back a note asking him to come here.    He 
in turn repeated his first request.    I went to him bringing paper.    I asked 
him to write up the costumbres taking' place during All Saints day.     OK.    $ 
I agrrdd to send him a pen point next morning,  altho he ha? a used pen and 
holder as well as ink in or on his desk in his  "cofradia."    "hen I arrived 
he and family were grouped near the fire eating  supper  (5 pm).    He asked me 
to await him in his "cofradia."    I waited there but on an outside bendh.     (It 
has outside benches just  as does a cofradia or the  first  reg's house.)    Later 
he asked why I had not taken the  liberty to wait inside.    I told him I would 
make pay arrangements when he  submitted  some work but that  it would amount to 
about 25/ per day although paid  for by the page.    He told me that he had wanted 
me to come to him this first time because he had never been in my house and there- 
fore had vergüenza but that on the next occasion he would visit me. 



w 
Thursday 9.18.41 (1) 

Systematic Information: 

None. 

Miscellaneoust 

Lois spent the morning and afternoon writing report to Committee for 
Study of Dementia Praecox of the Masons. 

Ben spent the morning and afternoon writing his report  (third quarterly) 
to the Social Science Research Council. 

At lunch time I heard Madelena next door howling for a long tiras.    Elena 
asked Tampit why she was crying.    Tampit said that  she was crying for more 
tortilla, that she had only given her very little because yesterday she took 
anti-worm medicine again, but still no worms have come out. Then I could make 
out what Tamtal was saying between howls,  "xtan, tyajun tskok, xtan..." 

At 8 F.M. the new comandante, (captain —)and his v/ife came to visit us by 
prearrangement the night before last. They were friendly and there was no 
formality or stiffness in their manner.    Among things we discussed wase  son» 
characterizations made by the captain of other towns as compared with San Pedro.- _ 

In St.  Catarina Ixtawacan the land is not owned individually, but communally. 
He deplored the fact that the Indians there have more land than they can or want 
to use and yet they refuse to sell any of it to an outside ladino or any other 
outsider.    Says they are not like that here, will sell land, although there 
are only very rare cases of it here too, although land here is individually 
owned.    There,  one establishes the right to land merely by going out and clearing 
and working it - he is using the land but does not really own it - though if he 
lets a plot he has worked lye fallow and another comes along to use it, the first 
man comes and establishes his right to it and the  second man looks for another 
plot.    Says that the people are lazy, they work only enough of the land to have 
corn to eat for the year, the rest of the time they just  sit around in the sun, 
and they are great ones for going into the temascal, bathing twice a day in it. 

Of San Lucas, a town of about 8,000 he said, like others have said in 
past that "the majority of the people are ladinos"| theft actually are about 
one or tvo hundred 2MSÜHSÚL in the town* 

Re communal ownership of land in other parts, this prompts speculation that 
compete*ire drives are lees apparent in these places and one might find correlated 
with it less am number of institutionalised mechanisms for release of hostility, 
perhaps less fear of sorcery, which largely seems connected with wealth.   Our 
impression of considerable amount of sorcery here may be exagerrated by prejudiced 
sample - propertied classes who have more to fear, more guilt, more misfortunes 
attributed to sorcery*   Much guilt over wealth corr. w. reeenoy of competition as 
accepted social drive? 

Captain volunteered his opinion of Hortensia - sweetheart of all the men in 
town - and was frank about stating his disapproval.   Also volunteered that Lemue 
left San Pedro because of difficulty over Hortensia.   H« was having an affair with 
nar| became angry because at the same time she was also entertaining Chema, Agustín 
and others, and was indiscreet enough to write her a note of complaint which she 
sent to the General in Solóla - her paramour also - who promptly changad Leans' 
post.    Seems that General sent fiortensia here at her request, gave her the job, 
probably sacked Beatris to make vacancy for Hortensia (our speculation).   Captain 
expressed desire to do something about, but has received no verbal or written coo- 
PÍ£aL from.anr ?f the wiTW» •» "oon as he does he will take it to the General, 
«w may not wait for that, may report what he knows, which apparently is plenty. 



Hnao 
Friday 9.19.41    (}) 

Systematic Information» 

Bent    Desiderio    : 
Chip Gz.       : 

4 A.I?,  hre    -    Property chart  of his family. 
4 P.M. hrs    -    Geneologiés 

Wcitten Information turned in» 

Desiderio    »    Inheritance - Ifenuel Gz.  P.    pp.  9- 
Victor C.     :    Case of Rosario Bixcul (ins.)pp.  11 

(2700 wds) 
(3300 wds) 

Miscellaneous» 

Lois spent all of the morning and most of the afternoon completing the 
typing of report to committee of the Masons. 

During the morning I (Lois) told Elena that during the visit of the 
captain last night he mentioned his disapproval for the actions of Hortensia. 
JHhat he would like to have her removed from her teaching post here as she is 
setting a bad example to the children whom she is supposed to teach, but that 
he was waiting for the of the wives of one of the men involved with Hortensia 
to speak to him personally or write a letter of complaint,  in which  case he 
v/ould take immediate action.    Siena immediately responded that Maria ought to 
do something about  (teiria, wife of Chema)-,     "tóiybe  she will come to see you in 
the afternoon",  she said,  "why don't you tell her?"    I explained that in our 
position here we  could not enter into personal affairs of other people, that it 
was "muy delicado" for us and asked her not to mention what I had told her to 
anybody.    She promised (?) 

About 3»30 p.m.  I/aria came here, bringing her two  children with her.    Siena 
had undoubtedly told her what I had said.    I asked Maria to come into the  office 
and asked how she was getting along.    When she complained that things were the 
same, that she had not had leña for three days because Chema won't get her any 
I asked why she doesn't take her complaint to the  captain where it might do BOOB- 
good.    She  said she was afraid to talk to him-, was ashamed and also  she  can't 
speak Spanish and he knows no lenp.ua.  She then asked me if I would write a letter 
to the captain for her, but I explained (through Elena) that I could not be 
involved in this and perhaps later on she would tell Chema that I had given her 
consejos.  She said she would not, but I remained firm, telling her that she 
should find someone else to do it.    She thought of Desiderio  (would not ask 
Rafael because said that v/hen he wrote a letter for her to Ben he immediately 
told Chema about it and that he probably wouldn't write this one for her).    She 
left to go and talk to Desiderio.    Returned in a little while, crestfallen,  say- 
ing Desiderio was afraid to become involved because the captain would want to 
know fcho wrote the letter for her and perhaps it would get to Solóla and that 
would be even worse.    She asked me again, but I still told her I couldn't. .Then 
she suggested that she would go over and ask Victor Cotuc.    She went out out 
house through the front door but returned because Juan Bixcul was with Victor and 
she was ashamed to ask in front of another person.    Finally I sent for Victor to 
come into the office, while Maria remained in the other room with the door 
closed.    By this time I was afraid that people seeing it might suspect a conspir- 
acy, or would later put two and two together,   since people don't go around mak- 
ing casual visits during the day. I told Victor that Maria had come here and asked 
me to write a letter for her but that  since I couldn't  she had suggested asking 
him but was ashamed to go into his house to ask him.    He hesitated then said 



iVUl 

that in such natters an informal letter would not be enough but that it was 
necessary to send a formal "escrito" and this he  seemed unwilling to do» 
He  said that even if it would help to send just a letter that since Chema 
knows his handwriting and works in the intendencia he would no doubt  see the 
letter and would recognize Victor's handwriting and therefore he was loathe 
to become involved 1) because he is in the army and should anything  serious 
develop the General in Solóla might think he had no business mixing in and 
2) and most important, the people here he characterized as "running for help 
when they are in trouble, but when the husband and wife are on good terms 
again or should they separate and the husband later come around and want to get 
his wife back he would ask who had given her consejos and she will-tell."    People 
never awanta not to involve the person who helped them, but in the end turn on 
him as though he had the responsibility and such a person or the husband involved 
might bear a grudge forever in return for assistance given in a tin» of stress* 
However Victor said he would talk to liaria*    She came into the office as Victor 
said he would   prefer talking to her secretly here where no one would see then 
(to avoid any blame or involvement)*    She talked at some length with great 
earnestness about her difficulties with Chema.    Victor listened intently and when. 
she stopped he advised that the best thing for her to do would be to visit the 
captain personally at his hois,  since  she is ashamed to appear at the comandancia 
and besides Chema would Bee her arrive.    She at first demurred, saying she could 
not talk Spanish but he pointed out that the Captain would doubtless call in 
sons one to interpret for her and assured her that the captain was kind and would 
hear her out*    She thanked him in the end for his attention and advice and he 
urged her again "go, go the only way is to go and see the captain", 

Jose Antonio Chava jay mentioned recently in connection with the Hortensia 
incident that had it happened in another town blood would have been  shed long 
ago, but that men here don't fight openly over women - to the^ point of physical 
harm - since it is customary for several men to court a girl at the   earns tins 
on the playa*    This case  of Hortensia is interesting from the point of view of      • 
the breakdowns of social control.    Hortensia, a ladina school teacher in an 
Indian village is not  subject to controls which might operate in her own community. 
From her point of view the Indians are inferior in status and therefore she has 
no status to maintain, because whatever she does her status remains superior to 
theirs.    From the point of view of the community here  she íB not  subject to 
their controls because  she is a superior - a ladina and a schooltsacher - one 
cannot beat her up, nor is anyone willing to demandar her (the  only one's who 
conceivably would, the women are afraid of her and also fio their husbands, but 
more of her perhaps) one cannot do physical violence because it is never done 
here, particularly to a persoh of superior status.     Since the   controls here 
operate to restrict the women and not the men and since there are no controls 
that can be applied in her place  she is "cock of the walk" 

•After Maria had left Victor stayed on and we talked for about an hour. 
He mentioned his difficulties in writing and of how little people know here, 
"all we know is working irtth the acedon".    He  suggested that perhaps in the 
United States there was no one who could not read and write and was surprised 
to learn that there are.    "But people do many different kinds of'work there and 
there are so many fine things, all the things made with machines".    He was 
surprised to learn that people have  sicknesses there,  saying," Here we think 
that perhaps people don't die there because they have all kinds of medicines". 



|+73& Saturday 9.20.41    (l) 

Systematic Information» 

Bern Desiderio 
Rafael Gz 

4 A.M. hrs 
4 P.M. hrs 

geneologies 
drawing map 

Lois»  Susana 
Iferia Puac 

4 A.M. hrs - marriage, extranjeroa.  maximon 
l-l/2 P.M. hrs - birth customs. (Raf.>interpreter), 

Written work handed in» 

Susana    » 
Agustin » 
Desiderio» 

11 

Victor    t 

Rafael 

Diary - Isabela Cotuc,  Rosario Bx. 
Stories  (3) rainmakers, Diego Votan 
Inheritance of Manuel Gz.P.   (end) 
Venancio Chac - suicide by drowning 
Rosario Cotuc - insanity & maximon 
Diego Bixcul and maximon 
Ventura Gonzalez and maximon 
Diary events 
School data on individual pupils 

Assignments 

2 pp. 
13pp. 
llPP. 

13pp 

(700 wds). 
(3900wds) 
(3300wdsj 
(2100wds) 
(I200wds) 
(I800w*d) 
(800 wds) 
(l400wds) 
(2600wds) 

Desiderio» Veü!aHe¿a-6htte---árewHifigr-¿HeaHÍ*y 
Cases of drinkers who want to drown themselves 
Pedro Puac - accidental drowning 
Manuel Hi    - accidental drowning 
Salvador Rocche - robbery, prison,  death 
Jose i.faria Gz.  Chav. - murderer redeemed 
Nicolas Rocche  - man-woman 
Robbery and the pregón - 1930 
Juan Gonzalez Canche - adultery results in death 
Inez Gonzalez - insanity from father's wealth 

Zajorines fail to save Nicolas Gz'   sons 

Miscellaneous» 

During the morning while Ben was interviewing Desiderio, Elena came bade 
from the  store and told her father in great excitement that Ventura Tuch'B 
three year old little girl had been found outside of their house during the 
night and he and his wife were upset, fearing that espantos had taken her out 
and that now she might die.    Desiderio seemed not at all surprised,  said it 
was no doubt characoteles and probably from San Pablo because"tanto dificüldadea 
tenia Ventura en San Pablo con mujeres, hasta qua le corretieron de alia". 
Elena also cans into the office and told Susana about it.    When I asked them   •• - 
what it was all about Susana said that  she had also heard about it this morning 
and planned to tell me about it.    She also  said that it was no doubt a characotel 
but probably from here  since Ventura has many enemies here.    However, in the 
past it was only characoteles from other towns who were bad and bold enough to 
enter into one'-s very house)  she said. 

While Elena was washing the  supper dishes she told ve  in a confidential 
manner that last night there were many owls  (xkin ) hooting near their house. 
When I suggested that this is a bad omen she went on to tell ras , even more 

confidentially and as though  connecting the two things that Rosario Bixcul is 
"muy enferma/. Everybody Bays that it is because she is a characotel,that maybe, 
she went out at night as a characotel to San Pablo ro  San Marcos and was "~" 
discovered by a Pableño or somebody who beat her up". How do people know she ia 
a characotel? "Oh she airely is a characotel, she never never talks «nd besides 
an old partera, Josefa (now dead) told my mother's mother once 'today I bought a 
baby for Rosa Garcia and it is a characotel". *No, not all char, don't talk." 



r?3^ 
Sunday 9.21.41    (l) 

Systematic Information! 

Efiai   Rafael Gz»      4 A.M. hours - drawing map 

Lois» Victor C.i      2-3/2 p.m. " - Case of Rosario Bixcul & related eases. 
(Fart of this time both Ben and Lois present in interview). 

Written, tota turned &» 

Victor C.i 
Rafael t 
Desiderios 

Rosario Bixcul 3 pp. (800 wds) 
Diary XVI t land transfers 4 pp. (800 wds) 
Inez Gz - Pa's wealth dements her 8pp. (I300wds) 
Lorenzo Gz Rz - querida to ruin     4pp. (600 wds) 
Juan Gz Canohe - adultery,death     4pp. (600 wds) 

ttJBoellaneoust 

While Ben spent the morning working on the map with Rafael, Lois spent 
it writing up diary notes for 9.20 and 9.18. 

Rosario Pop came over during the morning to borrow bottle for fishing but 
characteristically talked for some minutes before stating purpose of visit. 
Hadn't been here all this past week.    Mateo is back from the coast but is 
leaving again tomorrow for another two weeks,  says she will have time to work, 
appointment made for Euesday morning. 

At 2 p.m. we called in Victor to go over his wirteup of case of his sister- 
in-law Rosario Bixcul's insanity which he has been currently reporting since 
began a week ago.    Ben and I had read her case as he had written it up, also 
cases which were related» Diego Bixcul, Rosario Cotue, Centura Gonzalez.   When 
Victor came in we both interviewed him for about half hour, Ben doing the inter- 
viewing and I recording these annotations to the write-up.    Although Victor had 
started writing up his observations of Rosario in full detail, today in discuss- 
ing it he answered most questions which had reference to possible meanings with 
"I don't know, saber what she said or meant, etc.*.    Also for the last few days 
he reported only that she continued to talk but that now it was impossible to 
understand what she is saying, and told nothing about acts of violence or anything 
else, although from other sources we had heard that yesterday and day before she 
had become more violent, beating up husband and others, had to be locked in. 
After Ben had gone out, intending to go out on the map with Raf (didn't because of 
fain), Viator continued to answer questions, though not in much detail and finally 
with hesitation and obvious embarrassment told of his fear that uncle Diego 
is angry with him because he is telling us what is going on, mitt— It seems that 
maximon and his interpreter, the Solóla zajorin, know everything that goes,on among 
the relatives of one who is comprometido with them, therefore they know what Victor 
is doing and saying and writing and perhaps told Diego about it when he went to 
Solóla day before yesterday to ask what could be done for Rosario and for explana- 
tion of her illness.    Manuel Hi, husband of Rosario, it seems, is not willing to 
start with the solóla zajorin since he knows it is a lifetime matter   and besides 
hasn't got the $10 they want to start off with now. 

During the evening we read course notes and reprints for theoretic orienta- 
tion and stimulation* 

fi|£,     Z&*&~ %J&¡*.  ti W<t mJXÍ  ¿i^ h^uj pv 'W.V- 

( •    ... 



WM Monday 9.22.41    (l) 

Systematic Information! 

fiaai   Desiderio » 3 A.M. hrs - genealogies 
Chip t 4 P.M. hrs - genealogies 

Loisi Susana i 3 A.M. hrs - developmental cards on siblings 
Ignacia * 3-1/2 P.M. - dev. cards on children, genealogy 

Written work turned in* 

Victor C.    t    Case of his cuñada cont'd.    1 p.    (200 wds). 

AflBtemegtst 

Desiderio    »    Lorenzo Gz. Cz«- his malcriad," life 

fflflflftllftiiemmi 

For the first time the new informant,' Manuel Gz Rz, walked in through the 
patio and vas invited into the office.    This was 7:30 A.M,    He brought five large 
pages of inkiorritten data representing the preliminary activities of the 
KPJIQS, santos fiesta.    He wanted me to read it to see "si le parece", and if so he 
would continue.    If I wasn't satisfied he would write it over.    At another point 
in the conversation he said that if I wasn't satisfied he would quit*    I read the 
five pages eA-ike-ee and truthfully commented that it was satisfactory,    I told 
him I should be happy to have him continue in the same detail and commented 
favorably upon several specific inclusions.   Knowing his unvoiced thoughts, I 
appraised the word volume of the pages and told him I would pay him at the rate of 
three cents per page.    I told him that this was on the reasonable assumption that 
he could write 8 such pages a day.    He countered with the statement that he had 
written these five by working all day yesterday and on until 7 p.m., suggesting 
therefore tuat. us De paid four cents "para que sala la cuenta".    I acce/áded 
He denied that he could write a page an hour, pointing out .that writing activity 
tired his hand and back and that he could not work continuously.    Moreover he had 
to pause to organize his thoughts.    When I commented that his handwriting was very 
good he answered/ that many people had so told him.    He left in less than an hour 
with a new pen point I had given him, apparently willing to continue*   He had 
asked what there would be to write up when he finished this assignment.    I told 
him there were other fiestas to write up. "Yes, muchoS he said. 

Susana here this morning for Interview, came early and waited while we ate 
late breakfast.    (#ois now writing).   For first time since she has left here to 
get married she appeared at ease, spoke.spontaneously with humor and in general 
was more outgoing, in contrast to recent listless and disinterested attitude. 
Hinted that Pedro would like to work in very indirect manner and when I accepted 
the gambit and asked pointblank whether he would, she immediately replied "si, 
asi dice muchos veoes pero tiene vergüenza a preguntar".   Told her to have him 
come over tomorrow evening to speak to Ben*    She spoke about our going away and 
how lonesome she would be at seeing this house vacated, said, "how will you know 
whether we die or we that you may die, we will be so far apart."    X said we could 
correspond and that 1 intended to write her and hoped she would write me.    She 
agreed that she would like to.   Then said, "lastima that you won't be here when 
yo voy arreglar de mi enfermedad (pregnancy), no va a saber si yo muero o no." 
I expressed the hope that it would come out all right and that I would write to 
find out.    She volunteered that she would write after it was over to tell me how 
it was. 

Ignacia came at It15 for 2 o'clock appointment, 
getting genealogy on her 

' e al 

Ben spent first half hour 
towards 

Susana w£ she 
family.    3. was somewhat surprised at,her attitude towar  d with greater generosity tnanoa previous occasions. 

saviñe that Andrea ánd.cnona wéPe Twth'tery trafa and pextfaps hadn't told Wtth 



w 
Tuesday,  Sept.  23,  1941 

Systematic Information! 

Ben  t 
Lois: 

Victor Cotuc 
none 

:    Genealogies 

Completed Assignments: 

Victor Cotuc 
Chema Gonzalez 

Rafael Gonzalez: 

Assigned Tppics; 

Chema Gonzalez 

Rosario Biaccul  (cont.) :    1 p. 
Animals: rat, fly,  lice, etc: 10 pp 
Cases of colera :    4 
Lorenao quarrels w step-ma : 3 
Inheritance: his father : 21 
" :    His mother        :    6 

Autobiography: early memories 
His mother's funeral 

4 P.M. hrs. 

( 200 «wds 
(2000 " 
( 800 " 
( 600 " 
(4200 " 
(1200 " 

New Informant: Two days ago at the end of an interview, Susana hinted to 
Lois that her husband, Pedro Nav, might like to do some work 

for us. We arranged to have him come over. Under cover of darkness and ap- 
parently led by his wife, he came tonight.  Susana knocked on the back door 
as we were in the house with Agustin who had come over at supper time to bring 
back a flashlight which he had arranged to have fixed for us- and (indirectly) 
to get some medicine for a bad stomach. I put on the office lamp. Out of the 
dark and into the office came Pedro, until now out of sight on account of having 
vergüenza. I gave both chairs, discussed and kidded about general topics and 
finally started skirmishing for a suitable topic to assigns Pedro for outside 
writing. I discussed rain and celestial phenomena but all Pedro woulá say about 
these was that the books hold that the earth revolves and that the stars are 
fixed and that rain falls from clouds. I finally hit on the subject of native 
knowledge about spiders, lizards and other little local animals. I gave him paper 
and told him to hand in his work when he had written up all he knew in the way of 
sabiduria, cuentos, secretos, creencias, contenidas with respect to several of 
these animals. I cited some facts currently claimed for the buzzard, the lizard 
and a few others, by way of concrete suggestion. I told him I would arrange his 
pay when his work started to come in. Throughout the interview the real force 
was not Pedro but Susana. When he looked blankshe quickly came to bat for him. 
It was evident that she not only knew more of the native lore than he but that 
her mind was more agile at recollection and response. Ify fear is that Pedro's 
script may be no better than Susana's and in that case will not be worth the 
trouble. If he should be able to write legibly he will do satisfactorily for 
Susana, who probably pushed him into coming in the first place, will see to.it 
that he is supplied with ideas. 

Miscellaneous: When Rosario Pop failed to appear for her morning appointment, 
Lois took the opportunity to attend the interment of Concepción 

Quiacain, an old lady who was consuegra to Desiderio Gz Pi thru his daughter 
Fablina by a former íarriage. Desiderio later told me he had spent the forenoon 
in the house of the berieaved as a courtesy gesture because of the reaationshjp. • He 
did not go to the cemetery. Elena, in her new print blouse, had gone early to 
deposit a candle at the bier. Lois went directly to the cenetery, arriving ahead 
of the coffin. The mds had dug out a omplete skull and nearly entire skeleton. 
There were two huge braids of jet hair and fragments of a faja still existed. She 
saw no one kiss the bones, though Ag later said it is customary to do so. By- 

standers were more intrigued by this ü&hunatio» than by the funeral proceeding.. 

•L, >\ « Jji'} ^^i^M^irtjfa^^V'^'^Xw.^^ a-Cafet Xi-Ataaw. 
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Farts of the  old coffin were still intact.    T'ost of the rods handled the bones 
but one of them lifted the  skull with a stick in order to return it to the grave. 
The receiving md in the pit took it with his hands.    All the bones were restored 
to the grave on top of the new coffin.    All present kissed a fistful of tierra santa 
and flung it into the ferave.    Of note is the fact that they followed this action 
by washing their hands.    When Chema Gonzalez was here in the afternoon to hand in 
assignments and to receive others he added that people may kiss the hand of the 
deceased, relatives particularly.    All these acts seem to grow out of the anxiety 
that the new spirit remain at peace with the living.    Chema said thumb and toe tying 
by the p'atzonel  (Maria Ixtetela) ws to prevent the extremities from stiffening in 
a clutching gesture.    He did not know why such prevention was desirable.      Before 
the funeral procession arrived at the  cemetery a md went about the boundary of 
the  cemetery swinging incense.    Ke proceeded to the grave and there incensed mucho. 

TThen Rafael came to hand in assignments T asked him to get the list  of the 
numerousmcestors his cousin Chema was preparingfor the responsio he was holding 
this coming Friday  (26th) for his father, Marcos Y being the  zaj in charge.    He 
said he would try,  suggesting he could tell his cousin that the list would be use- 
ful to him (Raf)  in a possible future responsio for his own father, a relative of Chm 

Susana said the same p'atzonel (corpse drSsser)  serves for both male and 
female  corpses.    Feople explained the presence of clotted blihod in the exhumed 
tresses observed by Lois by saying that the blood normally soaks out in the grave. 
(They have no embalming and burial is often within hours of demise.) 

!&.„.-: r-.a¿¿.aj*i«-ütte»iiili^un^»«A«¿*j¡a 
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Wednesday 9.24.41 (l) 

Systematic Information» 

Bant Desiderio » 4 A.M. hrs - genealogies 
Chip Gz. i 4 A.M. hrs - genealogies 

L 
LoiBi Susana » 4 A.M. hrs - knowledget«* nature 

Ignaeia t 2 P.M. hrs - hehld. members and contents 

Writtffl worls tm-nefl jai 

Desiderio * Gaspar Pichilla - rich miser, suicide 6 pp. ( 900wds) 
»       Salvador Rocchfi - thier 6 pp. ( 900wds) 

Assignments* 

Dásiderio » List of diseases 
Rafael Gz. * Household cards, 

Autobiogi sibling and parent relationships 
Cases of sleep-walkers 
Woman chasers. 

I told Susana about a dream I had. last night re Chema, Maria and Hortensia 
in which Maria said she didn't want to leave Chema because, she still loves him 
and set out to capture his attentions by dressing up and dancing with other men 
at a dance. Susana'e reaction was,"Bebe ser sierto es asi, porque ayer ella 
dijo a mi mama que tiene que esperar hasta la fiesta de Rosario y si Chema va 
a bailar con la Hortensia Maria va hacer que tiene que hacer - poner demanda o 
buscar en cual modo tiene que hacer" then added "son malos los sueños pero a 
veces son un poco buenos". Again I noted that Susana's manner was more relaxed 
though not elated her mood was one of responsiveness as contrasted with previous 
leaden monotony. 

I noticed that Elena's eyes were red this morning and asked why she had been 
crying. She, at first, denied it but then said she was crying because her mother 
is crying a lot over bad news reoeived from the coast with Pablo Cox who returned 
yesterday. Agustina's daughter Ana is prevented from returning here because her 
young son is very sick and Agustina is very much disturbed. Says Ana has a very 
hard time as she lives all alone with her two children, has to get her own leHa 
and do all own work as husband in ouartel. 

Shortly after Susana returned home Elena called me out on the porch, call- 
ing my attention to cries and shrieks coming from house of Susana'a parents,. 
Ana Q., Tampit, Maria R., Chona (lives in Paulina's house) came out in the patio 
from inside where they had been doing various tasks to hear the orles and specu- 
late what was happening. They said that they heard Tina, Erasmus and Lencho 
crying. There was no doubt that somebody was doing a lot of it and also that 
someone was getting whipped soundly with a chicote as the oracks could be heard 
here. We saw Lencho run out of his house and squat down near a neighbor's house 
continuing to cry and complain. Chona, as curious as the other neighbors, did 
not do more than peer around the corner of her house, hoping to see something, 
apparently it would be a social breach to walk up and express interest or 
curiosity about such a family scene. Maria Peneleu and another young kid, 
however, went around to the front of Dolores' house and came back to report 
something, though no very much. 

t-i J^lü^tAutá^lMí^sSSsetmiuh., " -4*W*j»J*lUW*diW> t.Sl.J'^WUdwt *l»¿- 
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• This afternoon we received loads of mail full of news of the anthropology 
department, as well as other mail.    We also received five rolls of film sent to 
Guatemala for development to contact prints.    As we were looking at the prints 
after supper, Agustin Pop came over to return the  flashlight   (Ben remarked that 
he would have to use it again to return home). ' Ben asked Ag. to ask secretary 
to notify Solóla that mistake had been made in amount of stamps they sent us» 
we sent 90 cents and they sent 75 cents worth of stamps. 

Rafael came to turn in some work and to ask for new topics to work on while 
Agustin was here.    letter left shortly afterward. 

Lois straightened up in office while Ben entertained visitors and gave 
assignments to Raf} also typed diary for 9.24 (today). 

.- ,1AflgMW«.. artWUMJiMh AWM****** ¿tenfold* 
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Thursday 9.25.41    (l) 

'Systematic Information» 

Lois»    Susana    i    2-l/2 A. Li. hrs - Household cards 
Ignacia »    2    A.M.        hrs - Household contents (at her house) 

Ben t    Rafael    t    2    P.IT. hrs        - working on map - out in village 
" 2    P.K. hrs(eva)-        " "    - in our house 

Miscellaneoust 

Ben spent part of the morning reading Chan Kom for comparative purposes. 
Part of the afternoon he spent writing up two diaries:  9-24-41 and 9fl4-41 
(which had remained in pencil notes). 

Since Ben was working in the office when Susana arrived, and the other 
storeroom was too cold to work in'I tried working with Susana in the house, 
since we were working on household cards.    Shortly after we started Agustin 
came in with the stamps Ben had given him last night, both Ben and Agustin had 
realized during the night that no mistake had been made after all.    After Ag. 
left there were one or two other interruptions for eye medicine and eggs to be 
sold.    Finally we went into the storeroom to get away from further interruptions. 

During the afternoon I visited Ignacia, by appointment, to get information 
on terms and uses,  etc.  of household contents.    She was very persistent in asking 
about who I was working with - knowing well that  I am also working with Susana and 
Rosario - she asked what days I am seeing them, and for how  .long and when I 3aid 
I would return to her house again day after tomorrow she said "oh,  are you going 
to work with Susana or Rosario?" and also asked when she is going to come to the 
office to 7/ork.    She asked this several times, perhaps she thinks  she wasn't being 
paid for my visits (to remedy this I sent the money for the last three contacts 
with her daughter Elena this evening when latter came over), or whether she has 
"vergüenza" that 1 come there or whether the office has more status?    At one 
point  she tried to sell me some rope they had made and were planning to sell. 
'Then I said I would not have any use for it  she said that all the tourists buy 
all kinds of things and pay high prices too.    Next her son, Francisco, came in 
carrying a ball of homemade twine  (about  4 ounces of it) and she asked if I would 
buy that for 50 cents.    When I laughed at the ridiculous price she too laughed as 
though even to her that  seemed ridiculous.    He didn't push the sale when I said 
that Ag. had bought a pound of the same twine for us once at 25 cents a pound* 
Finally she said he didn't want to sell it.    As I was leaving and stood in front 
of the door to say goodbye she whispered to me that her neighbor, who was visible 
sitting in her doorstep with a handkerchief tied around her head, aeked Ig. to 
ask whether I had any medicine for her.    Ignacia then confided that the woman 
has been ill for the past month as the rem It of a two-month abortion.    I asked 
whether she had not called Juana Rocche, the partera, since she might know about 
remedias for such a condition.    No, she had not called Juana, she was afraid, 
because she had not called her either when she aborted.    Why not?    She was afraid, 
es una mañosa esta mujer.    Es que ella no tiene marido y tiene vergüenza para 
tener nena.   Then you think she caused the abortion by taking something or doing 
something?   Asi dicen la gente, todos dicen que es muy mala ella y no tienen 
lastima para ella aun si muere ahora porque dicen que no tenia que hacer asi. 
Valeriano N. and another man have had relations with b:er.    She told Ig. that 
Val. had only "talked" to her twice, but Ig. laughed and said, "even.if he only 
talked to her onoe, it .could still happen".    In the end I explained that I knew 
of no medicine for her and was sorry. 

.••^u«,>X.^-^-.^--.-Aijtjeafc'A. 
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Friday 9.26.41    (1) 

^Systematic Information i 
1 

Lois i    Susana    ;    3-A.LI. hrs.  -    natural phenomenon - Knov/lodge. 
Rosario  :    2*T,L!. bra.  - " ' " " 

Ben  :    Desiderio    4 A.!>!. hrs.  -    genealogies 
Chip : 4 F.LI, hrs.  -    genealogies 

"Jritten ".'fork turned in: 

Desiderio  >    Nicolas Rocch3  -  calebate 6 pp.     ( 900 wds) 
" Gaspar Pichilla - land,  inli.    15 pp.     (2300 wds) 

Fedro ÍÍ.     :    Knowledge: animals 5 pp.     (1500 wds) 

Miscellaneous» 

During Susana's visit this morning  she volunteered information about her 
o;m  domestic difficulties.    Up until now she  denied that Fedro was having anything 
to  do with Hortensia and her sister, Elisia, but today *e told,  laughingly, that 
Hortensia had told Valeriano that her  sister ¿¡lisia wants to marry Fedro and 
asking him to talk to Pedro about  it  since  it would be to his benofit to Val. 
to have 31isia for a daughter-in-law as she would work in the   cantina and attract 
a lot of customers.    Susana told this as though  axe were just amused and v/hen I 
asked what Fedro had said about  it  ,   she  said he just laughed.    However she added 
that the girls had been making constant  overtures to Fedro,  motioning to him from 
the  street near their house.     Susana, however, put Fedro in the light  of an the 
innocent pursue*.     She went  on to tell about 1/aria's difficulties with Chema, 
stating that  Chema  continues to beat 1'aria whenever he is at home, that her father 
will not allow her to return to his hone   (father's) because he  says  "I have enough 
children to  feed" and that  Chema spends many nights with Hartensia, not  coming 
hoce at all, except to change his clothes or to eat.     She   said impatiently of 
!&ria that the latter is "very mediosa" and were  she,  Susana,  in her place  she 
would long ago have acted.    Only the  other evening,   she  said,  the  captain and the 
secretary came to see- Iforia,  on the pretext   (S's judgment)  of buying some corn from 
Chema.    Since they did not know Chema's house they stopped to ask  Susana and Fedro 
and Fedro took them over.    laria answered Pedro's knock on the  door, but she  did 
not open it.    7/hen he told her who vra.s there  she  only replied that Chena was not 
there and told him she was afraid to let them in because Chema might get angry, 
Susana expressed disgust with Lfcria's  shilly-shallying attitude,  saying that it 
was just the  opportunity she needed to talk to the  captain and that probably he 
had come for that purpose. 



LfB\ 
Saturday 9.£7,41    (l) 

Systematic Information* 

Loist    Ignacia l'z   :    Household contsntc - at her hone      2-A.li. hrs. 
Desiderio    :    Knowledge: animals ' 2-l/2 F.LÍ. hrs. 

Tritten work turned in> 

Desiderio    :    Salvador Q.t  step-dau.  incest 
" Chen» Gz Chv:  slayer (inc.) 

Rafael Gz     :    family members -  character 
" Luis Gz»  drinks and drowns 
" Sleep v/alker¡slaep talker 

Victor C.     :    Rosario Bixcul»  cont'd. 
Landss Juaneros vs.  Fedranos 
Salvador.?:  3tep-dau.  incest 
Nicolas Cc:  dau.  incest 
Venancia Chac; demented ft drowned 
Rufino Chvx  drinks, tries'to drown 
Hilario Y: loco from having  querid 

pp. 
fP. 
PP. 
pp. 
Fp. 
F» 
PP. 

•1/2 
•1/2 
PP. 

•1/2 
pp. 

1500 v/ds) 
1800 v/ds 
1600 vvds 

400 wds 
400 wds 
250 v/ds) 

350C wds) 
HOC v/ds) 

£00 v/ds' 
1000 v/da 
400 v/ds) 

1250 wds) 

Ben spent most  of the day writing personal and business letters. 



¥»3A 
Sunday 9.28.41      (l) 

Ben and I spent most of the morning reading the U.S. and local news- 
paper.    Later I Tisited the captain's wife, Sisa, and on returning found 
Elena on our porch talking excitedly to Tamp it'and both saying they had 
had a great scare.    When I asked what it was about Siena said that while 
she was out on the porch the office door suddenly opened by itself.   At 
this moment Ben spoke up from the office and Elena said she didn't know- 
that Ben had been in there but thought he was not around when the door so 
mysteriously opened and on telling it to Tampit the latter also.becams 
frightened.    Of course they wouldn't think that the wind had probably 
opened it as it often does. 

I went swimming with Elsa just before lunch and returned to find 
Elena had prepared lunch complete. 

During the afternoon Rosario Pop and baby visited for son© tim> • 
She and Elena commented to each other in /lengua their surprise at how 
anybody could read all day long - as Ben had been doing today- and not 
hare his eyes hurt or get terribly tired.    In any case they didn't con- 
sider it Sunday recreation* 

Elsa came over to visit me in the afternoon and stayed for over an 
hour. She seems anxious for company but says she doss not like to coa» 
over too often for she knows I am busy* 

Melchor Juarex and Valeriano Navichoc came over late in the after- 
noon to repay the $2 borrowed by the"committee for the new church roof" 
some months ago.   Apologised all over the place and so profusely that 
Ben was sure they were meaning to ask for the money back again after giv- 
ing it to him, but they didn't*    However he gave a contribution of .25 
which is what all the families are theoretically to contribute voluntari- 
ly.    They spoke of difficulties in getting the people to make this "vol- 
untary" contribution since they could not force them to give, and as an 
example cited Juan Gonzalos in this canton who refuses to give one cent 
and doesn't care who knows it or what they think.    Bartolo Tojeom also, 
they said, is very "miserable" , beyond the degree dictated by his re- 
sources, and too refuses to give one cent*    Ben said he was surprised to 
hear this of Bartolo, especially since he has Just recently completed a 
year of service as Just of cofradía of Corpus*    ltolehor and Val* said this 
fact made it look extremely bad in his ease, and both were surprised and 
pleased that Ben should have recognised the significance of his present 
action in terms of past service* 



HI 33 
Monday 9.29.41    (l) 

Systematic Information» 

gen»    Chip Gz      »    4 P.M. hrs - genealogies. 

Lois» Susana        »    2 A.M. hrs - household contents of mother's house. 

7/ritten assignments turned i,n» 

Rafael Gz  »    Additions to autobiography 
" Diary - Chema, ¿¿aria, Hort. 
" Women chasers and V.V.  and 

cases of female sex power 

.  6pp.     (1200 wds) 
4pp.     ( 800 wdc) 

10pp.     (2000 v/ds) 

Kjaoflllaneous» 

Rafael Gz  *    2 P.li. hrs - drawing map in our house. 

3en spent the morning writing personal and business letters, including 
letter to United Fruit re reservations and one to Hew York office re reduction, 
sending ticket in. 

Susana cane over at 8 a.m. to tell rae it was agreeable to her mother that 
I come over there but  perhaps it would be better if I came at 8:30.    YZhen I 
arrived Tina was grinding in the kitchen,  Susana sat down in the doorway of 
the kitchen and shelled corn into a basket.    1-Iarcos, Dolores and Erasmus were 
putting mazorcas into redas .    Y/hen they were finished there about four or five 
large yedas full. 

'.Then I had finished recording the itenc  and positions  of things in the 
kitchen I asked to go into the other room.    Dolores followed ne in but  Susana 
did not  come along and she left before I was through, without telling me she 
was leaving. 

'./hen Tina said she was uaking sup'an, Lencho cried out, "solo sup'an, solo 
sup'an" at which all laughed heartily, Susana said he is like all the men, they 
only like tortillas and not  sup'an, but  sup'an uses less le^a to nsUse. 

During the afternoon I wrote letters.    Y/hen I went to the intendencia at 
4 p.m. Agustin and the captain were returning from "arriba",  from direction of 
the car pint er. 

During the evening Agustin brought  our paper: Ben went out to get it but 
met Agustin on the way bringing it,  so he came back with Ben.    Stayed while we 
ate supper, he drank coffee and then he continued to stay.    I played him three 
ga es of checkers, he won the first and I the last two.    Agreed that there' are no 
indigenous competitive fames that he knows of.    He thought ball game played here 
came from the Spanish. 

I kidded Agustin about going " a buscar muchachas con el capitán", and 
Elena immediately followed this up , telling Agustin seriously that I had seen 
him and the captain on the playa with a girl.    Apparently there was some truth 
to this joke because Agustin very insistently kept asking Elena where I had seen 
them and at what time and what was I doing there, all through the evening. 



H-TiM- 
Tuesday    9.30.41    (l) 

Svstsmatic Information! 

Bent    Desiderio 
Victor 

Loiss Ignacia 
Rosario 

1 A.U. hr. - genealogies- 
1 P.M. hr. - genealogies 

3 A.M. hrs.- baptism of her children 
l/l/2    hrs.- hsh'ld. contents (mother's house). 

Written assignments turned ini 

Manuel Gz 
Desiderio 
Victor 

Assignments! 

Rafael       : 
it 

Agustín     i 

Manuel Gz ! 

Fiesta, - todos santoe    - 
Zaj. fails to cure son - 
Knowledge - rains 
Gaspar Pichilla 
Technology» maguey 
Diary XVIII 
Charac. men and women   - 
At it Ian - characteristic 

26 pp. 
9 PP.. 
4-1/2 
2-0/2 
8 
9 

10 
38 pp. 

Knowledge! celestial phenomenon 
Fiesta of Rosario 
Costumbres del mokán 

(lOOOjZkds) 
(1400 wds) 
(1100 wds) 
( 600 wds) 
(2000 wds) 
(1800 wds) 
(2000 wds) 
(5700 wds) 

Rafael       i    2 P.M. hrs on the map, working here. Ben spent 1 hr. 

Then Ignacia arrived, at 8t30 A.m. Ben spent about half an hour working on 
genealog^y with her.    Her daughter, Elena, came over about 7i30 bringing some 
cooked feuisquils and asked whether mother should come this morning.    I told her 
to come at 8t30 (yesterday had told her to come this morning). 

Ben sent word to Desiderio to come at 10 a.m. but he mistakenly came at 
11 instead and thus worked only one hour.    Ben was busy during the morning figur- 
ing up the accounts of informants for the past month as today was pay-day. 

During the morning Manuel Gonzalez Rz, sent a note asking whether it would 
be convenient for him to come over to see Ben at li30 to bring the work he had 
completed*   Ben replied that it was convenient.   However Manuel did not come until 
2 p.m., causing Ben to shift Victor's afternoon appointment up to 3 P.M. 
Manuel turned in 26 pages of well written (in ink) desorlption of %$£2£ SSSLSi» 
He complained that it was very difficult to write, that it took a lot. of thought 
and that he had to take time out to ask questions of other people who knew 
"exactly how the costumbres were antes*.    Ben interpreted his gripes as fencing 
either for a raise in the rate per page (now getting 4 cents) or to forestall 
having it lowered to the standard 3 oent rate.    Ben suggested that sinos costumbres 
of this kind were perhaps more difficult perhaps Manuel might change off and write 
up celestial phenomenon.    Manuel then suggested that since the .fiesta of Rosario 
was coming very soon perhaps it would be better if he wrote that up first, to 
which Ben agreed.   The rate remains the same > 4 cents. 

At 1x30 I sent Elena to ask Rosario, who had appointment to come at 2 p.m., 
whether she would ask her mother if I could go to her house with Rosario to 
record household contents.   At 2 p.m. Rosario and mother showed up here, either, 
misinterpreted the message or,Elena related it incorrectly.   We went over to 



HT3S 
(2)  9.30.41 

Petrona's house.    I was given a chair near the door but even eo my eyee smarted 
from the smoke given off by the fire on which nixtamal was cooking. Smoke was 
blowing out and dust was blowing in.    Of the houses I had been in, this was 
the most  crowded looking. 

Josefa, Rosario's older sister, was sitting up on a bad in one corner of 
the room, holding her infant.    She looked extremely pale.    When I entered and 
greeted her by name she replied and joined the others in amused laughter that 
I knew her name and names of the various children in the house.    Occasionally 
she joined in the laughter at something which amused them: my use of lengua or 
knowing the lengua names of various household items.    But after I had been there 
a few minutes she lay down on the bed and did not get up again during the hour 
and a half that  I remained. 

Rosario and her mother teased Magdalena, 4 year old child of Josefa, telling 
her that I would take her to live with me and almost made her cry.    She is afraid 
to come over to our house because of her experience with medicine here but she 
said it was all right if I came to their house.    Apparently they have teased or 
threatened her on several occasions with "the extranjera will give you medicine 
if you aren't a good girl". 

Rosario's baby brother, Bartolo,  same age as Petrona is extremely lively 
and devilish.    As soon a¿ uis mother removed the pot of ixtamal from the fire 
he crawled swiftly over and stuck his hands into it, playing, until mother 
picked him up and took him over to the doorway where she sat down.    He continued 
to crawl away from her and over to the pot on the opposite side of the room. 
After about 4 trips mother put the pot onto a shelf.    Once when he was crawling 
back to mother he stopped at Rosario, pulled her breast out and began nursing 
from her breast, lying flat on his belly on the floor, head raised to her breast. 
She didn't seem to mind it, but mother then pulled her breast out and called to 
him to come and nurse from her breast.    She finally reached over, picked him up 
and gave him her breast.    He appeared to be enjoying himself all the time,  smil* 
ing continuously.    Petrona commented that he wasn't afraid of me, "look how he 
smiles, he is contenta that she is here". 

Addition to. Ignacia's morning visit.    ;7hile talking about ladinos, Ignacia 
said that  she always got along well with them and was not afraid to talk with them. 
TChen Uarina was here she frequently came to see them, had weaving done and 
bought things from them.    She liked Elena very much and frequently talked to her 
giving her consejos not to marry, saying "all the men are bad, like Alfredo.he 
has a lot of sweethearts and that's the way they all are", but Elena did not heed 
her advice.    Then adds that Alfredo liked Elena very much too.    He came to Ignaoia 
saying he wanted to "juntar" with her daughter because he liked her very much, 
"But I told him it was de valde, that he had another woman and two women were not 
good and besides who would take care of the child should one result".    He said 
"pero yo tengo gusto a juntarme con la Elena, es muy bonita y me gusto mucho", 
he offered to give her money but she did not give in and told him she would tell 
Uarina.    He asked her not to tell Marina. 

Said there is trouble in Puzul's family because of his new wife.    Says it 
is a shame that such an old man should marry a young girl - and what a glrlj 
Says Bhe doesn't know how to mantener a husband, makes tortillas muy feas, and 
has no shame about her costumbre. Y/hen she menstruates does not use a cloth as 
women do here but lets it drip all over the floor and isn't ashamed to have Puzul 
see it. 

After supper Agustín came over, iBafifeMiOqMattlOiaaüaooaoOtjDdOdC brought  some 
completed work, and came to collect pay for the month.    In discussing mailing 
costs Ag. said that he had been left 900 sheets of paper.by Juan before he lflft. 
¡¿H1 J&*VñÍ1t&Jr0Tk twice a'month* last time sent in 60 pages, work on hoñía. ana genealogies     check » ^ 



/i)  Wednesday 10,1.41    (l) 

Systematic Informationt 

3em    Ignacia L'z  i    3/A.LI.Jhrs - gemaLoey 

Loiei Magdalena Qs    l-ü/2    hrs " household contente. 

Written work turned in* 

Susana »    Diary notes - 2 pp.    ( 450 wds) 

Aas&ameKLai 

Pedro Nav. 
Victor 
Rafael 

i    Preparations in father's new cofradía - Rosario 
t    The army comes to San Pedro 
i    Hie 3 sisters' marriages 

Miscellaneous! 

7«45 a.m.  Susana came over with diary notes.    Since I was expecting Ignacia 
I told Susana to return tomorrow morning to work.    Ben suggested that she tell 
Pedro to come in to see him this afternoon.    When she had left I sent Elena to 
ask comadre - Magdalena Q. to come over some time during the morning as I wanted 
to ask her about going to her house this afternoon to write up household contents. 

8>00 a.m. Magdalena Q. came along with Elena.    I gave her coffee to drink. 
After asking her whether it would be all right for me to visit her this afternoon 
and explained the purpose she agreed that I could come.    Bah then asked her 
about genealogy of the liatzar (her husband) family who number very few here* 
V/hile Magdalena was talking with Ben,  Ignacia came at the front door* did not 
come through the patio as usual (probably to avoid-glances or comments of our 
neighbors).    Each comadre asked the other what they were doing here and each 
answered non-commit ally.    I went into the office with Ignacia and got  some infe* 
for a few minutes on baptism, while Ben continued a short while with Mag.  in the 
house.    Then Ben took over Ignacia and worked the rest of the morning with her 
on genealogies. . She asked me what Mag. was doing here, how long she stayed. 

T.7hile being interviewed by Ben she asked him about various men informants she 
knows or suspects come here. 

I spent part of the morning typing diary of yesterday.    Was interrupted 
by Ignacia's kids for one thing, who are about the most persistent beggars'I 
have yet seen (excepting children of Chona and Val.N. who are the most aggressive, 
that is the two young girls), asking for practically everything they could  lay 
eyes or hands on.    Finally irritated me by (Tina) putting her hand in my pocket 
asking what I had there.    I pushed her hand away and drew out two used handker- 
chiefs for which she immediately set up a request followed closely by younger 
Magdalena. ' 

Isabela came in with two youngest kids for eye medicine and she stayed for 
some time looking at a magazine, sitting on the floor. She asked me what I was 
doing, where was Ben, what doing, working alone or with someone.    I said alone. 

Ana, Tampit and her children came in v/hile Isabela still here, for no 
apparent reason.    Ana followed me into storeroom where I was typing.    Remarked 
about basket of oranges., I gave her one.    Asked for a box from our stack of 
boxes we expect to pack in.    I refused.    Then asked why I don't have Tampit.make 
tortillas for me (real purpose of the visit).    Yesterday morning when I sent 
Elena over with basket for morning tortillas, asking for half-cent's worth, in- 

(Ojfc   xU-o-tf-A    \fo-3Zu4A\    AJudr  liUuOJU^, .    O)   ) 
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stead of usual amonfc   (one cent).    Elem returned saying Tarapit says "ya no voy 
hacer su tortilla" and gave no explanation but finally said that Tarapit had said 
"usted quiere grandes y ella no tiene mucho leña", both facts sort of unrelated . 
Once before I had asked for half-cent worth and T«inpit had refused to make it 
for that amount.    Recently she had been making our tortillas smaller and smaller 
until the other day I told Elena to ask her to go back to the original size. 
At noon yesterday I ordered tortillas from Maria R., and when Tampit saw her 
send her little girl for the basket she asked me if she was making tortillas and 
I said she was.    During the afternoon she asked if she should make, them and I 
said no.    This morning Graciela banged loudly on our doer and asked if they 
should make tortillas.    X again told her no.    Mow Ana had come in and was plead- 
ing daughter's case.    I told her that Tampit had said yesterday she didn't want 
to make them anymore.    She left finally, but getting first an empty flit bottle 
she asked for.    A few minutes later Graciela came over, asked to borrow five 
cents saying Tampit would make tortillas (such persistence!).    She had already 
done this once earlier in the morning and been refused.    I gave her the five 
cents but told her not to make tortillas and I would see.    Tampit game in and k 
began all over again, so I finally weakened and said "day after tomorrow",  si nee 
Maria is also paying off a three cent debt.    Even after this,  Graciela came in 
just before lunch time to ask if I wanted tortilla.    The entire incident, 

though small was extremely irritating) first being given no notice or explanation 
of her refusal to make the torts, and then (motivated largely by jealousy probably) 
this terrific persistent cajoling and wheedling to change my course of inaotion 
necessitated by her own lack of consideration ana. 

After lunch I went to visit Mag. Q., accompanied by Elena to translate for 
me.    V/hen we arrived Hag. offered me a chair and coffee inside.    Gave coffee to 
Elena, jokingly called her "compadre".    She left shortly after I had arrived, 
to go and make soap with her brother.    Daughter Josefa was weaving.    Concepción, 
about  14 or 15, went about the business of grinding, taking ixtamal off the fire 
with perfect competence.    Father came home shortly with two large rjgd^s, of corn 
on back and two young boys assisted him.    Josefa immediately asked Cion if there 
was coffee which she gave father to drink.    He did not come into the house nor 
greet me.   TThen I left he was sitting in front of married son's house,  across the 
patio. 

Ben had a discussion with Victor for about hour and a half about the war. 
Victor appeared eager to know what is going on in world outside.    Ben then spent 
some time writing up genealogies from raw data. 

I went to the intendencia to get mail, saw Chema, who looks harassed lately. 
Said he would bring the mail over if it came later.    I watched Hortensia and 
her sister playing basketball (without baskets) with boys.    Then I talked to    the 
captain's wife who was in the small park with her children.    As I was standing 
with her Agustin and the Captain returned from a "pasear" uptown.    I guessed they 
had come from the house of Jesusa.    Earlier in the day Elena told me that'a friend., 
told her that the captain, Agustin,  secretary and intendente, but especially the" 
first two, went every day, afternoon and evening to house of Jesusa and her mother, 
a widow, and had relations with mother and daughter.    Elena's informant has an 
older sister who is close neighbor of Jesusa and has seen them coming and going. 
When I saw the two returning this afternoon I felt embarrassed and uncomfortable 
and left shortly.   The open exposition of the double standard here was depressing 
to me. 

Rafael arrived late in the afternoon to return a magazine, 
talk to Ben while I went to the intendencia. 

Remained to 
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English Summary of Chema» s Diaries for Period 
3-15-Ul through 11-18-1*1 • 

Date Written 

3-15-1*1 

3-23-1*1 

3-23-U 

3-27-1*1 

3-28-i*l 

l*-6-la 

l*-?-l*l 

l*-9-l*l 

U-10-U1 

li-11-lil 

Microfilm 
Topic and Summary Pages 

Religion * nomination of the maycr domos and 1*751 
texeles for the cofradia of Corpus, March 15} 
preparation of atole;  summoning the new 
appointees for the cofradía; list of the new 
mayordomos and texeles. 

dames*    San Pedro participates in a water regatta 1*753 
along with canoes from Atitlan, San Juan, San Pablo, 
San Marcos, Santa Cruz and Tzunna.    San Pedro's 
float: a canoe decorated like a swan wins prize; 
swimming races won by Pedíanos; ladino swimming 
race; marimba, dancing; drinking; fights. 

Religion»    nomination of mayordomos and texeles 
for San Antonio• 

A girl baby was born to Petrona Matzar, father 
Paulino Cortez (our compadres.) 

Court case*    Ventura Gonzalez B. and Francisco 
Yojcom were sentenced for burning "montanas" at 
a place called Chuichali. 

Court case*    The case of Dolores Sequec, accused 
of stealing chickens, a pair of scissors and a 
hand scale;  sentenced to be paraded in the main 
streets of the town bearing the chickens, 
accompanied by town criers; in addition sentenced 
to 15 days at 15 cents a day.    Tourists arriving 
that day take her picture and pay her fine; people 
say "it is her fate and Dios es mas grande." 

Religioni    Some details re flowers and collection 
of money and eggs for semana santa festivities. 

Religion» Collection of poles and flowers for 
semana santa. 

Religion»    Holy Thursday Mass, ritual eating in 
the convento, carrying the cross to the 
Int enden&a . 

Religion» Holy Friday, enacting the crucifixion, 
everyone eats fish, eating meat on this day is a 
sin because it is "the flesh of the Lord." 

1*751* 

1*751* 

U75U 

1*755 

1*758 

1*75? 

1*760 

1*761 
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English Summary of Chema'a diaries (cont.) 

Date Written Topic and Summary Microfilm 
Pages 

U-12-U1 

U-13-U1 

U-7-U1 

U-15-U 

U-21-U1 

U-22-1A 

u-2U-ia 

U-2U-1A 

Religion: Holy Saturday, 8 a.m. mass, during 
the mass bells ring, everyone whips their 
children and all members of the family"to 
help the Lord" whip the houses to keep out 
characoteles (werewolves). 

Religion:    Procession with saints. 

Court caset    Jose Juarez brings suits against 
Manuel Gz., son of Felix Gz.   Manuel eloped with 
Jose's daughter, Petronaj jilted suitor, Gaspar 
Pichilla demands repayment of presents he had 
given in courting her.   Manuel pays $1 at court's 
order to Gaspar.   Petrona is sentenced by the 
court to 1$ days, Manuel given 5 days.    Manuel's 
father pays %2 fine in lieu of jail.    Gaspar, the 
rejected suitor, gets drunk with Petrona'a father 
and mother. 

Court case»    Juan Gonzalos P. sued for assault on 
wife and her parents.   Returning from Atitlan. and 
finding that his baby son had died,  Juan became 
enraged, broke his father-in-law's rib.    Juan was 
fined $1.50. 

Court Caset   Dolores Sequec (accused on U-6 of 
stealing chickens) brings suit against a female 
relative of husband.   Defendant admits scolding 
Dolores because Colores stole things from her house, 
specifically, a blouse.    No sentence, but Dolores 
is threatened by the court with jail in Solóla if 
stealing is repeated. 

U762 

1*762 

1*763 

1*76$ 

1*766 

Court Caset 
uacil. 

Lucas Tuch refuses to accept post as 
Intendente orders him put in jail.   After 

1*767 

ys in jail Lucas accepts civic post. 

Governor visitst   Drinking and dancing in honor of      1*768 
the visit of General Castillo, governor of the 
Province of Solóla. 

Religiont    The cantores contributed for preparation 
of tamales served to invited town officials*   Recent 
introduction of Catholic songs by interested group: 
Luis Méndez and Francisco Sunu, started in October, 
15UO.   Luis Méndez brought a book of songs from 
a pilgrimage to Esquipulas. 

1*768 
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English Summary of Chema1 s diaries (cont.) 

Date Written Topic and Summary 

U-26-l|l 

5-i-u 

5-2-ia 

5-6-liX 

s-6-ia 

5-6-7-la 

Microfilm 
3S 

Court case i    Cofrado of the cofradía of 
Concepción lodges a complaint against Manuela 
Oz. 0. (Rafael's sister) who refuses to complete 
her year of service as texel in the cofradía; 
she argues that since her brother was recently 
appointed to the municipal post of regidor auxiliar,, 
she does not have to serve (principal of one 
community service from a family during a year). 

U769 

All women (texeles) of all cofradías 
sta of Santa Cruz, May 2* 

Religion t _____ 
began grinding atole for fie 

Religiont   Santa Cruatorder of procession to 
ccf radias and to church; drinking of atole. 

Court casei   Daughter-in-law vs. Francisco 
Qulacain for scolding her*   Francisco admits 
scolding because his brother Salvador reported 
to him that because of her advices, Elena Raxic 
refuses to marry s on of Salvador.    Elena Raxic 

in court denies receiving any advice.    Salvdaor 
jailed.   Valeriano Navichac pays $1 fine for 
Salvador, his compadre»    Complainant advised to 
return home with father-in-law. 

Court caset    Francisco Qulacain vs. daughter-in- 
law for leaving their house.    Girl asserts she left 
because husband quarreled over her suit which 
resulted in uncle's fine.    Girl fined $1 which was 
paid by her husband; reulnted "because these poor 
men have not one woman in the household." 

Court caae»   Maria Juarez vs. Solomon DeLeon. 
Complaint: he talked to another woman, therefore 
Clara left.    Clara told to go back t'o Solomon* 
Maria Juarez complains that Solomon gives her 
no money. 

Court case:    Jose Maria Gz. G. vs. brother-in- 
law Francisco Pop Sac, for sleeping with Manuela 
Os* G. (sister of Jose Maria and sister-in-law of 
Francisco), and for Insults involving a debt and the 
Inheritance left by Chema' s father» 
Summary:    Chema found Francisco In bed with Manuela, 
beat him with a stick; Francisco in ensuing quarrel 
accused Chema of reneging on a $15 loan*   In court, 
Francisco's wife Jesus (Chus) berates husband and 
says her whorlsh sister would sleep with own father* 
EBanelsco fined $1.£0; Jesusa suffers attack of 
colera* 

U769 

U770 

U771 

U772 

U773 

U77U 
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Date Written 

5-9-1»! 

5-io-i3-ia 

5-20-a 

5-27-Ul 

5-31-Ul 

6-U-lii 

Microfilm 
Pages 

U779 

Topic and Summary 

Court case:    Nicolas Matzar and Nicolas Coche 
sentenced to 5 and 10 days respectively for 
holding "subversive" meetings.   Subsequently 
Felix Gonzalez P., Francisco Toe, and Nicolas 
Matzar in courtt    Nicolas indirectly blames Felix 
for tattling; Felix angers, goes to court and 
reports what Francisco Toe told him, namely, 
seditious remarks made by Nicolas against the 
intendente» 

Susana»s denBntiat Onset,  hallucinations, attempts        ltf82 
to cure*   "Spirits of' dead women want her to help 
them nurse babies." 

Slander suitt    Gertrudis Chavajay brings suit against U786 
Rosalia Gz., wife of Melchor Juarez on grounds that 
she heard Rosalia reporting vile things to her 
husband, Melchor, re Gertrudis, namely called her 
a "traída" (used by sexual connotation?) of Melchor. 
Daughter-in-law of Gertrudis called as witness; 
Rosalia held for sentencing but Secretary called 
in to determine sentence tells Intendente she has 
committed no crime under the law; Rosalia goes home 
with husband. 

Slander suitt    Eugenio Quiacain brought suit against    1*789 
Elena Cortez Criado, wife of Antonio Quiacain (nephew 
of Eugenio) for slandering his daughter as a. 
characotel.   Elena jailed,  husband refuses to have 
anything more to do with her, and she goes to stay 
with brother Vicenta. 

Court case:    Susana went to borrow a tinaja from 1*792 
her sister Chona.    Juana Gonzalez visiting with 
Chona when Susana arrived.    Chona refused loan of 
tinaja, quarrel with Susana ensued.   Susana turned 
on Juana and accused her of maltratando her.   Susana 
goes^torcourt against Juana.    Chona testifies against 
Susana but Juana is blamed and warned by intendente 
that if she continues to meddle and quarrel he will 
jail her. 

Court case; (irate mother insults and is sued). U79U 
Rafael Gonzalez against Paulina Sic ay, wife of Jose 
Maria Samol; charged that she came to his house and 
insulted him because her child, Agustín, was hit by 
another boy, Jose Navlchoc, at school»   Paulina denies 
oharge in court but rails against Rafael and school 
for not taking good care of children»   A witness for 
Rafael called and confirms his story.   Woman put in 
jail But released same evening and pays fl fine. 
Intendente first refused to release her even with 
payment of fine but relented. 
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English Summary of Chema's Diaries (cont.) 

Date Written 

6-6-la 

6-9-lfl. 

6-10-la 

6-15-ia 

6-19-I41 

6-19-ui 

Microfilm 
Pages 

U798 

Topic and Summary 

Court case»    Juana Juarez against Petronila 
Quiacain.   Francisco Méndez was courting daughter 
of Petronila Q*   A younger sister reported over- 
hearing Juana Juarez in street ridiculing t he 
courtship*   When Petronila heard of it, she sent 
for Francisco Méndez and told him to stop courting 
her daughter, that perhaps Juana was his sweetheart. 
Francis co went and bawled out Juana; Petronila did 
likewise.    Intendente warns them that it is pro- 
hibited to "attack" people in the streets and also 
to make complaints about personal affairs. 

Court oaset   Marianp Rodriquez - grandfather against    U803 
grandson, also named Mariano Rodriquez R. f or 
beating up his uncle Agapito Rodriquez ttiile both 
were drunk.   Agapito drinking over birth of dead 
baby; nephew 'visited and also drank*   When alguaciles 
arrived at behest of old Mariano, young Mariano beat 
aguaciles.   Young Mariano was sentenced to 6 days or 
$1 but couldn't pay finej poor; can't get along with 
younger brother and mother, beat mother previously 
and doesn't live home now* 

Marriaget Marcos Yojcom scolded married daughter ^80$ 
Chona because she didn't rise early enough to make 
fire*   Chona'8 husband, Ventura (matrilocal marriage) 
told Marcos they would leave because he doesn't like 
his wife being bawled out*   Marcos asks him to stay 
the balance of the year while Marcos is in civil 
servicio*   Marcos calls old Ventura Q. (bone setter) ' 
marriage witness who bawls out son-in-lawj tells him 
to stay and have respect or else - demandor. 

Court case»   Nicolas Coche vs. Francisco lo j com for 
hitting Nicolas'  sonj on way home from school Francisco 
called to boy and asked, him. to assist making rope; 
boy refused and FranciscoifcLtxhim*   Francisco denies 
this and calls witness who denies hitting; case dis- 
missed*   Nicolas angered at son and tells Francisco 
if boy ever stops by to whip him* 

Court case»   Lorenzo Zacarías vs. Domingo Tuch for 
being in bed with Lorenzo's wife*   Domingo and 
adulterous wife fined $5 each. 

U809 

U811 

Court oaset    Candelaria Gonzalez Y* vs. Domingo Tuch 
because people are saying Domingo gifted her a 
tinaja and meat (gifts are not given for nothing and 
Domingo is a famed philanderer).   Aunt of Candelaria 
said so, says Candelaria*   Aunt called in and also two 
other women who were reported to have made the oonments. 

Aunt was jailed and fined for "lying".    Outside the court, 
Candelaria and other two women quarreled, Insulted each 
other: (one of these women was mother of Candelaria's 
aunt) puta, hija de la gran puta; and viega cara de 
caballo viego. 

U817 
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6-22-m 

6-29-la 

7-1-1,1 

7-6-la 

Microfilm 
Pages 

h820 Marriage:    Quarrel - Marcos Yojccm' s son-in- 
laws, Venturas and Pedro, decided it was 
foolish for them to work so hard while Marcos 
loafed in the juzgado; Pedro told Susana who 
told Marcos; Chona (Ventura»s wife) overheard, 
told Ventura; a big quarrel ensued with each 
accusing others of lying; Ventura left same 
night but returned next day and tried to get 
Chona to go to his mother's house.    Pedro and 
Susana left and went to Pedro* s paternal grand- 
mother but ran into trouble with paternal uncle 
Francisco*   People say Pedro is too lazy to work 
and so is Susana and that they therefore left 
Susana* s parents* 

Court case»    Maria Puac vs. her husband Miguel 1(925 
Cumatz for beating her while drunk*    Good material 
on marital relations, rights and responsibilities, 
economic factors, jealousy*   Maria, midwife, earns 
money*    Her husband is well off but defensive about 
his wife's money*   While drunk he got into a fist 
fight when another drunk jeered "usted esta chupando 
a costilla de su mujer."    He then went home and beat 
Maria*.   Maria decides to separate; after court goes 
to dance and drink (fiesta) por la colera. 

Court case;    Paulina Qz. vs. husband Salvador U81+1 
Navichoc and his son-in-law Pedro Chava jay* 
Technically Santos Pop Sac (son-in-law of Paulina) 
vs. Pedro, since Santos called police to BeLze 
Pedro for molesting Paulina when Pedro came' to try 
to patch up quarrel between Paulina and Salvador* 

• Issues not too clear; in court Paulina complains 
of hard life, says she is no better off married than 
before.    Specific cause of a demanda often seems to 
be excuse for venting pent up frustrations, resent- 
ments* 

Court caset   Felipe Chava jay and wife Andrea 1)831 
Rodriquez vs* son Rufino, or on behalf of son 
Rufino vs. several young women all accused by 
Andrea of ruining Rufino and causing his marital 
difficulties, therefore his drinking (12 day spree) 
and attempt at suicide by drowning*   Not clear 
exactly who is being sued but definitely the girls 
were; 2 girls admitted to sex relations, were jailed; 
2 denied but were jailed on Rufino's evidence; later 
he admitted having no sex relations with the 2 who 
were then released. 
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Date Written Topic and Summary 

7-28-Ul 

7-?-ia 

7-20-ljl 

Microfilm 
Pages 

Court case; Family feud suit:    luisa Puac Pichilla      U8U5 
vs. Dolores Puac Chavajay (husband19 niece) for 
scolding and threatening her child on his way home 
from school.   Dolores denied charge,  says Luisa 
harbors grudge against her because: Dolores' mother, 
Gertrudis Chavajay bought piece of land; when the 
Licenciado was in S.P. visiting Luisa*s daughter, 
Gertrudis asked him to draw up papers re the land 
for hero   Luisa was angry when her son-in-law served 
as one of the witnesses; Luisa also angry at Gertrudis 
(her sister-in-law) for "consejando" husband Antonio 
when he quarreled and beat Luisa*   Antonio borrowed 
a hoe from Juan Rocche, husband of Dolores; after 
2 weeks Juan sent his child for it, in Antonio(s 
absence, and Luisa railed at child who ran home 
crying, whereupon Dolores ran to retaliate but found 
Luisa out; later when Luisa's child passed by from 
school, Dolores vented her anger on child.    Dolores 
jailed and released on payment of J>0 cent fine. 

Court casé:    Family feud suit:    Juan Rocche vs. WU9 
Luisa Puac; called as witnesses: Maria Hi, Dolores 
Puac and Gertrudis Chavajay. 'Juan accused Luisa 
of calling him "Juan Aniceto" (he interpreted this 
as an insult) to Maria Hi who reported it to Ms 
mother-in-law Gertrudis  Cha v.    Maria Hi testified 
she overheard Luisa "maltratando" Juan when Juan 
called Antonio to go with him to take the licenciado 
to Panajachel; also that Luisa said Gertrudis didn't 
have money to pay the licenciado for his services 
(see court case 14-7-28).    Luisa denies all, says 
Maria is gossiper, that Gertrudis Juan and Dolores 
merely trying to get back at her because of their 
"colera" over Dolores incarceration (see 1*1-7-28) 
(court case).   Maria Hi jailed for lying, released 
after k hours and fine paid. 

Court case:   Suit: boy attacks girl.   Magdalena and    b&£2 
mother and father vs. Gerardo Cotuc Ms. and Pedro 
Chavajay, Lucas Cotuc and Chema Gonzalez N.    Complaint: 
Pedro "atajo" (context implies agarro) Magdalena at 
ppsya, repeated that Lucas told him Gerardo and Chema 
visited Magdalena one evening, got her parents drunk, 
Lucas passed by and overheard and reported to Gerardo 
what he heard.    Lucas bawled out in court far being 
like a woman - gossiping - Lucas, Gerardo and Pedro ' 
jailed overnight and released.   Magdalena*s mother 
overheard Lucas, ca returning home, laughing with 
parents at not being fined, laughing at the girl. 
Indignant mother complained to intendente who 
questioned youths again who admitted they may have 
done wrong but "we were drunk"•    The woman (girl or 
mother?) fined for lying, boys each fined.    Gerardo 
had to work his fine off. 
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7-29-Í41 

7-29-Ul 

8-?-l|l 

-18-Ul & 
-25-ia 

8-11-ia 

Microfilm 
Pages 

U858 Rainmakers;   Felipe Baran injured in a fall, nearly 
struck by lightning; unable to walk for "susto"} was 
about to become protest ant,  people say this is a 
sign from heaven; pp. 117-119 deals with men who make 
the rain, omens at their birth;  etc*    When Felipe 
found by neighbor, latter calls Felipe's father and 
town authorities; Valeriano NAvichoc comes along,  sends 
for guara. 

Court caset    Suit: mother vs. sons.    Inez Gonzalez vs.     U863 
her two sons Salvador and Francisco Navichoc for 
quarreling with her and trying to evict her from the 
house she lives in alone.    Salvador's wife,  Paulina, 
Susana and Valeriano also involved.    Arranged that 
Inez was to keep the house. 

Quarrel:   Mother-in-law-daughter-in-law quarrel: U868 
Santos Sacajau with her daughter-in-law Concepción 
Hi*    Santos informad by another daughter-in-law, 
Magdalena Cortez, that Concepción was pregnant, 
informad her own mother who blamed Santos for not 
assuming her responsibility.   When Santos reprimanded 
Concepción for not telling bar of pregnancy, Concepción 
said she already informed own mother; Santos took this 
as slighting her authority, quarrel ensued, Concepción 
ran home saying she was kicked out; her mother came to 
complain to Santos who then told her son to take 
Concepción back to her own house.    Demanda is expected 
by girl's parents to hold husband responsible for the. 
cost of delivery.    (LP:    Shame and lack of  conmunication 
between daughter-in-law and mother-in-law). 

Court caset 
fucTTvi 

Suit between brothers re property»   Ventura 
older brother Domingo Tuch, butcher*   Ventura 

U870 

now married and apart from Dmoingo going to set up own 
butcher business.   Ventura demands payment for the 
years he worked for Domingo for nothing*   Domingo 
demands payment for the 19 years he supported and 
raised Ventura since mother died young*   Many other 
minor claims and counter claims*   Domingo willing to 
settle for $1$, Ventura wants $20, though started with 
claim of some $600.   No solution* 

Quarrel:    Susana vs. Inez, Chona (sister-in-law and 
mother-in-law) Manuela Tuch*    Susana accused Inez of 
spying on her and Chona of sending Manuela Tuch 10 buy 
corn from Susana because they think Susana is selling 
their corn.   Chona forces Manuela to accompany her to 
Susana' s,big quarrel ensues with Susana ready to beat 
up Manuela who calls her "loco," "trastornada".   Later 
Pedro tells Pa will not work with him or have anything 
more to do with them; father says not his fault, goes   - 
home and beats wife Chona. 

U879 
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8-20-Ul 

8-?-la 

8-3O-I4I 

9-22-ia 

Microfilm 
Pages 

Court case:    Suit re debt owed deceased wife: U88$ 
Clemente Petzey -vs. Gertrudis Cbavajay.    Petzey 
spent over |2 burying his wife.    Claims Gertrudis 
owed wife $3 balance on pigs bought before he 
married wife (second and recent marriage); now wants 
the money to offset his burial costs.    Gertrude 
argues that the money and the pigs belonged to a 
former husband (now dead) of the deceased and not to 
plaintiff.   She wins her case.. 

Court case:    Suit: Mother vs. son and daughter-in-law:     U887 
Nicolasa Toe vs. son» Bartolo and his wife (who lire 
with her) for quarreling and insulting her*    Incident 
which led to court case: Bartolo' s wife was told her 
mother-in-law hit their pig; she complained to mother- 
in-law who scolded, quarrel ensued.    Nicolasa*s brother, 
Francisco came in during quarrel and scolded Bart's 
wife, telling her they should get out and leave his 
poor sister alone in peace; also advised his sister 
to demandar to "quita la mana and a multa".   When 
Bartolo heard he too quarreled with mother*    (Another 
quarrel running at the same time involved some niegh- 
bors, claimsd by Bartolo as witnesses to pig whipping; 
these neighbors mad at Nicolasa for insulting them and 
at her brother Francisco cause his daughter insulted 
their niece*   This case was dismissed for lack of 
evidence.)   Bartolo says real reason his mother mad at 
him: she thinks he advised his sister to marry son of 
Francisco, which mother doesn't like.    Intendente 
advises them to live without quarreling, fines $1; 
mother pays $0 cents. 

Court case:    Rufino Cha va jay in court to complain U893 
that his l5 year old nephew, son of dead brother 
Fpancisco, ran away from home; boy living with 
paternal grandparents Felipe Chavajay.   Several people 
questioned re boy's whereabouts; Rufina thought he had 
been "advised" by a companion*   Boy found, put in jail 

overnight, itm refused to tell where he slept*   In 
court next day testified he ran away because they beat 
him and "beat me all the time".    Jelipe denied beating, 
asked boy if he would go home; boy agreed (what alter- 
native had he?) 

Quarrel: Mother-in-law, daughter-in-law quarrel:   QuarrelU896 
started when Manuel Puzul' s recently brought in wife, 
scolded Lorenzo's new wife (daughter-in-law) for lending 
pound of salt to latter's mother*   Lorenzo's mother-in- 
law scolds him for bad treatment of her daughter; Lencho 
scolds his step-mother, quarrels with father; Lencho's 
wife returns to her parents; Lencho leaves father's house 
to find someplace else to live with wife alone*    (Does he 
still continue working with father; does he have land of 
his own to work?) 
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English summary of Chema's Diaries (cent.) 

Date Written Topic aid Summary 
Microfilm 

Pages 

9-29-Ul Court caset    Encarnación (Chona) Petzey Rocche vs. U899 
husband Felipe Sicay.    Chona overheard step-father 
tell mother that it was too bad Felipe sold some 
milpa land.    Chona quarreled with husband over this, 
egged him on till he hit her.    She came to court, 
claimed that he is lazy, doesn't support family,  in 
selling his land,  she maintains family by her work. 
Husband denies all this.    Important is ascertaining 
who told step-father that Felipe sold his land. 
Witness called in and much time spent ascertaining 
who told whom about sale of land, not whether it was 
actually sold.   Felipe denies having told itk though 
not brought out clearly whether it is sold at all. 
Chona refuses to go back to husband, court tells him 

he will have to pay monthly for support of children} 
he wants to reunite; finally wife agrees; Felipe drunk 
that night because "he is happy wife came back to him." 

Separation not so easy when man has to support children; 
court tries to use moral pressure to get couple to- 
gether.   Woman uses opportunity to be persuaded and 
pursued (courted) again by husband.    In quarrel, wife 
also accused husband of spending money on a sweet- 
heart.    Infidelity seems to be a standard accusation 
in marital conflicts,  usually wife accusing husband, 
rather than vice versa.    This would seem to arise from 
the general structure of male-female relations in which 
all men are potential aggressors and all women potential 
victims} after narriage typically wife's sexual role is 
patterned to be submissive and satisfying to husband, but 
any sensuous or pleasurable response in a wife makes her 
suspect; this one-sided enjoyment of sex by husbands 
leaves wives with frustration (awareness of men's pri- 
vilege to enjoy), resentment, defensive distaste for sex, 
rightous moral indignation toward women reported to be 
promiscuous;  and gives rise to constant accusations of 
man'8 philandering.   With sexual pleasure preserved as 
male privilege, females find some gratification in being 
courted, pursued; some marital quarrels started by pent-up 
wives may have this as one unconscious motive»    It would 
be interesting to compare marital relationships in some 
Guatemalan town where women are actively engaged in trade,    - 
for instance*   Are such women more assertive, expected to 
be more assertive, what is ideal personality type for women 
in such communities?   Is trading to some extent a sub- 
stitute activity for women, in lieu of disallowed sexual 
enjoyment.   Not only sexual gratification denied to women, 

but in S.P. any suggestion of sensuous response to pregnancy 
also denied; and birth is not an achievement but something 
women must submit to as her lot, children born at the cost 
of blood and sweat and danger to woman's life, that is what 
it means to be a parent; children are not source of pleasure; 
nursing not conceived of as pleasurable to mother; care 
given to infants, nursing when they cry, etc. are for welfare 
and protection of child} fear of early teething, early 
pregnancy, mitigate against enjoyment of infant; (cont. next page) 
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English Summary of Chema's Diaries (cont.) 

Date Written Topic and Summary 

9-29-Ul(cont.) 

9-30-Ul 

ll-?-Ul 

Court case (cont.)  :infants and babies should 
not be sensuously aroused or indulged, no 
tickling; use swaddling, not only to train 
infants but also not to reawaken in adults 
similar feelings. 

Court caset Suit Mother vs. mother-in-law - 
Maria Puac vs. Rosa Morales, mother-in-law of 
Maria's daughter who lives with husband's 
parents.    Rosa claims that while the young 
couple live in the same house, as they have only 
one, the expense are apart and that Maria's 
daughter stole many things from her larder and 
from her daughter's: dulce, maiz, beans; they 
didn't see it but many things missing and only 
she could have taken; "she buys dulce only a 
few cents worth at a time, that doBsn't last 
for a week" much discussion by listening regidores 
on whether two cents worth of dulce would last 
a week, think only a day (affect value of food)* 
Maria instituted action after quarrel with Res a 
who said Maria had told Rosa's youngster that 
Rosa is too stingy to give soap to bar daughter- 
in-law and therefore poor girl can't wash her 
clothes (Maria's daughter).    Good example of 
conflict of mothers over authority of married 
daughter.   Mother-in-law feels •••n¡"fc sensitive 
about her authority, some real or imagined basis 
for resentment against girl anyway; mother   •* 
represents herself as having only asked innocently 
after daughter's welfare, either she did or more 
was implied, situation generates misunderstanding, 
projected usurpation of authority or of implied 
mistreatment, quarrel ensues» 

Incidentally, Maria's daughter recently in labor 
many days, baby born dead, asked Maria to send 
one of her children over to nurse to relieve pain 
of full breasts.   Fined each $0 cents. 

Microfilm 
Pages 

U899 

U910 

1*91$ Court caset Neighbors in suit over fruit tree on 
boundary" Maria Puac Ajcac vs. neighbor Francesca, 
wife of Clemente Q. DíAS; Francesca native of San 
Lucas Toliman.   Maria claims Francesca maltrato when 
Maria picked ocote fruits from tree which is on Maria's 
sitio bordering Clemente's.   Francesca denies insulting 
without cause, says Maria insulted first "no outsider 
is going to tell me what to do in my own pueblo" Fran, 
replied, "It doesn't matter that I'm from outside,  can 
you kill someone because you are in your own pueblo", 
moreoever in cutting fruits, branches fell into our yeard. 
Maria's husband asked that comisión be sent out to ascertain 
boundaries and legal rights to the ocote tree; tree in his 
sitio, moreover entrance pato to Clemente's house passed 
through neighbor's sito, who blocked it off after quarrel, 
now Clemente had to make a new path.   Both woem fined JO. 
for quarreling* 

..*.:*!, M,i~i-,?llMto6 
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English Summary cf  chemas<s Diaries (cont.) 

Date Written 

11-18-U 

Topic and Summary 
Microfilm 

Pages 

CourtCaaet    Suit for stealing firewood- U918 
Manuel Hernán Cortez vs. Maria Matzul, 
wife of Pedro Pene leu far stealing lena 
from his porch; he caught her red-handed. 
She  admits stealing three times, because 
her husband doesn't bring her lena. 
Intendente tells her she should bring 
husband into court instead of stealing which 
is very sinful in eyes of God and against 
government, fines her $3 or 25 cents a day 
to woxk it off*    Her husband comes to claim 
that Manuel Hernán owes him $8 for work done 
for himj Manuel denies saying "he not only 
steals my lena but wants me to pay his fine". 
Intendente says no witnesses, no dice,  besides 
if work was done 3 years ago, too late, and 
if recently why did he work for him if 
previous work not paid, or why didn't complain 
before. 
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Chama Diary, 1941 
San Pedre La Laguna (pages 1-2 ef eriginal) 

[Flrat few page» «f hie handwritten diary transcribed verbatim as fellewe. 
The bulk ef this deoument remains in his eriginal handwriting.] 

Nueve nembramiente de les mayerdemes del oefrade de Oerpus que fue el dia 

16 de Mar» de 19^1 a 1942. Dia 19 [de Harte de 19^1]. Smpezaren las mujeres 

a preparar el maiz para el atel en la mañana del dia 15. Aperiaren maiz para el 

atel y al misme la oeoierenjouande se termine tede este se fueren a sus oasas. 

A las seis de la tarde salie el teroer texel a llamarle a la segunda) salieren 

een ella y se fueren la primera Texel. Salieren een ella. Vinieren en la 

cefrada;ouande llegaren estaba les mayerdemes alli. Primer texela le bese la 

nana al alcalde y el Jues de la oefradia. Salieren de alli) se fueren a la 

cecina. Ouande llegaren a la oeoina estaba la mujer del cefrada) también le 

besaren la mane. 

La señera dije que se sentara y ellas se sentaren y les sirvieren la 

cernida. Ouande acabaren de cerner dieren las gracias y besande la mane a la 

señera salieren y se fueren a la casa a dende ellas, y empesaren a meler a las 

seis y media, y ellas llevan una ayudante a oada una. Primer texela se llama 

Lucia Quiaoain y la segunda Maria Ghurunel y la mujer del oefrade cerne las nueve 

de la neohe fue a dejar a las mujeres cafe dulce y tertilla para temar en la 

mtttifa neohe. A la una de la mañana ya esta heoha al atel, y lea mayerdemes 

lM$¡ren a las cuatre da la mañana can una tinaja de agua, y luege lea diaran 

atl$tl juaa devía oefradia, "ris lleva agua. Ouande amaneóle lea mayerdemes 

íuwen a dejar atal oen lea que tacan tambares. 

A las salte, da la mañana aa fueran lea mayerdemes y el oefrada a la Iglesia. 

Ouande llagaran cefrada del Oerpus erdene a les seis primeree mayerdemes para 

avisarle al primar Regider y el señer dije que estaba buena. Ouande H*ef la 

hará al primer Regider y habla hache la lista de les nuevas empleadas, y aa 
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Chema Diary, 1941 
Maroh 15-16 cont'd. (pages 5-4 ef original) 

fueren tedee a la oefradia para celebrar la aeoien, y ae fueren todos. Ouande 

llegaren temaren atol; acabaren de tenar, el aeoretarie de la oefradia empese 

a leer la Lista de lea nueves mayordomos, dioiehde SI Jefe del cefrada , Felix 

Oenzalest Juez del la oefradia, Bartele Chavajay,,y*. 

primer mayerdeae 
segunde mayerdeme 
goer mayerdeme 

rte mayerdeme 
nte mayerdeme 

Felipe Chavajay 
Jese Hi Chavajay 
Lerenze Zaoarias 
J. Antonio González Ch. 
Martin Ixtetela 

. Texelest ana Tuoh, Juana Mexnay, Jesefa Peneleu Ch.v 

Ouande acabaren de nembrar salieren tede la gente, y les mayares ae fueren 

a citarle a tede ese gente. 

Les mayerdemes salientes sent 

Jefe de la oefradia 
Jues de la oefradia 
primer mayerdeme 
segunde mayerdeme 
teroeré mayerdeme 
ouarte mayerdeme 
quinte mayerdeme 

Meloher Juares 
Esteban Oex 
Matee 8ao 
Francisca 3áo Fep 
Adrian Oertez 8. 
Baoende Chavajay 
Deminge Ye jcom P. 

Dia 23 de Marze de 194l. A las 2 de la mañana salió el pregen para despertarle 

a tede la gente; todos se despertaren;a las 5 do la mañana se marcharen 

para el lago tede la gente de la municipalidad teoande les tambares. Cuando 

llegaren al lags',te metieren tede las oaneas al lag* y la canea reparada de 

sisne. . . 

Ouande salieren a la orilla del lage muohas oaneas salieren juntos teoande 

la marimba, les tambares y la marimba de tecomate. Ouande llegaren a jaiba! 

se bajaren tedas las oaneas de 8an Podre, San Juan, San Pable, San Marees, 

8anta Oruz, y fzununí. Llegf la hora señalada salieren tedas las oaneas juntas 

y aliñiadas y el sisne adelanto. Adentre lleva cuatro patojas y el remedar 
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Ohema Diary, 1941 
March 23 cont'd. (pages 4-6 of original) 

Juan Reoehe. Cuando salieren da Jalbal tallaran contentes gritandos y taoanda 

las marimbas y tambsrea da distintas munioipias. Faltaba paca para llagar 

empata al publica a gritas y aplaudir del siena. Ouanda llegaran en la erilla 

del laga teda la gente ae amantaftaran a mirar. A ai que llegaran todos les 

regideras se fueren a preparar un almuerza. 

A laa nueve harás y media huve una regata de caneas cerne de cuatre cientes 

metres. Sacaren premie les señarea una de un apellide Tziní, Jase Mendeza, 

y Martin Ohipir. Les de nataoien fueren les señeros Jase Maria Qenzalez Cartea 

[writer ef this diary] Adrian Oertez. Nadaren cuatre pere les des Atiteoes 

ne aguantaran de salir a la erilla, quiere decir que ganaren des de San Padre 

les sigientest primer pueste, Jese Maria Qenzalez Cartea; segunde, Adrian Oertez. 

Nataoien de ladinas ganaren primies les señeros Luis de Leen,y Jese Maria Mejia. 

A la una de la tarde almersaren teda la gente y empesaren a chupar, y 

muchas se pelearen. A lea des de la tarde llamaren a Comandante y al intendente 

de San Pedro la Laguna y el Intendente de Atitlan. Temo la palabra el Señor Juez 

de Ia Intaoia [instancia?] diciendo que la embaroaoien de San Pedro sao< el 

primer pueste, y segunde el de Atitlan. Se termino todo estas actas seguren 

bailando todo la gente. Fin. 

Dia 23 da Marze. Nuevo nombramiento de la oefradia do San Antonio. Empesaren 

los texeles a preparar el maíz para el atol del dia 23 de este mes. Se fueron a 

la cofradía. Cuando llegaron les dieron atol a todo la gente que llegaren a la 

oefradia. SI seoratarie del Cofradía empeoe á leer la aotfc dioiendo el nombro 

de les señoreas Bl Jefe de la oefradia, Salvador Quiacain. Pero eso señor no 

acepto porque hasta el año pasado acabe de servir al juzgado} per ese rasen ne 

aoepto. 
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March 2J cont'd. 

(pages 6-9  of original) 

Le llamaran al Señar Den Ventura Qenzalez P.  Este señor acepte pere 

dije que ne tenia casa separada para el imagen. El primer Regidor dije que 

lea mayordomea pedia hacer una casa. 

Luego le llamaren al Juez de la Oefradia; le dijieren que Jefe de elle* 

ya no era Salvador si que ya ea Ventura Qenzalez P. todo le que neaecitan 

pueden Uda. irse con el; y lea mayordomea presentes 

Juez de la Oefradia 
1* mayordomo 
2»   «' 

Juan Raxic 
José Baran 
Pedro Naviohoo 
Nicolao Chavajay 
Francisco Navichoc 
Rafael Trejo 

Texelea: Dolores Qaroia, RoaaOhac, Elena Oruz. 

Dia 27 de Marzo. Nadó" una nenita en la oaaa de Paulino Oortez y fue 

atendido el parto por la Comadrona Juana Rocche y loa padrea de la oriatura 

Paulino Oortez y Petrona Matzar; nació a laa 12 horas. 

Dia 28 de Marzo. Fueron sentenciaron loa doa individuos Ventura Gonzalez B. 

y Francisco Yojoom 1° que quemaron unas montañas en el lugar Chuiahali. 

APRIL, 1941 

Domingo 6 de Abril. A las 14 horas fue la señora Teresa Puzul a pasear 

en la caaa dela^señora Margarita Chavajay. Cuando llegó" lo vio* una gallina 

amarrada en su caaa. y ella sintió* no se que, y le pregunto a la señora Chavajay 

que donde havia. comprado su gallina y la señora dijo que havia comprado oon 

una muchacha que se llama Dolores Naviohoo. 

La señora Puzul despidió a su amiga y se vino ligera a la oaaa de la 

muchacha a preguntar que donde havia comprada la gallina, y la muchacha, dijo 

que esa gallina havia comprada oon una Juanera y Señora Puzul, ella miama, 

mando la muchacha a San Juan a llamarla a la Juanera . Cuando ella llega 

"v6*M&3 
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April 6 cont'd. (pagas 9-11 of original) 

ya havia demandado la señora, dueña de la gallina, y lo fueron a traer a la 

muchacha y lo metieron a la cárcel. 

A las 16 horas el Intendente lo ordeno al mayor que lo aaoara a'la 

muchacha y que viniera a declaración ; entró la muchacha a la Intendencia, 

lo besó" la mano a todo los que están en la Intendencia. SI Intendente le 

pregunto que donde havia agarrado la gallina que lo vendió a la Margerita 

Ghavajay y ella dijo que havia comprado con la señora Micaela en San Juan. 

El Intendente hizo otra preguntas y las demás gallinas y las ohompipas, en 

donde haviastcomprado; con la hija del primer Regidor, y la otra havia comprado 

en San Juan y.las gallinas una con Miguel Naviohoc y una con Juana Qonzalez. 

Solo esas preguntas le hicieron y se fue otra vez a la cárcel y lo mandaron a 

llamar otras dos muchachas que viven en la misma casa y ellas declararon que 

esas gallinas lo hemos visto nosotros; y el Intendente le pregunto que no 

tiene una tijera;ellas dijieron que si tiene; el Intendente otra preguntó, 

y una marco de peso, no tiene; las muchachas, eso no hemos visto, para que mentir. 

•j .--'.tiki  dia siguiente se presento la señora de San Juan, la Teres Puzul, la 

Juana Qonzalez Qonzalez, Margarita Chavajay y la señora Petrona y lo fueron 

a sacar de la oaroel. El Intendente empeso a preguntar a las dueñas de las 

gallinas que cuanto tiempo tiene las gallinas de haber perdidas. La señora 

Juana Naytphpo Jtfjq que la gallina tiene quince días de haber perdida y la 

ohompipa tiene: 9  días; están culpable la muchacha porque la señora Juana 

Naviohoc ID encontró a la Dolores en la calle y le preguntaron que si no lo 

vio una ohompipa que se perdió ayer, ella dijo que no. 

Y le preguntaron a la Juanera que cuantas gallinas havia pendido a la 

muchacha; ella dijo.que no havia vendido nada. El Intendente por mentiroso le 

meto.otra ve* a la oaroel. Dígame la verdad, no seas tan sinvergüenza.. Si me 

diga la' verdad le voy asaoar de la oaroel.. Entonóos ella aoonfesar toda la 
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April 6 cont'd. (pages 11-15 of original) 

que havia robado. Be cierto que yo saque* las gallinas en las gallineras 

y las tijeras se lo fui asacar en la casa del Intendente; bueno ya esta eso 

todo como Ud. agarró todo esas cosas. Ahora digame, el marco de peso donde 

havia dejado. Eso no se yo señor, yo no he visto nada de eso. Digame la 

verdad. Si no le meto otra vez a la cárcel. Ella no dijo nada y se fue 

otra vez a la cárcel hasta en un buen rato dijo que ella vio el marco que 

estava ofreciendo un señor comeroíante. El Intendente dijo, quien es. 

Un señor de Salcaja y esta aqui. El Intendente ordenó al mayor que fuera 

abusoar al señor comerciante y se fueron los alguaciles encontraron asta las 

15 horas cuando llegó a la Intendencia. Ya no estaba el Intendente; esperó 

hasta que ya la hora del despacho. 

Llegó el Intendente; lo llamó al señor y le pregunto que donde havia 

comprado el marco. El señor dijo que una muchacha lo havia ofrecido por 

25 centavos . Oomo el señor no es de el dinero [sic] lo Vendió otra vez a la 

señora Ignaoia Méndez por el mismo precio. Lo fueron a llamar la señora. 

Guando llegó le preguntaron que se ella havia comprado un marco con ese señor. 

Ella dijo que si y le preguntaron que si la tiene ahora. Ella dijo si y lo 

mandaron a traer a casa. Cuando llegó enseñó el marco que era lo que havia 

perdido. Lo fueron asacar a la muchacha que si era eso el marco. Ella [dijo] 

que si. El Intendente se puso bravo porque la muchacha dijo primero que no 

havia agarrado nada de mar00. Alli viene la mentira. Llamaron las dueñas de 

las gallinas, le preguntaron que pueden hacer con los gallinas. Ellas 

contestaron que re00ge la muchacha como media vez los robo y que haga ella lo 

que quiere hacer con las gallinas; nosotros ya no vamos areoibir porque es 

pecado ante dios oomo ella los robóyy que hagan lo quiera con las gallinas. 
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April 6  cont'd. (pages 1J-14 of original) 

Lo quo nosotros pedimos es que se saca en las calles cargando las 

gallinas para que mire la gente que,esta muchacha es ladrona y que no vuelve 

a robar. 

El Intendente ordena a los mayoreB que lo sacara por las calles esta 

muchacha. Ella no quiere. Hicieron a la fuerza y salid por las calles 

cargando las gallinas. Cuando llego a la primera esquina, el mayor empeBÓ 

a publicar, diciendo que esta es la muchacha que roba gallinas, si se pierde 

otra ella es la roba; miran pues que hay alguna de Uds. que roba a si le 

vamos hacer. Hicieron cuatro esquinas iguales. Cuando llego a la Intendencia 

empeso a llorar la muchacha y lo sentenciaron 15 diaa, 15 centavos diarios 

y se fue a la cárcel otra vez. Derepente llegaron unas señores turistas, 

le tomaron un foto y le dieron lo de multa. La gente sintieron no seoque, 

que esa muchacha tiene suerte y Dios es mas grande. Fin. 

',   [Chema1 s diary continúes on the following pages—in his' own original 

hand on smaller sheets of paper. See next] 

*?.... .-i* '..^.,í}AíLi'^.'jí-S^'i': 
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English Summary of Raphael's Diaries for  Period 
U-lU-Ul through 12-5-iil 

Topic and Summary 

Quarrel;  Parent-child - Gertrudis  Cha.vajay  accepted 
invitation of muchachos and went to dance and drink at • 
sarabande.    Younger  sister informed parents;  mother cane 
and pulled her out by the  hair.    People  speak badly cf 
her because Gertrudis'  husband is  in  servicio,  "here she 
is like  a dog,  dancing."    Some  say, were she  their daughter 
they would "horcoria"  (horca - hang,  gibbet) her for good 
because of the disgrace  (her father beat her when she got 
home);  others say,  "poor thing, perhaps because of sorrow 
she drank." 

Court case:    Elopement - Gaspar Pichilla vs.  Jose Juarez,     u°55 
and Manuel Gonzalez Ixtetela.    Gaspar had visited Jose 
Juarez to pedir his daughter Petrona.    He brought gifts 
and was virtually assured by Jose of marrying his  daughter. 
Petrona not liking Gaspar, was courted by Manuel Gz. via 
letters and she agreed to elope with him after only two 
weeks of his petition.    The morning following the elope- 
ment, Gaspar's mother came to bring presents and found 
the girl had flown.    Gaspar brought suit against Jose 
Juarez for expenses incurred in his suit for the girl; 
Jose said Manuel would have to pay.    Court forced Manuel 
to pay Gaspar $1.   and fined Manuel  and Petrona $1. each. 

Defections from Servicio:    Observations - in the old days     k9$7 
everyone accepted posts in religious servicio but new 
young men are escaping their duty by taking military 
service or going to cuartel.    Mariano Rodriguez, lacking 
only one cofradia, Sacramento,  became Protestant to escape 
the costumbres'  expense.    NicolasGz. P. served as alguacil, 
mayordomdj mayor needed cofrade; became  Protestant to escape. 
People say he is a miser!    Nicolas Bixcul G. went to fiesta 
of San Lucas October 18 last year, got drunk, sprawled in 
street, lost his hat aid coat and for his colera for losing 
his things, became Protestant.    People speak badly of him 
because now he teltrata those who drink. 

Quarrel:    Father-daughter regarding sewing machine - ^993 
Salvador Navichoc and daughter, Inex,  over sewing machine. 
She  claims he had no right to sell it as it was part of 
inheritance from dead mother.    He and an aunt «owed it was 
his bought from Valeriano.    Aunt says "shame" to Inez for 
threatening demanda against own father; no demanda. 

Quarrel:    Mother-in-law vs. ladino daughter-in-law - 
mother of ladinoized Tono Gz.  Chav. scolds his ladina wife, 
El via, on return from fiesta for running off to fiesta, for 
being lazy,  not like Tono's other wife, Manuela, who is 
industrious and helpful.    Elvia says she  is no india to 
grind and weave.    Mother replies Indian wife is not lazy 
and is better. 
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Date Topic and Summary 
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U959 Suit:    Inez, mother of Valeriano Nav. vs. Anita Gz., 
wHoTinsulted her after Anita's child falsely accused 
Inez of hitting her.    Insults: Anita - xolca,   shameless, 
sleep with children; Inez - black plant of a zopelote. 

Suit:    Jealous wife-husband - Clara Gz. left Salomon ^960 
after he danced with ladino school teacher, Gloria; 
next day Clara in court to "arreglar" says will not 
return to Salomon.    Court instructs her to return home 
with him, no cause, next time will fine him.    See page 
for public opinions of Clara "like inmoral aunts and 
grandmother." 

Suit: In-laws - Francisco Pop, drunk, insults his mother-   ^9ol 
in-law Rosalia and her son Chema for not dividing up 
inheritance; he wants his wife's portion of land; this 
is third such quarrel.    Chema called p&lice to take him 
to ¿ail.    He was fined $1.$0 or 1$ days but paid fine. 

Suit:    Jealous husband beats wife - Pedro Criado brought   Ü962 
into court by police at request of wife's family (raatri- 
local residence) when Pedro returned home at night.    He 
found door open and began beating wife.    Disagreements 
over last year since Benvenuto Chavajay when drunk one 
night, entered and tried to have intercourse with Pedro's 
wife.    She screamed, attacker fled and she told husband 
on his return; he beat her and has been jealous ever since. 
Wife refused to return to Pedro; he was fined $2. at 
20 cents for 10 days. 

Suit: Nephew socks aunt - Chona Gz. wife of Valeriano        U963 
ÑavTchoc, cantina owner, went to collect money or bottles 
not returned (from a nephew?),    Juan, who returned them 
by mistake to Salvador's cantina.    He insulted her and 
she tried to strike him but he struck her first.    His 
mother bawled him out for hitting "his aunt"; he said 
he would do likewise to her if she didn't like it.    Chona 
called police and he was arrested and given five days. 

Quarrel: Husband beats jealous wife - Juan Gz. P. beat 
his wife Paulina because she is jealous and accused him 
of sleeping with Vicenta Rosales.    Juan wants to get rid 
of Paulina and sell his store because in the fiesta of 
Santa Cruz, he spent $15. on guaro.    On that day he was 
drinking at Salvador Navichoc's and that is why Paulina 
accuses him of sleeping with Vicente, Salvador's step- 
daughter. 

i»96l, 
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Date Topic and Summary 
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5-9-Ul 

5-7-10- 

5-i5-ia 

5-i6-ia 

5-17-ia 

Susana's Insanity:   Write-up covers period of about h96U 
two weeks.    Starts with quarrel between Susana and 
Pedro; then Susana becomes nloco"j  they go to her 
father's house; take a trip to Atitlan to be cured; 
return to Pedro's parents'  house; Susana attacks Pedro 
and brother-in-law with hatchet, grabs latter's testicles; 
Atitlan shaman comes to San Pedro to cure her. 

Case of Dolores Sequec, stealing;    events subsequent to      U976 
Dolores' first apprehension and punishment for stealing 
chickens; continues to  steal; different interpretations 
by people: some say she has magical power;  some say she 
must be gotten out of town. 

Political Qrg. Principales:    meeting of the principales      ^936 
Melchor Juarez' to prepare formal complaint to Jefe 
Politico vs. first regidor, responsible for not filling 
vacant cofradía posts; say he is not concerned with 
carrying on costumbres, too miserly to put on dance for 
fiesta of San Pedro.    Jefe Pol. replies it is not concern 
of law but local affair.    Five days later,  5-20 group went 
to see President in Guatamala City.    No further account - 
result not known. 

Inheritance settlement:    J. Ant. Gz.Chav. present escrito   U989 
in court to divide inheritance left by wife's father among 
her and her brothers.    Immediate cause of escrito: Jose 
Ant. discovered that a cuerda of land he had given for use 
to brother-in-law in exchange for $2. loan nine years earlier 
(wife's land) had been sold to Julian CSbtuc by brother-in-law 
who had no right to sell the land. 

Quarrel:    Panteón burial - Manuela Morales G. of Centro, about   k991i 
to die, wishes to be buried in the panteón next to her ex- 
husband deceased, Manuel Gz. Pop.    Latters'  children, Gonzalez 
Pichilla's brothers and sisters, one-time step-children of 
Manuela, do not want her to have the panteón.    They argue that 
she separated from their father before his death and is not 
entitled to it.    They all resent her very much in addition 
because she was their father's mistress while their mother 
was still alive, and then came into their house after mother's 
death.    Rafael concludes she does not get the panteón} sub- 
sequently she does get the panteón. 



English Summary of Raphael"s Diaries (cont.) 

Date Topic and Summary 

5-13-id Arrest for Subversive Meetings;    Nicolas Coche of 
Xejuyu noticed that many people passed through his 
patio to the house of his neighbor, Felix Gonzalez 
Pop, to have their work books signed by Felix.    On 
this day, Felix* brother, Florencio, passed by. 
Nicolas told him to tell Felix to have people take a 
different path as he did not want it  said that people 
were gathering in his house.    Felix got angry at this 
message, saying he was not doing any harm, was not 
holding meetings in his house, and went to report to 
the intende what Nicolas had said.    In addition he 
claimed that Nicolas was holding meetings (reuniendo 
sessiones) in his house'.   In fact, Francisco Toe and 
Nicolas Matzar,  serving as mailmen as he, came to- 
gether to his house to fill out official papers of 
certification on terminating their servicio as mailmen. 

The following day a ronda (police) was sent out to catch 
these men but did not find them.    The following day 
Nicolas Coche was cited for a duty (an obra) which he 
did not want to accept and was therefore called to the 
intendencia and put in jail.    "So," he was told, "you 
do not respect the authorities,  and perhaps that, is 
why you are holding meetings in your house and perhaps 
you are talking agaimt (malinfornando) the authorities." 
Nicolas denied charges and was sentenced to 10 days. 
Nicolas told Rafael himself. 

5-13-Ul Jailed for Refusing Public Work;    Nicolas Matzar, who 
lives in Tzanjay, was put in jail for 10 days for 
refusing to work on an "obra" because he was visiting 
Nicolas Coche (see Rafael Diary 5-13-Ul).    He objected 
to serving because he was serving asa postman. 

5-20-ljl Fine; Military insubordination - Jose Antonio Gonzalez 
Coche, who lives in Centro, was put in jail for refusing 
to obey an order of the  Comandante to play the comet 
for military practice.    His father, Rafael Gonzalex R. 
paid his fine of $1.50 after pleading with the 
intendente to reduce the fine which originally was 
is^jo:— 
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5-23-ljl Land Rent Difficulties»    On the afternoon of the 23rd, Ü997 
allegations were irada by Jose Antonio Gonzalex Chavayay 
against Rafael Gonzalez Petzeyj they (both?) live in 
Centre    Nine years before, the brothers of Jose 
Antonio's wife divided up their father's land and she 
was given her share.    Rafael asked Jose to let him use 
5 cuerdas of the land but they did not make any agree- 
ment over the rent.    Jose Antonio went to the coast 
and forgot about the $ cuerdas of land. 

The first and second year Rafael cleaned, planted and 
harvested the land without giving Jose Antonio any share 
because the latter never was here; he was in San Juan or 
on the coast.    The third year, Rafael rented the land to 
my brother Jose Antonio for 25 cents a cuerda yearly. 
Tono still has his crops planted there.    Since the land 
is the inheritance of the wife of Gonazlez Chavajay, they 
now want my brother to pay him for the rental of the land, 
but he already paid Rafael. 

Yesterday my brother's wife went to complain (reclamar) 
to Rafael about this claim from Gonzalez Chavajay for 
the rent.    Rafael went to see Tono to settle the matter 
in a friendly way.    It was arranged that Rafael will pay 
himself for the time he used the land,  and for the time 
my brother Tono had it planted he has to arrange with 
Rafael. 

5-21-Ul Mother-son Quarrel over Land Inheritance;    There was a 5000 
quarrel between Petronila Garcia and her son Mariano 
Gonzalez Garcia, because Mariano went to Atitlan to get 
$10 from Vitalino de Leon, ladino; in return Mariano made 
a deal to pasture k toros for him on his mother's land on 
the coast, the payment included the cost of lazos and salt 
for one year for the animals.    When his mother complained 
that he had no right to make any deal with her land, Mariano 
insulted her,  said the land was not hers but his father's, 
that the land is his, that she is a Garcia and not a Gon- 
zalez.    They then quarreled over a previous deal Mariano had 
made with Domingo Tuch involving a house for which he 
received $10; his mother had gone to Solóla to the Jefatura 
to complain and to invalidate the contract with Tuch; his 
mother complained tiat the other time she had had to dig up 
the money to repay Tuch and that now he is again making 
deals with the lard as though it were his. 

Petronila bawled him out also for becoming involved in a 
dance saying, "acaso sos Regidor, para salga en el baile, 
eso lo hacen los que tienen dinero, pero vos sos un aragan.." 
"and if it weren't for me, you and your wife would be dressed 
in rags and would have nothing to eat."    To which Mariano 
replied, "one would think I was robbing someone, the land was 
my father's and no one else's and don't say another word to 
me or I will split your head with a stick."    His mother 
replies, "Yes, that is sour custom, you beat me when they came 

to put you in jail.the other time." 
(cont. over) 



English Summary of Rafael»s Diaries (cont.) 

Date Topic and Summary 

5-21-lil (cont.) People talk a great deal about Marianok how badly he 
behaves with his mother,  how he beats .her and insults 
her and doesn't respect her aid is very lazy,  doesn't 
give his wife anything*    This was told to me by Jose 
Antonio Gz. Rodriguez, their neighbor in Xejuyu. 

Another time Mariano Gonzalez Garcia took revenge on his 
step-father Juan Tuch by informing the  intendencia that 
Juan was doing brujerias every night.    Juan Tuch had 
found a small stone figure in the form of a human and he 
burned candles in his house and once «hen Mariano had seme 
difficulty with his stepfather he informed on him for 
revenge.    Juan was immediately brought to the juzgado and 
stayed in jail "I don't know how long" and paid a fine. 

It is a sin what Mariano does to his mother and his step- 
father.    These things he will have to pay for to God, 
because we have never seen a son who hits his mother and 
takes revenge on someone.    He always does these things, 
this is not the first time. 

This was told to me by Elena Navichoc, wife of Mariano 
Gonzalez, cousin of t he one we are talking about who 
lives in Xejuyu. 

5-25-Ul Dolores' Magic Power:  Today Dolores Sequec went to the        3>00li 
coast, to Cutzan, with her grandfather Francisco Toe. 
She did not want to go, said she wouldn't get used to 
it, would be lonesome, it is too hot there and that she 
would not stay more than a month or so and would return. 
This morning before leaving she went to her neighbor, 
Candelaria Gonzalez, to say goodbye and complained that 
her grandfather shouldn't be taking her to Cutzan and 
that she will obey him but will return*    Candelaria told 
Dolores that it was her own fault for the things she had 
done, "why had she stolen?" 

Dolores replied that it was not her fault, "some months 
ago she found two imágenes in the road which runs to 
Pacora, they were on one side of the road and she picked 
them up and took them home.    Before finding these santos 
she dreamed that they spoke to her one night and told her 
that they were looking for her and hadn't found her and 
that they had a mandado with her and that they would tell 
it to her later.    On remembering (her dream) she was 
frightened but didn't tell anyone and guarded her secret. 
Then when she had the santos she began to steal, but she 
didn't know what she was doing, as though someone were 
telling her to steal;   once she already had the thing in 
her hand she was aware, but not before;  she said that at 
times she saw and other times her vision was obscured, 
and she guessed that it was the santos who told her to 
steal because she never stole before." (cont. over) 
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5-25-Ul (cont.) Candelaria Gonzalez, Teresa Puzul and say mother 
Rosalia Gz. Pi, say it is because she neglected to 
make "costumbres"; she should have lit candles to 
the saints with a zajorin, perhaps then she wouldn't 
have done these things, she is almost like loco and 
maybe suddenly she will get loco if she doesn't light 
candles; the santos are now with her mother and they 
say that they move on the day (Itowalajq'ij), that is, 
the "strong" days (according to Mayan Calendar). 

Candelaria Gonzalez Cruz told this to my mother Rosalia 
this morning.    Dolores lived in the house of Candelaria 
and told her about it* ' Now many woaen are happy because 
Dolores has gone to the coast; they can leave their 
things outside with confidence.   When she was here, it 
was so bad until one would even be afraid to go out to 
urinate because she would arrive suddenly and -there she 
would be inside. 

Others say "pobre," perhaps it is her suerte and we 
mustn't maltratarla because we have children and 
suddenly they might do the same and therefore it is 
not right to talk; only God can pardon her. 

This was a conversation that took p}ace between my mother, 
my sister, Jesus and Teresa Puzul, wife of Chema Gonzalez R. 

5-2U-U. Nomination of Politieal Representatives; Two nominated in       ?00° 
capitol - In the afternoon there was a meeting- (sesión) 
in the Intendencia to nominate two people a presentar el 
Departamento de Solóla ante el Gobierno de Guatemala; these 
will go there for June 30th;  nominated were Juan Peneleu 
and , who are of the partido Liberal Progresista, 
"y fue levantado una acta, y firmaron various vecinos." 

5-26-Ul Elopement i Regino Mz's daughter elopes and Valeriano butts     5008 
in - around 8 at night Maria Méndez Peneleu, eloped with 
Juan Gz. Garcia (both of Centro)*    Her mother made a 
commotion*    Just then    Valeriano (and wife) arrived and 
hearing about it Valeriano urged the parents to go after 
them and to sue so as "to cure the fellow of his knavery 
(quitarles la mana al muchacho)'» since it was illegal to 
remove a girl who was a minor*    Girl's father Regino Méndez 
(baker) listened until nosey Valeriano left but didn't bring 

•    suit, saying that, a) a boy needed a wife, and that b) Regino 
himself had a son who might some day take a fancy likewise to 
marry by elopement, and that c) the eloper might  come to male 
up with a load of lena and the daughter might return to visit, 
so why sue? 

Valeriano is scored for meddlesomeness* He was peeved because 
Maria Méndez had refused Valeriano' s son Pedro • "She at least 
married a local boy and not a k'uch (vulture), namely a Juanero, 
like Valeriano's daughter did.    Juaneros are caMied k'uch 

(cont. over; 
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5-26-Ul (cont.) because that is how they talk when they abuse people."      5008 
This is not the only case of Valeriana's meddling} 
his own brother Salvador and Paulina say he is always 
meddling in other people's business. 

5-26-ijl Suit for Slander:    Eugenio G. sued Elena Cortez Criado     5011 
for telling people  that his daughter is a characotel. 
On the night of the 2£th Eugenio1 s daughter went to  sing 
(rezar) in the house of Santos Garcia Navichoc,  taking 
along a light, but on arriving at the corner by the house 
of Francisco Yojcom,  the carpenter, the light went out 
and it was dark when she $et Antonio Quiacain, husband of 
Elena.   Antonio greeted the girl but she didn't answer as 
she was frightened. 

On arriving home Antonio told his wife about meeting the 
daughter of Eugenio in the dark and said to his wife, 
perhaps she  is a characotel because it was already dark 
when he met her.    The following day Elena went to the 
playa to get water and talked with various women there 
and told them about her husband's encounter with the 
girl at about 9 p.m.*    One  of the women happened to be a 
relative of Engenio and so  she came to his house to tell 
him what Elena had said.    He then sued Elena and when she 
was asked by the intendente if she  had said her husband 
met a characotel she said, yes, it was true that he had 
told herj  so Antonio was called in and he admitted saying 

he met the girl but was only joking when he said, "perhaps 
she   is a characotel", but did not say "she is."    Elena 
was therefore put in jail for one night for lying, but I 
don't know how much she was fired. 

This was told to me by the mayor Pedro Ixmata aid Diego 
Chipir, the postman, as they were present during the demanda. 

5-28-ltf. Quarrel:    "I went to visit my cousin Chema Conzalez Chavajay      5013 
who had come from the  coast. Vhile we were talking, Valeriano 
passed and was called in by Chema who asked him who sold him 
a pulpero de moler cafe.    Valeriano replied that his brofaer 
(Chema's) Antonio sold it to him."    Chema argued that Tono 
had no right to sell it as it had belonged to their father 
and that in addition several other items were missing from 
the house (his dead father's probably), i.e. a barreta and a 
brush for scrubbing wood.   Valeriano hotly denied that he 
had these other things and said that it wasn't his business 
whether Tono had a right to sell the coffee depulperj that 
Tono had given it to him for a debt he owed for guara.    Chema 
claimed that he was in charge of the things left by his father 
according to an order by the juagado of the  1st instancia 
departamental, tfcfct the disposition of these items was still 
pending, he threatened to appear at that juzgado saying 
westo fue un robo lo que hicieron üd. con Tono."    Valeriano 
got mad and said that he was no thief and if Chema wanted to 
pay the money owed him by Tono he would return the pulpero. 
Chema argued that he had previously wanned Valeriano not to 
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5-28-lil (cont.) buy it from Tono.    Chema was going to   complain in 
court against Valeriano saying that this was always 
his trick, that Tono had even given him bestias in 
the past for guara. 

5-26-Ul Drunk Beats Wife - separation; On the afternoon of the   £016 
26th the intendente Pedro Yojcom Chac was drinking with 
the regidores in his house and got good and drunk.    After 
they left he did not know what he was doing, had a quarrel 
with his wife because she told him to go to bed, and he 
beat her.    She went home to papa, Felipe chavajay.    The 
next morning Pedro woke up and found his wife gone.    He 
did not know what had happenad-and sent  one of  his children 
to find her.    She sent back word that she would nob come 
unless he came himself to arrange it.  Eelipe's wife, Andrea 
said, "she is not a dog to be beaten"j he was contrite and 
said he did not know what he was doing, that it was the 
first time.    His wife returned home on the promise it would 
not happen again» 

5-26-ljl Characotel Attacks Two;    On the night of the 26thfrancisco 
Pop Sac and Lorenzo Gonzalez Cortez were in the corredor 
of the house of Jose Maria Gz. Rodriguez because Francisco 
had a mandado with his mother there.    About 10 p.m. while 
crossing the street near Rufino Chavajay, Francisco saw 
in front of the church a bulto blanco.    Francisco paid no 
attention, but was frightened and on arriving  home,  closed 
his door and heard something outside and figured it was the 
characotel  he had seen.    He looked out and saw it was a man 
dressed in white the same as the one he saw in the street; 
the man ran,   jumped over the fences of stone back' of the 
house. 

On the same night Lorenzo, while passing the  corner near 
Juan Gonzalez, saw un bulto blanco at tha corner of Juan1 s, 
leaning against the wall.   When Lencho came up to him, he 
jumped on Lencho, wanting to strangle (ahorcar) him, but 
Lencho always goes about ready with a sharp knife which 
he whipped out of his pocket.   When the characotel saw this 
he ran away and Lencho did not recognize him. 

Lencho and Francisco decided to stay up all night and watch 
for the  characotel.    They hid near the house of Jose Maria 
Gonzalez R. and the characotel appeared in f ront of the 
church.   When he came near them and spied them, he started 
to run, passed in front of the intendencia with the two on 
his heels, until he came to the house of Melchor Na vi choc, 
the 1st regidor where he entered, but they were notable to 
recognize him.    But it was a tall man in a white shirt and 
white pants, without a hat, with a bandana around his head, 
"perhaps it was Melchor or his son Antonio."    This was told 
to me by Francisco and Lorenzo. 

5018 
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On the 2^th, 5021 
but did not settle 

5-25-itl Principales Return from Guatamala City.; 
the principales returned from Guatemala 
anything as they could not speak to the President,  but 
only were able to present an escrito. 

5-31-lil Juana Gz. vs. Susana for Insulting Her;    At 11:30 in the     5021 
morning' Juana Gonzalez Toe, neighbor of Marcos Xojcom, 
paid a visit to  Bicarnacion to see how her sick baby was 
getting along.    She was invited in.    Susana entered,  on 
finding Juana there began to insult her: "what are you 
coming to look far here, boca de culo de yegua trompuda, 
boca torcida como mi culo?"    Juana had not said a word 
and asked Susana why the insults.    Susana told her to get 
out of the house.    Juana said she did not come to bother 
anyone and was not crazy.    At this Susana became furious 
(raviosa) and wanted to hit Juana,  saying, "trompuda boca 
de mi culo, creo que mi culo es mejor que tu cara."    Juana 
left crying and went to the house of the intendente to dar 
parte against Susana. 

Returning from the intendente Juana passed Valeriano and told 
him the story.    Valeriano said she had done right and that he 
hoped they would teach Susana a lesson (quitarle la mana) 
because this was her custom.    She had been the same with the 
children in his house, giving everyone apodos and hitting 
them.    "I think the locura has gene to her head (la locura 
se le subió en la cabeza) and that is why she wants to bite 
people,   she is like a mad dog with the rabies."   When Juana 
left Valeriano crossed the street to Rafael's .to tell him 
about it.    Rafael had already heard that Juana said from 
his corredor. 

Valeriano opined that Susana was a very mischievous person, 
that she was the one who gave Pedro advices to go with her, 
against Valeriano's advice,} she is lazy, won't wirk, if told 
to grind, made a few poor tortillas, to wash dishes, passed 
the dish through a little water.    Valeriano wanted to have 
them live apart in a house near his mother,   offered to give 
them their corn, beans, coffee and sugar.    Pedro was willing 
but not Susana and threatened to go home and told Pedro he 
could go with her or stay, he followed.    (Was this the 
immediate pressure?.which may have brought on   Susana's 
insanity*    She could no longer stay at Valeriano's, didn't 
want to go live alone where she would have to do all her 
own work and be isolated, was estranged from her parents up 
to that point and couldn't just go home without some 
dramatic incident.) 

(cont. over) 
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5-31-W (cont.) The case was brought into court between Juana and 5021 
Susana.    The intendente asked Susana why she insulted 
Juana so.    Her father stepped in and began to bawl out 
Juana, denying that Susana had said anything.    He was 
told to desist as he had not been there.    Juana swore 
she was telling the truty, kissing all five canes of 
office laid on the table.    Susana» s sister Chona was 
called in as witness and according to Rafael, she lied 
to protect her sister and the case was throwi out with a 
warning given to Juana never to go into the house  of 
Marcos again. 

Rafael clearly felt that justice had not been done.    He 
said that because of Marcos' position in the  intendencia 
and the fact that the other regidores are his friends, 
the case went against poor Juana, but others present, the 
second mayor, the policia and an alguacil said that Chona 
only lied because it was her sister and moreover that 
Marcos interfered for his daughter and besides it is his 
character to interfere always. 

6-I-I4I 

6-1-ia 

Quarrel;    Rosa Chavajay, daughter of Antonio, came to       !?028 
Rafael to have him write a letter for her to the 
Licenciado Maria Montefort to ask him to come and take 
her away as she doesn't want to stay with her father 
anymore.    It seems that Rosa accompanied her father on 
a trip to Solóla.    While in Solóla she went to visit 
Montefort in his room at the hotel in Solóla and had 
relations with him "since he is the father of hsr child." 
On returning home Antonio quarreled with Rosa over this 
and doesn't want her to have anything more to do with him 
as he wants her to marry some Pedrano.    Rosa on the other 
hand says the Licenciado sends her money weekly for herself 
and the child, and were it not for him she wouldn't have 
anything as her father wouldn't give it to her.   Moreover, 
the Licenciado told her she is not to look at another man as 
she is his and will always be; even if he goes far away he 
will always come back to her.    Rosa at this point is willing 
to let the Licenciado didate to her rather than her father 
and because of the violent quarrel wants now to leave. 

Suit; Pablo Puac of San Juan came to San Pedro to get a sheet 
of papel sellado to make a copy of an acta concerning a 
demanda which had taken place the previous day.    Pablo Puac 
had brought suit in   San Juan against his brother, Jose Puac 
and Jose's wife because, according to Pablo: his son Daniel 
had been having relations with Jose's daughter, encouraged 
by Jose to whom Daniel was giving "large amounts of money". 
Since Jose and his wife were both sentenced to 10 days each 
and had no money to pay the fine,  they had gone to Manuel 
Cortez Puac, .a nephew (loco Manuel) and offered the girl - 
his cousin - in return for their fine so they could go free. 
According to Pablo the girl is a prostitute and if she ever 
comes back to San Juan he is going to have her sent to Solóla 
prison.    He said that the only reason Manuel Cortez P. took 
her is that he is loco and doesn't care anyway. 
(Pablo Puac thold this to Rafael») 

5029 
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Valeriano Disapproves of Susana:    Valeriano and 5031 
Chona told Rafael that Pedro and Susana returned to 
their house again on May 31st because Pedro does not 
feel at home and is ashamed to be with his in-laws. 
Valeriano says Pedro is not accustomed to hard work nor 
to eating "just chile and llervas" and says it is a good 
thing that Pedro had a taste of such things.    In his own 
house he never ate llervas.    It is Pedro's own fault for 
getting himself such a lazy wife.    She doesn't want to 
grind.    If Valeriano's children ask her for something to 
eat she scolds or hits them.    She was given a  small scarf 
to weave when she first  came to Valeriano's and hasn't 
finished it ^t. 

At times Susana starts to sing or talk "como loca" and 
then cries.  What she likes is to have Pedro sit on the 
hammock and to sit on his  lap, as though she were "a 
señorita." 

The trouble is that when they were little Susana wasn't 
taught to work, but only going to the fiestas and dancing. 
(While Susana was working for us she took part in a dance 
contest at the Solóla Fair where she won a prize.)   For 
the foregoing reasons Valeriano doe snot like Susana. 

Rafael Sues Pupil's Mother for Slander: On this day 5035 
Agustin Samol was accidentally hit in the eye by another 
pupil during recess at school.    Erasmus Perez went tattling 
to the injured boy's mother, making it sound worse ihan it 
was*    The irate mother complained to the teachers who 
explained it was an accident.    Not content to drop it she 
was overheard by several female relatives of Rafael 
insulting Rafael and teachers, saying that they were lazy, 
did not work^ got paid for nothing,   didn't teach anything 
and kept the children in recess all the time. 

When her son came home from school she chased him from the 
house with a stick, telling him to goto Rafael and Candida, 
that they were his parents, not she (parental authority 
threatened by teacher, mother feels her authority is 
challenged and rejected).    This too was overheard by 
Rafael's relatives. 

That afternoon Rafael brought suit against the woman for 
making insulting remarks about him*    She denied all, but 
witnesses confirmed Rafael's charges.    Paulina Sicay, the 
woman, was locked up but released the same day without fine. 

Separation over Wife's Refusal to become Protestant: Domingo      5038 
Yojcom Peneleu and his wife Ventura Pop have been quarreling 
for days because she refuses to enter the Protestant church. 
He is in it and wants her to join.   When she visited her 
folks on the coast they told her that if she becomes a Pro- 
testant she will have to leave the sitio which is theirs* 
This evening Domingo and Ventura quarreled and she  told him 
to leave.    He took his clothes, blanket and even hilo which 
(cont. over) 
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6-3-Í4I (cent.)    he had bought.    The following day the case was arranged 
in court.    Rafael got ihe story from Paulina Gz.  Pichilla, 
and doesn't know who brought the demanda or how it was 
arranged. 

6-5-141 Land Sale;    Alejandra Sac,  who lives in Xejuyu came to       5039 
Rafael's brother,  Chema, asking him to  give her $11 as 
she had to pay the tax - tres por millar,  in return for 
which she would give him a piece of land in San Juan. 
Chema has rented this land from her and previously pi id 
$10 rental.    He said he would give her $11 and take the 
land if  she applied the previous $10 aspart of the purchase 
price (the land was 12 cuerdas and worth $28) and if she 
would go to the intendencia with him to have the sale 
legal and have the papers signed by her children Mariano 
and Encarnación because this land was left to them by their 
father. 

That evening when Chema went to Alexandra's house to make 
the final arrangements her children scolded her saying 
they had not received any of the $10 and that she had no 
right to sell this land which was their inheritance. 
Alejandra said that she had spent the money to buy com 
and clothing for them and after that they were agreeable 
to the deal. 

6-8-Ul Susana and Pedro Leave Valeriano'st    Valeriano and Chona   50hl 
reported to Rafael that on this morning Susana was grinding 
because Chona was not feeling well and her sister-in-law 
Inez was doing other work.   "When Susan's süber Albertina 
arrived to get Pedro's clothing to wash (Susana gave Pedro's 
clothes* to be washed with mer families) Susana was angry 
and scolded Albertina for coining so late.    When she got up 
to give her the clothing, Inez started to grind.    Meanwhile 
Pedro was in the hammofik and had said not one word.   When 
Susana reentered and saw Inez grinding she picked up her 
shawl and left without a word.    Later that afternoon when 
Valeriano returned Susana was gone.    Valeriano told Pedro 
that if he wanted to he could go after Susana, but as for 
Valeriano, he would not have Susana in his house any more 
and that he demanded they pay him $U for a skirt they had 
bought Susana, $2 for taking her out of jail, and $1 for 
her vialidad.    Pedro didn't say anything, got up some tima 
during the night, took his and Susana's clothes and left. 

Chona says that this is a great shame to her and Valeriano 
that Pedro has to carry lena on his back, that ike is calaado 
and wears shoes and isn't used to wearing old and mended 
clothing like Marcos' other son-in-law, that she bought shoes 
and hat for Pedro without his father's knowledge. 
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6-12W. Four Women   Arrested for Fishing i   Four women were put in        50U5 
jail, Isabel Bonzalez de Cox, Dolores Pua«, wife of Juan 
Rocche, Cecelia Yojcom daughter of Felix Yojcom and 
Rosario Hi, wife of Manuel Cortez Criado, for fishing 
with bottles, because the town crier had gone out and 
announced that fL shing was prohibited.    They were released 
the  same afternoon without fine and warned that next 
offense they would have to each pay a $2. fine, 

6-12-ijl Assault Case:   Mariano Rodriguez,   of Pacucha, was arrested      £°k6 
and put in jail for hitting his uncle Agapito Rodriguez. 
Both «ere very drunk following the death of a son of 
Agapito.    They say Agapito began to insult Mariano who 
then struck Agapito causing his mouth to bleed.   Mariano 
was put in jail for five days and has to serve as he could 
not pay the fine. 

6-13-Ul Elopement:    Pedro Chavajay steals Petronila, daughter of 50ii6 
Salvador Navichoc at 11 p.m.    On previous night she had 
been whipped by father for tarrying for 2 hours when sent 
to the store to buy a candela*    Her younger sister,   sent 
to find her, found her talking to Pedro and so reported to 
father.   For talking to a man at night she was whipped* 
However,  after elopement, Salvador says "why sue, maybe 
they'll get along well."    But says she abandoned her 
hermanitos, as a man, how can he look after them?    (no wife.) 

People say if the boy who stole her had been poor he would 
have been sued.    "The/ don't do anything  to the rich, for 
these people are bad and quick to quarrel." 

Pedro had never courted Petronila in the jtlaya, only in the 
streets*   The reason she got away with talking to him in the 
street is that they are both the children of first cousins. 

(BDP:    Presumably one doesn't antagonize rich people far they 
are quick to retaliate they are k'an, they have resources, 
they have a lucky destiny - all related.) 

6-15-1*1 Case of Colera over a fine:    On the morning of this day, a     5o;>2 
torito belonging t o RafaeT's sister, Jesus, broke loose, 
got into a field belonging to Jose Antonio Gonzalez R. and 
ate some of his com, whereupon he took the animal to the 
poste (to be killed) and Jesus was called in to pay the $0 
cent fee*    Not having the money she tried to borrow it from 
her cunado, Sebastian Ixmata.    In a little while she was 
seized with a dolor de corazón and was feeling very badly 
that afternoon"!   S"Ke was given an infusion of orange leaves 
and some tablets brought by Dona luisa de Paul, and felt 
better.   When her husband Francisco returned home from the 
monte he went to get the animal from the poste and had to 
sell 2 arrobas of corn to pay the $0 cents which Chuz borrowed. 

m 
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5053 6-lk-iii Valeriano Scolds Pedro re Susana:    On this evening 
Rafael overheard Valeriano scolding Pedro f-or being 
shameless, chasing after a woman who is a puta, and 
that he doesn't want to be bothered with them anymore. 
Pedro said they were going to leave Marcos and wants a 
house to live in along with Susana. 

Valeriano also  told Rafael personally that Marcos has 
been saying that the illness which Susana has is not an 
illness but is "de Valeriano" le hablan hecho los brujes, 
thatk she got sick in his house and that he, Marcos,  had 
verified that "esa enfermedad es de Valeriano."    Valeriano 
says he is  going to go before the court to make Marcos 
speak the truth before witnesses.    Valeriano voices the 
same complaint against Susana, about owing money for the 
skirt and other items of clothing; that she did that with 
other husbands (Rafael agrees) and only went to their 
houses to get clothing. 

6-16-U1 Court Case»    Valeriano came to Rafael calling him "sin 505Í4 
vergüenza" several times.    When asked for cause he accused 
Rafael of being in league with Petrona (Rafael1s mother-in- 
law) who had reported to the intendencia that Valeriano had 
short weighed her on meat.    Rafael denied all knowledge of 
this and said, "who do you take me for, a woman to go buying 
meat?"    Rafael then questioned Petrona about it and she went 
to complain to intendente who could not hear case that day as 
he was drunk. 

Next day case called in and Valeriano was excused with no 
punishment because they said he didn't know what he was 
saying when he was drunk. 

6-19-1*1 Adultery Case»    Lorenzo Sacarías Qof the coast) left his       5057 
house at U am. to go to cofradia of Sacramento and returned 
home shortly to get some pine boughs for the cofradía.    On 
returning he found the door shut and light out and Domingo 
Tuch within; he heard noises from the bed before he entered. 
Domingo said he came by to borrow some tables; tte wife, 
Candelaria Qz. Garcia, said Domingo threw her on the bed and 
she was too frightened to  say anytMng. 

In court Candelaria said it was the first time.    Her husband 
had sent her on a mandado the previous day to Domingo at which 
time the latter propositioned her but she claims she said no. 
However, her husband, Melchor Juarez (cofrade? is that why he 
was in court) and the court didn't believe that it was the 
first time; they thought if so she should have cried out for 
help when Domingo entered.    Husband thinks ttey are having an 
affair because when he goes away on overnight trips his wife 
no longer gets a girl friend or relative to sleep with her as 
formerly; says she isn't afraid, 

6-18-Ul Quarrel - Salamon and Clara:  [See page h939 for summary]. 
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#57 6-19-Ul (cont.)      Candelaria kept in jail overnight]  case not heard 
until the following day because Domingo   Tuch's 
brother died that day; later he too was put in 
jail for the night.    Rafael doesn't know or doeai't 
say how the case turned out.   Says people talk badly 
of Domingo and say tiiis is his custom; he's justlike 
his father Juan Chavajay who was a woman chaser. 

6-23-lp. Adultery Case»    Today the case of Domingo and IJandelaria     !?06U 
Gz. 0. came up.    Domingo admitted having relations with 
Candelaria but said she had agreed to his request the day 
before.   What business had they talking together the day 
before, the judge asked.    It was verified that Lorenzo had 
sent his wife to collect $ki from Domingo re sane land 
settlement in process between the two men.    Domingo's wife, 
Maria Ixtetela, was called in.    She landed into  Candelaria 
calling her a puta and accusing her of being shameless, "the 
reason men proposition you is that you laugh and talk with 
them, they don't come propositioning me because I don't 
invite such advances." 

Finally Domingo and Candelaria were each fined $5 but this 
was cut to $2.50 after the defendants plead hardship.   Domingo 
paid his fine; Candelaria was put in jail but Melchor Juarez 
came and paid her fine which she now owes to him. 

Candelaria still denied that anything  had happened but her 
husband said he had seen the sheet soiled with semen, to 
which she replied (pporque se habia lambido si viste sucia 
la sabana") at which the intendente got angry and said she 
was a "mujer muy habladora" and that's why he fined her. 

6-23-la 

Heard by Rafael himself. 

Opinion Re Domingo's Philanderingt    Rafael listened to con- 
versation which took place between his mother,  Rosalia, his 
uncle Chema Gz. Pichilla and his brother Chema re the case of 
Domingo    Tuch who was in court this day for adultery with wife 
of Lorenzo Sacarias.    They said this was characteristic of 
Domingo, like his father Juan chavajay, that Domingo's brother 
Ventura did the same in San Juan where he went to butcher 
steers; he had relations with women and in one case it got out 
because he gave a woman a present of n»at.    Others saw and 
talked about it until he was kicked out of San Juan and told 
by authorities never to return or they would kill him. 

Benevenuto Chavajay, son of Juan Chavajay is also a woman 
chaser.    One night he crept into the house of Pedro Criado, 
disguised his voice and got into bed with Pedro's wife 
Micaela, daughter of the intendente Pedro Yojcom, but the 
woman screamed and as he ran out, her husband saw him leave 
and therefore has been quarreling with Micaela because of 
Benevenuto. 

"So it is that all the sons of Juan Chavajay are- attackers and 
shameless." 

5071 
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6-I8-I4I Quarrelt    Salomon and Clara quarreled because Cl^ra $063 
had not washed his clothes for 20 days.    He said, 
"what have I got a woman for if she does nothing for 
me."    He said he would not bother her anymore and went 
to Candida asking her to prepare meals for him but she 
said she didn't have time to  do it. 

6-23-Í4I Quarrel:    While Marina was visiting in the house of the        £068 
schoolmaster Edmundo, the two ladino sisters,   Conzuelo 
and Gloria Barrenos passed byj one tripped and so they were 
laughing.    Marina thought they were laughing at her and 
came out and bawled them out.    They replied,  "It is true 
that we are hot equal to yo'uj you came out of a brothel 
and only becape a person here."   Marina went to put a 
demanda on the two girls, demanding that they be fined for 
insulting her.    Edmundo and his wife were called as wit- 
nesses.    They said they didn't know how it started but 
both parties said bad things to each other.    Neither party 
were fined but the two girls were warned that next time 
the y would be. 

6-23-hl Comments on People;   Rosalia, Rafael's uncle Chema (Ch'ip) 507U 
and his brother Chema were discussing the antics of Domingo 
Tuch and then went on to discuss the quarrel Marina had 
today with the Barrenos sisters.    They said that Marina 
was always bothering people, "devalde es ladino,  she hasn't 
a drop of dignity."    Look at the extranjeros Dona Luisa and 
Don Benjamin,  they never bother anyone - on the contrary, 
they always greet people and talk to one and they are 
extranjeros, while Marina, who is from the capital, is muy 
molestona and can't even look at us, a los indios.   When she 
meets someone in the street she makes a bad face,  devalde 
que es ladina and she is not simpática,   she had a nose like 
a ca$7 

6-2U-UL Quarrelt    Nicolas cholotio and his brothers decided to have      5076 
a sarabande (Juaneros) and to hire some Nahuala musicians. 
Valeriano Navichoc agreed to pay for the license necessary 
to hold a zarabande in return for which he could sell guara. 
Bub during the dances he went around collecting fees from the 
daacers (these were to have gone to cholotio and the musicians) 
and moreover antagonized everyone by removing their hats until 
all were leaving.    At this Cholotio told Valeriano to leave 
the people alone and moreover that he was not entitled to the 
money he had pocketed.   Valeriano was drank and started to 
quarrel.    He also quarreled with his wife on the dance floor 
and hit her in public* 
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5076 6-2U-Ul(cont.) Rafael's friends here who were present in. San Juan 
said that when Valeriano gees to  a dance here in San 
Bedro someone ought to come up and take his hat off 
ad he did there.    They opined that he would come to  a 
bad end or else his children would because of his argu- 
mentative and meddlesome character.    They said,  "he is 
already nearly blind" and predicted that worse retri- 
bution would follow,  that not only doeshe constantly start 
arguments here in San Pedro and then run crying and complain- 
ing to court but now does the same in San Juanj all agreed 
that he is the worst character in San Pedro. 

Valeriano's sister-in-law Maria Gonzales Rodriguez and her 
daughters came to the zarabande, "she is puta and a mistress 
of Valeriano and because of her Chona and Valeriano fought." 
People speak badly of Valeriano and his marital difficulties; 
say they quarrel, demandar and  still stay together. 

6-28-hl Lucas Tuch Jailedt    Lucas Tuch was put in jail.    He is a        £081 
monkey in the dance of the Venados and was out in the street 
in front of Domingo Tuch's place.   A boy came along and 
threw a stone at Lucas and he hit the boy with an acial 
(whip?) which he carried and the boy's arm bled.    The boy's 
mother complained to the intendencia and they took Lucas 
and put him in jail and fined him one dollar; he was in jail 
2 days. 

6-30-hl Rufino Jailed:    On the a.m. Rufino was put in jail at the !?08l 
request of his father, Felipe, because Rufirohad been drinking 
steadily for 1^ days and besides he insulted his parents in 
their  house,  telling tham that they were no good, meant 
nothing to him. 

The following day Juan Gonzalez Puac of Centro passed by and 
seeing his good friend Rufino in jail, "shiverin» with the 
goma", he took pity on him and gave him a drink though the 
guards had strict orders not to let any guara get to Rufino. 
Juan got angry when the guards argued with him; he went to 
the telephone, threatening to call the Jefe Politico and 
therefore the guards grabbed him andput~HI" in jail.    He was 
given 1$ days at 20 cents d day and he plead innocence on 
grounds that he was drunk and didn't know what he was doing* 
He couldn't pay the fine and therefore asked to be sentout 
on road work. 

People talk a great deal and say he is always quarrelsome 
(pleitista)and therefore has gone to jail various times. 
He fought with his father-in-law and broke his ribs; he 
insulted the coronel Santizo and also the Comandante of policia 
in Solóla. 

This was told by Valeriano and Julian Cotuc, 
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7-1-1*1 

7-3-Ul 

7-VUl 

7-7-Ul 

7-6-U 

Quarrel-j    Salvador went to Atitlan to purchase guara. 
Paulina went to a zarabande and was drinking.   When 
Salvador came home and found her out, he went and got 
her and bawled her out - they started quarreling and 
she threatened to leave him, but wanted $17 from him 
which she claimed she gave him for buying guara.    He 
.said it was only $10.    So she went to the court,  where 
they said that since she had no witnesses they couldn't- 
prove anything.    She said it was a shame for a woman to 
be supporting a man.    She told Rafael her story.    She 
said she wanted to return to Salvador only to get a number 
of things she  had left there, her pots and other kitchen 
utensils,  hilo, and some unfinished shirt cloths. 

Salvador told Rafael his  story and said they had been 
quarreling for some tirae because Paulina picks on her 
children and when he told her not to bother Vicente, 
Paulina got angry and said it wa,s not his business as 
Vicente is.not his daughter (she is Paulina's daughter 
by her forner marriage).    That night she threw his 
petate out and refused to sleep with him*    Subsequently 
they continued quarreling until this separation came. 

Court Casei    Andrea Rodriguez, mother of Rufino Chavajay R. 
prevailed on the intendente,  her son-in-law, to arraign 
four women for leading Rufino astray and causing his 
drunken debauches.    While drunk, Rufino boasted to his 
wife of having had sex relations with these four young 
women.    All were kept in jail one night and freed after 
fines were paid.    The husband of one of the four took 
his wife back, saying the hubbands who fought with their 
wives over such an affair were foolish, "acaso se acaba 
de una vez una mujer cuando se mete un hombre con ella, 
todo se queda cabal."' 

Vicenta Cortez Death;    The  commission from the Intendencia 
visited Vicenta Cortez on her deathbed to draw up an 
official statement of her properties. 

Microfilm 
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5085 

5089 

5096 

Marital Quarrel»   Valeriano and Chona. fought after Valeriano      5097 
pulled Chona by the hair from a dance at Domingo Tuch's. 
Valeriano was running a competing dance the same day in 
partnership with Lancho Gonzalez, husband of Valariano's 
erstwhile sweetheart, Juana Rocche.    To spite her husband, 
Chona attended the rival dance. 

Military Service:    Among those who left for military service 
in Guatemala City for a year were Rafael's brother-in-law, 
Francisco Pop who went off leaving his wife only four redas 
of corn to feed her children for the year.    He harvested his 
com before leaving but paid off his liquor debts with the 
major portion of- it.    Others have done the same.    People scoff 
at those who go to volunteer service in the capital saying 
they do so because they are unable to support their wives 
and children and when they return are none the better for 
their experience. 

5098 

H 
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5100 7-7-Ul Military Service;    The group of young rnsn «ho 
finished their year of service in Guatemala City 
returned, well dressed in city clothes.     They spent 
the evening celebrating by getting drunk.    People  say 
they wasted their time going to the capital.    Others 
say it was a good thing. 

7-8-1*1 Marital Quarrel»    Clara Conzalez quarreled with her 5101 
ladino husband, Salomon, because he danced with one of 
the other school teachers.    Clara went home to her grand- 
mother for the night but returned the following day. 
Grandmother told her not to come home anymore. 

7-9-Ü1 Death of Susana's Baby:    The baby, Marina, died after.an      5102 
8 day illness.    Andrea Rodriguez, paternal grandmother with 
whom the baby lived after Susana's elopement in May, blames 
Susana for the death,  saying it was weaned too soon.    Others 
say the same. 

7-8-ltl Marital Quarrel and Suitt    Chema íkmzalez Ch. and his ladina      5105 
wife come to blows resulting from her jealousy over his 
dancing with Vicenta Rosales.    Chema called police when his 
wife threatened him with a knife at the height of their fight. 
People say he  should have married alocal  girl or a decent 
ladina, not this negra. 

7-9-Ul Marital Quarrel and Suit:    Antonio Chavajay was jailed after      5107 
beating his wife and resisting the police.   Wife berated him 
for kaving a sweetheart.    Their daughter, Rosa asked Rafael 
to write a letter for her to her ladino "husband" in Solóla 
to the effect that she cannot remain home and wants to join 
him as her father takes all the money he sends for her and 
their baby. 

7-8-Ul Were-women episode;    Two prisoners in the town jail were 5112 
frightened during the night by several women characóteles 
whom they did not recognize. 

7-15-Ul Were-animal Episodei Antonio chavajay, while imprisoned in 5112 
the town jail was frightened during the night by a 
characotel in the guise of an animal. 

7-17-l»l Figfeta Ends:    Dance pageant which took place in patio of the      5113 
church ended with gifts of chocolate and atole to the dancers. 
The saints'  canopy was dismantled from the patio of the first 
Regidor. 

7-17-Ul Punishment for Stealing:    Francisco Yojcom and his son in 5llli 
jail because the son stole something [not specified] from 
Juana Juarez. 
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Date Topic and Summary 

7-18-ljl Arrest:    Three youths in jail, reason not_determined. 

7-18-111 

7-?- 

7-? 

7-27-U 

7-28-Ul 

7-28-ld. 

7-29-Ul 

Death of  Vicenta Cortez:    Vicenta died at 11 p.m. and was 
buried the following day.    Rafael's mother told him that 
Vicenta's bed was full of ants when she visited her three 
or four days before her death.    This is a sign that she 
was a bad person.    Before he death,  Vicenta scolded her 
husband and threatened that he would scon follow her, 
also their grandchild would soon die.    She was jealous 
and very mean to Manuel's other wife,  Concepción.    So 
vengeful was Vicenta that at the moment of  Concepción's 
burial a few months earlier, she appeared in her patio, 

eating a turkey leg. 

Aniceto Rocche was sentenced to 10 days in jail on the 
complaint of his wife's grandfather, Melchor Navichoc. 
Aniceto returned from a year's military service in 
Guatemala and reclaimed his wife.    Melchor was angry 
because Aniceto had abandoned her the year before. 

Dolores Puac in Jail: Dolores spent one day and one night 
in jail as the result of a quarrel with Luisa Pichilla. 

Marital Quarrel:    Chona and Valeriano had a fight over 
Valeriano's debts, his drinking,  his sale of her horse in 
the past, etc.    Valeriano sold a piece of land for $25 to 
his brother Salvador this same day to pay for an animal 
he butchered. 
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5115 

5117 

5117 

5117 

5120 Salvador Navichoc Quarrels with Sister-in-Law:    Salvador 
was jailed in Atitlan for hitting an Atiteco.    On returning 
home he began drinking to ease his colera.    His brother, 
Vicente kept him company out of  sympathy and by nightfall 
was too drunk to go home so he  spent the night at Salvador's. 
The next morning Vicente's wife greeted him with abuse and 
insults, accusing him of  sleeping with Salvador's step- 
daughter.    From there on an exchange of insults and accusations 
followed between Vicente's wife and Salvador. 

Lightning Strikes:    Felipe Baram, returning from his fields   5122 
in the afternoon in a heavy rain, took shelter under a tree. 
He was struck by lightning, thrown to the ground and badly 
injured. 

Turkey stolen:    Someone stole the turkey from the Secretary, 
though the bird was in the kitchen with the door barred. 
People are saying that this must be the work of Dolores 
Sequec who is back in town and from now on everyone will have 
to be very careful again. 

5123 
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8-6-U 

8-6-hl 

8-7-ltl 
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Topic and Summary 

Death and Taxes: Valeriano Navichoc, Francisco chavajay 
and several others were called in to pay the municipality 
for their use of Diego Coche's land since the deceased 
Diego owed a large sum for taxes (tres por millar). 

Protestant Conference:    Delegates from various towns 5125 
arrived for a Protestant conference here.    The Catholics 
are very critical of the Protestants,  accusing them of 
pretending that they don't Brink whereas they do.    They 
also say that those who don't want to spend their money 
in the servicio become Protestants to avoid their community 
obligations.    The Protestant's God, they say is a devil 
with horns and dwells in the volcano.    The Protestants 
likewise speak badly of the Catholics. 

Cofradía Nomination: Valeriano Navichoc was nominated head  5129 
of the cofradia of' Rosario.    He claimed that it was not 
his turn yet for a cofradia and that this was spitework 
by the intendente,  Pedro Yojcom..  Valeriano further com- 
plained that he is not old enough to be a cofrade,  nor 
does he have a house for the  saint; however, after some 
difficulty he succeeded in securing the use of the corner 
house, designated by his deceased father-in-law to be 
used by the family for this purpose.   Various peopls say 
the cofradia was given to Valeriano to teach him a lesson 
because he is such a boaster,  so pretentious, more argu- 
mentative than any other man in town. 

Protestantism vs.  Catholicism:    Rafael and Ventura Tuch 5132 
have an argument with Jesus Moralez on the  subject of 
Protestantism versus Catholicism,  Jesus being a Protestant. 
The saints and drinking were the main topics. 

The Eternal Triangle:    Domestic discord continues betwwen     5l3o 
Chema Gonzalez Puzul and his wife Maria over Chema's affair 
with Hortensia, the ladina school-teacher.    Rafael as 
scribe far  Chema read the letters which passed between the 
lovers.    Hortensia took the initiative, writing the first 
letter. 

Business and Religion:    Valeriano Navichoc and Victoriano     5139 
Tuch came to Rafael to have him draw up an official document 
whereby Valeriano divides up his butcher shop, giving the 
other half to Tuch, in return for which Tuch is to pay 
Valeriano 1^0 cents a head on every head of beef he butchers 
and Victoriano is to procure the animals for Valeriano as 
well as his own.    They remained to talk, discussed Juan 
Bixcul's conversion to Protestantism.    All agreed with irony 

that they would soon be naming a saint far Juan, he will be so 
good and that he will save so much money not drinking he would 
become  a millionaire. 
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Topic and Summary 

Catholicism vs. Protestantism; A procession with the saints 
took place after a special mass, praying for rain.    The 
Catholics believe that wten God sees the 'saints parading 
without clothes he will send the  rain to keep them from 
"burning up".    The Protestants sneer at the images,  say 
God alone decides when to send the rain regardless of any 
images.    More discussion oh the hypocrisy of Protestants 
and quotations from various Catholic  elders re the immoral 
sexual behavior of the Protestants. 

8-II-I4I Navichoc Quarrel:    Chona and Susana accuse each other of        5150 
gossiping and insults to third parties.    Pedro and Valeriano 
get into the argument and finally Inez and her husband too. 
Valeriano's and Chona's quarrels throw interesting light 
on property arrangements and marriage, since Valeriano came 
into  his wife's household and every time they have a quarrel 
she accuses him of'living off of and squandering hers and 
her parents'  wealth.    He has counter-arguments. 

8-lB-hl Hortensia: She is criticized by local Indian women for 5158 
being a home-wrecker and by the. small ladino contingent 
in town for her indiscreet behavior denies now that she 
had any relationship with Chema, saying she "is not one 
for sleeping with indios" and is criticized for hypocrisy. 

3-19-ljl Tuch Brothers Quarrel:    Victor Tuch accedes to brother 5159 
Domingo's demand for repayment of $9 loan but in reprisal 
sues Domingo for $68 which he claims Domingo owes, him for 
his past labor.    They are running competing butcher shops 
now.    Their father Juan chavajay is chided for favoring 
Domingo• 

8-19-Ul Town Officials Quarrel:    In a quarrel between the intendente      5162 
and the mayor (both drank), the latter threatened to quit 
his post since all he earns is the animosity of the people 
by obligating semaneros to grind for the teniente and the 
ladinos.    Julian Ootuc steps in when they almost come to 
blows. 

8-20-Ul Salvador's Financial Difficulties:    Salvador went to court 5165 
to try to force his debtors to pay their bills so that he 
could pay bills he owes in Atitlan for guara.   Even if all 
pay him, he will still be in the red.    Wife,  Paulina 
complained to Rafael that all her weaving is for nought 
as far as she and her children are concerned, she never 
sees a cent, there is no corn left in the house,  they have 
no clothes and they are proceeding backwards.    She threatens 
to leave Salvador, saying she was better off as a widow 
supporting her own children before remarrying. 

8-I8-I4I Valeriano Sues Juaneros for Debts:    Juaneros complain that 5l°7 
they were forced to sell land to pay liquor debts to 
Valeriano: that he falsely augmented their debts and bitterly 
predict that his ill-gotten riches will some day turn to 

«salt and water." 
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5169 Prisoner; Domingo Garcia was put in jail.today; he 
and his wife separated at the same time; reason not 
known. 

Hortensia's Intruder;    Manuel Cortez Puac while drink       5l69 
was slapped in the face by Hortensia for his unwelcome 
advances.    Later that night he tried to get into her room; 
was unsuccessful and left after she screamed for help, 
awakening Valeriano, neighbor.    She brought suit against 
Manuel. 

Debtor Jailed;    Felix Gonzalez Pop was put in jail because     5170 
of his debt to the principales. 

Child Dies;    The son of Manuel Hi who was hare-lipped, died.   5170 

Husband Complains re "lousy" Wife;    Juan Navichoc's Atiteca     5171 
wife was brought into court on his complaint that she cleans 
neither herself nor the house, that she is full of  lice and 
niguas-Rafael saw her in court and verifies this.    The  court 
ordered her to get rid of the lice and bathe regularly or 
she would be put in jail.    The alguaciles cut her hair by 
force.    Her husband, chided for her filth, was asked "how 
can you sleep with the woman?"—replied that he doesn't. 
The inflendente ridiculed him far behaving like ladinos, 
sleeping apart. 

Marital Quarrel;    Valeriano's daughter, Inez  overhearing 5175 
Victor Tuch, the butcher,  admire a  customer's baby,  reported 
to Victor's wife that he made love to the customer.    The 
angered wife refused to feed Victor who beat her; she 
threatened to leave. 

Maria Seeks Help in Domestic Difficulties;    Maria came to 5176 
Rafael asking him to write a complaint for her to the 
Justice of Peace in Solóla over the Hortensia-Chema affair. 
Chema beat Maria several times,  insilted her,  does not give 
her money, nor lena there is no corn in the house.    Hortensia 
insulted her to her face,    chema told Maria to go if she is 
not satisfied but she cannot return to her parents without 
support for her two children.    Rafael refused to write the 
complaint on the grounds that Chema is a relative and he 
cannot afford to get in trouble . 

Land Suit;    Bartolo Yoj P. bad Santos Garcia imprisoned for 5181 
for giving him a worthless.piece of land instead of the good 
parcel of land earlier agreed upon at the time Bartolo gave 
Santos an advance of  $1. 

Valeriano & Chona Quarrel; A Juanero refuses to pay a debt 5l8l 
to Chona on grounds that Valeriano owes him money.   Chana 
berates Valeriano and vice versa. 
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9-8-I4I Tuch Brothers Court Suit:    Domingo Tuch and brother 
fail to settle their debt in court.    Both accept 
suggestion to go to the higher court in Solóla. 

9-9-Ul Court Suit:    Valeriano versus Juan  Chavajay, both 5185 
butchers.    Valeriano brings suit because Juan butchered 
his  steer while Valeriano still had unsold meat.    The 
Comirflndante says since Valeriano1 s meat is I4 days old 
it is unfit; that he'd better make sausage of it. 
Valeriano claims he will lose two dollars.    Juan is set free. 

Q-10-lil Domestic Quarrel:    Rafael's brother Tono returning horns 5186 
angry over an incident involving a pig, finding his wife 
absent, bawls her out on her return for "always being at 
her parents'",  tells her to go back to them,  hits her and 
spills a cup of hot coffee on her.    She cries but does 
not take action. 

9-11-ljl Public Health Control:    Balbino Méndez, the baker, was 5188 
arrested for failure to secure a license from the sanitary 
inspector (tarjeta de sanidad)..  The sanitary inspector 
found Balbino's bread" stored in an unsanitary condition. 

•  The butcher shops were also inspected and they ordered 
that they be whitewashed. 

9-llj-líl Hortensia;    More about the indecent behavior of Hortensia 5189 
and her sister, what people  say of them. 

9-12-iil Father-sons Quarrel:    Puzul gives piece of  land to 5192 
Valeriano to pay off liquor debt,  incurred after funeral 
of Puzul's wife.    Puzul's sons quarrel with him for giving 
away "their" land.   Father saye he will do what he wants 
with it. 

9-I3-I4I Declining Fortune:    The Gonzalez Chavajay brothers,  Tono 5196 
and Chema, hard up for money are trying to sell various 
land and goods which they inherited from their father who 
amassed a J|£ortune" by cheating others.    The sons are lazy, 
each has two wives--ladinas; they drink, are in debt and 
therefore dissipating their inheritance. 

9-21-ltl Hortensia  Causes Rift in Intendente's Family:    Hortensia 5200 
brings visiting boy friend from Solóla to the intendente'^ 
house to arrange for a  return canoe.    In bargaining over 
the price for the rowers she appeals to the intendente ai 
the basis of her "friendship" with him.    The intendente's 
wife overhearing the conversation assumes the worst]  after 
they leave,  she accuses the intendente of carrying on an 
affair with Hortensia;   she leaves and goes home to her 
mother.    The intendente, after much explanation and apology 
to the old battle-axe Andrea Rodriguez (his mother-in-law), 
wins his wife back. 
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9-30 -la 

10-1-Ul 

10-1-Ul 

10-311*1 

Hortensia;    More about Hortensia,  her ladino visiting 5205 
boy friend, her local Indian boy friends and local 
attitudes. 

Hortensia and Chema:    Maria complains to Rafael that she    5209 
has no lenaj that Chema kicked her out, but her father would 
not accept her back home. 

Mother-in-Law Incest: Wife finds husband in bed with her mother.    5210 
He claims he was drunk, thought it was his wife and besides 
didn't do anything. 

Were-animal Snatches Baby:    Victoriano Tuch found his three-       5213 
year old baby Girl crying outside their door at 2 a.m.    They 

' did not feel or hear her leave their bed, therefore it must 
have been a characotel that grabbed her and for some reason 
did not ab-scond with her completely.    They were much 
frightened by this. 

Chema-Hortensia-Maria,  cont'dt    Maria comes to Rafael for 5215 
the  second time asking advice about bringing suit against 
Chema for support of the children. 

Post-Partum Breakdown:    Juana Rocche, midwife,   reported to 5219 
Rafael's mother on Rosario Bixcul' s strange and violent 
behavior during and following the birth of her baby. 

Marital Quarrel and Suit: Juan Rocche while recounting to 5221 
his sister that her son-in-law had just sold some land, was 
overheard by the son-in-law's wife, daughter of  Juana Rocche. 
When the wife nags her husband,  Felipe sicay for selling land, 
he denies it and in anger hits her.    She brings suit and insist." 
that he leave her house (they live with her mother).    The 
second repiaor says were he intendente, he would punish Juan 
Rocche for carrying  stories. 

Brothers Quarrel re Property:    Rafael and his older brother        £226 
Chema quarrel  over the inheritance from their father,  as 
yet undivided.    Quarrel starts when Chema bawls Rafael out 
for taking without his permission some laminas with which 
Rafael fixed his kitchen. 

Teachers Quarrel:    Rafael and Salamon quarrel over a pen, ^228 
each accuses the other of taking things which don't bébng 
to him. 

Specialists: A mason (albanil) is in town working  on the £230 
butcher shop of Juan Sequec.    The mason is from Quezaltenango; 
none here knows this skill. 

A Death:    Jose Antonio Gz. died of old age.    According to 5231 
Valeriano Jose had put aside 20 dollars earlier to pay for his 
own burial and for liquor but his son-in-law used the money for 
other purposes and so. now Jose's son had to go to Atitlan to 
buy the liquor on credit.. 
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Hortensia in Court: After a bitter quarrel with Chema in      _ 5232 
which Maria was beaten again,   she  complained to his father 
who decided to take action.    He had her and Susana make a 
formal complaint—written for them by Juan Bixcul~to the 
higher court at Solóla, apainst Hortensia and her sister, 
detailing the neglect and abuse they were suffering from 
their husbands because  of the  two girls.    Hortensia, when 
summoned, accused Rafael of writing the  complaint.    The girls 
and husbands were severely warned by the  court but no action 
was taken.    Back in San Pedro, Hortensia let it be known 
that the two wives were severely reprimanded for insulting 
ladinas—herself and sister. 

Rafael in Difficulty with Intendente;    Rafael threatened with        S239 
dismissal from teaching post by intendente for returning 
from Panajachel on Monday, missing school.    Rafael claimed 
he received permission from the school head; attributes 
intendente's ire to false tales told him by Agustin Pop 
against Rafael. 

Marital Quarrel:    Rufino Chavajay's wife leaves him because        52hO 
of jealousy and quarrels  over Hofrtensia's sister, Elisa. 
Rufino starts  on a drinking spree. 

Marital Quarrels:     Two more husbands quarrel with their wives     52hi 
when accused of infidelity with Hortensia and her sister. 

More About Her ten sia: Rafael brought suit against Hortensia 52h2 
because she accused him of telling the intendente that he, 
Rafael, was going to bring another complaint against her in 
Solóla.    The intendente denied any such conversation with 
Rafael and warned Hortensia.    Later that day Hortensia 
observed another teacher,  Consuela,  talking with Maria and 
Susana,  accused Consuela  of talking about her.    Consuela 
brought suit against Hortensia for false accusation of slander 
and again intendente warned Hortensia that she would force 
him to complain to Solóla if she persisted in making trouble. 

School Inspectors: Inspectors arrived to examine the children       52h8 
for lice and dirt.    They reported to the intendencia those 
children found to  have head lice and to be dirty.    The parents 
were called in and given  a warning that the next time they 
would be fined. 

Itinerant Merchant:    Jesus Mejia from Quezaltenango arrived 
with clothing items and shoes for  sale. 

52U8 
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Court Suit;    Rufino's wife brought a demanda to have it 
officially determined what his intentions are re their 
marriage.    Since their quarrel over Hortensia and sister 
he had been drinking and his wife was net living with his 
family.    Rufino in court could not testify because he was 
too drunk,  but his mother, Andrea asked'the daughter-in- 
law to come back.    Hortensia tries to visit "sick" Rufino 
at his home and is told off  in no uncertain terms by his 
mother. 

Scribes removed from office:    As a result of the hearing 5251 
in Solóla Chema and Agustiri Pop were removed from office 
in the juzgado as scribes by order of Solóla. 

Near Drowning;    Balbino Méndez, returning home from ütitlan    5252 
by canoe with flour for his bakery, met up with a heavy 
north wind, was turned over but g ot home safely withhis 
flour all wet. 

Suit Over Inhe ritan ce:    Jose Maria Samol brings suit over   5253 
the inheritance against the grandchildren Morales,  after 
the death of his mother,  Manuela Morales. 

Rufino's Drinking;    Rufino has been drinking since Oct. Uj 
tried to commit himself to jail, saying he would die.    The 
secretary had him taken to the house of a brother.    His 
father doesn't want him home, says he is violent. 

Rufino cont'd»;  Rufino again turned up at the  jail with his 
own blanket, ravine; about ^titéeos and Ximon.    Marcos Perez, 
shaman, was called. 

Storekeeper Fined;    Jman Gonzalez P. was fined one dollar 
for selling bicarbonate under an ounce (short weighting?). 

Court Suit, marital;   Wife and husband quarrel, she accuses 
him of having relations with first wife. 

Characoteles:    The ronda encounters a characotel.    They are 
not as ffequsnt now as in the  old days, 
about the past. 

Characotel stories 

Characoteles;    Two strange women passed house of Santos 
Garcia Mendoza at midnight.    They disappeared when he went 
for his machete. 

Suit for Damages; Valeriano fcrfied to pay a fine in court to 
Julian Cotuc, for damage done to Cotuc's milpa by Valeriano's 
horse which got loose. 

Suit;    Juan Gz.  Chipir brings demanda vs.  his mozo for taking 
a. hoe.   As the mozo is very ppor he is not fined but told to 
return hoe. 

52 5U 
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5263 
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5263 Court Suit;    Clemente Coxaj,  a mason (albanil),  hired 
by Juan Sequec to build a butcher shop, brought suit 
against Sequec to collect pay for days lost due to 
lack of materials—cal and cement—, which Sequec was 
to have provided.     Court decides Sequec has to feed 
the complainant and is to buy the needed supplies right 
away.    The mason complains about the food to Sequec, 
calls him miserly since he gives him no meat to at, 
though a butcher. 

Court Case:    Valeriano Navichoc is called in to court . $266 
over his effort to renege on an agreement with Estevan 
Cox involving the purcha'se of a piece of land.    A big 
argument between Valeriano and Julian Cotuc ensues in 
the courtroom.    Tax payment (tres por millar) on the 
land Valeriano agreed to buy is in question. 

Tax Dispute:    Tono Gonzalez Ch. is called in to pay 5268 
up b years back taxes on some land. He claims that 
others are partly responsible for the taxes because 
some of the land was since sold. 

All Saint3 Fiesta:    Changes in the observations of 5269 
the fiesta are noted by Rafael,  i.e.,  up until 10 years 
ago a band of youths would customarily go out and steal 
corn,  squash, yams,  yucca,  etc. and then have a feast 
the night of the vispera.    These youths were associated 
with the convento»    Now it is forbidden.    Like the 
ladinos people now adorn the graves with wreaths of 
colored paper or foliage; Rafael takes credit himself 
for the introduction of this custom.    As for painting 
the headstones and crosses in the cemetery with white- 
wash, this is recent and is only done because it is 
ordered by the authorities. 

Illness:    The yoing son of the ladino secretary is very        5273 
ill 5 attempts and treatment given him by the other ladinos. 

Property Disagreement:    Manuel Gz. Puzul claims return or        527U 
payment for portion of land (sitio) which his brother 
Tono claims. 

Teacher Appointed:    Notification arrived this day from 5275 
the Ministry of Education giving the name of the teacher 
who .would be sent to San Pedro to replace Rafael.    Rafael 
blames Hortensia for having him replaced. 

Drowning & Spirits of Dead:    The secretary of San Marcos        5277 
and his Indian companion nearly drown.    This calls forth 
from Rafael various beliefs concerning certain "dangerous" 
daysj the spirit of the deadj and the responsio for the dead. 
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Date Topic  and Summary 

11-5-U 

11-S-U 

11-8-11 

11-8-Ul 

II-8-Í4I 

11-9-lil 

11-13-hl 

11-18-Ul 

ii-i8-ia 

Illness: Two youths are afflicted with, a similar 
In one case, Marcos Perez was called in. 

Microfilm 
Pages 

5279 
illness. 
Doesn't know what he did. 

Hortensia:    Hortensia went to Solóla to get the 5280 
salaries for the teachers—the others as well as herself— 
is away longer than she  should be. 

Ladino Teachers:    The father of one of the women teachers    5280 
came to visit her today, largely to reprimand her for 
having received a boy friend visitor and attending dances 
with him in the fiestas.    This he learned from Hortensia 
who met him in Solóla.    His daughter denies that she went 
to the dance or behaved immorally and tells another 
teacher she will certainly let Hortensia have it for 
telling lies. 

School: • A committee consisting of the comandante,   his 
wife,  the secretary, and the regidores visited the 
school to  select handiwork items for exhibition at the 
national Feria. 

5282 

Death:    Diego Biscul died on this day.    They say that this 5283 
being just 8 days since the death of his wife,  perhaps 
she "came for him." 

Bixcul brothers'  Quarrel:    Before his death Diego was much 528U 
upset by the efforts of his brother Juan to take more than 
his share of the house property left by their wealthy father. 
The parental home, consisting of several large houses was 

big: enough, but not for the two brothers,  one a Catholic 
and one a Protestant.    People speak badly of Juan now and 
say he or some of  his kin will suffer a dread disease which 

results when brothers or close relatives fight over money 
or property. 

Atiteco Jailed:    Atitdco complained at the intendencia        5288 
that his son was insulted by the son of a Pedrano.    The 
Atiteco was found guilty of presenting a  complaint without 
the proper papers and as a result was put in jail in San 
Pedro for 30 days and had to be fed by the local populace. 

Sololateca Arrested:    Wife of  a local Pedrano was caught      5290' 
by Ernan Gortez stealing some of his firewood and taken 
to the intendencia.    She confessed to having stolen three 
times.    Her husband paid her fine. 

Tax Delinquents:    A delegation of the agricultural committee    5291 
went out to review the  state of poll and road tax.    Some were 
called in to pay,  one poor Atiteco mozo was pardoned after one 
night in-jailj one local youth was given a sentence of 30 
days for failing to be registered for either tax and for 
military service as well. 
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Date ' Topic and Summary 

11-19-lil 

11 -VJ -ill 

11-20- ia 

ii-2i-ia 

11-21-1(1 

11-21-1(1 

ll-2ii-l.il 

11-25-1(1 

11-23-hl 

Birthday Celebration for Captain;    The "Captain and 
other ladinos—teachers and secretary—went by launnh 
to San Marcos.    They returned with the teachers and 
secretary's of San Marcos and San Pablo and celebrated 
with a dance in the intendencia. 

Hortensia Berated by Aunt:    Hortensia's aunt arrives 
in San Pedro intending to bring suit against her for 
slander:  Hortensia spread the rumor in Solóla that her 
aunt1s young daughter was fathered by an Indian in San 
Pedro during the aunt's residence in this town.    The 
intendente advised the aunt that it was useless to brin.^ 
suit against suit against Hortensia because of her "in" 

with the Governor.    The aunt then visits her niece and 
gives her a tongue-lashing. 

Microfilm 
Pages 

5292 

5292 

School Attendance; 
was sent to th 

A list of pupils  absent from school 
Tntendencia.    The parents were not fined. 

5296 

Court Suit over Debt;    Ex-inte"ndent e brings suit against     5296 
a neighbor and the latters mother-in-law over a debt they 
owe him. 

Hortensia's Amors;    Rafael recounts w.at various people       5297 
report about the  shameless conduct of Hortensia and her 
sister with their visiting boy friends. 

Comments on the Fair;     Rafael heard from his mother and       5298 
various neighbors about 6heir attendance at the Feria 
in Guatemala City.    Many said it was not as good this 
year as other times.     Juan Chavajay reports on the' 
inconsiderate, brash manners of Salvador Navichoc at 
the Feria. 

Debt and Counter-claim;    Juan Garcia owes Tono Gonzalez       5303 
Ch. guara but refuses to pay this debt, willing to write 
this off against a long-standing debt which he claims 
Tono owes him.    Details follow about the history of the 
debt Tono owes Juan,  involving Rosario Cotuc, mother- 
in-law of Juan who married Tono,  and has since died. 

Hortensia-Pedro Quarrel;    Hortensia berates Pedro,  calling 5308 
him "Indio", for saying that her boy friend is a 
comerciante.    Quarrel ensues;  Hortensia goes to beg 
Pedro to be friends, but he ignores her. 

Marital Separation;    Juan Ratzan,  Atiteco, separated from   5309 
his Pedrano wife,  here after quarrel with her mother. 
Juan wanted %o live elsewhere with his wife and not stay 
with in-laws because they berate him for not working fast 
or hard enough. 
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Date Topic and Summary 

II-2I4-I4I 

11-26-la 

11-28-Í41 

II-27-I4I 

11-28-ljl 

12-3-ia 

12-5-10. 

12-5*10. 

Microfilm 
Pages 

Tax Delinquents:    Ladino school teachers, Edmundo and        .    5311 
Salomon called in to court to pay their municipal tax 
(boleta de ornato).    Salomon accused of taking a wife 
from here, earning money in the town but not making any 
contribution either in service nor even charity for the 
saints, threaten to nominate Clara as texel if Salomon 
doe sn ' t pay his tax. 

Captain's Illness:    Captain Sanchez collapsed on the £312 
beach, was carried home,  helped by various Indian and 
ladino companions.    Doctor from Solóla refused to come 
across the lake because "of the winds, but sent medicines. 
Rafael lauds our help to the Captain and the medical 
"treatment" we gave others including his own family. 

Marital Triangle:    Chema Gonzalez, back from jail and 5315 
the coast, wishe's to reunite with his  one-time wife, 
Elena Peneleu, now married to Pablo Cox, father of 
several children.    Details cf the court suit,  motives 
of principal parties involved and opinions of various 
friends and relations on the  scandal. 

Mother-infant Deaths:    Concepción Hi Gz. died in child- 5333 
birth shortly after the stillborn birth of her baby. 
She died while alone and some say this might have been 
the cause: while her mother and husband were away the 
spirits of the dead took her.    [Lois attended the funeral, 
baby and mother each in a separate coffin were .buried 
in one grave.] 

Captain Leaves:    People were sad to see the Captain 5331 
leaving, remark that he was so good, did not bother the 
trainees (voluntarios) in contrast to the former military 
officer who beat them.    The people pray that this one 
will return. 

Court Suit and Separation:    Marcos Yojcom' s account of 5332 
triangular quarrel and court suit resulting in Elena's 
decision to leave her husband,  Pablo Eox for Chema, 
Marcos blamesElena and her parents. 

Dreams and Costumbres:    Ana, wife of Rafael's bDother, 533Ü 
Chema, keeps dreaming of her recently deceased brother; 
for this reason the shaman Domingo Chavajay performs 
costumbres - the procedures and the costs (in kind). 

Land - Inheritance and Sale:    Jose Antonio Gonzalez asks      5337 
Rafael to make out papers transferring 5 cuerdas of land 
to son-in-law for Q 7*00 (so that he can pay a liquor 
bill).    This requires the signature of Jose Antonio's son, 
Chema,   since by the  rales of inheritance property descended 
to him from his dead mother.    Chema objects but reluctantly 
signs saying that his father had better make good his 
promise to replace the land in the future. 
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Dificultadas de Gertrudes Chavajay motivo que se fuá a la zarabanda 

sin permiso de ninguno. 

El dia lunes 14 del presente Mes (April) fue a la zarabanda como a las 

14 horas, y fué invitada por unos muchachos, ella acepta la invitación y se fue, 

pero como aj la hora de estar en la marimba se nota que ya estava bien Bocada, 

y como alli estava una hermana pequeña y luego les fué avisar a sus padresj al 

momento llegó" la mam¿ y le fué a sacar del pelo arrastrónos la sacó* y se la 

llevé a su casa. Al llegar a BU casa alli estava el papá y la reoibié a rh 

chicotazos. 

De esto la gente hablé mal de ella, porque no está aqui el marido; está! 

en el servicio en el Cuartel de Mazatenango y decían que hera vergSenza que 

ella pepe cuando el pobre marido está ausente, y que parecía chucha, ella bai- 

lando y/(sus hijos llorando, unos decían que fuera mi hija la horooria de una 

vez, porque es una vergüenza. Y otras decían "Pobre" tiene razón talvez por 

tristeza de' su marido se habla tomado sus tragos. 

Demanda hoy 17 de Abril en oontra de Manuel González Ixtetelí, resulta 

que este fué a robar a Fetrona Juarez, y los padres de esta, los demandaron, 

porque Petrona ya estava pedida por Gaspar Pichilla P., y ya habla dado el 

presentas pan y'*ehp eolate, como Petrona no lo quería a Gaspar aunque este ya tenia, 

tiempos de estarla enamorando pero Petrona nunca le tuvo cariño, ademas los 

padres de ella le dieron tantos concejos pero Fetrona nunca acepté;. 

Gaspar ya llegava con los padres de ella a pedirles y le decian, que ''estava 

buena y que havian lo pooible para que se fuera con el. Haoe como qutpioe dias 

que^Manuel la espesé a enamorarla por medio de cartas y que la esoribié' apenas 

tres cartas y luego le dijo que la fuera a sacar de su casa, pero no le. dijo. 
,  - » 

nada, a el que tenia compromiso, pues el dia 16 como a los 9 horas la fue a'. 
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sacar sin oonoentimiento de los padres de ella, al buen rato la buscaron y no 

la hallaban, los padres creyeron que con Gaspar se habla hido, o con Manuel, 

porque los padres sabian que Manuel la enamoraban por medio de cartas. 

El dia 17 como a los 6 horas de la mañana llega la mamá de Gaspar a la 

casa de Petrona, llevava pan, chocolate, y unos plátanos que trajo Gaspar de la 

costa, creyendo que todavía estava Petrona; al saber la mamá de Gaspar, porque 

el papá de Petrona le dijo,que ya se habla hido ella y no se sabe con quien se 

fue1 porque no dijo nada. Y al rato lo supieron que con Manuel se fue., y luego 

Gaspar puso la demanda en contra de Jose Juarez^para que pagar todo los gastos 

que Gaspar habla hecho, y luego lo llamaron a José Juarez para que lo reconociera 

los gastos, pues el dijo que no tenia la culpa, porque el estava haciendo todo 

lo pooible para que Petrona se fuera con Gaspar, y como ella no quiso pues 

ponía la demanda el en contra Manuel, y Petrona. Fueron llamados estos últimos 

a la Intendencia y se presentaron Manuel, Petrona y los padres de Manuel. 

El Intendente le dijo a la Petrona que "porque?" se habla salido con sus 

padres; ella dijo si, porque ellos querían que yo me juntara con Gaspar cuando 

yo no lo quiero. El•Intendente le dijo * y que hacen oon los gastos que hizo 

Gaspar!" Petrona dijo yo no s<j pues que pagen mis padres porque ellos se lo 

comieron. 

El padre de, ella dijo que se hablan comido entre todos y también ella, se 

lo comió". El Intendente le dijo a ©llanque los gastos ooacinados por Ud. asi 

es que- Ud, tiene que pagar. Entonces preguntó Manuel que cuanto hera y que 

el pagarla, Gaspar, dijo que hero Q. 1.00 1*1.00] un quetzal, pero Petrona 

dijo que hera solo 24 centavos y 2 centavos de plátanos, pero Gaspar dijo que 

hera un quetzal, asi es que le obligaron a Manuel, de pagar el quetzal y 

quedó de pagar dentro de unos días. 

Manuel y Petrona les tocó a 10 dias cada uno de prisión oomutable a 

10 oe^tayps diario asi es que Manuelvtiene que pagar Q. 5.00, y ya lesv di^í^, ^,£¿ 
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Las costumbres de antes heran muy respetadas, porque cuando los nombran 

de alguaciles o mayordomos siempre sirven y no hay oposiciones como ahora, 

motivo que todos son voluntarios, «on raros los que aceptan los servicios del 

; . pueblo; antes en las fiestas cuando hay contingente, davan con gusto; pero ahora 

cuando los pidan una contribución ya no dan todos dicen que son voluntarios. 

Y muchos se re enganchan otra vez en el servicio de Voluntario por no servir 

como alguacil o mayordomo. Y otros se an ido a los Ouarteles de Guatemala 

para no servir en el pueblo, porque cuando regreson ya son calzados y ya no 

quieren servir. 

Mariano Rodriguez que le faltava solamente una oofradia de Sacramento 

se metió a Evangelista para no hacer sus costumbres, porque las costumbres 

son muchas y quieren suficiente gastos y por no gastar se metió* a la religion 

Evangélica, esto toda la gente lo dicen. 

Lomismo que Nicolas Gonzalez P. ya sirvió de alguaoil de Mayordomo y 

Mayor, y le falta ser de cofrade y se metió a Evangelista, para no ser ígeiis 

cofrade, toda la gente les dicen que por miceria yrvpor no dar que comer a 

sus Mayordomos o alguaciles se metieron a esa religión, estos dos no saben 

leer ni escribir. 

Nicolas Bixcul 0. fue" a la fiesta de San Lucas el 18 de Octubre del año 

pasado, se emborracho y se pasó de la medida hasta que se quedó botado en las 

calles de San Lupas, y perdió el sombrero y el saco y de la colera que habla 

perdido todo se metió a Evangelista, y toda la gente habla mal de el, porque 

ahora y maltrata a los que chupan sus tragos. 

JjttiffliffñfTTlffifaiffflilifl >£i¿¿¡j 
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(fs\i dia 24 de Ahril, por la tarde Salvador Navichoc del Centro por 
haber tenido neoeBidad de vender una maquina de cocer que el había qomprado 

para su difunta mujer y como ninguna de las hijas puede oocer en la maquina 

y dispuso mas bien vender a uno de aquij pero luego supo una hija de el 

que hiva vender la maquina, y luego la fué a esconder ó a recomendar con 

una hermana mayor Inés, cuando Salvador la fue a buscar la máquina ya no 

estava y pregunté la Petronila "que a donde estava la maquina7" Petronila 

le dice al papa que estava con Inés, Salvador se dirigió a la casa de Inés, 

al llegar Salvador le pidió la máquina, Inés le contesta con palabras 

groceras al papá, diciéndose que no fuera sin vergUenza de vender las 

cosas de la mamá cuando la máquina hora erenoía que le habla dejado su 

abuelo, y que estaría loco* Salvador, le dice que la máquina es propia de 

él  y no es de ninguno porque yo he comprado con mi dinero, Inés le dice 

que la máquina horaAde su mamá, y que vendiera el las cosaB de sus padres 

y no de mi mamá. 

Salvador salió furioso y empesó a tomar guaro. Al buen rato llega 

Inés con su tia Jesus Gonzalez R. (mujer) a manifestarle de lo que había 

pasado, y decirle que ella hiva a demandar a la Intendencia a su papá 

porque quería vender la máquina de su mamá. Jesús le dice que no hera 

bueno de demandar a su papá, porque la máquina es de el, no hera herencia 

de la mamá defines y que 8alvador la había comprado a Valeriano la máquina 

por $12.00, Pero Inés, deoía que hera de su mamá. 

Salvador dice lomismo que la máquina hera de el y que había comprado 

a Valeriano por la suma de $1.2000have 7 años. No hubo demanda ....Fin* 

Escrito el 25 de Abril por la mañana. 
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l?»^ El dia 25 de Abril, por la mañana José Antonio González Ch. del 

cantón Tzanciguan, diepuso ir a San Marcos a la fiesta, llevando su mujer 

Elvia (Ladina) y al regresar, la mamá de el Encarnación la empesó a maltratara 

su nuera diciendole que parecía chucha de ir a las fiestas con la cola 

parada, y que si no le da vergüenza de ir detrás de los hombres; asi fué" 

en la fiesta de Solóla se fuá a estar cinco dias a gastar el valor de una 

muía que vendió fono, y que las muj eres asi son muy chuchas.y no saben 

trabajar sino solo comer, y que si no le dá vergüenza de gastar de lo; que 

no le cuesta, le dijo que trabaje asi como hacen ellas que muela y tejen, 

no solo dormir con sus maridos. Elvia contestó que ella no es india para 

moler y tejer, ella tiene marido para que ól le puede regañar y no la suegra. 

La suegra dijo si, porque son iguales de araganes no saben ganar la 

vida, porque Tono se acabó con todo lo que su papá le dejó ahora solo falta 

vender sus pantalones. Elvia le dijo que ella no tiene esa culpaA "porque 

busca dos mujeres pues?" Si, le dijo la suegra, la Manuela, mujer de Tono, 

es trabajadora ella se levanta temprano a moler y alludarme en mis trabajos, 

pero Ud. quiere un criado para que le ponga sus zapatos y otro para que le 

saca de su cama. Si quiere puede estar aqui y si nó pues, puedes ir a tu 

casa, es mejor buscar mi hijo una mujer natural y no ladina. Elvia dijo que 

está* bueno, que busque y que ella no le importa. De esto no hubo demanda, f 

Fin. -—- Apuntado el 26 de Abril por la tarde. 

El 27 por la mañana pasando una hija de Anita Gonzalez, llorando en 

frente de la casa de Inés Gonzalez, esta le dijo "que te pasó ohulat" La 

patoja no le contestó y siguió llorando hasta llegar a su casa cuando bió 

Anita que su hija llego llorando y le preguntó quien le había pegado, la 
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patoja le dijo que la viejita Inés le habia pegado. Anita ya no esperé- 

que otra cosa, luego se fué a la casa de Inés, llego con imponencias y oon 

palabras groceraa, diciendole^ que porque le habia pegado su hija, acaso es 

igual a ella, que tuviera un poco de vergüenza, vieja xolca, meterse con 

los criaturas. Contesta Inés, "Que dices negra planta de zopilote, acaso 

soy igual a vos" en fin se dijeron muchas cosas y se vino Inés a la casa de 

Valeriano, hijo de ella a manifestarle de lo que habia pasado. Valeriano le 

dijo que fuera a la Intendencia a dar parte para que le quitaran las mañas a 

Anita. Inés se fue a la Intendencia a dar parte y luego la fueron a traer 

a Anita, esta dijo que no habia .dicho nada. Esta dije que no habia dicho 

nada pero se comprobé que ell¿ culpé porque su hija no le hicieron nada y 

page Q1.00 de multa Anita.        —>-—Apuntado el 2 de Mayo. 

Otra demanda el dia 6 de Mayo puesto por Olara Gonzalez; resulta que el 

5 de Mayo bailé su Marido Salomon con Gloria, y al llegar- Salomon a su casa 

se empesé a maltratar a el, dioiendole que se fuera mejor con su querida, y 

que ella se hiba para su casa y que no tenia necesidades aguantar porque 

Gloria y su hermana se hablan reido de ella, Olara, se sallé con Salomon, 

y por el dia 6 Olara puso la demanda en contra de Salomon, para que los 

arreglaran y que ella no pienza seguir con elj asi fue que Salomon lo llamaron 

a la Intendenoia y le hicieron saber el motivo, pero como el no tiene la 

culpa el bailé una pieza con la muchacha pero no le dijo- nada, a la Gloria 

y como todo hera mentira, el Intendente le dijo que se fuera,otra vez a su 

oasa y si Salomon lo hioiera otra vez entonces lo, castigaría. - De ésta demanda 

no hubo mérito, s» fué otra vez Olara con Salomen. ——-Apuntado el dia 7. 
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Otra demanda en contra de Francisco Pop por motivo que este muchacho 

estava bolo y por meterse adentro con su suegra a molestarla'y maltratarla 

con palabras groceras, y llegó" al oída de Chema, hijo de ella, se levanta y 
' . erf) 

cuando vio Francisco que habla llegado el otro le empeso" a^maltratarle y 

sin motivo, diciendole que Chema hera un ladrón que todo los terrenos que 

el padre le había dejado no le había repartido a sus hermanos. Lo que 

Francisco quiere que le den su parte de su mujer Chuz, y como no es la primera 

vez ya hace tres veces que el siempre lo ha hecho, cuando toma sus tragos 

siempre alega con ellos, y por esta razón fuá llamado la ronda y se lop 

llevaron a la cárcel como a los 9  de la noche el dia 5. 

Fuá preguntado a Francisco, "porque-habia maltratado a su cuñado y a su 

suegra,T* el contestó que no sintió" porque estava muy descompuesto. 

Francisco fue" sentenciado por quince dias a 15 centavos diario, pagó la multa, 

Apuntado el dia 7 de Mayo. 

(Vúí) 
K      Viene de la pagina »    Clara es muy celosa con su marido, no puede 

hablar Salomon con una mujer porque luego dice ella que está enamorando, y 

lo mismo Salomón cuando habla la Clara con un hombre. De la Clara hablan 

muy mal la gente de ella, porque asi heran sus tias , les gustavan meterse' 

con los ladinos. Las tias de ella todas se fueron con ladinos solo la 

Maria que es abuelita de ella no se fué pero si tuvo su tiempo de ser mujer 

contenta. Juan Bixoul M. y Agustín Sioay, cuentan cuando ellos'heran patojos 

los miraban cuando entraban y sallan los hombres con ellas. Cuentan cuando 

hablan antes comandantes en Atitlan o cuando venia el Jefe Politico, las 

hiban a traer a los Juarez y que son Mujeres conocidas por los señores; 

cuando venían siempre va un mayor a llamarlas y a dormir con ellas. Mucha 

gente dicen lomismo que la Olara tiene que ser igual a sus tias y a su 
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abuela^ aqui no hay mujeres que pongan ouatro o cinco ganchos en la 

cabeza, .pero Olara se pone muchos ganchos y le dicen que es sobra de loa 

ladinos,       Apuntado el dia 7* 

£1 dia 6 por la noche llegó Pedro Criado el Horno del Intendente 

a su casa a pelear con su mujer; Pedro nunca estava contento con ella por 

motivo que el año pasado en el mes de Junio un muchacho queria forzarla en 

la noche.    Este muchacho vio que el marido estava bien socado, se fuá a 

quererle a dormir con ella, pero como la muchacha olió la voz que no hera 

su marido gritó ella pidiendo auxilio.    Ella vio quien hera, fue Benvenuto 

Chavajay, y al llegar se qüeria subir con ella en la cama y ella le dijo 

que prendiera luz pero el no quiso y al gritar la mujer el-se corrió, y 

cuando llegó su marido le avisó de lo que habia pasado;  el marido se 

incomodó y la empesó a pegarle y la corretió, y por. este motivó desde entonces 

el empesó a salarla. 

Pues, el dia 6 por la noche llegó el a su casa y encontró la puerta 

habierta por este motivo le pegó a su mujer y por los gritos de la mujer 

^'se levantó el abuelo de ella a avisarle al papa", que la hija la esta van 

matando y que fuera a pedir auxilio.    El papá" de tolla fue a pedir auxilio 

y lo fueron a, .traer el hombre y lo metieron a la cárcel. 

El dia 7 los arreglaron la mujer ya no quiere seguir con el porque 

no le ha comprado su ropa y ademas le di mala vida, asi es que ya no se 

junta con el.    Pedro fue sentenciado por diez dias de prisión a 20 oen1j¡RV08 

diario.   Pedro pagó la multa de Q2.00. ~ Apuntado el 8 por Iwliftana. 
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El dia 7 por la mañana Encarnación Gonzalez.mandó a au hija a pedir1 

unas doa botellas que el patojo Juan se lo habla llevado con gaseosa; 

Juan las fue a dejar con Salvador por una equivocación, y al llegar la 

dueña le dijo que ya las habia entregado a los manos de ella, pero esto 

es mentira, por este motivo se fue misma Encarnación a pedirlas a Juan; este 

patojo contesta que ella estava bola y se queria que se lo pagarla las 

botellas. 

Pues. qui&$Pque me los pagues,hoy mismo.le dioe Chon, Í¥, le dice Juan, 

nada querías chucha vos quierias que te d¿ pisto para pagar tu guaro. Al 

oir esta la Chon se le fue encima a Juan, a quererle pegar, pero Juan no 

se dejó sino el le dio una. manada a ella, y cuando, la mam¿ de Juan oyó de lo 

que le decia a la Chon, lo empesó a regañarlo a su hijo, diciendole que 

tuviera vergüenza de haoer semejante cosa a su tia. Juan le dijo a su mama" 

que a ella también le tocaba sus manadas y que ella no lo mandava a el y 

si tiene ganas de ir pues se va. En ese momento Chon puso demanda a la 

Intendencia encontra de Juan, quien immediatamente lo fueron a tener y fué 

puesto al arresto y le toca cinco diaa.   —  Apuntado el dia 8 

Ra^atAs ¿UAA*\ Gjrvd*viu**  uvi kt's  oun\ WOMJL (Wyt*. J 
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